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INTRODUCTION.

§ I. The ambition of the interpreter of the Old Testament

is to study the rehgious contents of the old Jewish writings

in their several strata, with a view to tracing the converging

lines of a real and not merely theoretical development of ideas

and beliefs, and with all the help that the investigation of

Semitic antiquity, of the comparative psychology of peoples,

and of anthropology can supply. And to his study of these

ideas and beliefs, which sometimes present themselves in un-

familiar forms, he must bring, not the detached spirit of an

anatomist, or of a visitor from another planet, but the sympathy

born of the consciousness that the essentials of religion are

permanent, and that modern thoughts and beliefs may often

be folded up in ancient germs. This goal was present to the

mind of the present writer, when he wrote the two works

entitled The Book of Psalms^ or^ The Praises of Israel (1888), '

and especially The Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter

in the Light of Old Testament Criticism a?id the History of

Religions (1891).

It is necessary that such books as the Bampton Lectures for

1889 should from time to time be written, and it may be hoped

that when the next attempt is made to treat of the important

theme of that work, it may be possible to bring out the

historical development of the higher Israelitish religion, and its

points of contact with other religions, more fully and accurately.

But just because the object is so high and the work so arduous,

it is one's duty to listen to those voices which call us back for

a time to incompletely performed preliminary tasks. In order

that the exegesis of the Psalter and the historical illumination

of the results of that exegesis may progress, it is urgently

necessary to give a keener and more methodical examination

to the traditional text. Far be it from me to underrate the value
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of that earlier criticism, in wliich it has been my privilege to

participate. But I cannot close myself to the conviction that

the old methods have done nearly all that they are capable of

doing, and that virtually new methods^ must be superadded to

the old.

I venture at this point to offer a caution to the reader, viz.

that if he wishes to comprehend and to do justice to the present

attempt, he must study it in the first instance from the author's

point of view. It is obvious that any philological work, if

criticized from an alien point of view, will appear full of faults,

and, if praised at all, will be praised for things which represent

the author's inconsistencies and hesitations. Hence the fair-

minded reader who is anticipated here will naturally begin by

acquainting himself with the conclusion at which the author

arrives. The novelty of this conclusion may perhaps put a

strain on the reader's patience—for it touches the foundations

of Israelitish history, but it may be hoped that he will be

compensated for this by gaining some fresh insight into the

higher Israelitish religion. Wonderful, indeed, and yet—when

closely studied—most natural is the story of the growth of that

religion, and we may confidently expect that by unfolding its

own secret, the Psalter will throw fresh light on some obscure

parts of that story. This is, in fact, as I have often told m}'

readers, my own chief interest, and it appears to me that ni}-

present conclusion, bold as it may seem, will be helpful in

bringing about this result. That conclusion is briefly this

—

that we have in our hands, closely but not inseparably united,

two Psalters—a newer and an older. The newer is preserved

in two chief forms—the Greek of the LXX. and the Massoretic

Hebrew text. Both these represent independent recensions of

the text,2 and underneath both it is still possible, sometimes

with more, sometimes with less confidence in the smaller details,

to recognize an earlier text of the psalms, which approaches

the form which they received from the writers or from the

earliest editors.

§ 2. Let an attempt first be made to do full justice to the

traditional text, represented alike by the LXX. and bj' the

' .See the Prologue to Critica Biblica, Part i., and the article, 'Pressing

Needs of Old Testament Study,' in the HilbertJournal, July, 1903.

- Cp. Kittel, Uebtr die Not%veitdis;kcit u. ^ro^lichkeit eincr neuen Ausgabe der
He'naischen Pibel (1902), p. 44.
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Massoretic recension. The interest of a great textual tradition,

whether Sanskrit or Hebrew, is as fascinating as it is manifold.

Who, for instance, can take up any important work on Genesis

or Samuel or the Psalms, and fail to observe what curious and

difficult problems have been suggested by the tradition ? Even
when the problems have their origin in critically doubtful

readings, they have given invaluable stimulus to philologists,

and have set them on fruitful tracks of inquirv, the end whereof

is in many cases not ^^et seen. And who can study the current

introductions to ' Biblical Theology ' without noticing how
largely the authors have drawn upon the Psalter, mainly in

its traditional form, as an authority for the religion of the early

Judaism ?'

Nor is this the onl}- point of view from which the importance

of the existing Psalter, and its claim upon the students, may
be willingly recognized. Let it be granted that the text has

often been injured by the operation of the manifold causes of

corruption, and recast b}^ ingenious editors. Still the fact that

some at least of the psalms revised by these editors (e.g. Pss. xc,

cxxxix.) contain passages in highly impressive diction, which

have helped to mould the inner life of countless saints of

Church and Synagogue, may well make us hesitate to treat

such an influential work as unworthy of critical study. Some
sense must have been put even upon those collocations of

letters and words which strike us most by their peculiarity

and improbabilit}'. What was that sense ? Must we not sooner

or later acknowledge that in dealing with such passages philo-

logical ingenuity and familiarity with the Arabic or Assyrian

lexicon are less necessary than a sympathetic comprehension of

the feelings and ideas of the later Judaism ? In fact, the study

of the traditional text cannot be altogether separated from that

of the early traditional exegesis. For this exegesis must be the

direct offspring of the interpretation put upon the Psalter by

the later editors. In spite of its inconsistencies, it is capable

of offering some valuable suggestions to the student ot the

received text.

' I refer of course to those ideas and types of belief whicli are most fidly

characteristic of the pious Jewish community. This drawing; on the Hook of

Psalms is most conspicuous in Cheyne, Origin and A'e/ixi'o/ts Cotilen(s of the

Psalter (1901), and Smend, Lchrlnuh der aittest. Religionsgeschichte (isl ed.,

1893 ; 2nd, 1899).
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Nor is it only the editors of the consonantal text who claim

our respect. We have also to do honour to those self-forgetting

Jewish scholars who, by continuous efforts, produced the present

elaborate vocalization and accentuation. It has been well said

that ' none of the old translators, with the exception possibly

of the Targumists, . . . has had so clear an insight into the

[possible] sense of the text, and has understood it down to its

nicest peculiarities in accordance with the traditional reading.'^

In fact, the pointing of the text has provided us with an

unique and admirable record of the view of the grammatical

meaning which has been traditional since the Christian era.

Well does it deserve the patient and thoughtful study which

a succession of modern scholars, notably Eduard KOnig, have

given to it, though one may fear that this patient scholarship

has sometimes been unconsciously devoted to propping up un-

sound conclusions.

§ 3. I have now to explain the grounds on which a revision

of the text, which some will call ' ruthless,' and others, as I hope,

fundamentally reverent, claims a favourable reception. Let me
begin from a practical point of view. In spite of the attachment

of most English Christians to one or both of the two old versions

of the Psalms which are still current, it is doubtful how much
longer educated persons will be satisfied with this. They may of

course continue to admire the rhythmic flow of the old versions,

and to use them for devotional purposes, because of the trains of

thought which many finely expressed passages suggest. But
surely such persons cannot help desiring a greater degree of insight

into the original meaning of the Psalms than either of these

versions can give. The Old Testament as a literature is rapidly

taking its place as a historical and literary as well as religious

monument of antiquity, and what would the Old Testament be
without the Psalter ? Now, in spite of the much-improved
grammars and lexicons which exist, it can very easily be shown
that the words of the Psalms in the traditional text often admit
only of a forced translation, and that the supposed connexion of

the sentences is often illusor}-. If so, the historical and literary

students of the future will not be satisfied either with an old

version or with any exi^ting or prospective revision of it, or even

' lUilil. Canon and Text of the Old Teslaiiient, Eng. Transl. (1S92), p. 236;
cp. \Vcllh.-iusen, in Bleek's Einkitung in das A. 7'., 4tli ed. (187S), p. 616.
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with a perfectly new version based, or partly based, upon the

traditional text. The version that they will need is one that

represents a thoroughly revised Hebrew text. It may be far from

satisfying a purely aisthetic criticism. It may also run counter

to many theological prejudices. But in the light of history it

will be intelligible and interesting, and it may well be that the

scholars whose critical work renders such a version possible may
bring to light some moral and spiritual beauties which had been

lost for centuries.

Next, from a purely critical point of view. Great as is our

debt to the Massoretic scholars, to the LXX. translators, and to

the editors of the Hebrew text who preceded them, we must be

under no illusion as to the character of the traditional text. The
Old Testament is not altogether in its original form ; it has

undergone not merely corruption, but editorial manipulation.

This is plainer in some books than in others, but nowhere perhaps

is it more manifest than in the Psalter. Hence the question

before us is, whether we prefer the uncritical conjectures of late

editors or those which are suggested by the application of critical

methods. Very many passages, as I have said already, admit

only ofa strained interpretation. Indeed, we may go even further,

and assert that on grammatical, lexicographical, and exegetical

grounds they are self-evidently corrupt, and that any appearance

of plausibility which they may possess is simply due to the skill

of an early editor, who, in the interests of edification, applied a

well-meaning violence to the impromising material before him.

The methodical, but (in its range) too limited criticism of the

past century has no doubt had some apparent success, but the

appearance is too often fallacious. Such a thorough and almost

terribly frank critic as Duhm again and again admits this, and my
chief complaint of this scholar is that he is not searching enough

in his criticism, and speaks of a psalmist with a painful vehemence

which would often only be justifiable if he had shown that the

received text was what the psalmist wrote. Earnestly do I hope

that one result of the present work may be to induce some critics

to question whether a strictly ' moderate ' textual criticism is

really as desirable as they have supposed.

§ 4. Other good results which may be hoped for relate to the

ideas, feelings, and aspirations of the psalmists. Were they, for

instance, as a body, quite as fiercely vindictive as we have imagined ?

This may well be doubted. It is true, Ps. cix. must always remain
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vindictive, but the text which sound critical method seems to

require is at any rate without the worst and the least excusable

of the imprecations (see vol. ii., p. 13Q). And if I am not mis-

taken, we shall be led to recognize that the highest reason why
some of the psalmists wished the peoples hostile to Israel to be

severely punished, was that Yahwe might have the glory of par-

doning even the deepest iniquity through the repentance and

conversion of some part at least of the offending peoples (see

Ps. ii., //. 23-27 ;
xviii., //. 101-104; lix., //, 33-36). It is in har-

mony with this that the repentant survivors from the judgment

on N. Arabia appears to be sometimes, by anticipation, called upon

to join in Israel's songs of praise (see e.g. xxix., xcvi.-xcviii., ciii.,

cxxxviii.). This milder and more humane tone seems to be not

infrequent in the latter part of the Psalter. One psalmist indeed

(see Ps. Ixxxvii.) even appears to have anticipated that a number

of N. Arabians hitherto known as Asshurites, Rehobites, and

Jerahmeelites would be adopted into the family or community

of Zion or Israel—a very similar prospect to that which is held

out at the end of Isa. xix. And still more surprising is the dis-

closure made in Ps. xcix., according to the revised text. For

here it is stated (vol. ii., pp. 103 f.) that some of the N. Arabians

will not only learn to call upon Yahwe and observe his law, but

will be admitted among his priests. I may venture to illustrate

this by the statement which, as I have shown elsewhere (see CriL

Bib., p. 49), is probably made in one of the latest parts of the

Book of Isaiah (Isa. Ixvi. 21). Perhaps if Richard Hooker could

have shared these conclusions, he might have been still more
inclined to mention 'heroical magnanimity' as one of the qualities

displayed by ' David.' I must confess, however, that even so the

assignment of such a quality can hardl}' be quite justified
;

' humility ' (towards God), not ' magnanimity,' was regarded by

the Jews as the queen of the virtues. But it ma}' at least be

affirmed that a sense of the bond of humanity was beginning to

spring up among some of the authors of the great Jewish Book
of Common Prayer and Praise.

It would carry me too far to draw out here in detail all the

results which appear to follow for Biblical religion from the

revised text. I may, however, point {a) to a very probable result

( f the new study here given to Pss. xlv., Ixxii., and ci., viz. that

the personal Messianic hope—so dear to us by its connection with

the preaching of the Gospel—had not much vigour or vitality in
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the circles represented by the psalmists
; (l^) to a result of the

new study of Pss. xi., xxxvi."\ xxxix.'", Ixxiii., Ixxvii. ", xciv.*",

cxvi., which awakens a keen sense of the identity of human nature

in East and West, viz. that not only wise men like the writer of

the colloquies of 'Job,' but also ordinary pious temple-worshippers

were liable to be carried away by a temptation to scepticism i

;

(f) to the new light thrown on Ps. xlix., as representing a reaction

against the tendency to ' deny ' God, with which passages in the

two little catechisms (so calm and inoffensive in the traditional

text) which form the kernels of Pss. xv. and xxiv.' ; and (d) to

the decisive judgment which can now be given on the question

of the hope of immortality in the Psalter (see on Pss. xvi., xvii.,
j

xlix., Ixxiii.).

§ 5. It is, however, the history of Israel in the post-exilic

period which promises to gain most from these researches.

And this is only due in part to a more methodical textual

criticism. Important as the virtually new text-critical methods,

when superadded to the old, may be, it is not less necessary

from time to time to accept suggestions as to the application

of these methods from a recent historical theor}' which, plainly

enough, has a great future before it. I refer, of course, to the

theory (proved by those Old Testament passages in which the

occurrence of 1BQ and Dn*iD, of WH or Dt^^ or ym3, of

nit'N^ or ^1^t^^^ or '^')m, and of '^.vi.^Dn-)^ or "TNt—or at any

rate of the two former groups of names—as designations of

N. Arabian regions or peoples adjoining the land or people

of Israel and closely connected with it, is too manifest to be

plausibly denied) that some at least of the peoples by which

Israel was most directly influenced were those of the N. Arabian

border-land. It is only Winckler's unrefuted theory that there

was not only a N. Syrian, but also a N. Arabian region called

Musr or (mat) Alusri, and his discover}- in i''^93- (which led on

naturally to my own subsequent discoveries) of the name
Mis.sor, Missur, or Misrim (or perhaps Misram)'' in a limited

number of Old Testament passages, soon increased by himself

' Tliough not in possession of the full evidence for his statement, Prof.

Davison was able to say in 1893 that ' the psalmist does not check [questioning]

as impious, but with the spirit of true religion, brings liis difficulty to Gud
Himself, and pours out liis heart in prayer' (Prm'ses of Israel, p. 162).

- ' Das nordarabische Land .Musri,' in Altorient. ForsL/iuii^en^^\ i., 25 ft".

^ So Professor Paul llaupt.
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and independent!}- b}- me,^ to which the discover)- of evidence

of a region called Cush (also mentioned in the Old Testament),

was soon added, which could give that sense of security in the

textual criticism and in the historical realization of the Psalms,

which we must all earnestly desire to possess.

It appears to me superfluous to exhibit here and to discuss

at length the evidence for the existence of a N. Arabian

kingdom of Musri, which not improbably extended as far as

Yathrib, the modern Medina. When even such a cautious

scholar as Dr. Rudolf Kittel admits the fact to be one that

' cannot be argued away,' I do not think that Dr. E. A. W.
Budge's contradiction (characterized by an able historical critic,

J. V. Prdsek, as ' useless vehemence ') carries much- weight.

-

Winckler himself has so far not found time to reply to the

criticisms which have been launched against him, but I know

that he contemplates an answer, which will doubtless lose

nothing by the delay. -^ Provisionally one may refer an}- perplexed

reader to Prof. H. W. Hogg's remarks in the Encyclopadia Biblica

(col. 4^29, note •^), in which the comparative value of Dr. Budge's

arguments is estimated. To me it has long appeared that the only

question among open-minded scholars ought to be, how far may
we apply this result in explanation or illustration of Old Testa-

ment passages?—to which my own answer is, that in a number of

cases it is only such an application which enables us to form a

clear, intelligible, and consistent historical picture. It must be re-

membered, however, that the question of the influence of Musri on

S. Palestine is only a part of the larger question of the influence

on S. Palestine of N. Arabia, and that Musri was probably in vas-

salage to the larger empire of Meluhha, which is frequently referred

to in the O.T. writings under the name of Asshur or Ashhur.

' Winckler, ' Musri' ii. (in ]\Iilteil.der Vorderasiat. Geselhchafl, 1898, part \\.
;

Cheyne, Enc. Biblica, art. Mizraiin (written considerably before 1902, tiie

date of its publication); also other articles, e.y;. Exodus, The; Isaa- ; A'ades/i

;

Zarephath, by Clicyne and S. A. Cook in the latter work. Respectful mention
is also due to Fritz Ilommel for his suggestions on a 'South Palestinian ' Asshur
{^Ancient Hebieiv Tradiiioii, pp. 239-246), though his textual criticism is not

sufTiciently methodical. This ingenious scliolar's later suggestions of Biblical

references to Mosar, Kosh, and Ashur {Aufsatze, iii. i, pp. 277 IT.) appeared
after my own earlier results, and have not influenced me. T he same may be

said of W'inckler's later suggestions as to the N. Arabian JNIusri and Cush in

the Old Testament. Independent work may perhaps have an increased claim

on the attention of critical students.

- See MufXgc, I/isI . ofE§vpt,\o\ vi., pp. ix.-xxx.; Kittel, article m Neiie Kirchliche

Zdtschrifl, \iv. 575 (1903); I'rasek, Saiiherihs: Feldz'uge gegen Jiida, part i., p. 11.

' See Winckler in Hibbert Journal, Jan. 1904.
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It is assumed in the present work that the deportation of

the Jews which has left most traces on the hiter writings of

the Old Testament was, not to Babylonia, but to that part

of N. Arabia which was called by the Jews Jerahmeel or the

Negeb. It may safely be denied that this region was in

antiquity as unproductive as it is to-day. In the Byzantine

period it was certainly not so, and the Byzantine culture was

doubtless the successor of an earlier culture which made much
of the Negeb a prosperous and productive land.^ That the

word ' Negeb ' means ' dryness, i.e. * dry land,' has rightly been

questioned by Winckler.- So far as I can see, critical and

exegetical evidence compels us to deny that such a name as

' dry land ' was likely to be applied to the N. Arabian border-

land as a whole. The Negeb of the later Old Testament times

was probably as different from the land bordering on S. Palestine

to-day, as the N. Arabian population of to-day differs from that

of antiquity. I refrain from attempting a sketch of the hi^tor}-

of the Israelites in the times immediately preceding and following

the Exile. Such a sketch would only be effective if thoroughly

furnished with evidential notes, and this would take up too

much space in an Introduction to the Psalter. The reader

would do well to give a thorough study to the portion of

Critica Biblica relative to the Books of Kings, and if possible

to consult from time to time the portions concerned with the

prophetic writings. He will thus be able to comprehend better

the method and results of the inquiries of which those here

introduced form a part. He may also be referred to pages 136-

153 of the new edition of Schrader's Die Keilinschrifte7i utid

das Alte Testament^ in which the reader will find the necessary

preliminary information, from the pen of Winckler, on the

ethnic conditions of N. Arabia in antiquity.'"

Some highly probable facts, some fragments of histor}-, may,

^ The passage (Isa. xxx. 6) which appears to represent the road from the

land of Judah to that of D'^liJ/D (read, Misrim) as infested by lions and serpents

is certainly corrupt (see Crit. Bib., ad loc).

- Winckler compares Ass. nagbit, 'a particular kind of land' {Gesck. Is?:, ii.

184, note 2).

•' On this work, and on Winckler's manifold original contributions to Old
Testament study, see my article ' Babylon and the Bible,' Ilihbert Journal,

Oct., 1903. I may respectfully suggest to critics that while they may not un-

reasonably question very much of Winckler's reconstruction of Israelilish history,

it is an altogether excessive caution which hinders them from accepting in a

very full extent his treatment of the subject of a N. Arabian Musri.
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liowever, be mentioned liere, and one of tliem is that deporta-

tion was no uncommon fate of the Israelite and Judahite

population. We may safely hold that that section of the people

of Israel and Judah which dwelt in the Negeb experienced this

at the hands of several N. Arabian kings, and we may find

references to one or another of these deportations in the true

text of 2 K. XV. 2q, xvii. 5 f., xviii. Q-il, xxiv. 12-16, xxv. 7, ll f.,

in the original Prophecy of Restoration (11. Isaiah), in the

prophecies in Ezekiel, in the Lamentations, in the story under-

lying our Ezra and Nehemiah, and at an}' rate in the early

part of the Book of Daniel. That there were also ancient

Hebrew writings which referred to Assyrian deportations of

Israelites and Judahites, and to a Babylonian deportation of

Judahites, is, however, a highly plausible view. The later

redactors, certainl}', were aware of such deportations, and

manipulated the texts before them, so that they should seem

to refer to Assyria or Babylon as the ' staff in Yahwe's hand,'

but it is improbable that they had any evidence of this except

tradition. Cuneiform research and exploration of sites will, it

may be hoped, throw fresh light on these dark passages of

history.

The exact situation of the districts where the Jewish exiles

were placed is of course uncertain. The ancient geography of

N, Arabia is unfortunately much less definitely settled than

that of Palestine, though the ancient geography of Palestine

itself is much less secure than has been supposed. From
notices in Ezekiel, however (see Crit. Bib. on Ezek. i. i, 3,

iii. 15), we may with much probability assume that some at

any rate of the bands of exiles^ were interspersed in the Negeb
among the colonists brought by the king of the N. Arabian

Asshur from other parts of his realm (see on 2 K. xvii. 2;),

and this accords with what criticism seems to have disclosed

in the Lamentations and in the Psalter. How far the language

of the psalmists is literally correct, and how far imaginative,

is no doubt a matter for discussion. Sometimes when they
speak as if they were in the lowest depths of the misery

caused by the exile, they produce upon us the impression of

artificiality. Certainly, too, their use of the terms Alisrites,

' It is probable that t)tlicrs were at a greater distance from Palestine. See
Crit. Bib. on Ezra vii. 7 f.
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Zarephathites, Jerahmeelites, Ashhurites (see revised text),

seems to be archaistic ; a similar view indeed has long been

current, to account for certain of the ethnic terms in the

traditional text of Ps. Ixxxiii. 7-9).

§ 6. It now becomes possible to give a fully satisfactory

answer to a question put by our theologian -statesman,

Gladstone {///ipreg/iable Rock^ p. 37).

' Is it conceivable, if the psalms in general owed their origin

to the time of the Captivity, that the composer of them should,

in numerous and conspicuous cases, have dwelt so long and so

often over the details of the Egyptian bondage, and should

never but once and briefly have made reference, specific indeed

but narrow, to the one recent catastrophe, choosing rather to

go back to the centuries dimmed in comparison by the interval

of a thousand years ?
'

The difficulty referred to here is indeed a real one. If the

Psalms come either from the ' exilic ' or from the early ' post-

exilic ' period, how is it that, except in the case of Ps. cxxxvii.,

they present no distinctly Babylonian colouring ? Gunkel, it

is true, has pointed out some points of contact between passages

of the psalms and Babylonian myths, but it is not contended

that these points of contact were due to impressions received

during the Exile. Not once again is Babylon mentioned ; not

once is even the Chaldean destruction of the temple so plainly

referred to (see Dehtzsch on Ps. Ixxiv.) as to disarm all opposition.

But from our new point of view, the psalmists do, ' in numerous

and conspicuous cases,' refer to the calamity, not indeed of a

Babylonian, but of a N. Arabian oppression, and the reason

why the ancient Misrite bondage is so much referred to is

that, inasmuch as the land of Misrim was in N. Arabia, the

Misrite oppression was a most fitting type of the Ashhurite or

Jerahmeelite oppression. As for Ps. cxxxvii., it should have

been plain to us all that, whatever be the true reading of the

opening words, there can be no real difference between the name

Babel and the name Edom (see vol. ii., p. 209). Ps. cxxxvii. i is

not a 'specific but narrow' reference to the Babylonian Exile, but

an imaginative representation of the by-gone time when temple-

singers were carried by Edomites to the Jerahmeelite Negeb. It

is not, however, really different from many other psalms
;

see

especially Pss. xlii.-xliii., and Ixiii., in which just such a sad expe-

rience of temple-singers is imaginatively and lyrically portrayed.

a
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For this imaginative dwelling on the past there was ample

justification. For once at least, and probably more than once,

the temple at Jerusalem had been destroyed by N. Arabian

foes, who in this way completed the (temporary) extinction of

the Jewish people. Indeed, this was but the climax of a long

series of outrages, which could not but wound the feelings of

all true-hearted Jews. And however inevitable and natural

hostility between Israel and N. Arabia may have been, we

must admit that the lower forms of this hostility on the N.

Arabian side (see e.,i^. Ps. v. lo, xxxv. 16-26, cxx.) indicate a

moral inferiority, and we can well understand that this was

the bitterest drop in Israel's cup of affliction.

The truth is that the psalms in their original form provided

the necessary vent for the pent-up feelings of the Jews under

N. Arabian oppression. The writers do not speak for them-

selves ;
they are the organs of the faithful part of the Jewish

people, and more especially of a society within the society

which is spoken of as 'the afflicted ones' or 'the sufferers'

(see on Ps. ix. 13)— the same that appears to be personified

in Isa. liii. and elsewhere as the 'servant of Yahwe.' There

were degrees of violence in the oppression spoken of. Some-

times the psalmists speak with a consciousness that Israel's life

as a people is suspended, sometimes with a presentiment that

such a suspension is imminent. Sometimes it is merely the

grumbling of a storm which has raged its worst that they

hear ; and sometimes when wronged on a small scale, they

seem to keep alive the nieinory of greater outrages by

imaginative reproductions of the situation and the sentiments

of an earlier period. At other tinie.^, however, they relieve

themselves by rising into a far higher sphere, to where ' be-

yond these voices, there is peace,' and even more than peace

—

jubilant rejoicing; i.e. they write as if the anticipations of faith

had been realized, and the great deliverance were past. That

there are a few perfectly peaceful psalms (see cxxvii.'"', cxxviii.,

cxxxiii.-cxxxvi., cxliv.'*'-cl.), which express the feelings of a quiet

and hopeful age, does not affect a general description of the

character of the Psalms. The Psalter is throughout coloured

by a reaction against N. Arabian tyranny and heathenism.

§ 7. Whether there are any fragments of psalms in our

present Psalter which arose during the first suspension of the

national life, is a question which cannot usefully be discussed.
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The Psalter as it stands belongs to a highly literary age, and
contains many passages which presuppose the existence of the

Prophecy of Restoration, the expanded Jeremiah, and the Book
of Job, all of which (unless the first be an exception) can be

shown to belong to a later age. Besides this, it is doubtful

whether the interval between the fall and the rising again of the

Jewish state was as long as has been supposed. ^ In 2 K. xxv.

27-30 we are distinctly told that a king of ' Babel ' called ' Evil-

merodach ' treated Jehoiachin kindly, and recognized him as king

of Judah ;
~ apparently there were other subject princes who

were also reinstated as kings. This recognition must have

involved the permission to any individuals or families who
desired it, to return to their own land,"' and to join in rebuilding

their temple or temples. Now the land of the Jews consisted ot

Judah and of the Negeb (or some part of it). For it appears

from 2 K. xxii., xxiii., when critically treated, that Josiah, as the

sole remaining representative of Israel, had annexed that part of

the Negeb which had been occupied by N. Israel, and repaired

the temple of Beth-ishmael or Beth-jerahmeel (an important place

in the Negeb, where David and Solomon had dwelt, and the seat

of a cultus much objected to by Jeremiah), at the same time,

purifying the cultus. If Jehoiachin or his son Shenazzar"^ was

restored to the throne as a petty king, or rather ' prince ' (^i'li^J),

under * Babel ' or Jerahmeel, he would have at least a part of the

' The njli^ D^^^ti' of Jer. xxv. 11 is corrupt; for a parallel, note the

D"'Jki' yyi^ of Judg. vi. I, xii. 9. See on 2 Cnr. xxxvi. 21.

- Winckler {AOF, ii. 198, 439; KAT, p. 284) is of opinion that the

execution of ' Evil-merodach's' decree was postponed till B.C. 539. This,

however, is only a conjecture, rendered necessary by the acceptance of the

tradition tiiat the Jews received permission to return and to build tiie temple

Irom Kures (Cyrus?).

'^ The Jerusalemites, even if in the Negeb, would naturally wish to return

to Jerusalem, while the Israelitish exiles from the Negeb, if faithlul to their

race and religion, would as naturally wish to return to the Negeb.

* Shenazzar (lifJ^JI^*) in i Chr. iii. 18 a son of Jeconiah ; rightly identified

by Sir H. Iloworth, Kosters, Ed. Meyer, and Marquarl with Sheshbazzar

(niJ3l£^li^). The full form of the name underlies (ra^avaffap, aava^xaaaapos,

(la^avaaaapos, aafxavaairapos, given by G (see E. Bill., 'Sheshbazzar') for

'Sheshbazzar.' Itoth ]'^]^ (see on Ps. xcii. II, cxli. 5) and ]3tt* (cp. 'Kshban'

and ' Shebna ') may represent 'p^^yQ^i'"' ; so also indeed may \U! (see Crit.

Bib. on I S. vii. 12, xxviii. 4). "l^S occurs in Gen. xxxvi. 21, &c., as a Horite

( = .\shhurite) clan-name. ' Sheshbazzar' in Ezr. v. 14 (cp. i. 8) is said to have
been made felul or 'governor' of Judah by Kures, and to have laid the

foundation of the temple.
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Negeb as well as of Judah' given back to him as his dominion.

In this case, the temple in the Negeb (which had of course been

greatly injured in war-time) would have to be restored as well as

that of Jerusalem. It appears that some of the prophets were in

favour of this temple (see Crit. Bib. on Ezek. xl. i f., xlvii. 13,

Isa. xix. 18) while others were against it {Crit. Bib. on Isa. Ixvi.

I ff.).- Probably enough, this temple too had only a short

existence. How unfriendly the surrounding populations were to

the Jews, appears from the narratives in Ezra and Nehemiah,

which may not indeed be strictly historical works, but which

must contain traces of early traditions.^ Possibl}- too Zech. vii. 7

may refer to some calamity to the Jewish portion of the Negeb

which was recent when Zechariah spoke. At any rate, we can

well understand that in the time of ' Malachi ' the cultus of

' Jerahmeel or Beth-jerahmeel met with an unqualified condemna-

tion from zealous worshippers of Yahwe (see Crit. Bib. on Mai. ii.

10-16. When 'Malachi' wrote the only form of worship in the

Negeb was heathenish.

But though the temple of Yahwe at Beth-ishmael (= B.-jerah-

meel) can only have enjoyed a brief summer of prosperit}'-, we
need not doubt that it was a source of spiritual refreshment to

many faithful Israelites, especially if it is rightly held, {a) that

* the place which Yahwe thy God shall choose ' in Deuteronomy
originally meant Beth-ishmael, and (i) that this place is to be

identified with the famous Beth-el of ancient legend (see Crit.

Bib. on Am. vii. 9 f.). But clearly such pious worshippers as we
have supposed would want psalms. Are any of these psalms

preserved in our Psalter ? We may most probably answer in the

affirmative, and include among the Beth-ishmael psalms, Ps. cx.xii.,

cxxv., cxxxii., cxxxiii., cxxxiv. and cxxxv,*'-' Of course, a later

' Perhaps not more than Jerusalem and the district about it (cp. Winckler).

- Standing on one of the mountains of Jerahmeel, Ezekicl (who recoj;nizes

the Negeb as the Holy Land) plans the erection of a new temple and a new
holy city. Another prophetic writer declares that five Misrile cities shall

become Jewish, and one {i.e. the principal) shall be Ir-ashhur. From the
context it appears that the religious centre of this territory, with an altar to
Yahwe, should be here. On tlie other hand, a third writer repiesents a teinple
(in the Negeb?) as quite superlluous, the whole of Ishmael or Missor being
Vahwe's pruperiy. See references above.

^ The piD'iC' of Neh. iv. 2 is to be read Shiniron, i.e. the Shimron in the
Negeb (see Crit. Bib on I K. xvi. 24). 'Sauballat' has come from some
ethnic or gentilic such as Neballali or Nebaicthi. ' Tobiah ' is a so a Ne^eb
name. Gasiiiiiu = Geish"m = .\slih.iram. Iloronite and Ammonite may also
have a N. Arabian reference.
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editor manipulated these psalms, as he did most others, to adapt

them to the use of pious worshippers at the temple of Jerusalem.

That many of the psalms were intended from the first for the

liturgical services at Jerusalem, is of course not open to doubt.

A love of the temple almost pervades the Psalter, and for the

most part the temple referred to must be that which outlasted

all the other temples—those in the Negeb, in Egypt, and on

Mt. Gerizim, and became theoretically at least centre of Jewish

religion. As we read the psalms we seem to hear sometimes the

jubilant songs of the pilgrims (xlii. 4 ; cp. Tsa. xxx. 2q), some-

times the praiseful shouts of the worshippers (xcv. iff.; c, i, 4),

nor can there be finer expressions of a nascent spiritual religion,

not yet separated from a belief in sacred localities,^ than we find

in Ps. xxxvi.'-', Ixiii., and Ixxxiv. It is true, there are traces of a

similar stage of development in the psalms of Beth-ishmael (see

especially Ps. cxxv. i f.),'but the promise of the future belonged

inevitabl}^ to the sanctuary of Jerusalem. For both temples,

indeed, pious worshippers, in the ' full assurance of faith,' claimed

perpetuity (cp. Ps, xxvii. 4 f., cxxxii. 14, cxxxiii. 3), but onl}- that

of Jerusalem lasted as long as Jewish religion needed such

a material prop. Even this temple had its critical periods. It

may have been destroyed and rebuilt on more than one occasion

before the last ; indeed, without assuming a second destruction

in the pre-Maccabcean period, it is diflScult to account historically

for the strong language of Ps. Ixxiv. and Ixxix.-

There is a point of some interest in this connexion which is

very generally overlooked ; it is that, not only in the old days

when the temple at Jerusalem was profaned (from the higher

prophetic point of view) by a distinctly Jerahmeelite cultus,^^

but even afterwards, the temple-ministers, or at an}' rate the

singers, were of Jerahmeelite, i.e. N. Arabian, origin. Some of

the evidence for this has been given in my article, ' From Isaiah

' See Orii^^iii of the Psalter, pp. 3S7 f.

- We have at any rate no sufficient ground for adding Pss. Ixxiv., Ixxix. to

the list of Beth-ishmael psalms. It is natural to expect that these psalms

would occur in the same collection, near together.

•* See Crit. Bib., part iv., on Kings; also on Zeph. i. 5, and on Ezek. viii.

It is assumed here that the references to the temple-worship in Kmgs refer to

the temple of Jerusalem, not to that in the Negeb. There appears to be an

early reference to the Jerahmeelite servants of the Jerusalem temple in 2 S. v. 8

(see C>it. Bil>.). Kzekiel strongly objected to these N. Arabian ministers (see

Crit. Bib. on Ezek. xliv. 7).
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to Ezra,' in the American Journal of Theology^ July 1901. It

surely ought not to be doubted that the so-called Nethinim

(the older view of whose origin is untenable) are really the

Ethanites, the 'doorkeepers' or 'porters' (D"'")ri:'n) the Asshur-

ites, the bene 'abde Selomo'' (A.V., 'the children of Solomon's

servants ' !) the bene ^ardb-);alamu (or -fsma^ V}.^ All these were

probably guilds of singers (see § 13). We can now understand

how the Levites, the ' porters,' the ' singers,' and the Nethinim

come to be mentioned together in Ezr. vii. 7, Neh. vii. 73. The
headings of the psalms, when keenl}- scrutinized, confirm this

result. The evidence will be given later. It tends to show that

the guilds of temple-ministers (apparently singers) to whose

custody various groups of psalms were committed, were of

Jerahmeelite origin. To go further, and suppose that the psalms

were derived from the Negeb, and illustrate them by the not

improbable fact that the main portions of the Books of Job and

Proverbs took their origin in the N. Arabian border-land, is

unnecessary. Suffice it to be able to say with much probabilit}-

that the psalmists, though as hearty as they could be in their

attachment to pure religion, were of the Jerahmeelite race. If

so, it becomes all the more probable that some psalms of the

Jerahmeelite temple were carefully preserved by the singing

guilds of Jerusalem, and recommended for adoption in the

general Israelite hymnal.

§ 8. Once more, I am not writing a historical sketch, and am
not to be expected to give an answer here to every conceivable

historical question. But there is one question which naturall}-

rises to the lips here, and to which I may at least attempt a pro-

visional answer. It is this : if, for some time after the fall of the

Jewish state, N. Arabia still influenced the Jews so profoundly

that there was a constant danger of the apostas}' of worshippers

of Yahwe, or of the introduction among the Jews of practices

characteristic of N. Arabian heathenism," how is it that the heart

of the Jewish community remained sound, and a stream of healthy

development flowed on without interruption ? The answer is

that a powerful influence for good was exercised on the community
in Palestine, first, by the Law (Deuteronomic or Levitical) and the

prophets, and next, by the Jews of Babylonia, who, while adher-

' Cp. Eiii. Bil'lica, ' Sulumon's Servants, Cliildren of.'

' See Cril. Bib. on Malaclii.
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ing Steadfastly to the essentials of a Jewish religion, were 3'et able

to absorb and adapt ideas and beliefs characteristically Bab3'lonian

and Persian. For one cannot doubt that the same policj' of de-

portation adopted by the Assyrian kings Sargon and Sennacherib

was carried out afterwards by Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon,

and one may be assured that, though the later Old Testament

writings in their original form cannot be said to prove this,^ the

Jewish community afterwards passed under the rule of Persian

Governors. It stands to reason that a bod}' of men so highly

cultivated as the Babylonian Jewry must have exercised more

than sufficient influence on the minds of the best Jews in Palestine

to counteract the temptations offered by N. Arabia.

The proof of this is supplied by the later Hebrew literature.

Not only did the author of the Priestly Code work up legal

material derived from Babylonian sources, but ' thinkers and poets

(see the Book of Job) deliberately threw themselves into what

may quite innocently be called a mythic revival.' ' The leaders

of the Church permitted this
; they were content to moderate

and turn to wholesome uses a tendency which they could not

e.\tinguish,'2 and of which we find some fresh evidence in the

Psalter (see on Ps. viii., Ixxiv.'"'). It is true that Babylonian

influences may sometimes have come to the early Israelites

through a N. Arabian channel, but this only shows how ancient

the indirect influence of Babylonia on Israel reallv is, and how
legitimate was the course taken by the later Church-leaders.

Persian influence upon Jewish belief it is more difficult to prove

conclusively. Yet surely the influence which at a later time

became so strong must have made itself felt very earl}-. ' In-

directly Persia must have influenced the Jews throughout her

vast empire, but directly not so much the Jews in Palestine as

the large Israelitish colonies on the east of the Euphrates and

the Tigris, which, however, must have transmitted the results to

the Jews in Palestine.'-^ Certainly it is plausible to hold that the

stress laid on righteousness and truthfulness in passages like

Ps. XV. 2 and xvii. 3, is not wholly unconnected with the extremely

high moral requirements of Zoroastrianism. The Zoroastrian

' Ezra, Nehemiali, Esther, Daniel (a larger or smaller pnrl), Tobit, Judith,
seem all originally to have had reference to N. Arabian oppression. .See in

due time Cntica Biblica, and cp. Enc. Bib.. ' Purim,' § 7.

- Origin ofthe Psaltci; p. 270. Cp. the context (pp. 266-272).

' Ibid, p. 281 ; and cp. Enc. Bib., 'Zoroastrianism,' §§ 20-25.
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phrase, ' good thoughts, good words, good deeds,' might have

been taken as a motto by the psalmists, and even if the traditional

text of Pss. xvi., xvii., xlix., Ixxiii. sometimes represents a late

editor, and not the original writers, yet the editor's text has a

historical value of its own, and we may at least in part ascribe the

references which it probably contains to personal immortality

and the resurrection to Zoroastrian influences. For though we
can seldom draw a sharp line between Babylonian and Persian

influence, such a distinction does appear to be in place here.^

These points of contact prove the receptivity of the Jews; they

detract in no important respect from the originality of the Psalter.

^

As I have shown elsewhere, it is a monument of the church-

consciousness of the period of the early Judaism, and it represents

the most vital elements in the Jewish faith. These elements,

however we account for their historical form, are not borrowed.

We must, it is true, draw a distinction between the earlier and

the later Psalter, each of which has some distinctive merits,

though, from a theological point of view, the later Psalter is the

richer.

It would, however, be a great mistake to regard the Psalter in

either of its forms as primarily a record of Jewish theology. It

is rather, first of all, a record of the changeful emotional experi-

ences of the pious community in presence of the terrible fact of

the prosperity of the wicked, who, in the earlier form of the

Psalter, are again and again declared to be N. Arabians. In that

Psalter, as here presented, too large a place may perhaps be given

to temporary circumstances to please us. We have been accus-

tomed to say of the writings of the early post-exilic period, such

as the Psalms and the Book of Job, that thev ' touch us almost

more nearly than the writings of those prophets [Jeremiah and
II. Isaiah], because the ideas contained in them have found simpler

expression, and are less closely bound up with the historical form.^

But it can hardly be denied that the phenomena presented to us

in the revised text of the Psalms are highly natural. Neither the
' exilic ' nor the ' early post-exilic ' period was barren of occasions

for highly coloured metrical supplications of the community.

' See Zinimern, in A'AT'-^\ pp. 63S f. ; Cheyne,y/v'/, pp. 257-260, line-. Bib.,

5438-5442.

- Ilomnicrs theory tlial I's. xciii. may ho derived from a IJaliyluiiian hymn to

Ka is baseless (vol. li., p. 89).

^ Hastings, Did. of Bible, Extra \'oiumc, p. 45/' (art. ' New 'lestanient
Times'), preprint.
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Unless we refuse to carry the critical process further, and acquiesce

in the meagre narrative which has become traditional, we must

admit that pious Jews suffered greatly not only from mere 'con-

tact with the heathen world,' not only from inconsistent fellow-

Jews, ' who, with a stronger sense of actualities, plunged vigorously

into the relations of life, and sought to help themselves,' ' but from

cruel tyrants of N. Arabian race, and those Jewish apostates

(' deniers,' they are called) who abetted them. Now if the trials

and sufferings of the Jews were so definite and concrete, must not

the writers who gave voice to Jewish feelings have named their

tyrants ?

§ 9. I do not, however, wish the reader to suppose that the

N. Arabians held the supreme power in Judah and in the Negeb

all through the period of the original Psalter. It is true, the

original form (disclosed by criticism) of Ezra and Nehemiah,

Esther, Tobit, and Judith suggests that for a long time the

Persians left Judah and the Negeb in the hands of the N. Arabians.

But it is difficult not to believe that they did not at last interfere,

and in spite of the sceptical criticismof Willrich,^ the second-hand

statements of the cruelty of Artaxerxes Ochus to the Jews may
have a kernel of truth. The defilement of the temple and the

* enslavement ' spoken of by Josephus [Ant. xi. 7, i) may perhaps

have taken place at this period. -^

However this may be, it is probable that N. Arabians ot

new ethnic connexions were troublesome to the Jews long

after the fall of the old Jewish state. For a time indeed a

part of Judah and of the Negeb appears to have been ruled

by representatives of the ancient Davidic family—representa-

tives so weak and harmless that no umbrage could be given

to the Babylonian power. And even when this rule had come

to an end (perhaps through the mad ambition of a Jewish

prince) we hear of a Nehemiah and a Daniel in high favour

at the N. Arabian court, at least if I may refer here to results

which are only in course of being established. But upon the

whole we may say, in the language of a psalmist, that Israel

' Ibid. Wonderful vagueness is assumed for writers of Semitic race !

^ Judaica (1900), pp. 35-39 ; cp. E. Bib., 'Psalms, Book of,' § 23.

^ Cheyne, Founders of O. T. Criticism, pji. 220 ff. ; Origin of the Psalter,

p. 52. Cp. W. R. Smith, OTJCf-^ pp. 207 f., 43S ; Ewald, Dichter des A/ten
Bundes,'^"! p. 353 (1835), ana Hist, of Jsrael, v. 120. But cp. also E. Bib.,

col. 2425 (G. A. Smith), 3941 (Cheyne).
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' walked tremblingl)-, the Arabians pressing him hard ' (Ps. xHi.-

xliii., //. 15, 26). According to Winckler, the old peoples of the

N. Arabian border-land had given place to Kedar and Nebaioth,

who in turn were succeeded by the Salamians or Salmseans

and (in the first half of the second century) the Nabataans.'

There is not much hint of this in the Hebrew texts, which

generally use the old familiar names for the N. Arabian countries

and peoples. Nor can we omit to mention the Edomites, who
were from the first among those who annoyed and oppressed

Israel (cp. Obadiah), and who are from time to time mentioned

with horror by the psalmists (e.g. Pss. xi., xii., xlix., cxxxvii.)."

How constantly the N. Arabian danger occupied the minds

of the psalmists, will be best shown b}- giving a brief summary
of the contents of their writings. It will be noticed that the

same foes are referred to even in psalms which may be presumed

to be of the Greek period. A literary tradition had been formed

which could not, as it seems, be broken through.

§ 10, Without further explanation I proceed to summarize

the contents of the Psalms from this point of view.

Book I.

i. Preface to the large Psalter, including Ethanic psalms, with

their preface (ii.). The editor took a fragment of a metrical ps.

on the contrasted lots of the good and the bad, and prefixed a

didactic passage in irregular rhythm.

ii. Lyric anticipation of the time when the promise of an

expanded Canaan made to Israel shall have been fulfilled. The
N. Arabian populations will rebel against Yahwe and Israel,

and will be forcibly brought back to obedience, unless they

prudently renew tlieir submission.

iii., iv. Evening psalms; N.Arabian oppression cannot disturb

believers.

V. The temple-worshippers, surrounded bv lying foes, pray
to be guided aright.

vi. Deep depression at the danger of Israel gives way to faith.

vii.'" Complaints of the insults of the N. Arabian foe, which
threaten to pass into a pitiless 'tearing' of Israel. But soon
his wickedness will prove his own ruin.

' A'AT,W pp. 151 f.

- See Torrey, 'The Edomites in .S. Juduli," //>/., xvii. 16-20 (1898), and
cp. Cheyne, i/'/d

, p. 207.
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vii.<-' Prayer for the redress of Israel's wrongs.

viii. Fragment of lyric cosmogony. The old ' enemy,' i.e.

the primaeval dragon, is a s3-mbol of the N. Arabian foe. Cp.

Ezek. xxix. 3.

ix.—X. An alphabetical poem was broken in two, and the

parts became independent psalms. Not, however, in G, which

only gives a SLunj/aXfxa (twD) after ix. 2 1

.

xi. ' What reward has the righteous ' ? Yahwe's eyes ' keep

watch.' Ishmael will disappear. First trace of a sceptical

tendency.

xii. Prayer for deliverance from the false-hearted race of Edom.

xiii. Deepening depression, with a corrective appendix.

xiv. The sin of Gebal and Jerahmeel, and its punishment at

the great doomsda}-.

XV. A short moral and religious catechism in metre.

xvi. Israel rejoices in his visits to Yahwe's ' palace,' and in

the sure hope of deliverance.

xvii. Israel's self-justification, the ground of his faith that

Yahwe will deliver.

xviii. Righteous Israel looks back upon his completed disci-

pline, and gives thanks for his reward.

xix.'" The glory of God in the heavens, especially in the

sun. Second creation psalm (see viii.).

xix.'-' Eulogy of the Law. Israel's prayer against apostasy.

XX., xxi. Pious Israel's joy at the prospect of the great deliver-

ance, when N. Arabian foes will cease to trouble.

xxii.'^' Israel's desperate condition
;
yet he prays on.— xxii.'-*

Israel at large is summoned to give thanks for the great deliver-

ance. N. Arabian oppression is in the background.

xxiii.''' Whatever befalls, the flock of Yahwe is at peace
;

xxiii.'^* Israel anticipates the Messianic feast (Isa. xxv. 6).

xxiv.''* A second little catechism on the character of Yahwe's

true worshippers.

xxiv.'-' The victorious return of the divine Warrior (Isa.

Ixiii. 1-6).

xxv. An alphabetical psalm. Petitions for deHverance, for

instruction in the principles of Yahwe's dealings, and for the

punishment of Israel's oppressors.

xxvi. Israel's innocence, the ground of his prayer for help.

xxvii.''' Calm but deep joy in Yahwe, in whose sanctuary is

assurance of safety.—xxvii,'-' Anxious supplication.
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xxviii.'" Imprecations on the wicked.—xxviii.'-' A fragment

of thanksgiving.

xxix. Yahwe is now king of Israel and the world
;
he sends

a message to the surviving Jerahmeelites, conveyed by an awful

thunder-storm. The message is that Yahwe has taken his seat

as Judge. At this, Yahwb's new subjects are called upon to

offer praise and, it may be implied, tribute.

XXX. Israel imaginatively realizes the time when complaint

will give way to thanksgiving.

xxxi. A mixture of complaints and thanksgivings. The
psalm has been much edited ; it may be composite, though

analysis is difficult.

xxxii.'" Israel's sufferings; (temporary) relief; prayer still

necessary.—xxxii.*-' Didactic.

xxxiii. Quasi-alphabetic (p. 138); no title (but see G). Praise

and prayer ; Yahwe's character and purpose, Israel's faith.

xxxiv. Alphabetic. Experience proves that Yahwe delivers

righteous Israel.

XXXV. A prayer against Israel's foes. Their cruel behaviour
;

Israel's self-humiliation.

xxxvi.'" The wickedness of the oppressor. Second trace of

sceptical tendency.—xxxvi.'^' Yahwe's lovingkindness is sure.

xxxvii. Alphabetical. A retributive judgment is at hand.

xxxviii. Israel's affliction described under the figure of sickness.

xxxix.<" The mental agony of unwilling sceptics.—xxxix,'"'

Faith holds its own under severe trial.

xl." Gratitude for great deliverance. Prayer for the

future.—xl.'-' Anxiety passes into stern imprecations.

xli. Israel's affliction is again likened to a dangerous sickness.

Book II.

xlii.—xliii. A company of Jews, in N. Arabian captivity,

craves the divine protection and restoration to Yahwe's house.

The point of view is imaginative.

xliv."> Preface to a lost historical psalm.—xliv.-' Prayer of

the innocent martyr-nation. Assumed background of the Exile.

xlv. Celebration of the Messiah as the second Solomon.
xlvi. In the great upheaval of hostile peoples which pre-

cedes the great judgment pious Israel remains undaunted.
xlvii. Thanksgiving for the overthrow of P^domites. To faith,

the Messianic age has begun.
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xlviii. Again, imaginative thanksgivings.

xlix. The fate of all who deny Yahwe, whether Edomites or

recreant Israelites.

1.*'' Fragment of a psalm on the Messianic judgment.—1.<-' A
restatement of the true law of sacrifice.—1.*'^' A threatening

address of Yahwe to hypocrites.

li. Pious Israel, suffering from calamities which prove the

greatness of his sins, craves forgiveness, the proof of which will

be deliverance from the Edomites.

lii. A prophetic denunciation of the N. Arabian tyrants

(cp. cix.).

liii. An Elohistic edition of Ps. xiv.

liv., Iv.'^' Pious Israel implores deliverance.—Iv.'-' The wicked-

ness of the Jerahmeelites.

Ivi.—Ivii.''* Fresh supplications for help.—Ivii.'-' A hymn or

praise.

Iviii. Faith anticipates the ruin of the ' deniers ' of Yahwe
who bear rule in the land.

lix. The Arabians prepare to crush Israel. Let Yahwe
interpose.

Ix. Believing prayer kindles the spirit of prophec}'. With
Yahwe, unwarlike Israel shall overcome Arabia.

Ixi.'*' A wail of persecuted Jews.—Ixi.'-' Gratitude for a

past deliverance, and anticipations of the great doomsday.

Ixii. Let Israel be patient
;
the oppressor will be requited as

he deserves.

Ixiii. Far from the sanctuary, pious Jews express their longing

for Yahwe, and their anticipations of the judgment.

Ixiv. Fresh complaints, and comforting anticipations.

Ixv. Israel in the latter day gives thanks for his spiritual

privileges and for the destruction of his enemies.

Ixvi.''' Praise for the mercies of the Messianic age.— lxvi.<-'

Grateful Israel will offer the sacrifices which he vowed in his

trouble.

Ixvii. Anticipations of Yahwe's righteous rule.

Ixviii.'^' Praise, and retrospect of Israel's early mercies.

—

Ixviii.'-' Yahwe's faithfulness in the past prompts supplication

for the fulfilment of his promises in the future.

Ixix.'" Israel's afflictions described ; all is known to Yahwe
;
pay

the persecutors their deserts !—Ixix.'"* Israel imagines himself in

the latter day praising his God. Why not ? The promises are sure.
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Ixx. Same as xl. 14-18.—Ixxi. Israel in his ' old age ' prays for

relief, and promises songs of praise.

Ixxii. Predictions of the reign of the Messiah.

Book III.

Ixxiii. A temporary failure of faith. Pious Israel despaired of

a recompense, but, giving heed to God's judgments, came to a

better mind, and recovered his joy in Yahvve.

Ixxiv.'" Israel's complaints in the deepest misery of the N.

Arabian invasion. The point of view is imaginative.—Ixxiv.'-'

Yahwe's ancient exploits. From an anticipative song of triumph.

Ixxv. A fragment. The oppressors are warned, on the ground

of a divine promise to Israel, not to ' rage ' so furiously against

the exiled Jews.

Ixxvi. Anticipations of the linal deliverance.

Ixxvii.'^^ Another record of temptations to scepticism (cp.

Ixxiii.).—Ixxvii.'"-^' Description of a theophany.

Ixxviii. A popular exposition of the early history of Israel.

Ixxix. A companion-psalm to Ixxiv."'.

Ixxx. An (imaginative ?) appeal for help against those who
have rent the ' vine ' of Israel.

Ixxxi."' Praise to Yahwe as King of Israel.— Ixxxi.'-' Yahwe
remonstrates with and admonishes Israel.

Ixxxii. Yahwe himself announces the impending retribution

of the unjust judges.

Ixxxiii. Israel's impassioned cry for divine vengeance.

Ixxxiv. Exiled Jews long to return to the sanctuary of Zion.

Ixxxv.'" Prayer for the great deliverance.—Ixxxv.*-' Comfort-

ing promises.

Ixxxvi. Petitions for protection, intermingled (by an editor ?)

with thanksgivings.

Ixxxvii. The happiness of Zion or Israel, whose family now
includes the converted remnants of the peoples round about.

Ixxxviii. Despondency with no ray of hope.

Ixxxix. Anticipative praise for the great deliverance.

—

Ixxxix.'-' Contrast between the glowing promises of 2 S. vii. and
present distress.

Book IV.

xc. Appeal of oppressed Israel for help and compensation.

The psalm has been recast.
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xci. Israel's felicity in the Messianic age.

xcii.—xciii.—xcv.<" Thanksgiving for the great deliverance,

and the expansion of Israel's land which faith anticipates.

xciv.'^' An impassioned cry for vengeance, like Ixxxiii, xciv/'-'

The scepticism, into which Israel lapsed for a moment, according

to xciv.'^', is rebuked, and the difficulty which led to it explained.

xcv.'-' A divine warning against disobedience (cp. Ixxxi.'-').

xcvi.—xcvii.—xcviii. Further development of the theme of

Pss. xcii., Slc. Arabia is to join in the song of praise.

xcix. Anticipation of the conversion of N. Arabians, and even

of their admission into the ranks of the priesthood.

c. The expanded Israel is called upon to praise Yahwe.

ci. The vow of the Messianic king (cp. xlv., Ixxii.).

cii.'" ' Prayer for the sufferer (Israel), when he faints.'—cii. -'

Happy anticipations for Israel.— cii.'''' The world perishable, but

Yahwe eternal.

ciii. Praise of the lovingkindness of Yahwe.

civ. The hymn of creation, closing with a glance at those who
mar its harmony.

cv.— cvi.'-' Israel's early history (cp. Ixxviii.).

cvi."' Liturgical prayer and praise.

cvii.'"' Thanksgiving with scenes from the experience of Israel.

cvii.'-' Historical references of a wider range.

cviii. A compound of Ivii. 8-12 and Ix. 7-14.

cix. Imprecations against the N. Arabian tyrants (cp. lii.).

ex. A prophecy of Israel's conquest of the N. Arabian border-

land.

cxi.—cxii. Alphabetical, didactic psalms.

cxiii. The lovingkindness of the Most High God to Israel.

cxiv. The first Exodus ; a type of the second ?

cxv. A confession of faith, and a declaration of trust, in the

one true God.

cxvi.—cxviii. Songs of praise at the opening of the Messianic

age.

cxvii. Praise to Him who is God of Israel and of the world,

cxix. The blessedness of a life in accordance with God's

revealed will.

cxx.—cxxiii. Weary Israel implores the divine succour.

cxxi. In sure faith Israel looks out for the divine help.

cxxii. A psalm for lovers of the N. Arabian house of Yahwe.

Cp. cxxv., cxxxii., cxxxiii., cxxxiv., cxxxv.'*'.
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cxxiv.—cxxix. Israel's marvellous escape.

cxxvi. Laughter has given place to tears, but joy will return.

cxxvii,'" Yahwb is the Watcher ;
wherefore be anxious ?

cxxvii.'-' Stalwart sons, a blessing.

cxxviii. Domestic blessedness of the righteous.

cxxx. An appeal for the destruction of the enemies of the true

religion.

cxxxi. Israel professes his humility. Very corrupt text.

cxxxii. Reassertion of the promises in 2 S. vii. 12 ff., with a

historical setting. The temple of Beth-jerahmeel probably meant.

See cxxii., &c.

cxxxiv., cxxxv.'" The ministers of the same temple are sum-

moned to praise Yahwe.

cxxxv.<-\ cxxxvi. Praise of Yahwe for his mercies to Israel.

The former a Beth-ishmael psalm.

cxxxvii. Temple-singers look back on the misery of their guild

in captivity.

cxxxviii., cxxxix. Thanksgiving and prophecy combined. The
latter psalm, as recast, is partly a celebration of divine attributes.

cxl. Israel supplicates for vengeance on its foes.

cxli. Prayer against the N. Arabians. Afterwards much recast.

cxlii. A cry from the N. Arabian captivity.

cxliii. The same subject ; familiar petitions re-combined.

cxliv.'" A similar but more eucharistic psalm.

cxliv.'-' A fragment on the felicity of Yahwe's people.

cxlv., cxlvi. Praise of Yahwe's attributes.

cxlvii.""-' Praise of Yahwe, with special reference to Jerusalem.

cxlviii.—cl. Call to universal praise.

§ II. The reader will consult his own interest if he will

compare the treatment given in this work to such psalms as

XXXV., xlii.-xliii., xliv., Ix., Ixxiv., Ixxix., Ixxxiii., cxxxvii. with

that found in the ordinary commentaries, not excepting even the

least conventional of all—that of Duhm. It will be surprising if

these psalms do not appear much more natural and life-like,

with the new background, than in a text less thoroughly cor-

rected. Other groups of psalms which call for a similar treat-

ment are the traditional ' royal psalms ' (ii.,xviii., xx., xxi., [xxviii.,]

xlv., Ixi., Ixiii., Ixxii., [Ixxxiv.,] [Ixxxix.,] [ci.,] [ex.,] [cxxxii.]),'

' The numbers enclosed in [ ] are those of psalms in whicli the word "170
does not occur.
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and the traditional psalms of immortality (xvi., xvii., xlix.,

Ixxiii.).

Controversy is not the present writer's object, but some con-

sideration is due to G. B. Gray's able attempt {/QR^ J'jlyt 1895,

pp. 658-686) to show that even those psalms which, in so far as

they refer to a king who is neither Yahwe nor a foreigner, may
seem to be necessarily pre-exilic, can be explained as post-exilic

without resorting to the improbable hypothesis that they refer to

an Asmonsean king (or kings).

Rethinks that in Pss.ii.,lxxii.,xviii.,lxxxix.,xxi.,the king referred

to is an idealisation of the people with reference to its sovereigr;

functions, and that the- expressions used in these psalms can onl}-,

or at least most satisfactorily, be explained by the circumstances,

not of an individual monarch, but of the (royal) nation. In P-.

Ixi., probably also in Ps. Ixiii., the poet speaks in the name of the

nation, and consequently appropriates the term ' king.' Possiblv

Pss.xx. and ex. may be analogously explained. In Ps. xxxiii. the

reference is purely proverbial, and Ps. xlv., the interpretation ot

which is specially difficult, may excusably be left out of account.

This view' does but give a sharper outline to a view to which

some of the best scholars have been tending -viz., that the ideal

king referred to in certain psalms is a representative and virtually

a personification of the people. As the text stands, we find post-

exilic Israel spoken of as Yahwe's anointed one in Ps. x.xviii. 8,

Ixxxix. 38, 51 [39, 52,], Hab iii. 13,- and it would have been but a

step further to call the people of Israel by the ordinary royal title.

Was this step actually taken ? Hardly, if it be true that

there are in the prophetic literature distinct announcements of a

future ideal Davidic king. The religious phraseology of the Jews

would surely have been thrown into hopeless confusion if * king *

sometimes really meant ' king,' and at other times signified

* people.' There were honourable titles enough to give the

personified people—'son of Yahwe,' 'servant of Yahwe,' and even

perhaps ' Yahwe's anointed one.' The phrase ' Yahwe's anointed

one,' if our text is correct in reading it, is specially important,

because it ' is either applied or applicable to any one who has

received from God some unique commission of a directly or

' See also Smend, A'c/.^i^esc/iA-^, pp. 373 ff ; Wellh , //G'C), p. 207. Smend
has now j^iven up ihe supposed reference of I's. ii. to Alexander J.mnaeus (A'tV.-

^esc/i. '1, p. 384), anil holds with Gray.

^ See Psalms in SBOT, p. 176 (ep. p. 164, on ii. 7), and /saia/i, p. 196.

b
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indirectly religious character';' in other words, it does not

necessarily connote royalty. When we consider that psalms

addressed to the king, or relating to the king, had probably come

down to our psalmists from pre-exilic times, it is very bold to

assume that the psalmists sometimes use the term ' king ' as

an honorific title for the Jewish people." The conclusion

arrived at in the present work is that there are only three ro3-al

psalms (.x:lv., Ixxii., ci.). The Messianic belief was held, but was

not yet widely popular. The other psalms in the above list have

to be thoroughly criticized textually ; for the general result see

summary of contents of Psalms (pp. xxvi.-xxxii.).

Duhm's opinion on Ps. xlix. also desefves a reference. It is

that the psalmist holds a doctrine of the immortality of the pious,

connected with well-defined ideas as to the dwelling-place of the

good after death. Charles's treatment of Pss. xlix. and Ixxiii.

{Enc. Bib.., cols. 1346 f.) is stronger, because of the setting which

he gives these works in the Jewish literature. But in such

diflicult psalms a keener textual criticism is imperatively de-

manded. This is the fault of the discussion in OP, 381 ff., 406,

which has points of affinity to that of Charles. At the same

time, it is not for a moment denied that, for the period of the last

editor, the existing text, with the traditional eschalotogical ex-

planation, has a genuine historical value. Theologically, here as

elsewhere, his redaction of corrupt passages is full of interest.

§ 12. It is now time to consider the titles or headings of the

Psalms in the Alassoretic text. I have already alluded to them in

connexion with the question of Beth-ishmael psalms (pp. xx, ff,),

and mentioned my conclusion that the temple-singers were

of Jerahmeelite extraction. The grounds of this conclusion

have now to be set forth.

The theories as to the titles at present in vogue have on the

whole but little to recommend them. But it was inevitable that

here again the prejudice in favour of the Massoretic text should

injuriously affect criticism. Speaking of the titles in general,

a disinterested Jewish scholar (Ad. Neubauer) observes that

' Origin of the Psalter, p. 338.

- See Enc. Bib., col. 3942. Toy's clear and instructive es5ay, 'The l<ing

in Jewish post-exilian writini^s ' {JBL, x\iii. 1560". [1S99]), docs not directly

refer to this question.

•• ' The Titles of the Psalms accordini; to early Jewish authorities,' Stttdin

Bihlica, vol. ii., p. 57.
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* when all traditional matter is exhausted, the only remaining

resource is the critical method, which, however, on the present

suhject has as yet made no considerable progress.' As to the

tradition the same witness states that from the different explana-

tions (which he quotes at length) it is evident that the meaning

of them was early lost. Next, as to the assignment of psalms to

David, Solomon, Moses, the bne Korah, &c. (a) With regard to

leddiv'id and similar titles, it is asserted by Keil that it was the

custom of Arabian poets to attach their names to their works.

This, however, cannot be shown. The old poets did not write

their poems. Each of them had his ?-d7C'l, or ' reciter,' who
learned each poem, and transmitted it to others.

It is, however, true, as Noldeke has shown, that late Arabic

poems are sometimes ascribed to ancient writers with an object
;

also that the Arabian narrators would illustrate dry historical

notices by poetical passages of their own composition which they

assigned to their heroes. This would fit in with the theory (d)

that the ' Davidic ' psalms (m?) were composed to illustrate a

biography of David. But how can any one conceive that lyrics

so unsuitable' were composed with this object by the psalmists,

who were, as we must presume, men of no cc^mmon intelligence ?

That the circumstances of David's life are at all a natural setting

for the 78 ' Davidic ' psalms, and that this ' man of war" (i Chr.

xxviii. 3) could have been regarded by a psalmist as capable

of writing Ps. li. or Ps. ci.'-' is one of the rashest of all possible

hypotheses. Then there is the adverse parallel of the titles

nip '^2b (E.V. ' of the sons of Korah ') and s^DN^ (E.V. ' of

Asaph '). ( )n the other side it maybe urged, i. that the subscription

in Ps. Ixxii. 20 appears to assert that the preceding psalms were

composed by David. But the subscription is at any rate com-

paratively late, and indeed (see pp. xliii., xlix., Ixxv.) is most pro-

bably corrupt, ii. It may also be urged that David was regarded

in the time of the Chronicler as the founder of the temple

services as then organized. That, however, does not account

for the selection of particular psalms to bear the honourable

title T^l'?, and, as Sanda}^ remarks,' we should have expected

that the influence of the Chronicler,^ who ascribes to David a

' The contrast between Ps. li. and ci. is also worth noticing in tliis connexion.

It is not greater, however than the contrast between Ps. ci. and Ps. cix. On
the position of Ps. ci., cp. Driver, in Sanday's Oracks of God, p. 142.

- Oracles of God, p. 148. ^ But sec § 22.
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composite psalm, made up of obviously post-exilic psalms, would

have been sufficient to bring the name of David into the titles of

the three psalms, iii. Nor is it a safer argument that some of the

titles supplement m"? by express references to events in king

David's life. For such additions only make it more improbable

that the psalmists should be responsible for ascribing temple-

psalms to David. It still remains, however, to accoiint for this

enigmatical title.

{b) Equally difficult is the title TV^^^'d^ (R.V., of Solomon ')

in Pss. Ixxii., cxxvii. Ps. l.xxii., however, consists of anticipations

of the benefits to be enjoyed under some great king's rule, which

compels us to render, inconsistently, 'for Solomon' (so A.V.,

following G, €is 2aXo(w)/xa)i') . The moderns reject this rendering,

assuming that lllV means 'written by David,' hut give no

adequate explanation of the origin of V\^'^^ . In Ps. cxxvii. G
is without this inscription; A.V. renders ' for Solomon.' How
unintelligent the psalmist is in both cases made, need not be

pointed out. But what does this strange title mean ?

{c) The title TWt^ is peculiar to Ps. xc. Grotius comments,
' Not composed b}- Moses himself, but agreeable to his circum-

stances and his mind, rims txv Aoyovs etTrot 6 Mwo-tjs.' This implies

the rendering ' with reference to Moses,' which is contrary to the

analogy of "Tll^. Besides, we nmst really assume the psalmist to

have had intelligence enough to produce something more suitable

to the assumed character of Moses. This heading too has still

to be explained.

{d) nnp ^^27
;
what does this signify ? If TTT) means ' com-

posed by David,' Xyy\i ^JIl7 ought to mean 'composed b}^ the

bene Korah.' This is not an impossible meaning. The psalmists

sought no honour for themselves. The only point of interest

to chronicle may have been the guild in whose name the

•psalmist wrote. But who are the bene Korah ? In i Chr. xii. 6

certain Korhites are mentioned among those who joined David

at Ziklag ; evidently Korah was the name of a clan (cp. i Chr.

ii 43). Elsewhere in Chronicles the Korhites are referred to as

'keepers of the thresholds* (i Chr. ix. iq), as 'porters' or 'door-*

keepers' (i Chr. xxvi. i), and as singers (2 Chr. xx. 19). Under
which character are they referred to here ? And how can the

three characters be accounted for ? The second question has

indeed been answered (see e.g. W. R. Smith, OTJC^^"-^ p. 204),

but not decisively.
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(e) ^Diib. That the earhest tradition meant ' composed by

the singer Asaph' (see i Chr. xvi. 5, 7) is improbable. The
phrase is clearly=?lDJ< -J^V, 'composed by the bene Asaph'?

In the great post-exilic list we find a group of 128 (or 148)

persons described as 'the singers, the bne Asaph' (Ezr. ii. 41,

Neh. vii. 44 ; cp. Neh. xi. 22, 2 Chr. xxxv. 15). But who were

these Asaphites ?

(_/) Heman and Ethan seem to be represented as each the

author of a psalm (Pss. Ixxxviii., Ixxxix.). Presumably the earliest

tradition meant by these designations guilds or subdivisions of

guilds. But how came they to be described as Ezrahite ? In

1 K. V. 9 [iv. 31] Ethan the Ezrahite, Heman, Calcol, and Darda,

the sons of Alahol, are mentioned as sages who were surpassed in

wisdom by Solomon. Kirkpatrick (Psa/ms, p. 524 f.) assumes

that they belonged to the tribe of Judah (cp. i Chr. ii. 6),

but is puzzled to tell how Heman and Ethan could be both

Levites and Ezrahites. Is there really no explanation ?

(g) ]^^]n'b (G, tw 'i8t^ow), pmi"'-'?;? {vTrip 'ikeow). On the

analogy of =1D^^'?==^D^^ ''^a'? we may assume that pn>l^':5='i> •'J^'?,

I.e. that the early tradition took Ps. xxxix. to be the work of

a singing family or guild (cp. i Chr. xxv. 3) called Jedithun

or Jeduthun. If so, we must suppose that 7^ in 'I'^'bv is

incorrectly used for '^j^ or b. In the title of Pss. xlv. (xlvi.)

and xlvi. (xlvii.) G gives v-n-ep rwv vlwv Kopc, where M has

mp"''JZl'^ ;
/.<?., G reads 'p ''!i2 bV- According to modern critics,

Jeduthun is identical with Ethan' (Stade, 6^F/, ii. 201, note i,

refers to i Chr. ix. ib, xxv. i, 6, 2 Chr. v. 12^ xxxv. 15, Neh.

xi. 17). But whence came this strange variation of name?
Of course, it is open to us to say that 'Jeduthun' is not

properly a personal name, but a musical term which ultimately

became the name of a chief singer.'- J^ut what a strange

transformation !

The other technical terms or phrases attached to the text

of the psalms are mostly so improbably explained that I will

merely refer the reader for the current hypotheses to Biithgen's

or Kirkpatrick's commentary, or to the Eiicyclopicdia Bihlica

' Koborle {^Dic TcinpelsiDt^^cr tin Alteit Testament
, p. 163) supposes that the

sinj^er Eihan arose out of jedilhun, 'perhaps under tiie intluence of i K. v. 11,*

&c. .Such hypotheses are virtually a confession of the hopelessness of the

question. Clearly we must look for a fresh clue.

W. R. Smith, OT/C<^-\ p. 143 ; Koberle, p. 162.
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(special article-). Three of these, however, being specially im-

portant, ma\- be considered here with reference to current theories.

{a) n;iy:ib, A.V. 'to (R.V., for) the Chief Musician.' The
general modern opinion is that IlJiiQrr means ' the precentor,'

'the director of the music,' and the b is thought to intimate

that the psalm which follows was handed over to the precentor

to be used in the temple services. The Anglo-American lexicon,

however, explains, ' Belonging to the Director's collection of

psalms' (cp. §17), assuming (if I understand right) that

IM ,n"lp ''^2, &c., were titles of minor Psalters, and that there

was a Director's Psalter consisting mainly of psalms taken from

the David-Psalter. This is difficult to take in ; a more im-

probable title for a Psalter than 'the Director' can hardly be

imagined. And does 'JDil really mean the Director of Music ?

The significance of the fact that, for Hiii^O]'?, G gives cts to

Te'Aos, and has evidently no idea of a possible use of the verb

nUJ in a musical connection, appears not to be generally

recognized. It is true, Driver^ 'doubts greatly' whether 'the

ignorance of the LXX.' is very important. ' The LXX.,' he

says, in all parts of their translation . . . are apt to stand apart

from the Palestinian tradition ; they frequently show them-

selves to be unfamiliar not only with uncommon or exceptional

words, but even with those which one would have expected

to be well-known.' He illustrates this from nj{2, the verb of

which n^jp (according to Driver, 'precentor') is the participle.

' It is hardly possible that a word familiarh' known in Palestine

circa 300 B.C., and (in its musical connection) retained in use

in the temple services, should have had its meaning forgotten

there during the period of one or two centuries which may
have elapsed between 300 u.c. and the date at which the LXX.
translation of the Chronicles and Ezra was made

;
yet the

translators of these books have evidently no idea of its meaning
when used in that connection.' It is admitted, however, that

there is no passage in Ezra, and but one in Chronicles, in

which njJJ is used with reference to music, and though Driver

says that in i Chr. xv. 21 the LXX. 'show themselves to be

entirely unacquainted with the meaning of the verb,' it does

not appear that modern philology has succeeded in showing

what n^t^'p means. /y/)B states that '^'p r\''2''^Z'n'hy .ni")ilDIl

' In Sanday"s Oracles of Cod, p. 146.
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means, 'over the bass voices, leading them with j~ii~iJ2.' But

since 'D2 is separated from '2/ hy Jn'^j'^Q'^^n, and since no pwo/

of the sense ' bass voices ' for rf^VO'vi? can be adduced, we may
venture to question this interpretation which neither of the

two other standard Hebrew Lexicons ratifies. The text is

certainly not free from corruption (see Efic. Bib., ' Sheminith,'

' Shemiramoth '); and XV;^'h should be pointed XVl'^ (=TQn,
-V T

xvi. 6). The LXX. therefore does not deserve the imputation

of ignorance, the verb XVl"^ not having )'et been proved to have

a special musical sense (for an ingenious but very far-fetched

suggestion, see Ges.-Buhl) ; and the fact that it substitutes

nSJj'? for niiJO'? suggests that the translator, whose aloofness

from Palestine may be exaggerated, knew that there was no

real Palestinian tradition on the subject. The Cimmerian

darkness can only be mitigated by critical conjecture.

{b) r\'bV^'^ "^^^ or (cxxi.) "ch "S"^- This looks plain enough,

i. The most natural rendering is ' song of (or, for) the steps

'

(so G J). But what can this mean? According to Middoth ii. 5

the fifteen psalms so entitled (Pss. cxx.-cxxxiv.) were sung by

the Levites at the Feast of Booths on the fifteen steps which

led from the Court of the Women to the Court of the Men.

Against this artificial explanation, see Delitzsch. ii. It is just

possible that H/^Q may have been a term for the ' going up '

of the returning exiles to Palestine, or of the pilgrims to

Jerusalem at the great festivals. The former view is taken

by the Peshitta, and perhaps by 'A — (aa/xa tCop avaf3d(Tim',

or €is Tu? dra/3ao-€ts). The latter meets with much favour from

the moderns. But i. the contents of all the psalms in question

do not suit these theories, and 2. there is no adequate authority

for the supposed use of nbVD (Ezr. vii. 9 may be suspected of

corruptness). We must therefore look further.

(c) The word or formula n"'l'?'^n also appears, but is not really,

quite plain. It is generally found both in M and in G at the

beginning of psalms ; see cvi., cxi -cxiii., cxxxv., cxlvi.-cl., and in

G the following psalms as well, civ. [cv.],cvi. [cvii.], cxiii. [cxiv.-

cv.], cxiv. [cxvi. : 1-9], cxv. [cxvi. : 10-19], cxvi.-cxviii. [cxvii.-

cxix.], cxxxv. [cxxxvi.], cxlvii.
|
cxlvii. : 12-20]. In Pss. civ., cv.,

cxv.-cxvii., however, M gives ' Hallelujah ' at the end of the

psalm, and in M's text of Pss. cxxxv. and cxlvi.-cl., as well as in

G's text of Ps. cl., ' tlallclujah ' occurs both at the beginning and
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at the end of a psalm. What does the word or forniuhi mean ?

The natural explanation is that it was a call to the congregation

to join in reciting a psalm, or in responding by a united acclama-

tion of praise. But in the temple, at any rate, the congregation

did not join in the service of song. The formula would seem to

liave grown up in the services of the synagogue. It is stranger

that such a formula should not be more extensivel}^ found, and

strangest of all, because contrary to analogy, that ' Praise ye

Yah ' should be found as a title at all.

(d) The term JlpD plays a great part in recent theories as

to the origin and structure of the psalms. How often does

it occur? In the Massoretic text, certainly, it is found 71

times in 59 psalms. But the LXX. does not entirely coincide

with Al, nor indeed do all the groups of MSS. of the LXX.
give SidiJ/aXixa (n7D) in all the same places. The true theory

ought to throw some light upon this. The following are the

references for HpD in M.
iii. 3, 5, 9. iv. 3, 5. vii. 6. ix. 17,21. xx. 4. xxi. 3. xxiv. 6, 10.

xxxii. 4, 5, 7. xxxix. 6, \2. xliv. 0. xlvi. 4, <S, 12. xlvii. 5.

xlviii. 9. xlix. 14, 16. 1. 6. Hi. 5,7. liv. 5. Iv. <S', 20^. Ivii. 4^, 7.

lix. t), 14. Ix. 6. Ixi, 5. Ixii. 5, 9. Ixvi. 4, 7, 15. Ixvii. 2, 5,

Ixviii. 8, 20, 33. Ixxv. 4. Ixxvi. 4, 10. l.xxvii. 4, 10, 16. Ixxxi. S.

Ixxxii. 2. Ixxxiii. 9. Ixxxiv. 5,9. Ixxxv. 3. Ixxxvii. 3,6. Ixxxviii.

'^. ] I. Ixxxix. 5, 38, 46, 49. cxl. 4, 6, 9. cxliii. 6.

n'TD also occurs, as M and G agree, three times in Habakkuk
(iii. 3, 9, 13), and Siuif/aXfxa (h'^Z)) is found twice in the Greek of

the 'Psalms of Solomon' (xvii. 31 ; xviii. 10). It occurs usually

but once in a psalm, but in several cases twice and even thrice ;

Ps. Ixxxix. actually has four nbv. The accents connect it closelv

with the preceding word, as if it formed part of the text ;

'A J T also assume this view. We pass on to the meaning.

(i) There are two strean)s of tradition, (a) Jewish opinion

unanimously makes it a synonym of H'^^ or '?U* ; ^o too

Jerome (epistle to Marcella), who holds that it either has a con-

necting value, or shows that what has been said is everlasting.

(/')The Greek of the LXX.,followed by 20 (generally), give Smi/^aXfia.

But this word continues to be almost as enigmatical as H^D itself
;

'

will the Egyptian Greek papyri some dav throw light upcm it ?

' See .Suicer, i. 890 ; Lagarde, A'o7'<c Psalterii Graci Editionis Specimen,
p. 10; B. Jacob, ZATIV, xvi. 173 ff. (1896). Kautzsch {Die Poesie it. die poet.
Buc/ier, 1902, p. 39) explains ' Vorstiirktes Spiel.'
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(2) According to a widely lield opinion rOD indicates a break

either in the singing or in the words sung. On this hypothesis,

all the psalms with TwD are shown thereby to have belonged to

the temple-services. But B. Jacob, who holds this view, is obliged

to admit that there are temple-psalms (e.^. the so-called Hallelujah

psalms, except cvii. andcxv.), which, for some obscure reason, have

no rhu. Briggs gives a new form to the theory. He thinks

that when a section of a psalm or a prayer was used apart from

its context in liturgical service it was followed by a doxology, and

that n'^D divides a psalm into liturgical sections.'

(3) Etymological explanations. Most moderns connect H^D
with xjhbD ' to raise.' This makes it a call for the musicians to

strike up (so Konig, Lehrgeb. ii. 539), or a direction to ' lift up ' a

benediction or doxology (Briggs). The former explanation is

thought to be confirmed by the combination of ' Selah ' in Ps. ix.

1 7 with 'Higgaion,' usually rendered 'loud playing ' (see, however,

vol. i., p. 36, on /. 74), also by an examination of the passages in

which ' Selah ' occurs. It is admitted that there are ' Selah-'

passages which do not suggest that there is a need of a louder

accompaniment. But in these cases it is thought that the TvyO

may have been either misplaced or inserted in error. Unfortu-

nately the etymological basis of this theory is precarious. Hence,

as a last resource, Paulus Cassel conjectured that n7D may repre-

sent the Greek i(/d\X€ (against which, however, see Bathgen), and

G. Dalman that it may be the Greek creXt's, which means, not only

'page' or 'column,' but also 'the space between two lines.' It

will be seen, however, that all the other words on our list can be

explained without the help of Greek. Once more it becomes

plain that criticism must either take a step in advance, or confess

itself beaten.

§ 13. How this is to be done, is no matter of uncertainty.

Our only hope can be in a deliberate and persistent use of the

methods, new as well as old, of critical (as opposed to arbitrary)

conjecture. The following conspectus presents revised results of

such a course of action—results open in several cases to further

modification. If the results are negative, they are also positive
;

and who can sa\' that the explanations for which, with extreme

' See I'rof. Brings, 'An inductive study of Selah,' JBL, xviii. 132 ff., and
cp. Miss E. Briggs' learned paper on Selah in AJSL, xvi. 1-29. See also

B. Jacob, • Beitriige.' <S:c., i. Sela, ZATVV, xvi. 129 ff. (1896) ; I'arisot, 'Signi-

fication musicale de Sclah-Diapsalma,' Re7-. bibliqite^ i Oct., 1899, pp. 573 ff.
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deliberation, substitutes are offered, are worthy of their place in

commentaries and lexicons which are otherwise, even if far from

perfect, at any rate neither unprogressive nor unmethodical ?

It should be added with reference to the historical or quasi-

historical references appended to a number of titles, that it has

seemed most convenient to give these separately.

1. 'Aldmoth, vpon {rSyt:bv'^V), xlvi. [xlix.j
; Ma'aloi/i, the

(ni'^ran), and Ma'o/ot/i, Jor the (n'bvj^'2\ cxx.-cxxxiv. ['d"? in

cxxi.]
; A/a /id /ath, vpon (/iJ^QQ"';?^), liii,, and with the addition

oi Lc'annoth (ni^l''?, from jIID':';;), Ixxxviii. ;
Nchlloth, upon the

{TS-hnifrb^ , from n^TJ-'^N), V. All these (for ":»;'= Hni = S
originated in U'h^)i'^'^'h or D'''?»^rjrn'V, i.e. ' of the Ishmaelites,'

* of the Jerahnicelites.' The latter is the origin of the forms con-

taining rr (cp. 'hv\:2 , b'\ni2) ; the former, of those containing V-

So in Ps. ix. ]2b n^D'b]^ (see i8) should be D^'7^<;^Qly' ^nb,
' of the Ishmaelites.' The ' Ishmaelites ' or ' Jerahmeelites ' are

singers (see p. xxii.). The title m':?ya'7 TJi^ maybe more correct

than 'DH 1^^; it probably means, ' Of Asshur: of Ishmael' (see 30),

two alternati\e titles combined, both assigning the psalm to a

Jerahmeelite guild.

2. Al-tasheth (DrT^'jn~'?S'), Ivii., Iviii., lix., Ixxv., and Aiyeleth

has-S'xhar^upon{yW7\ rhyX'byi),^^^^- Theformerfrom -n^Ifr^^-'7^},

' of Ashhur '

; the latter from -n^tt•^i"'7^<^^-l^"'^^^, ' of Jerahmee'l-

ashhur.'

3. Asaph, of (^IDJ^'p), 1., Ixxiii.-lxxxiii. Asaph = Abiasaph,

certainly a N. Arabian name, to be grouped with Saph (2 S. xxi,

18), Joseph,' and perhaps Shaphat, Sephath, Sarephath." On the

analogy of "irr'ahJ, Abiasaph = Arab-asaph. In Ex. vi. 24. i Chr.

ix. 19, xxvi. I (reading c^D'li^ ]3), we find x\biasaph (the best

vocalization) a Korhitc, while m i Chr. vi. 39 (cp. v. 43) Asaph is a

Gershomite. Now Um~\'^ is closely connected with "nI:'J="^^^l:^^i

;

for 'Korhite' see 12, In Ezr. ii. 41 (Neh. viii. 44) 'the singers.

the bene Asaph ' are grouped with families certainly N. Arabian

(see Crit. Bib.). The bote has-sodrlm come next, or rather the

bene asshurim, i.e. the Asshurites (see to) ; in Ex. vi. 24 a brother

of Abiasaph is called TD^<, doubtless a corruption of "T>^r^i•

' One of llic bene Asaph, in i Chr. x.\v. 2, 9. is called 'Joseph.'
' Cp. the intermediate form JIISD, Neh. vii. 57 ; also "^DEIDK. Num. xi. 4,

probably from D'^DiS = DTIS*:** (Ciit. Dib).
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Next come the N'ethi>iim^ i.e. the Ethanites, and the bene '^ahde

selomo^ or rather the benr. 'arab-Halamu. All these are probably

temple-singers (see p. xxii.), and certainly N. Arabian.

4. David^ of (n"T^), prefixed to all the psalms of Bk. i. except

i., ii., X., xxxiii. ; to 21 in Bk. ii. ; to i in Bk. iii. ; to 2 in Bk. iv.
;

and to 17 in Bk. v. ; in all to 78. [Ps. xcviii. should perhaps be

added.] Lagarde takes a step in the right direction when he says,

' One division of the temple choir could be named after David,

another after Heman, or Korah, or any one else, just as English

professors can be called Margaret, or Savilian, or Hulsean, <tc.'

It is most probable, however, that the other names in phrases like

"Vrh are Negeb clan-names. Now, though there may have been

a clan-name Dod, it is not to be expected here ; the clan to

which such a large number of psalms was assigned must have

borne a more important name than D5d. We have, as it seems,

a triple clue to the meaning of Tll'^ . {a) In Pss. xvi., Ivi.-lx.

in*? goes with DDD/tJ, i.e. D'jID^'D, ' Maacathites,' a gloss on in.
See 16. {b) Pss. xxxix, and Ixii. have the double title pDH"''? or

pmi^"':'!^ and "mV, and Ps. Ixxi. (Ixx.) in G's Hebrew text may
have had the double title TTh and in a corrupt form limi^ "izh

(utwv (wvaSa/5). {c) Ps. xlv. in the second part of its title has mn\
which probabl}- comes from ]1jin''':', i.e. ]n\^ ^"^^l? (see 10).

We may plausibly assign the same origin to ni'?, the inter-

mediate stage being *nn^'?. It should be noticed that in Ixxii.

20 '•i:;"' \1 comes from ':'^<i7:Jti'"' ^yi , which is a gloss on ]jn*}^ 211'

[M in], and that in cxliv, 10 l'll"j~I^J is an intrusive and in-

correct gloss on 112J7. Observe that in the titles of xviii. and

xxxvi. mn"' m;?'? is a corruption of '^Xani^ 2ivb ; in':' follows.

The conjecture that in ultimately comes from 'in''^{ ^IJ,' is thus

confirmed.

= . Et/ian the Ezrahite, of (^nimi lil'S'?), Ixxxix. How can

Ethan the Levite also be an Ezrahite or Zarhite, i.e. a Judahite

(see p. xxxvii.) ? The question has wrong pre-suppositions, which

need not here be examined. Ethan the Ezrahite. in 1 K. v. 1

1

[iv. 31] is the name and title of a foreign sage ;
in i Chr. ii. 6 he

is made a son of Zerah (cp. Gen. xxxviii. 30). Zerah, too, occurs

as a Cushite and Edomite name (see E. Bib., ' Zerah '). The

^ Orientalia, ii. 23. Zenncr accepts this vitw {Zt. f. kath. Theol. xv. 361 f.

[1891]); Konig {Evileit., p. 395) rejects it.
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origin of Zerah or Ezrah is no doubt I'lIHi^St (the name of a

district or districts in the N. Arabian border-land. Read ^/T'K'?

nrrX^Kn, i.e. ' (assigned) to the Ashhurite Ethan (clan).'

6. Gittith^ upon the {r\T\^'n''bv)^ viii., Ixxxi,, Ixxxiv. Either

from mrjljn"'?^', or directly from JlTQli^il" ":»>', for which see 26.

7. Beman tlie Ezra/ii/e, of CniTMn ID'h'?), Ixxxviii. To be
' -^ . T : V T T •• :

'

explained on the analogy of 5. ' Heman,' of course, is a clan-

name. In I K. V. II (iv. 31) Heman is a son of Alahol, i.e. a

Jerahmeelite, but in i Chr. ii. 6 he is a son of Zerah = Ezrah.

IQM is either a corruption of ^Q^D (see Enc. Bib..^ ' Heman'), or,

better, of 'JD''^^i (Ahiman), Num. xiii. 22, cp. i Chr. ix. 17, where

it is the name of a family or guild of the temple-ministers called

Wy^V (' porters '), or rather D''^t£'^^ (Asshurites). Now pM is

probabl}' formed from ]I2^, and ]^'nh} is an early corruption of

7i<!Dn"1\ IJ^^ and TT)'' being identical, the title describes

Ps. Ixxxviii. as assigned to a Jerahmeelite or Asshurite clan

named (probably) p"n[Nj.

8. Hallelujah (n'*"l77n)- T'lc difficulties alread}^ mentioned

suggest that the word is corrupt. Comparing 'PTH (Isa. xiv. 12)

and ':5Nt''?na (Gen. v. 12), we may trace its origin to D^'^KI^nT'^.

9. Higgaion (p\^n), ix. 17, followed by vhv^ and xcii. 4,

followed by "li^DZl. Both passages are corrupt (vol. i., pp. 33, 36 ;

vol. ii., p. 87).

ID. Jedi{H)thuii, of^ or, upon (pjl"!'^, xxxix. ; *"imi'"'7P, Ixii.
;

l"IJl"'T-'?y, l.xxvii.)
; Loves, Song of (mn; •^^t), xlv. Jeduthun(?)

is mentioned with Asaph and Heman in i Chr. xxv. i ff., 2 Chr.

v. 12, XXXV. 15, and with Heman alone in i Chr. xvi. 41, thus

taking the place of Ethan (cp. 1 Chr. xv. 17). Clearly either

IID' or pn must represent ]n'^< ; how, then, shall we explain

T or n^ ? Lagarde {Uebersicht, 121) supposes that the right

phrase was '[rvi^ ''^'"'by, ' to be performed (or, preserved) through

(or, by) the guild, or choir, of Ethan.' But then how shall we
account for the phrase pjmT -jn (i Chr. xvi. 42)? The clue

is suggested by the fact that names both of clans and of persons

often consist of two names of districts or clans combined.

Notable instances are, 1. Obed-cdom, who in i Chr. xvi. 38 is

called a son of Jedithun, and whose name should rather be read

Arab-edom (or Arab-aram); 2. 'abde selomo (Ezraii. 55=Neh. vii.

57), rather'Arab-salamu (see p. xxii.); and 3.Rab-sakeh, 2K.xviii.
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17, rather Arab-cush. Qn^ almost certainly comes either from

D'^^? {='n"l^) or from y^V. The latter alternative is here
T-: ^ ' T-:

adopted (cp. on <''T^, Ps. cxli. 6). The bene Jeduthun were,

according to i Chr. xvi. 42, 'at the gate' C^V^l^), i-e. 'door-

keepers,' D^li^i^ ; but there is clearly some misunderstanding

connected with these 'door-keepers.' Most probably the original

designation of the bene Jeduthun (or, Arab-ethan), as well as of

the bene Shallum (Ezra ii. 42) was D''~II^^?, 'Asshurites' (cp. 3).

That "jimi"' or p/T'T really comes from ]n^^i is confirmed by the

titles of xviii. and xxxvi. (see 4 ;
end). Observe that in the

title of c. pmi'''? has become nilJl'?. See also 4, 13, and 28.

Lastly, as to /lin^ "W. Shir and Jedidoth are brought

together by a mistake. DTH'' is a corruption of |1j~in"'[t'] ;' cp.

the combination of 111? and 'Iv referred to under 4. For

'VW 1 see 30. ' Song of loves ' (or, ' love ') is quite unsuitable.

11. Jonath-clein-reholciin^ upon (D^pil") D^h? n^V"7^)lvi. Cp.

E. Bib., s. V. That J-|3V"'?i^ comes from mr:i:i~'?^ (cp. liv. f.,

Ixi.), is obvious. Nor can we hesitate under 'n~l vbi^ to see

D'mp^'?^<, ' to the Korhites.' See 11.
• :'t - V '

12. KoraJi, of the sons of (JT^ ^^^'^), -^lii-, xliv.-xlix., Ixxxiv.f.,

Ixxxvii. f. The origin of the southern clan Korah is variously

traced to Esau and to Caleb {seeEnc. Bib., s. v.). The key to the

name is furnished by i Chr. xii. 6, where D'Tllpn interrupts the

list of names, and has evidently come in from the margin, where

it stood as a variant to DH")^ "'Jl (v. 7, end). Cp. also Num.
xvi. I, 'Korah, ben Izhar [from Ashhur], ben Kehath [from

Maacath].' The sum of the matter is that T^'^ (in which

Hebrew wit may have seen ' baldness ')
" is a distortion of

Dni"" = 7N?2n")"' . The distortion, however, obtained an inde-

pendent existence. The clan of the benO Korah were originall}',

of course, not 'door-keepers,' but first Asshurites (cp. q) and then

singers. Thus the questions asked on p. xxxvi. are answered.

13. Alalialatli, upon. See i.

14. iJ/d'.yc//// (^^ii^D), xxxii., xlii., xliv. f., lii.-lv., Ixxiv., Ixxviii.,

Ixxxviii. f., cxlii. An examination of the titles shows that it

stands in close relation to niiJltD'?. In Ehc. Bib., * Maschil,' it is

' So already .^taerk (^ZATW, xii. 136), with PT'^^'T^ as an alternative original.

* Cp. Crit. Bib. on 2 K. ii. 23, xxv. 23.
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suggested that it may be a corruption of the same word that

unTerHes 'y^b, viz. perhaps ]3V:2b (see IQ). More probably,

liowever, it comes from J€:2b, i.e. DI^D^, ' of Cusham.' This

would be a gloss on the abridged composite title n;>*J!2/.

I ;. Memorial, to make (R.V. mg. ; TIlTny;, or ' to be sung at

the presentation of the Azkarfi (Del., Biithgen), or 'to confess

[sin] ' (B. Jacob).' Corrupt. Read -nn'i^S^b ; cp. nnil^n, xxii.,

title (see z).

i6. Michtam (Dr^pD), xvi., Ivi.-Ix. G (B N^ &c.), in Isa.

X.XXviii. Q gives 7rpo(rei;;^r/, and G^ t^^V) ''^f>oa-€vx''h for Ms QnDI2.

This may point to "ilJHjn {see Enc. Bib., 'Michtam'); cp. on

jn3jrT, XXX,, title. It is easier, however, to suppose that OnDD
comes from D\"1DV0 ; cp. mDD from jIDj;^, 2 Chr. ii. 9 (see

Crit. Bib. on i Chr. v. 25). Dj~1D^ is always combined with

Tn?, on which, or rather perhaps on "[IVt^ ^^V^^ it appears to be

a gloss. That is, ' Arab-ethan ' is equivalent to 'Maacathites.'

S-ec 4.

1 7. Moses, the man of Got, of {Tyrb'^7\- 1^"^ H'i^ro^), xc. Read

D''7N'r;::i:''':' [D'':'i^r.:m^]. See vol. ii., pp. 75 f.

18. MUth-Iabben, upon. See i.

ig. Musician, to tlie (r///>/'(Kautzsch, dem Miisikmeister ; H'^ych).

Prefixed to fifty-five psalms, and mostly followed by in'? (Ixvi.

and Ixvii. are exceptional); also in the subscription of Habakkuk's

prayer (Hab. iii. 19 ; see Cfit. Bib., p. 171). The older explana-

tions being altogether inadequate, we must look further. Two
courses are open to us. i. It would be natural that the word or

words expressing the assignment of a psalm to a certain singing

guild should be introduced by a word which certified the due

transference of the psalm to the temple authorities. Such a

word would be ]3^^37, ' as a thing deposited ' = ' to be laid up

in store ' (an Aramaism). 2. The evidence that the titles are

largely made up of N. Arabian ethnics or clan-names, borne b}'

the singing-guilds, has, however, increased so much, and we have

also now so much more proof of the existence of compound
names like Obed-edom (from ' Arab-aram '), that we can hardly

doubt that my:, comes from [IJ^ilTpL^n], i.e. '^ntii'b'iir^lTy

.

' Z.l'J'ir, xviii. 52, 63 If. (similarly in I Chr. .\vi. 4).
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It will then appear that '2}2b and "in'Z'H nb^ii'b)^ in the title of

Ps. xxii. mean the same thing, i.e. the abridged form H^iT^ was
followed by a gloss conve3'ing the name accurately.

20. Neg'uioth^ 7vith (niJ''J!l3), iv., vi., liv. f., Ixvii., Ixxvi., Hah.

iii. 19 (with superfluous ^ attached), and once (Ixi.) on Neginath

(riiOy bV, but G 2 J T imply j^T^pin). if niyc^^ means * to the

director of music ' it is natural to explain 'jJDH ' with the music of

stringed instruments.' This makes a weak explanation of 'q"?

still weaker ; how superfluous to admonish the director ! There
must have been editorial manipulation. Some indistinct word
was converted into jnj''J3, and b"^ ('^JN) was then (except in Ixi.)

altered into 1. In vi. ':i^l is followed by r\''1''r:mT\~b)S , which

was no doubt originally a correction of ';iJ^, but is not the

original phrase. See 26.

21. ISIeh'ddth.^ on the. See i.

22. Praise (npnri). See vol. ii., p. 233.

2^. Prayer (n'^Sri), xvii., Ixxxvi., xc, cii., cxiii. Cp. Ixxii. 20.

24. Psabn pi^2T*J). '1^ is an unexplained word. As in the

case of mO'!^^, two courses are open. i. Considering {a) that

the normal position of "1101(2 appears to be either before or after

the formula stating to which singing guild the particular psalm

was assigned, we may assume that 'V2 is a corruption of some
word stating that the psalm was duly admitted or inscribed.

And considering {f) that from xlviii. onwards TlQT/!3 shows a

very strong tendency to associate itself with "^"'il!, we may
plausibly assume that ~1''I£^ is a fragment of the word which is the

true original of "iTJt'J. The word that will occur to most is

DV^^I 'marked' (Dan. ix. 21) ; sftG Efic. Bil?., 'Psalms.' The
strongest objection to this is that ni'JQ'? is most probably a

corruption of a compound district-name, and that if DlJi'1 meant
' marked,' we should expect to find it sometimes prefixed to 'JO*?

{i.e., "n^Ii^^i''7^?Q^T)• 2. The second course is to seek for the

district- or clan-name out of which the corruption "IIDTD may
have arisen, and our clue is the observation that ']'3 and "yiD are

closely related, and that the easiest explanation of Tli^ (see on

"yW., Ps. xviii. 30 ^, and Crii. Bib. on "T"v:;, 2 S. i. 1 8) is to regard

it as a slightly corrupt fragment of Tli'hi. It will thus appear

that "1172112 l^ti' (so xlviii., Ixvi., Ixxxiii., Ixxxviii., cviii.) represents

':'^<D^-^^ -n;:'^^['?], 'of Asshur-jerahmeel,' while "l^i:; "11212 (so Ixv.,
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Ixvii. f., Ixxv. f., Ixxxvii.) represents IVl^H 'n")\t'], 'of jerab.meel-

asshur.'

25. Si'/ii/i {rOD). The learned ingenuity of critics having

been baffled, we are driven to suppose that the text of the 74
passages containing TUD (see p. xl.) is corrupt.' («) Tlhv might

conceivably represent some word embodying a direction to the

scribe, such as D"^"^, ' supplement/ or D'^V^y 'for supplementing.'

If so, the word either directs the scribe to supplement a defective

place in the MS., or intimates that an insertion has been made.

It might also be conjectured that the traditional Jewish inter-

pretation (r\bD= Dbv or u7y^) arase out of an early corruption

of Db'\D or d^Z*^. {l>) Considering, however, the frequency of

corruptions of ^^':'^i and of 'pNl^nT, and observing that :2 and D

are liable to confusion, it seems more probable that n'^D, which

apparently forms part of the text, and certainly never occurs in a

title, comes in some cases from D'n?^, ^nd in others from

'^i^l^rnv An examination of the 74 passages confirms this idea.

Probably the last editor, finding n^D written by mistake (for

D''n'?S) in Ps. iii. 3, 5, 9, jumped to the conclusion that it was an

ancient technical term connected with the liturgical service, and

scrupulously retained rht) wherever he found it, especially at

the end of a verse.^

26. Slieviinith, on the (j~lTQ'4*n~'7P)' ^i., xii. Now that we

have found how often \^yD is a corruption of P'^'^S^PQli'^

(see on xcii., /. 17, vol. ii., p. 88). The original of this and the

related phrases (see 6, 11, 20, 27, 28) is D''?Ni7.2^^~'?^^.

27. Shiggaion (^''illl^), vii.
;

plural, with '^1> prefixed, in Hab.

iii. I. A corruption of JTTrj'^i' {^'^,— 12) ; see 2b.

28. Shoshannim^ upon (*3'Z^ii^~7i^), xlv., Ixix.
;

S/ioshamiim-

'cduth, itpoii (Jmj.* D"':iIi*'Z'"'?>i), Ixxx. ; SJiFis/ian -'PJuth, upon

{rynV '^"V'b^), Ix. Q-rZ'Ii' and \mV are corruptions directly or

indirectly of "''^N^r^Ji:''' (see 26), and pmV of il/T'l"' (see 10).

29. SoloftWHy of inb/It^^), Ixxii., cxxvii. P^ither from '.D7lt'7,

' of Shalamu ' (cp. E. Bib.\ ' Salmah '), or better, from b'^'i^Z'^'h,

* of Ishmael.'

' Grimme w.ts the fust to suspect that Pl^D niiglit be sometimes due to

textual corruption.

' In Iv. 20, Ivii. 4, Hal), iii. 3, 9 D^D occurs, abnormally, in the middle
of a verse.
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30. S(W,i^ ("T'ti')) i'l th^ titles of thirty psalms, also (<^8r/) in

Ps. Sol. XV., xvii. (titles). On origin, see 24. For 'song of

degrees,' see 6 ; for 'song of loves,' see 9.

31. To teach (1I2|?'7), Ix., and 2 S. i. 18. Either a dittograph

of Trh (Renan), or, better, miswritten for 7Kr2nT'?.

To this may for completeness be added {ii) an extremel}'

probable correction of mn"''? '^ly"T^i'^?, 'which he sang to

Yahwe,' in Ps. vii., title, viz. IttrNJ ^^<r2^1^':5, 'of Jerahmeel-

asshur '

; and {b) the probable restoration of the original text

of the subscription in Ixxii. 20, where ^li'^'p n~T has come from

[bs^A"^'^'' "':i3] \rC)fi. air. it is too superficial an explanation of

M's text that the corrupt reading TCh in the titles had arisen

before the subscription referred to was inserted (cp.pp. xliii., Ixxv.).

The words or phrases which have been considered relate

generally, as one can hardl}- help believing, to the singing guilds.

There are also portions of the titles which, in their original form,

appear to contain suggestions as to the contents of the psalms
;

to this we will return presently. It is proper to remark here

that from the preceding conspectus of results it would appear

that the current historical view of the development of the guilds

of singers cannot be adhered to. That the singers originally

called bent Asaph gradually split up into many families, some of

which called themselves with special emphasis bene Asaph,

others bene Jedithun, others bene Heman, is a conjecture

entirely based on questionable readings of the traditional text.

There is no reason why there should not have been, from

the very beginning of the services in the second temple, several

guilds of singers. The title bene Asaph seems to have been

specially favoured, but this does not prove that it was the

original title of the collective body of singers. We have seen

already (p. xlii.) that Abiasaph was sometimes described as a

Korhite
; and it is not at all likely that there was a time when

there were Asaphite but no Korhite singers. Asaph is also

described as a Gershomite, i.e. an Asshurite, and this reminds

us that the titles of Pss. Ixxv. f. connect 'Asaph' with 'Shir,'

i.e. Asshur. It is probable too that the title DHl'liVpn, prefixed

to 5^D^} ''J3, in Ezra ii. 41, was originally intended to refer to the

D'"i;?i:^n ^J2 (rather DmI:•^* ""n), the D'J^H'J (rather D^Jil^J^)

and the T\i:bz' nny ^yi (rather b'^'^^iyV' n~)r "11) ; /•''•, all

c
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these clans were devoted to the service of song. If there was

any general term for the singers other than DHnii'Qn, it was

probably (as we may infer from the titles of the Psalms)

' Asshur-jerahmeel,' or ' Jerahmeelites,' or ' Ishmaelites.' The
last of these names has also perpetuated itself (in a disguised

form) in the title of a later collection of psalms, the so-called

il/aXfxol 2(}Xo)u,a)VTos^ (see pp. Ixiii. f.). Arab-ethan, however, is

little less widely spread as the title of a great singing guild or

company ; the name ' Ethanim ' was subsequently disguised as

' Nethinim ' (see p. xxii.). The Korhites (Korahites) may perhaps

have been a different guild, though in 2 Chr. xx. 19 the

Kohathites and Korhites seem to stand for the singers. But all

these names, when closely examined, turn out to come from the

Negeb, or N. Arabian border- land, and to be, genealogically,

closely related.

§ 14. We now return to those portions of the titles which,

if our criticism is correct, originally referred to the contents of

the psalms. I may venture to remind the reader that again and

again elsewhere,' ,when speaking of O. T. narratives and pro-

phecies, I have maintained that these have been altered from

earlier narratives and prophecies, partly misread, partly misin-

terpreted, so that they present historical and geographical state-

ments widely differing from those originally conveyed. These

transformed passages are analogous to the transformed psalm-

titles. If by taking this course I help to rehabilitate the authors

or supplementers of the titles, this can hardly be reckoned to my
discredit. Such harsh criticisms have been passed on the

supposed unintelligence of the unfortunate editors of the psalms

that a plausible critical defence of them may appeal to those who
can put aside prejudice, and look at facts with a single eye.

The reader will doubtless supplement this conspectus by a

reference to the translation and notes.

{a) Ps. iii. At the approach of the sons of Arabia and the

sons of Ishmael.

(/') Ps. vii. With reference to the Arabians, the Cushites,

and the sons of Yaman.

(r) Ps. xviii. The words of Israel in the day that Yahwe

' Cp. Ti:2b^ "hVD, Prov. X. I, XXV. I, i.e. ^N;?^'^'' '^blDD.

- See Cri/iiU BiblUa, Parts i.-iv., and articles in tlie EiuydopLrJia Biblica.
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delivers him from the liand of all the Arabians and from Jerah-

meel [Ishmael].

{(i) Ps. xxxiv. When Maacath, the bene Arab-jcrahmeel, and

Ashhur are plucked up.

{e) Ps. li. Concerning the house of Ishmael.

(/) Ps. Hi. Concerning the house of Jerahmeel.

(g) Ps. liv. (Concerning) the Zarephathites [Jerahmeel].

{/i) Ps. Ivi. (Concerning) the Jerahmeelites.

(/) Ps. Ivii. (Concerning)the Jerahmeelites [the bene Ishmael].

(A-) Ps. lix. (Concerning) the Ishmaelites and the bene Jerah-

meel.

(/) Ps. Ix. At the oppression +of Israel + by Aram-jerahmeel

and Aram-missor.

{?n) Ps. Ixiii. When he (the guild of Arab-ethan) was in the

wilderness of Jerahmeel.

(«) Ps. cxlii. When he (the guild of Arab-ethan) was in

Jerahmeel.

{o) Ps. cxliii. When the bene Arab-ishmael pursued. (Based

on Ixx.)

(/) Ps. cxliv. Concerning the captivity. (Based on Ixx.)

The single traditional element retained is the assumption

(surely a necessary one) that the second part of the titles of these

psalms describes the occasion of the psalms. According to the

earlier tradition this occasion had to do with the N. Arabian

oppression. Space will only allow us to give some explanatory

hints; the reader will, of course, have taken some pains to

enter into the point of view from which the text of the psalms

has here been revised.

{a) It is assumed that here as elsewhere ''^E) represents ^J2 ;

D^'7t:^3^^ is a combination of nij; and '^N^Dti'V 7112 comes

from 3-ip. {b) p^ ^jm wmj-) n'2.'^v~bV' Or, ^^3-2-ip-'?;'
I ^ ' TT ••: • : ' T-: ^

[p** ''J2]. 121 and 21J? are sometimes confounded, {c) ~Wt^

mrT**? "121 is no more a part of the appendix to the title than

TWTvb "VVWi^ in Ps. vii. ; see 'Corrigenda in Titles,' (6).

nj^ and Jl^<T^T are redactional. HTtiM comes from '?Ki::;V

V2^N=D^21^ (cp. on vii. q). l"*, as elsewhere, may be a frag-

ment of bSDIlT ; =12:3 and I'Q together are improbable, b^ti.'^

,

of course, = b'i^ytyv\ (d) Read '7NrjnT"2iP ''J2T r)Dy:2 •^'ji3n2

nnii^NI. It is the fl!/'///W}!'rt!/'t'^ uprooting of Jerahmeel. "j'^1 comes
Irom ':)J«?Dni\ a correction perhaps of "T'^'O. (The personal
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name l':'rj*Ili^ is a popular distortion of 'HT 2iy.) (e) j"l2 for

J-|^3, as in L>a. x. 32. jniT, like );?2t% = ':2]i;\ The rest is

redactional. (/) -|'?'D'nN='?NnnT. Expansion again, (g) Both

D'SMH and "1j"1j~ID'J represent DTlH)")i». "^H^V "i^iy come directly

from ]ia^\ But even if so, its indirect origin is ':'i<i*jn"lV

(//) insO comes from ^^S:^=':»^^^J^^^ r and "l confounded
;

TnN2 suggested to the latest editor connecting the psalm with

the story in i S. xxi. 10 ff. (/) in"13[n] and myrjCn] both =
"^N^nT. 't:' ^:in=\:2'i;^ ^:^. {/^) nb^O, b'^i^t^, and n^Iin may
all have arisen out of defective forms of '^^l^^^ in^Qn'? j~l"'2 may
represent ':'>}:^m''~/T'3. (/) See vol. i., p. 260. (w) nnn^ mis-

written for TIT, i.e. bi^'2n')^ (see O'/A B3. on Judg. xix. i.

(;/) n~iyD='7Xr2n"l^ (cp. CrU. Bib. on i S. xxii. i). {0) G'S ore

avTOv iSLWKtv A/?ecro-a\ci)/x 6 vlbs airov : /hJJ/i^li'^ 2'^V ^J^ ^i^^J ^Tl^.

(p) G^ TTpo? Toi' ToAiaS (roAta^, T) ; r\^b^7]'bi^.

§ 1 5. It will be a relief to many minds to discover how such a

strange thing as the assignment of a large number of extremely

pious songs to David came to pass. We have no occasion to

resort to the ingenious but artificial hypothesis that one of the

minor Psalters bore the name ' David,' and that, when the true

significance of the title was forgotten, the psalms in the collection

were supposed to be all the work of David, and so received the

superscription Icdaw'id. The true cause of the phenomenon was

that the name Jeduthun or Jedithun was difficult to transcribers,

and, supposing that the corrupt word which lay before him in

the different headings, where (as is now very probable) Jeduthun
should have stood, must represent some well-known name, the

last editor converted it, wherever it occurred, into Icddwldy

without thinking of the historical improbability of the view of

David thus produced. His real reason was that a badly written

Jin or nn (a fragment of pmi"' or ]17T'T) approached more
nearly to ~ni than to any other known personal name. But
he may also have thought of the tradition of the musical skill of

David in i S. xvi. 16, 23 ; and though the songs ascribed to David
in I and 2 Sam. are not religious, yet in post-exilic times David
became such a saint that it is to him rather than to Solomon the

idolater that the Chronicler assigns the preparations for the

building of the temple, and, among other internal arrangements,

those relating to the music (see i Chr. xxiii. 5, xxv. i, 2 Chr. viii. 14,

xxix. 25). This does not, of course, prove much as regards the
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date of the last editor, for the point of view represented by the

Chronicler can neither have begun with him, nor have ceased

after his time.

§ 1 6. It is strange, but true, that the belief in Davidic and,

in general, pre-exilic psalms but slowly disappears. Vatke in 1835

suggested that ' single songs may have survived in the mouth ot

the people, and in an altered shape have passed into our Book
of Psalms, or at least have exerted an influence as ancient models.''

It is indeed intelligible that some critics, jealous for the honour

of early Israelitish religion, should declare themselves unable to

form a satisfactory picture of pre-exilic religion without some

distinct evidences that the teaching of the prophets had begun

to produce in individuals a sense of personal communion with

God. It is also intelligible that the discovery of extremely early

Babylonian hymns should have awakened a desire to be able to

point to comparativel}^ early Israelitish hymns, and that the

modern longing to find organic development everywhere should

have produced in some critics an inclination to be somewhat eas}^

in the matter of evidence for early Israelitish hymns, which must,

as they rightly assume, have been produced, and have influenced

the form, if not the ideas, of the later psalms.

The grounds on which even such a scholar as Prof. Kautzsch

still maintains the existence of some pre-exilic psalms in our

Psalter appear to be three in number.'- 1. The references to a

king in Pss. xx., xxi., xlv. 2. The ' energetic denial of the neces-

sity of the sacrificial ritual ' in xl. 7, 1. 8 ff., li. 1 8 f. 3. The ' manifold

traces of antique phraseology ' in the Psalms. The first of these

grounds has, from a conservative textual point of view, been much
weakened by G. B. Gray's able essay on the Royal Psalms. The
second involves the rejection of the very plausible theory that

difi"erent views were taken in post-exilic times as to the origin

and importance of the sacrificial cultus. Such differences, how-

ever, are to be found in other great religions {e.j^\ Brahmanism,

Zoroastrianism, Christianity) ; why not also in early Judaism ?

No one would be so unwise as to suggest that any of the psalmists,

at any rate if temple-singers, were directly opposed to the sacri-

ficial sj'stem ; but there were probably not a few psalmists who
wrote with a view to the synagogue-worship, and, even apart

' Die Religion dcs A. T., i. 291 ft". Vatke was answered by De Wetle in a
famous article in the 7'/uol. Stiidien und Kritiken for 1837.

^ Outline of the Hist, of the Lit. of the O.T. (1898), p. 143-
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from this, no psalmist who had any affinity to Jeremiah (see

Jer. vii. 22 f., viii. 8) could miss the sublime truth that obedience

and thanksgiving were the true 'divine service."' It is highly

improbable that Prof. Kautzsch regards Dr. B. Jacob's treat-

ment of psalms like xl., 1., and li." as adequate and satisfactory.

Kautzsch does not deny the spiritualizing Jeremianic tone of these

psalms ; but he accounts for this by the theory that they arose

before the priestly code, i.e. that they are of pre-exilic origin.

Now, the theory of late pre-exilic psalms influenced b}- Jeremiah,

to which in my former com.mentar}' I m^-self inclined, will not

stand a close examination. Jeremiah's influence was felt not so

much b}^ his contemporaries as b}^ posterity—a posterity which,

to do honour to the spirit of prophecy, thought fit to expand

largely the contents of the roll of Jeremiah's works. And with

regard to the difficulty of conceiving how utterances of a non-

sacrificial view of religion could have found admission into the

larger Psalter, one may fairly ask how, after Pss. xl. and li. had

been admitted into ' Davidic ' collections,^ and Ps. 1. into a fasci-

culus of 'Asaphite' psalms, the psalms referred to could have

been finally rejected by any editor. I may also express the

opinion that the predilection of the guardians of religious classics

for uniformity belongs to a more advanced stage of theological

development.

With regard to the argument from ' antique ' phraseology,

one may admit its force provided that the facts can be estab-

lished. Prof. Kautzsch speaks on one occasion of the ' ceriigo

veiustatis^^ which all the labours of editors could not remove

from certain early psalms. But is this 'antique rust' genuine?

Kautzsch himself would surel)' admit that ' antique ' forms, aira^

/\eyo/u,eva, &c., may often be due merely to accidents in the

transmission of the texts, or even to affectation;^ and his own
very long list of corruptions in the text of the psalms (see

Die Jieil. Sclirift, ' Beilagen,' pp. 6q ff.), which might easily have

been made considerably longer, detracts from the force of his

remark.

' Sec 01\ pp. 364-367, and cp. Enc. />i/>., 'Joremiali,' § 4, end.

- Z.tTiV (iS<)-j), .wii. 67, 273-279.
' For argunicnt'.s sake I here admit the term ' Davidic."

*
T/iec/. Sttidien 11. Krilihoi, 1S91, pp. 577 It.

•' Darmesteter asserts the ' archaism ' of tlie Galhas, as compared with the
language of the Avesta, to be .an affectation {^Le Zend-Avesta, iii., Introd., p. xciii.).
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§ 17. Prof. Kautzsch, however, has not exhausted the possible

grounds for holding that there are pre-exilic psalms, or pre-exilic

elements in psalms. It is Prof. Briggs to whom we may look

for a completion of the round of arguments, so soon as his

expected commentary has appeared. I think that some passages

from an article^ which, unlike most reviews, not merely states

his opinion of the work reviewed, but also justifies his criticism

by stating how he would himself treat the subject, are deserving

of quotation. * For some years,' he says, ' I have been working

on the theory that there was a Director's Psalter [niiJD I
seef

p, xxxviii.] made up by a selection from several earlier minor

Psalters, and that this Director's Psalter is the real backbone of our

present Psalter, about which the final editor grouped his entire

material.' Of these minor Psalters the most important was one

which bore the name ' David.'- He does not deny that some

of the later psalms in M, as well as in G, were ascribed to

David by a misunderstanding, but he holds that * the great

mass of the Davidic psalms in all the books were taken from

a Davidic Psalter, not composed by David, but gathered to-

gether from different authors and periods of composition under

David's name.'

With regard to the psalms of Asaph and the Korahites,

Prof. Briggs regards it as important that they contain the

psalms most commonly assumed to be Maccabcean, which is

adverse, though not exactly fatal, to the present writer's theor}-

in The Origin of the Psalter that the second section of the

Psalter originated before the third.

In Books iv. and v. he finds ' at least two minor Psalters,

viz. the group of Pilgrim psalms,— all of the same pentameter

measure, with a single exception which has been obtruded upon

the group for liturgical reasons,—and a group of *' Hallels

"

which were originally- together, but which have been broken in

two at the final arrangement of the Psalter. The Royal Psalm

[see vol. ii., p. 89], which rivalled in length the Law Psalm,

no. 119, has been broken up, while the Law Psalm has remained

intact.' It seems to him, therefore, ' that we must allow a

considerable interval for the composition of these psalms ot

' Review of Clieyne's 17ie Origin and Religious Contenls of tlic Psalter iu The
Nezo IVorld, June 1892, pp. 356 tf.

- This is also the view of Rohertson Smith and Bickell, and has been described

as 'probable' by the present writer {_0r, p. 190) and more recently by Kautzsch.
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the minor Psalters, the collection of these minor Psalters, and

their comprehension and distribution in our present Books iv., v.,'

and that the theory advocated in the book under review does

not give sufficient time for this.

To the present writer, however, it appeared more bold than wise

to hope for much result for the chronology of the Psalter from

the study of the minor collections as such, and without in any

way disregarding these, as Olshausen formerly and Biithgen quite

recently did, it seemed still more important to form fresh groups

of psalms for oneself by noting affinities of ideas, situation, and

phraseology, and upon these to base working hypotheses as to

the periods to which the members of the respective groups

belonged. This principle has already been carried out by Ewald

{FsaIme/i^"-\ 1866), and was afterwards adopted bj' A. Rahlfs with

reference to eleven psalms (xxii., xxv., xxxi., xxxiv. f., xxxviii.,

xl., xlix., Ixxi., cii., cix.^ To build theories of the chronology

of the psalms primarily on considerations respecting the length

of time required for the growth of the Psalter'- by the inclusion

of minor Psalters (or portions of them), is surely too hazardous,

even if in addition to this we analyze the individual psalms

with a view to tracing redactional modifications, and discovering

elements of diverse origin pieced together by editors. For this

might easily lead on to the assertion of a pre-exilic and even

Davidic origin for certain psalms (or parts of psalms) which

would be inconsistent with the most critical and defensible

view of the history of Israel's religion.''

' ^jy mid 1^1^ /// dfH Psaliiicn (1S92). The date assigned l)y Ralilfs to these

psalms is lale in and soon after the J^xile.

- Besides Drs. Biiggs and Peters, Prof. Sanday deserves to l)e mentioned in this

connexion (see liis Bampton Lectures on Inspiration, 1S93, pj). 256 f., 270 ft".).

^ Prof. P)riggs writes thus : 'It seems to us that he [the present writer] has not
given sufficient attention to the marks of earlier language, style, and religion in

many of these psalms, and that a sound criticism still ilnds some ]:)salms of David,
more psalms of the prophetic period, and many exilic psalms, while the great mass
of the Psalter will remain where Prof. Cheyne puts it,—in the Persian, Greek, and
Maccalxvan period' {Xcm IFor/d, June 1892, p. 359). It m.iy, however, be per-
missii)le to (|uote the following remarks :

' From the point of view of the history
of art, not less than from that of the history of religion, the supposition that we
h.ave Davidic psalins presents insuperable difficulties" {Origin of Psalter, pp. 192 f.).

' It is not unnatural to imagine a Davidic element in I'ss. xviii. and Ix. Only we
must be on our guarrl against pleasant illusions. No concession can be made
which a conservative of the old schijol would think worth accepting. The religious

reorgani/alion of the people in l->.ra's time was too complete to allow any con-
siderable induence to archaic liturgical formule' {Ibid., pp. 193 f.). As to psalms
of the ]irophetic jieriod, the present writer has, since 1889, never wavered. ' We
have no sufficient grounds for thinking that the religious teaching of the higher
prophets found any wide acceptance among the jieople ' {Enc. Bib., col. 2939).
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§ 18. One admission, however, may be willingly made. It is

plain that both Prof. Briggs and Dr. J. P. Peters' had a much
fuller perception than I had mj'self of the amount of redactional

mosaic work in the Psalter. At the same time, hardly any inquiry-

is more difficult than this. It is surely better to be too slow than

too quick, and while by no means inclined to stationariness in

the analysis of the psalms, I would suggest that there is a

preliminary work of the utmost importance, not referred to by

Prof. Briggs in his frank' and interesting article, viz. the study

of the text of the psalms with a view to seeing whether there

is not an underlying text of a different character, which has

been first of all corrupted in the early stages of its transmission,

and then manipulated, to produce an edifying sense.

§ 19. 1 am afraid that this opens a rather unpleasing prospect.

If the present inquiries are upon the whole rightly planned, and

if the results are in any considerable degree correct, the current

theories of the origin and growth of the Psalter will have to be

largely reconstructed. If any reader is impatient to attempt this

work, he will do well to start from some judicious statement of a

not too ' advanced ' character, such as that of the late Prof.

Kobertson Smith in his well-known article'- (1886), and rewrite

this in proportion as he has assimilated the new material. The
stress laid in that work on the minor Psalters is no detriment tc>

it for svich a purpose, for the student must at any rate begin with

these, though he must not stop short with them. Such a person

must, however, remember that there are a number of groups, proved

to be such not only by affinities of contents but by local juxta-

position, which are not referred to in that article. As in the case

of the proverbs, psalms are sometimes put together which, by their

general similarity, as well asby their ju.xtaposition, appear to come

from the same source—a small collection of psalms. But an

acquaintance with the details of the text-critical work is so all-

important that I would rather not 'largely reconstruct' the theory

of the growth of the Psalter until 1 can presume that students

have sufficiently assimilated the new material.

§ 20. I venture, however, to present the patient reader with a

!>heaf of critical remarks, i. It has become even clearer than

' Article on the Psalter, iVL-rc IVon'J, June 1S93, pp. 287 f.

- The main part of this, sometimes condensed, sometimes expanded (with due
notice of such expansion), will he found at tlie beginnin;; of tlie article ' I'salms

'

in the Encyclopedia Hiblicn.
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before that the colophon in Ps. Ixxii. 20 is ' a witness to the

^i^radual enlargement of small psalm-collections.' We now find it

at the end of a psalm bearing the title ' of vSolomon,' but it must

originally have been the subscription to a great collection, con-

taining psalms called ' of David.' So at least one was wont to put

the matter, the misplacing of the colophon being ascribed to a

scribe's error.' Now, however—if the reader accepts my guidance

—it is plain that it was no oversight, but a deliberate transference

that took place. The colophon originally referred only to the
' Ethanic Psalter ' (so I would designate the collection of the

earlier psalms entitled ' Of Arab-ethan 'j ; it was transferred to

the end of Ps. Ixxii., with a view to include that psalm (originally

entitled ' of Ishmael'j, and consequently the words, ' the sons ot

Ishmael,' were appended to ' Arab-ethan,' as a correction.

ii. It may further be noticed that the title ~\n\Dii '^Nrjm^'? ('of

Jerahmeel-ashhur '), which is probably to be substituted for the

enigmatical PfiiiQ'?, reminds us of the phrase traditionally misread

as "^^DTt 13D (R.V., 'the book of Jashar '), but originall}- (as now
appears) read as IHli^i;!! IDD (' the book of Ashhur *). It is not

impossible that both the Ethanite, the Korahite, and the Asaphite

psalms, and also the three passages expressly quoted from the

'book' referred to in narratives (see £f/c. Bib., 'Jasher'), came
from the same collection of poems, which was placed under the

guardianship of the singing guild, or guilds, of Jerahmeelites,

Ishmaelites, or Ashhurites.

iii. The so-called ' Songs of Degrees' were, as the revised title

('[Of] Ashhur, [of] the Ishmaelites') may seem to suggest, en-

trusted to the custody of the guild or guilds of Ashhurites or

Jerahmeelites. It is, however, just possible that not onl}- a part,

but the whole, of this group of psalms came from the sanctuary

at Beth-ishmael (see pp. xix. f.). In this case the terms ' Asshur
'

and 'Jerahmeelites' in the headings would here possess a special

meaning of their own.

iv. As to the 'Michtam '
[' Maacatliim

'J
psalms (xvi., Ivi.-lx.),

I doubt whether they are rightly viewed as having originally

lormed a little group of psalms." Even from a conservative textual

' See OP, p. S, where the parallel of the repeated 13^''1 in Jer. li. 64 is re-

ferred to.

- Delitzsch has suniined up the external features which .seem to him common to

the Michtam-psalms (inlrod. to Ps. xvi.), and Prof. Briggs praises Duhm for

grouping these p>alnis together {Ne%i< World, March 1000. p. 176).
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point of view there is no overpowering necessity for this, and the

revised text does not encourage the supposition.

§ 21. v. On the Elohistic redaction of Pss. xHi.-lxxxiii. {i.e..

Book ii. and the first part of Book iii.), the last word has hardly

yet been spoken. Thefacts, of course, are quite plain. ' Yahwe '

occurs only 30 times in Book ii., ' Elohim ' 164 times ;
' Yahwe '

only 13 times in Pss. Ixxiii.-lxxxiii., 'Elohim' 36 times. In Ps. 1. 7

we even find, 'I am Elohim, thy Elohim,' instead of 'I am Yahwe,

thy Elohim' (cp. Ixxxi. 11). That this is not what the original

psalmist wrote, appears from the facts, i. that Ps. liii. is only

another recension, with some peculiar variations, of Ps. xiv., and

2. that Ps. Ixx. is a repetition of xl. 14-1S (except that the opening

word is omitted), while the opposite change is only once made.

Now, since there is no obvious reason why the editor of a large

and comprehensive collection should have made this alteration

only in Pss. xlii.-lxxxiii., we must suppose that there was a time

when these psalms formed (or formed part of) an Elohistic Psalter.

But what was the motive of the editor ? It has been suggested

by Lagarde that he destined this Psalter for the use of theLevites,

who, at the time of the redaction, were not allowed to pronounce

the name Yahwe, and most scholars are 'agreed so far as this—that

the phenomenon stands in connexion with the increasing avoidance

of the name Yahwe in the later period.' It is not clear, however,

why the redactor, if reverence was his motive, left ' Yahwe ' any-

where in the altered psalms, and it is equally strange that pre-

sumably late psalms, such as Pss. ex. and cxviii., are Yahwistic

rather than Elohistic, that in Daniel's prayer and confession in

the name of Israel (Dan. ix.) the name Yahwe occurs seven times,

and that the Hebrew Sirach (though not as constant!}- as the Book
of Proverbs) uses that divine name. The matter has, I think, to

be reconsidered in view of a probable result of textual criticism,

which will have to be expounded at some length in connexion

with Gen. ii. j^b^' and which is referred to briefly in the 'Addenda'

to Part iv. of Critica Bibllca^ viz. that the God of Israel was

habitually called, at any rate in Judah and the Israelite territory

in the Negeb, not only Yahwe, but also Yahwe-jerahmeel, and

even Jerahmeel alone. The compound name indicates that there

' Hr. J. p. Peters, however, is confident that ' in most cases '• Vahwc" is a later

addition, due to a Yahwistic revision of Elohistic psalms ' [,Ncw World, June 1893,
p. 200).

* In the portion of Critica Bihlica vol. ii. containing Genesis.
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is but one God of Israel and Jerahmeel {i.e. of the land of Israel in

Palestine proper and in the Negeb), which, considering that Israel

learned the worship of Yah we in the N. Arabian border-land,

certainly does appear to be in accordance with history. The
Negeb was in fact Israel's Holy Land ; there (as textual criticism

tends more and more to show) were its earliest and most venerated

sanctuaries, and thence came its most ancient legends. It is not

strange then that some of the pre-exilic writers should have used

Jerahmeel or Yahwe-jerahmeel (editorially changed into Elohim
and Yahwo-elohim) as names of Israel's God, nor need it surprise

us if some of the redactors of psalms^ used as a divine name, not

only Yahwe, but Elohim, i.e. the name which in later times was
a current adaptation of, and substitute for, Jerahmeel. ' Elohim '

might indeed be a name for ' the Deity,' but its use in the Old

Testament where we might have expected Yahwe most probably

arises, not in general from a reverent objection to limiting the

universal Sovereign, but from an attachment to a name which

reminded men of the ancient Holy Land. And the change of

* Jerahmeel ' into ' Elohim ' is to be accounted for by the growing

repugnance of faithful Jews to the corrupt heathenish cultus of

the very large non-Jewish portion of the population of the Negeb.

This may be enough—not indeed to satisfy the natural curiosity

of the reader—but to open the door for a consideration of the

possibility that the Elohistic redaction of a large group of psalms

can be accounted for by more concrete facts than has hitherto

been supposed, and that ' Elohim ' in these psalms (like Seba'oth

in Yahwe Seba'oth) is virtually a proper name, and not an abstract

term for deity, used in place of a name for Him in whom all true

Godship is centred.-

§ 22. vi. A widely-held theory respecting the relation of ' the

Chronicler ' to the Psalter also needs a reference here. Must we
really hold that Pss. xcvi., cv. 1-15, cvi. i, 47 f., also cxxxii. 8-10

were known to the Chronicler ? As generally expressed (see e.g.

Strack, Ei>tiS^\ p. 119) this involves holding that Book iv. already

existed when the Chronicler wrote. But the division between
Books iv. and v. was probably not made till the linal redaction of

' We must reniemher lliat tlie families of singers from which so many of our
psalms come were most iir<)bal.)ly of Jerahmeelite {i.e. N. Arabian) origin. See
pp. xxi. f., xlix. f.

" It^ is not denied that the psalms of tlie Elohim-Psalter originally had the name
Y.ihwe rather than Elohim.
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the Psalms, i.e. undoubtedly, till after the time of ' the Chronicler/

It is also less probable that the dividing doxology in Ps. cvi. 48

originally contained the words ]QJ< Di'n"'?3 "1I!3i«JT, 'and let all'^
- "Tttt-t:

the people say, Amen,' than that these words were taken, with

one slight and necessary alteration, from i Chr. xvi. 36, where we

read, at the close of the strange composite psalm, D^H'^^ TirpS^J

]r^N, 'and all the people said, Apien.' This at least is Well-

hausen's view (Bleek's Einl}-^^ 506, n. i), which, however, seems

to need supplementing. It is probable (i) that the whole of the

close of Ps. cvi.—viz., ?'?'. 47 f.—is borrowed from i Chr. xvi. 35 f.'

(beginning 1^3,»^nrT n"pS1 and ending 7\'\T\h ijy\\ [rather

n'^'^V^n]), and (2) that both the close and the opening {vv. 1-5)

are accretions on the main bod}' of that psalm, which had

been handed down in an incomplete form, and needed some such

additions to make it usable. As a consequence, Ave cannot com-

mit ourselves to the view that i Chr. xvi. 34 is borrowed from

cvi. I (which may well be later than the Chronicler). The
formula was a conventional one, and occurs in cvii. i, cxviii. i,

cxxxvi. I. Nor can we venture to assert positivelv that it was

the Chronicler who copied xcvi., cv. 1-15 (see i Chr. xvi. 8-33)

and cxxxii. 8-10 (see 2 Chr. vi. 41 f.). The books of Chronicles,

like other books, passed under the hands of redactors, and

it is very possible that the insertions from the Psalter referred

to were made by one of these.' We cannot, therefore, safely use

the critical argument which is often based on these insertions.

§ 23. vii. On the question of Maccabcean psalms I cannot be

entirely silent. The keenest modern critics have admitted a con-

siderable number of such psalms. Among the most recent may
be mentioned Merx, who undertakes to show^ that even in Book i.

there are manifest traces of Maccabcean transformation of early

psalms, whilst Ps. ii. itself is of the verv latest period, and Duhm,
who assigns Pss. xii.(?), xiii.(?), xxiv. ^ (?), xxxv., xliv., Iv., Ixix.rt',

l.Kxiv., Ixxvii., Ixxix., Ixxxiii., cxviii., cxlix., to the Maccabceun

struggle, and a still larger number to the subsec]uent period.

Certainly the text as it stands strongl}- favours a Maccaba;an datc

' This passage consists of a current liturgical prayer, and a liturgical benediction

and doxology (similar to those placed by editors at the end of Books i., ii., and iii.).

" Similarly Reuss, Stade, and Duhm.
^ Festschrift zu Ehren von Daniel Chwolson, 1S99. pp. 19S ti.
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for Pss. xliv. (xliv. a), Ixxiv. (Ixxiv. a), Ixxix., and Ixxxiii.', un-

less indeed we see our way to follow Robertson Smith and assign

these psalms to the imperfectly attested oppression of the Jews by

Artaxerxes Ochus (see p. xxv.). It is true, Schechter objects' that

the parallelisms between xliv. 19 and Sirach xlvi. 1 1 <:, and between

Ixxiv. 10/., 13, and Sirach xxvi. 6/. in the recently discovered

Hebrew text exclude a Maccabxan date. Of these, the first is

of no significance, and with regard to the others one might well

suppose that the impassioned prayer in Sirach xxxvi. 1-17, together

with XXXV. 18-20, was inserted during the Syrian oppression, for

it is certainl}' unique in the Wisdom of Ben-Sira. And above all,

the reader must be warned that the text of all these four psalms

needs a searching ex^imination before it can be used for critical

purposes. Certainly I cannot deny the plausibility of the view

that the Psalter as a whole was edited in the time of Simon the

Maccabee, as a consequence of the re-dedication of the temple in

B.C. 165, and that some psalms of very recent origin were then

inserted. But I cannot point to these psalms. Throughout the

Psalter there is a background, sometimes real, sometimes to a

certain extent assumed, which is plainly N. Arabian. Nowhere

can it be shown to be evident that the real enemies of the Jews

are Syrian Greeks. It is nevertheless plausible to hold that in

the later psalms this is the case, and that conscious archaism is

responsible for the continued references to the N. Arabians.

And supposing that Ps. ii. (untitled) was inserted as a preface to

the ' Ethanic ' Psalter, one might regard Ps. i. (also untitled) as

the introduction to a large Psalter of the pre-Maccabcean Greek

period, in which that smaller hymnal was included. To take up

or to reject these hypotheses, however, would be inexpedient

without a preliminary study of the text and contents of the psalms

from our new point of view. I should like to add a caution against

following those critics who deny the possibility of Maccabaean

psalms on the ground that the Hebrew text of Ben Sira contains

so many unbiblical words, idioms, and constructions. For the

correctness of many parts of that text is liable to the greatest

' So Biitligen, Kautzsch, and Cornill. Konig {Eiitl., p. 403) can only recog-
nize one Maccabxan psalm (Ixxiv.). Driver {Introd.,^^^ p. 385) stands nearer to

Kautzsch than to Konig. The only member of the above group <if four psalms
which he omits is xliv., but, as a compensation, he includes doubtfully Ixxxiii.

.Still, he allows (p. 389) the attractiveness of Robertson Smith's Ochus theory.

" Wistbin of ]icn Sira (Cambridge, 1899), pp. 26, 37.
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doubt, and those unbiblical elements may to a great extent be

traced to deep-seated corruption of the text.'

§ 2-\.. We must not digress to consider the other rehgious

hymns and elegies contained in the Old Testament and, one

might add, in the Apocrypha and the New Testament. But

we cannot pass over the * Psalms of Solomon.' This collection

of eighteen psalms, written in Hebrew, and now only extant in

a Greek version, contains the essence of Pharisaic Judaism, and

has therefore been called by Ryle and James the ' Psalter of the

Pharisees.' According to Duhm, there are also not a few

Pharisaic psalms in our Psalter, and some of these, directed

probably against Alexander Jannseus and his adherents, seem to

him to have a striking resemblance to most of the ' Psalms of

Solomon.'' Elsewhere he expresses surprise that the critics have

not recognized how near chronologically the Davidic Psalter is

to the Solomonic. Frankenberg,'' too, has arrived at a somewhat

similar result ; only he assigns the Psalms of Solomon, together

with a (large ?) group of canonical psalms, to the period of the

Syrian persecution. The existence of points of contact may be

granted ; but the canonical Psalter, much edited as it has been,

contains nothing that can be compared with the language of the

other Psalter on eschatology and on the Messianic expectation.'^

To this I must add that, in my judgment, Kosters is right^

(against Frankenberg) in denying that there is any distinct

reference in the Psalter of Solomon to contemporary history.

The psalms appealed to by Frankenberg as proving a Maccabaean

date, and by Wellhausen'' as proving a reference to the capture

of Jerusalem by Pompey in 63 B.C., really refer, according to

Kosters, to the catastrophe of 586 B.C.

On this subject I venture to agree with the Leyden critic, and

I can therefore use the references to the capture of Jerusalem in

the ' Psalms of Solomon ' to illustrate Pss. Ixxiv. and Ixxix. But

^ If Noldeke {ZATIV, xx. S4 tf. [1900]) errs at all, it is by understatement of
the amount of corruption.

- Psalmen, ' Einleitung,' p. 22.

^ Die Dalirung der Psalmen Saloinos (1896).

* See Charles, Enc. Bib., 'Eschatology,' §§ 64, 66. Willi this general view
Kirkpatrick agrees {Psahns, Introd., pp. xxxvii. f.).

* De his/orische achtej-grond van de Psalmen van Salonio (\'erslagen van de
Koningl. Akad. van Wetenschappen, iv. 2), 1898.

' Die Pharisder iind die Sadducder (Beilage), 1874.
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it is doubtful whether we can stop short here. It ^eems probable

that the writers of these psalms continue the tradition of

the N. Arabian captivity and oppression.' For want of the

Hebrew text we cannot finally prove this point ; but our

experience with the canonical Hebrew psalms hardly permits

us to feel much uncertainty. The ' Psalms of Solomon ' are

highly imitative, and among the signs of this imitativeness

we may surelv recognize the heading of each of the psalms,

\I/a\ixo<; Tw 1a\(ofxo)v, i.e. HD^Z^b ~\V2V2, which may have come

from biiy:2V^b '7Nrjm'['?], '[Of] Jerahmeel : of Ishmael'

(' Ishmael ' a gloss on 'Jerahmeel,' or v/ce versa). The alterna-

tive is to assume that the headings of the Hebrew psalms

had been already corrupted, and that the collector thought

it appropriate to put mizmor lisclomo by the side of mizvwr

ledcnv'id. It is possible that some may prefer this view.- If, how-

ever, we grant that the so-called ' Psalms of David ' have been

much edited and manipulated, it is reasonable to presume that

some manipulation was undergone by the ' Psalms of Solomon.'

I confess that, just as r\u>V "^bWZ in Prov. x. i, xxv. i, has pro-

bably arisen out of t'^<i?(!2ti'^ ^7li'0, it seems to me that the heading

\!/aXfjiot SoXo/txwi/Tos is most naturalh' accounted for by our

former explanation. This implies bringing up the latest

Psalter to a period not far removed from that of the canonical

psalms.

§ 25. Another point in which the so-called ' Psalms of Solomon

'

continue an older tradition is that on the whole they represent

the feelings of the personified community, or at least of its

central point—the body of strict, law-observing Jews. This

interpretation has for some time past been given bv many

' In Ps. So/, ii. 26 [30], wliere the death of the ' dragon ' is related, €7ri twv

opiuv AlyvTTTov may represent D^HSQ ''ITT'?},*, ' on the mountains of Misrim,

and iirl yris koi ea\6.a<rr]s ]iy y")S /J/', 'on the land of Jaman (=Jerahmeel).'
So, too, in z: 29 [33] iyw itvpios yi]s Ka.\ da\a.(rar]% maj' be based on a faulty text,

which should have run, yty yijij p7J< ^3J^, and in xvii. 15 [17] «V /ueV(^ iBvwv

avun'iKTuv may be a misinterpretation of ^"1^? ^Q^ Tfijl3, 'amidst the peoples

of Arabia.'

- The editor might have copied "IIQIQ, and explained this as 'song.' The
word occurs, at least if it is not a corruption, in the Heb. text of Sirach xlix. I

(of secular songs; G, /uouiriKa).
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critics' to the 'I' and 'me' of the canonical psahns ; and

though other critics prefer to hold that the ' I ' and ' me

'

of many psalms indicate that in their original form these

psalms were the effusions of individuals, which were adapted

to more general use by omissions, additions, and other

alterations, this view is by no means natural, and indeed

cannot be applied to a strictly revised text. To compare the

practice of those who prepare hymn-books for congregational

Christian use is hardly permissible, the awakening of individual

consciousness in the Western nations since the introduction of

Christianity having no parallel in the Semitic East. Those

hymns in the O.T. which were traditionally supposed to be the

utterances of individuals (i S. ii. i-io, Isa. xxxviii. 10-20, Jon. ii.

2-9 [3-10]) turn out to be nothing of the kind, but simply expres-

sions of the faith of the pious community of Israel. The same

may on the whole be affirmed of the ' Psalms of Solomon.' The
truth is that the controversy as to the ' I '-psalms is not so im-

portant as has been supposed. It is not a part of the larger

question as to the date of the psalms, for the representation of

a body of men as a single being is primitive ;
' I '-psalms might,

if the tone of thought and the social background permitted, be

pre-exilic. Nor does it greatly affect the exegesis of the psalms,

except indeed when by means of forced interpretations Duhqi

and B. Jacob endow the speakers of the psalms with a vigorous

and almost self-assertive personality. Between those who contend

that the speaker of a psalm (or of a part of a psalm) is a repre-

sentative or typical pious Israelite, and those who regard the

speaker as the community itself personified, there is, e.xegetically,

but a slight difference. And yet this difference is not to be

wholly disregarded. A close study of the psalms, especially in

' See especially Sniend, ZATIV, viii. 49 ff. [1888]. This able critic, however,

has since 1888 somewhat modified his original position, and in his Lehrbuch Her

AT J'!el.-Gescfi.,'-'-1 p. 361, says that he is in essential agreement with Cheyne,
Origin of the Psalter, pp. 261 ft". Driver, too, has made progress in this direction

since the first edition of his Introduction (see ed. 6, on the Psalms). For a full

consideration of the subject, see alsq Cheyne, Bamplon Lectures on the Psalter,

Lecture vi. (with the notes); Beer, Individual- taid Getncindc-Psalnien (1894);
Cohlenz, Uch. das bclende Ich in den Psahnen (1897) ; II. \<oy, Die Volksgcmeimie

II. die Gemeinde der Fronivien iin J'sallir (1897); U. Leinidiirfer, Das Psaller-cgo

in den Ich-Psahiien (1898) ; Thaddtius Engert, Der betende Gerechte der

Psahnen (1902). Cp. al>o Schuurmans Slekhoven, ZATW, ix. 131 AT. [1889] ;

Budde, Theol. Lit.-ztg., May 14, 1892, col. 254; J. Robertson, Croall Lectures

on the Psalms; and Kautzsch, Die Poesic u. die poet. Biichcr des A. T. (1902),

PP- 49-5 «•

d
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connexion with a keen textual criticism, will probably show the

greater naturalness (from the point of view of Volkerpsychologie)

of the latter way of accounting for the phenomena. Occasionally,

of course, e.g. in xxxiv. ii [12], xlv. 2 [i], Ixxviii. i f., cvi. 4 f.,

there is no possible doubt that it is the poet himself who speaks
;

but these passages are widely different from those about which

somewhat too lively a dispute has arisen among critics of the

Psalter. The evidence of the heading of Ps. cii. cannot rightly

be brought against the view here recommended ;
the * afflicted

one' ('3P) there spoken of is manifestly the pious community (cp.

'niDji^, 1x1. 3, Ixxvii. 4).

The chief names on the other side' are those of Noldeke, B.

Jacob, and Duhm. According to Noldeke [ZATIV^ xx. [1900],

M2 f.), the ' I '-psalms refer as a rule to the poet himself; this is

based on the observation that in the songs in the Hebrew text

of Ecclus. li. 2-12 and 13-29 it must be Ben Sira who speaks.

-

Very different is the view of B.Jacob {ZATfV,xvn. [1897], 544 ff.),

who maintains that psalms were composed for the use of indi-

viduals who had some sacrificial rite to perform in the temple,

as a means of deliverance from sickness, or as a thank-oflfering for

recovery, and goes so far as to define the Psalter (in opposition to

Olshausen and many others) as 'ein Gemeindeopfergesangbuch

—

das hat uns rOD gelehrt,—ein Privat(opfer)gebetbuch—das sollte

nOTn? zeigen.' To these we may add Duhm, who, as a com-
mentator, represents the same tendency, and carries the indi-

vidualizing interpretation of the speakers of the psalms to an

extreme. The objections to this view will appear to any student

of Duhm's alwa3-s clear and consistent, but too often strained,

exegesis.

§ 26. The poetical form of the Psalms cannot here be treated

at length. To enter into the intricacies of the subject a special

monograph would be required. Gvmimc's Fsa/mc?ipn)l^lcifie (1902)

breaks much fresh ground, but his results appear to me very

' I do not nienlion K(,)iiig {EiiiL, p. 4C0), because he admits the repre-

sentative cliaiacter of most of the individuals who aie the supposed speakers
in the psahns. In I's. xxiii.. however, the speaker, he thinks, is not tJie col-

lective community (Smend), liul a fugitive, who is cut off from visits to the
temple, like David, according to i .Sam. xxvi. 19. (But surely the s >eaker in

this and parallel psalms is the company of faithful Israelites and dilii^ent fre-

quenters of the temple, who formed the kernel of the post-exilic Judcean com-
munity).

* This observation of Niildckc, however, is hardly self-evident so far as

li. 2-12 is concerned.
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difficult to accept. Still he deserves much credit for his willing-

ness to adopt even radical remedies, where he finds a sufficient

reason for them. Prof. Briggs has remarked ' that the study

of the measurement of the line, and the strophical arrangement

of the psalms, combined with the stud}' of their grouping, throws

fresh light on the Psalter. But this is only true on condition

that we emancipate ourselves completely from conventional

opinions as regards the general accuracy of the Massoretic text.

I must confess that Duhm's work, 'dictatorial' in tone as it ma}'

be, and often as I must differ from its results, has been more

suggestive to me, as regards the poetical form of the Psalms, than

any other which has appeared since Bickell's Carmina Vet. Test.

metrice^- and to his interesting, though too short, article

' Poetical Literature ' in the Enc. Biblica I would refer the

student. By far the larger number of psalms are (to borrow a

term from Prof. Briggs) trimeters. So also thinks Duhm.
There are, however, also tetrameters, pentameters, and hexa-

meters. As a rule, the metre of a psalm is consistently carried

out. When a psalm falls into two distinct parts which differ in

metre, this implies, not that the psalmist for some reason

changed his metre, but that a redactor joined together two
psalms or fragments of psalms. It may also happen that a brief

Hturgical addition has been made in a different metre. Once
or twice only (e.g. Ps. cxl.) have I met with a psalm, in which,

through the author's or rather the compiler's carelessness, the

metre varies, and once (Preface to Ps. i., i.e. vv. 1-3) with a

passage which is rather to be called rhythmical than metrical.*

On the question whether true strophic divisions are still

traceable in the Psalms I confess myself unable to say much,
evidence being deficient. That 'SelalT' has anything to do with

strophes (as Grimme and others think), has been denied already

(see p. xli.). Refrains, however, are of course an infallible

criterion of strophes. Every one therefore admits strophes in

xlii.-xliii., xlvi., xlix. ; with hardly less certainty we may point

' Presliyterian Rtview, Oct. 1S88, p. 661.

^ Sievers' Alelrisclic Studien appeared too late to influence me considerably.
Vol. i. abounds in observations of facts, and acute, even if not always adequate,
explanations. He has thought it necessary to take the textual tradition as his
basis, which often makes a successful restoration of the metrical arrangement
impossible.

* Prof. Paul llaupt, however, by clever mani|)ulation, reduces even this

troublesome passage to metrical consistency (AJSL, 1903, pp. 129— 142).
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to strophes in Ps. cvii. \'arious forms of alphabetic structure

appear in seven psahTis(ix.-x., xxv.,xxxiv., xxxvii., cxi., cxix., cxlv.).

The supposed acrostic in Ps. ex. is highly precarious.

§ 27. I now pass on to the treatment of the text in this

edition. I have independently come to the same conclusion as

Rernhard Duhm, who, to emphasize the need of a more sceptical

attitude towards tradition, points out' that 'in many passages,

b}' which the modern critic passes unsuspiciously, the tenor may
be due rather to the old Jewish redactors than to the author

himself.' I have not, however, given the reins to fancy ; such a

course was only permissible in the first half of the last century.

In the first stage of inquiry I have been accustomed to note with

care the occurrence of the vertical stroke called Pasek and

Legarmeh, and I have often found the suspicion awakened by

Pasek confirmed by other phenomena of the text. This is but

the further development of a hint given by J. Olshausen," who
thinks that Pasek sometimes indicates the presence of glosses and

interpolations (he refers to Ps. ix. 7 ; xvii. 4 ; xviii. 7 ; x.\xi. 12).

A similar view was expressed by von Ortenberg in an article

in Stade's Zeitschrift {\\\. 301 ff. [1887]). This scholar considers

the Paseks and Legarmehs to be indications of the thorough

redaction bestowed on the Hebrew text. In all probability the

vertical stroke was intended — somewhat in the manner of

C)rigen's obelos— to mark the insertions made in the text by

an early editor. Later on, it was used by the scribe to indicate

interpolations (such as the name of God, or synonymous words,

or prophetic formulae, or notices on the name of the author,

or on the origin of the book). The article was good pioneering
_

work, and is not refuted by that learned textual scholar

Dr. Wickes (ZATJf, viiiAi4q [1888]), who appears to have no

comprehension of any but a strictly conservative point of view.

Cirimme's section on Pasek-Legarmeh'' is much wider in its

range than the article of von Ortenberg. I have not been able,

however, to use it, owing to the advanced state of my own work

when it appeared, and will only add that, while not denying that

Pasek may sometimes have other more special references, I have

found it true in ni}^ own experience that it often gives warning of

a corrupt and manipulated passage in the traditional text.'

I Das Buch Iliob libcrsetzt, Preface, p. vi. - I.chrbtich der hcbr. Sfnixchc, p. 86 f.

•' Psaliitcnproblcmc, pp. 147-165. ' This appears to be also Duhm'.s view.
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In the next stage 1 have used tlie versions, seeking suggestions

from them as to passages which need further examination.

After this I have used, in addition to the older and now much
improved methods, a gradually accumulated experience of the

habits of the scribes and editors in dealing with indistinctly

written or, to them, incomprehensible passages, and of recurring

types of corruption, as a means of correcting the text. I have

also welcomed the control derived from the new N. Arabian

theory which has now such a large amount of- support from

textual criticism elsewhere— having solved many problems which

were otherwise insoluble— that one cannot refuse to apply it to

the Psalms. Lastly, I have, to the best of my ability, considered

the claims of metre, first determining the metre by the help of

the sound passages of a psalm, and then completing the restora-

tion of the unsound passages by accommodating the new reading

to the metre. That the total result is often open to revision, no

one can know so well as myself. But I cherish the conviction

that here as well as elsewhere I have discovered not a few

textual facts, and that even my errors will very often be found to

be on the line of truth, and that if others adopt my expanded

method, there will be many more such confirmations of my
results as those reported in my note on Ps. ii. ii (vol. i., p. 8).

There is at any rate nothing for me to apologize for. The need

of a more searching criticism of the text of the Psalter was great,

and a step in advance could only be taken by one who was not

afraid of revising his printed opinions, and of studying the

phenomena of the text of the Old Testament on a large scale.'

Once more, let me repeat that what I have called (see p. viii.)

the 'newer Psalter' is not, in my judgment, superseded by the

discovery of the older one. Stimulus to the' higher life can still

be derived from it, and it has, and must ever have, the attraction

of its priceless associations. Sometimes, however, even re-

ligiously, the older Psalter is finer, and in any case a lover of the

Bible is bound, if he can, to find out how it came into existence.

And it is surely permissible to prophesy that religion and

history will yet ' kiss one another,' as predestined friends and

allies.

ROCHKSTKK,

September 'KO^ iqo;.

' See an examination of the text of the more obscure parts of the Old Testa-
ment l)y the present writer, now in course of publication by Messrs. A. & C.
Black, London. The Prophets, i and 2 .Samuel, and i and 2 Kings are out.
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In the preceding Introduction some passages have been taken,

with or without modification, from the article ' Psalms, Book of*

in the Encyclopccdia Biblica. It may be within the knowledge of

some readers that in this and several other articles in that work a

somewhat new plan was adopted—viz. to begin with a state-

ment of the position of criticism fifteen or twenty years ago, and

then to give some account of the new problems and correspond^

ingly new solutions which have emerged since then, or are now
coming into view. No better sketch of the earlier criticism and

its provisional results could, as it appeared, be had than the

article ' Psalms,' b}' the late Prof. Robertson Smith, in Enc. Brit}''^

This was printed b}' the author in 1886, and virtually re-indorsed

bv him in OT/O'^ (rSqj). This keen scholar was, however, not

unaware that the criticism there presented would ultimately need

much revision, expansion, and (if new facts came to light) cor-

rection. Friendship can never justify a lover of truth in holding

back his best knowledge. Hence in the second part of the

article ' Psalms ' in the E/ic. Bib. much was given in advance

from the present work, as the MS. then stood. But what

investigator would tie himself to any printed or WTitten page ?

When a new and remunerative method is applied— virtually for

the first time, it is inevitable that in the course of completing a

MS. for press imperfect results should be corrected, and previously

unobserved points should have to be utilized. Hence the necessity

for the pages of Corrigenda and Addetida (errata are included)

which the reader will kindly not overlook (see pp. Ixxiv.—bcxx.)
;

he is requested to make reference to those pages at the places to

which the Corrigenda and Addenda belong, and maybe reminded

that the process of printing such a work is a slow one. Another

point may also be referred to. It seemed needless to repeat here

the long list of books and articles on the Psalms given in Enc.

Biblica^ cols. 3965-3967. A reference, however, is called for

to a forthcoming work by Gunkel (to whom we are already

indebted for critical work on some passages of the psalms in his

Sc/tdpfiing und Chaos), consisting of a series of translations and

explanations of psalms originally published in German periodicals.
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Also to articles by J. C. Matthes, ' Die Psalineii unci der Tempel-

dienst,' ZATW^ xxxii. 65-82 (the psalms mostly the utterance of

the communit}', and the Psalter a temple-hymnbook ; contrast

Duhm, Psalmen, p. xxiv.), and by Paul Haupt, ' The Poetic Form
of Psalm i.' (see p. Ixvii., note''), and to A. Rahlfs, Die Berliner

Handi,chrift des saliidischen Psalters (Transactions of the G5ttingen

' Gesellsch. der Wissenschaften,' philology and history, new

series, vol. iv., no. 4).

Grimme's Psalmenproble/iie : Unfersuchungen i'tber Metrik, Strophik

und Paseq des Psahnetibuchcs^ 1902 (the work of, probably, our

leading metrician), has already received due recognition, and

Wellhausen's supplement to his critical notes on the text of the

Psalms in Skizzen und Vorarbeiten^ vi. (1899), 1(^3— 187, though

already mentioned in Enc. Bib.^ col. 3967, may here again be

specially referred to. This able work, though it proves the care

with which the older methods have been applied by the author

to many passages, also exemplifies the urgent need for the

application of new and more potent methods to those deeper

problems which even Wellhausen by the means w^iich he adopted

could not solve. A similar remark applies, I fear I must add, to

many of the text-critical conjectures of that giant-scholar, Lagarde.

The criticisms in the Prologue to my Critica Biblica (see especially

p. 4) may here be compared.

Lastly, I have to mention the works of two little-known

English scholars. One is a translation of the Psalms from a

corrected text by Street, an Anglican Clergyman, in 1790 (2 vols.);

the other is an unpublished collection of text-critical notes on the

Psalms by Mr. N. Herz, a Christian-Jewish scholar, who kindl}-

placed his work at my full disposal, and from whom I have now
and then been able to borrow, and oftener to record, interesting

emendations. I need not add that Mr. Herz is in no way

responsible for anything beyond the text-critical suggestions

expressly assigned to him here.

September 30, 1003.
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In general, ihe abbreviations are those which are used in the

Encyclopccdia Biblica, and therefore do not differ greatly from those

to wliich the readers of such works are accustomed. Some of

them, however, may be given here (see Enc. Bib.^ vol. iv., pp.

ix.-xxviii.).

,M=:Massoretic Text; G = the Septuagint ; 'A = Aquila; 2 =
Symmachus; 0=Theodotion ; S=Syriac (Peshitta)

; J= Jerome;

T=Targum ; E' and S'= the fifth and sixth Greek versions in

Origen's Hexapla.

Ba.=:Bathgen ; Bi.= Bickell ;
Che." ==Cheyne, ^(^<?/^ (/i^jvi/wj,

]888; Dr., Driv.= Driver ; Du.=Duhm; Dys.= Dyserinck ; Gr.=
Gratz ; Kau.= Kautzsch ; Kirkp. =: Kirkpatrick ; Ki. =:Kimhi;
Kr., Krochm. = Abraham Krochmal ; Kon. = Konig ; Lag. ==

Lagarde ; Wellh.=Wellhausen ; Wi.=Winckler.

AJSL = American journal of vSemitic Languages.

.Iss. HWB = Delitzsch, Assyn'sc/ies HandwortcrbiicJi. BI)B=
Hebrew and English Lexicon, by F". Brown, with the co-operation

of S. K. Driver and C. A. Briggs (Oxford, Clarendon Press).

Cn't. Bib. = Critica Biblica., Parts i.-iv., bv T. K. Chevne (A. & C.

Black, IQ03).

Exp. Z'. =: Expository Times. (:Pt'.v.-7?//.r^Gesenius' Haiid-

wi'irterbiich^ edited by Buhl (1899). y/)Z= Journal oi Biblical

Literature (Boston, Mass. ; in England, J. Parker and Co.).

y(?A'=Jt'wish Quarterly Review. yA'Z= Jewish Religious Life

after the Exile, by T. K. Cheyne (iSqS).

Indiv. If. Gem. Ps.=.Iiidividiiii/- iiiid Gcineindc-Psalmeu, by G.

Beer (1894).

J. of Tlieol. 6"/.=Journal of Theological Studies.

J. Frot. TJi.=-Jahrbi'ichcrfilr Pffltcsfantische Theologie.

OP=V\\c Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter, by
T. K. Cheyne (iSqi).
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OT/C.=ThG Old Test, in the Jewish Churcli, by W. Robertson

Smith ; second ed., 1892.

SBOT=The Sacred Books of the Old Testament, by various

scholars, edited by Paul Haupt (Psalms, Hebrew, 1895 ; English,

1898).

Siegfr.-Sta. = Hebr'disches Worterbuch, by C. Siegfried and

B. Stade (1893).

Stellung=. Die Stclhtngdtr Israeliten und derjuden zu den Frenideii,

by A. Bertholet (1896).

Styl-= StyIistik, by F. E. Konig (1902).

Th. Zl, T/ieol. Tijdschr.=^Theologisch Tijdschrift {l^cydQn).

WF=.tx2ias\diX.\on of Psalms by Wellhausen-Furness in SBOT.

ZATlf= Zeitschriftfilr die Alttestameniliche Wissenschaft (edited

by Stade).

Where ' Sinend ' occurs with page-reference, see Smend's

.irticle, 'Ueber das Ich der Psalmen,' ZATW^ viii. 49-147 [1888];

where ' Coblenz,' see Coblenz, Ubcr das betende Ich in den Psalmen

(1897); where 'Roy,' see Roy, Die Volksgenieinde tmd die

Gemeinde der Fronwien ini Psalter (1897).

Words inclosed in [ ] represent Hebrew words inserted for

metrical reasons, without authority from the traditional Hebrew
text (M & G) ; those inclosed in + ^ have been added merely to

clear up the English sense.
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Owing to the length of time occupied by the printing,

a number of corrections and additions have become

desirable (see p. Ixx.).

1. Relati\k to Titi-es of Psalms and to Subscription

OK Book II.

(i) Pss. iv.-vi., and all the rT^i:^*? psalms. For ' Deposited ' read

' Of Jerahmeel-asshur '; in Ps. xxii. read the same words for 'Of

Ethan the Zarhite,' or rather omit them (the Hebrew words were

a correction of '2*2^)
',
and in xxxii., xlii., xliv. &c. (the 70Ii^Q

psalms) for 'Deposited' read 'OfCusham.'

(2) iii.-vi., and all the IV^IiD psalms. For 'Marked' read '[Of

J

Jerahmeel.'

(3) i^'*? vi., viii., xii., Ix., Ixix. For ' Ethanites ' read ' Ishmaelites.'

(4) v., ix., xlvi., xlix., liii. For ' Salmah ' (or 'Salmath') read 'the

Ishmaelites.'

(5) xvi., Ivi.-lx. (the DDDrj psalms). For 'a supplication' read
' [Maacathites].'

(6) xviii., xxxvi. .^fter ' Of Jerahmeel-asshur ' ('Deposited') read

'Of Arab-jerahmeel'; and in Ps. xviii. after ' Of Arab-ethan

'

insert ' Of Jerahmeel-asshur ' (= M's mil^'? Iti'i^, transposing;

n^"T represents a dittographed ''")37).

(7) xxii. For 'Deposited. Of Ethan the Zarhite ' read 'Of Jerahmeel-
asshur.'

(8) XXX. ?or ' Supplication of Sabbath ' read ' Supplication. [Of J

the Ishmaelites.' [/IDJn comes from n^nri- jT^ri corresponds

to J12t£/ in xcii. i, and to y2Z* 112 in h- ' t"T and ]i^ confounded ;

cp. Ezek. xxxix. 2, ]'n^Jti'ti^ miswritten for ti/n.]

(9) xxxviii., Ivii., Iviii., lix., Ixx., lxx\ . For ' Of Ethan the Ezrahite
'

read ' Of Ashhur.'

(10) xlv. For 'Cushanites ' read ' Ishmaelites.'

(11) li. For ' Sabbath ' read ' Ishmaelites.'
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(12) xlviii. I, &c. ("n^TD Ti:;). For 'Marked' read '[Of] Asshur-

jerahmeel'; and in Ixviii. i, i\:c. (~l"'tt? T1?2TQ) for 'Marked' read

'[Of] Jerahmcel-asshur.'

(13) Ixv. I. For -Marked: of 'Arab-etlian ' read ' [Of
] Jerahmeel-

asshur. Of 'Arab-ethan;

(14) Ixxv. I, For 'Marked. Of Asaph. Marked' read '[Of] Jerahmeel-

asshur. Of Asaph.'

(15) c.\-x. I, &c. For 'Marked' read ' ^Of] Asshur.'

(16) Ix. Before 'of 'Arab-ethan ' insert ' a suppUcation,' and after it

'of Jerahmeel.'

(17) Ixxii. V. 20 should run thus : ' Finished are the praise-songs of

'Arab-ethan [the bene Ishniael].' The words in [ ] represent a

variant.

II. Relati\e to Psalms and Notes on Psalms.

(\0L. I.)

P. 3. Crit. note on Ps. i.,/. 4. Duhm (1899) and P. Haupt (1903) also

adopt j"lj<")^3. See Haupt, 'The Poetic Form of the First Psalm,'

AJSL, xix. 129-142.

P. 3. Ps. ii., introd., /. 3. Omit ' Sniend.' Sec (".eneral Introd., pp.

xxxii. f{. (on royal psalms).

P. 5. Ps. ii., /. 20. For ' (ieshur ' read ' Ishmael,' and alter crit. note,

p. 8. ^^2 sometimes = ''7ii}7D'Z^\ or more strictly 'Qti>"« 21^-

See Cri7. />'//'. on 1 S. xvii. 7, Judg. iv. 3 and cp. t'Qrh}.

P. 7, /. 3. Read certainly D^^J^^:D~l^^ Hji^niioi
! Dn^i:np:: m^ n^i/njj.

Cp. on Ixxiv. 9. Or, if we will, we may recognize the suffix ']!2

(exiHc or post-exilic ; Diehl).

P. 8. On Ps. ii., //. 22 f. Add 'yni^ seems to be redactional.' — On
Ps. ii., /. 25. Sievers {Metr. Stud.. 582) sees at least that ~)2 '1

is unintelligible. Beer (77/. LH.zt^., May 23, 1903, col. 323) goes

further, but is unaware that the priority of the best conjecture is

mine. (Jrimme's I^J Ipli'J, 'kiss the master,' is both improbable

and superficial. Paul Haupt {Univ. Cifciilar, Baltimore, June 1903,

p. 90/;; cp. AJSL, xix. 134) thinks that ~)2 in M = -)3, 'field,

land, ground,' Job xxxix. 4, and in Talm. (cp. Ar. Ixvr, 'land'), and

Ember {idid.) restores ni^H^ 12 pti^J, overlooking a plain

dittography. Haupt {AJSL. xix. 130) is for a Maccabxan origin

of the psalm (coronation of Aristobuhis, 105-104 r..c.).

Pp. 10, II. Translate Ps. iii., /. 1 1, thus :
' In Jerahmeel to thee I cry.'

For ••'pp read '?^^a^|''2 (see on Ixxvii. 2), and for mn^~'?M
read ^^t'i^ : TWTX^ may = 'rn* {i-e. it is a correction of ''7p).—

P. II. For ^Z) read rhU-
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P. 20, foot (/. 12). For '•Supplement'- icad 'Jerahmeel,' as footnolc.

Two for 'pr^n (from TTT), as often. It is a gloss on ^2")^, I- 9-

P. 22. On ]>s. vii. ", /. 5. Grimme (Psalin.-prob.) reads m^^J for jlh}?.

Pal.Tographically possible, but inadequate to parallelism.

P. 25, /. 15. For 'heights' read 'height.'— Ps. viii., /. i, read 'name"!'

P. 29, note -, and p. 2)1,1 midway. Translate v. 21 thus :
' Destroy Jerah-

meel, O Yahwc !
|
Let the nations know that ihcy arc but men.'

For nj"1'i:r read r\''TWP\, and for ^rb HllD read '7NV:)nnV

The Tv)'Oi as elsewhere, probably represents 'rS^^rrl^ (a marg.

correction.

P. 43. On Ps. xiv. Does this psalm, and also Ix.xiv. '', refer to the

destruction of the temple at the close of the regal period, or to

some subsequent destruction or profanation ? In the former case

the writer throws himself back in imagination to a long-past

period.— In //. 2, 3 of introd., for "It differs, however,' read 'As

in Pss. xi., xii., the objects,' &c.

P. 44, //. 9, 10 should be marked as (verses) 5, 6.

P. 44, /. 8. For ' Kenn,' read ' Kenn.' {i.e. Kennicott).

P. 45. Omit short note on /. 10.

P. 51. Ps. xvi., /. 17. For 'then' read 'tliou.'

P. 54. Note on 5, end. Add, 'For Qm^iJ;.' read jmN3ii, "armies

(of)."'

Pp. 64, 70. Ps. xviii. The four lines forming vv. 5, 6 must be considered

with cxvi. 3. They have probably grown out of two, which should

run llius

—

':'j<*.:n-i^ "bin ^jih)d

The question as to a reference to the Babylonian Waters of Death
now becomes superfluous. See however Zimmern, KA T'^\ pp. 576,

(^2. 'Jlj-ipn^ '?i*''?p bn^ and ':innD bM^V bin are variants to

7'. S"- 15ul mr^ comes from 'm', and b^\^''<D from '"lyi}"^ (as in

Isa. xxviii. 15, 18). Consequently one couplet has been lost.

P. 68. Note on //. 25 f. (end). .See Zimmern's explanation from Baby-

lonian sources, in A'^7'''\ p. 631,

P. 69. First crit. note. ir^N^I (<'• 2) may = ?^}•J^^'' (cp. Crif. Bih. on

2 S. i. i8<f). a marg. gloss on 'Pj^^r^'iT"' (underlying '?")SZ').

1*. 85, /. 6. .\i\(\. 'n*??, as often, comes from D^Il'^K.'

1*. 92, /. 14 from top. P. ] laupt defends the reading T\)X2 {Unh'. Circular.,

June, 1903); Grimme {Ps.proh.) adheres to ''11^3, 'zermalmen.'

P. 95, /. 6, and p. 96, to open iirst crit. note. For 'thy glory' read 'thy

works.' "^^yO should be ^^i'^Q (cp. on cxxxviii. 2).
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P. 97. /. 8 from foot. Read lJJ?''^*n, and omit reference to cii. 19.

1*. 98, /. 7. For ' probably ' read ' possibly.'

P. 103. Ps. \xiv.<-'. /. 17. For 'the C.od' read '|thc Ciod].'— P. 104. foot.

Add, 'In /. 17 insert ''n?^^. The closing HID is an imitation of

7/. 6 ; G omits.'

]'. 105, /. 7. For 'want" read 'wont.*— Ps. xxv., /. 2. For 'my soul' read

' me' (cp. crit. n.).

P. 112, /. 8 from foot. For 'xxviii.- ' read ' xxvii.'-"

'

P. 115. Ps. xxvii.*-'. /. 10. For ' the Ishmaelites' read 'Arabia and Cush.'

P. 1 18, //. 3, 8. Read ' INI ''^""ir^p.' and (/. 8) t^2\ 2"^^: <^'P- crit. note

on Ps. XXXV., /. 13.

P. 121. Ps. xxviii., last crit. note. Add, 'cxxxii. 10.'

I'. 134. Ps. xxxii.<'', /. 12. For ' [all] those,' &c., read ' those of Ishmael.'

and omit 'Supplement [Selah].'—In p. 136, /. 4 of note on //. 11 f.,

read nbii}?72V''!2 Cp. the corrupt in221D^ in Iv. 11. For 'the

Selah,' &C., read ' H/D is a corruption of ';)^}^2^"^"' (gloss .'

P. 140. Crit. notes, /. i. For 2 read 4.

1. 144. Ps. XXXV., introd., /. 16. For "Jer. /. 34' read 'Jer. 1. 34.'

I'. 156, /. 5. With regard to j~)Om for nDH^) cp. the case of Jon. iv. 7,

where (see Ov/. /)//'.) nZll ni^nil represents JlOm (n21 =
Jni[rT]"l, a correction of HDHa [nan~)]).

P. ii^9. Ps. xxxvii., /. 78. Read rather, 'And prosperin:,; like the cedar

of Jerahmeel.'

P. 164. On //. 77 f. (bej^ inning), for nbV2 lead n'^PQ .
— n"i;;nrjl :

rather IT'bjir.^l . The difficult ]2V~^ mthiD can now be explained.

'1 comes from 7^<(3^^^ (interipediate reading, 'i>iDrT~1) ; see Cr//.

Bib. on 'n y^*, Dt. xii. 2. ITlIh} represents T1S, \vith a T\ ap-

pended from ']N:Dn"i = 'mv
I'. 179. Ps. xl.'- For Mi.srites ' read 'Asshurites,' and, five lines lower,

for IVjiD read "yW"^ : cp. on Ps. Ixix.'", /. 9.

P. 180 (top). The following lines, composing Ps. xl.^-', have accidentally

been omitted :

—

I Be pleased, O Yahwe I to rescue me,
|
hasten to my help I 14

Let them turn back with shame together
|
that seek after 15

my soul.'

Let them retreat with confusion
|
that delight in my harm,

Let them be appalled for their +malicious+ joy
|
that say,

Aha, aha ! 16

Let them rejoice and be glad because of thee—
|
all that

seek thee, 17

' To take it away. (Unmeuical interpolation.

)
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Let them say continually, (jreat is Yahvvc,
|
who desire thy

deliverance.

And I am one in misery and in need
; [
O Yahwc I hasten

to me. 1

8

Thou art my helper and my deliverer
; |
O my God ! tarry

not.

P. i8<S, /. 6 from foot. Read ' is V2E)-'

P. 191. On /. 28. Theod. C. Foote {JBL, 1902, part i.) follows Lagarde.

P. 193. Ps. xliv. -', introd., /. i. For 'maytyr' read 'martyr.'

P, 195, /. I. Read, 'Thou givest up thy flock.' Cp. crit. note.

P. 198, foot. (.Vdd.) For Paul Haupt's view of Ps. xlv. see AJSL^ xix,

135 f. It 'consists of ten couplets with three beats in each hemi-

stich.' The end of the title in M, HW 'y'lV ^Dli^D, with the

alteration of Q into h} , becomes hemistich i, ' A love-song with

skill I indite.' D^j'?^ jTIJ^ and 'p"'^ in t'. 10 are amplificative

plurals.— Prefix ''' to footnote (' Gunkel,' &c.).

P. 198. (Add this to par. 3.) If bath Ah'sraiin is correct (and probably

it is), it is an evidence of the very late date of the psalm. For the

earlier reading of i K. iii. i, ix. 16 referred to the king of Misrim

(in N. Arabia) as the father-in-law of Solomon. vSee Crti. Bib. on

I Kings.

P. 199, /. 2. For 'Reuben' read 'Ruben.'

P. 203, /. 10. For aeo-fS read aaeb. The suggestion is that G's acnheK

was originally acrtb, i.e. IDH, a corruption of "lWn = inii^X.

P. 210. On Ps. xlvii., /. 7. Add, ' H/D probably comes from l^'^n

;

cp. on Ixviii. '-'',
/. 2,1.'

P. 237. On Iii., /. 5 f. Insert, 'For nilSD P1 read 1 ni'^lQ, "tricks

and." Also for n'?D read Di'l'Il^V'
T :

P. 239. On liv., /. 8. Add, ' n'^D has come from a repeated D"'^b^<•'

P. 245. On //. 21-24. G)r jrnn might come from /irjn = nDyrj.

P. -246. On //. 41 f. Before njy> insert Kin (represented only by 1).

H/D. as usual, is a fragment of an ethnic. Grimme, however, reads

p'^JD, ' rock,' i.e. God.

P. 257. On /. 32. For 'my day of distress * read 'the day of Ishmael'

CQI^"" DT":1). See crit. n. on cii."', /. 4.

Pp. 260 f. Ps. Ix., crit. note on Title (end). Add, ' In v. zb, in accordance

with numerous parallels, v^ti '^'^y W^ZID has come from p*ki;>

bt^r2 ~\m:^ = bsr^HT, -nni:;N, b^v:2]D\ glosses on D-l^^. see

on 2 S. viii. 13.' In Title insert ' [ofj the Maacathites' (D\~1DJ7.3[':'] ;
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P. 263, Ps. Ixi.^'', /. 2. At right hand insert 3.

P. 274. Ps. Ixv., //. I f. ' God in Zion '" can hardly mean God who art

in Zion'(K6n., Styl., 18). There is no full parallel.

—

LI. 11 f.

For * Jerahmeelites ' read 'Ashhuritcs,' and for ' Rehoboth ' read

probably ' Jerahmeel.'

P. 277. On //. II f. For 'm"' read D*'~n^Ii'^< (cp. on Dm^p^, Judg.

xviii. 2), and for "ip^ read '7>iQn"1'' (see on cxxx. 6).

P. 283. Ps. Ixvi.'-', //. 1 1 f. Konig's treatment of the difficulties (ZA TIV,

xviii., 1898, pp. 247-251) fails to satisfy me that the text is right.

P. 284. Ps. Ixvii., //, 3, 10. Add, 'TwD, as often, comes from D\lt'J>J-'

Pp. 286, 292 f. On Ps. lxviii.<'\ //. 36 f., and Ixviii.*'-', /. 6. Restore ' Bashan

'

(a N. Arabian district, see Cri/. Bib. on Num. xxi.
})'o)-—On p. 292,

/. 9 from foot, omit ' read 3JJn "111,' &c., and on p. 293, /. 5, for

pID read ':)Nyrji:;V The final J in \'^':m is dittographic. 'H^W,

as in cxxvii. 2, and like li'lJS 'n Ivi. 2, &c., represents 7hJPQiy^.

Consequently on p. 286, Ps. Ixviii."', /. 42, read 'Ishmael' instead

of ' Cushan.'— Lastly, Ps. Ixviii.'-', /. 5,
' Seir' should be ' .A.sshur

'

(the N. Arabian Asshur) ; see crit. note.

P. 297. Ps. Ixviii.'-', //. 26 ff., end. For 'be made' read 'he made.'

P. 299. Ps. Ixix.'", /. 38. Read, ' From Ishmael deliver me speedily '

{^lVtir\ inp ':'^<;;DI:^^D). Cp. crit. n. on cii.">, //. 4, 6.

p. 310. Ps. Ixxii., introd. P. Haupt {Univ. Circ, June 1903, ji. 541^)

may be mentioned with Hitzig, Reuss, &c.

P. 316. After notes on Ps. Ixxii., insert ' Book III.'

(Vol. II.)

Pp. 29-31. Ps. Ixxx., /. 2. Read, ' O Shepherd of Israel ! give deliver-

ance.'—As footnote to ' Yahwe,' //. 9, 39, insert 'Elohim.'— In crit.

note on //. i f. (p. 31), for HT^n read nP'^IiTT, and for -fnjlj

read "^rrjlj.—On //. 17 ff. (p. 2,0), refer to note on civ. 15.

P. 39, note '. Add, ' We can then account for rOV, which so very often

comes either from DTlt'hi or from 7j<!!2nT-'

P. 41. Ps. Ixxxiii., /. 16. Add note on ' Peleth,' 'Jerahmeel.'— P. 44.

note on /. 16. Add, ' rhu = '7^<^3m^ a gloss on Peleth.'

Pp. 50, 52. Ps. Ixxxv., introd., /. 5. For ' even ' read ' been.'— Ps. Ixxxv.f-

,

introd., /. 2. For ' M T' read ' M.'

P. 57. On Ps. Ixxxvii., /. 3. Add, ' phv is a dittographed >n':5j<.'—

P. 58. On /. 7, end. Add, ' [or rather n'?D = ^^rh^ (see /. 9)].'

P. 61. On /. 24. Add, ' rhU (not in G) = D'h'^M.'

P. 63. Ps. Ixxxix."*, introd., last line but one. For ' Gunbel' read
' Gunkel."
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P. 66, /. 6. Insert, 'Ihe rhu in t/. 5 = either Q\-|'?S or "^XDnT-'

P. 67. On Ixxxix., //. 13-16. On M's text cp. Konig, 5///., p. iSo.

P. 88. On xcii., /. 17. Add, ' It is one objection to M that the horns of

the wild ox (DJ^I) ^re somewhat short.'

P. 109. Ps. cii.^', //. 4, 6. Read, 'Guard me in the day of Ishmael ';

' In the day of Jerahmeel dehver me.' Cp. above, on Ps. Ix. (title).

P. 123. On civ., /. 35. For further parallels for the asshur-tree, see

C>//. Bz'i. on I)t. xii. 2.

P. 151, //. I, 3. For 'good' read 'food.'

P. 157. Ps. cxvi., /. 3. For 'nets" read 'toils.'

P. 189. Ps. cxxvi., introd., /. 2. Add, 'and its present abasement.'



THE PSALMS.

PSALM I.

OINCE only //. 10-15 ^""s metrical (trimeters), this psalm must be composite.

The metrical portion comes from a psalm dealing with the contrasting lots of the

righteous and the wicked, and probably consisting of two six-line stanzas, one
of which had become illegible, and was replaced by a late editor to the best of

his ability. The date of this prefixed portion is evident. It belongs to the period

of the great moralistic movement (Prov.), and takes us into the chamber of the

Bible-student (cp. Ecclus. xiv. 20) ; Josh. i. 8 (late) is strikingly parallel to /. 5.

See on //. 4-8. It will be noticed that this portion contains three moral class-

names, one of whicii is not found elsewhere in the Psaher (see below) ; the

original psalm seems only to have contained two ('righteous' and 'wicked'):
also that the inserted portion refers to individuals, whereas the original psalm
must have referred to the righteous and the wicked collectively. It would seem
that, in shaping the inserted portion, the editor had in view the need of a preface

to a large i'salter of the pre-Maccabcean Greek period, which included the

Ethanic Psalter. Ps. ii. doubtless already occupied its present position at

the head of the Fthanic Psalms, and the editor sought, by the catch-words

''"Iti'i^, nrirr. "J")"!.
and "13h{, to produce an external parallelism between the two

prefaces, Pss. i. and ii. This, together with the circumstance that Ps. ii. has no
title, led many of the ancients, both Jews and Christians, to regard Pss. i and ii.

as a single psalm (see Acts xiii. 33 Lag., Tisch., Treg., and cp. Beracho'/i, gb,

and for an exhaustive collection of evidence Lagarde, Ps. Gr. 16-18). This is

clearly a mistake. Nothing in Ps. i. coiresponds to the vivid scene-painting in

Ps. ii. //. 1-14. We cannot even suppose (with liengst. and Hitz.) that they are

separate works by the same author.

As to phraseological affinities : The argument based on these is less important
than that (rom idi-as, to which nt-vertheless it supplies useful support. (i) A
combination of grounds lead us to refer the Book of Proverbs with full confidence

to the post-exilic period. If we are convinced of this, we shall be at once in-

clined to refer Ps. i., especially ttie inserted portion, to that period, because of
the ethical class-names used in this psalm ; that there is also a marked coinci-

dence of idea between Prov. and the original part of tiie psalm needs no show-
ing. (2) The affitiity of lines I-4 to xxvi. 3-5 and cxii. is also striking ; now
Ps.,xxvi. is post-Jeremian, and Ps. cxii. a Hallelujah psalm. Observe too that

Pss. i. and cxii. both begin with ''Tii^hi and end with ^^M/H ; indeed, accord-

ing to our critical corrections, the last line of both psalms is the same. (3) The
parallelism between //. b-8 and Jer. xvii. 8 is less important, but must not be
neglected. That Jer. I.e. is the earlier passage may be assumed (see OP, 24c).
Most accept it as Jer. 's work ; if so. Ps. i. //. 6-16 is presumably exilic or post-

exilic. But far more jirobably Jer. xvii. 5-8 is a post-exilic insertion ; observe
its individualistic character and its supertluousneaS. This seems to push down
the date ot even the earlier part of Ps. i. to a somewhat late period.
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Later Preface.

I Happy the man that walks not in the counsel of the wicked, i

Nor places himself in the way of sinners,

Nor has a seat in the conclave of scoffers
;

And whose delight is in the fear of Yahwe, 2

And who muses on his law day and night !

He is ' like a tree planted by running streams, 3

Which brings forth fruit in due season ;

Its foliage does not fade,'

And whatever he undertakes he achieves.

Fragment.

10 Not so fare the wicked, not so
;

'

4

+They are+ like chaff which the wind drives away.

The wicked will not maintain themselves in the judgment, 5

Nor the sinners in the assembly of the righteous.

Yea, the course of the righteous Yahwe regards, 6

But the expectation of the wicked will perish.

1-3. Happy, i.e. richly rewarded

for his goodness, is the man who keeps

apart from the wicked and studies

the Scriptures. The original descrip-

tion of the righteous man (which was
presumably in trimeters) has been

replaced by a later passage (cp.

Josh. i. 8). Wicked is one of three

titles of the party opposed to Ezra's

policy of religious isolation. For

D^yii^l and D'^^lDH, see on ix. iS,

XXV. 8. D^^'!' ' scoffers ' is not one of

the psalmists' words (another reason

for supposing vv. 1-2 to be a later

insertion), y? is synon. with V^^,
* tyrant,' in Isa. xxix. 20 (late), and

with *1T, ' arrogant,' in the definition of

y7 in Prov. xxi. 24. y'^ in G is

Aoi;U(5s ; so in Prov. xxii. lO, xxix. 8,

but in I'ruv. xx. I oKoAocrTos (2 Aoi/xos).

See also i Mace. x. 6i (|| Trofiaiojuoi).

It means one who by his practice shows
contempt for the Jewish religion.

4-8. Apparently imitated from Jer.

xvii. 5-8; cp. also Josh. i. 8 (opening

words). The phrase ' muses day and
night' (cp. cxix. 148) is very charac-

teristic of the Greek period, when the

study of the Scriptures was the chief

bulwark of the Jews against heathenism.

So in the Avesta {^I'endidad, xviii. 6)
it is the nightly search for ' the holy
Wisdom, which makes man . . . cheer-

ful at the head of the_ A'inva^ bridge,

which makes the true Athravan.' The
law of Yahwe means all sacred writ-

ings. Rmtning streams, D^G ^J79> a

late phrase (cxix. 136, Is. xxxii. 2,

Prov. twice. Lam. and Job once each).

J73 also in Ps. Ixv. 10, and (plur.)

xlvi. 5 (but see notes). Is. xxx. 25 (late).

Jmjt'S. Ju. v. 15 f., probably corrupt

;

Job XX. 17 (late), 'streams' || ^/TFJ

(see Budde). In Jer. xvii. 8 'T'^V

takes the place of D'Q ^j'?3, and in

Is. xxx. 25, DO7E) is explained by

D^Q "hi""- On the whole, artificial

watercourses are probably meant.
Though Ass. fali^ii means a canal,

there is no reminiscence of Babylonia
here ; Palestinian agriculture supjjlies

the figure (cp. Eccies. ii. 5 f ; Ecclus.

xxiv. 30; Is. Iviii. 11). Planted, or

transplanted, fruit-trees being spoken
of. Aq. /xerairtcpuTf f/xeVoy ; so also xcii.

14 (see Field). 7j"1If is rare in Heb. ;

Hos. ix. 13 should be removed from

the list of passages (see Nowack). In

Syriac translations from the Greek
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sUhal sometimes at least appears as the well tlie worthless inner nature of the

rendering of MeTa<f)yT6i'<a) (Lagarde, wicked and their fate. Threshing-

Spec. 13). The school of K. Janai floors were usually on eminences, to

adopted this distinction between ^TW 'f
^ advantage of every breath of wind

^
.

(Is. XVII. 13^. \n Jer. xvu. 6 the
and yiOJ , and interpreted Ps. i. i corresponding figure is taken (perhaps)

accordingly {Aboda zara, 19). On the from the stunted juniper of the desert ;

other hand D^J/UJ and Q V^Jliy are
, , r t-u ^ a u— ^w- ^ j^j^^ -pj^g wicked, who now scan-

both rendered m G vi6<pvra
; cp. also d^lise the pious, shall, when a greater

Is. V. 7, ve6(pvTov = PIDJ- judgment-day comes round, be separated
~ '• from the true Israel (see OP, 254,

9. He achieves (makes to pro- 374, 406). This the Psalmist infers

sper). The old Hebrew doctrine that from the fact of which he has experi-

prosperity attends the righteous is ence that the wicked, as a rule, meet
adopted. The psalmist, however, is sooner or later with a just retribution,

aware that the reward may in some j^. But the expectation . . .

cases be delayed. Hence he refers According to the common reading, the
next to a siftmg process through which psalmist forms the image of a track
the community of Israel will have to fading away in the desert (cp. Job vi.

Pa^s. jg^_ This, however, would have been
10-12. The author of the original expressed more clearly. The true idea

psalm masses all the wicked together, is that the wicked who expect ' never
without giving details of their conduct.- ' to be moved ' (x. 6) will be grievously

Other psalmists enaljle us to repair his disappointed, whereas the interests of

omission (see _/. A'. L. 117 ff.). The the righteous are safe in the hands of
figure of the c/mff describes equally Yahwe.

Critical Notes, i f. S transposes 7TT3 and rVi'^'^- 01. changes

/I2i^^ (twice) into 717^^, which G confirms in v. 5.

4. M Jmn2- Read probably J1^<T2 ; so La. formerly {Ps. Gr. 12),

Nestle {Marg. 32), cp. S, Sirach vi. yj. When a tautology can be so

easily corrected, let it be corrected. Cp. xix. \oa and Ix.xxvi. \\b, G.

10. Add p )fh, G, Bii., We., thus completing a trimeter. The p"7j;
which opens v. 5 has perhaps arisen out of a marginal 13 ^^7.

II f. Omit }< O, an expansion of a dittographed 12i2- G adds ano

TTpoaaTTov T^ff -y^s-, but we need not go out of our way to make the line

prosaic. Omit P"?^ ; the passage is explanatory of//. 10 f. p7i' seems

to be a corruption either of [^]JE)7^ (cp. G's addition to 7'. 4) or of ]2ii^

(see on /. 10). Note the warning' Pasek.

14. M Tjn, an unpleasing repetition, due, as so often, to a scribe's

eiTor. Read mpFI, which suits the verb better (ix. 19).

PSALM II.

Jr OUK stanzas of trimeters. For the contents see exegetical notes. The psalm
has been much misunderstood. There is no reference either to the cruel

.•\lexander Jannreus (Hitzig, Duhm, Smend, Bertholet) or to any other Jewish
king. As elsewhere, the person who speaks in the first person {v. 7) is the pious

Jewish community, regarded as a living organism. It is only the words IfT^li'O

and ^D7D which suggest a reference to a king, and these words are probably
corrupt. It was to Israel as the representative of the idealized David that the

promise of the lordship of an expanded Canaan was understood by the post-

exilic writers to have been made. A Messianic reference, in the narrower sense of

the phrase, is only to be assumed when something in the contents of a psalm
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{e.j;^. xlv., Ixxii., ci. ?) compels us to suppose that a person, and not the pious
community personified, is intended. See ' Psalms,' Ejir. Bib., %% 24., 29.

The psalmist places himself in imagination in the at^e of the fulfilment of the

promise. The ' nations round aljoul ' tiiink to annul the claims of Vahwe and
his people by once more invading and laying waste his land and destroying his

sanctuary. The idea of an attack on Israel's holy land by confederate neigh-

bourint: peoples was characteristic of post-exilic times (see Ezek. xxxviii., Joel iv.

[iii.], Zech. xiv.); it is the leading motive, not only of Ps. ii., but also of

Pss. xlvi., xlviii., Ixxvi. It is possible indeed that the names of these nations

may have acquired a symbolic character (cp. Is. xxxiv.), but the primary idea

was that of a combined attack on the land of Israel hy the nations round about.

The reference to Zarephath, Jerahmeel, &c., is to be explained by 2 K. xxiv. 2
(corrected itext), where all the populations mentioned are to the S. or S.E. of
Palestine (Cushitcs, Ed(jmites, iViisrites, Amalekites, or Jerahmeelites), which
probably joined the ' Babylonians ' in the great invasion of Judah (see ' Obadiah,
Book of,' E]!i. Bib.). The many psalms expressing an intense hatred of these

peoples are, as we shall see, partly imaginative commemorations of the invasion

of Judah by Edomites and others, partly deeply felt complaints of the continued
aggressiveness of these races, which were akin to Israel. See introds. to
Pss. xlii.-xliii., Iv., and cp. Ps. xviii., where (as here) the Jerahmeelites, &c.
may perhaps be viewed symbolically. Among phraseological parallels notice

especially those suggested on lines 8-14. For other studies of Ps. ii. see Beer,
Iiidiv. Fsaliiien, 1-3 ; Cheyne, 0/\ 238-241 ; Christ. Use of Psalms, 37-52.

P.-s. i. and ii. together (note the ^1li^?< in i. I and ii. 12) form a preface to
a large Psalter (p. i). The circumstance that Ps. ii. (like Ps. i.) has no title creates

a presumption that the date is late. At the same time it is conceivable that the
title may have been removed, when the psalm acquired its present position ; the
parallel ii3rd psalm is the last of the psalms of 'Asaph.' If the idea of a world-
emjiire were certainly expressed in Ps. ii. we might be tempted to bring the psahn
down to the time of Alexander, whose conquests would probably stimulate the
growth of that idea. But we cannot be sure of this. At any rate the psalm was
in existence when the lytli of the Psalms of Solomon (see v. 24) was written ;.

Ps. ii. 9 is there apj)lied in a strictly Messianic sense. The text of Ps. ii.

therefore, had already become corrupted and editorially manipulated. The
Talmud {Berachoth, "jb) makes Ps. ii. refer to the wars of Gog and Magog.
Both these names, as it happens, are probably corruptions of fragments of
'Jerahmeel' (also distorted into ' Ilamon-gog' and ' Ir-hamonah,' Ezek. xxxix.

15 f. !).

I Win' do the nations conspire, i

The peoples meditate treason ?

The Jerahmeehtes take up their station, 2

The Misrites range themselves in order,

Against Yahwe, against his lo3-al one ;

—

' Let us break down their sanctuaries, 3
Let us destroy- their palaces.'

He that is throned infheaven laughs, 4
The Lord +of all+ mocks at them.

10 At once he pursues them in his anger, 5

And in his hot wrath afirights them

—

The Marshal of Israel—Yahwe. y^j-

On his dwelling-place he has mercy, 6

On /ion his hoi}- mountain.
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He said to me, ' Thou art my son,

I thy God have begotten thee.

Ask +this+ of me, and I will grant thee

The nations as thine inheritance,

The land's utmost parts as thy possession.

20 Thou shalt subvert Zarephath and Geshur,

Thou shalt beat down Jerahmeel and Missur.'

O ye Jerahmeelites, show prudence
;

Take warning, ye men of Zarephath.

Become subject to Yahwe with fear,

Do homage to him with trembling,

Lest he be angry, and ye perish in a moment

;

For soon doth his wrath kindle !

28 Happy all those that take refuge in him !

yd

7^

10

II

12

13

1-7. A vivid description, parallel

to Ixxxiii. 4-6. The poet sees the

'nations round about' (Joel iii. [iv.] 11,

cp. 4) plotting together to invade and
lay waste Vahwe's land. He pro-

nounces it to be treason, for the claim
of Vahwe and his people to the sove-

reignty of Canaan in its fullest extent
is well known to these nations. Ac-
cording to the ordinary view— viz.

that the confederates are far distant

nations—the psalmist falls short of
jjerfect naturalness ; how could those
nations have known or recognized
Yahwe's claim ? But, since Israel's

ancestors came from the N. Arabian
border, the God of Israel would
naturally claim that region for him-
self. Their sanctuaries, their palaces,

cp. Iv. 5, Ixxiv. 9, Ixxix. I, Ixxxiii. 13.
His loyal one, i.e. Israel. See crit. note.

8-14. How Yahwe, in the poet's
imagination, destroys the rebels. Paral-
lel, Ixxxiii. 16. The 'laugh' of Yahwe
is a poetic expression for a peal of
thunder. Cp. xviii. 8-20, where
Yahwe is represented as appearing in
a thunder-storm and rescuing his foyal
servant Israel from his enemies. Later
on in the same Psalm (?) it is Israel
who crushes all who oppose him, but
he does this in Yahwe's strength ; it is

a miracle. How indeed, except by a
miracle, could Jewish pietists cope
with fierce Edomite warriors? Yahwe,
then, not Israel, is the true victor ; he

has a tender regard ('?Qn^) for his

threatened temple (/. 13 ; contrast
Lam. ii. 6f.). But the Israelites, as

the phrase ' Marshal iT^Tint!^ °^ Israel

'

(as Ixviii. i']b. Is. xxxiii. 22) shows,
follow their divine Leader. Laughs,
mocks. Parallel, lix. 9. Pursues,

affrights. Cp. Ixxxiii. 16 ; lix. lines

21, 23.

15-21, Before the revolt of the
Jerahmeelites, Israel had received a
divine oracle. As presented in this

stanza it consists of three parts, i. a
declaration of Israel's divine sonship,

2. a promise of the land of Canaan in

its utmost extent, and 3. a command to

extirpate the bitter enemies of Israel

on tiie N. Arabian border. Thou art
my son. If this were addressed to

the Messianic king we might suppose
the divine sonship spoken of to mean
membership in the college of heavenly,

su])ernatural beings which is presided
over by the Most High (cp. Ixxxix. 6-8).

True, there is no evidence that the

historical Israelitish kings claimed to

be members of that heavenly society,

and even in Ixxxix. 27 f- it is not pro-

bable that such a claim is implied for

the Davidic king. Still the Assyrian

and, yet more extravagantly, the

Egyptian kings did advance the claim,

and in the post-exilic age it might con-

ceivably be advanced for the Messianic

king in connexion with the view tiiat

the earthly kingdoms had celestial

patrons (cp. OP, 130, 252 ; Christ.

Use of Psalms, 0,2,). Note, however,
that in Ixxii. I the Messianic king is

called, not the son of God, but the
' king's son.' Of course with our re-

vised text the temptation to adopt this
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theory disappears. Sonship is to be
taken in the same metaphorical sense

as in Hos. xi. 1-4, Isa. Ixiii. 16,

Ixiv. 7, Mai, ii. 10, Dt. xxxti. 6
(cp. 15, 18). The words, / thy Cod
have begotten thee, will then relate,

not to any new dignity conferred on
the person addressed, but to the divine

purpose, which dates back to the

earliest age in Israel's history, of

making Israel the human agent in

establishing the divine kingdom upon
earth. No ' to-day' is needed, because

God knows no yesterday. The lamfs

utmost parts, Y"lhJ*''D3S • Cp. Ixxii. 8,

Mic. V. 3 [4], Zech. ix. 10. In all

these passages ' land,' not ' earth,' is

the most probable rendering.

20. Thou Shalt subvert. Cp.
Ixi. 7, ex. 5-7. The phrases ' sub-

vert,' ' beat down ' imply the figure of

• house (cp. 'house of Israel' «S;c.).

Zarephath and Jerahmeel, i.e. Edom-
ites and N. Arabians, if they remain
incorrigible, must be laid low (cp.

xviii. 30, hi. 7, Ix. 10, Ixxxiii. 10-12,

cxxxvii. 8f.). On ' Missur' see SBOT,
' Isaiah,' Heb. p. 140.

22-28. Here the psalmist inter-

poses ; his tone is mild and persuasive.

He appeals to the enemies to show a
regard for their own true interest.

Yaliwe is a jealous Ood ; let them pro-

pitiate him by becoming his faithful

servants. He concludes with a declara-

tion of the happiness of true believers,

which is meant presumably for Gentiles

as well as Jews

—

i.e. for those Gentiles

(including even Edomites) who have
found admission as proselytes into

Yahwe's fold. The received text ab-

surdly calls upon heathen kings to
* exult with trembling.' See crit. notes.

[Grimm, Litiirg. App., 12 f., would
omit /. 28 (<'. I2c) as a 'euphemistic

liturgical appendix,' which ' disturbs

the parallelism, nor is it required by the

context.' But in each stanza of seven
lines there must be one line only loosely

connected with the rest. It is barely

possible, however, that "\y\ "'Ili'hJ has

displaced the original closeof the psalm.]

Ciitical Notes, i f. M ^^>^") . A very doubtful Aramaism ; cp. on Iv,

15, Ixiv. 3. Read TTX'p- Lines 1-4 are quite consistent. First comes

the plotting ; then the mustering of the troops; then the watchword with

which they take the field.—M p^l ; involves a premature statement. As

in iv. 3, read "^pi^ here =:
' treason.'

3 f. M's U^'^n"' is right (see last note). Gr., La., We., Du. read

^jiyTlV following M of Ixxxiii. 4 (but see note).—M o'?/':^; read '''7KDm%

/.<r. D>';?l<il3n~lV Pss.xlviii. and Ixxxiii. arc here our guides.— I\I D^JTI")! yii^.

yi = ni. Read probably D^^irjl. '•J = TI). In itself, no doubt, U'lVTS

is unobjectionable (though TV— would be more natural) ; cp. Ass. riizzutiu,

with Prince,/. B. Z., xvi. 175 f. Q''jn should probably be read in Judg.

xvi. 30 &c. ; and ]n for l^fj in den. xlix. 26, Dt. xxxiii. 16, Lam. iv. 7 ;

also in Is. xliii. 27*?. It is also found in Sirach xliv. 4 ({[ Q^IJ ^Tli^).—

M

in^ T1D13 ; in^ seems superfluous on the common tlieory of 'J, the mean-
ing of which* word, however, says Bii., is 'uncertain.' A's eTrapprja-ida-avTo

suggests a connection with "710- Sirach (xlii. 10), as represented,

gives the form TlJiprT (Hal. in/lDn). This might suggest a denom.

nC, but does not warrant TTD13, which, in spite of S, ought not to be

rendered 'take counsel.' G T suggest "nj/'ij (so Gr., Lag., Gu.;

cp. xlviii. 5). ]')iit both here and in Ixxxiii. 4 (for "nO litS'^li?^) we should

probably read 11';:' -IDIP*, || li^i^T-—M iri'i:',::. An early error for
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ITDn (n = l2, D = fi^, n = l). Cp. on xx. 7a, xxviil. 8, Ixxxiv. lo,

cv. 15. The error implies that the Messianic belief had gained strength

since the completion of the Psalter.

10. M's text gives one beat too much, nor can '^i^ "1^"T^ be said to

be parallel to II^TTT^^- Take one more suggestion from Ps. Ixxxiii.

(v. 16), and read 13i<3 DDIT TK- Street and Bi.^ read DIHT, but the

sense 'subdue' is very doubtful, and here does not suit the parallelism.

12. M ^\^n'^ pwbi^ rnSDS. But prr bi^ is surely not to be justi-

fied by the cases in which ' the 7 of reference has become a new exponent

of the accusative' (Kon., Synt., p. 367); indeed the cases mentioned by
Kon. (xxii. 31^^, Ixix. I'jb, ex. i) need testing. On the various ancient

views of the text see Bii., Ja/irbb. f. pr. Tkcol., 1882, p. 594. To amend

7K into JIX (Houb., Kenn., Bi.^, We., Du. alt.) is too slight a remedy

for the strangeness of the text. Where else is a divine oracle described

as a pn '• And why has the king to brace himself up to communicate the

oracle ? Next, we notice that, if we follow M's text, the second stanza

will have one line too few, and the third one too many. Evidently

'1^1 mDDJ^> or that from which it may have been corrupted, should be

transferred to the second stanza. It will also be observed that, according

to the structure of the other stanzas, the three middle lines should form

a tristich. We have, therefore, if possible, to detect underneath ni3Di^
mn^ \>r\ 7K something which will form a tristich with lines 3 and 4, and

will also fit in well with the closing distich. The required words are

mn^ 7S")ii^^ ppflD (see exeg. note). The letters were misarranged and

partly corrupted.

13 f. Of M's ^jnjDJ Bii. frankly confesses that the meaning is ' again

uncertain.' The Assyrian nasikit, ' prince,' may indeed mean properly

' one constituted,' but were the Israelites conscious that "Ty^D^. 'prince,'

came from a root "^DJ, ' to constitute ' ? 'AE' render ^JIDDJ ehiacrd^rjv,

J orditiis Slim ; but the sense of meaning is here unsuitable. 2 has

expicra (T ''n"'^")) ; cp. Acts iv. 27. It is true that some {c.<^. Ges. ; We.
Held. 118) explain 'T|''DJ as primarily ' one anointed ; ' but this is most

questionable (see 'Anointing,' Enc. Bib.). Nor would ' I have anointed

... on Mount Zion' be natural ; hence T inserts H^JT'j;^!. Houb.,

Kenn., Street, Du. follow G (/cnrfo-ra'^T/i/ /3a(riXei;? viv avroii) in reading

1D7/!D and'lIi^Tp. It would be plausible to supplement this by reading

^'^^Dij ; cp. G in Prov. viii. 23 eBe/ieXiwae /xe ^^/llDij? But, in spite of

"7C)> in I Chr. ix. 22, this is hardly natural. The truth is that the tradi-

tional view of the close of the second stanza will not hold ; it produces

the effect of great abruptness. There must be deep corruption in the

text. Not improbably we should read VdH'' '\''r\h3^i2~bv') \ and in next

line '\tlp- b in bii {= bv) fell out. ""J, as often, = /"2. 1 in the suffix

fell out.— 16. M UVH- The position of this word is unnatural. As often.
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V most probably disguises a longer word (cp. on Ixi. 9, end). Read

20 f. Neither D^in (M ; cp. Lag., Semitica, i. 22 ff.) nor D^nD
(Ixxviii. 71 f.), as G S J, Ilgen, Lag., Now. read, is correct. The whole

passage is highly inappropriate, and must be closely examined. Inspec-

tion reveals the following underlying passage :

—

'y\ty\ Ts'^'yi Dhnjn

22 f. The Jerahmeelites and the Zarephathites cannot be dismissed

abruptly. DO'^^S Dnyi has arisen out of D^'^NpniV Did the scribe

begin to write (2rn% and then remember that the transformed edition of

the psalm had DO'^Q? IDSIi^ sometimes takes the place of /ISIiJ ; cp.

on cix. 31, cxli. 6, and cp. ' Shaphat,' Enc. Bib. Similarly in Mic. iv. 14

n3"lli has become '\^'yt)' (see ' Micah, Book of,' Enc. Bib). Read, in

25. M "l^^'^lpli'j \ n~Il?"13, 1?^J1- ^'5 Kci dydXXidade nvria ev Tpu^w.-':- tt:. •: '
'

8p(i^aa6f Traideiai, inserting it', which might easily fall out after 17^I1-

J too (see Lag.) may have read 17 iTJll. But the invitation to exult

(I?**!!) violates the parallelism, and is inconsistent with my")^- Nor

is Lagrange's ' faites le cercle' (Rez'. Bib/., ix. 88) more than a palliating

remedy. The phrase which follows is equally improbable. Hommcl
{Ait/siitzc, ii.) would have us render 'kiss ye (the god) Bir,' assuming Bir

to have once been a designation of Yahwe as well as of Ramman. This

has only the value of a record of Hommel's impression that such a

pronounced Aramaism as "13, 'son' is inconceivable in a psalm where we

also find ^J3- Certainly the defences of the omission of the article offered

by Del., Bii., and Kon. are highly unnatural. ' Kiss a son ' is nearly as

senseless as ' kiss wheat ' or ' kiss a pure one,' and in any case pti^J ' to

kiss ' would recjuire to be followed 7 or (better) vJI*?- Add to this that

"13 IpIi'J is rhythmically superfluous, and that the subject of the following

verb is 'Yahwe.' In these circumstances it is useless to emend ITJ into

17^n (Ew. Gr), which produces a tautology with rTTJ^I (see xlviii. 7), or to

change ~)3 into "^ l^n3 (Hgen; cp. 2 S. xxi. 6), or 12 (Hu., against

usage). The truth is that 13 Ipli'J (where either 13 should be '13 or

else mj/ has been accidentally lost) is a marginal correction of (1*^) I'^^J

m_y")3, which has intruded into the text {Jew. Rcl. Life, 189S, p. 112

note) ; so, subsequently,' Marti, Duhm, Prince {J. B. L. xix. 3). Thus

we have two competing readings, Ipti^J and ITJ- Neither is correct
;

' K. II. Grimm's reference to this theory {I.iitirg. App. 13) warns mc to point

out that the priority is mine, and to ask consideration for "nn/IZTl-
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IpW^ and 'J are both corrupt fragments of ^inni^n, to which ^t' (in

^b'2) should be added. Gr.'s IDII^l p^nn, and La.'s i-|DiQ ^pm

OHDiO), 'put on his bonds,' spoil the metre. Gr. appeals to G T ; but G T

really understand ~)3 as = min. Duhm suggests inii^T ;
this is insuf-

T C

ficient for metre, and does scanty justice to the material supplied by M.

Read, therefore, certainly, m;;iZl "b ^inni:^("n. Note the warning

Pasek after si:iX> ]3.

26. M "rjll !112Sm. Though the accus. "]11 is grammatically de-

fensible (Kon.), the sense produced is poor. Herz, ":|173- But to

correspond to lO^DD we require PJIHS and J confounded, 2 and 1).

PSALMS in. AND IV.

X s. iii. trimeters ; Ps. iv. tetrameters. The opening psalms of the Ethanic

Psalter, meant apparently for evening use, the Jewish day beginning with the

evening. So Lagarde. The more common view, which makes Ps. iii. a morn-

ing and Ps. iv. an evening hymn, is in itself improbable, considering the

similarity of the situation in the two psalms, and appears to have arisen out of a

•corruption in the text (see crit. note on iii., /. 9). Wcllhausen, indeed, disagree-

ing alike with Lagarde and with Btlthgen, thinks that the tenses in iii. 6 and
iv. 9 are all to be treated as presents, and denies any special application to even-

ing or morning (Si'izzen, vi. 166) ; this, however, can hardly be called a natural

view. Now as to the reference of the psalms. They presuppose certain troubles

of the pious community, arising from the hostility of the neighbouring popula-

tions ; the Arabians and Jerahmeelites (cp. Ixxxiii. 7 (.) are specially mentioned.

It is probable (cp. 1.^^) that there were many unworthy Jews who were in alliance

with the non-Jewish oppressors ; these appear to be referred to as ' deniers (of

God)' in iv. 3 (cp. 1. 22, corr. text). There is, however, no actual war at the

present moment ; the enemies are content with the deadly weapon of a lying

tongue (iv. 3), which, perhaps, implies accusations brought by the Edomites
against the pious Jews. The overlordship of Palestine apparently belongs to some
third people (the Persians?). The plans of the enemy, however, have failed,

and in the future too God will make them fail. The psalmist advises his

opponents much as the author of Ps. ii. advises the Jerahmeelites (iv. 5f.), but

he is evidently most hopeful of touching the feelings of the Jews among them.

He also meets the scofts of contemptuous pessimists who are perhaps not open
enemies; at least he tells us why these scoffs have no effect upon him (see on iv.

9-12). Ps. iii., //. 1-12, records the prayer of pious Israel for Yahwe's help;

//. 13, 14, and (in the main) Ps. iv. its gratitude for deliverance. Whether this

deliverance is some small event or the anticipated Messianic interposition is a

question. But so much at least is certain—that the speaker is the pious com-
munity. No other theory is satisfactory. That pronounced egoist Mehemiah
would certainly have introduced some personal touches.

The points of C(5ntact in ideas and pliraseology between Ps. iii. and iv. are

unmistakable. The second part of the title of Ps. iii., which as, it stands is

historically absurd (cp. 2 S. xviii. 31-33, xix. 1-4), when gently corrected in

accordance with the text-critical parallels in other titles, is highly suitable to the

contents of both psalms. Psalms parallel in contents are v.-vii., ix.-xiv., xvii.

,

xxvii.'i), lii.-lix. (see 0/', 227), and Ixii.
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Marked: Of'Arab-ethan. At the approach of the sons of Arabia
and the sons of Ishviael. i

I O Yahwc ! how many are my foes ! 2

-1-H0W+ many there are who start up against me !

+How+ many there are who say to me, 3
' There is no help for thee in thy God I

'

But thou, O Yahwe ! art a shield about me, 4
My pride, and the exalter of my state.

Unto thee, O Yahwe ! I cr}-
; 5

From th}' holy mountain mayest thou answer me.

I have laid me down and shall fall asleep, 6

10 For the lovingkindness of Yahwe supports me.

I fear not the people of the Arabians 7

Who beset me round about.

^ Thou hast smitten all Arabia and Jerahmeel, 8

The Cushites [and] Geshurites thou hast scattered.

* * * *

Litiu-gical Appoidix.

To Yahwe belongs 4true+ help
; 9

Be thy blessing, O God ! upon thy people.

1-4. The utterance of an unwarlike, 'thou hast ere now smitten,' some-

praying community. In /. 3 D^31 ^I'T^ ""X
^ J"^"' ^y^^"''"* °f ^'J^^^ rr J ° ^

. - 'thou hast decreed to smite (the

is commonly misunderstood. The perfect of confidence). A precative

speakers are persons outside the com- perfect (see Kon. § 172 f.) is also not

munity of Israel. Cp. Roy, Die impossible. From the perfect of con-

I'olksgemeiude, 21. On their cruel fidence (cf. Driver, Tenses, §20) to the

speech cp. xlii. 4, II, Ixxi. 11. precative the transition is easy. ISIost

6. Of my state. Lit. ' of my probably, however, the perfect may be

head.' Cp. Ecclus. xi. i, xx. 11, Ts. historical; in other words, the latter

xxvii. 6 ex, 7. P'*''- °f ^^^ psalm, which seems to

y
',

. , , .•„ „„r 1
have been imperfectly transmitted, may

q. In these troublous times peaceful ,
, nX r> \

1 ' . ,
' have been (like Is. iv.) an expression

sleep seems miraculous. r .-. 1 r 1 i-
^

'^ of gratitude for deliverance.

13. ri3n is sometimes taken as
,^ f_ Editorial and liturgical ap-

an argument why God should help, = pendix (following Olshausen).

Critical Notes. Title. Read bi^^_t2^\ ^yy\ 31^, ^:3 nilpS- This

is in harmony with the contents (ill. /. 11, iv. 3). The editor ingeniously

adapted it* to the corrupt TUb- Probably the true words were already

in part miswritten. Cp. titles of Pss. vii., xviii.

^ Arise, O Yahwe ! succour me, O my God ! for.
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' Selahs.' The three ' Selahs,' vv. 3. 5, 9, are corruptions of D^^7^^ ;

other cases will occur. 1170 is very often a mere corruption.

4. M T J 17. Rather TJ7 (so S), corresponding to ^Ii>337, ' to my

soul ' = ' to me.' M D\l':'i<n ; so T 'A 2 J. More suitably G e, rn':'K3 -

])Ut best IJ^rt'^l^jl ; so S. Cp. Tl'^hJ (insertion in ver. 8).

7 f. M '^~7i< ""^Ip- 'p is generally regarded as a second subject.

Cp. xvii. 10, xxvii. 7, Ixvi. 17, Ixxvii. 2 {?), cxlii. 2 (?). This is grammatically

possible ; the same idiom exists in Assyrian (Del., Wcltschdpfu7rg, 138).

But in each of the above cases there is reason to hold that the text is

corrupt. In our passage nothing is gained by the emphatic ^7lp, and the

personal address to Yahwe is causelessly abandoned. Read mn^
'T^r?^i^-

"•^p and t'hJ come from two imperfect fragments of "Jvi< ; D became p.

As a consequence read '•JH^Jl and "jli^lp. ''JJ^^l (M G S) is certainly

wrong ; ^Jjy^l ('A E' S' J) is better.

9 f. M G Tl^Dti'. ^Du^l^ is more natural (iv. 9). This is not an

arbitrary emendation. The corruption presently to be mentioned

involved altering 2D'^i<.—M njl^NI. Read '^^'^^. H is dittographed

(cp. Kiin., Synt., § loob).—M ^m^ipn. ' 'H nude positum displicet

'

(Lag.). Elsewhere (see xvii. 15^) we shall find llDn corrupted into-

ypn^- Comparing xciv. 18, read "» TDH ^3-

II. M Dy j"li3mL3. An error which burdens the psalmist with a
T — . . ..

needless exaggeration. Read D^iliy Dy^D- Cp. a similar corruption in

xliii. I and elsewhere ; also xxvii. 3.

13 f Omit v. \^a and O in b as an editorial gloss (cp. Du.). Bi.

would rather omit v. 8^. M has Th ''2"'^Jb^'"J"^^^• D''2''^* in vii. 6,

x.\xi. 9, and elsewhere probably comes from D^^~13/> 'Arabians,' and ^117

(see Enc. Bib., 'Lehi') is one of the current distortions of 7j^l2n~)^-

Probably (cp. /. 11, iv. 2) we should read '^SDn'T'T 21^"'73'j"1i<- Note

that T and .S (2 ?) read Wvh (which Lag. adopts) ; G D^ni'^]. To

strike on the cheek is an insult, not a deadly act (Job xvi. 20, Mic. iv. 14).

—M pnilt WVt'^ ""^t. Read perhaps pr\\^ Dnii'NI Wt^ (see

on xlvm. 7b). T^'S = l^il (Geshur).

(PSALM IV.)

Deposited. Of the Ethanites. Marked: Of'Arab-ethau. i

I He answered me when I called—
|
the God who rights me ; 2

When the Jerahmeelites struck terror
[
he heard my prayer.

Ye deniers +of God,+ how long
|
will ye multiply insults ? 3

j-How long+ will ye love falsehoods,
|
and seek for lies ?
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5 But mark liow signal
|

is the kindness Yahwe has shown me
; 4

Yahwe hears me
|
when I call upon him.

Take warning, perish not
; |

show prudence in your ways: 5

Offer sacrifices that are right,
|
and put your trust in Yahwe. 6

Many there are who say,
j

' No more will good fortune visit

them

!

7

10 God has veiled
|
the light of his countenance.'

O Yahwe ! thou hast put
|
gladness into my heart 8

More than in the time of our corn
|
and our new wine and

our oil.

In peace will I at once
|
lay me down and sleep, 9

For thou, O Yahwe,
|
causest me to dwell securel}-.

2. Cp. iii. 3—3. Te denlers (of

Ood). The phrase includes Jewish
and non-Jewish l)eiievers (see Ps.

xlix.). Much difficulty has been caused

by 'sons of men (li/^hJ 'JQ) in the

received text. The phrase is far too

undistinctive to be correct. Lines 3-8
are a remonstrance analogous to that

in ii. 10-12. IVill ye multiply. M's
text speaks of insults to a mysterious
' glory,' in which some see the royal

or highpriestly dignity, others the
national honour

—

i.e. the power of

maintaining Israel's independence. But
the whole phrase is suspicious (see

below). The seeming parallel in Ixii. 5
is no parallel ; there too the text is

corrupt. The ' insults' are presumal)ly

those expressed in iii. 3, iv. 7.

4. Falsehoods . . . lies. Cp. on Ixii.

5. False accusations appear to have been
brought against tlie faithful Jews by
iheir unfaithful brethren and by the

non-Jewish |)opulations, to conciliate

the Persian (?) or perhaps Greek rulers.

5. ' Vour intrigues are doomed to

failure ; my life exhibits a series of

deliverances springing from the divine
lovingkindness' (see on xvii. 7, xxxi.

?2). On IDrr cf. OP
, 370 fV; Enc.

iSV/'., ' Lovingkindness.' Ti^"^"^ 'l^^s

separated, made unique.' Cp. Ex.
xxxiii. 16, Lsrael is rendered unique by
having \'ahwL's attendant presence.

7, 8. Take warning: . . .
' Rellect

before it is too late, and your course

ends in ruin. A time may come when
prayers and sacrifices will be of no

avail (Prov. i. 28). Rei:)ent and oft'er

sacrifices which are at once legal and
morally valuable'; the legal and the

moral to our psalmist are one. The
ordinary view, based on INI, is most
unsatisfactory. ' Let wholesome fear

deter you from persisting in this course
of action, which is nothing less than
sinful ' (Kirkp.). But how very vague
an exhortation,—'Tremble and do not

sin'! Contrast ii. Ii. 101 might

just as well mean, ' Be angry.' It is

true, Bishop Horsley (following G and
Eph. iv. 26) adopts this, explaining,
' Do not let your anger carry you into

overt acts of sin.' Unsuitable, no
doubt ; but would the psalmist have
used language capable of being so ex-

plained ?

9-12. The scoff of the enemy, and
the pious community's answer. The
enemy, who is established in the land
of Israel, pronounces that the God of
the land is angry with the Jews ('has
veiled the light of his face ;

' cp. Ixxx.

I, 4). Israel answers that it has but
lately received a signal proof of the

divine favour, which has given it an
inward joy (/. II ; cp. /. 5), far greater

even than that of the merry harvesters

(cp. IIos. ix. I, Isa. ix. 3). 'Although
the fig-tree may not blossom . . . yet I

will rejoice in \'ahwe' (Hab. iii. 17 f.).

Contrast Hos. vii. 14. On the text

see crit. note. Ol. is certainly wrong
in thinking that the anxious multitude

of Israelites referred to, as he thinks,

in v. "ja offer a prayer to Vahwe in

V. 7^. This would be inconsistent with
//. 1 1 f

.
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Critical Notes, i, 2. Lag. (with best MSS. of G) reads ''Jjy because
• T r

of JlQmn. This seems right, though the fact that '"in is in the perfect
T

is not conclusive. For though '"IfT "liJ2 gives a plausible sense, the

phrase is not only peculiar, but wanting in special appropriateness.

We expect some point of contact with that part of Ps. iii. in which

Israel's trouble is referred to {v. 7). '"in is plainly wrong, and the super-

fluous *Jin ought to help towards correcting the text. We want an

ethnic name virtually equivalent to D^2~l^ (iii- ?)• With Q^jn (''J = Q)
and n^ni before us, we cannot doubt that the name is D^7NQm^-
Read, therefore, in /. ia, 'T V"^i^^' ^""^ ^'^^ V^y^J'^ read ^,t)iy.

3. M t^^ ^;)I1. Read D^I^nDpil (see on xlix. 3).—M TVH^zb nn3 ;

nnS also S 2. G, na^ n^ mp ; 'a J, T^'dyd:> nnS (see Lag.). Dis-

regarding metre, Houb., Bredenk. {Gcsetz Jt. Proph.., 71), We., and Roy

(p. 58) follow G. Both readings are awkward, and produce a bad

parallelism. Read litih'Z Ijllpl- M's H'^D is a corruption of HQ^'D,

repeated in error from the preceding line.—4. M p^. Parallelism

requires Ipii^ (ii. i).

5f. Read "h ilDn (x.xxi. 22), with Hare (in Horsley), Dy., Gr., Che.i,

Kau., We., Herz.—M y!:y^\ For clearness read ^y^'C^'' (G, Bi.). Note

of abbreviation lost.

7- M Tsiytfi. 1XcDrTjl"bl^T in"), in connection with which I'^IT must

be taken, for it is really a second corruption of the word, which has also-

been corrupted into IJ^IDnD and into 11QJ<J. Similarly DDQD'yi^r.D"'?^

and DD227i are both corruptions of the same word. IfJl is of course

also wrong ; the obviously correct word is TlDin (ii. \ob). The three
: T

words TTjI, 1")^2i<, and IQl are corruptions of IllN^i^. In 'nn, PI has

come out of 3, and CO out of "T ; in llI^DhJ, 1^ = 13 ; in 1^1, ,'^~f =
21. ^"2. in DDan'^n comes from ^7^. DD3DZ',!D~'?P is, perhaps, a

corruption of DD viiyrj~7y ; 17 became li^, J became 3, '^ became Q.

Note that G 2 omit T before 11:31 ; S (rightly) prefixes it to ^j;. -liaT

might of course be retained in the sense of ' be silent in penitence,' but

this would require 13^~7y. The explanation given above is adequate
T T -

and supported by numerous parallels elsewhere. M's n'?D is a. corrupt

fragment of I*?"*!)'!'! (li. \oa), the parallel to IIDIH- Read therefore

—

9f. M liJ^T. Rather DJ^T ; 12 and 'd confounded.—M HD^. T
renders Niyj, to which most {e.g. Kon. i.631) assent. Tut the imperative

of )!(V1 is NIi7; tXDI in x. 12 is corrupt. Here too thcr^ is corruption.
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We might read /lii^J = ni^It;^ (parallels in Nu. xi. ii
; Job i. 21). But

T T T T T T

a break in the parallelism is unplcasing. liudde {T.L.Z., 1896, col. 561)

derives from Pesh. the reading nD3 for HDJ, and VJD for ^^33. This

is both easy and probable. But ^yh'V remains unaccounted for. It is,

however, one of the many corruptions of Tl'^l^, which restore, and the

text will be in order.

1 1 f. Prefix rnn^ from ver. 7 (so S). For Q— (twice) read ^J— . ^J

and IJ are frequently confounded with O- After the corn and wine G S

mention the oil. Accordingly insert ^J")n^''1 (Gr. Q—). Omit ^'2.'^,

which comes from a dittographed ^T^. ^'2^\ was early found difficult

(Judah ben Bileam in I E).

14. Omit *T7^7 (M G), a corruption of TT^/ (Lag.), which in turn

is a corruption of a duplicated PTID^A To keep both Tl^'^ and niD^'?)

rendering ' solitarily+but+securely' (cp. Dt. xxxiii. 28 and parallels), does

not give a good sense. Israel at this time did not dwell ' solitarily,' i.e.

free from the intrusion of other peoples (01.). Nor can "11^7 be referred

to Yahwtb, for it adds nothing to the force of the sentence to say that

Yahwc had no allies. Uuhm deserves credit for omitting "71^7, but his

view that it is a Judaistic gloss ('Israel, and no other nation') is

improbable.

PSALM V.

1 ENTAMETERS. According to the received text, a prayer of the inner circle of

pious Jews which gathers at the morning and evening sacrifices to ask for guidance
and for the overthrow of Israel's foes. The enemies spoken of might be of Jewish
blood— men who from lime to time presented them^elves in the temple for a
formal worihiii wliich had no effect on their daily life (Ps. 1. 16). And certainly

it cannot be denied thai such persons are inchided under the class-names ' wicked
doers,' 'speakers of lies,' &c. But the leaders of the opposition to the Jews
commemorated in tliis and other psalms are the Jerahmeelites and other neigh-

bouring peoples. The prospect is Messianic. The speaker is pious Israel ; the

expression 'my king' {v. 3) is of itself almost enough to show this; even in

Sirach li. i (quoted on ihe other side by Beer) it is the community which speaks.

Merx's view (Chwolson's Festschrift] that the speai<er is a priest in the Maccab.ean
period, who owns no king but Yahwe, is precluded by the corrected text (see on
v. 4). Cp. Roy, Volksgeiiteiiide, 59. Pss. xv., xxiv.C), and l.(-\ alsoxxvi., xxvii.,

and xxviii., contain paiallels to our psalm.

Deposited. Of Salinath. Marked: Of'Arab-cihau. i

J Hearken to my words, O Yahwe !
|
heed my meditation ; 2

Listen to the sound of my crying,
|
my King and my God ! 3

For against me Jerahmeel draws near,
|
his voice he

makes to be heard ;

'

3^, 4
Jerahmee? has pleasure in wickedness,

|
he fears no cala-

mity. 5

' Jerahmeel and Zarephath draw near.
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The impious cannot stand up
|
before thine eyes ;

^ b

Thou abhorrest those that speak lies,
|
those of Edom

and Jerahmeel. 7

But I, so great is thy lovingkindness,
j
can enter thy

house, 8

I can bow down toward thy holy temple,
|
revering thee,

O Yahwe ! lead me in thy righteousness
|
because of

Tshmael : 9

10 Make thy way even before me
|

* *

For there is no sincerity in their speech, |
insults are

+in+ their heart
;

10

An open grave is their throat,
|
+though+ they speak

flatteringly.

Bring destruction on them, O God ! make foolish
|

[all]

their counsels
;

1

1

Push them down for their man}^ crimes,
|
for they have

defied thee.

. But let all that trust in thee rejoice,
]
for ever let them

shout, 12

Let all that love thy name be glad,
|
and exult in thee.

For thou, O Yahwe ! blessest
|
the righteous [with

lovingkindness]
; 13

[Him that trusts in the Most High]—with favour
| thou

crownest him.

I. lay king-, i.e. Israel's king. Syr. means 'to mock,' and T gives the

See xliv. 5, Isa. xxxiii. 22, xli. 21, „-,,,L„^ , r,,^„L„
xliii. 15. Sceintrod. synonym rn;^'?/!^ (cp. n'2pD,

3. Jerahmeel draws near. Cp. 2 Chr. xxxvi. 16). But the sense is not

iii. 7, iv. 2, xxvii. 2, &c. The refer- perfectly satisfactory (see Ixxiii. 3, Ixxv.

ence in M to the morning sacrifice (?) 5). G's -napavofxoi (so also Ixxv. 5, but

is enigmatical. Not less so is the phrase in Ixxiii. 3, &vofj.oi) is vague. B D B
' I will look out.' Not patient waiting explains 'boasters,' but does not the

(Mic. vii. 7, Hab. iii. i), but impatient sense 'to boast' belong to a different

importunity is the fundamental tone of i-oot ? (see Ges. - Bu.). ' Madmen '

this psalm, //ts voice. The loud cries would perhaps be better (cp. Poel and
of these enemies are often referred to Hithpoel). It is very doubtful, how-
(xliv. 17, Ixxiv. 4, (Sic). ever, whether any ethical sense was

4. Cp. X. 6, Iv. 23 (?). M's -j-IJl^ developed out of bbn ; in Ass. the
is very improbable.

^,^,y ^^^^-^^^ ^^^gg is
. py^e, holy.' It

5. The impious. If we adhere
j^ ^^^^^^^ therefore, to suppose an error

to .M-s D^-pl^in we had best render
^^ ^^^ ^^^^_ g^^, ^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^

L,^^

' mockers.' The Aphcl of the verb in see on xiv. i.

' Thou hatest all wicked doers.
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7. I . . . can enter tby bouse. ' Make ' it * even,' says pious Israel,

Cp. on Ps. XV. Sinners have to fear i.e. free from calamity (xxvi. 12, Isa.

the 'fire in Zion ' (Isa. xx.xi. 9; cp. xxvi. 7), lest the neighbouring peoples

Isa. xxxiii. 14). But the .speaker, not should .say, ' Where is thy God ?'

bein^ of the class just described, can jg ^j, ^^^^^ j^^g ^.j^y name;
safely enter Yahwe's courts, which are ^^ ^^^ j^/, (^.q^,-. text), Ixix. 37,
indeed his foilrcss (xxvn. 4f.). ^xix. 132. The 'name of Yahwe ' is

8. Z can bow dovrn &,c. See on his glory, or the place where his glory

xxviii. -2. dwells, and to love it is to honour it

9. lead me . . . Yahwe is the (exclusively) by ceremonial acts,

shepherd of Israel, whom he leads in 17. Tbe rl^bteous, p^^li» '•^-

the right paths—those which he has pre-
, ^ , , , . ^ '

~

scribed (so Ol., Du.). See on xxv. 5,
the faithful community. Cp. vii. 10,

xxvii. II. So 'thy way ' = the way >^>^xi- I9. Iviii. 11 f., Ixxv. II, Isa.

in which I should walk (cxliii. 8). >^>^'v. 16, xxvi. 7.

Critical Notes, i. M ^.J^JH. The Rabbis assumed two Heb. roots

meaning 'to murmur, meditate' (JJlfl and Hjn). Certainly there is a

Syr. root Jjn {O P, 464). But here, as in xxxix. 4, corruption is very

probable. Read ^Tyn (xix. 15).

4. The whole of 7'. 4 is corrupt. Herz, indeed, would (most

ingeniously) read, for "]"ipj^ "lp3, y^V^ "Iplil- But this is not enough.

The speaker is in deadly peril ; to refer to his morning and evening

oblations is unnatural. Merx (Chwols. Festschrift) renders ' I arrange

and cleanse for thee ' (Arabising), supposing an allusion to a ritual

practice. Cp. Lagarde {Psali. Cr., 34 ff.) and Duhm. Read probably

'h'Vi y^12Vr\ 2")p "^Ntpn")^ "^^V ^3- So historical colouring is restored.

At end of v. 4 read DSIliT ':'NQn~)^ 12~lp (a variant).
- : T : : T

4. M's ^"i^ S7 O (Pasek after >'2) is one of the many disguises of

'^SDni^—For T|"i:)> read "Wy (see exeg. note).

5. For Dv7i"l read probably Dv^i3, a class-name which could

hardly be omitted here. D v2J is corrupted elsewhere. At end of ?'. 6

M inserts a gloss.

6. "T3KJ1 is too strong ; destruction is referred to later. Read 3j>j~)il

(2^j-|t represents this as a correction). 7y\TV is superfluous. For ;ir'»J^

T^ryVZ^ W:21 read D^'^N^^nnn Wryi^ (cp. on li. 16, Iv. 24).

9. M ^1")V^. Again in xxvii. 11, liv. 7, Ivi. 3, lix. u. (; e\dpoi fMov.
T :

2 dnodXlliovTii fxf. But an ethnic name is wanted ; read either D^ll^i)

or, better, "^J^^r^i;^' (see on lix. i it>).

II. M I.T'SJl. Read, with the Vss., DH'S!! Du. ; less correctly,

^^•311, Lag., Bii., We., Merx.—M ny\22. Read nn)D2 (Gr.) ; cp. Isa.

lix. 14.—M nilH- Rather JliDHn. So xxxviii. 14, Hi. 4, cp. Ixii. /. 3.

The contrast is between words of simulated friendliness and the insults

of open hostility. See ixii. 5.

13. M Dp"'"^^'^<^. Read, more suitably, Diar."! (Lag., Gr., Mer.x)

;
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cp. Joel i. J 8, where read r\Bt2 (Merx, We.).—M DH'^riliirb:: ^bD\; a

strange expression. Dy. and Wc, '!2 Dl/^D'' ; too superficial. Read

"^3 ':'Iip; see 2 S. xv. 31, Isa. xliv. 25.-M 2'^^2. Better 2^3 (G J);

so Du., Merx.

16. M yj^T^ '\:2'hy ID/n- We. makes sense by omitting the first 1,

and treating '7j; 'JH as a relative clause. But this is unnatural. The
caesura in the verse should be at IJJ")^ (cf. Isa. lii. 8). ^!2^^)^ is surely

a dittogram of lii'^j;^. "]Dm must be corrupt ; it should represent a

verb parallel to '];\ We expect V^'^'ii^^ (xl. 17). ^ may have sprung

from "), and both D and j~| from ti^. The wrong reading was natural

when the dittographed 'y had become i*D''7y. Herz, ^r^^]; T'D/ll-
T \ T :

ly {. Insert TDH (metre and parallelism); also perhaps ^VT'i73 nD3-
Omit ni3-^3 (an unsuitable figure). Wellh. proposes n3J^. But HJliD

comes probably from ^^13 ; p^") which follows is a correct variant.

Point !i:i-iisyn.

PSALM VI.

1 RiiMEi'ERS. A record of still deeper depression (cp. Ps. xxxviii., and the
thanksgiving in I's. xxx.). The trouble from the foreign (and native) enemies is

now at its height. The sufferer owns himself guilty, but has no clear comprehen-
sian of his guilt (/. 2). He has been constant in the recital of Yahwe's praises

(/A 9 f.), and in consequence appeals to Yahwe's reasonableness :—if the speaker
should actually sink into the nether world, what would become of those songs of
praise and thanksgiving in which He delights (cp. xxx. 10, 13)? The speaker

.
is well-niL;h exhausted. His bodily frame is wasted away, and even at night iiis

tears cease not to flow. That literal sickness (Ewald, B. Jacob, Duhm) is not
meant, ought to be clear. It is the insults (/. 18) of the speaker's foes which have
robbed him of the joy of life. Nor is it an individual who speaks. It is a fact

(in spite of Sellin, De Origine, 27 ff. ; see notes below on //. i, 4) that expres-
sions partly the same and partly similar are put into the mouth of Israel, and we
know tiiat Hebrew writers cou'd go to a great length in personifying their people,
and even an association of persons within their people (Isa. liii. i, Ps. xxii.). The
case is exactly parallel to that of Ps. xli., about the interpretation of which there
can be no reasonable doubt. That individual Israelites, who felt the sorrows and
sufferings of their nation as their own, would put much personal feeling into their

recitation of this jisalm, is a matter of course ; but the ' I ' who speaks is primarily

faithful Israel, not any Israelite, and least of all a sick Israelite. The sickness is

quickly put aside ; the enemies are the enemies of Israel and of Israel's moral
standards — ' wrong doers,' led by Aiabians from the border lands.

There are still critics who hold to the individualistic interpretation, which shows
a want of insight into the numerous passages in which Israel is cerlamly not
personified by a poetical figure, but rather regarded as in reality a living organism,
m accDi dance with the primitive sense of the solidarity of all the members of a
community. That the early Israelites, like the early Babylonians, had songs of
sickness, is probable enougli. But that sick persons, either in pre-exilic or (much
less) in post-exilic limes, used this or any of our psalms when they came to offer a
propitiatory sacrifice, is a view which requires far more argument than B. Jacob
has offered for it {ZA Tl\% 1897, p. 56) ; this scholar actually seems to think that

Ps vi. and parallel psalms may have been written for lepers. To some it appears
more plausible to suppose that this and other psalms were originally individualistic,

I. C
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but have been converted into psalms of the community (Laue, Die Ehed Jahwe
/.ifder, p. 52; Coblenz, 165). This, however, is surely a modified survival of the

old church view that the psalms were composed by gr^-at (inspired) individuals

vvith reference to their own circumstances, and is unsatisfactory. Such indiviilual-

istic psalms as exist in the Psalter are unmistakal)le
; psilms of mixed character

do noi exist And it should never be forgotten (against B. Jacob) that the

individualism which may be found in the Psalter is coloured by the strongest

Israelite feeling. Mere personal misfortunes are not, and could not be, referred

to in the Psalter.

Deposited; of the Ethanites. Marked: of ''Arab-cthan. i

I O Yahwfe ! use not thine anger to punish me, 2

Nor thy fury to chastise me.

Revive me, O Yahwe ! for I languish, 3

Heal me,i for my frame is wasted.

My soul too is greatly affrighted
; 4

And thou, O Yahwe ! how long ?

Return, O Yahwe ! rescue my soul
; 5

Deliver me for thy lovingkindness' sake !

For in Deathland there is none that recites thy praises; 6

10 In Sheol who will give thee thanks ?**********
[Yea,] I am worn out with sighing. 7

Every night I drench my bed
;

I bathe my couch in my tears.

Mine eye is sunken with sorrow
;

8

It perishes with the insulting of the Misrites.

Away, all ye wrong doers
; 9

20 Yahwe hears the sound of my weeping.

Yahwe hears my supplication
;

10

Yahwe receives my prayer.

Be they shamed and sore terrified
;

1

1

In a moment be all mine enemies put to shame

!

I. Nearly as in xxxviii. 2. Both t^^ primitive idea of C,od's unreason-

passages arc dependent on Jer. x. 24. at^'e .ind excessive irascibility.

Note that in Jer. x. 19-25 (probably 4. Heal me. A figurative expres-
post-exilic) the speaker is Israel. The sion. The wounds referred to are the
expressions are startling, but the idea of calamities of the people, viewed as the
' covenanted mercies' is an advance upon punishment of sin (xli. 3). It is true,

' O Yahwe !
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in Jer. xvii. 14 an individual appears was Vahwe's favourite 'sacrifice' (1. 14).

to utter the same prayer ; but we can The continued existence of Israel was,

hardly doubt that Jer. xvii. 5-14 is a therefore, assured. See Isa. xxxviii. 18

late insertion in Jeremiah, and certainly (Israel is the speaker, and the same
the indications in the present context figure of sickness is employed). Cp.
all point to pious Israel as the speaker. OP, 385.

Cp also Ex. XV. 26, Isa. vi. 10, xxx

26, Ivii. 18 f., Hos. vii. i, xi. 3.

—

My 14 ff. Z am \irorn out . . . Jer.

frame, lit.
' my bones.' So xxxi. 1 1

,

^^^-3 '^ Parallel An mdiv.dual (Baruch)

•xxxii.3, XXXV. 10, xxxviii. 4, li- lo ; J^
^^"^^ v v'u^*? '

''"r

the passage

cp. Lam. i. 13, iii. 4, Heb. iii. 16. ^^''^'' f 'V'
been framed on the

^
^ basis of psalm-passages (cp. jeremuih,

Cp. the use of U^V for res ipsa. Eiic. Bib.). Pious Israel, imagined as

7- Rescue my soul. Cp. in Ass.
an individual, could certainly be said to

, /: "-"^V"" ™y >•""*• >^^- '" p^^-
' bathe his couch in his tears ;' cp. Ixix.

hizubu napista, to rescue the soul, or , . ,1. , • 1 •• _ • t 1

j-r >
-^ ' 4, and note that m Ixni. 7 pious Israel

9. Zn Deatbland. TS^t^ 'death,'
says that he ' remembers God upon his

bed.'

is a synonym for Sheol (ix. 13, xxii. 16, 15 f. Observe that the INlisrites

Ixviii. 20, Ixxxix. 49, cvii. 18; cp. Rev. (= Arabians) are the leaders of the

i. 18, vi. I, XX. 13 f.

—

None that recites. party whom Israel regards as opposed
Thanksgiving for His lovingkindnesses to righteousness. Cp. on Ps. xi.

Critical Notes. 3. M 'Jan. Read ""J*!! (Gr.). See on xii. 5 —

M

^Jhi 77Ql< '3. Whether we take 77Dl^ as an adjective or as a participle

without preformative, the form is unique and improbable. In spite of the

grammatical remarks of Del. and Kon. (i. 247; ii. 375), it is hard to believe

that 77OS, if genuine, is not 3 sing. perf. The occurrences of 77/2^^

elsewhere are numerous : i S. ii. 5, Isa. xvi. 8 (see SBOT ad /oc), xix. 8,

xxiv. 4, 7, 9, xxxiii. 9, Jer. xiv. 2, xv. 9, Hos. iv. 3, Joel i. 10, 12, Nah. i. 4

(read y\^'2'7 ^HID 'S^'^D'i^'y yiDI ^:b'ii. "hbl \ see Gray and Che., Exp.

Sept.-Oct. 1898), Lam.ii.8. There is no adjective 7'7Q^<, Neh. iii. 34 being

corrupt (see Guthe in SBOT; cp. Che., Enc. Bib., 'Sanballat'). Read
either Tw)u>'^ ^3K~0 (transposing ^Ji<i), H^ being absorbed in pronun-

ciation by ^J"^n, or ''Jl77lt2J<~0 ) supposing ^JJ^ to be a fragment of a

second superfluous ^JSHJH- In the latter case ^/^77^2^< was written

'^'712'i^, whence bbl2^.

4f. Omit mn^. Twice in two stanzas is often enough. r^Ietre gains.

—M ^bT\1:^ (cp. /. 5). Read ^^2. (Briill, Hal.). See xxxii. 3.—M "•"iirgj.

Read probably ^t^'3J~»li^- '^X easily dropped out before 3J, and T was

supplied.

7, 9- Read H^'naVir.—M tj-)3T. Read ^"}'3Ta (Ixxi. 16) ; G, 6 fivij-

fiovfvcou (Te. Bi., Tr"i3^.

14 f. Prefix D2I (Bi.), for metre.— 18. M ~bJ3.- l^ead r)BbD3. (see

on vii. 2, Ixxxix. 51), with Bi. Notice VD i" 1- I9-—^ ^"1"12». Read

probably D^ISO (analogy of other psalms).—M ^^';l'^^. Wellh. suggests

Tinpi^ ' I melt ' (from the Syriac).

C 2
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20 f. M yQ^ (twice). Read J'DT^"* (Gr.) ;
"• precedes.

24. M ^2U}'^ ; clearly by transposition from ^wy (a dittogram).

already had ')2,V^ ; ^J A even insert th ra onicru).

PSALM VII.— I.

i RIMETERS. The same theme of persecution. The aggressors (who are

here personified) may have accused the Jewish community of misdeeds of which it

is innocent. The faithful members of the community clear themselves by an oath,

not unhke the great ' oath of clearance " in Job xxxi. ; the duties which it claims

to have performed are those which a late prophetic writer presses on the attention

of the formal religionists who unhappily cling to the post-exilic community
(Isa. Iviii. 2). Note the points of contact between 7'v. 13 f. and xi. 2; between
7'. 6 (end) and Lam. ii. 11 ; and between v. 2 (my pursuer) and Lam. v. 2, where
the ' pursueis ' are, as here, the peoples to the .S. and S.E. of Judah (cp. /. 9, 'Let
the Arabian pursue '). For the personification of the enemies, cp. Pss. ix.— x., Iv.

Lines 23, 24 may be a later insertion (see, however, note). Acccjrding to Duhm,
the contendintj parties are two heads of irreconcileable parties among the post-

exilic Jews. The one seeks to destroy the other, because he believes himself to

have been injured by him, while this one protests his mnocence. Religion ' plays

not much more than a decorative role.' A grievous disparagement of a perfectly

sincere hymn to Yahwe! Riehm thinks it a plausiljle view that David, who
protests his innocence towards Saul in 1 S. xxiv. 12 f. , 16, x.xvi. iS, 23 f.,

composed the psalm towards the end of his wanderings. Surely this need not be
criticized. The only question is, did it suggest the heading ? If so, we must read
' Saul ben Kish' (instead of ' Cusli '). Another possibility would be ' Shimei ben
Kish,' or even ' Mordecai, ben Shimei, ben Kish' (Esth. ii. 5). That David
foresaw Mordecai, is mentioned in Targ. sheni on Esther. On these points, see

OF, 229, 243. It is probable, however, that those parts of the headings which,
as they now stand, suggCNt occasions in the life of David for the composition of
psalms, are nut always pure guesses, but, when most wide of the mark, arise out
of misunderstood and misread earlier headings.

In the Masechet Sopherim xviii. 2 it is stated that this psalm was used at the

feast of Purim (one name of which was v Ma^jSox'^'"''? hfj-fpa, 2 Mace. xv. 36.)
Cp. on Ps. XXX,

[O/] the Etha/tites. Of ^Arab-cthnn. With reference to the

Arabians^ the Ciishites, the Jerahmcelites. I

I In thee, O my God Yahwe ! I take refuge
;

2

Deliver me from the insults of my pursuer
;

Lest he tear my living body as a lion, 3

Rending it when none doth rescue.

My God Yahwe ! if I have plotted crimes, 4
If any injustice mark my hands.

If I have robbed the destitute of his cloak, 5

And not covered the flesh of the naked.

Then let the Arabian pursue my soul, 6

10 [Let him press after it], and overtake it,

Let him trample my life to the earth,

And pour out my liver into the dust. SuppkmeHt.
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Surely again he whets his sword,

His bow he has bent and made ready
;

Deadly weapons at me doth he aim,

His shafts to press me hard he prepares.

Truly, with malice he may travail,

Mischief he may conceive, but delusion will be its issue.

A pit he may dig and hollow out,

20 But into the pitfall he makes he will tumble.

On his own pate his mischief will return.

On his own skull his injustice will descend.

I will give thanks unto Yahwe according to his

righteousness.

And chant hymns to the name of Yahwe for ever.

13

14

I^

10

17

18

2. my pursuer. See introd.

3. lay living body, ^1^3^- See

Kon. Synt. § 30.

—

As a lion. Cp. x.

9, xvii. 12, xxii. 14, 22, Ivii. 5, Isa. v.

29-—5 'Til with i'^'lirn, as xviii. 38.

7 f. If X have robbed . . . Cp.
xxxiv. \\b ; the enemy does that which
the speaker indignantly disclaims having

done. ' Cloak,' cp. Am. ii. 8rt, Dt. xxiv.

\']b.—And not covered , . . Cp. Isa.

Iviii. 7, Job xxxi. 19 f.

10-12. Soul, life, liver, are here

synonymous (see on xvi. 9).

—

Four out

;

cp. Lam. ii. 11.

13- Surely again . . . ^i'7"^i

Znti^^ . Pious and unvvarlike Israel sees

the Arabians preparing for a fresh

attack (cp. xvii. 11). He is assured by
his faith that it will be futile. Yahwe's
' righteousness' (/. 23) will soon be

manifested in a great retribution (the

Messianic). It is true most translators,

both ancient and modern, render, ' If

he (the wicked man) turns not, he
(God) whets his sword. . . . (But) be-

hold, he (the wicked man) travails with

mischief,' &c. These changes of sub-

ject, however, are very awkward ; Ba.,

Beer ('94), We., Kon. Synt. 355, 567),
and, lately, Duhm, explain as above.
Metre, in fact, positively require? this.

After the inserteil passage (vii.*-') has

been removed, "yW^ N7~Dl< connects

itself naturally with the protestation in

//. 9-12, as Bickcll has pointed out.

But surely we must also read >'pi for

iT\ in /. 15. Otherwise, after D^T '?^<^,

it would be most natural to render

aVv:?'' kX'^'Di^ ' if he (the wicked man)
does not turn,' in spite of the fact that
the remainder of the passage is opposed
to this view. For the figure of the
arrows, cp. xi. 2.

16. To press me hard (see crit.

n.). Most moderns render M, 'His
arrows he makes into tiaining ones,'
and find a reference to the fire-charged
darts (cp. Eph. vi. 16) hurled by the
enemy into a besieged town in Greek
and Roman times. Diftlcult and far-

fetched in the extreme. It would be
more plausible to find a reference to
Yahwe's arrows, the lightnings (xviii.

15), if Vahwe were the warriorintended.
But even then the construction would
remain difficult. In the corrected text

bV'z:i' is
II

to ]On, as rbv^ is
II

to

in^ 1JJ1D in Ex. XV. 17, and >*? is

explained by "Jp'^l'?.— 17 f. Cp.Job
--^v. 35.

19. Fraud is often, apparently, the
chief weapon of the enemies of the
psalmists. Pit, net, snare are their
fiivourite figures. This points to a time
when the outrages of the N. Arabians
had to some extent been checked.

23 fir. This couplet may possibly be
a later liturgical insertion which has
displaced the original closing couplet.
But this is not strictly necessary ; the
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psalmist is himself a liturgical poet.— 82 ff.) that Bthi ^kttos in the Apocry-
/:/is righteousness, soon to be manifested pha always = El Elyon ; it may mean
in act (see a\\y:\.-]a).—For ever. We either this or U^12m m'pS (see B.
must remember that the speaker is tiie Jacob, ZATIV, 1896, 147. The occur-
cummunity (cp. on ix. 3) which never "lence of ElyOn in a psalm would be a
dies. The traditional text, however, has subsidiary argument for post-exilic date

PW mnV an appositional phrase (cf. /"jr.d) 18; C/', 83 f.) ; Davison and

(^^ I.,;; -\ t\ i\^^^s T-1 - other English ol^jectors have erred in
(cp. Ivii. 3). On ]V^;r, Elyon, see

^^^ ^^^^^^^ recognizing this. Hitzig's
' Names-^ of God,' Eitc. Bib. Elyon, or rendering (so G. iloffm., P/ion. Inschr.

,

El Elyon, is a favourite divine name 50) is not possible in the Psalter. Cp.
with post-exilic writers. We must not, Nestle, Marginalien, pp. 32-34.
liowever, assume with Geiger {Urschr.,

Critical Notes. Title. Tradition is wholly wrong. 1ti^~")li^l< comes

from W^f) 'marked' (like "^Xy^l^ and Ttl^). Tr\TXh probably comes

from ]ni^b, a correction of in':' (= pnn^'?=in^r^ iTsyb)- "nm""?];

^J^Q^~]1 ^D^2 is from *:'^^pni; >jm D^t^OI D^ni^'^P (cp. I S. ix. 1,4,

same corruption). G's xot'Tet attests >I^^3 (Cornill), a relic of D"'tt'n3-

2. M -'pap. Readna|73,':3(seeonvi. 8).—M "SIT, Read "'311 (Gr.).

4. M p"lD ' snatching away '? So Hu., Bii., but against usage. (On

p"lD) G ddiKia, Nah. iii. i, see note on xvii. 4.) 'Setting free' is possible

(cp. on xlvii. 5, cxxxvi. 24). If we adopt this, we must either prefix -]*i<1,

following G S (so Kenn., Str., Bi., Gr., Che., Sta., We., Du.), or else read

7^^D1 P^} pID (cp. Lam. v. 8), cp. Bii. The text seems corrupt. Read

yip (Hos. xiii. 8).

5. M TINT ^n^^p-D^^. For nH] Gr. reads nat (|| Sp). But the
• T • T • V T

corruption lies deeper. Read Jll^T^S ''J^2•^i>^"D^<•

7f. M yi 'if2b'^ T\bD-rDi^. As the text now stands, /^^^T is the

object at once of ^d'?Q:) and of Qb'lL) = D^IL^D (01.). This cannot be

right. The next line is equally difficult. M's Hii'^nhiT is defended by
Bii. But can we venture to give the Aram, sense ' despoil ' (cp. 2 dvrjpnaa-a)

to the common Hebrew word yVn ? G has nVoTreo-w/Ltai (.^). Following

T S, Houb., Kr., Dy., Gr., Che., Du., read ni^riVj^V This is at any rate

better than giving T an adversative sense (so Kiin., Synt., § 360^'), and
treating v. ^b as parenthetical. But the corruption is more deeply seated

than we have ventured to suppose. However it be rendered, the sense

of the distich cannot be called satisfactory. What we require to account

for //. 9-12 is a repudiation of accusations of hateful crimes. Read

probably ^Tl^Dp"^'? Dlip "W'l^ tn phr^'V 'phirUii. The letters

were mixed up and corrupted, as so often. (In /. 7 Str. and Herz have

both suggested yi ^D^i'^-)
T

9 f. M ^Tl^, a combination of two readings, ^il^ and ^1"1^ ; tradi-
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tion vacillated. So Pinsker (Del., Psalmen) ; cp. Kon., ii. 563. ^^^^<

should, as often, be >2ni'- Read, as /. 10, 3;j''T ^"'^^^< p^lV Cp. Duhm.

12. M m3DV Read H^DT (see on xvi. 9) ; so Houb.—M ]3:^'' ;

the sense 'depressit' or ' projecit ' (Ges.-Rod., Thes.) is arbitrary. Read

TySit^^ (Houb., Kenn., Str.) ; see Lam. ii. 11. In Sir. xliii. 19a the Cairo

text has ^OV, the marg. 13i:r\

16 f. M -h^. Read 'h'S (see above).—M D'pb'r"?. Read "•Jp'^l'?

(Lam. iv. 19).—24. M 'jv'?!^, a corruption of d'^I^L'?]- Cp. on ix. 3.

PSALM VII.—2.

X ENTAMETERS. The change of metre and the difference in the contents,

perhaps also the ' Selah' at the end of v. 6, combine to show that vv. 7— 12 form
a unity. It is a prayer for the redress of the wrongs inflicted on Israel by the

Edomites. Halevy finds a 'solution of continuity' between v. 7 and v. 8, which
he remedies by moving viii. 3 hither. The sujiposed remedy, however, is opposed
by metrical considerations, and textual criticism can suggest something beiter for

both contexts. Note the disappearance of the late word "IQJ (cf. OP, 464 ;

Sellin, De Orig., 102. Note also the exquisite title of Yahwe m /. 8^.

I Arise, O Yahwe ! in thine anger,
|
uplift thyself in thine

indignation
; 7

Rouse thee, O my God ! for my redress,
|
and awake for

m}' right.

Let the assembl}- of [the sons of] the Ishmaelites
|
swear

by thee
;

8

Let not the Jerahmeelites' any more
|
crush thy people.

Right me, O Yahwe ! according to mine innocence,
|
ac-

cording to my ways
; 9

Test my reins and my heart,
|
thou righteous Judge. lob

Let Yahwe be my protector,
|

+who is+ the succourer of

the upright in heart, 11

Yahwe—a righteous Judge,
[
a refuge from Jerahmeel. 12

3 f. M gives a bad sense. Can it be above earthly frailties, and yet not to

the assembly of the peoples who are to be compared with V'ahwe, might seem
be judged that is spoken of? Anyhow fit for the purpose (Ixxxix. 6-S). By
this reijuires that witnesses should be them, i.e. surrounded by them (Ixxxix.

introduced as a preliminary to the %b ; cp. Isa. vi. 1) on (he height of

judgment (cp. 1. 4, 6). These witnesses heaven, stands the throne i-f Yahwe.
might naturally be the inhabitants of A bolder course, however, appears more
heaven and (so far as they are not im- satisfactory (see crit. n.). M's read-

plicated in any crime) of earth. More ing is very confusing to exegesis. ' Re-
especially those of heaven, who are turn thou to the height ' can only mean

' Jerahmeel, wicked ones (v. lo^)?
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' return to heaven.' Such an address 6. The wicked and the righteous
would be intelligible if it came at the nre the enemies of the pious community
end of a description of a divine judg- (whether of foreign or native origin)
ment, but is not in place at the begin- and pious Israel respectively. Cp. ix.

ning. To explain H^lli^, 'resume thy 6, Ixviii. 3, cxviii. 15, 20. p'1^ is a

judicial functions' {Kimhi, llu., Ba.) collective. Cp. OP, 293 f. ; Smend,
is not permissible. That the received Rel -''escli 401
text should be so far from yielding a • ^ • •

good sense, is unfortunate, but we can 8. D^T The growling of an irri-

at least see traces of a possible and
even probable text. tated animal may be the root-idea (cp.

^ XT I ..u 1 . • •• X Ges. (!'')). Cp. Num. xxiii. 7 f., Prov.
5. Note the characteristic post- • , t „, u •• .^ u

.,:' , . ^ /, ,x w ' xxiv. 4, Isa. XXX. 27, Hos. vii. 10, where
exilic claun to (legal) righteousness: _,,„ .'

,
"

, .
, ,

cp. on xvii. 4 f., xliv. 18-23. °^^ '^ ^ ^^^^ connected with speech.

Critical Notes, i f. Note Pasek after X^STV ; the context was indis-

tinctly written. M gives mi^ jm33/2 ' at the wrath of my foes '? or

' in the wrath due to my foes ' ? 'A and most moderns prefer the former

view, J T the latter. Parallelism and metre, however, require us to

read "[m^Pl (so Hal.), taking it with i^i:;^,!, and leaving miii for

the next line ; otherwise we might, with Budde (in We., Ski~zcu, vi. 167),

read '^ Tl^^H- miSi has not improbably come out of ^p"TiJ[7].

P^^yi ID3^Q) which is as awkward as ''JjT'J^ in xxii. 22, is a combination
T • • T : •

of words belonging to both parts of the line, viz. "'iOBli'D'? and ilji^prf.

^7K should be \~I7J< (cp. on xviii. 3). Read

—

>p3ii;p'p n^^prn
I ^pfij'p ^tb)^ rrj-iir

3 f. Insert '^'^3. (metre), and for D^DJ^*^ (since nothing indicates that

the great judgment-day is meant) read D^'^i^^^Dli^''-—M "^^^ZllDi^- Read

in ynit'Jl-—M nnVii^- Rashi, Doderlein, Dathe, Reuss, Smend, Bi.,
T — T • T

Dy., Gr. &c. read rm^ (cp. ix. 5). This, however, does not remove the
T

difficulties of the text. It is plausible, and agreeable to parallel cases,

to take over "T.DP ^^"T* from v. 9, and gently emend it, and to read

(omitting mn^ as a gloss), T|a_y '^'Tp
\
^'y\t'''b'^ uhy>cyr}'r.

5f. M "''?jr ""QJIDI- ''':'lMs most unnatural. Read ••ri'75r;:3D'l. The
XT \ : -T t::-:

corruption arose from a scribe's misarrangement of the letters.—As to

M's insertion at the head of?'. 10, J^T (with Pasek after it) is a miswritten

fragment of DTli'l ; J^3 "IQJ^ springs from a miswritten /h^DHI^-
' Jerahmeel, wicked ones,' is a gloss on ' Jerahmeelites ' in /. 4 or 'Jerah-

meel' in /. S. -]2"lDn springs from "JDlT), which is a variant to ^112 in

V. 10/^
;

\>'^'^'^ is a repetition. Read probably (cp. xxvi. 2/'), 'mip ^n^l

^rivt'p'i.

7f M ^1'?^<~'?p ^^J^. Yahwe, his servants' shield-bearer! 'hv

would improve the sense ; but the context throws doubt on the referenc
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to a shield. The covenant-name of God is also wanted. Read nTil'' vi^ ]T

(Zech. ix. 15). Now we see how the ^ in vp dropped out.—M U^] ^i^^

UV'^D^. ';i God who is wrathful every day' ? is a statement at once vague

and alarming—not natural at the end of a psalm or stanza. 7^i is a

fragment of 7N^rn'' • The same word, almost in full, appears as DV"7D^
(-) and 3, n and D confounded). Read '^NtpnTQ Ti^Q.

PSALM VIII.

1 RIMETERS. A fine fragment of a poetical cosmogony. The only passage which
seems to conflict with this view, and to introduce ideas not perfectly germane to

it, is certainly corrupt. The 'enemy' spoken of is not any Persian or Syrian

king, but the dragon of chaos, in whose destruction all men are as much concerned
as Israel. All mankind, th 'U, should sing this song in its various tongues ;

' our

Lord' is certainly not a mere nationalistic phrase. 'Man is the world's high

priest' (George Herbert), though, as tlie psalmists think, he can only rise to the

heights of his grand destiny by the aid of Israel (cp. OP, 366). Vet the psalm
is thoroughly Jewish, and if we had it in its complete form, we should doubtless

see this more clearly. I>ike Ps. civ., it implies the Messianic belief (in the larger

sense). The idealism of these poetic cosmogonists has a prophetic significance.

The present sadly imperfect creation points 10 a new and better creation in the

future (cp. Heb. ii. 8). The same result follows from the univeisal lordship of

\'ahwe ('our Lord'). To become a fit tlieatre for the great king's visible

assumption of his crown, nature as well as Israel must be regenerated. What
comfort lay in this for an ojipressed people, and what stimulus to religious

thought !—Parallelisms are pointed out in the notes.

Deposited. Of the Ethatiites. Marked: Of ^Arab-ethnti. I

I ^ Our Lord! how glorious is thy name^!

Thou hast stretched forth the heavens as a tent.

In the days of old thou didst array thee with strength ^ 3

To still the enem}/', the assailant.

When I see the work of thy fingers, 4
Moon and stars which thou hast fashioned,

What is man that thou shouldest think of him, 5

Or one of earth's race that thou shouldest befriend him ?

Thou madest him scarce less than the divine ones, 6

10 With glory and with state didst thou crown him
;

Thou madest him to rule over the works of thy hands, 7

Thou didst place [them] all under his feet.

Sheep, and oxen, and camels, 8

Also the beasts that rove,

The birds of the sky, and the fishes 9

Which traverse ocean-paths."*

' Yahwe. - In all the earth. ^ Because of thy foes.

^ Yahwe our Lord ! how glorious is thy name in all the earth.
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1-4. The first stanza in the received

text is very incoherent and obscure. In
the corrected text the psalmist glorifies

Yah we, Lord of Israel and of all nations,

fur the wonders of the nightly sky, with
a reference (as Duhm, independently of

the present writer, has seen) to the

destruction of the dragon (see on Ixxiv.

14, Ixxxix. II, and 'Dragon,' in Enc.
B>'ii.), which was followed, according
to the traditional creation story, by the

production of heaven :
—

' He smote her
as a . . .

I
into two parts ; ||

one half he
took,

I

he made it heaven's arch.' Com-
pare /. 3 with Isa. li. 9. Another
parallelism between /. 4 and xliv. 17,

which has led Merx (in the Chwolson
Festschrift^ to make the Psalm Mac-
cabrean, will not bear a close examina-
tion, text and date of .xliv. 17 being in

dispute.

I- Our lord. A synonym for Yahwe
in Neh. viii. 10, x. 30, Psalm cxxxv. 5,

cxlvii, 5.—T'TS ; cp. on xciii. 4.—Thy

name, i.e. thy manifestation of thyself

(see on liv. 3) ; or, thy monument (Isa.

Iv. 13). The poet suggests a connexion

between Dl^ and D'Oli^-

5. Thy fingers. The old mytho-
logic habit of mind revived in these

later poets (cp. \. 12, xix. 2, cii. 26.

7 f. Cp. cxliv. 3, but ftot Job vii.

17 f., which is no 'despairing parody'

of a psalm, 1^"TpDJm in Job being in-

correct (see on xvii. 3). Notice that

the human species is first mentioned
;

then the individual man. So in Gen.
i. 26 the creation of man as a race is

first spoken of; then that of the first

human pair. IJlpSJl ; cp. HIpD .

Job X. 12, of divine providence.

9. D"'n':'ND I^V^- Our learned

Milton renders, ' scarce to be less than

gods ;' cp. Gen. i. 27, Dm'^J^ o'^ii^

' in the image of gods.' Ewald (at

first), 'little less than God' (so Hi.,

De., Bii., after A2 0) ; but as God to

our psalmist is Yahwe, and is the Being

addressed, this is unsuitable. Ewald's

later rendering [Lehre der Bibelvon Gott,

iii. li, 100, n. 2) was ' than (high) angels'

(cp. G), which paraphrases too much.
To the Hebrew consciousness there was
no unseemliness in calling the heavenly

beings D^nT'i^ ^J^ (see on Job ii. i)

or D^^7^< (see Ixxxii. I ?), not merely

because they were the ' interpreters and
executors of the divine will ' (Ew.), but

because Yahwe and those who composed
his court belonged to the same class of

superhuman beings {elohlm). G's ren-

dering Trap' a-yyiKovs is but an evidence

of the angelological tendency of the

later jews (cp. G, xcvii. 7, cxxxviii. i,

Isa. ix. 5, Job XX. 15).

10. Olory and state, II^D and

"Tin ) are special attributes of Yahwe
(xxix. I, 4, civ. I, cxlv. s).

13. ilnd camels. Cp.Gen. xii. 16,

Ex. ix. 3, I Chron. xii. 40.

Critical fiotes. i. Omit TV^sV and y"^^<^~'732 (amplifying glosses).

2. M '"^TybV ^lin ^3^^""^^^^ lli^i^, as often, was put in by an

editor to patch up a connexion. 113/1 is plainly corrupt. Ingenuity is

of no avail ; '[JMl is not the right verb, and the root nj/l ' to celebrate,'

is not secure. G's iiri'ipdri suggests TwV^ (cp- xlvii. 9), but looks too

much like a guess. Buhl (Ges. HWB ('3)) suggests ntD3- The writer

proposes, 'V7\ 7^^iD jl^tOJ (cp. Isa. xl. 22). This suits the conte.xt,
V T T • T

and the faults presupposed in MT are agreeable to analogy. "7^ before

'W7\ in MT is due to a dittographed 7n (perhaps a fragment of a

correction).

3 f. For Hal.'s view of v. 3 sec on vii. 8.—M D'p^VI ' "bSj.* ''3D

ty illD^ (note Pasek). The first difficulty in M arises out of the pre-

position; 'to found out of is not a regular idiom, nor is it any gain to read
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with Merx, \y mDN ' thou hast chastised obstinacy' (cp. Dan. viii. 23).

The next is the want of a natural connexion both between /. 3

and /. 4, and between both lines and the context. Apart from this,

' infants and sucklings ' might no doubt be a figurative expression for

humble-minded Jewish believers (cp. cxxxi. 2, M ; see note in ist ed.,

and Aids to Criiicisvi, 234). Read probably Ty Pipll? UTSV ^*.3^3 (an

allusion to Isa. li. 9). Omit D''pJT1 as a miswritten DpJDI^I (ditto-

graphed), and 1>1~nii "IPq"? as a gloss.—M Dp:)n;:Dl. But surely vin-

dictiveness is not a sin to a Semite. Read DI^p/lQT (xvii. 7, lix. 2, Job

xxvii. 7, Sec), with Nestle {Margmalien, 34, not mentioned by Duhm).

Nah. i. 9 (G) shows how easily Qlp and Qp^ could be confounded.

Cp. Cornill on Ezek. xxv. 12-14. See on xlix. 17.

5. M inserts '^^DK'; a corruption of ^^ti/yiD (written in error and left).

G corrects into D''^il^. Smend reads "^ty^, but metre opposes.

12 f. M Va. Read d'pS (Bi.=). See next note.—M d'?3 0''^^^:^l ilJii.

The form X\yi is improbable, and D?3 is weak. Read D^E)7l^1 ISii

D'^Vp^n- (Herz rhy^i ^^"^ ' domestic cattle.')

15 f. M -)2y D^rr '•m "I3y is too isolated. Read Qnni?n DOIT;

G TO. dianopevofifpa.—The repetition of ?'. I at the end is to make up for

the lost second part of the psalm.

PSALMS IX. AND X.

ir^ARTLV trimeters, partly tetrameters, indicating either the imperfect skill of

the psalmist in the management of his metre, or the interference of a second
writer with the original poem. The second hypothesis is the more probable.
Originally the poem was, no doubt, a perfect alphabetical psalm, at least so far as

relates to the consistency of the metre and the number of stanzas. A later writer

however, broke it into two parts, which became independent psalms through the

insertion ol what now forms ix. 20 f. (notice ' Selah,' = 'for supplementing,' after

V. 21). Possibly an earlier and more gifted editor allowed himself still greater

freedom, altering and partly rewriting certain stanzas. The only fairly well

connected portion of the original psalm which we can with probability point to

is vz'. 2-13 (//. 1-24). Here there is complete unity of situation and proliably

consistency of metre (trimeters). The pious community sings praise to Yaliwe for

his overthrow of Israel's enemies, ancl calls upon its several members to make
known his exploits. The '^ stanza, it is true, has perished ; we may venture,

however, to assume that it only gave a further development to the ideas of the J
stanza, for there seems to be a designed contrast between '^3^^ i>i ^- 12 and

^li)^ D/^P/ in /. 13. The ^ stanza presupposes the same situation as (the

stanzas Ji} to T. But it consists of tetrameters, and is preceded by another stanza

(rr) also in tetrameters, which implies that the speaker cannot at present sing

^'ahwe"s praises because he has sunk down to the gates of Deathland, and can
only cry for pity. The > stanza (tetrameters) predicts a reversal of the fates of

the wicked and the suffering righteous respectively. The '^ stanza, which (accord-

ing to the present restoration of the text precedes the ^ stanza) begins with a
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complaint of Yahwe's inactivity, and passes into a description of the conduct of
the wicked ; botli this anil the 3 stan/.a consist of tetrameters. The stanzas 3 to

2{ (J and p arc wanting;) continue tlie description of the wicked, who in //. 53,

55, 59 np[)ear as the Jerahmeelites or Arabians.

At first we have chiefly tetrameters ; then trimeters (//. 51—58). The p, "),

and /I stanzas consist of tetrameters ; the speaker pleads with Yahwe to

interpose for the pious. The ti' stanza hovvSvcr, consists of trimeters. It opens
with a prayer to Yahwe to break the power of the tyrant, and concludes with an
aiUicipative exclamation on Yahwe's assumption of his royalty and the destruction

of the wicked.

It would seem, then, that two or three hands have been concerned in producing

the present Ps. i\.-.\. \Ve must not, however, exaggerate the inconsistencies of

the ):)salni. Critics seem to have done this through not having recognized that

D^lJl in ix. 6, 16, iS, 20 f., x. 16 is corrupt. The same enemies are spoken of

throughout ; they are rich men, and nominal believers in God ; we cannot venture

to say that they are exclusively Jews, but Jews are certainly prominent among

them (see on /. 33). And though the tone of the stanzas 7 to JH is on the whole

much more subdued than that of the stanzas J«} to \ yet the fT stanza is certainly

as depressed in tone as any of the later stanzas, and the second part of the 1^ stanza

is as idealistic as any of the earlier stanzas. There is indeed no absolute inconsis-

tency between the triumphant and the complaining parts of the psalm. The trium-

phant parts simply bear witness to the strength of Jewish faith. The perfects in

the Hebrew are either 'prophetic' or, as perhaps TT^X in /. 72, ' precative." The

destruction of the enemies of Israel is really still future ; it will not become a fact

before the Messianic age. Faith regards the advent of Yahwe as so sure that it can
truthfully speak of it as past. Still, the sufferings of true Israelites are great, and
almost crushing ; the tone of triumph may therefore quite naturally give place after

a time to that of longing. The psalm may indeed be composite, but the writer

who (putting aside corruptions) brought it into iis present form, was probably not
conscious of producing inconsistencies thereby. Note the points of contact in

ix. 18, X. 6, with 1. 22, xviii. 37. These and similar phenomena (see notes) make
an early date impossible. The enemies are the Jerahmeelites or Arabians, and
the psalm is presumably, like so many of the parallel psalms, of the late Persian

period. The judgment referred to is of course the Messianic. The extirpation of

the Arabian invaders and oppressors was a necessary feature of it (cp. Joel iii. [iv.]).

Other views, such as Halevy's i^RKJ, janv.-mars, 1891 ; last years of Exile) and
Beer's (p. Ixxii.; after fall of Persian empire), have an insufficient basis, and imply

that D"'1J is correct. Qn the critical difficulties of the psalm cp. Bickell {Carni.

V. T.viclricc, 1SS2, pp. 4-6) ; T. K. Abhoii {Heriiiathena, 1899,21 ff.); (jrimme
(ZZ;^/C, 1., 56911".); Rosenthal {ZATIV, 1896, p. 40); Slaerk {S(. 11. Kt:,
1 89 7, 468 ff).

Deposited. Of the sons of Salmail. Marked: Of'Arab-ctliau. i

I K Heartily do I thank thee, O Yahwe, 2

I will tell out all thy wonders
;

I will rejoice and tritimph because of thee, 3

1 will chant hymns to thy name for ever.

2 Because mine enemies, turning to flee, 4
Have stumbled and perished at thine +ang"ry-i- coun-

tenance
;

Yea, thou hast established my right and m}- claim, 5

Thou hast sat on the tribunal of justice.
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J Thou hast quelled the traitors, and hast destroyed them, 6

ID The wicked thou hast wiped out for ever
;

Their castles are deserted for aye, 7

They have disappeared, their name has vanished.

^

H He himself will abide for ever
;

8

He has set up his throne for judgment

:

The world he will judge with righteousness, 9

To the peoples he will give sentence with justice,

1 So that for the crushed he is a sure retreat, 10

Proved as a helper in trouble
;

So that those that know thy name trust in thee, 1

1

20 For those that seek thee, O Yahwe, thou forsakest

not.

T Chant hymns to the +king+ enthroned in Zion, 12

Declare his exploits among the peoples,

—

For the distress of the orphans he remembers, 13

He forgets not the cry of the sufferers.

n Pity me, O Yahwe ; behold my suffering
; 14

From the gates of Deathland mayest thou lift me up
;

That I may recount all thy famous deeds, 15

That in the gates of Zion's people I may triumph at th}-

succovir.

iO The traitors are sunk in the pit which they made, 16

30 In the net which they hid their own feet have been

caught.

Yahwe makes himself known ; he has established the

right, 17

In his own hands' work the wicked has been snared.

• The wicked will turn to flee and will stumble

—

18

All the traitors that deny God.

For not alway will the needy be forgotten, 19

The sufferers' hope will not be lost for ever."

^ The 1 stanza is wanting.

- Arise, O Yahwe, let not him that hates me triumph ; 20
Let the traitors be judged before thee.

Set a watch over them, O \'ahwe
; ^21

Let the traitors learn that they are but men. lii//'/>'enicnl

.
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*? Why standest thou afar off, O Yahwe, x. I

Hiding thine eyes at the cry of thy servant ?

In his pride the wicked crushes the sufferer
;

2

40 Let them be caught +themselves+ in the plots they

have devised !

D For the wicked boasts of his gratified desire, 3

Triumphing in his glory he blasphemes Yahwe :

[He has said in his heart,] * God does not examine,' 4
All his designs are only for doing evil.

72 Fierce are his purposes to defy thee, 5

His course he makes to prosper by insults :

He has said in his heart, ' I cannot be shaken
;

6

Mine ancles will not fail.'i

3 His mouth is full of +words of+ trickery
; 7

50 +Stored+ under his tongue are +words of+ mischief and

trouble :

In the wilderness he destroys the righteous, 8

On the highways he slays the innocent.

^ Jerahmeel watches the sufferer.

As a lion in the thicket he lurks
; 9

The Arabian catches the sufferer,

And the crushed one falls into his toils. 10

Jerahmeel says, ' God has forgotten
;

10 (end), 11

60 He has hidden his face ; he cannot see it.'^

p Arise, O Yahwe ! neglect not the crushed one, 12

Forget not [the sighing] of the sufferers !

Why does the wicked blaspheme Yahwe ? 13

+Why+ sa3-s he in his heart, ' Thou dost not examine ' ?

1 Thou hast seen misery and vexation, 14
Thou hast heard the desire of the crushed one,

[When] Jerahmeel terrifies the orphan.

Thou provest thyself his helper.

' Tht J and D stanzas are wanting. - For ever.
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]V Break thou the arm of the terrible, 15

70 Examine the injustice of the oppressors.

Yahwe is king for ever and ever
;

16

The traitors have perished from his land.

n The desire of the suflFerers thou hearest, O Yahwe, 1

7

To the musing of their heart thine ear is attentive !

[Awake] to right the orphan and the crushed ! 18

Let not the blasphemer still continue to triumph !

9. Tbe traitors, i.e. 'apostates,'

D''1JIl- So in zt'. 18, 21, X. 16, and,

in M, XXV. 3, lix. 6, cxix. 158 ; cp. Jer.

xii. I, Prov. ii. 22 &c. A regular parallel

to D^3^Ii^"1 • The term applies primarily
T :

to Jews, but in a large sense also to

non-Jews, Yahwe being ^/e Jure king
of all nations. Cp. on Isa. xxiv. 5.

—

II. Their castles^ The poet might con-

ceivably mean those of Babylon or of

Susa; but, having the key in our hands,

we cannot doubt that he means one of

the capitals of the Arabian peoples, i.e.

the Jerahmeelites, Misrites, Edomites.

Cp. xlix. 12, Ixix. 26, and note reference

to the 'castles' of Missur (H^D instead

of "1^) and Edom in Am. i. 10, 12, and

to the 'castle (or citadel) of foreigners.'

in Isa. xxv. 2, where the context (i>. 10,

reading "llilQ for ^NID) shows that
T

the city which has been destroyed is the

capital of Misrini.— 13-16. Cp. cii. 26 f.,

vii. 8, xcvi. 13, xcviii. 9.

22 ff. Cp. xcvi. 3, 10, cv. I, Isa.

xii. 4.— The orphans, i.e. the Jews.
Cp. x. 14, 18, Ixviii. 6, xciv. 6, cxlvi,

fj.— The sufferers, D'^JP (Kr. D''1JP).

A standing term, not for the Levites (as

Gr. strangely supposes), but for those
strict servants of Yahwe who considered
themselves to represent the true Israel,

and who felt the consequences of Israel's

subjection to foreigners more acutely
than their neighbours. Hence they are

sometimes distinguished from the mass

of Israelites. Between W^y^ and D^IJP

there is no clearly marked difference in

usage j Kt. and Kr. sometimes vary (as

here, and in ver. 19, x. 12). The former,
however, ought properly to mean ' one
who is bowed down,' the latter, ' one
who bows down.' The word 'sufferer'

does for both words according to

English literary usage.^ Cp. Rahlfs,

"•Jp und ^yj^ in den Psalmen ('92);

Cheyne, y^w. Rel. Life, 115-124 ; Ryle
and James, Psalms of the Pharisees,

index, s.v. Tvrwxos.

2.(i. Tbe grates of Deathland
(i.e. of Sheol, vi. 6). So cvii. 18;
Isa. xxxviii. 10. The Assyrian city of
Death had seven walls and gates (cp.
Mt. xvi. 18).

29 f. Pit, net, figures for well-

devised plots (cp. vii. 16, x. 9, xxv. 15,
XXXV. 7 f., Ivii. 7). The great plot of
the enemies of the Jewish people and
religion is that described in Ixxxiii. 5.

The retribution would be destruction by
divine judgment (cp. Jer. 1. 24, Ezek.
xii. 13, xvii. 20). Cp. Asurbanipal's
phraseology {KB, ii. 190 f.), 'the net
of the great gods, my lords, from which
there is no escape.'

33 M has, ' the wicked shall return
to Sheol,' i.e. to a state of nothingness

;

or, as mo.st, 'shall depart to Sheol.' In
the latter case. Job xxx. 23 is compared.
But both places need to be corrected.

In Job, Duhm corrects ^J^^U^JH (from

^ti^^). The p.salmist, too, must have
~ T

used a much more impassioned lan-

guage. See crit. note.— That deny God

;

same phrase in xlix. 14, 1. 23 (m/hi)-

* The best of men
That e'er wore earth about Him was a sufiTerer,

A soft, meek, patient, humble, trancjuil spirit.
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To blaspheme God (x. 3 f.) = to deny
Him. It is most natural to suppose that

here, as in 1. 23, the oflenders spoken
of are of Jewish birth. The two pas-

sages which miy;ht be quoted in favour

of a reference to tlie heathen (xxii. 28,

xciv. 10) are both certainly corrupt.

Insertion {vv. 20. 21). Set a watch.

The traitors are to be confnied, like the

mythical dragon (Job vii. 12).

39. The \(rlcked, a collective term
(see /. 40). Lines 41 fii'. give an ideal

type of the wicked man which reminds
us of Ps. lii. Deceit, violence, boast-

fulness characterize him.

42 fi". Glory, i.e. riches (xlix. I7f.).

—Blaipheines Yahive, viz. as a god who
either cannot or will not protect his

ser%'ants.

—

Docs not examine, with a

view to requiring satisfaction ; cp. //.

64, 70 7^ for ^j7 ; for other instances,

see Kon,, Styl. 279 (/. 29).

45 f. He disbelieves in God's judi-

cial activity because no signs of it are

within his horizon. Cp. Job xxiii. 13 f.,

xxiv. I. He appears to prosper by the

?«jm/« which he lavishes on Yahwe antl

his servants.

48. From xviii. 37. The improbable
expression, ' To alt generations I shall

not be in adversity' (R V), disappears;

see crit. n.

51. The senseless reference to the

'villages' disappears; see crit. n.

—

54. Cp. xvii. 12.

70. Examine Into, i.e. punish;

see on /. 43. Street, 'punish the im-

pious' 621 ytt'l I^'imn). Seecrit.

n.—72. Have perished, or 'shall perish'

(perf. prec, see Kcin., Syiit. 72; cp.

introd.).

—

His land. Not as if limit-

ing the divine sovereignty. Yahwe is

the judi^e of the world (ix, 9), and yet

his throne is in Zion, and Israel is ' his

own possession ' (cxxxv. 4). So ' my
land,' Joel iii. 2. No one polluted by
' wickedness,' and animated by that

fierce hatred to Israel and its Law which
possesses idolaters, can in the future

exist there (Nah. i. 15; Isa. lii. i). A
psalmist (civ. 35) goes beyond this, and
longs lor a time when the whole earth

shall cease tn be marred by the presence

of the ' wicked.'

Critical Notes, i. Read ?Jlij< (G, Bi.).—4. M -^-hy. Read d'^U^D]-

Cp. on vii. 18.

8. Omit DBIli'. a corruption of a dittographed j"l2tt^\ So metre is

restored.

9 f. M D''^il- Read Dn^^l- Same confusion in //. 29, 34, 72, lix.

6, &c.—M D^^ V^'\ DIIJ^. To restore symmetry, read DJ^121J< (end

of /. 9), and continue D'^iy'? rVT\:2 Wy^~\- 0:^2'*:' is produced by
T : T * T • T :

dittography.

II. M jninin iDn ' a^ixn nrv Read on^ii^p-iN^ larn.

'QTN perhaps becomes /imin again in Job iii. \^,b (Ol.). Note Pasek.

12. M presents DnMlJiDlJ^ again under the disguise of JIJ D*"<i^

TV:iT\. Omitting this, read 'D~IDT IDS' ^D^'^J. On G and T, cp.

Dr. J. Taylor, Exp. T., v. 131.

13, 15. M's mn^T seems to be an expansion of Sin, which word

replace from ver. 9a. In /. 15 read tOBli'"''!-

17 f. M 1,1 ; so \. 18, Ixxiv. 21. Read HSU- See on /. 53. G here

Tco TreVrjri, but elsewhere TaTTfti^w, TtraTretvco/ieVor.—M m^2 j"lin^v 33'iO-

The repetition of "W^ is improbable ; experience leads one to doubt

whether tlie same word was repeated in the second line of a distich as
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often as the received text represents. '22. 'y?, also in /. 38 (x. i) ; the

fern. plur. is incorrect (see on xxxi. 16). Evidently H— and D") should

change places. Read Jlil^n n')\]?b ; Gr. less probably m^il Dl^vb-
T : t: V :

^nti'D remains to be corrected. Gr. errs in not taking suggestion

enough from xlvi. 2. Read ^}j»DJ, which of course ought to precede

'2, y^ ; the scribe transposed, as a consequence of the corruption

23. M "IDT DJ^^^< DV2I Ii^'ji"''3- Dni^< is obviously wrong ; some

one has proposed ^n^ Parallelism requires "l^T D^QI/I^ 1^Ii^~''3.

27. Read, with Kt. and Vss., "^Tiviir) ; see Ixxviii. 4.

32. Point tp'\2 with G S 'A T J, Ew., 01., Bo., Ba., We., Du. See

on xxxviii. 13.—M appends n7D P^JUl- But see on /. 74.

33. M's ^t'^^<ti^'7 is unique in the O.T., and the sense is unsatisfactory

(see note above). Read ^bi:}^'^') Dy^~) ~I^^T^< l^V^" ; see /. 6.

Insertiofi after I. 36. M tiyy^ Ty"'"7^^• Read '^'^'tiV ^^T'b'^ (see

on Hi. 9, and cf. /. 76 and xciv. 3).—rm?!2 may be either nilD or miD-
T

miQ (cf. d) is adopted by G S. That Yahwe is often described as a

Teacher is certain (see on xciv. 10). But how can Yahwe set or appoint

himself as a teacher ? mi/^ is the reading of M 'A 9 E' J T ; it is taken

as ^ ^<1^D 'terror.' But this is arbitrary, and the sense obtained is

weak. Read either rniiD'Z^ (see on xxxi. 2) or "li^'^i^Q, and for DH^
read Qn^7i?. See note above.

38 f. M n"j^3 ii\r\vb uh\\r\. cf on /. 8. Read \y\'''^v} 2'hvrs

T^IV nyvir-1. Cf. Lam. iii. 56. Houb., DVpii.—M yi^n p^y^'yi

"^y^ yl'V But 'pursues the poor' does not go well with ' in pride.' The

verb must be wrong. Read N3"T'' Pli^") iJ^1^^J2, and see on /. 43. The
• — : XT T~. " :

'crushed ' are again and again referred to (see on //. 53, 61).

41. M '?'?,1. Read ':)'p,ljT (Gr.) ; cf. cvi. 5. G l-naivfiTm.

42. Some find here the juxtaposition of two readings, ^"13 and VJ^J,

the former a euphemism' for the latter. So Geiger {Urschr., 269), and

after him Merx, Bi., Buhl (Luthardt's Zt.f. Kirchl. IVi'ss., '81, 229). But

*]nil is really a mutilation either of i3"1p3. or (which I prefer, cf xlix. 17 f.)

yi2D3.- yji2Pi is also corrupt ; a reference to unjust gain specializes too

much. What was it corrupted from ? It is hard to say. bviUl'' suggests

nunii^D, indistinct fragments of which might be delicately combined

into ^jill. All runs smoothly now, but certainty is wanting.

' See Geiger, /-c. ; Beer, Te.v( des B. Hiob, 3.
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43 f. M i3J^ n^JS. An unparalleled phrase. Read certainly iri'lN;)^ •

'^2, V^l is a marginal correction of y]D~^ mNm in /. 39, which has

intruded into the text at this point and supplanted 13,73. ~lDi< (cf. /. 64).

—M D'^'7^^ V^) which is attached to 'f2 7D- The construction is

most improbable. D^il/S, it seems to me, does double duty. It is

(i) the object of li^"n\ from which it is now wrongly separated, and (2)

it represents quite another word, which it somewhat resembles, and has

supplanted. Read '12 'tD ^"IH^ •^^J Wnbii ^')T-b2 iVii: and r\ii:

were easily confounded). G, however, followed by Abbott, attaches

"• YXJ to V. 4.

45 f. M n::iD T:03^Q DIIQ. Cr.'s n'r\r2 and Crimme's DnD
(suggested by G's dpTavaipflrai, and the ^prat of another vers.) are insufificient

fAbbott T1D)- Analogy may here be an imperfect guide; what it suggests

is "H^^b Vny^VnD nrj.—Line 2 (misplaced) appears in two forms in

M : py-'^Dn Oil "6^]' and 013 1^3^ Vin^*'73- In the latter,

^^:'p^ = Wb'^i'', and this is the true original of iVl"' (cp. T's ]''n'7JiD for

l^n^), as We., and virtually Lag., Or., Merx, Sievers hold. Cp. xxxvii. 7.

[Hal. reads l':'"'D'iy\] Vll is a fragment of V311- D13 TT'^'' seems

to be a corruption of JliDlH^ ; 71^"'733, of jlb'?33. We can choose

between these two readings. The result is ['13] jlQ^D^ V311 1 vi>V

The difficulties of the interpreters sufficiently prove the extreme doubtful-

ness of M's text. It is needless to recount these. Ley points out the

metrical improbability of the weak D13 at the end of the line {Leitfaden^

36). Cp. ii. 3 ; xix. 5 is no evidence to the contrary.

48. Read ""VdIj^ 11^0'' V&\ (cp. xviii. yjb, xxx. 8 corr. text). Out of

ny[Q''] Vh^ comes M's im lIlV- ^"PDlp written twice over has

produced vh'tK 1713, N*? lli'i^. This seems to be the whole secret of

the troublesome passage. Gr.'s 'ltt^^^ was a step in the right direction.

49. M's n'?J< (with Pasek) is accounted for above.—Read JIIDIQ
and omit "]m ; "jn is a dittogram of IJI-

5 1 f. M D^l^l 3.1SD3 I 3Ii/^- Every single word is strange. Lag.

{Agaihafigclus) and independently Herz suggest D^l^l- The former

corrects G thus, iyKii6i]Tai ivehpeinxan 'itKv<tI(ov (D*ilH)- But ' in a lurking-

place of murderers' is very odd, and 31K is superabundantly represented.

Read probably W\>ni 121Q3 IL^'^ (cp. Jer. iii. 2).—For DnjlDD3

read JliVDD3- It now becomes needless to read Hil7 (G 2 J, Gr., Ba.).

53. Here we first meet with the strange word 13 -'l, pointed as if

'thy host'; in v. 14 (/. 67), 13*^1 in pause (!); in v. 10 (/. 59) plur.

D"'i<3bl, but Kr. D''K3 "?!, i.e. 'a host of downcast ones' (a''hi3^ 'I)-

Since Schultens {Opera minora, 182 f.), most have assumed a word 1371
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(Ew.) or rf3bn (Kdn. ii. i, ii8), 'dark,' 'unfortunate'; see BBB. One

might also suppose nbjH ; cp. ^'^^'^DH and Ass. a/c/cu/u, 'troubled' (root-

idea, darkness), ikkillii^ 'lamentation.' As if the psalmist had not words

enough for ' miserable ' without hunting up a very obscure one, not to be

found even in Job ! 'A strange and as yet unexplained word,' says Wellh.

But we have the key to it, knowing who were the chief oppressors of the

Jews in Palestine after the fall of the Jewish state. Read 7MDn~)^ ;

cp. the error in v. 5 (/. 4). G guesses, fU tw ivivrjTa (here) ; rSiv nevrjTwv

(v. 10) ; 6 TTTwxos {v. 14), as if bl-, D'^'pl, PO^i• This involves reading

riDik"' '"I"" D'^^jy. In fact, M's phrase IJDlli'' VTV is very questionable.

Most justify it by Prov. i. 11, 18, but ]3ji there means 'to lie in wait,'

which is unsuitable here. Hence Ol., Gr., Hal., Herz suppose the root

nSJi 'to watch' (cp. I E adloc)^ reading "jVBlJN or the like ; cp. xxxvii. 32.

G djTo(:iX(7rovai. Most probably we should read HQIi^ 7'^J?D^^^ D'^JJ^-

The corruption of '"!> into a supposed adjective riDtTT involved the

misreadings VTV ^^'^ V3U^ (of which 1J32{^ is a corruption).

54- M n'3V2 ; J, 01., Ba. r]3V3.. Read r\b3D3 (Lag., We., Ginsb.);

cp. Jer. iv. 7. G in both passages fidvdpa. "I/IDQQ (with Pasek) is

dittographic.

55. n~l^i^ repeated, is hardly right. Read "•liy, ^|'^^<am^ 5]ltDn':'

^2^ is dittographic.

56. Dittography again. IDti^DH and 1/1i:;~ia (where 1 is an im-

perfect p) both come from VD'^pb2. TQ1Uy2 (D^Q^i'y, a dual,=

claws, Ew. 01. !) seems to be a corruption of the other plur. form

Vli/pbH, and nii'"' a corrupt fragment of this word. Next we have to

explain Kt. PIDIT or HDIT ; 2 6 6e dXaadeis; J e^ confractiiin (so 'A S).
T T

:

V T :

Kr., however (and some MSS. and edd.) n31V G TaTret^coo-et axnov
;

T TflDl^ = T\'3'V (in fact, HDl in Kal is not used). Presuming this to

be /. I of the ii stanza, Grimme would read HDU pHii (Abbott

TVyV "1). But dittography and corruption have to be allowed for.

Accepting Grimme's T\T\1 let us read, as /. 56, ^31 HSU V/Tl^pbQT-

59 (Lines 57 f. are lost). That the original of D''^^^'?!! is /NQm"'
is sufficiently clear (compare 3 and O in various forms of writing).

Omit "13.73, perhaps an editorial adjustment of a dittographed fragment

of '?J^On~)\ of which 3*^3 (Caleb) may be also a corruption.

61 f. M Tjli ^}ji^;3 "^j^; but some MSS. and edd. "jn'. b)^ directly

after TVPt"" ? ^i^^ (see on iv. 7) 1 Read, almost as v. Ortenberg (
Text-

kriti/c, I ff.), n312 ni^n"'?^^ ; cp. Di. and Dr. on Dt. txxii. 18 Ci:'/!).

Insert ^l^i^^ (metre). Cp. /. 65.

63. Read yj^^"* (note Pasek).
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65—69. Note the three Paseks. Lines 65 f. have been mixed up.

n/IN O seems to represent rrnj;Q[^]. For -|T'2 DPh tD''2n (verss.

yi^2), we should read (nnv^^) HDIJ ^^Ntj^y 2 DD'? must be

taken together, as = D^'t^Ph, a correction of iD^3Jl = D^ND •
' To

lay (it) in thy hand ' (M) is very odd. Duthe compares Isa. xlix. 16 !

67 f. M T^^hn nU^^ Tby, by an eUipsis of ^"^21 ' his cause

'

-:- I / T T :

(01.). But there is corruption. nDTTI and "J^'T'^ represent a ditto-

graphed '?^{Dm^ Din^ is metrically superfluous in /. 68. Read

therefore Qin* ':'SDnn^ Vh^ ''3, and continue, iim jy^Jl HJ^Nt

0-)?^< with We., Du.).

69—72. For iru^l read yni^. Omit yn (from dittographed pilT •'').

For ^^^:Q^I~':'Zl ip^iri read "'iipn b"lJ7. li'l is simply dittographed.

Gr., Du. follow G, pointing M's verbs as passives ; We. reads Nli^JT7j^.
T • —

But no doubt seems to be possible. For ''iil read Q^JJl (see on /. 9).

74. M Q3,'7 y2P\ ; vague, and against parallelism. Hi., We., Uu.,

^3,/, i-e. ' thou settest thy mind to judge,' &c. But is this natural 'i G
rightly sees that ]''Dn must represent a noun, but iToiixau'iav (j"120P)

does not help us. Read 'jVjrT (xix. 15). Strangely enough, the marginal

correction D^? ]Vjn passed into the text at a most unsuitable point,

and became Tt)'0 ^VJlil (ix. 17 ; cp. on /. 32).

75 f. Prefix n~n^ (Bi.), and for TJl read nSi: (/• i/). For yi^^

read y'^'P^ (cp. on lii. 9), and for yihirTirO read ySJp (cp. /• 13, xv. 4).

Omit ti'^JN, a corruption of yi^J'p. yHJ^H"]'^ springs out of a correc-

tion of \nyy^.

PSALM XL

1 KTRAMETERS (double dimeters). Textual criticism throws a bright light

on the meaning of the Fsalm. The immediate occasion is the ravages of the
Jerahiiieelite^ But the psalmist sees in these only a specimen of the perpetual
strife between the evil, who have power in their hands, and the good, who are
defenceless. The weak-ninidcd among the good ask, What reward has the
righteous (/. 6) ? Tlie psalmist meets the anxious question by pointing to the
divine ominiscience and the cortamty of tlie Messianic judgment. Soon the
Arabian intruders wid be expelled, and the upright people will see God's lace in a
land entirely their own. The opening words coincide with those of P.s. vii.,

which, as the title probably says, has reference to hostile Jerahmeelites. The two
psalms (i.e. vii.'^'^ and xi.) may with much proht be closely compared ; e.g. the
description in //. 3—5 is parallel to that in vii. I3f. The discouraging words in

/. 2 may remind us of iii. 3 and iv. 7 ; cp. 'ti^SJ^j ^i- '> ''•• 3- ^he parallelism

however, is perhaps impeifect ; tlie speakers here may conceivably be despondent
Jews. But the s.ime spirit of indomitable trust which ptrrvaiies I'ss. iii. and iv. is

plainly visible in I's. xi. Ps. Ixiv. is also parallel; v\c find there the same
representation of the Arabians as the leaders of the band of wicked and deceitfu
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men—a band which by no means exclusively consists of non-Jewish members,
the same figure of the arrows, and the same confident assurance of a coming
retribution for the wicked. Notice in Ps. Ixiv. the same designation of the

righteous as ^h '^~\'2}''- Cp. also Ps. cxl. *7J<"''JB, as xii. 2, xiv. 2.

That the speaker is the pious community, can hardly be disputed (see Ilengsten-

berg, and cp. Coblenz, 97 fif.). Smend indeed, followiuLj Olshausen, supposes a

leader of Israel to be meant {Kel.-gesck.(?) 382, 457), but as in the case of Pss. iii.,

iv., Ixii., this is quite unnecessary, and leads to inconsistencies in exegesis.

Deposited. Of ^Arab-ethan. I

T In Yahwe I take refuge
; |

how can ye say to me,

' Dread Jerahmeel
|
and the folk of the Arabians.

For behold the Arabians
j
bend the bow, 2

Those of Jerahmeel
|
aim the shaft.

To shoot in a place of ambush
|
at the upright in heart. 3

When the wicked work ruin,
|
what reward has the

righteous ' ?

Yahwe is in his holy palace,
|

Yahwe's throne is in heaven
; 4

His eyes keep watch,
|
they view the race of Edom.

Yahwe loves the righteous,
|
but the wicked he hates. 5

10 The Ishmaelites will give way,
|
the Maacathites, the

Rehobothites
;

6

A horrible blast
|

is the portion of Cusham.

For Yahwe is righteous
; |

righteous dealing he loves
; 7

The upright will behold
|
his face for ever.

2. Jerahmeel, Arabia. Cp. Israelites is the Holy Land for the

xliv.'-, /. 15, Ixxiv., /. 8.—5. In a Jews only.— 11. A blast of Im-ror. A
hiding place. Cp. Ixiv. 5. simoom may be thus described.

6. "What reward, &.c. This i^. -will behold his face. AV's
strikes the keynote (see Introd.). Cp. rendering, ' His countenance doth be-
Ixxiii., cxvi. hold the upright,' though the Vss.

7 fif. Cp. Ps. xiv.— 10. The savage (except J) support it, is against usage ;

imprecation in M's text gives way to see also cxl. 14. The speaker's view
criticism. Cp. cxlii., on which v. 12 of the future is Messianic in the larger

is a commentary. The dream of pious sense (see on xvi. 11).

Critical Notes. 2. Most moderns prefer the TT^J of Kt. The Vss.,

however, prefer Kr. H^J- They also favour IIDiJ [i]I!33 IH, whereas

M has "iJ QDnrr. ' Like a bird ' (cxxiv. 7) is an obvious but a \ery poor

correction. Israel's dispiriting advisers would not have said ' flee like a

bird.' "in and DDHn are not less unsatisfactory. pin"1*.3 (Isa. xxii. ^l>)

would be possible in lieu of DDin. But we want some definite colour-

ing, and knowing that Dp") is a common disguise of ^'NTJil"!^, and that

'Jerahmeel' appears again and again in these psalms, we may safely
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correct DDIH into 'phiDni^D, combining with this m^l for mj, and

D^2^^V Dl'Q for llSli (from "^"1^*. Cp. iii. 7. [Wellh., Skt::zeti, vi. 168,

defends M's text, but not plausibly.]

3 f. M D^ytl'in. But historical colouring is deficient. Read

D*l"irn O. and ^ confounded, cp. Ezek. x.\ii. 25, Cornill). M "1/T'*'?J?.

Why mention the string ? Read [D^j'^XpFTlV

5. For '?^^<"^/!2^ ('in midnight gloom ' ?—xci. 6) read 21XQ3 or

l^3rTQ21 (x. 8, corr. text). Transposition and slight corruption of letters
;

*:) was dittographed. Gr., C]S~iD3. Street (alt.), Lag. '73i<:221.

6. M I^Din^ niJT^i'il"''3 • r\'r\V in Isa. xix. 10, is corrupt, and so is

/nJlIiTl here. It is usual to render 'the pillars,' or 'the foundations.'

What the ' pillars ' are, is obscure, nor is this fresh figure in itself

probable. Philologically, too, the justification of 7^•i^ plur. ni/lli' from

a supposed njlti^ pojio'e^ is weak. G S presuppose /llJTit'n (« KaT7;pri'cra)).

Read certainly D'^'^hH -Ijl^n^H'^D. M Sps-HQ p^"i:i . This may
•t:t •: TT -'._

indeed be grammatical (Dri'/er, Tenses,
J^ 19 ; Midler, Synt., § 31 ; Kon.,

Synt.^ § 171^), but gives a very poor sense. Read, not 7^3"' H.tD (01.,

We. ; cp. on Ix. 11), but i7yS. This carries us into the heart of Jewish

religious problems.

8. M Ijrrl"' ^3^3^ ^WV VTP. G, however, has for the first two

words, 01 6(j)6a\fiol ai/rov fh tov TVivrjra dno^XiTrov(r(o, i.e. (riD^J/) VJ^i?

nj^Dljn ilDTTT?, where the middle word is arbitrarily and unmetrically

introduced from x. 8. '^ VJ^^ is certainly the right reading ; n3^32{n

has been corrupted into V3y3y ; (''s text, which was a fusion, also

represents '3y, for it continues t« /SXe'^a/ja avTov e^erd^fi. Ijmi^ (G eier.)

must be a corruption of nj''Tnj'~l ; this is exactly the sort of corruption

which takes place in these contexts. Thus the passage becomes

DlS'^jn nymn nr3:in riy. (Notice here that U, Syr.-hex., and

Theodoret give, instead of ds tov iriv., els ttjv oiKov^tvrjv ; this, as Bii.

saw, is "|'?n'7, and this, as Bii. did not see, is a corruption of r\'2brn

(HDIJ/)- Thus the common text of G and the text of U are based on the

same Hebrew text, which contains an interpolation from x. S).

9 f. Read ^Hhi p^ji mnv The \ in ina' (M G) comes from a

dittographed "). M's 'O'DU 3nN(1) is superfluous, and easily accounted

for. 3^^4 (or '2'2r\-) is properly a marginal correction of ]n3^- After

this had intruded into the text, T was prefixed and DDH attached, to

make sense. G 'A make y'\i}'y\ the second accus. to ]n2^ ; but should

not ]n^^ have preceded pn2{? Bi.''' makes it do so ; but the sense is

still not perfect. Metre, sense, and textual criticism are only satisfied by

the solution here proposed, which includes tlie correction of Vii*3J ^^}Jli'

into ^i3i^^ 1Ii'32 must have arisen out of a dittographed NJli/ (hi and

•^ confounded).
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10. M's ^nQ"* becomes in the
||
passage cxl. ii, ItD^D^j i-s- 1t2*lQV

The psahnist is full of the iniquity of the Jerahmeelite immigration into

Palestine. D^nS can now be accounted for. Read ^'^NJ^Qtt^^ IDb^

^JiinniT TO;;/pi. cp. on xviii. 49.

11. M rt!^yh\-, certainly corrupt. Read JTl^'^S (see cxix. 53), and
-: : * T ~

continue Qli^^D DJD (cp. on xvi. 5a).
T T ;

13. M "Stl^. Read W'\t'' (Bi.) ; cp. G eveCTTjTas (^<'=»•A).—

M

iD^JD- Has Hebrew a suffix of 3rd sing, in or ID ? There may be no

theoretic objection to it (see Ges.'^s) § 103 f. ; Kon. ii. i, p. 446a:). But

there is perhaps no sound example of it. In V2w)^, Job xxii. 2, the Q
is dittographic. Cp. Diehl, Das pron. pers. stiff. 2 tt. 3 pers. plur., '95 >

pp. 20 f. In our passage read certainly D^T^ VJi3-
T T T

PSALM XII.

1 ETRAMETERS (double dimeters). A 'cry of the sufterers ' (/. 9). The
world is narrowed to Palestine, and here the speakers can see no human virtues.

Fraud is the weapon with which they are attacked ; their only refuge is a divine

promise. In the contents of this oracle there is some affinity to Isa. xxxiii. 10.

The pessimism of //. i, 2, reminds us of xiv. i ; the description in //. 3—6 of

V. 10 j and that in // "ji. of Ivii. 5. Note the Aramaizing '~)J2^ (^^^ °" '' ^^•) » ^^^

Strang word J^^T disappears in a corrected text.

Deposited. Of the Ethanites. Marked: Of^Arab-ethan. 1

I Deliver me, O Yahwe,
|
for the loyal one disappears, 2

For the sufferers perish
|
through the race of Edom !

Falsely do they speak—
|
each one to his neighbour, 3

With flattering lips,
|
with a double heart they speak.

May Yahwe cut off
|
all flattering lips, 4

And the [froward] tongue
]
that speaks grandly,

Of those that say in their heart,
|
'Our tongue is our sword, 5

Our teeth are our spear
; j

who lords it over us ' ?

[Arise, O Yahwe
; f

deliver, O my God,] 6

10 For the cry of the sufferers,
|
for the groaning of the needy.

' Now will I arise,'
|
Yahwe saith,

' I will deliver [the upright] from the toils of the wicked.'

Yahwe's promises
|
are unalloyed promises, 7

[Like] silver well-tried,
|
seven times refined.

Mayest thou, O Yahw^, preserve me,
|
and guard me

from Jerahmeel,^ 8

For the righteous one disappears
|
through the race of 9

Edom !

' Cushites, Geshurites, Jerahmeeliles.
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I f. The same circumstances (i.e. now the depositary of the divine Spirit

the Jerahmeelite oppression in Pales- (cp. on Isa. Ixiii. II).

tine) may possibly be referred to in 13. Unalloyed, i.e. with no ad-

Isa. Ivii. I. TDn and •'jy are regular mixture of falsehood ; contrast C)DD

parallels. i:.DJ intrans., so Ixxvii. 9, 'O'^ryi, Jcr. vi. 30. Similar references

but probably not vii. 10 [q.v.). 1D.Dn lo the promises (nTl?3h}. G Aoym) of

iri Sirach xliii. 4<: is difficult and sus- Yahwe occurs elsewhere; see e.g.
picious. xviii. 31, xix. 10 (corr. text), cv. 19,

4. ^Xritta a double beart. See
cxix. 140 ; and cp. Prov. xxx. 5) Wisd.

^ ^ ,, , „ r ,. 1 „ vu. 24 f., James 111. 17. On the re-
on XV. 2 (/. 4).— 7 I. Lp. Ivn. S- c 1 i

•• .^ tvt„i^^11 r J hnmg process, cp. Isa. xlviii. 10, Mai.

II. The Psalmist falls into the tone ^\'- ^ f- To say that //. Ii f- will be
oliscure till we know more ahout the

of prophecy ('^ "^0^i'' QlpJ^ nn^? technical details of this process (We.,

occurs in Isa. xxxiii. 10). The com- Nestle), is needless despondency (see

munity, not any chosen individual, is cril. n.). .

Critical Notes. if. Read ^jyt^^in (so G).—M TDPT. We. would

read TDrT, but D'^VOJ^i in /. 2 should be '"ijjr. Cp. /. 10.—M IDS.

Read ^DS)hi (Gr., La., Du.), See Ixxvii. 9. ^^D^<J is also possible. D"TJ<
: T : V V T T

should be D'7^^•

6. Read perhaps wi'>_ P^'p.—7 f- Read IJJ'X^'p DH^n n*pi< -^L:'^^

IJ/T'jn ^TW 13inrr. h is the sole relic of D^'?^, which metre

requires. M is wildly wrong, but one can see at once how the errors

arose. T'^JJ is not to be justified from Dan. ix. 27 (see Bevan).

9 f. Insert ^tb"^ Ti^^tT^ rr\TV H^DIp (Du.) ; so completing the

stanza.—For Ij^D read ^"IL^'JD (v. 3 ; cp. Job xxx. 24, xxxvi. 19) ; so Gr.

12. Mi':' n-'S'' yj^"*!! /T'li^i^. n"'3"' 'pufifs out'? see on x. 5, xxvii.

12. Plainly this cannot be right. G TTapprjaitiaofxai tu uvtu (cf. 2 S).

Hence Dathe and Bii. would read v P^3N (17 and n confounded ; cf.

xcvii. 11). This is supported by the translations of ^y^Qin in 1.2(G),

Ixxx. 2 (S), xciv. I (G S). Certainly J7^Di< is just the word to expect in

such a context, but, as Kon. remarks (§ 3<So f.), it' N makes a halting

conclusion to the verse. Read rather yil'l ^"^^n^ Q^'yiT^ yiDi^, where

jri:;T corresponds to y^V^, and *''?2n to n'SV Wl'^'' fell out through
' T :

its likeness to ^^^£7^}. See next note.

14. M ]mib b''bv3. =111:* • b'^b)^D is a great crux interpretum

;

not a hopeless one, however. Various solutions have been offered,

(i) Reiser {ZATIV, '96, pp. 295 f.) would read TIZl, on the presumed

authority of J, who gives 'separatum a terra.' But 7^"1!!1 ^|1"lji, 'purged

in respect of tin,' does not give a good sense ; no psalmist could have

used it. (2) Nestle {Exp. T., March '97) reads ^'?1'21 (rejecting the final

7 in 7vJ^^ as a dittograni), and renders ' in a crucible.' But vi*21 in
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Prov. xxvii. 22, should mean ' with a pestle '
; the sense of ' crucible ' is

unascertained, and is opposed by the New Heb. usage. And even

apart from this, would a Hebrew poet choose an uncommon and

ambiguous word like "^'l?]; in preference to "113 (cf T J<"nD3) ? (3) In

Psalms^ I took b'h'VI to be a gloss on '"t) yi^'^W ; the word is in fact

explained in Rosh ha-Shajia i\b, by ''17J1ZI, which agrees in turn with

S's paraphrase of "h ^^3l< • But the exact sense of Talm. TT'>*2 is

very uncertain, and the true explanation seems to mc to be different.

(4) y"^^^'^ ^'hvl is, equally with "h IT'D"' yti'''3, a corruption of

i/Z'") ^'?3n3. These words (now corrupted) stood perhaps already in

their wrong order, and a corrector wrote them in the margin in the right

order. From the margin this correction (now torrupted) made its way

into the text of ver. 6. We have, therefore, no occasion to accept the

plausible correction of Houb., Dy., Che.''', Peiser, &c., yin ' gold ' for

V"l^^['^]• It is only of silver that the poet speaks. Now as to G's

doKifiiov Tfi yrj. On this see Deissmann, Neue Bibelstudicn, 90, whose

suggestion, however, is not good ; ooKifxiov {doKifie'iov) certainly = >^"l!SiD

in Prov. xxvii. 21. Cp. controversy in £x/>. T., viii. ('97), pp. 236, 287,

33(>> 379, 432-

15. M UIDU^D. Read "JIQI^TJl. G ^vXa^a? i)ixus; 72 = ""2, as

often. Similarly read ^JliJD. Houb., Dy., Bi., Kau., We., adopt 1J

—

for both verbs. Less probably ; cp. /. i.— AI IT "Tn!l~^u3 'from such a

race as this' ? Cp. Delitzsch on ITT. But ^] = Hf is strange, preceded

by "llin ; it is not enough to call this ' poetic' Metre shows that

either ")] ~)Mn~]D or D'P'li?'? is intrusive. Both words are in fact very

pretty corruptions, and spring from the same original '?i>}!^n"l^. Note

Pasek, and see next note.

16. M D~l^< ^22b n'j'T D~I3 (v. 1. jliVr). Hal.'s view that W\ =
riQlD (cp. T), is not happy. Nor will any slight correction, such as

Bii.'s D"13 (cp. x^PH' ill Ong. Hex.), 'the vineyard of Israel' \_^&q Ja/irbb.

f. i)roL Thcol.,'Z2, 601], or Schwally's niDTD T)3 {ZATW, xi. 258],

or even Herz's bolder correction, rii~fD D''n3, suffice to mend

Jl7T D"13. Using a little thought, however, as to what is required as

a complement to /. 1.5, we can readily correct it. Read p''"!^ "1(2J1"''3 ;

see //. I, 2. T = Ji ; t* = 1 ; Jl = p. [Budde's defence {Exp. T. xii. 139 f.)

of Jl7l 013 involves reading t)"?!! li"^, and has little plausibility.] How

"?'. 9a, 'jO'piin'' D'"yiyn 3"'3r', got into the text, is an insoluble enigma

according to Duhm. The words, however, are a monument of a late

editor's skill. He had before him a corrupt and unintelligible form of

the words D'^'^i^Qn'T'T D^li'^}^ W^^3, which is a gloss on '?J^,::n'T'

in /. 15.
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PSALM XIII.

1 KTKAMETERS (double dimeters). Again a psalm of pious Israel ; every

single expression can be paralleled from unquestionable psalms of the community.
Ps. cxvi. may be specially compared. It is true many have viewed Ps. cxvi. as a

psalm of any and every pious Israelite. Needlessly however.
Note that lines lo— 12 are probably a later addition (see note).

Deposited. Marked; Of'Arab-ethan. I

I How long, O Yahwe,
|
wilt thou forget thy loyal one ? 2

How long wilt thou hide
|
thy face from me ?

How long wilt thou increase
|

pain in my soul, 3

Anxiety in my heart
|
by day and by night ?

How long shall mine enemy
[
be successful against me ?

Look hither and answer me,
|
O Yahwe my God ! 4

Lighten mine eyes
|
lest I lie down in Darkness,

Lest mine enemy say,
|

' I have prevailed against him.' 5

My foes triumph,
|
for I [almost] totter j

* * * *

Litin-gical Appendix.

10 But as for me, in thy lovingkindness,
|
O Yahwe, is my

trust
; 9

At thy deliverance
|
my heart shall triumph

;

I will sing unto Yahwe,
|
for he has been my benefactor.

I. Forget, &.C. Cp. Ixxvii. 10.— sides' (A'j5 iii. b, 124 f. ; said of

6. Lighten fnine eyes, as Ezr. ix. 8, cp. Marduk).

I S. xiv. 27, 29.-/1107:5, a title of 10-12. I follow Olshausen. Cf.

cu t ... ^ .. - Grimm (Lititrs:. App. lO. Neither
Shed; see on xxui. 4, cvn. 10.—Q. / ... ^ '^ ^ ;f -''' ,. .

r 7 -n . .. ••• ^. critic observes that the appendix is so
\almost\ totter; cp. xxxviu. 17, xciv. j * 1 . .u .u- j
'- - ' ^ ,"

, arranged as to complete the third

17 f. Contrast xvi. 8.— 12. vy 7DJ strophe which had become imperfect.

Cp. Cyrus cylinder inscr., /. 19, igmilu G obscures this by tacking on vii. \^b.

kullatan, ' confers benefits upon all

Critical notes, i. M pf^J ^JPTDi'D- Duhm renders. 'How long

dost thou forget me continually,' remarking that ' for ever ' (so Del., Bii.,

Kau. render) implies a very strange notion of eternity, and drawing a

distinction between TVl') 'continually' and TVi'it) 'for ever.' This dis-

tinction, however, cannot be made out, and equally difficult is the render-

ing 'altogether,' from the root-meaning 'perfection' (see Ges. Thcs. 906).

Considering how unsuitable the meaning 'for ever' is in such passages

as xiii. 2, and how often XV11 is corrupt {seey(2-t\, xi. 400-403), it becomes
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natural to suspect the text (so also in Ixxix. 5, Ixxxix. 47, &c.). On the

analogy of the corrected text of xvii. 151^ it seems best to read TT3]l}r\

^l^DrT- The only alternative would be to read SJ~'7hJ instead of n^^^'TJ/-

3 f. M r\>pi^. Read C)^pi;^ (=]^pNri). M Diljy. Read Jlin;i^,

or better /122kJ^; so Seeker. Street, Dy., Gr., &c., after S.—Add HT/I,

G(AK'''); so Kenn., Street, Ley, Bi., Gr., Du. Others (Nold., Lag.,

Ba., Kau., We., J. Taylor in Exp. T., v. 336) prefer DT DV, but this is

metrically insufficient.

7. M JllSn ^Ii^''^<~]^, where mDH is taken to be a bold expression

for /n^rr n^li^- Lag., mD*^ 'into death.' But xciv. 17 suggests a

more thorough remedy. The figure of 'tottering' (/. 9; cp. xciv. 18)

naturally goes together with that of sinking down into the dark world of

Sheol, and this suggestion is further confirmed by the preceding phrase,

' Lighten mine eyes.' Read certainly D')D/'i ]'2pii~]B-

8 ff. M V/l'^D^ : Usage and metre require r} ^ph'D'* (cxxix. 2, Gen.
: T

xxxii. 26, Szc.) ; G rrpos avTov. So Duhm.— Insert lOPDS (Du.), which

easily fell out between "^"2 and ^1/2J^.—Read perhaps jy (cp. on xiv. 7).

PSALM XIV.

1 ENTAMETERS, except in the appendix. The psahn is parallel to Pss. xi., xii.,

xxxvi.'^', xlviii., Ixxiv. It dift'ers however from Ps. xi. inasmuch as the objects of

the scrutiny of the Most Higli are not mankind in general, but the sons of Edom,
who have provoked Yahwe by their profane conduct towards the temple of

Jerusalem (cp. Ixxiv.'^'), and by plotting the ruin of the pious Jewish community
{v. 6). They are virtual atheists, for they deny the moral government of Yahwe
(cp. ix. 18, X. 4). The psalmist predicts their destruction.

It is hoped that by textual criticism the psalm has been lifted out of tlie class of

merely general psalms, and has become a worthy companion of Ps. Ixxiv. 'i', to

which the reader may be referred (see introduction). The judgment foretold is

that of the great Messianic doomsday, when the Edomites, the arch-enemies of

Israel, and all who do wickedly, shall be destroyed. Some critics' have found a
parallelism between v. 6 and Jer. x. 21, 25, and have supposed a reference to the

Scythian invasion (see £;ir. Bib., 'Scythians'); others again have thotight that

Antiochus Epiphanes (' the fool ') or one of the Syrian generals, such as Lysias or

Nicanor (see Olshausen), may be aimed at. But it is certain that v. 4 is deeply
corrupt, and scarcely doubtful that Jer. x. 17—25 (as a whole or in part) is post-

exilic.'^ It may even be rea.sonabjy doubted whether there are prophecies on
the Scythians anywhere either in the Book of Jeremiah or elsewhere.

There exists a duplicate recension of the psalm, viz. Ps. liii. (described variously

as a ' Mahalath,' i.e. .Salmivan, and a ' David,' i.e. Eihanic, psalm. Apart from
less important variations, the distinctive peculiarities of Ps. liii. are— I. that,

while in Ps. xiv. the Tetragra;>i//iatoii occurs four (three?) times, in Ps. liii.

D^n'^i^ is substituted for it, and 2, that in liii. 6 (= xiv. 5 f.) we read that the

evil-doers were seized with a panic, for God had scattered the bones of the

1 E.g. 01., Del., Bii., Grimme in ZDAIG, 1S96, p. 567.

- See N. Schmidt, Eitc. Bib., ii. 2388, and Duhm's Commentary on Jeremiah.
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besieger, who was put to shame, God having rejected him. As a whole, this

may at first appear to be less plausible than the form of text in xiv. 5 f. (M) ; but

it is probal)le that it is really nearer to the original text. The true text however
must, it would seem, be different.

Besides the commentaries see K. Budde's study on Ps. xiv.. Expos. Times,

March, 1901 ; Cheyne, OP, 197, 215 f. On the interpolation after z'. 3 in many
MSS. of G, (juoted in Rom. iii. 13— 18, and turned into Hebrew in cod. 649
Kenn, (a Heb. Lat. Psalter at Leyden), see Field, Hexapla, on Ps. xiv.

Deposited. Of ' Arab-eihan.

I Gebal says in his heart,
|

' There is no God.' i

He has destroyed the castles of Jerusalem,
j
the habitations

of Zion.

From heaven Yahwe looked down
|
upon the sons of Edom, 2

To see if there were any that cared
|
for the sanctuary of

God.

The Jerahmeelites were in excitement,
[
they concerted

together, 3

They profaned the habitations of Zion,
|
and her precious

things.

Shall they not be afraid—
|
all the clans of On ? 4

Put to shame shall be the Jerahmeelites
; |

backward shall

they turn,

Utterly panic-stricken are the wicked ones,
|

for God
pursues them. 5

10 The hosts of the tyrants are disgraced,
[
for Yahwe has

rejected them.

Liturgical Appendix.

Oh that from Zion were come the deliverance of Israel ! 7

When Yahwe restoreth his people to life,

Jacob will exult, Israel will be glad.

1. Gebal. Used here, a? in Ixxxiii. 8 Edomite people, personified as in Iii. 3.

(certainly) and in Ixxiv. iSii' and 22b Cp. xxxvi. 2, where the ' princes of

(probably) as a synonym for ' Edom.' igrahmeel ' (11
' leader of Edom ') is also

In the Targuins and in the Samaritan •'

c •• tvt 1 w a
f .1 i> .„,„ ,.,u ^..A .„„,„ a personification. No doubt a good

version of the 1 entateucn, and, some- '
.

°.

what rnrcly, in Pesh. (seet-,^'. Ecchis. sense is given by the common reading

1. 26, where Pesh. and Vet. Lat. re.ad 7^^ 'the impious one,' i.e. coUec-
' Seir' for ' .Samaria'), it r-.'presents the .^\

, , ^ . . . ,,
Hebrew 'Seir.' Eusebius, too (t;«^/;^ lively, 'the party of the impious (cp

125), sjieaks of Idumiva as 'now called xxvi. ^b, xxxix. 9, 1. 18?, but not

Gebalene.' The name evidently comes
Jxxiv. 18 22)* cp. S^JH. /. lO. One

from Ar.yV/ii?/, 'mountains,' ' mountain- " /
'

"^

country.' It here represents the who is 73]] is, not merely a dull or
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unintelligent person, but a recklessly

immoral man (=a 'son of Belial');

cp. Isa. xxxii. 6. This sense suits all

passages with 7^J, not excepting Dt.

xxxii. 6 (where '7^2 must have the

same sense as in 7'. 2i, i.e. ' impious').

The root-meaning may he ' shameful,

contemptible' (cp. Enc. Bib., 'Nabal').

But though 'the impious one says in his

heart,' &c., is quite a correct statement,

it is more probable that the true read-

ing is a name equivalent to Edom,
because of the ascertained reference to

the Jerahmeelites in /. 8, if not in /. 5,

and the probable reference to the

Edomites in /. 3.

—

Says in his heart.

Sox. 6, II, 13. The persons referred

to were, from a practical point of view,

deniers (see on ix. iS) and blasphemers
(see on xv. 4.) of God. Cp. also Iv.

lob (corr. text), 'void of piety is the

house of Jerahmeel ; |
they fear not

God.'—2. He has destroyed, fee. Lines

I and 2 briefly sum up tiie complaints

of Ps. Ixxiv.*'-'. The ingenuity of the

editor who converted /. 2 and the

sequel into a denunciation of the im-

morality of the non-Jewish peoples in

general and of faithless Israelites (see

OP, 342), must be admitted. The
form of the last clause and of /. 6 in

M's text reminds us of Jer. v. i ; see

also Ps. xii. 2 —3. According to the

received text Yahwe, from his heavenly
throne, scrutinizes the human race, to

detect, if possible, a single truly reli-

gious person. But not one can he
discern. In Ps. xi. the same divine

scrutiny is affirmed, but the Psalmist

assumes the existence of righteous men
as a matter of course. It will perhaps
be said that the writer of Ps. xiv. does
so too in vv. 4— 6. True ; but in vv.

I, 3, according to M, this writer

expressly denies that there are any
righteous men at all. This ought to

make us suspect the text, and dig down
till we can bring out something better

and more consistent with the sequel.

See crit. notes.

3. Upon the sons of Edom. Cp.
Gen xviii. 20 f. The Edomite hosts

have concerted their meeting ; Yahwe
notices this, and looks to see whether
any one draws them back from their

profanation of the temple.

5. See introd. Parallel, ii. I, xlviii.

5, Ivi. 6, 8, Ixxxiii. 6.-6. Cp. Ps.

Ixxiv. 7, Isa. Ixiv. 11 [10], Lam. i. lO.

7. Be afraid. Less probably,

' know, experience ' (the consequences
of their folly) ; cp. IIos. ix. 7, Job
xxi. 19. See crit. n.

—

All the dans of
On. Cp. xcii. 7, Ixviii. 18 (corr. text).

On was the name of a region in N.
Arabia (see Hab. iii. 7, where On,
Cushan, and Misrim are most probably
mentioned together). The name also

found its way into Judah and Ben-
jamin (Jerahmeelite families). Still,

the received reading, ' all the workers
of wrong,' is not impossible. See
crit. n.

8. Among other parallels, cp. Ivi.

10 (corr. text), ' The Arabians will be

put to flight.
I
The Jerahmeelites [will

stumble].' The received text is cor-

rupt ;
' eaters of my people have eaten

bread' seems impossible. JThe slight

corrections indicated in the course of

the crit. note, do not touch the heart of

the problem.

9. Is the verb retrospective or pro-

spective, i.e. does the poet look back
on the destruction of Senntcherib
(Theod. M ps., G. Baur, Hitz.), or of

some post-exilic tyrant (OI.), or does
he look forward to a retributive judg-

ment which is very soon to take place ?

Duhm is certainly right in adopting the

latter alternative. Cp. xlviii. 6, and,

for the picture of the pursuing God,
ii. 4 (corr. text), xxxv. 5. The trouble-

some Dli^ in M is corrupt (see crit. n.).

— 10. Parallels, v. 11, Iv. 24/^ (corr.

text). See crit. n.

II ft". Line 11 is an ejaculation (cp.

on xxvii. 12), and the whole appendix
is designed to relieve the intense gloom
of the preceding psalm (cp. Grimm,
Liturg. App., 16 f.). Zioii and deli-

verance are closely connected ideas ;

cp. cxxi. I, Isa. Iii. 7 f., Ixvi. 6.

12. Restores his people to life.

The ordinary reading (on which see

especially Preuschen, ZATIV xv. i
—

74) has as yet received no satisfactory

explanation. It is true, there is no
certain pre-exilic evidence for the

phrase m2ll^ 2^tt^. We might there-

fore render ' (when Yahwe) reverses

the captivity,' and suppose the phrase

to have been suggested by the sad

experiences of the captivities. For

transitive "2^^ see Num. x. 36, and

cp. G; note also the analogy of Ar.

raga^a ' rediit.' and also 'rcduxit.'

Barth's view {ZDMG xli. 617 f.) also
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deserves attention. He thinks.that the and 2. that some at any rate of the

phrase means literally, ' to collect the passages which contain DMU} D^t
collection (of a people, or of a man),

, , .1 .

comparing Ar. t/iaM, ' coUegh' (more '""«' ^ corrected, it seems the mos

common in stem II. than in stem I.).
^"''^"=^1. course to seek for a cntica

An Arabic proverbial saying of the
correction of the reading (here and

same type means 'to restore what is
elsewhere). No figure for nationa

in disorder.' Konig (5j;;/. ^ 210 f.)
disorganization ,s more frequent and

is half inclined to accept this view, but "^""^e expressive than that of de,.th
;
and

the existence of two synonymous roots
'^^"-^ is reason to think that it is this

•....i J -*-.«>• X -\_ ..
nsjure which is really employed by theUW and njii/ seems to the present ^

. r^,, .1 • if • 1 jj-f;„„ t„^'*^ ' '7*7^ ^ poet. Thus tins liturgical addition to

writer very improbable. On the whole, i's. xiv. becomes exactly parallel to

considering i. how many of the lexical that beautiful passage, cxxvi. i, 2. See

problems of the O.T. are only ap- crit. note,

parent, being due to textual corruption,

CriticQ.1 Notes, i. M 73J, an enigmatical term which should pro-

bably be corrected into 7^]) (Lxxiv. 18, 22?— Ixxiii. 8). The editor, who

did not understand the historical background of the psalm, or who
wished to efiface references to it, changed this into 7^J. See exeg. note.

2. The vague generality of M is intolerable. Underlying the text we

may probably see these words,— ("i: ni:i3i:^p '??^")i^"| J~)^:lp"^^^ rvrWT\

(cp. Lam. ii. 2, 5). 2"1lD TWV T^ implies the transposition of ]^2{

;

J< and ji confounded, as in ]1>^ in Isa. i. 13 (cp. G). XW^ comes from

TW^ {—yVlZ)- As a matter of idiom, neither the TD'hv of M in

xiv. I, nor the t'lV in liii- -> is very satisfactory,

3 f. Point "tj<~''^3. (see xii. 2, xciv. 10 f., corn text), and so restore

colour.—M D^^':'^!t~n^< ^1^ '^''Si:/^. Good Hebrew, but too vague.

Read, transposing two words, and reading p for "2, and ~T for 7,

Wfb^ t'^'pO~r\)^ I^^^l. "i3i:/Q would also be possible, but for the

repetition of this word.

5. M ID ViDH. Ps. liii., :iD i^3, but JllD in Kal is doubtful (see

on Ixxx. 19). f'irst, ^"27^ <'^nd 'h'2 come from D'''?Nu)ni'' ; cp. "'p'^n in

xvi. 8 (crit. n.). Next, remembering ii. i, &c. (see exeg. n.), we see

underlying "ID and ;iD (combined) the familiar ^01. 'PTV can have

two beats.—M ^PI^KJ (so too Ps. liii.). FI/NJ again only in Job xv. 16,

where read 7J7JJ. Here we should restore -liyij ; cp. xlviii. 5. But

int'NJ also represents another word (see on /. 6).

6. First part as /. ib with the addition of ^t''?n (underlying 1117^^).

—

M inj^'DII I'J^- Head probably iT'TOn:::! (Isa. Ixiv. 10, Lam. i. 10).

7. M ^;;T ; G 2 J T and some MSS. ^yi'V (so Hi., Kamph.,

Nowack). The latter is preferable, but ^IJ^")^^ is still better.—M
^^^^ '''7yD~73. This may perhaps be right, but it looks like an ingenious
V T ••-: T
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editorial substitute for ^^^^ "'37hJ~73 (see xcii. 8, corr. text ; Ixviii."' /. 42).

Cp. Hab. iii. 7, where IIS has again become lli^ (Perles, A fia/ek/en, 66),

and the name Beth-aven (Beth-on).

8. M nnb ^^Dhi "DV ''bjii. impossible. Easier would be ^b^ii

D'-2V Dn^ (but why not "Tm?); or [D\~l'??<] DTlb ^DPlb '';^p^<.

For ritual sense of UTt? see Num. xxviii. 2, Lev. iii. ii,xxi. 6. The

' food of Yahwt; ' would be the fat pieces of the sacrifices ; the priests

might be the persons referred to (cp. Mai. i. 6—8, loa). But in such a

passage as that before us no superficial correction is of value. Hence,

too the Uhb") b^ii of Bevan and Wellh. {Skizzett, vi. 168), the ''b'2'^

On^ of Bathgen, and the /^'?0^^ of Lagarde {Syiiunikta, i. 162) will not

help us. What we want is plain after the foregoing emendations.

Dnt' as elsewhere (n':'~/T'l, n';'u)~''J) comes from 'l^J^omv and

/. 8a should probably run, D'':'N;:2nT M^b'^^ — u ^^<-)p ^b mnv
Read "linN'? ^1^^^ (ix. 4, Ivi. 10) ; p and FT confounded.

9 f. Cp. Merx, Hiob, p. Iv.—M UD, followed by Pasek. Read

DTt:^""-—M-)n3 DNl^s"^3. In Ps.iiii., i-iB D^-^'7K^^ ins ^^^-^^'?,
T : : v: • — • • v: ' - t tt

where two corrupt forms of the true text stand side by side. The true

reading probably is [D]Dlh D^n'?>^"^3. n'TTJ^'? is one of the odd

disguises of DM7K which we sometimes find in the Psalms
; m^ and

ITS are both miswritten for C^ll.—M W^'^Pi ^}V Il'lV t p''l2J- Ps. liii.,

rrni:r''nn Tj:n mOirjl^. Merx {i.e.) prefers the second form. More

wisely, Ba. and Duhm use this as a means of correcting the first form, but

with the same freedom which we should claim in the critical use of an

ancient version. In xiv. 6 (=/. 10) they read lli^'^Iin ^IIJ^ [/iSyQ] JliiJ^ID,

' with the plot (or plots) against the wretched (^J^ gen. obj.) they are put

to shame,' correcting M's Iti^^jl in accordance with G's KaTTjaxvvdi]crav

in liii. 6. Certainly the 3 pers. plur. is much more probable than 2 plur.

or 2 sing., and the Q in the JHTD^y of Ps. liii. is probably genuine (as

Prof. T. K. Abbott also sees). But 'plots of the wretched' for 'plots

against the wretched' is not acceptable. Read most probably JlijIlD

llt'^^il D^U''~iy, and note that D''ji^")y occurs, close by the second re-
T * * T

cension, in liv. 5. How is this obtained ? m3n!!2 is doubly represented
;

in Ps. liii. by C)3H (so G) Jll, and in Ps. xiv. by ""jy Jl (j; probably comes
from D) ; D''iin^ in Ps. liii. by Q2jy, and in Ps. xiv. by iij; pniJ (p
comes from ). Not impossibly, however, for '~\y we should read

Qn2{"p, Misrites (see on liv. 5).—M lilDn^D- Ps. liii., UDi^D, which

makes the best sense.

12 f. M ^\^2U} "' 2W2- Both here and in Ixxv. 2 and cxxvi. 4,

the phrase n)2^ 2W, and in cxxvi. i DIW [2W, are more than
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probably corrupt (see exeg. note). Note too that the trans. 2.W is a

very doubtful element in the vocabulary of the Psalter, Ixxxv. 5 being

probably corrupt. Let us now turn to the other O. T. passages quoted

for transitive 2}U^- 1 he only pre-exilic passage is Nah. ii. 3, where we

should perhaps read 2U}^ ""D (Kon., Synt. ) 2261^). Dt. xxx. 3, Jer.
* r

XXX. 3, Ezek. xxix. 14, Hos. vi. 11, Joel iv. i, Am. ix. 14, Job xlii. 10

(Kr.), are all exilic and post-exilic. The correction, therefore, must

be one specially suited to the exilic and post-exilic periods. Read

^33 3lVr3, and see further on Ixxxv. 2^. — Read perhaps 7^ (see

on xiii. 6).

PSALM XV.

1 Ri METERS. This is at once a psalm of teaching and of rebuke. There are

those who frequent the temple-services without observmg the ' weightier matters

of the law.' They are no true citiz ns of Zion ; an<i the blessing of security

amidst the troubles which precede the Messianic deliverance will not be theirs.

Religion is morality ; our psalmist is in complete accordance with Zech. viii. 16 f.,

which expresses the conditions on which Yahwe will deliver his people, and make
them no longer a curse but a ble-sing. The object of the psalm is to erect an

invisible but effective wall of partition between true Israelites—the 'aniyyi'ii and
tho^e who are influenced by them—and tliose merely fjrmal Ts'.aelites who are

in league with the openly lawless ones. See 1.''* and cp. v. 5—8, xxiv. 3 — 5,

Isa. xxxiii. 14— 16 (cp. OP zyj , and, on the true text, SBOT, ha., Hebrew
edition, 21, 107), Ezek. xviii. 5—9. Evidently this psalm is intended for the

ordinary man ; we must not look here for the highrst Israelitish ideal. Kenan
calls it ' unc petite Thora abregee ' ; cp. Bertholet, Die Stelhtng, &c,, 193.

Marked: of ''Arab-ethati.

I O Yahwe ! who can be a guest in thy palace ?

Who can dwell upon thy holy mountain ?

He that lives blamelessly and acts righteous!}', 2

And speaks the truth unfeignedly.

He that slanders not his fellow,^ 3

And utters no scandal against his neighbour,

In whose sight a blasphemer is despicable, 4a

But the fearers of Yahwe he honours ;" ^b

He that puts not out his money at usur}-, 5

10 And takes no bribes against the innocent
;

He that acts thus [is secure],

For all time he cannot be shaken.

' That does no ill to another. - The Jerahmeelitc is de.«pised.
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I. "Who may be a g-uest, NtS duplicity (cp. i Chr. xii. ^^^). 21

"I^J"* . This and tlie parallel pa!;sages

in which the same phrase occurs
(v- 5?—l^ii- 5). or ill which the same
idea is expressed (xxiii. 6/', xxvii. 5»

xxxi. 20 f., xxxvi. 8— lo, Ixv. 5), are

protests against the heathenish accepta-
tion of phrases like 'Guest of God'
(Ger-sakkun = Guest of Sakkun, Ger-
melkart = Guest of Melkart, Ger-
astart = Guest of A'^tarte, Ger-hekal =
Guest of the temple'). 'To be the

guest of Baal or Ashtoreth, or the false

Yahwe, was to be a frequent visitor to

the shrine of the god, to be lavish in

sacrifices, and punctual in all cere-

monial duties, and the reward of the

"guest" was to have a share of the

sacrificial feasts, and a mystic con-

nection with the deity, which ensured

supernatural protection. To be the

guest of the true Yahwe was indeed

different from this, but still something
to be enjoyed, and not merely hoped
for. It was to have solved the enigma
how it was possible to dwell in Yahwe's
house all the days of one's life ; it was
to present spiritual sacrifices in a

spiritual temple.'^ The phrase 'guest

(gi^r) of Yahwe ' by no means ex-

presses a timid though earnest legalism.^

It does indeed express humility, but

not timidity. Such a gi'r is sure that

his 'guestship' will endure while life

shall last, and, like the Israel of which
he is a member (Ixi. 5), he can sing

for joy. Cp. oIksIoi tov @6uv, Eph. ii.

4. Vnfeig-nedly, ^3^73, ; con-

trast xn. 5, 2b^ 2^2, 'i. with

makes both cases adverbial. Cp.
' Heart,' £nc. Bib. The later Biblical

writers represent truth-speaking as the
special note of the true Israelites, as

opposed to the lying and fraudulence of
their opponents (see Isa. lix. 3, 4, 13,
and cp. y/iZ, 115, 121 f.). Note the

same phenomenon in Zoroastrianism

(see the Gathas passim, and cp. the

horror of lies expressed by Darius).

The Egyptians, however, vied with
Israelites and Persians ; cp. the great
' negative confession ' pronounced be-

fore the tribunal of Osiris (Maspero,
Da~Mii of Civ., 188 ff.). The Israelites

were slow to recognize the full range of

truthfulness. Cp. on xvii. 2.

7. A blasphemer. The idea of

Y^?J is contemptuous rejection (espe-

cially of the true God, or of men or

things connected with Him), whether
expressed in word (as here, and in x. 3,

Ixxiv. 10, 18, also in Num. xiv. 11, 23,
Isa. lii. 5), in thought (as in x. 13), or

in act (as in i S. ii. 17, 2 S. xii. 14,

where omit ""^^N , Isa. i. 4, v. 24, Jer.

xxiii. 17). The persons meant are the

Jerahmeelites and any unwortiiy Is-

raelites who may abet them (cp. Ixxiv.

10, 18).

9. He that puts not out, &.C.

To the poor (and pious) Jew such a

man lends without interest (xxxvii. 26,

cxii. 5 ; cp. Prov. xxviii. 8). See Ex.
xii. 24, Dt. xxiii. 19, Lev. xxv. 37, and
' Usury,' Enc. Bib.— 10. Cp. Ex. xxiii.

8, Dt. xvi. 19, Prov. xvii. 23.

Critical Notes, i. M Tr':)^^^<3 Read tt':)^"'^!. Similar errors in
' / t: T :

' V T •• :

xix. 5, xxvii. 5 f., Ixi. 5, Ixix. 26, Ixxviii. 60, Ixxxiv. 11.

5. M 'yydyb'}2 by\ S'?, 'he carries no slander on his tongue' (Del.),

'he is not nimble (cp. new Heb. '^''^"1) with his tongue' (Bii., Du.).

Neither rendering satisfies. Parallelism suggests y^'yjj?'^ 73") i^7 •

D in y^ytJ became effaced ; then the "? in by was dittographed.—Omit

M's nyi ^7\V~h rW'li')^ (also in G), a gloss.

' See note in Che., Psalms, ed. i ; Driver, note on Dt. xvi. 22; Renan,
Discours et conferences, 318.

" OP 1%-] ; cp. 429, /.w. Rel. Life, 250. ^ Robertson Smith, Rcl. Sem.'-' 78.

L K
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7. M Di^i^J, 'T- mere synonym of HT^J- ^ novrjptvofifvos, which is

neither Dt^l^J (Herz) nor tii22 (Hu.), but a paraphrase of QSDJ •

Read yi^Jp, a synonym of 722

8. M's iry iib'\ inn"? y2U)2 is (to me) unintelHgible. The usual

explanation of ^irh (from Lev. v. 4) is unnatural ; the supposed parallel

in xxxix.*'') cannot be maintained. G S presuppose n37"17 = ^nyH/

;

so Ginsburg, We., Herz. For ID* Kon. (i. 466) prefers 'M2'' (analogy of

p'j; verbs). But the word, however explained, is not satisfactory here.

The correction of Ui^:22 into y^^JD (/• 7) suggests a more probable

reading of the whole clause, viz. ^'7^iD^")'' HDJ, which is a gloss on /. 7.

II. Omit Makkef and insert pDJ (cp. S).

PSALM XVI.

i RIMETERS. The speaker (i.e. the pious community), rejoices in the sure

hope of deliverance from the oppression of its enemies — the Edomites and other

races of N. Arabia. In spite of all his sufieiings he continues to praise and bless

Yahwe, and his one delight is to visit the sanctuary, where he renews that sense

of Yahwe's presence and protection which keeps his inner being in perfect peace.

Israel is God's ' loyal one,' whom He will not suffer to perish. The Messianic

age, and witii it the deliverance and glorification of Israel, is at hand. When it

comes, life will be life indeed. Yahwe knows the way to this life ; he will show
it to his jieople, and fill them with joys past imagming. Cp. on Ps. xvii.

The strongly individualizing tone of the psalm makes it plausible to surmise

that the liope of immortality is held oat in it to the individual, at any rate if we
can satisfy ourselves that there are other psalms (xlix., Ixxiii. ) in which the same

hope is still more clearly expressed. Such an interpretation of those psalms,

however, is inadmissible ; xlix. 15 f. and Ixxiii. 23 f. are not correctly presented in

M's text. Nor is the phraseology of Ps. xvi. inconsistent with the view that the

endless life referred to in the psalm is that of the pious community of Israel

(cp. Ps. xvii.). The individualizing tone of Ps. xvi. is not stronger tlian that of

Pss. iii., iv., and vi., and only proves the strength of the feeling of the solidarity

of pious Israelites. Cp.//\'Z, 241—244.

According to Duhm, ' apart from the conventional opening there is no petition

and no direct thanksgiving.' In the text as here represented, however, there are

both. Few psalms perhaps gain more in clearness of sense and in depth of

colouring from a keen textual criticism. For other views, based on the traditional

te.xt, see the commentaries and O.T. theologies, and cp. OF, 197 f.; ' Eschato-

logy,' /£nc. Bio.

A supplication. Of ''Arab-ethan. i

1 Hear me, O God ! according to thy lovingkindness

;

Give ear, O Yahw^ ! to my words. 2

I long to visit thy palace, 3

And in thy sanctuary is all my delight.
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How many are the armies of Jerahmeel,

The hosts of Edom and Ishmael

!

Preserve me, O God ! from Zarephath,

From Maacath and Cusliam-jerahmeel.

The sons of Amnion have fallen upon me,

10 Yea, thine inheritance they have broken in pieces.

I bless Yahwb who will deliver me,

Yea, from Jerahmeel will he preserve me.

Yahwe do I magnify continually.

With him at my right hand I shall stand firm.

Joyous is my heart and my mind ;

^

My body also also rests securely.

2 My soul then will not yield to Sheol,

Thy loyal one thou wilt not abandon to ^ the pit
;

Thou will make known to me the path of life,

20 Thou will satisfy me with joys in thy presence.

10

II

2. Give ear.. Cp. v. 2, xvii. 1-3.

The connection between visits to the

temple and security from danger is

obvious (cp. V. 4, xxvii. 3—6).—5. Cp.
iii. 2, and for the collection of ethnic

names, Ixxxiii. 7—9. The editor, who
had to make the best of a corrupt text,

seems to have lived in a time when
there were many semi-heathen Jews
who combined the worship of Yahvvc
with that of other deities, and whose
libations of wine to pagan deities were
to him as offensive as the blood of a

human sacrifice (cp. the phrase ' the

blood of grapes,' Gen. xlix. 11). R.
Smith, however, thought that literal

blood-libations were meant, and that

these were connected with the rite of

pouring out the blood of a sacrifice at

the base of an altar, wiiich, thougli

extinct among the Israelites, may still

iiave been in use among the ' peoples of

llie land' (Ex/>. 1876, pp. 341 ff. ; cp.

AV/. Se/nA-'i 230). He illustrates by
Isa. Ixv., Ixvi. (cp. Introd. Is. 316,

364 ff.
; Jewish Religious Life, 29 f ).

But m'^ ,
' (consisting of) blood,' is

so awkward that we shall do better to

seek for some suitable correction of the

reading. It would be strange if this

Psalm had no reference to the arch-

enemies of the Jews. See crit. note.

8. The editor has shown great

skill (cp. Jer. x. 16, and li. 19 in G),
but has not produced a clear piece of

Hebrew.

—

Maacath. See Ix. 8, and
cp. ' Maacath,' Enc. Bib.— Cttsham-
jerahmeel, i.e. the Jerahmeelite Cusham
or Gush. See ' Shechem,' Enc. Bib.—
10. Thine inheritance, i.e. Canaan, as

Ixxiv. 2, xciv. 5. ' Thine ' involves an
appropriate argument. In itself, how-
ever, ' mine inheritance ' is unobjection-

able ; cp. cv. II, Dt. iv. 21, XV. 4,

Jer. xii. 14, Ezek. xxxv. 15.

14- DiDJ^'^B (or n'^) occurs

four times again (x. 6, xiii. 5, xxx. 7,

Ixii. 3 = 7). In none of these cases is

it probable that an individual is the

speaker.

15 f. The bond of "IDPT between

Vahwc and his worshipping people
secures them from destruction. A
dichotomy, not a trichotomy, of human

nature is presupposed. ^7 'heart,'

"723 'liver,' and IITSJ ' soul ' (/. 10)

• Exults. For. See.

K 2
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arc treated as virtually synonymous.
So in Assyrian, tlic Sabbath is called

iiuh libbi, but it might as weH be called

iiiiTi iiapis/i, or niih kabitti} Indeed, lo

the Assyrians and to the Hebrews tiie

heart and the liver are alike organs of

the life of the soul. Both are the seats

of emotion, but the heart is also the

seat of the will, the conscience, and the

understanding. The heart thinks, is

both an Assyrian and a Hebrew phrase.

Hence we can render 37 'mind,' and

~T33 we can paraphrase ' soul ' or

' heart.' The extent of the Hebrew use

of "T33 ,
' liver,' has been almost over-

looked, owing to the Massoretic vocali-

zation. Ob.serve that the only trace in

the O.T. of the prophetic faculty often

assigned to the liver is in Ezek. xxi. 26
(the king of Babylon). See crit. n.

16. Rests securely. Cp. iv. 10,

where pious Israel speaks.

17 f. Sheol, i.e. the nether world

and the /// (riHli^ , vii. 16, ix. 16,

xlix. 10, Iv. 24, ciii. 4) are synonymous.

Sheol is imagined as a great pit, narrow

above (Ixix. 16, cxli. 7). A whole

people can descend into this abyss (see

Isa. V. 14, Ezek. xxxii. 17—32). Is-

rael, however, will escape this dire fate.

— Thy loyal one, or, 'thy pious one.'

The l"'Dn is a IDH ^^)fi, (cp. xii. 2,
. T V •*

xliii. i), one who practises "IDri (see

'Loving-kindness,' Enc. Bib.). The

TWTV n'^pn are the faithful wor-

shippers of Vahwe, xxx. 5, xxxi. 24,

xxxvii. 28, 1. 5, cxxxii. 9, 16, cxlv. 10,

cxlix. 5, I S. ii. 9, Prov. ii. 8 ; hence
the title 'AaiSaroi in the Maccabaean
rising (see ' Asidieans,' Enc. Bib.).

In the corrected text of xx. 10, xxi. 8,

and XXV. 16, also in M T of Ixxxvi. 2,

Israel, as here, is called 1^017; and in

cxlv. 17 (sojer. iii. 12) the epithet is

given to Yahwe himself. IDH is in

fact the bond which unites Yahwe and
the community of Israel. Possibly in

cxlix. 5 ''"T"'DrT has acquired the

special meaning ' Asidieans ' ; at any
rate, the persons spoken of had ex-

changed the student's chamber for the

field of battle. The AsiJ^eans are de-

fined in I Mace. ii. 42 as ' every one
that offered himself willingly for the

law.' Cp. OF, 48.

19. The path of life, as Prov.

V. 6 (sing.), ii. 19 (plur.). More is

meant than merely ' the course of action

which leads to happiness ' ; the phrase

is Messianic (cp. on xci. 16). So 'the

path of glory,' Ixxiii. 24/' (corr. text).

20. Cp. xvii. 15, xxxvi. 9 f.—/« thy

presence ; cp. xxi. "jb (same use of J*^^}).

As the text stands, that passage may
refer to the personal Messiah. Bat in

the true text it is probably Yahwe's

' loyal one' (^^DH) who is referred to,

precisely as here.

Critical Notes. (Title) DnD*.3 comes either from ]ljnjl (see ' Isaiah,'

SBOT, Heb., 117), or from H^n/l (cp. on xxx. i).

1. M TT2 "'/T'Dn"^3 b'ik "^yyt^^. Apart from metre and context
' T • • T T : T

this might be right. On metre indeed we must not dwell much, in

beginning our study of the psalm ; but it is plain that the context refers,

not to danger, but to persons or things in which the speaker has pleasure.

This is not affected by the circumstance that v. 3 (which should contain

the second half of the first stanza) is admittedly very corrupt ; the

correctness of D2 ''^311 7'D can hardly be questioned. We might

'

' Kabilttt, I. liver, 2. disposition, Muss-Amok ; i. liver, 2. inward part=
centre, Jensen {A'os/iiol, il, note) ; but Del. only ' Gemiith.' In Heb., however,

only 3*?, not 1113 > has the secondary meaning ' centre.'
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emend ^Jll^i:^ into ?["^ar^^ , for ll^^ti' and ll^t are liable to be con-

founded (see (?.<,'•. lix. lo) But adopting this, it^will be difficult to obtain a

fully satisfactory parallelism for the first couplet. A better solution of

the problem can be devised, and one that will fit in with corrections

which we shall have to propose for subse<.|uent errors in the text ; com-

pare the opening of Ps. xvii.

2 fif. The proposal for /. 2 has now to be justified. Most critics abide

by the judgment of Oish. ('53) that while we should certainly read n")?2^<

or ^Tir.2N (Houb., Ew., De., Kau. [cp. Ges.-K. § 44/J, Kon. i. 151 ; cp.

G S J), the rest of ?'?'. i, 2 may be retained. On the other hand, it may
be urged (i) that the ordinary view of v. 2 pays no regard to parallelism,

and (2) that 'my welfare is not above or beside (?) thee' is a very

unnatural form of expression for ' Thou art my highest, or my only, good.'

None of the Vss. take this view. S 2 J T translate as if they read

'iny';^3 721, an inelegant reading adopted by Houb., Bi., Che."', Du.

The rendering of G (J< A R U, B omits) is peculiar

—

rav ayadCiv fj.ov ov

Xpeinv (or XP- o^'^) ^X^'^i ^•^- ^P /V^?^ ^il^itO , which is interesting from

its presupposing the still generally current explanation of 737v3- It is

wrong, however, being produced by dittography. Next, as to the

parallelism. Verses 2 and 3 in M are closely connected, but 7a i appears

like 'a short introit, without any parallel clause' (Del). Clearly we
cannot accept this as original. The text oft'. 2^ must be corrupt, and in

correcting it we can have no help from the Vss. Wildeboer {Fcesthaidel

van Prof, dc Goeje, '91, pp. 47 ff. ; Theol. Tzjdsc/ir., '93, pp. 610 fif.)

proposes TTjn'^J/3 ^/lUTtD, ' the (chief or only) good of thy wedded one'

(cp. Isa. Ixii. 4). Wellh. and Herz take another course. Both start from

G's xpf'"" ^^'^ *^X^'s-. The former reads 73^v3 for yjy 73, and

(strangely enough) connects "2, with v. 3, rendering in v. 2, ' Thou, O
Lord, art my good.' The latter, by a too mechanical application of a

method which is sometimes useful, produces the unpleasing clause,

'^V'^ 73. '?3j^ 3ltO- The root of the evil, however, lies deeper, and
TV* ~ • .•

in attacking it we must aim at a suitable connection with 7'. i. If we

emended >2-)QU; into *]"lr.DT^<, we might correct b JllQi^ into Tjrj^r.D'nNt

(see on cxviii. 2-4). But ^j~)^i ^Jlhi will not be a bad parallel alike to

13 ^I^DH O and to "jTDrTD • Taking all things into consideration,

the solution offered above seems to be the only possible one.

Line 3 should be read Ty'^D'H "Ipp'p '^13^<n • "TpD7 is represented

in M by '^\h in D^t^^llp'? and 'by ^1 {= s't)-
' ybv = l'?3^[n]. Wm,

with Y")^i3 ")i:?S [")t^N dittographcd], and nnhJ Hi'^H represent two

attempts to write ^'''^^'^ppl . Critics have been hindered partly by
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their want of a correct method, partly by their disregard of metre. Ba.

values G too highly. The Jext represented by it can be only an editorial

conjecture, which, however skilful, assumes an irregular use of HDil,

and is opposed to parallelism and context. By retroverting G (see Si.

Kr., '80, p. 754) lie produces ^"2 [niH]^ 1^^<^ HDH '\n^:i U'm'ljb

W2, 1ii3n (cp. Isa. xlii. 24, Ixii. 4). Emendations, suggested by Isa.

Ixii. 4, have also been proposed by Beer and Wildeboer. Hitzig's view

is different. He acutely explains the last words of v. 3 thus, ' Let it (viz.

David's present, i S. xxx. 26) be for the holy ones who are in the land'

{i.e. the priests). Bi. (1882), somewhat similarly, viewed the words as an

explanatory gloss ; 'This relates to,' &c. (so Che., '88
; Du., '99).

5. M Dj"li2>T ^iH"}*'- If this is to be construed with M's nHD 'T}'^,

it is awkward in the extreme. Combining suggestions of Wellh. and

Dys., Duhm reads n'n DHnK DiT'Illjy ^31% 'those whose images are

many the other (Jews) praise,' viz. by taking part in heathen repasts (see

the context); Wellh. emends Tin into Ojhi- It would be simpler to read
T

Jli3i»TQ V"1T (cp. xxxvi. 9), and continue linU "IPTN ("IHIl, a special

word for a worshipper's entering into mystic relation to his god). Bit., in

JPT, "82, p. 603, proposed npil (for TirTD), but see Lag. Mitthcil., iii. 11.

Bii. has himself withdrawn this, and despairs of the text. But, though

the new emendation proposed above is in itself possible, it does not

restore the true text. The key to the problem is in the little word "IHl^

which (like ini^ in i Chr. vii. 12 and "1^T^^^ in i K. xii. 30) is one of

the many corrupt fragments of '^'Kr^IT)"' • l^T* and T\T\12 are both

corruptions of !)3"1~n/!3 ; THIQ. however, also represents another frag-
— T

mentary form of '?^}D^")^

6ff. M Dip Dn"'3pj "^''CpN'"'73 • See exeg. note. f''D^i bl may be

disregarded ; it has arisen out of '7}^i2m^, the letters of which were first

transposed (through the scribe's ignorance of history) and then corrupted
;

'T\y was probably a marginal correction. Sl£'N~'?31 which follows is a

similar corruption of '^i^l/Dli^'' • ODJ is probably miswritten for "'^HQ

(12 and D again confounded). Dip represents either D'T>^ or D^'P^^i ;

see on li. 16.—M Ti^^'bv DJIID^TIN- The initial jlN seems to be
T T : - T :

an editorial insertion. Dj1V01£^ niay come from ''J")DU^; certainly this is

favoured by the context. '7^=7^^ ; "'jlSli' naturally comes from

JHSI^lD]- Then follows, in M, a conglomerate of editorially trans-

formed corruptions. The clearest are ""DID and ^t'llJ, /•''. Di^^3 (cp. xi.

bb) and '^Nr^mv p'^PT too is really an ethnic name (cp. [Hjp'^rT,

Hilki [ah])— a popular corruption of '^hiDH^^ ; cp. y2T\ in xiv, 3^. As
for j-|J?j and -J^^Din (for which Hi., Dy.,'Bi., Che.'", We. read l\'D/n ; Lag.

^^^IJl), one can hardly fail to see underlying them both JlD^r^ (the
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southern Maachah)
; TlTMi may also perhaps represent nhJ=jn[D]i7D

(cp. * Metheg-ammah,' £nc. Bib). 'h'^W^. is plainly from 7Xron~lV This

latter word should probably (see ' Shechem,' Enc. Bib.) be attached to

Dli'lD rather than to DDJ/D. Read therefore, as stanza 2 :

"^^^ni' nii<2i: ^2-]-n^

9f M D\^^;i^32 h "b^l "C^hlT^. W^'^'^ll is suspicious, and the

whole of V. 6 is inconsistent with the cry for divine protection. ' Sweet,'

' delightful,' &c., are no doubt idealistic titles of Canaan (cvi. 24, Mai.

iii. 12, Jer. iii. 19, Ezek. xx. 6, 15, Dan. viii. 9, xi. 6, 41), but we do not

expect any one of them here. D"''72n = D'^S'Orf = '?^^Q^")^ (cp. ' Hamul,'

' Mahol,' Enc. Bib.), an early correction of ^'^HJ. Read, as /. 9, ^"^J? ^"73

J

PDy~^:2.—M •'by niH)i:r r)'7nr=1J^. "h^^ is a correction of >":) (/. 9).

The whole line should run, "H^:^ "^rbn'T^'i'i "^rbni (G S, 01., Gr.,

Bi., We., Du.) is also possible.

11. M ^Jlip'' ;
plausible (see Ixxiii. 24), but against context. Read

12. M ^riyh^ ^yr\D^ r(h^b~^^. wrong; it is not man's 'reins

that teach him, but God. PCOw too is unexpected. It comes from

TlV/ID (cp. on xvii. 3, Tww)- '7D, however, is of course not correct.

If ID' ("'^"ID^) is right, we might read rrTl':'il^r3l (xvii. 5, xxxii. 8^,

corr. text). But we require some reference to the foes. Read '?i</pn~1'rj~^N

^ilip^V "'JIDIi''' is supported by ^iV^'^ {v. 8), an unexpected and im-

probable word, which seems to have come from ''^"^0!i'^ a dittogram,

perhaps a correction of a scribe's error.

13 f. MG "'"nD^y Possible; but hardly probable with i:V.2'':2. Read

^"^^y^,, II "innSV /. II. Cp. xliv. 8, Ixxi. S, 14 f.—Read Xin"^3 •

1 5. Omit ]37 (note Pasek), which mars the metre, and springs from

a premature ""Q/- O and ]0 are often confounded.—Omit 7j"'T (metre).

—M ni23- G 1] ykuxTcra fiov. Point ^33. So Houb., Street, and

more recently Hi., Hal., Ball, Di. In Gen. xlix. 6 G has tu :^7TaTd fj.ov.

Cp. vii. 6, XXX. 13, Ivii. 9, cviii. 2, also Isa. xvi. il (reading ''"T33 for

^3"lp ; cf Lam. ii. 1 1).

17 f. Omit >3 (note Pasek), and j"nS~)'? (metre).—Kt. "|"'l"'Dn- But

Kr. "|l"'Dn, and so Vss., the best MSS. and edd., also Del., Bii., Che.*'',
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Dii. Cp. on Ixxxix. 20. The superfluous ^ was caused by the "^ preceding

1 ; for parallel cases see Gen. xvi. 5, Ezek. ix. 5, i S. xxvi. 8, where too

the Kri deletes the "». Wellh., however, and Matthcs (77/. Tijdschr., igor,

p. 545) adhere to Kt.

20. M y^ti'- Read certainly "'3jr2^»j"| (contrast to V'l~l\ /• 5).
(^^

Tr'KtjpuxTfis ne.—M G append H^J "]J\'!D''2 jlVjyj. Strange, that all the

stanzas of Ps. xvi. have four lines except (at first sight) the fifth
; also

that the four preceding lines all have a verb, while the fifth has none,

which is the more remarkable, as the adverb n^J[7] follows. The truth

is that for the present text we should read 'l^jnjDIifr.}^ IDH. This is

also the true close of Ps. xvii. By accident it was copied into Ps. xvi.

from the column in which Ps. xvii. was written. Cf ' Psalms Book of,'

£/ic. Bib.

PSALM XVII.

1 ETRAMETERS. A prayer of the pious community (cp. Coblenz, 102). The
.speaker bases his sure confidence that his jjiayer will be answered on his proved
fiilelity to Yahwe. After crying ahnid for help against the Jerahmeelites, pious

Israel enters into an earnest self-justification (//. 3-10). He then appeals for

protection, as Yahwe's client, in the sanctuary (//. 11-16). He describes the

imminent danger in which, regarded apart from Yahwe, he stands (//. 17-24), and
being of sensitive nature (for Israel must !je represented in colours borrowed from
the Israelites), he breaks out into a vehement demand for a terrible retribution to

his enemies (//. 25-2S). He doubts not that prayer will be granted, for the

Messianic age is close at hand, when Yahwe's hfis'id (pious one) will be admitted
to a more completely satisfying vision of the divine countenance in the sanctuary

(//. 29 f.), which cannot be till the land of Israel has been relieved from the
blighting presence of Israel's deadly foes. Who those foes are, we learn from the
prol)ably true text of //. 2, 7, 21 and 26, where they are called the tribe of Jerah-
meel, Kdom. Zarephath and the Geshurites; indeed, the parallelism between this

I»a]m and Ps>. v., vii., x., xi., xvi., xviii., xxii.,' especially the four latter, would
seem to leave no doubt that the peoples of the N. Arabian border are referred to.

It should be added that Pss. xvi. and xvii. are also closely connected by their

parallel ending, and that both are akin to the large group of psalms expressint;

ardent love of the temple, and especially to Pss. xxvii. and Ixi.,—psalms on which
not a little fresh light can be thrown. Like Ps. xvi., this is a psalm of national,

not personal, immortalitv.

The psalmist has often been accused of abruptness in his transitions. But
this supposed abuiptness is due to textual corruption. Criticism, which can do
much to remove this corruption,- at the same lime unfortunately reveals a want of

literary originality in the psalm. Some of the ideas and forms of expression
which are most characteristically post-exilic are to be found here. The points of

contact with the nine psalms mentioned above are specially remarkable. In this

connexion it may be noticed that the reading J^;^ ^/^H i>i ^- I9. if correct,

points to a date long enough after that of Ps. xviii. for the text of that psalm

' 0^ serve that a part of the desciiption of the teriifying ' snares' and ' floods'

given in Ps xviii. recurs in xvii. 10 (restored text), and that the representation of

the Jerahmeelites or Edomites as lii^ns, wild oxen with pointed horns (?), and
traitors given in Ps. xxii. recurs in passages of Ps. xvii.

- From another point of view several criticisms of the text of Ps. xvii. are

oflfered by J . Kennedy in a not yet (March, 1902) published paper. See on //. I, 24.
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{v. 5^) to have become corrupt ; tlie interval between the two psabns must not,

however, be exaggerated ; textual corruption evidently began very early. In
conclusion, it is somewhat strange that Duhm should represent Ps. xvii. as the

work of a Pharisee, as if assertions of legal righteousnchs began with the party

called Pharisees, and should even emend V^HD {v. 4) into li^lHB or ^^12)
• T T • T

' Pharisee.' Surely none of the psalms can safely be brought down to tlie age <jf

the Pharisees, or indeed ascribed to an individual of any age.

Prayer. Of"Arah-etJiau. i

I Hear my cry, O Yahwe !
|

attend unto my wail
;

Make haste to rescue me
|
from the tribe of Jerahmeel,

Let my sentence proceed
|
from thy presence [in righteous-

ness]
;

2

Let thine eyes view
|

[the pious] with exactness.

If thou triest my heart,
|

if thou provest my reins, 3

No deceit wik thou find,
|
in my heart is no [wrong].

From the courses of Edom,
|

from the ways of Zarephath— 4
I have kept myself, O Lord !

|
from the paths of hars.

My steps follow close
|
in thy courses

; 5

10 My feet waver not
|

[in thy paths].

O Lord ! I call upon thee,
|
thou wilt answer, O [my]

God ! 6

Bend down to me thine ear,
|
hear my speech.

Separate thy loyal one
|
in thy sanctuary, 7

And keep him close
|
in thy habitation.

Preserve me, O Lord !
|
in the courts of thy house, 8

With the shadow of thy wings
|
cover thou me.

From the (angry) face of the wicked
| deliver thou me, q

To the greed of mine enemies
|

[abandon me not].

The snares of Deathland
|
encompass me, 10

20 The floods of ocean
|
affright me

;

[For] there surround me
|
the troop of Geshurites, ii

With pointed horns
|
they mangle me (?).

• They attack me like lions
|
which watch for prey, 12

[They encompass me] like young lions
|
which lurk in

coverts.

Arise, O Yahwe !
|
and make him bow down

; 13

Rescue my soul
|
from the wickedness of the godless.
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Do thou, O Yahwe ! rain
|
hot coal upon them

;

With a horrible blast
|
do thou till their belly.

H

As for me, by [thy] righteousness
|
I shall behold thy face ; 15

30 I shall be satisfied with thy lovingkindness
|
in thy

habitation.

I f- Hill, 'wail,'
II
rh^n,

'prayer,' as Jer. vii. 16, xi. i^.— lFii/i

lips that are truthftd. Truthfulness is

a primary note of the righteous charac-
ter in early Judaism— truthfulness to-
wards men (v. 9, xv. 2 [note], lii. 3.
Isa. liii. 9, lix. 4), and also towards
God (Ixvi. 18 f.). The prayer of the
untruthful wicked must be an abomina-
tion {v. 4f. ; Prov. XV. 8, 29).—5 f.

If thou friest, &c. The community
can speak thus more easily than the
individuals. 'Reins,'

||

' heart,' as vii.

10 (gloss?), xxvi. 2, Jer. xi. 20, xvii.

10, XX. 12, where too ]n2 or 5^")1{

,

or both words, occur ; also in Ixxiii. 21.
' Heart' = conscience. Cp. 'Heart,'
'Reins,' Enc. Bib. Our revised text

is without the troublesome word rh'^^

,

which led Duhm to suppose that this
was an evening psalm ; just so (/. 7)
it is without the unseemly phrase, ' the
word of thy (God's) lips.' In /. 8
notice the interesting word yiD.
The word also occurs in Jer. vii. 11,
Ezek. xviii. 10, Dan. xi. 14, but not in
the true text of Ezek. vii. 22 (read

D-DEJI^J, see Cfil. Bib.), and of

Isa. XXXV. 9 (read Y-|^^^ jl^n).
It means, not 'a violent one' ( = r()bl)cr),

but ' a liar ' = Ji*n3 and (partly) 1J3.
T V

The noun y"13 occurs probably in

Nah. iii. i (M's p")3 is unsuitable)

and in Jer. vi. 6 (read yiDn l^J*

;

cp. G). The root is Y")E) , 'to lie,' ==

Ass. panUti (so Ruben for y~13 i"

Nah., I.e.) ; in IIos. iv. 2 read yiJ^Q
(G, Ruben). On Duhm's suggestion

(Si'^S for yiB) sec above.— 13.

fi n?Dil ; cp. I'x. viii. 18, but not Ps.

iv. 4 (see crit. n.).—TJI^Dn ! cp. on

xvi. 10.

14. Cp. xxvii. 5. nsyyvo, vah-

we's dwelling, the temple, as xlvi. 5,

Ixxxiv. 2, cxxxii. 5. So in /. 30.— 15.

The revised text deprives us of a
parallelism with Dt. xxxii. 10 f., Zech.

ii. 8. Certainly the received text

iyV. Sa) is plausible ; Tyior has shown
that the pupil of the eye is connected
elsewhere in folk-lore with the soul

{Prim. Culture, i. 389). But paral-

lelism is opposed to the common text.

17- D'JDi ' angry face,' as xxi. 10.

— 18. So xxvii. 12. Lines ig—28

{vv. 10-14) seem to be illustrations of

striking passages in Pss. xi., xviii.,

xxii.; see crit. notes.—21. Geshnrites,i.e.

the N. Arabian oppressors, probably =
' Maacathites ' (see Enc. Bib., ' Geshur,'

ii.). C\i. iii. Sb. Or perhaps read
' Ishmaelites ' (see crit. n.).

23 f. TT^lii and "l^DD are collec-

tives (like ''IK, xxii. 14/').

29. Behold thy face. So xi. 7,

cxl. 13; cp. xvi. II. On the divine

Face, cp. Dillm. on Ex. xxxiii. 14.

The rrjl^n of M may have been

suggested by Num. xii. 8. The view
of the editor apparently was that Israel

and (note ypH^) each faithful Israelite

\\<)uld enjoy the same privileged vision

of Vahwe as ' my servant Moses

'

(Num. xii. 7); cp. OP, 388 ff., 407,
426, 430, 444, and Baethgen's com-
mentary. It is true, some {e.g. Smend,

ZATIV, 1888, p. 95) explain y^pn
o{ the hoped-for divine intervention in

behalf of Israel. But this bare use of

llic infniitive is unparalleled, and the

expression ' I shall be satisfied with
thy form,' is intolerable. Hence Beer
{I)idi7\-psalmeii, 18) and Wellh. re-

gard 'Qn as the subject of y^pH-
The ' awaking of God's form' is taken
to mean the revelation of the divine

glory at the judgment. This, however.
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is also unparalleled. If this view of Life, p. 241) ^jl^^Jp • If, however,

the construction were correct, it would
^^,^ p^,^ ^gj^jg ^^e current exaggerated

be necessary to emend 'QD into belief in the Massoretic text, and apply

__,,„.. ^, , T 1 1^ J a stricter critical method, a much better
Tjn:i^S; or rather (see Jewish kel.

^.^^^j^ ^^^ ^^ obtained (see crit. n.).

Critical Notes, i. M p"T2T ' XWTV- G, Kvpu riis dLKMocrvi'rjs fxob, i.e.

*p*T2J '% ' O Yahwc, who art my righteousness' (see on xviii. 2). Rut this

is against the paralleHsm. Either pl2{ has come in from the margin,

where it was perhaps placed as having been omitted in v. 2a, or (as

J. Kennedy acutely suggests) it is a corruption of ^Jlpj;^. In the former

case, ""/la") should be placed iny. la, and ^Jl'?3n in /. ib (cp. Ixi. i, and

see on /. 2). But the latter suggestion is the better.

2. M's rTuiip ^ISii' '^'72. is strange Hebrew, and the whole clause,

' Give ear unto my prayer (that is uttered) with no deceitful lips' (Driver),

is a weak supplement to ' Hear my cry, attend to my wail.' Ps. xvi. 4—

6

leads us to expect a reference to the N. Arabian oppressors, and, quite

without a thought of this passage, the present writer has found himself

compelled in another psalm (xliii. i) to emend HQI^S into 7^i?2^^''•

Instead, therefore, of giving ^7173/1 a double role (i. as parallel in /. ib to

^nil"1) and 2. as the representative of 7'?3riD), it is most probable that

we should, on the analogy of xliii. i, read /. 2 thus,

nZ'^n for nj^Thin (cp. on Ixxx. 2a) is not as difficult as it may seem, for

the ^J in the latter word may have come from "•JtO/SJl (letters mis-

arranged). J^7^ appears to be from i>i'7D=7j<n (a bit of 'pSQU'T')-

3 f. Insert plii, as a || to DHli^^Q (cp. ix. 9). The adverbial accus.

;

cp. Jer. xi. 20 2^1 HXh^ \Vi3. \)1'1 LOB'li^ {i- 6). Also insert l^DIl

(metre and sense). Both words easily fell out after J»Jli^ and n^MrTj"!

respectively.

5. Note Pasek after >2l7. Read ]n3n, 13Jij~l ; the imperf. is more

natural. M's "'JJIS'IU is an expansion of J13~)l{, which is a correct

alternative reading to mp3 • Cp. Job vii. 18, where read l^Sliin (see

on viii. 5). We have already referred to 7ww, which is against parallelism.

A writer in /oia-n. of Sacred Lit., n.s., iv. 340, proposes JIV'PD (1| '2!7)-

But this is insufficient. Read ''J1V73 (Gr.); this was written 'JllvD-

The same corruption occurs in xvi. 7 and (sec on Ixwii. 7) Job xxxv. lob.

In /. 6 (end of v. 3) M's '•Jlbt, which Kcin. (ii. 518, n. 3 ; Synt. § 23irt)

accepts. Most {e.g. Dathe, Hu.. Per., Bi., Bii.) prefer >riQT or "'nb* ; cp.

G 'A 2 J S T (alt.). But rT?2T, ' wicked plan,' does not suit the context,
T •

which rather suggests nQir<3 . T 'ind "1, D and t2 are regularly
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confounded.—M "tg 11^''"'~bll . This might be post-HibHcal Hebrew
(Voma, 86r?, ni3^> IHV, 'he trespassed a trespass'; vp. OP,. 466).

The whole phrase must be corrupt. *H) will be accounted for presently.

l'"or "iny"'?! read L]^^<l 1"^ "^b^- ]1N* and n:2'^i2 are parallel

(xxxvi. 4).

7 f. M ?jTl3"iy ")H21 ; G presupposes ''1211 • M's reading is

inadequately defended by cxix. 13. The parallel line suggests OllD ;

in fact, "121 and "^"n are frequently confounded (see e.^. xxxix. 2).

For ^^J13ii^ we expect either a class-name or an ethnic. Since DTh?
should presumably be read QlJ^ (xii. 2, xiv. 2), 'ti^ should probably be

nSTi ; Edom (or Aram =: Jerahmeel ?) and Zarephath were practically

synonymous. See xliv. I7<^z, where 'Zarephath' and 'Gebal' appear to

be combined. Cp. 'Zarephath' in E/ic. Bib. Duhm proposes to read

Di^^ ^n^PS?, 'deinem Thun schvveige ich.' But if a verb were

wanted, we should expect a phrase like v^l ^71J^';?3 (cxix. loi, Prov.

'• 15)- S)7 not improbably comes from jHvil^QD- The second D
became '^

; the first is represented by "'S at the end oiv. 3. 7 is ditto-

graphic. Passing on, ""Jh} is an imperfectly written ''Jlhi . It has

produced the omission of "^ in TllDti'J (so we should read with

Wellh. ; in Josh. vi. 18 read nOtirn). Continue Dijllh^D (S, Ba.,
: T • • T ••

Or., We.). On V^B see exeg. note.
r

9 f. Read IDQj^ ; the descriptive infin. is not in place (see xxxv. 16).
T

In /. 10 (end) insert ?|'^D~)'TI1 (metre and parallelism), with Bickell.

In /. II the changes ^^IJ^ and vhi are too simple to need defence.

But in /. 13 we have to use our methods boldly, if we would not unduly

disparage the capacities of the psalmist. The clever translator Street

reads '?T"'Df7 = "?TI1 ''Dn. G has roir eXni^nvTas eVi (re (similarly S).

These are petty expedients. A perfect cure can only be effected by a

remedy based on a wide e.xperience of the ways of the scribes. For

'n yil^lD read Tj^npQia. Obviously TjnDll should be Tjl-DPI. For

/. 14 M gives us material which needs careful critical handling. As it

stands, no reasonable exegesis is possible. Beyond doubt, the passage

must be taken together with xvi. 11 (see below, on /. 30). '^^2 WDD
is parallel to the false reading 'f2^2 D^DV^ (' pleasant things in thy

right hand !

'), and both readings spring from ^*/1JDl^';:23 ; IpjII^DItS =
^:i:i3:ir\ (u = p; d = ^; i: = d)- cp. xxvii. 5.— in i 15 ]v^?^is}3

"['y~n3, is too short, and is not favoured by parallelism, y^ comes from

"'J^^^, and belongs to /. I5ri ; Jll "'i^'D is a distortion of ^jTl'Il niiini-

In / 17 "'JYlIi; ^T is hardly tolerable. Aramaisms are not, as a rule,

probable, but here ^J2^?""»t' at once suggests itself. L. i8 should perhaps

be '•2:j-niT':»N^ ^a'^^ ^'3J3. cp. x.xvii. 12.
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In /. 19 we have to combine material from ?'. 9 (end) and v. 10 (beg.).

Robertson Smith (AW. Sci/iS'\ 379) thought that a particular part of the

viscera was meant (Ar. hilb). But would 3.711, ' midriff,' have been used

side by side with 1113, 'liver,' as the seat of the feelings ? Duhm (after

Dys.) would read ^'!23!J ^tTF, 'their heart is become fat,' continuing

nD"*!) i"IJp ; not satisfactory, ^122b^ should be JTID ^^211 {"h^n ?) ;

see xviii. 6, on which our passage is dependent.—20. Read, to match

I- ly, 'Jin^O'' W^iyi "hHV ; cp. .wiil. 5, Ixi.x. 3. The correction is justified

by sound method. 1~)I1T probably comes fi^om a dittographed fragment

of 'h'IiV-—2i. M ^y\2yD TirW ^y\^^- what can 'Vi!i mean.? 'At

each of our steps'? Surely this is superfluous, nor does it suit ^J133D-
If, however, we grant that the enemies referred to in the neighbouring

psalms are the N. Arabian peoples, and that a name for one of these

peoples was IVZ^il (often written "^^Ii;^i =~n^^i'^<), we shall at once be dis-

posed to correct imi7>i into Dn^i^il. G, iK^aWovTes or eKiBaXduTes, z'.c.

perhaps [''Jjlti^n^- HDV i^ also suspicious. Read perhaps
| "•JI^HD ["'3]

D^l^H riiy, and compare xxii. 17. The alternative to ']£;} is "''^'KJ^DZ"'

(cp. h'i^i^ from ']:;\ Ivi. 2, crit. n.). Uy^l would be too vague.—The
material supplied in M for /. 22 is again full of corruption, which Gratz,

Nestle, Wildeboer {ZATW, 1896, p. 323 ; 1897, p. 180), and Duhm have

treated somewhat too superficially. We may expect to find another

allusion to the true text of Ps. xxii., where the N. Arabian oppressors

are most probably described {vv. 13, 17) both as 'lions' and as 'wild

oxen with pointed horns.' If so, read "'l^DJIS ]ti'n ^JHpil. For yihi3

see next note.

In /. 23 for ij\pi (G vTTi\aii6u jjli, •'JV31) read certainly "•JIQ'Tp' (cp.

xviii. 6, 10) ; see below, p is represented by \ in Y")^^3 (see on /. 22) ;

IhJn comes from [^]"1J^D, 'as a lion,' written too soon.

In /. 24 for ^')Vy read probably lip'i^^_ (cp. Jer. v. 6). Kennedy's

clever and plausible reading P)''pti/^ would mean, not 'look out,' but ' look

down.' Point ^IBb (Gr.), and insert ''J^^'p^ which easily fell out before

"1^333- It was replaced in the margin, and now appears in M, corrupt

and mutilated, as V13. ilDlp, which precedes it, represents "'JltSlp^

(a correction of 11V31). To read ~)]i;'< for 2'!}'' (cp. 1;^;' for 3iy'» in x. 8)\T •••

would only be possible if "IVZ^ ever meant 'to lie in wait' (see Ges.-Buhl).

In /. 25 read in^n3m ; in /. 27, for the impossible ^13-))! yVI'^
read probably D"'np!D y^np (cp. on xxxiv. 11). D''"1"'D3 is also possible

;

in xxii. 2i 1"'33 has become 3~in.

We now encounter one of our greatest textual problems. ^1^ D^/ID!^
must be corrupt, but only a weak critic would add 'hopelessly.' "Tl\
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like ^T^ in Ixxvii. 3, probably comes from rnn^- Then comes the ditto-

gram UT)i2i2 mn% and the extraordinary group of characters—l7n?D

D^TF^ Dp'^H- The key to the latter exists in Job (see xx. 23). The true

text runs, U'bn^ 2^*'^^ "l-^P-^ ' '" J°'^' ^•'- ""^Ih'^I should certainly be

^7rT3. Errors constantly arise both through the transposition of letters

and through the substitution of similar or kindred letters. Thus "T7ni2 ==

DH'''?^, ^intl 0^*^11 = Dvni). Still stranger but only a little less certain

examples of this follow. ("|313':il) 7^3^! D''"'m should most probably

be jm:i'j'3 mm (see on xi. 6). Thus we get a parallel for QvrT!)-

D^t52 h{'??2n is correct (see Job xx. 23). l^Uti' is superfluous both for

sense and for metre. Most probably it comes from ny^Ii'J^, which was

written too soon, through the scribe's eye glancing at what is here

reckoned as line 30.

In the closing couplet, //. 29, 30 (= ?'. 15), read "^JplU^ ; "f
fell out

after p. Not so easily corrected is the very doubtful ^JlJII^pl ypnil.

Resuming our consideration of this (see exeg. note) we may remark that

it would not be unnatural to transfer ']i'',t2''3 /llDyj from xvi. 1 1 (where

it is metrically superfluous) to xvii. 15, supposing a lapsus oculi on the

part of the scribe. But the expression is by no means natural. Certainly

the theory of lapsus oculi will most easily account for the existence of

these words ('^2^2 I^^J) at the end of xvi. 11, but the further problem

j-emains to discover the word, or the words, out of which the improbable

phrase referred to, and also the equally false parallel reading in^lilDn,

may have arisen.* There is only one possible solution, '^''jnill ii^/t33

•

VpnH still remains. Beyond doubt this has arisen out of '^iprf- The

decisive proof is that ^"TDn is the only word out of which the trouble-

some XT11 at the end of xvi. 1 1 can have arisen.

PSALM XVIII.

1 HE whole psalm is in trimeters, which are disposed in stanzas of eight lines

each. Originally it was shorter ; stanzas 3-5 are a later insertion,' which may,
however, be due to the author of the original poem, for it is a fine specimen of this

class of compositions, and the want of a thcophany would at once iiave been seen

to be adverse to the popularity of the work (see Eiic. Bib., ' Theophany ') ; it is

moreover in the same metre as the original poem. The first critical question

relates to the speaker of the poem. One might very naturally regard the psalm as

a ' dramatic lyric,' and suppose David to be the speaker, the exaggerations being

viewed as having the character of virtual Messianic predictions (cp. OP, 206).

This is the theory expressed in the liturgical appendix ("'. 51, unless <. is a later

addition), but is hardly correct. From the bold assertion of legal rigliteousness

and from the Ueuteronomistic phraseology it is plain that the pious comm.unity is

the speaker. With the imaginative licence of faith, righteous Israel looks back

' Ilupfeld and the present writer (see OP, 205, 223) have both entertained the

idea of the composite origin of the psalm. The view here adopted, however, is

due to Lijhr (see his commentary on 2 S. xxii.).
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upon its completed discipline, and gives thanks for the divine loving-kindness,

and for the reward apportioned to it. The poet is an ardent monotheist (z'. 32),
and a strict adherent of the doctrine of retribution, in connection with the

Messianic belief in its wider form.

How greatly exegesis is the gainer from a more courageous and methodical

treatment of textual problems, hardly needs to be stated. It would be difficult to

deny that stanza 4 {vv. 1 1-13) has been relieved of much obscurity and inco-

herence. Many other flaws (see e.^. II. 52, 61 f., 91 f., 96, loi) in this artificial

but certainly not contemptible poem have, we may hope, been removed, and the

recovery of references to the Jerahmeelites and N. Arabiins (a general term) in

stanzas l, 9, 13, 14 is an important element in the parallelism which critical

exegesis reveals between the second part of I's. xviii. and Ps. ii.

The Davidic origin of Ps. xviii. has Ijeen thought to be guaranteed by the

existence of a second recension of the psalm in 2 S. xxii. This chapter however,
together with the mdshal in xxiii. 1-7, probably forms the latest addition to the
Books of Samuel, and no weiglit can be attached to the argument which Baethgen
and others have based upon it. The closing verse both in 2 S. xxii. and in

Ps. xviii., which refers to Yahwe's anointed king and to Uavid and his posterity,

is a late liturgical appendix {c indeed may be an appendix to the appendix), and
the title of the psalm which represents it as David's song of thanksgiving for his

deliverance out of the hand ('^3) of all his enemies and out of the hand ("7'') of

Saul, has reached its present form through editorial manipulation of an already
corrupt text under the influence of a faulty theory. The true text of the psalm
(when emended according to the analogy of other titles) does not refer at all to
David.' Indeed, the appearances of a pre-exilic (even though not Davidic)
origin 2 are altogether illusory. The idealistic religious and political outlook in

vv. 32, 44, 50, the Deuteronomic view of the 'covenant' in vv. 21-28, the
Deuteronomic expressions in 22-24, a°d the points of contact with Dt. xxxii.,

xxxiii., exclude such an origin for our psalm. For it took time for the ideas and
language of Deuteronomy (which, moreover, is no longer in its original form) to

affect religious literature. The psalm, however, must be earlier than Pss. cxvi.

{v. 3f ) and cxliv. (i f., 6f., 10), Prov. xxx. {v. 5), and Hab. iii. {v. 19), which,
at any rate in their present form, are dependent upon it.

[The points of contact with Dt. xxxii., xxxiii., are vv. 10, 11, 32, cp. Dt. xxxiii.

26 ; v. 12; cp. Dt. xxxii. 11 ; v. 31, cp. Dt. xxxii. 4 (Prov. xxx. 5) ; v. 32 (HliJ
a divine title), cp. Dt. xxxii. 4, 15, 18, 30 f., 37 (Is. xliv. 8, i S. ii. 2) ; v. 32
(Eloah), Dt. xxxii. 15, 17; v. 32 (idea), Dt. xxxii. 39a (Is. xlv. 5a). The
parallelism between v. 44 and Is. Iv. 4 f. is of slight importance, for most probably
Is. Iv. 3-5 is a very late insertion, made after Ps. xviii. had become misinterpreted
as a triumphal ode of David.]

According to Duhm, a more precise date can be assigned. He connects this as
well as other psalms with the history of Alexander Jannreus, who had a strong
interest in asserting his strict legal righteousness against his Phariseean enemies.
Vv. 5-7 are supposed by Duhm to describe .\lexander's defeat at Asophon or
Gadara. It is very improbable, however, that any individual is referred to. The
claim of warlike ability is not more surprising in this psalm than in Ps. ii. 9 and
cxlix. 6 (see on these psalms), and the bitterness towards the Edomites was
jjerennial, while tlie loud assertions of innocence are most intelligible (see above)
in the mouth of the community.
We spoke of a second ' recension ' of the psalm in 2 S. xxii. Certain MSS. of

G in 2 S. xxii. (see on //. 19, 82, 93, 108 of our version) do in fact appear to
represent a peculiar recension based on a somewhat different Hebrew text from
that implied by tlie ordinary Greek text, which both in 2 S. and in Ps. inclines on
the whole to M's text of Ps. xviii. Subtle speculations as to the origin and
relation of the two Hebrew texts (2 S. and Ps.) are hardly called for. See further
Baethgen, Jahrbb. f. prot. T/ieoL, 1882, pp. 605 ff. ; Ley, Leilfaden, 41 f. ;

II. P. Smith, Samuel (on 2 S. xxii.), and Presbyterian Kevie-M, 1S85, pp. 630 f. ;

W. H. Bennett, I/ebraica, 1S87, pp. 65-86; Kiinig, Einleitimg, pp. 401 f.

;

Sievers, Metr. .Sluii. ii. 515 ff. Cp. also Joel .Midler, Massechet So/erim (1878),
pp. iisf.

' See ' Psalms,' Enc. Bib., § 45 ; cp. § 12. - Cp. OP, 204-207.
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Deposited : of ''Arab-ethan. The words of Israel in the day that

Yahwc delivers him from the hand of all the Arabians and from

Ishniael.

I I will extol thee, O Yahwe ! +source of+ my righteousness, 2

My rock, my fortress, mine asylum, 3

God who art my strength, in whom I take refuge,

My shield, my horn of victory.

My sure retreat, my shelter, my stronghold.

Who deliverest me from the men of Cusham.

Who can utter the righteous acts of Yahwe, 4

Or who recount his deliverances?

The floods of Deathland had snatched me away, 5

10 The billows of Ruinland had overwhelmed me,

The snares of Sheol had encompassed me, 6

The toils of Gloomland had come against me.

In my distress I called upon Yahwe, 7

I cried +for help+ unto my God
;

He heard my voice from his palace,

My cry reached his ears.

Later insertion {II. 17—40).

He threatened, and the earth did rock, 8

The foundations of the mountains trembled,

They swayed to and fro, because he was wroth
;

20 Smoke went up from his nostrils, 9

Fire from his mouth devoured,

Glowing coals flashed forth from it.

He bowed the heavens and came down, lo

While a mass of clouds was under his feet.

He mounted the cherub, and flew
;

1

1

He came swooping on the wings of the wind
;

Darkness he made his minister, 12

The clouds [of heaven] liis angels
;

His quiver [he prepared in] the heaven,

30 [And his bow in] the clouds of the sky
;

From before him passed his servants

—

13

Hail and burninji coals.
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In heaven Yahwe thundered, 14

The Most High sounded wich his voice^
;

His arrows he shot, he scattered them, 15

Lightnings he hurled, and affrighted them.

The ocean-channels came into view, 16

The world's foundations were laid bare

—

At thy threatening, O Yahwe,

40 At the violent blast of thy nostrils.

*

He reached from high heaven and grasped me, 17

He drew me out of the vast waters
;

He snatched me from an enemy too strong, 18

From haters too mighty for me
;

They came upon me in the day when I faltered, 19

But Yahwe proved my support.

He brought me forth into an open space, 20

He rescued me, because he took pleasure in me.

In proportion to my righteousness Yahwe dealt with me, 21

50 In proportion to the purity of my hands he requited me.

Because I observed the ways of Yahwe, 22

And did not forsake his paths,

For all his ordinances were +constantly+ before me, 23

And I turned not aside from his statutes
;

So I was loyal toward him, 24

From guilty acts I kept myself.

And Yahwe requited me in proportion to my righteousness, 25

In proportion to the purity of my hands which he saw.

Towards the covenant-keeper thou showest thyself a

covenant-keeper, 26

60 Towards the loyal one thou showest thyself loyal
;

But towards the violent one thou showest thyself violent, 27

And towards the proud thou showest thyself more than

man.

Yea, it is thine to deliver a humble people, 2M

But the eyes of all haughty ones thou art wont to abase.

Yea, thou- art my lamp, O Yahwe ! 29

My God illumines my darkness.

Yea, with thee I can break Jerahmeel, 30

With my God I can divide Geshur.

' Hail and burning coals. - Lightest.
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God ! flawless [is his work] ! 31

70 [Right arc all] his ways !

Well-tried is Yahwe's promise,

A shield is he to all that take refuge in him !

Yea, who is God except Yahwe ? 32

Or who is a Rock save our God ?

The God that bound me about with strength, 33

And girded my loins with heroic might,

That gave me feet like the hinds, 34
And enabled me to stand on heights,

That trained my hands for battle, 35

80 And mine arms to +use+ a bow of bronze.

Yea, thou gavest me thy succouring shield, 36

Thy helping right hand sustained me
;

Thou madest broad my steps where I went, 37

Mine ancles faltered not.

I pursued mine enemies and overtook them
;

38

And turned not until I had destroyed them
;

I struck them so that they could not rise, 39

But fell under my feet.

Thou didst gird me with strength for battle, 40

90 Thou didst bow down mine assailants under me.

Thou didst give me mine enemies as a prey, 41

My right hand seized my haters.

They cried, but there was none to deliver
;

42

+Cried+ unto Yahwe, but he answered them not.

I beat them as small as the dust of the market-place, 43

I swept them away as the mire of the streets.

Thou didst deliver me from the folk of the Arabians, 44^

Thou didst rescue me from the men of Cusham
;

49c

Thou madest me the head of the nations, 44/^

100 People whom I knew not became my servants. 44c

The sons of Gebal sought me eagerly
; 45/^

The Ishmaelites became obedient unto me
;

45a

They brought frankincense and gold, 46

The Geshurites presented choice gold.

Praised and blessed be my Rock, 47

Exalted be God my deliverer,

The God that granted me full revenge, 48

And crushed peoples under me,
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That rescued me from the [people of the] Arabians, 49^

1 10 That preserved me from Jerahmeel. 49/;

Therefore I will give thanks unto thee among the nations, 50

To thy name, O Yahwe ! I will chant hymns.

^

2. Mine asylum. The speaker

has been in as much danger as if he

were followed by the avenger of blood.

—4. My horn. Cp. Ixxxix. 18.—7 f.

Imitated in cvi. 2. Cnthani, i.e. the

N. Arabian Cush (cp. Enc. Bib., ' Cush,'

2), see /. 98.

9— 12. He has sunk (in a figure)

into the ocean whose waters bathe the

foundations of the world (xxiv. 2), and
bound the vast city of the dead on every

side. The expression, 'the floods of

Deathland ' (=Sheol),and the parallel

phrases are figurative ; the psalmist

means 'the men of Cusham ' (/. 6),

i.e. the N. Arabian oppressors (cp. on
xvii. 10, Ixix. 3-5, Ixxxviii. 17). The
basis of the expression is derived from
Babylonian mythology— ' Even if, O
Gilgames, thou didst cross the sea,

what wouldest thou do on arriving at

the waters of death,' are the words of

the goddess Sabitu to Gilgames, who
is on his way to the hero of the Deluge
in Paradise (Jeremias, Vorstelliingen,

86 f. ; Maspero, Dawn of Civ., 585).
Surely in a mythological text m$ miiti

means more than merely ' destructive

waters' (Jensen).

—

Riiin-laiid. The
second of the four names of the under-

world, mentioned again (certainly) in

Isa. xxxviii. 17 (' the pit (jf Ruin-land,'

reading b'^'hl for "hi)- Beliyya'al

('Belial') may be a Hebraized form
(involving a popular etymology, ' one
comes not up again ') of Bilili, the

non-Semitic Babylonian name of the

goddess of the underworld and of

vegetation. Unlike Tammuz, Bilili

' appears to be unable to come forth

again from the world of the dead'
(Jensen, Exp. Times, ix. 41). Another
name for the goddess of the under-

world was Allatu, and we gather from
Clermont Ganneau's bronze plaque (see

Maspero, Dawn, 691) that Allatu

was conceived of as a monster. Very

possibly /^Iw"^ was popularly derived

from P^il , 'to swallow up'; thus

perhaps we may account for the y in

7P^7^ (cp. Konig's remark on the

insertion of ^ in the names of animals

as a 'determinative,' Lehrgeb., ii. 402).

Thus too we see how 7^/11 (in

' sons of Belial') might come to mean
' destructiveness,' or the like. It will

be noticed that the VllJ ('rivers of)

of M has become *^21 > 'billows of,'

in our revised text (see crit. note).

The objection made to the most pro-

bable explanation of our passage on the
ground that Bab. mythology does not
know of a river Styx, is, therefore,

pointless. Duhm, who renders ' die

Bache des Untergangs,' certainly does
not hit the poet's meaning. See
further 'Belial,' Eitc. Bib., and (on
' Bilili') Jensen, Kosjnol., 225, 275.

17-24. Duhm is severe upon this

description of a theophany ; the lavish

imagery, he says, is disproportionate to

the final result, which is merely the

deliverance of a Jewish warrior. How
can this be admitted ? Rhetoric no
doubt there is ; imitation of ' older

passages ' (hardly Jer. xvii. 4, Isa.

Ixv. 5, but rather Ex. xix. 16 ff., xx. 18,

Isa. xxix. 6) no doubt there is ; but the

grandiose character of the description

is not in excess of the occasion, which
is the final deliverance of Israel with
the Messiah at its head. In reality,

the whole passage is a reflexion of an
older mythology ; the later parts {e.g.

xix. 2-7, and Job) delight in these

archaic revivals. Have they not a

right to their taste?

25 f. The cherub,
||

' the wings
of the wind.' Probably the poet
ideniifies the cherub with the storm-
wind ; cp. civ. 3, Isa. xix. i. So
Ninib (Adar) is called i-akib abfibi,

' he who rides on the tempest ' (Del.

Ass. HIVB, i,a). See ' Cherub,' j£"«r.

' That gives great victories unto his king,

That shows lovingkindness unto his anointed,

Unto David and unto his offspring for ever.

51
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Bil>. ; Smythe-ralmer, Niiieleenth Cen-

tury, Jan., 1901, p. 341. Lines 25-28
and 31 f. are imitated in civ. 3 f.

29 f. His quiver, his botir.

Cp. Ixxvii. 18, Lam. iii. 13, I lab. iii. 9,

II.—31 f. His sei~vants. Cp. 27 f. ;

Ecclus. xxxix. 29, 31.—39. mj^J •

Cp. civ. 7.

41. Cp. Ivii. 4.—42. For the figure

cp. lines 9 f., Ixix. 2 f.

47. He brought vie forth, &c. Cp.
XXV. 17, cxlii. 8, cxliii. 11.

—

Because,

&c. Cp. xxii. 9, xli. 12. Thus the

poet leads on to the colossal self-

assertion which follows.

49 f. The help given to the speaker

is the reward of his righteousness

(/. 49) ; Yahwe too is righteous—He
deals with every one in exact accord-

ance with his deserts (/. 50). This is

the two-fold theme of //. 50-58 and //.

59-62. Cp. vii. 9; xvii. 1-5.

51-54. Note the Deuteronomic

phrases 1D^ . D'J03'^^"'?3, Dip,"! •

n^DQ "IIDS'J^? in 2 S. xxii. 23
TV* T

is also Deuteronomistic (2 K. iii. 3,

xiii. 2, 6, X. 29, 31) ; see crit. note.

59 f- TDrTi implying that "TDfT
• T V V

is the bond of the covenant ; cp.
' Lovingkindness,' Enc. Bib- Even
Yahwe therefore can be called T'DH ;

cp. cxlv. 17, Jer. iii. 12. ' Liebreich
'

(01.) is a misleading rendering. —
D^(!2n,ri')t here ' flawless' (as/. 69), but

'entirely devoted' (as /. 55), II I'DH •

61 f. "liZlil , 'tyrant,' in a bad

sense, as Iii. 3. Its natural parallel is

pnVi llie proud speech of oppressors
' T T

is specially meant (xxxi. 19, Ixxv. 6,

xciv. 4, 2 S. ii. 3).—l<?3nn (see crit.

note) ; cp. Isa. xxix. 14. It is one of

the chief gains of strict criticism that

we are no longer ol)liged to excuse tlie

language of the Psalmist as that of the

'natural man' (Ol.). There is no
parallel to the daring statement of M
elsewhere.

63 f. Observe that -Jj; (=- IDy)

represents //. 59 f. ; while D**2~1

corresponds to //. 61 f., and supports

the correction pjl^ in /. 62. ^J^ QJ^,
' T T

as Zeph. iii. 12 ; cp. on ix. 13.

69-72. See Dt. xxxii. 4, Prov. xxx.

5, and cp. on xii. 7.

73 f. Who is God, &.C. Cp.

I S. ii. 2, 2 S. vii. 22, and especially

Isa. xliv. 8. We can hardly lay stress

on ni^N {v. 3ifl), as proving the late

date of the Psalm. For though m7l^
may be a late, artificial formation from

D^n'^h^ (references in Ges.-Bu.), yet

we cannot be sure that both here and

in Isa. xliv. 8 TVt})^ may not have

been substituted for 7S > which word is

here read by 2 S. See further ' Names

of God,' Enc. Bib.—A Bock, "injj

;

so V. 47 ; cp. Dt. xxxii. 31. G, Qios,

which is a correct paraphrase.

75 fif. Cp. the triumphal hymn of

Thotmes III. {^rng?,c\\. Hist, of Eg.,

i. 370 fl".), where in ten strophes the

god Amen describes the victories of the

king, and ascribes them to himself

(' I came, and thou smotest . .

•

') In

the sanctuary of the temple of Thotmes
III. at Karnak, the god Set of Nub
teaches his royal pupil to shoot with

the bow (Baedeker, Upper Egypt, 140).

This illustrates //. 79 f.

77 f. Found again, with two

variations, in I lab. iii. 19.

—

Like hinds.

Cp. 2 S. ii. 18, I Chr. xii. 8.

79 f. Cp. cxliv. I. This explains

the warlike ability ascribed to pious

Israel in cxlix. 6 f., ii. 9 (?).

83. Thou madest broad, &,c.,

i.e. gavest me strength to step out (cp.

Isn. Ixiii. i). So Job xviii. 7.—85.

The ' enemies ' are primarily the N.
Arabian oppressors, as //. 97 ff. shosv

;

the title of the Psalm is perfectly right.

87. Z struck them, &.c. Cp.
ii. 9 (and note).

89. Nearly a repetition of /. 75.

So /. 90 virtually repeats /. 88.

94. Unto Tahivd, i.e. for pity.

Duhm, however, thinks of the internal

strife of the Jews under Alexander

Jannanis.

q7 f. The Arabians and the
men of Cusham (nearly = Jerah-
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meel) are here, as elsewhere, the chief will suljmit to the true God. Cp. ii.

enemies of the Jews in the ai^e of the 10-12, and specially lix., //. 21-24,

Psaltei'. Cp. Ixxvi. 19 (corr. text), Ixxxiii., //. 32-36.
where the 'remnant of Maacah,' it is

said, will bow down to Yahwe. 103 f. Cp. Ixviii. 31 and Ixxii.

10 (corr. text) ; Isa. Ix. 6. The chains
loi. Sought me eag-erly. Cp. are link-chains (Ar. silsilali).

Isa. Iv. 5. How unworthy the text- LL—,.^
reading ('gave feigned submission') ' ^oS-

^^"^'f '
^

'
~' ^'^^'' 4-

is, need not be shown at lengtli. See cxlv. ".

crit. note. Though the psalmist uses

the conventional language of oriental iii. Amongr the nations, i.e.

imperialists (cp. Sargon's inscriptions), in the outer circle of nations—those

he really cherishes the hope that not a which had not been hostile to Israel,

few belonging to the conquered nations Cp. Isa. Ixvi. 19.

Critical Notes. Title. On mH"' ll^^':' (cp. xxxvi.), see Introd. The
second part has been thoroughly disguised by a later writer. The
dififerences in form in the Psalter and in 2 Sam. are unimportant, with the

exception of the last ;
'y'12 has been altered in 2 S. into ^3^2 for the sake

of uniformity. The warning Paseks in M, after ~)3,1 and after DVJl

should be noticed. To restore a true historical colour, on the analogy of

the restored title of Ps. vii., read ijlij^ mil'' '?"'^ri DVIL '^NtT;:''' H^"^

':'^i3^l:3^^'J^ D''ni^~':'3 ^IIIQ. it may be admitted that the writer has

very cleverly adapted the (indistinctly written) title to the corrupted

prefix TTlA M. Heilprin ingeniously suggests 711^;^) (Sheol) ; cp.

vv. 5, 6.

I. M ?rpnnj^. The Vss. confirm this, but the context does not

favour it. Even apart from this, ' I love thee ' needs to be followed by

'with all my heart.' And, as the decisive argument, "CPTS, 'to love,

is Aram. (cp. Ass. rainii), not Heb. ; see S. Q and H are confounded.

The "II^N"*! of 2 Sam. should put us on the right track ; it springs from

^PD'"1^< (xxx. 2). This is read by 01., Hi., Dy., Bi., (^r.—2 S. omits

prn, or rather plli (see on xvii. i). As a title of God ''pTn or -pTrK?)

is unexampled. ^p~T^ is natural, because it expresses the leading idea of

the psalm. Cp. on cxliv. 2.

2. Omit the dittographed rnrf.—M ^lO^Sp ; ^S.'h tO^S'O ; cp. cxliv. 2.

Rather, as Del. (note) and Duhm, ^[2730. Cp. Iv. 9, also Cant. iv. 4,

where nVD^n has grown out of l^h^^ (j| '^IJ!!::).

3. M ni:i 'h^; 2 s. 'ij >7p't^. Read nr >rh^. Xv an^i -iii

confounded (see on xxviii. 8).

5 f Insert "jy^^ri D^3 fD'^'^r^ ''•Ty?2T "'Dl^rjT. See partly 2 S. The

eight-line stanza requires such an insertion. For W'^'i^D-, cp. /. 1 10. The

^yii'D of 2 S. represents both tl^'^'t^ and >^yit2 ; it is conflate. For 0^*3

cp. /. 98.
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7 f. M ^}"^p^J 7>>r\72 ; none of the rival explanations (see 01., Now.,
t': V T \ :

Ba., Du.) can make this appear natural. Read almost certainly, ^D

n'\r]'' .niplr^ '^^'Pl'
^"^ continue, Vjl^nU^'' IBV ""pi- M's "'n^S'lpi

yii^lhJ would be just plausible enough to escape censure, if we had not the

corrected text of /. 7 to guide us, It is, however, not free from exegetical

difficulty. The historic presents (Kon.) also are not natural. Nor can

"'^^K'^Q, in a passage which is otherwise suspicious, be passed over

without question. ]72 is indeed defensible before ^^ (in prose, it often

occurs before the article), but it should be noted that ~]/"2 in v. 14, 2 S.,

and in v. 49 M, is corrupt.

9- M JTID" "^^n "'2^33^^. 2 S. needlessly prefixes O ; it also attests

•JIBSJ^- Vet this is certainly wrong. True, P)3h} occurs again in M of

cxvi. 3, Jon. ii. 5, but both expressions are based on the present passage
;

and in M of xl. 13, which is also obviously imitative. It is very

probable that all these passages have been harmonized. This leaves but

one real witness for P)^^?— a word without any clear linguistic affinities.

G reads differently

—

nefiuaxov fie, i.e. perhaps ^JlSpn (cp. G xxii. 17), in

both psalm-passages (but nepiex^^n in Jon.). More probably right is

*J^3D. "''?^r7 too is corrupt (see /. 11) in spite of cxvi. 3. Most prefer

the variant ^l^li^;^ of 2 S., which is supposed to mean ' breakers.' M
gives this word again in xlii. 8, Ixxxviii. 8, xciii. 4 (G everywhere

fj.(Te<M)pi(riioi). But the sense is a very odd one ; the only certain sense of

"l^ti'rj is matrix, 'the mouth of the womb' (2 K. xix. 3, Isa. xxxvii. 3,

Hos xiii. 13). Corruption must be assumed
;
probably we should read

^'?3.ii',' which became corrupted into ^"l^Ii^. The prefixed TJ is clearly

dittographic in xciii. 4, and hardly less plainly in 2 S., where the preceding

^J, as often, was mistaken for f^. Of this prefixed ^ the initial n in

^"^Dn (M of Ps.) is a corruption
; li' fell out. Cp. on xl. 13, xlii. 8. For

n\!2 in /. 9 Klo. prefers D''0 (Luc. in 2 S. vbara), but against the

parallelism.

10. M ^:n>o; ^vt^"^ \'?nj. uhni, like rrnnj (xxiv. 2), might

mean the ocean-streams. Still it is more natural to read ^'^^ (xlii.
8'"'

—

Ixv. 8, !k.c.). This was probably corrupted first into ^^Tf!! (cp. vv. 9, 14),

and then into vFTJ ; see a parallel in cxxiv. 4. "'jn^'^^ (which might

suggest j'nn'?2 for b'^'hl) is not favoured by parallelism. Read
probably ^JlBiail' (cp. Ixix. 3); U! =V , tD = j1, 3 = 2.-12. M m^.
Read probably m!37^ (sec note above). Thus we get four names for

the nether world.

16. M G here insert VJB'? (weak variant to TK^). 2 S. is without

n 'b.

' Accidcnlally not found in RI in the sense of ' floods.'
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17 f. For ':1m read IJ^^T (Nestle, Marg. 21). 2 S., Kr., l^^^IirT'T ;

Luc. f1Te^\f\JAf.

27 f. This and the next line are not very clear or suitable. 2 S. and

G (Ps. and Sam.) suggest D^i^^T (so Gr.), but that is a trifle. Should not

)"iJiD be inn^p (civ. 4) ? cp. inon from n')tr2 in xci. i. vmn^^D
seems to have arisen partly out of a dittographed imii'Q, partly out

of ^2V- ')riDD is a corruption of VDJ^S^- Read as /. 28, D"'Qtt^ ""^^
•* r

"?D • This fits the context.

29. M D''D"/lDii^rr, hardly probable after 'TJVn in /. 27. In 2 S.

'12 D'l'Vn, 'a sifting (= sprinkling) of water ;' a post-Biblical root and

sense (DHti^n, i K. vii. 33, is corrupt). Read probably 1^3'' iJlSli^hi
T T : -

D'^i^^'H- Note the reference to arrows in /. 35, and cp. Hab. iii. 9, 11.

The loss of matter here in M is not so great as that in the next two lines

in M of 2 S.—M's WDH^D ''2]} is a fragment of the line, "^2^2 ^D'l}^^

'ti'- Ml'^p may easily have been lost through its resemblance to IJIDD and

r\2Wn- Bii. and We., with 'A2 {iv TvaxvTrjTi) point ''2V ^
' thickness (of)'

;

but this does not help. G, ev vecfjeXat^, in 2 S. also enaxwev, a doublet.

31 f. M nny V2v n:?;: n:iiiu5. Read certainly v"Tny *i"^^^^

^')2V • nj)J is a miswritten ')1^^. Cp. //. 12 f. 2 S. omits V2V and

1 113, and reads "ItiQ for Til);, with the assent of Street (179°) and

Woods {^Hebraica, '87, p. 262). Du., following Bi., reads D^n^ ^1117

njli)i3, 'a thicket of clouds without brightness.'
T

"^^f
f. 2 S. reads D^(!3ti'"]'J. This can be accounted for. t2 is

dittographed; J comes from 2- Cp. on /. 7 f.—Omit ^i/^J vH^ (G).

36. Read ^'^2 D^pl^l, combining M here and in 2 S. ; or pl^l

p'm"' . G in 2 S. has (cat rja-Tpayj/ev da-Tpant^u ; cp. cxliv. 6. M's 2"^ (in Ps.)

cannot be defended by Gen. xlix. 23, where im is a fragment of

in^T'l- ^~) is clearly a fragment of pm. Cp. Ass. baraku ^ 'to

flash.' So Bennett, Klo., Bii., Kau.

yi- M DVp ; 2 S. D' (so Che.'", Bii., Gunkel). Read perhaps D'Q^

(Gr., Klo.).

43. M \V. Read W~^2 (T, Klo.). Neither of the views given by
T

Bii. is satisfactory; cp. Kon., Synt.^ g§ 277//, n. '
;
334W. *'2 easily

fell out after "^2-

45. M tTJ^ DV21. This is too strong; it was not a 1"'^ DV.

Read '^V^'^ D'l'^-

49. Read ^'b'2y'\ (G).— 52. M ^7b'^'\2 ''H^^'S ^fb^. should mean,

'I have not been wicked in my God's judgment' (see Job iv. 17). But
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however rendered, it is against parallelism. Read certainly ^"1^13/ ^i7^

Vji'piiyD (cp. xvii. 5).

54. Read, with 2 S., H^DQ "nD^^ iib (cp. note above). "272 after

")^D^^ (so M) is superfluous ; see Josh. xi. 15. Klo.'s doubtfully suggested

inpn (cp. Job xxxviii. 10) is improbable.

60. M ")3il ; 2 S. "l^Hil. Omit as a dittographed ~)3.1- See next

note. Luc. in 2 S. implies no "I^J {fifru udo)ov). So Klo.

61. M -nzjin "i3i"D;7 ; 2 s, -innn- Read i^^ijin "^^3•l"D^<^tt:' tt- tt* ;• • :
(Klo.). There is a trace of this reading in M's H;] {'^)^22) in /. 60

Thus the antitheses become complete.

62. M t'pV, not a suitable
||
to li^il • Read either pp^ or (better)

pD^ ; cp. on Ixxiii. 8.—M bPBr\r\ , most unsuitable. 2 S., bBr\r).

Reld ii^Bnr) (Job x. 16).

64. M JIIDI D^y}? (a reminiscence of cxxxi. i). Better, as 2 S.,

DTO")"'?!^ ']''3''i'''T ' where, however, b}^ 2 should be Sd (Klo.) Correct

accordingly.

65. Omit "l^i^/1 ('lightest,' cp. Isa. xxvii. 11, Mai. i. 10). D arose

from dittography : ")''h} from ^~nhJ, a gloss on >")J (Klo.). Read

nj mn^ ^n^^-0 ; /• 66 begins with m'7K .

67. M "n"Ti) . Luc. in 2 S. Trecppayfievos = ~)"12l . So Lag., Klo., Ba.,

Che.''', Kau. But the corruption lies deeper. TTIJI comes from ~I^7J1

(cp. the allusion in Ix. 9), and ip*?Jl (as occasionally elsewhere) comes

from b:^:^, or rather ':'^^^J^~)^ See //. 97 f. That VIN should be

Y"l}^ is generally admitted.

68. M ")^^"j'?li^. So 2 S. But "^W 'wall' only occurs again in

Gen. xlix. 22, and jVi should be followed by t'^. Read iV^ir^ P^^^.

(cp. allusion in Ix. 8).

69. Read probably VDm ['^2 W^W'^ ^bVB'] D'r2n biiH (Bi.).

The stanza requires an insertion ; the sense too is improved. Cp. Dt.

xxxii. 6, which Sievers has overlooked.

72. Read D^Din~7D/ (metre). Cp. Ley, Lcitfadcn^ 43.
T :

76. There is deep-seated but not incurable corruption. The DVOj") of

M and G cannot be right. ' Soundness ' can no doubt be predicated of

individuals (Frov. i. 12; cp. Job xxi. 23), but not of a 'way' or 'career.'

Du.'s rendering ' wohlbehalten ' shows how unsuitable the epithet is

here. No slight correction will avail. Parallelism suggests "'JJlf^ "liHT'T

nn^il- n in Ijn^T is attested by 2 S. (in^T, which is too summarily

dismissed by the critics), J) by Ps. (Jjl^l); H and D are often confounded.

•J in ^JDD was mistaken (as often) for rj. 3 in iin^J became 3 ; 2
became 1.
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78. M MltOl, where > is dittographic. Read r\V22 ((^' in Ps. and

2 S., also in Hab. iii. 19). So Gr., Klo., Kau. Dt. xxxiii. 29 is not

parallel.

80. M nnnjT, fem. sing, before the verb in plur. (Kon., Synt.,
;$ 348^),

or a survival of a 3rd plur. perf. in a (Peters, in Kon., § 348 r). 2 Sam.

has /inJV The word is said \.o mean, ' (so that . . .) presses down '
; but

it ought to mean, ' and (the bow) is broken.' The proper word would be

ilDninV T gives, 'makes my arms as strong as a bow of bronze';

similarly Klo., ]njV This, however, is not natural, n/injl represents

*!? "•JH^ilTT; T and ^ dropped out, J and "), i? and fl, were confounded
;

7 became n.

83. M 'JIJ/D/I 73^"^''^ , which can barely be reckoned as a trimeter.

In 2 S., M has only "'^HIPI ^n^PT . M, in Ps., gives after the above

ID ^m^i^l , which must be miswritten for 'J^TUn "[jiniPT (V is due

to 01.) ; the 7V)y^ of Yahwe ('A E' npaoTrjs crov ; so J) is hardly a possible

expression ; indeed, G in Ps. give 17 TraiSem aov (so S), and G in 2 S.,

but unnaturally. TF")/! has arisen out of the next word ^TflD • Read

84. M '''PDlp need not be questioned, though an Aramaism (see T,

Ps. 1. 11), and though G here has ra 'ix^v /xou (^n2[p^)- [In 2 S. G.

gives ra a-KiXr] jxav, but one of Luc's two renderings is ev rals rpi^ois fj-ov,

i.e. ^nri7pp3-] 7D1p also in x. 6d and xxx. 8 (corr. texts).

91. M :]-)y. Read ?)-1I0 (cxxiv. 6). The phrase ^1}; ]r)^ means

' to flee.' In Ex. xxiii. 27 the same correction is x-equired.

92. M DD^Q^M ^J^JIi^DI , but neither sense nor metre is satisfied.

Read >y:2'' Hi^'^D '^72) (cp. xxi. 9). Dri"' is a perfectly regular

corruption of ^J/^^.

93. For ^];W] 2 S. has ^^Ht"" (so 01.).- 94. bv 2 S., correctly -^ii: .

95. For rni Lag., Bii. (and now Du.) read 3.n~l , correctly. But

J3~7P is superfluous. 2 S. simply Y")N"")3iO-

96. For Dpni^, 17 MSS. Kenn. and 7 de R. have Dp^^<, supported

by G S T in Ps. 2 S has Dyplh? Dpll^ , two rivnl readings side by

side. Ew., Ol., Gr., Bii., dr. prefer Dp"Th^ ; We. and Du. waver between

this reading and ^''plj^ . Hi., Del., Klo., however, follow Ps. (M). It

seems to me that the reading which has most claims is Di'p")S , because

from this we can account for the rise of the other readings, liut it is

surely not less unsuitable than they are. We must, therefore, look

behind it for the true reading, which, in my opinion, certainly is D"13/3hi'

See the striking parallel, i K. xiv. 21.
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97. M UV ''Il''"ip (2 S. \^i^). A reference to civil wars is altogether

unsuitable. Some definite historical allusion is to be expected. Read

D'n"iy DVD ; cp. xliii. i, &c.

98. M in both texts makes this v. 49 c ; thus one stanza is too short,

another too long. So Du.; Ri. transfers 7a 49 d.—M Di^n ; 2 S. Q^D^DFT.
T T - T -;

Read D'i^13 i^- 6). Cp. the frequent corruption of '3 into D3ti^-
T

Id f. 2 S. gives the right order of the lines (Bi., Klo., Du.).—M ^J21

122- Read '^^5 ''J21, and restore historical colouring (Ix.xxiii. 8).—

M

"h VVny-, 2 S. It^TTDD"' (Cp. Dt. xxxiii. 29, Nif). Most since Ges. have

ascribed to ti^PlD in this passage, in Ixvi. 3, Ixxxi. 16, and in Dt. /.c. the

sense of feigned submissiveness {BDB gives no alternative). But, as a

meritorious but forgotten scholar (J. Rogers, Psalms, 1834, ii. 176) well

remarks, ' Ges. adduces no evidence to prove this, nor is the supposition

borne out by the context in any of the passages.' On the other hand,

Rogers does not justify the sense ' to submit.' Doubtless we should

everywhere correct either into TWW (Hithp.) or better into "inii^. Read

here ''^"Tin'^i^^ (cp. Job viii. 5).—M's text of v. A,'^a curiously disguises

the Ishmaelites (for another disguise see title). Read DvSVI!^!!'"'

"h IJl-ThiV Cp. \\^7\ in Neh. ix. 30.

103. M G 1]D3~''J2. Clearly an error, caused by /. loi. Read TVi"^

V^m (cp. Isa. Ix. 6). t' dropped out, owing to the preceding '•';?
; V also

dropped out (illegible ?). We certainly need a reference to the tribute of

the foreign vassals.

104. M ?lJin''T; 2 S., nUrfT (so KIo.). Neither Tsn 'to tremble

(Aram.), nor i;)n 'to gird on,' or 'to bind,' or 'to limp' (another Aram,

sense, adopted by G in Ps.

—

exy>\avav) gives a satisfactory meaning.

Luc. in 2 S., eXvTpadrjcrav, perhaps = ^pHS^T ("l"in 'to liberate,' Aram., is

hardly the root, as Nestle, ZATIV, '96, 324, supposes). The right word

must surely be mp^V— ]\I Drrnil^DDD ; in 2 S., sufif. D-- An unsuit-

able reading suggested by IJlin^") •'' Luc. in 2 S., e\- tu)v dea-ficbv avrcov.

Klo., n''j"11DlD- But the corruption lies deeper than Klo. supposes.

Some form of tribute must be referred to. Read most probably Dmii^il

D/13 . <ind on Mic. vii. 17 see CnV. Bib.
V T

105 f. M mn^"''n (followed by "rrnn^ and QTT'I). >r\ and an"")
' T T : - T

:

seem to go together, and to imply a 'triumphant' declaration respecting

YahwL" ; ^mi too can, of course, be taken as declaratory. But this view

does not suit the close of a psalm, and elsewhere mn^~^n means Ha

Detis vivai. There must be error in the text. Read probably ?^T\t^
T \ '

the second ^ in M is dittographic—For Dl")'") lead Qi^T (cp. 01.).
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io8. M I^TI . G here vrrord^as ; in 2 S. nai^evuiv. There l^ilD

('broke'), but in'xlvii. 4 bi:h^ ('killed')- 2 S., THIQ ,
which Klo. and

Briggs prefer. But this is surely one of those easy corrections to which

the ancient editors were too prone, xlvii. 4, evidently a parallel passage,

has "l^l^Cl], which should mean 'drove together,' and is impossible. After

repeated consideration, I must decline We.'s correction (here and in

xlvii. 4) 11~)^[1], 'he stretched out as a pavement' (Mishn. IHH, Targ.

htl2Tl) as too far-fetched an expression. Nor is Herz's "?yhTl quite

natural with Tin/l • I suspect that the right word is N31^1 ; cp. Lam.

iii. 34. The corruption into ")2TT first arose in xlvii. 4, owing to the

retroactive influence of inZl'' (note H and 1) in 7'. 5. Then an editor

adjusted xviii. 48 to xlvii. 4.

109. M C)h} ''^''j^ip- ^i^ springs from ^3 (cp. title), which fell out

both in 2 S. and originally in Ps. In Ps., however, it was restored in

the wrong place in the distorted form »]J«i (Klo.).

no. M \':3p"]r:D ; cp. 2 S. >:2\^:2^ (plainly an early conjectural

correction). Read "iJ^ipnTQ ; 1 became 2, H became p. 'DTI/l is

not the natural verb. Read ^JID^J^ ; cp. xliii. i.

inf. Duhm prefers to relegate 7'. 50 to the margin as an inter-

polation, and to adopt 7'. 51 for the text. Certainly 7'. 51 is intended as

a continuation of the description of Yahwe's mercies in 7'7'. 47^49 5

]D~b2? connects better with 7/7/. 36-46. But the introduction of 'his

king' and 'his anointed' should make us pause. There is no reference

elsewhere in the psalm to the royal character of the speaker. And it is

fitting that, as the psalm began with ' I will extol thee,' so it should close

with ' I will give thanks to thee.' ]^~bv sums up the whole contents of

the psnlm.

PSALM XIX.— I.

1 ETRAMETERS. Subject, the glory of God in the heavens, and especially in the

sun. Unless the remainder of the poem, which presumably related to the moon
and the stars (cp. on /. i), was omitted by the editor, on the ground that these

luminaries were treated of in Ps. viii., we must suppose that the editor only had
this fragment before him. Whether the poet had access to ancient hymns to

^'ahwe as maker of the sky, we cannot tell. The Aramaism niH' "ot to urge
T

yp"li confirms the natural view that this psalm of creation (see on /. i) is post-

exilic. Psalms xix.' and xix.- may quite possibly have been combined in the

Greek period. See on Ps. i. (also composite, but of later date). On the

composite psalm, cp. Christian Use of the Psalms, 55-70.

Deposited. Marked : of ^Arab-ethan.

I The heavens tell out the glory of God, 2

The sky reports the work of his hands.

Day pours out tidings unto day, 3

And night shows knowledge unto night.
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Their sound travels into all the earth, 4*^, ^a

Their words are heard at the end of the world
;

5a

Surely thou hast stablished chambers. 4rt, 4^^

For the sun thou hast appointed his palace. 5/'

He is like a bridegroom issuing from his alcove, 6

10 And joys like a hero to run on his road ;

At one end of the heavens is his going forth, jrt-

To the other he pursues his circling course
;

? And there is nothing hidden from his heat ? ^b

* * * * * - *

I. Tell out. So .Wycliffe, finely.

Probably the sun, moon, and stars are

meant, or, more precisely, the spirits

who were popularly believed to be

the tenants of the heavenly bodies. As

the stars sang for joy at creation

(Job xxxviii. 7), so now they 'tell out'

and ' report ' God's first and greatest

work (so Du.). ^^^^ not mil'', because

the whole human race listens to this

'report' (l^iirT) as 1. 6, xcvii. 6).

y\"j"1. Nine times in Gen. i., four
— T

times in Ezek., once in Dan. ; also in

cl. I. Not in Job, not even in xxxvii.

18. See Driver, Joiirn. of Philology,

xi. 212, but cp. Cornill, Einl., 65.

3 f. ' A wonderful verse ; of all

those which glorify God in nature, one
of the most beautiful ' (Du.). There
is an uninterrupted tradition of creation's

wonders. The days and nights are

represented as having had an inde-

pendent, transcendental existence (cp.

Job iii. i-io). i^^H''—conveys the

notion of an inspired stream of words

(cp. Ixxviii. 2), unless the Hifil has lost

its proper significance, so that the word
means simply 'utter' (cp. Ges.-Bu.).

Ty^-> Aram., elsewhere only in Job
T *

(five times, incl. xiii. 17).

7 f. A distant ei.ho of the old Bal)y-

lonian sun-myth. The heavenly vault

has two gales ; from one the sun issues

at dawn ; by another he returns in the

evening. The bolls of heaven' are

mentioned in the Creation story. This

also illustrates the phrase ' the gate of

heaven' (Gen. xxviii. 17). On the

chamber of the sun and the portals of

the sky, see also Enoch xli. 5 and Ixxii.

See Karppe,y(j.vr//. ^-i^., janv.-fevr. '97,

pp.- '88 ft". ; Pinches, in Hastings, DB.,

i. 193;!' (top).—PDn, as in /. i of the

fragment of 'Solomon's psalm' {OP,

212). T'DTT, a good exchange for

aX^ ! Clement Marot, the Huguenot

translator, felt this. He paraphrases,

Dieu en eux ha pose
Palais bien compose
Au Soleil clair et munde.

9. Xiike a bridegroom. A primi-
tive solar myth (cp. ' Sun,' Enc. Bib.')

has died down into a metaphor. Cp.
Rig Veda, ix. 86, 32 (of the setting sun),
' The husband of the wives approaches
the end ' (M.ax Miiller). A bridegroom
is also the symbol of youthful vigour ;

cp. Pirke Al'otli, v. 21, ' He who is

eighteen years old is (ripe) for the
huppah.'—Froi/i his alcove. See Joel ii.

16. The huppah was a part of the
nuptial chamber curtained off for the
bride, and probably a survival of the
wife's separate tent (Gen. xxiv. 67).

10. iilke a bero, &.c. Edlu,
'lord,' 'mighty one,' is a frequent

epithet of Sanias, the Babylonian sun-
god (Muss-Arnolt, Ass. Diet., 19).
The sun's swiftness reminds us of the
picture of a warrior in xviii. 34, and
of the ' horses of the sun,' 2 K. xxiii. 1

1

(but see ' Nathan-melech,' Enc. Bil>.).

Cp. also Sirach xliii. 5/^ in G, ' and by
his word he (the sun) runs (his) course.'
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Critical Notes. 5 f. Our first step must be to combine material from v. 5^

and V. 4d, viz., Dr\p_ \')i^r\~bD2 and ub^p ^Dt!! ^bl The latter reading

is correct so far as D7lp is concerned. Qlp ('A, 6 kqvmv avrcov) is

impossible. G (6 cj}66yyos avr.)^ 2 (6 rjxoi avr.), and J {sojius eorui/i) may
perhaps have read D/lp, though elsewhere G renders 7ip by ^w^?;, and

Bii. thinks that the translators understood p like rovos from teiVw. At

any rate, D7lp is right (note Pasek, which refers probably to Dip)-

[Budde {Exp. 7^., Dec. 1900, pp. 140 ft".) renders M, ' over the whole earth

reaches their measuring-line,' and sees in p a poetical term for the arch

of heaven, which ' is, as it were, the measuring-line, the measure of the

whole earth.' Is this natural? and why the sufiix Q-? Kraetzschmar
T

(Exp. T.^ Sept. 1901, pp. 567 f.) would therefore read DUp ' their arch (.?).'

T —

But l^U^ surely does not mean ' rises up.' Does not the parallelism

decide the true reading .?] >72 in v. .\b is a corruption of [Y"lKn]~'?3.

yiyVI probably comes from I^D^J, which is wanted for /. 6, to complete

sense and metre.

7 f. Here we must first combine material from 7'. t,b and 4a, viz.

Dn3 '^Hi^ UV IDD^b and Dnil V^^T 1'^^* ??<• Both represent

editorial attempts to make sense of two corrupt readings of the same
passage ; observe the Pasek after Qti^ in v. $b. Naturally enough, some
critics {e.g. Ol., Bi., Che.^ We., Du.) have rejected v. 4 as an extremely

weak gloss. But here, as often elsewhere, this easy course is a mistake.

Dnl in V. sb, as in Ixxxix. 3^, represents 'ijpn= nijDrT, and underlying

V. 4a we detect DniPT riiJOH Df TJNV "^^^ and l>iV}, DniH and Dn21,
are easily confounded. In '')i2ii we notice that an imperfectly written ]^

has become an ^}, while 1 and T together have become ,1 ; ]"'i< is an

expansion of J"', influenced by the first 'j'*^.—For bni^ Dti' read r\!2W

wyr\ ; see crit. n. on xv. i, and note the parallelism between Dmn and

l7D*n- Herz refers to an ancient opinion in IE that S~IN is a derivative

of '7^^< (bbn) ' to shine,' and conjectures that ti/ in U^ is dittographed,

and that we should read ':5Mi<;D ; cp. the incorrect form '?^'^^<^ Jobxxv. 5.

Gr. is content with D'^ for Qil3, while 01., Bi., Che.<'', We., Du.(.?)

assume a lacuna between DPf'^rj and ^t2vb-
12. Read perhaps in^ip"!;; {by for l;;, as xlviii. 11).

13. This line in M is prosaic and deficient by one beat.

PSALM XIX.—2.

X r.NTAMETF.Rs. Far inferior to \ix.', hul v.nlualilc as a record of the love
which the expanded law-hook had already attracted among pious Jews, who
transferred to it a part of the ciiild-like love and fear which they felt for the
Father of Israel, rccor;nizing that their whole moral and spiritual life had heen
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placed by il upon a new basis. Cp. Pss. i., cxix., cxlvi. 19 f., Dt. iv. 8. Truly,
' ihc word was very nigli ' to the writer, '(it was) in his mouth and in his heart,

that he might practise it' (Dt. xxx. 14). Vainly does Sellin {De Origiiie

Cixrminum, 92) attempt to date the psalm in the time of Josiah. Dt. iv. 8 (cp.

Ps. xix. lo/i) is no part of Josiah's law-book, and the tremulous conscientiousness

of//. 9, 10 is specially characteristic of the next aj^e after Ezra, when there was
also a constant danger of the 'great transgression' (/. 12) of apostacy. Observe
the point of contact between /. 5 and xii. 7 ; the promise is that of the Messianic

deliverance (see eg. Dt. xxxii. 36-43). The psalm is liturgical. See on //. 9,

13, and cp. Coblenz, 104 ff. LI. 15 f. being of the same metre as the rest of the

iioem, I see no occasion to view it as a later addition (Budde, TLZ, 1896, col. 561 f.

;

Grimm, Ltturg. App., 10 f.).

I Perfect is Yahwe's law,
|
refreshing the soul, 8

Sure is Yahwe's declaration,
|
making wise the simple

;

Right are Yahwe's behests,
|
rejoicing the heart, 9

Spotless is Yahwe's commandment,
|

enlightening the eyes

;

Pure is Yahwb's promise,
|
enduring for ever,. 10

True are Yahwe's ordinances,
|
right altogether,

[The statutes of] Yahwe are more precious
|
than gold,

than fine gold, 1

1

His words are sweeter than hone}^,
[
than droppings of the

comb.

By thee too is thy servant cautioned
; |

observing them

brings a great reward. 1

1

10 Who can discern failings ?
|
from unoticed +failings+ acquit

thou me. 13

Protect th}^ servant also from the insolent,
[
let them not

rule over me
; 14

Then shall I be blameless and guiltless
|
of the great trans-

gression.

Let the words of my mouth and the musing of m}-

heart
|

appear acceptable 1

5

Before thee continuall}-, O Yahwe,
|

my Rock and my
Redeemer !

I. Sefrestalngr the soul, Sec on 16, 24, xxii. i, xxiv. 13; Job xxxviii.

xxiii. 3— 5- Pure, i.e. free from error, 15 ff. In fact, wisdom and ihe law
true (see /. 6). Cp. xii. 7. became synonymous ; cp. Ecclus.

6. Slgrht altogretlier. Cp. Dt. '
^'

iv. 8, Ps. cxix. 7, 62, &c.—7 f. More 9, 11. Thy servant, i.e. Israel,

precious . . .sweeter. Cp. cxix. 72, or rather the true Israel— the company
127, 103. The same figures for the of the suffering and faithful righteous;
preciousness and sweetness of wisdom, cp. xxvii. 9, xxxi. 17, Ixix. 18, Ixxxvi.

Prov. ii. 4, iii. 14 f., viii. 10 f., 19, xvi. 2, 16, Ixxxix. 40, cxvi. 16, cxix. 125,
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cxliii. 2, 12 (cp. on Isa. xlii. i), but not thoughts and endeavours.' But this

cxxxvi. 22, where ' Israel his servant

'

does not suit ' rule over me.' The
refers to the Israel of the distant past. meaning is that under a foreign yoke
This view of ' thy servant ' is confirmed Israelites are in constant danger of

by /. 141^, ' my Rock and my Re- breaking the law, and even of aposta-

deemer.' IHn, ' cautioned,' ' diverted I'fj"^ (fP/.
''

f'^'f
^«'^'«. ' Mace ii^ 15)

' Backshdmg brought ancient Israel
from a dangerous path (Bevan, Darnel,

t,^ ^^.j^ . ^h^ g^eat object of Ezra was to
202 ; Schulthcrs, Homonyme nurzchi, prevent a recurrence of the old evils
^2)* and the old punishment. The ' inso-

10. railings, j"lihi"':i!:r (Stt.
lent

'
are the oppressors of the pious,

• : whether of non-Jewish or Jewish race ;

Aey.), i.e. errors due to ignorance or cp. cxix. 21, 51, 69, 78, Mai. iii. 15.

inadvertence (Lev iv., v. xxii., Num p -.-^p, < ^^^^ f
,

^^ 1^^^;;;^
XV. 22-26) ; cp. bins of Ignorance, 1 . 1 ' '

Enc. Bib.— Unnoticed. Cp. Lev. v. 3, 50.
' and it be hid from \{xm.'-Acquit thou ig^ p^ ^ i^^^,^, ^^^^j^^^
me. I.e. remit to me the punishment.

^p ^^^ ^.-Rock . . .Redeemer. Titles

11. Prom the insolent, DnTi!3- °f Yahwe in relation to Israel (cp.

Kon. {Synt. p. 147), * from arrogant
introd.).

Critical Notes. 5. M JIJ^T' ; note Pasek after '\ A fresh term for

Law is required. Read certainly D"lQhi (xii. 7, xviii. 31, Prov. xxx. 5).

So Gr., and, since this was written, D. H. Miiller and Kautzsch.

7 f. Read, with D. H. Miiller {Strop/icnbatt u. Respoiision, 60),

D^SVi' j"13JT
I W2.1D D^^riD i[n]n"7

V : - :
'•

: t t :

M's D''"T!2rrjn is not clear, and we expect such a common title as W\T\

not to be omitted. Metre too gains by Miiller's excellent restoration.

1 1 f G reads QH-ID • Pasek indicates uncertainty.—Read DjIJ^

(01., c^c).

14. Insert TDj^ , Ley (G StaTroiriif, as xvi. 8, &c.). Note Pasek
T

in V. 15a.

PSALMS XX. AND XXI.

1 RIMETERS. Psalms XX. and xxi. are among the most enigmatical in the

collection. Can the reference to ' the king' be correct. Let us first of all assume
the traditional view, and consider how best to explain these psalms. I. Who can
the king be? Theodore of Mopsuestia long ago thought of Hezekiah (Ba.,

ZATW, 1885, p. 93); among the moderns Hitzig takes this view. Josiah has
also been suggested for Ps. xx. (Renan ; Che. ; see OP, 199, 208). Kautzsch
even goes so far as to say {Abriss, 207; O.T. Lit., 143) that Pss. xx., xxi., xlv.

can only be understood as pre-exilic songs ; this, however, is too hasty a conclusion.

For if on other grounds the psalms must be post-exilic, we may be sure that it is

only our own narrow vision whicli prevents us from seeing how to understand
aright the references to a king. Now it is certain (a) that there is nothing in the

linguistic forms, or the choice of phrases, or the religious ideas to distinguish these

psalms from the other psalms in the first ' David '-collection. (/')'And that very
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bilterness in the tone of xxi. //. 17-22, which may seem to suggest an early period
of development, is really a subsidiary evidence of a late date. For whenever the
sufl'erings of the Jews were specially intense, they broke into expressions akin to

those in Ps. xxi. ; spiritual development could not but be checked so long as the
hostility of the nations imperilled Israel's very existence {OP, 295). {c) The
oracular or prophetic tone of parts of these twin-psalms may also appear to favour

an early date. These parts are no doubt somewhat akin to the promises of

Nathan in 2 S. vii., which are commonly held to be pre-exilic. But those

promises were a favourite theme of post-exilic poets (cp. Ps. Ixxxix.), and such
poets, inasmuch as they carried on the work of the older writers, and were
conscious of speaking in the name of a divinely inspired people, were wont to

claim prophetic inspiration ; the Psalter is full of evidences of this. See especially

Pss. Ix., ex. {(i) The transition from ' we ' to ' I ' in xx. /. 13 (cp. Ixxxv. 9), and
the reference to Zion as the theocratic centre (cp. xiv. 7, Ixviii. 36) are also

indications of lateness, (e) Among the late phrases, notice HD^"!, xxi. 14

;

cp. Ivii. 6, 12, xlvi. II. Cp. also xx. 8 with xxxiii. 17, cxlvii. 10; xxi. 5 with
xlv. 3, Ixi. 7.— II. Can we indicate any one part of the (O-T.) post-exilic period

as more probably the date than another? {a) The bitterness of the tone in

Ps. xxi. would be appropriate to the period of Antiochus Epiphanes. In xxi. 7 f

.

there might be a glance at the victories of Judas over the Syrian cavalry at

Emmaus and Beth-zur [OT, 199). This would imply that Simon the Maccabee
was the ' king" (see on v. 4 and on Ps. ex.). Smend {Rel.-gesch. 385) as well as

the writer, formerly at least, have accepted a Maccabrean date, and if a reference

to contemporary history be indispensable, the date proposed in OP, 199, is the

most probable one (cp. note on xxi. 1-12). But though Maccaba;an psalms in

the first Psalter are not in the abstract impossible, there are the weightiest reasons

for hesitating to accept them, except under stronger pressure. {l>) iNIight the king

be a high-priest? So Beer, Gem. Fs. p. Ixiv. Certainly the post-exilic high-

priest enjoyed not a little of the old regal prestige. If, among his other

privileges, he could wear a golden TTJ, it was not much exaggeration to call

him 'king' (Philo does so), especially in the temple where it was traditional to

sing psalms referring to the king. See OP, 200, 218 f. {c) Might the king, at

any rate in Ps. xxi., be the idealized people (Gray, ^(7 A', July, 1S95, p. 685)?
This is only one step in advance of the theory (see on xxvii. 8) that the people of

Israel is now and then called ' Yahwe's anointed.' But that theory is improbable.

As long as an almost royal high-priest existed in actuality, and the ideal king

almost existed in pious imagination as the leader and representative of the

people, it is not likely the Jewish sentiment would have approved such a bold

transference of the old intiividualislic title 'king' to the community, {d) Might
Zerubbabel l>e meant? This is Beer's alternative view (cf. on Ixi., Ixxxix., ex.,

cxxxii.) ; Sellin {Zeyubbabcl, iSgf.) also holds it." It is a plausible theory (cp.

fKL, 6, 8, 14-16). But Zerubbabel's aspirations (assuming some probable

inferences from Haggai and Zechariah) can hardly have succeeded so far as to

justify the composition of war-lyrics in his honour as Messianic king, {e) Might
the king be the Messiah ? This view attributes great imaginative licence to the

psalmist, but the vivid realization of the Messianic hope may conceivably have led

to such extravagances. Such imaginative licence certainly does appear to have

been taken in the composition of Pss. xlv. and Ixxii.; but these two psalms stand

in a class by themselves, being both obviously addressed to a personage poetically

modelled on the conventional Solomon. We should, however, fmd ourselves

compelled with less justification to suppose a similar imaginative licence in the

composition of Pss. xx., xxi. (cp. /A'Z, 104 ff.; Christian Use of the Psalms,

73-79), if no better solution presented itself.

It appears to the writer that such a solution is provided by a keen textual

I Cp. Crit. Rev., Jan. 1S93, PP- 25?.

- So too Stttdien ztir Entstehungsgesch. der jnd. Ceiiiciitde, ii. [1901], 189. In

his earlier work, De origitic carmintim &c. [1892], pp. 44ff., Sellin insisted

earnestly on the necessity of a pre-exilic date.
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criticism. In Pss. Ixi. and Ixiii. it is even more necessary than liere to question

ihc correctness of the readings TTTTJ, TT7QrT> and this fact justifies us in hoping

for a corresponding solution of our present 'problem. On the analogy of similar

combinations of transcriptional errors elsewhere we have to correct 'the king'
into 'thy loyal one' (sec crit. notes on xx. 7, xxi. 8). God's 'loyal one'

(T'DH, see on xvi. 10) is the pious community, whose salvation in time of

trouble brings joy to eacli and all of its members (xx. 6a), and who can permissibly

be described both as a person and as a collection of persons (xx. 10a and /'
;

XX. 6, xxi. 2). The deliverance referred to is the Messianic.

Deposited. Marked : of 'Arah-dlian. i

I May Yahwe answer thee in the day of distress
;

2

May 1 Jacob's God set tliee on high !

May he send thee help from the sanctuar}^ 3

And uphold thee +\vith aid+ from Zion !

May he remember all thine offerings, 4
And accept all thy requests !

May he grant thee thy heart's desire, 5

And accomplish all thy purpose !

We will shout for joy at the succour granted thee, 6

10 And exult because of the name of our God
;

For Yahwe has succoured his loyal one, 7

[And] answered him from his holy heaven.

Cusham and Jerahmeel are strong
; ,

8

For our part we gather strength through 2 our God.

As for them they bend forward and fall, 9
But we arise and stir up our courage.

O Yahwe ! give succour to thy people, 10

And answer us when we cry.

1-9. I'ious wishes of Israelites 10. The name of our Cod, ;>.
gathered in the temple at the morning the presence of Vahwe amongst his
or evening sacrifice. At such a solemn people, .specially in the temple. Sec
time the individual Israelite reilized Enc. Bi/i.,'- '^2in\&.'~ii. Ha^- succoured,
that ' Israel ' had a personal life greater i.e. on the occasion referred to in /. 9 ;

than his own, and capable of^ being '^'']UT\ is the future perfect. The
viewed as distinct from his own. ps^im points forward to the culminating

5 f. Prayer and offerings are succour of the great judgment, when
naturally com])ined ; special prayer all Israel's foes, rejiresented by the
gave a special meaning to the sacrifice. 1 utter N. Arabian opjiressors, will be
Hence the prayer in cxli. 2.— AV^/M^.f/.r; put down.— //?.? loyal one. See on
see on xxi. 3 h. xvi. 10.

' The name of. - The name of Yahwe.

G
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13 f. Sec cril. note. The cunlrasl tlic conjugation of the same verb.— 15.

between llic natural strength of ' Cush- The tense is the perfect of confidence,

am and Jeralimecl,' and the super- Ilcnce in A 17 ' succour ' is still prayed

natural strength (cp. xviii. 35) of pious for. Cp. xxviii. 9.

Israel is well indicated by a variety in

Critical Notes. 2, 14. M, for uniformity (see /. 10) and for reve-

rence, inserts Dli^, 7V\TV UV

6. M gives this line in two forms, (1) n^D r\'W1\ ^Jl'^'^i^") io MSS.

Kenn.. I de R., s T, t-h':''!!^], and (2) T|>rii'?sii)p~'73 mn> vhty-

Evidently HJli'l^ (cp. Kon. ii. 510) is wrong ; we have to read HJ^")^

with Cir. {^ and iJ confounded). ^5£^1 means 'to cleanse from ashes.'

The psalmist certainly would not have risked misunderstanding, by using

the word in the sense ' to reduce to ashes' (Ki. ; cp. i K. xviii. 24, 36),

or in the sense 'to account, or declare, fat' (Ba., Kau., Du., &c.), or in

the Arabizing sense ' accipere munus altaris ' (Kenn.). ^7)2^ is merely

a repetition from %. i,b ; Tv)'0 is a corrupt fragment of 'TTIvKti'?^ ; so

too is '7[^]n'7iy. See also on //. 1 1 f.

10. M 7}nj. Ass. diglu must not be claimed on behalf of EV's

rendering (also Ibn Ezra's), for diglu does not mean ' banner,' but

' object of gaze.' 7j~T as a Heb. root is incapable of critical proof (see

JQR, xi. 232-236, and cp. Enc. Bib., 'Ensign,' 'Tirzah.' Ol. (?), Bi.,

We., Du. read 7^J1J , but 21 t'^H does not mean 'to magnify.' Street,

"pmi • But jifyaXwdrjaoiiedu in GI5, to which these scholars appeal,

represents not ':)i:ii , but TIl^l^ (cp. v. 8l> in Gb.) B'^'^NA in v. 6 and h<*

in V. 8 give dyaXXiavofieda, i c. t'^JJ , which in V. 6 is certainly right

(so Gr.).

1 1 f. Most probably T^H^ and ^Jl^l^ in IM are both fragments

of l^rh^^ (see on /. 6, end), and should therefore be omitted, while

irT'lt'Q comes from ITpH • Cp. on ii. 2, xxviii. 8, Ixxxiv. 10, cv. 15),

and on lIT'li'Q in Isa. xlv. i see Crit. i?/*^.—Read injJ-'^T (T absorbed

in preceding suffix).

13. As to the construction of 'S'^^iy ^'i:;^ /T11")3J2 opinion is

divided (cp. Ba. and Kau.). The phrase is metrically superfluous, but

is too ditticult to be a gloss. The following clause in M G is also

difficult. The distinction between those who trust in chariots and those

who trust in horses is artificial ; besides the all-important verb 'trust' is

omitted. We also have a right to expect some reference in Ps. xx., as

well as in Vs. x\i., to the N. Arabian enemies. May not such a reference

be latent in the traditional text .'' Nothing almost is commoner than

editorial transformations of passages relative to the Jerahmeelites on

the basis of an already corrupt text. May not this be one of the
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transformed passages? Looking at v. yb ;ind 7/. 8^; we notice that each

contains one of the regular distortions of '^NQH")'', viz. yty in v. "jb

(cp. I S. ix. I, t&c.) and n7i^ in v. %a (cp. i S. xvii. 2). I propose, there-

fore, as /. 13, '^StltDnn^T Dli^O 1")3il"', supposing that v. 7b and v. 8

present two variant forms of the same line. I give the order of the

words in accordance with v. yb, so that im^n^ corresponds to 33^3?
V^^D to D^Di[D]a,and [ij^D^ to rhi^ and r^b^^.

14. M "T'3TJ. Read TB^J ; G^ ntvaKwdrjao^eda (see on /. 10,

and cp. xii. 5, G) ; so S and Street, Gr., Ba. 3, "lOTH, 'to make

solemn mention of (Isa. xlviii. i), will not suit /. 15.

16. M "ni^/JlJT (cxlvi. 9, cxlvii. 6) ; G di/u)p6oj6r)fji.ev, J erecti sumus;

scarcely defensible. Read Tnyn^l (Gr., Herz).

17 f. M r^bBTl- Read TJQ^ (xxi. 8). See E;ic. Bib., 'Psalms,'

§ 33, ii.—Read ^22V\ and attach "f^DTl {i.e. "Jl^^) to /. 19 with G and

most moderns.

Deposited. Marked : of ^Arab-ethan. I

I O Yahwe ! for thy help thy people is glad, 2

Because of thy succour he greatly exults.

The desire of his heart thou hast given him, 3

The request of his lips thou hast not rejected.

For thou didst meet him with blessings of prosperity, 4
A crown of fine gold thou didst set on his head.

He asked of thee life, 5

And thou gavest him endless days.i

Great through thy succour is his glory, 6

10 With splendour and state dost thou endow him.

Yea, thou makest him thy fellow, 7

Thou gladdenest him with joy in thy presence.

For thy people trusts in thee, O Yahwe ! 8

Through thy loving-kindness, O Most High ! he will remain

unshaken.

Thy hand will reach all thine enemies, 9

Thy right hand will lay hold on them that hate thee.

Thou will put an end to those of Rehoboth and of Ishmael, 10

Thy presence, O Yahwe ! will annihilate them :

The Zarephathites thou wilt make to perish from the land, 1

1

20 And the Misrites from the face of the ground.

^ For ever and ever.
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For they have formed an evil aim against thee, 12

The Jerahmeehtes have devised outrages.

For thou will put an end to Aram and Cusham, 13

Those of Rehoboth thou wilt rebuke to their face !

Liturgical Appendix.

Exalt thyself, O Yahwe ! in thy strength
;

14

We will sing and strike the 13're to thy might.

1-12. The people of Israel ima-

gines itself ill the coming ideal period

when tlie ' desire of its heart ' will be

fully granted. Note allusions in //. i,

3 to XX. 3a, 7a. What is it that pious

Israel craves ? It is to rejoice for ever

in the consciousness of God's favour.

For clearly //. 8 and 12 must be taken

together. Cf. xvi. 10 f., and note that

Ps. xvi. is another utterance of the

pious community. The phrase 'the

request of his (my) lips ' occurs again

in Ixi. 6 (corr. text) with reference to

the gift of eternal life for the people of

Israel. Cf. also xci. 15 f., where the

gifts of glory, deliverance (succour),

and length of days D\'^> TT~IS, as in

/. 8), i.e. eternal life, are represented as

granted in answer to prayer. The
mention of a croivn offine gold (/. 6)

is remarkable. If an individual were

referred to, we might see in it a

reference to the recognition of Simon
the Maccabee as high priest and prince,

and suppose the ' crown ' to be the

' sacred crown ' (10) of pure gold on

the high-priestly tiara (Ex xxix. 6,

xxxix. 30 ; cf. Ecclus. xlv. 12). But

a Maccaba;an reference has been con-

sidered and rejected above. The crown

intended can only be metaphorical.

Man, simply as ruler of creation, is

'crovvntd with glory and state' (viii.

6f.); and Israel is, ideally, 'a royal

dynasty of priests' (Ex. xix. 6), and is

destined to become the 'head of the

nations ' (Ps. xviii. 44).

8, For ever and ever, uTS^
"IJ^l. If an individual (whether Simon
or the Messiah) were referred to, this

would mean that the prince who is

eulogized would live on in his successors.

It appears, however, to be Israel's

eternity which is spoken of (see above).

10 ft", -nm nrf: cf. viii. 2, 6;

civ. I.—Iv^jiTHyjl; cf. Ixxxix. 20.

—Makest Iiini thy fcllotv (see crit. n).

No ' evil man ' or ' deviser of ruin ' can
have fellowship wiih Yahw^ (v. 5,

xciv. 20), but Israel, God's son and
servant, is a member of the divine

household. Contrast Hos. iv. 17
(Ephraim, a ' fellow of idol-gods ').

—

Joy in thy presence. _Cf. xi. 7, xvi.

II, cxl. 14.—lDIQ^ t'l- So xvi. 8

(Israel).

15-26. If we adhere to M, we may
well be uncertain whether this part is

addressed to Yahwe or to the king.

Ilupfeld decides for Yahwe, but almost
all others (Ol., Del., Now., Ba., We.,
Du.) are on the opposite side. It

would be strange, however, that the

psalmist should turn round in this

fashion (hence Halevy would incorporate

vv. 9-14 in Ps. XX.); strange too that

the vengeance of the king should (in

the traditional text) be described in

such glaring terms, and without any
reference to the all-powerful aid of
Yahwe. The text, moreover, is full of
iniprobaI)ilities, and the corrections

favour an address to Yahwe. It is the
great judgment which is referred to,

when the enemies of Israel, represented
by the N. Arabians, will be destroyed.

Though this act of justice or of
vengeance can be ascribed to Israel

(cp. Pss. ii., xviii.), yet it is only
through Yaliwe tliat Israel will triumph,
and sometimes Yahwe himself is de-
sciibed as the warrior who puts down
the foes (see Ps. ex.; Isa. Ixiii. 1-6).

Critical Notes, i M 'yX^I- Rather i;y\V'l (Noldeke) ; cf. xx. 3.—

M's "^"i^ springs from ^Qy. Cp. on /. 13.
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2. Omit r\D (not in Vss.). The scribe began to write IJ^Q; his

successor, in error, wrote HI^-

4. M n^"1i^ ; may we compare Ass. en's/u (Del., Pro/. 54 f. and Ass.

HIVB.) ? Surely the style of the psalm is too plain to admit of such a

far-fetched word. Read n'7^<Ly^:2 (Gr.), or less probably phiW (cvi. 15).

See XX. 6, xxxvii. 4, Ixi. 6 (corr. text).

8. Metre suggests that 1J?1 ^y;^ is an interpolated gloss on D^!^' l"^^i •

II. M JliDi:i, (rich in) blessings? or, (the centre of) formukc of

blessing (cf Zech. viii. 13) ? But this does not yield a proper parallel to

/. 12. Read ^"llin (see note above).

13. M Tjban. Read T|?2;? (see on xx. 10).—M mn"'—an editorial

correction. Read "rjja.—M lDn2- Read T|":ypnZl.

16. M ^<^iQ/^, an unpleasing repetition. Read "Tfbjli^- Duhm

^<^2n (with accus.?).
T

17-24. M's text (opening of v. 10) expresses the anticipation that (as

most understand) the king will make Israel's enemies like a fiery furnace

Wii. "1^3ri3) preceded by Pasek), i.e. will destroy them so that they

appear like a fiery furnace. Surely vindictiveness could have found a

less artificial expression. The remainder of v. 10 supplies us with too

much material for a single trimeter. Presumably the whole of v. 8 is

corrupt. Is it likely that TT>J3 was said of the king? And is not
V T

Vt^ D'?pj^m a very lame conclusion to a verse or stanza? V. 11 is

better, but can nS be used as a synonym for yiT? Lam. ii. 20 is hardly

quite parallel. V. 12 as Hebrew is just good enough to have escaped

severe criticism, but the controversy over IC^J (cp. Biithg. and Wildeboer

ZATli\ xvii. 179) suggests that all cannot be right; critics also appear

to have taken I'^pv ':'Zl too easily. In v. 13, however, the text is altogether

impossible, U2V ^l^iyVJPi is literally 'thou wilt make them [to be]

back,' though Konig vainly tries to make out DDti^ to be the accusative

of relation, and for 'tifjl compares passages in which the object of n^J7

is to supplied from the context. Most critics compare xviii. 41, and

obtain the general sense, 'thou will put them to flight'; xviii. 41, however,

is certainly corrupt. Apart from the context T's rendering might be

plausible, ' thou will make them (viz. thy people) as one shoulder ' (cp.

Zeph. iii. 9). M's TrnD^DH is equally improbable. AV, to make sense,

inserts 'thine arrows.' It would be simpler to substitute Tj^ijn for 'Q^-

But we have no right to do this. And even were it otherwise, how

improbaljle that the fitting of the arrows on the strings should come after

the putting of the enemies to llight ! Dn^J3~'?y "1313/1 is also a strange

expression. Returning to the passage after a wider experience of parallel
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corruptions had supplied a key to a very large numl)er of passages, the

writer would emend thus,

—

13NJ^ VINQ D^riDTi II
•• - : ' V V ••

• T :t

nn -I'bv ^2r\r'3 12
T T ' V T ; T

T 1^: T-: • : -

For ?T^J9 in /. i8 cp. Lam. iv. i6, and note that ^2i^2, in f. lo is an

interpolation.

PSALM XXIL— I.

1 RIMETERS. A prayer ' out of the depths.' No individual can be the speaker.

Is there any one so prosaic as to maintain that either David, or Jeremiah, or Ezra

could have used these words? Nor can the depressed Jewish people be the

speaker ; stanzas 3 and 4 show that an Israel within the larger Israel here pours

out its griefs and woes. These woes it shares with all who have not practically

rejected the Jewish law, and found means to conciliate those whom true Israelites

ought, so far as possdjle, to shun, but a spiritual sorrow is theirs, which the mass

of imperfect though not faithless Israelites cannot fully realize. They are constant

in prayer, but how useless it seems ! Unbelievers jeer at their folly ; can such a

' worm ' as Israel (v. 7) be said to have a God ? Faithless Israelites, who know
the phrases in which at this period faith delights, apply them sarcastically (v. 9).

V,y word and deed they do their best to kill the faithful community. They are

not indeed clothed with regal authority ; they can but commit so many outrages

and speak such bitter words (some of which may for a moment seem to Israel to

be true) that Israel feels— though God all the vvhUe knows that it is not so—at

the point of death. Note the parallels in Isa. xli. 14 ('worm,' 'redeemer'),

xlix. 7 an<l liii. 3 ('despised of men'); xlix. 8 ('from the womb'); xlix. 14
(' Vahwe has forsaken me'), and in Job xix. 13 fl'., xxx. 9 f^".

If we hold that Isa. xl.-lv did not reach its present form till after the time of

Ezra, it will be impossible to make Ps. xxii.' earlier than the very close of the

Persian period, and a later date is not excluded, considering the influence of Job.

Cp. O/', 230 ff. ; .Smend, 76 ff
.

; Coblenz, i36ff. The view of Duhm and

Winckler that the poet is himself the subject of the psalm, and that he wrote it

while languishing in a Babylonian or a Jewish dungeon ' is opposed to a sound

textual criticism and exegesis. The puem represents a company or com-

munity. It is 'a complaint of highly-strung sensitive natures, brought up on the

doctrine of earthly retribution, and surprised that they meet with the contempt and

ignominy which are only worthy of malefactors. And the grandeur of the psalm

consists in this—that in spite of the terrible strain put upon their faith, this divinely

given ({uality does not fail them. Though God seems to have forsaken them, He
is still their God.'- Happily there is but one voice among critics as to the

spiritual beauty of the poem.
Cp. Winckler, AOM^) i. 177 ff

. ; J. Dollar, ' Textkritische Bemerkungen zu

Ps. xxii. (xxi.),' y^Aeo/. Quarialsihrifi,\y.\\. (1900), l74fT.

' Duhm makes him a victim of the party-fights of the later Asmonrean kings,

Winckler no less a person than king Manasseh.
- Christian Use of the Psalms, 937'.
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Deposited. Of Ethan the Zarhitc. Marked: Of 'Arah-ethaii. i

I O my God ! to me give ear
; 2

Why hasL Lhou forsaken my soul ?

[Wliy] keepest thou so far off, not to hear

The words of my cry, O my God ?

I call by day, but thou answerest not
; 3

By night, but thou interposest not for me
;

Yet Thou art Jacob's Holy One, 4
The God who is Israel's confidence.

In thee our fathers trusted, 5

10 They trusted, and thou didst deliver them
;

To thee they cried, and they found escape, 6

In thee they trusted, and they were not shamed.

But 1 am a worm and no human creature, 7

Insulted by mankind, and by all people despised.

All that behold me jeer at me, 8

They open their lips wide, and wag their heads +with a

scofif,+ —
' Let God redeem him, let Him deliver him ! 6

Let him rescue him, seeing He delights in him '
!

Yea, Thou wast my refuge when I was born, 10

20 My confidence when I was on my mother's breasts.

On Thee have I found support from my birth, 1

1

Thou hast been my God from my mother's womb
;

Remain not afar, [O Yahwe], 12

Trouble is near, there is no helper.

Strong wild oxen surround me, 13

With pointed horns they mangle me
;

Fierce lions that raven and roar 14

Stretch open their jaws towards me.

[Within] I am poured out like water, 15

30 And all my bones are out of joint
;

My heart has become like wax,

It has melted away within me.

[My palate] is dried up like grass, 16

My teeth stick together in my jaws
;

With my crying my throat is parched, \']c

And upon mine eyelids is the gloom +of Deathland ^. . \tc
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Strong lions surround me,

A troop of wild oxen encircles me
;

My body is wasted by reason of my pains,

40 +But+ they give a kick to my wounds.

The traitors walk to and fro.

And jeer at the anguish of my soul.

But Thou art Yahwe, keep not afar off
;

Thou art my God, hasten to help me.

Snatch my soul from the young lion.

My life from the paw of the greedy lion
;

Deliver me from the mouth of the fierce lion,

Withdraw me from the horns of the wild oxen.

18

19

20

21

22

2. For God to ' forsake ' tlic soul

means death (xvi. 10). And how can
Yahwe forsake the soul of his loyal one
(xvi. 10, xxxvii. 2S, xciv. 14) ? The
loyalty of man presupposes that of God.
But Zion herself complains, ' Yahwe
has forsaken me' (Isa. xlix. 14).—4.

Duhm, who retains ""JlJi^I^ nil (lit.

'the words of my roaring'), takes

^"IQI in the sense of ' matter.' The
sense is possible enough in prose style,

but improbable in poetry. Duhm com-
pares I S. X. 2, I's. Ixv. 4 ; but the

latter passage is corrupt.

6 K. Thou interposest not ; lit.

' thou liftest thyself nut up,' /.c. ' ariscst

not from thine inaction to assert thy

sovereignty.'—ytZf^i!''.; Holy One. So
Isa. xxix. 23, where, as here, 'Jacob'
and 'Israel' are parallel.

—

Israel's

confidence. This strikes the key-note

of the beautiful stanza which follows

(see crit. n.). Those who adopt M's

text sup))ose that the psalmist gives a

new turn to the old i)hrase ' enthroned

ui)On the cherubim' (Ixxx. 2, xcix. l)

by subslitutinj^ ' the praise-songs of

Israel' for 'the cherubim.' The true

'chariots of deliverance ' (I lab. iii. 8)

are, not the mythic cherubim, but the

leavers and praises of God's people

(cf. viii. 3 in IVl's text). This view I

have elsewhere supported (I's.!') ; OP,

327), but it is certainly over-subtle,

and a freer attitude towards M's text

enables me to abandon it.

9-12. The appeal to Israels past

history. Cf. Ixxvii. 5-8. Ourfathers

;

so xliv. 2, Ixxviii. 3. Clearly Israel is

the speaker (Lag., Orieutalia, ii. 63),
or rather the Israel within Israel.

13-16. A -worm &.c. Israel

speaks, not some self-pitying individual.

Cf. Isa. xli. 14. In the light of these

two passages it should be clear that

Isa. Jii. 14, liii. 2 do not refer to an
individual.-

—

Despised. Cf. Isa. xlix.

7, liii. T^.—Jeer at me, &c. Cf. xxxi.

12 ft'., xxxvui. 12, xli. 6 fi"., Ixix. 8 fl".,

Ixxxviii. 9, 19, Lam. ii. 15 f., iii. 46,

and especially Job xxx.

17-20. Ibet God redeem him,
&.C. A reference to a favourite title of

Yahwe in the Prophecy of Restoration

(see Isa. xli. 14, xlix. 26, and often).

Cp. xix. 15. The correction of the

text adopted removes a great linguistic

stumbling-block (see crit. n.).

—

From
my birth. Lit., 'from the womb,'

DmO. Cf. Ixxi. 6, Isa. xlviii. 8.— C>«
V T ••

thee, iS.z. Again compare Ixxi. 6.

25. From this point onwartls liie

greatest misunderstanding has been
caused by corruptions of the text.

Lagarde's ingenuity in explaining the

choice of the several animals {Orientalia,

ii. 63 f. ; cf. or, 232) is beyond (|ue!>tion,

but he presupposes the corrupt readings

of M's text. Tobiah the Ammonite,
Geshur the Arabian, Sanballal the

Samaritan are not referred to under the

respective symbols of bulls of Bashan,

lions, and dogs, for the only animals

which a strict criticism can recognize
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appear to he ' wild oxen ' (DS*!) 'ind

'lions' (nS, -)^33, ii'Dh). Both

kinds of animals are symbols of the

oppressors of the Jews. D''/^hi"l natu-

rally suggests Dvi^DnT*) '•<'• the

' wild oxen ' are the Jerahmeelltes.

The * lions ' may conceivably include

oppressors of native Jewish origin (cp.

Zeph. iii. 3).— IViik pointed horns.

On these dangerous horns (which were
jjrized as trophies by the Assyrian

iumter-kings), see on xcii. \\a. The
passage seems to be imitated in xvii. 11,

Ixviii. 31 (corr. text).

29-36. Vital strength fails ; dis-

solution seems at hand.—29. / avi

poured out. So, of the heart, Josh. vii.

5 (cp. /. 31 ;) of the soul, xxvii. 8
(corr. text), xlii. 5 (M).—33. Cp. Ixix.

4, cii. 5.—34. A little different from
Job xxix. 10.—35. Nothing is more
difficult than to get a fit sense out of
the received text. The text-critical

problem seems now to have been solved.

See crit. note.— 36. Cf. Job xvi. 16.

38 ff. Some critics (Ewald, Winckl.,
Duhm) have supposed that the much-
tried speaker is in prison or in the

stocks, while a ' crew of evil-doers,'

also symbolically called ' dogs,' but

really gaolers or rude warriors (Wi.,

Du.), gloat over his sufferings. This
view however is based on textual error.

Similarly the odd picture of the wounded
man counting up his bones (or, his

pains), while the 'dogs' enjoy the

spectacle, vanishes into thin air like

that other strange picture of the wild

dogs mangling his hands and his feet.

To some, the picture may seem strange,

even as a more correct text presents it.

But we must remember that the speaker

is in reality a collection of persons.

The wild oxen and the lions {i.e. the

t)ppressors') cannot all at once destroy

Israel. The moral and physical suffer-

ings of many Israelites may have wasted

the national ' body,' but some Hfe still

remains. At present, all that the fierce

beasts can do is to worry their victims,

and to aggravate the pain of the

wounds by 'kicking' them. Give a

kick, cp. ' the paw of the greedy lion

'

(/. 46). Imitated in Ixix. //. 49 f. On
lines 41, 42, which one would gladly

have kept on account of the familiar

application, see crit. note. Bathgen's

comment is, ' Israel resembles one slain

on the battle-field, whose garments the

soldiers divide among themselves by
lot.' But is there anything in the

context to favour this ?

Criiical No/cs. I f. M ''7^{ ^^h}. G o ^eoj o B(6s ^ov irpoaxf^ y^oi
;

l)i. "b UZ^Z^pn. Read Hl^^prr ''bti, 'Tpyn (cf. on xviii. 3 -hti). The

repetition of vJ< i^ riot probable in a highly artistic poem (3 K. iv. 19

is therefore not parallel ; in Jer. iv. 19 the first ^"^'2 is dittographic ; see

G). Soon after we have ^'^'^^J. The first '^^'i^ is in one sense ditto-

graphic—M "'^nnr;^. Read >W^^ n2.\y! (cp. Ixxxviii. 15). ''^'Eil

written in a shortened form, or else half-efifaced, was taken for the suffix

^^ . On the origin of C^ipduvei. in D of Mt. xxvii. 46 and Mk. xv. 34 see

Chase, Syro-Lai. Text uf Gospels ('95), 107; Konig, £'.r/J. T., Feb. 1900,

~ll ff.

3 f. M '•jl.lXtiir nai "'Jlin;:;"'^ pirn ,
' far n-om my deli\ crance arc

the words of my roaring; ' so G 'A 2 E' S' J T—a wetght of authority

by which Bii. feels overpowered (so Del., Kon. Syiit. § 348(7) ; Bii.,

however, takes ' deliverance '=:' deliverer.' Most unnatural, even if we

readD'pim (cp. on cxix. 137). Read probably J?V.:iirp \rr\r\ [HQ^]

TWTV ^n}i^t nni- mn\ written '\ was absorbed by ^J")— . H^^lti'

' Lagarde's detailed explanation of symbols (see on /. 25) reminds one of

commentators' disputes on the first canto of Dante.
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and nHhiti^ are elsewhere confounded (xxxii. 3 ; Job iii. 24). Street, Hi.,

Dy., Gr., Che('\ We. read ^Jl^^V-i^D (cp. on Ixxxviii. 2). This, however,

does not fit in well.

6. M >7 n"*.".2TT S/T- Ci Kill nvK 6(9 avf iau ffioi (so Hatch, Biblical

Greek, igi, rightly corrects 'Avaiav), probably reading ^^"^"^ 1 for elsewhere

G decidedly does not recognise n\!3'n • The word '1 is non-existent (see

on xxxix. 3, Ixii. 2, Ixv. 2. S here has >AoZ tlo ' et non respicis.'

This is but a guess. In xxxix. 3 '1 has grown out of TD/1- This

suggests Dnri for our passage. Cp. Isa. xxx. 18, 'he lifts himself not

up to have compassion on you.' ' To lift oneself up,' = to interpose, with

sovereign power, for the oppressed.

7 f. M 2^V ^np nriNI • The modems mostly make a stichus
'r T - :

of the first two words (see Rahlfs below), but wrongly. G av hi iv

(lyla KaToiK€is ; 2 (Field) tv nyiois. J
' et tu sancte habitator.' Halevy too

and Duhm connect 3li?V with li'llp (cp. Isa. Ivii. 15). Bi., too weakly,

inserts niH^ (metre). The only adequate remedy is to read 'p iinNI

^pyv ^, with perhaps a fragment of p, grew into '^.—M Dipnil

7^i'^^^ Most modems connect this with ^^V, and suppose that

'enthroned upon the praise-songs of Israel' is a spiritualizing develop-

ment of the antique phrase ' enthroned upon the cherubim.' For an

exposition of this view see my note in Ps.*'', and OP, p. 327 ; cp. also

especially Rahlfs, ^J^ nnd IJJJ? i?i der Pss., pp. 35 ff. Rahlfs is very

sure that M is correct, and defends the very short stichus tt'lip nDNl
by a reference to J^IH riDNT , cii- 28. All this is very questionable, and

(so far as the development theory is concerned) too modern in spirit to

be probable. It is only rendered necessary by the prevalent veneration

for M's text, and is opposed to the tradition represented by G J (o

enaivos la-fj., hius Israhel). Hal. prefers to follow G J, but a line

of two words, neither of which can have more than one beat, is in-

tolerable. Gr. inserts D^'Zl^lSn lifter n^'V and J^lij before Dl'pnn •

This is regarded by Rahlfs as plausible, though unnecessary. liut it

gives us too much material ; a shorter and simpler distich is required.

Read 't''' n'^n'lil ^7^)^ (see xxxix. 8 ; Ixxi. 6c ; cix. 2, corn text).

^nt'N fell out, through its resemblance to jntrnjl As a postscript, I

mention Herz's 'r\ n"'2 IVy^, Winckl.'s Tbj\\> 'yip>\ antl Duhm's

"^3 '?^<~lii/^ jn'^nn C Israel's praise is of thee 'j.

T •• T : • T • :

16 f. M n^iOS^ ; 'they cause to break through,' or 'they release

(insults)'? Surely not. Read II^S)*' (Gr.); see Job xvi. 10.—M "t'M "pi),

inf. abs. from ';?'?J (Kon., Synt., 114, n. -), or imper. kal. (Ol., Del., Bji.,

&C.). G S J, Bi., Bii., Du. -^"^ "^^ (^> v'^matv ; Mt, xxvii. 43, nenoidtu).
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We., ~7i^ 7JV But an accusal, is indispensable, and whichever of the
T

above readings we adopt, the sentence is rough, and the parallehsm

incomplete. Briill suggested ^^'?^JJ'' ; Hal. i':)^!) (so Che., JQ/x, Oct.

'97) 13 ;
/t'«'- ^^^- Lifc^ 120) ; Wi. "^tH. '^il (against this see Cht.^JQK,

Jan., '99, 236). One fault common to all these suggestions is the not

taking account of TVSH'^- The covenant-name of God is not to be

expected here. The correction which alone does perfect justice to the

textual phenomena is ^H/XJ^ 7i^. b^ was misplaced, and hence

misread 7hi . T^^TV includes both the preformative and the afformative

of in7NJ)'', Cp. on xxxvii. 9^;.

19. Two plain corrections. ^HJl and (Ixxi. 6) >1J are both fragments

of ""DnD ; n and J, D and T confounded. (But in Mic. iv. 10 ^nj

should be ''^J^<^, Gr.). Also for TT'DID read ''nJO^D (G S J, Gr.,
T

We.) ; see Ixxi. 5.

21, 23. AI's "^pt^bvpi is most unnatural. Read ^JIDDDJ (see on
T

Ixxi. 6). Less probable is "Jl^mn, or (Wi.) '^r\DbV7\ (Job v. 23). The
T

latter should mean ' I have been made thy friend.'—Insert Hin^ (metre).

25. M D^Hl DnS- ' Many bulls' ! Most improbable and against

analogy. Read certainly (or D^^3^J) Dn^33 D^p^i'^ (see on //. ^ f

,

and on Iv. 19). Wi., D''3~1 Dn''D3 with just discernment of the

problem. The rPe/nhn must have been mentioned before /. 48.

26. M ]^2 n^3N}- In Ixviii. 16, 23, ' Bashan ' is due to corruption.

So here. As Wi. points out, ' the cows of Bashan are symbols of fatness,

never of strength.' But Wi.'s reading, ^liTH n^3i< is not quite satis-

factory; read ]^ ''J'^p^ (see /. 48). ^^ and p confounded. G {ravpni)

TTiovfs, i.e. either ]ti^"r or ^Qti^ ; see G, Ixviii. 16.—M ^^"^^3 ,' surround

me '? So e.g. BDB, citing Judg. xx. 43, Hab. i. 4. But in Judg. read

'^r\r\'2 (Moore ; cp. G), and in Hab. l^iniD (Gr.). Here certainly read

•JlTinS- The lexicon gains. lilB, Job xxxvi. 2, = ' to wait.'

27. Read u^y^m D^Dib /^v^^s^.•

29. M ^/IDStt'J. The par. passage. Lam. ii. 11, suggests that a noun

should stand here. Read probably ''yp IDDli^J- A play on Q^.^S and

y:,. Note Pasek. M ^"^3 . Read T'^U'h (cf. cii. 5).—M >n3.

Read ''3rT (an early emendation, see Ibn Ezra), with 01., Ew., Bii., &c.

;

cf. Ixix. 4.

34. -M ^mp*??:) p31^ ''y\'&>^. lUU '? is fem. ; 'i;^ requires 3 or
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7 after it; and '7O should mean 'tongs' or 'snuffers.' Read ''2'\l}^

-T : •
' T .\

35 {v. 17c). ^b:\')^ n- n>*3 (some copies and edd. nN3). On the

other hand, some edd. have as Kr. 'IISS, and some MSS. and the

Complut. ed. have ^llhiB = ^"13 . The Vss. mostly presuppose some
T T

verb ; G S>pv^av, 'A eVeSryo-ac (?) and rjaxwav (two editions ?), S QL]2,

J vinxerunt. 2, however, gives ws Xfav (for proof, see Taylor, GenizaJi

Palimpsests), and T the conflate rend., NHSD f\~T ITIDJ, 'they bite

like a lion.' On these renderings cp. V>i,.,Jahrl)b.f. prot. Th., 1882, p. 27 ;

Del., Co/iipluiens. Variante7i (1878), p. 27; Zenner, 'Textkrit. Bemerk.,'

Thcol. (htartalschr., 1900, pp. 174 ff. It is not fruitful to discuss what

readings (other than ^HXD or T1N3) the translators may have had itt

their Jititids. T, for instance, suggests ^p")P (Job xxx. 17) ; S suggests

nyip. But the rends, are but guesses. Many moderns, from De Rossi

onwards, claim the exigentia loci as a decisive proof of the reading 1"1i>JD ;

liii. and Now. add that in all probability the extant Heb. MSS. should

only count as 07ie witness, being all apparently derived from a single

archetype. Lag., however (Crz<:«/a/z«, ii. 64), is confident that v. 17 is

misplaced, and stood originally between v. 14 and v. 15. If this be

correct, we have two stanzas, each consisting of seven stichi (viz. vv. 13,

14, 17 and vv. 15, 16), and, if we read HND in v. \yc, we obtain a parallel

for the n^1i^[D] in v. i^b. But (i) it is obvious that as a rule the stanzas

have eight lines, and it is practically certain that the three stichi grouped

in M T of 7'. 16 should rather be four; (2) the exegetical difficulties of

V. lyc are not removed by Lagarde. Wellh. tries to improve upon

Lagarde by placing v. 17 (except c. which, with Olsh., he relegates to the

margin) after v. 13. He thus obtains a somewhat better connexion for

V. 18, and makes the lli3 of 7/. 14 intelligible. The objections to this

plan are (i) that it makes seven stichi, (2) that nQH in v. i^b is too far

removed from the descriptive title to which it points. The view of 01. just

referred to need not, in my opinion, be discussed ; it is the resource of

despair. Before mentioning what I venture to think the true reading, I am
bound to record some earlier conjectures. The simplest plan is, with Kon.

(Sj/it., p. 681), or we might say, with 2, to read ^")J^i), unless, with

Pococke and Reinke, we regard ^"IXD as defectively written for DHJO-
The next easiest conjecture is that of Herz, ^llpj (Job xxx, 17). In 1888

I gave a qualified preference to Briill's 11^13, 'surround' (cf. Ju, ix. 31,

ni^in for n!2ni»t), since proposed anc.v by I'erles and Winckler. But

'surround ' is imaginary (see on /. 26). Gr. and Hal. adopt the old guess

TIDJ^ ; Kr., Dy. ^3^^^ ; Duhm '^"^^}^. All this proceeds on the mistaken

assumption that the error lies solely in ^ni^3 . The whole line is corru]:)l.

and the conection must be sought for in one of the parallel passages

—
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Ixix. 4 ; for plainly the throat had to be mentioned somewhere. The
archetypal MS. was correct in rejecting T as the final letter. It also

gave the first word very nearly right, but erred in retaining v^m ""T,

which, indeed, on all the theories as yet proposed, is unexpected,

unnatural. Read ''^1^1 inj ^^J"lp21. Plainly this belongs with the

other descriptive clauses referring to parts of the body, and all that is

now needed is to correct another suspicious clause (t'. i6c) so as to

provide a parallel for it. Let us see whether our wish can justly be

gratified. (The order i6a, i6b, ijc, \6c is Bickell's.)

36. M gives, as v. i6r, '^jHSlirr^ mp"1Ei;?S.. The 'dust of Death-land '

is not an impossible expression. In ed. i I compared Descent of Isfas.

I. 8, 'the place where much dust is their food.' But *1S^ would have
c^uite sufficed ; the addition of JIV^ is unnecessary (see on xxx. 10).

''^nSti'j") must be wrong ; if ' thou wilt place me ' is the meaning, a

commoner word would certainly have been chosen (see Ixxxviii. 7). The
tense too is surprising, and, lastly, there is no clause anywhere to which
it (7^. i6c) can be regarded as parallel. The text is wrong ; can we
correct it ? Yes, if we may combine it with another clause which lacks

a parallel, viz. i-jc. The mention of the throat suggests that of the eye,

and at once one remembers Job xvi. \6, rS'\12bl "ByH)^"'?^! • This is the

original reading here. ^\^^ is dittographic. li^Jl comes from ^-^

transposed ; JIE) = 1X2 ; ""J =(2 is dittographic.

37. Omit O (dittogr., "•J precedes in M), and insert W2r\ (G Kvvi^

noWoi.) as part of the traditional text). On this we have now to operate.

We do not want the 'dogs.' In OP, 232, I described Lag.'s symbolic

explanation of the different animals (C'r, ii. 64) as 'plausible'; I fear I

must retract this. There is no parallel (see on lix. 7) for the use of the

pariah-dogs of Eastern cities as a symbol for the enemies of Israel, and
in the last extant couplet of Ps. xxii.''* only lions and wild oxen are

referred to. Read Dn''213 D''J;i2'? (cp. on lix. 7). Wi., ''><':'3,

'jailers'; hardly. J 'venatores,' following 'A e (so Hieron. in Anccd.

Maredsol\ = DU^3 •

38. M D^Plp Jll^- Against context and parallelism. Read certainly

DV.3Sn 'V U- 48). So D"'a^^~) in Isa. .xxxiv. 7 should be D''J^nD.

39. M Ti^D'^y'b^i "^DD^^• The idea of being reduced to a skeleton

would not have been so expressed. Nor is the /dea of ' reckoning up my
wounds ' (another reading) a probable one. Read ^m^^yiD Th'2 ''~)i£73 •

^m^ijy is right (T, Gr., Wi.), but the corruption lies deeper than Gr.

supposes. ('Q;^^; in error for '2'jy occurs in Job vii. 15.)

40. M ''2~TN"1^ 1[0''1V The idea of gloating on sufferings is both

autologically expressed, and unsuitable to the ])arallelisni. Read
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"•QND^^ 1JD3^^^ (Dt. wxii. 15 ; in i S. ii. 29 the reverse change is

required ; see Klo.).

41 f. Read

M is mosi unsuitable. The error, "^m;) 1*7^3^ in /. 43 closely resembles

that in Ob. II, '7-n: n>, for "bn^, i.e. ^J^^-

44. M ^rnTi^ : G »; ^oTjdeia fiov. Lag. (Or. ii. 7) explains this an. Xey. as

an Aramaism. But if so, why not simply v^^i (see on Ixxxviii. 5) ?
• Tv:

Such forms in jn are no doubt characteristically late (' lateborn linguistic

expedient,' Kon. ii. 204), but this only explains how a scribe came to

think of reading jT)TJ< ; it does not justify us in accepting it as original.

Read nm >b^^ (Gr.).

45 f. M ^"inQ. against parallelism. Read certainly 1^33^ (cf. on

xvii. 13 ; Ixxiv. 19).—M >Jll^n^ 2^3- Read >r\^n [Nl^a^ ^"73 is due

to a harmonizing editor (see on /. ;^'/). nTTT' as a title for the soul is

most unnatural. G even gives rrjv iiovoyevrj fiov (so xxxv. 17), and so helped

to produce an artificial sense, ' precious,' ' dearly beloved.' Observe that

l^n^ in XXV. 16, Ixviii. 7 is equally suspicious. Gr., We., agree as to

48. M D"'^2n, G iiovoKifimTav. Defective form of D\t3J<n (cf. on

/. 38). La. {Or. ii. 64) alters to "'"13, because the wild ox is 'hardly a

dangerous animal.' A mistake ; see on xcii. 11. D^13 in /. 25 is wrong.

—M ^J/T'JJ/. Is this a designed violation of parallelism, leading on to
T • -;

the second part of the psalm? It must be so, assuming the text to be

right, if grammatical usage is to be followed, for 'JJ? cannot be a consecutive

perfect (Ewald). But the grammarians (even Kau. in Ges.-K. § 1 19 ff) are

all too conservative, (i ri^v Taneivaxriv fiov and 2 (Field) r. KaKoicrlv fi. read

^rnJV or ''r\^ZV_ (?) ; a guess. Thrupp, We. ^IV^V- But the parallelism

requires a verb. Read, not ^^jyj^, but ''^3^1^'ri (xxxv. 17).

PSALM XXII.—2.

1 RIMETERS. The Israel within Israel performs its vow of proclaiming God's
faithfulness and reasserting the Mcssionic promise in the great assembly (cp. xl.

lof.jxxxv. 18?). I'ss. xl.'-', Ixix.t-', anil cJi.<^' are parallel to xxii.f^' The nationalism

of the i)salm forbids us to suppose that it is merely an ordinary liturgical formula

to be used l)y an individual when paying his vows in the temple, or to be sung in

his n.ame by tlie temple singers. Duhm, who holds this poor theory, refers to

Job xxxiii. 26-28 and Fs. Ixvi. 13-20. But in Job /.c. he adheres to the difficult
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reading ITV^, in spite of the I'asek which follows it, vainly attempting to remove

the difficulty by pointing "lli^^, ' sings '
; and though the writer of Ixvi. 13 ff. may

be a full believer in animal sacrifices, he cannot have intended his work for the

use of an individual (see introd. to Ixvi. ('-'). Both in xxii.'-' and in Ixvi. '-J the

background is that of the N. Arabian oppression of Israel.

I I will discourse of thy glory to my brethren, 23

In the midst of the assembly will I praise thee.

Ye that fear Yahwe, praise him
; 24

All ye of Jacob's offspring, honour him.'

For he has not despised [his prisoners], 25

Nor rejected the cry of the sufferer
;

He has not hidden his face from him,

But when he called unto him, he heard.

His faithfulness I will not conceal in the great assembly', 26

10 My vows will I perform before his worshippers,

Hope on, ye sufferers ! and ye shall rejoice, 27

Let those that are zealous for Yahwe praise him.

The Jerahmeelites shall seek eagerly for Yahwe, 27 (end), 28

The Ishmaelites shall do obeisance before him,

All the princes of Missur shall do obeisance, 30

Before him shall all Arabians kneel.

The offspring [of Jacob] shall honour him, 31

His worshippers shall declare his righteousness
;

They shall relate to the next generation

20 That he has wrought [for us] deliverance from Jerahmeel.

1-8. When the Messianic deli- who have learned tlie true lesson of
verance has taken place, the Israel suffering, bids them ' hope on,' and the
within Israel (i.e. the ' Servant of time for rejoicing will come. Cp.
Yahwe,' or the association of strictly Ixix. 33.
pious Jews) will summon their 'brethren' 13.20. Thegrounds of this confidence.
(t.c. faithful Israel at large) to join The Messianic promise is certain; the
them in praising (jod for his great

,,,0^^ bitter of the foes of Israel will
deeds._ Ve (kaf Jear i ahzvc Irobably recognize that Yahwe alone hns divine
there is here no real antithesis to the

,,0,^2^, and accept him as their sove-
• seed of Israel, as if proselytes were ^eign. And for itself Israel antici-
meant. In xv. 4, Ixvi. 16, mn^ ^i<i-|^ pates that its work of praise will never
IS simply a term for worshippers of end. Age after age the message will
\ahwe —/mw/,?r sitjerer, collective be handed on that Yahwe delivered his
terms (cp. Ixix. 34). people from its most cruel foe. Cp.

9. Closely parallel to xl. 11.— 10. xlviii. 14, Ixxi. 18, cii. 19. — The
Aly vozus, &.C. In the liglit of cxix. editorial reconstructions of corrupt

31 f. we see that the 'vows' consisted passages are of great interest. One of
in songs of praise. Cp. 1. 14, Ivi. 13, them (in v. 30, rightly read) imi)lies

1x1. 9, Ixv. 2, cxvi. 14.— II f. The the hope of the resurrection (cp. Dan.
deliverance is only real to faith. Hence xii. 2). See crit. notes,

the Israel within Israel, addressing all

' And be afraid of him, all ye of Israel's offspring.
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Critical Notes. 4. Omit last sticlius of M (a variant).— 5 f. Insert

^'l'D^<~/^^i (l><ix. 34).—M m^y. 'w. Xf-y., and unsuitable as the object of

YP*«y ; cp. ix. 13, cii. i8. Read /Ip^;^. So the present writer in JBL,

XV. (1896), p, 198 ; cp. We., S/ci::ac}t, vi. 170. If precedes ; 1J comes

from an imperfect p. G rj} fieiyo-f t = M^l .—9. M T^j^SD, 'caused by

thee' (cxviii. 23)? Impossible. Read ijlQi^ (Gr., TyjHl^i^). T fell out
;

3 belongs to the next phrase. — M "•/iVrm. Read (taking over 2)

^pnn^-^b (^1. n).

II. M 1i?a';i']T, ^'?P^^^ But if the figure of the great Feast (xxiii. 5)

had been introduced, more would have been made of it. A reference to

sacrifices is precluded by a couplet in a parallel psalm (Ixix. 32). Com-

paring Ixix. 2)3 (corr. text), read IPIQit'T, ')7^^ For construction see

xxxiv. 6 and xl. 4 (corr. text). Note Pasek.

13 f. M's TP/ DDp^^ TT^ is an editorial expansion of a corruption

of D^'^i^Dn*!''- ^13r and ^2")!^^^ are two competing variants (note

Pasek) ; read TIHli^^.— Y)^< ^DS^i~7^ is probably another editorial

expansion ; the original text must have had D v^^yp^i/"'~7^ ; y"^^i was

perhaps attached after ^D3^^ had grown out of "^^tyV. The verb to

which "tU"' b'2 belongs is linJlt^^V For -fJH)':' read VJH)':', with Vss.,

except T, and Houb., Horsley, Haldvy. Cp. Duhm. j"nn3ti'I^~'^D is

analogous to ''D3S~7D, z'-^- it represents 'li^^~73 ; D'^IJ is the editor's

addition.—At this point in M (?'. 29) comes a collection of corruptions of

ethnics, viz. TDT^'h O = V^Dni^ ; nDl':'^/'! also = 'U'V (so in Ob. 21
;

see Etic. Bib., ' Obadiah ') ; bm'Cl\ — bi^yityD^ ; 0^.11 = ^^^Q^-|^ M ost

textual critics simply insert J^^H (7?^1D h^im) ; so G, kuI avroi Bemro^d.

But the whole of ?'. 29 is weak.

15. M -iV^hJ ; G €(payov. Most (Pinsker, Bruston, Gr., Du., &c.) read

w ^^}• Experience, however, warns us to reject slight remedies in

such a corrupt passage. Beyond doubt, vDX is a corrupt fragment of

D^T'Ki^m^, originally perhaps a correction referring to our /. 13.

y")hi"''3lin is also clearly wrong. Briill suggests ^JZ)!^, Smend and

Renan '*2ti^\ Kr. ^JIi^\ which We. does not indeed adopt, but considers

to have been an early error, which produced the ' gloss ' n^H ii^ Ili'Sil

;

Duhm ^Tl)") ('poor'). Y")N, however, must be an ethnic, viz. either

mti'h? = mti^II or mj{Q. The latter is the more probable (cp. on ii. 10).

''21D1 can now be corrected into ''Jt'l. Read -j^jp ^^n"'?3 n^nI^^

16. M nsp ^TliwS- Probably suggested by the false reading
T T •• : T

''^Tt}^ (above). But an ethnic is wanted. Possibly 'V and 'J? both represent
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corruptions of D"'^"^^ (cp- Ixxii. g, corn text).—The impossible words

r\^n ik^ ^^3^1 represent another group of ethnics. Ili/SJI (O S imply

't^'SJl) comes from bi^];r21V\ and nTf i^b from S^J^mV Originally

perhaps corrections. J miswritten for 7, H) for ?3 are frequent ; so also

is the prefixing of the second part of a corrupted word.

17 f. Between yiT and IJlQj;'' something has fallen out. T gives

DrnHJ^l ny")] -, G e read •'PIT (so Houb., Ba.). Rather ^pV"" ^~IT

•1313D^ (cp. /. 4). So Du., who continues '2T '7^<'l'^'' y')rbj ; but the

parallelism of '^3^ and '^y^ is imperfect. That 3 and J^ are confounded

is certain {e.i^. 7J and 7^'). Moreover, from our metrical point of view,

we cannot afford to insert so much. For /. 18 we must utilize H^il^T •lJ<i3^
-: T

inp"Tii, only TX2^ seems to have no special force. Read, for T ^^}Z1^

TT -: -

19. Wellh. suggests Xl^ -^']lb ''Jl>i'? "I3D'' V13P ;?1T. This stichus
. ^ _ .. - . .

is of course not to the taste of metrists. hj^^ "ITT/ (G yeuea fj ep)(oiJ.evq)

is adopted by Bri., Che.''', Du., but is not a probable idiom here ; besides,

Duhm's reading ('"IJ") "13D^) produces a tetrameter. Read probably

]iirTJ^ -\'\lb TIDDV The letters ••:l^< represent 1J1J>^, a mutilated

'J^"^^^^ (cp. cii. 19). The scribe wrote '^T^i7 in error, and therefore

supplemented it by "Tn7.

20. M I'p'lJ Uvb, i-c. to the people that shall be born (G J). The

critics accept this, comparing the 'imitation' J^H^J D^ in cii. 19. Both
T : • —

phrases are questionable, and if genuine would have been elucidated

by the author. Comparing Dt. xx.xii. 6 f., we should rather expect

them to refer to ancient Israel (Dt. xxxii. 6 f.), not to the children of

living Israelites. "T7lJ surely comes from 7QI, and DP? from 7N!;D ;

both are fragments of 7>{('2n")^. In Isa. xxxviii. 15, xliv, 23, TWV 's a

corruption of yi^w\T\- For similar necessary corrections see Ps. xxxvii. 5,

Hi. II, Isa. l.xiv. 3 (the only passage where Duhm notices this). Here,

however, it is best to read •1jyi:rn ':'NDrr"IVO ''3-

PSALM XXIII.

X ENTAMETERS. A Composite psalm, framed on the model of xxii. In xxii.fi)

Israel was opposed by lions, and seemed to have no helper. In xxiii.li' he is too

happy in the felt presence of his Guide to dread even the darkest ravine (jIlQ/U
in xxiii. 4 and in xxii. 16 corr. text). In xxii.'-) God's sufferers look forward to a
feast {v. 27) ; in xxiii. (-) the community pictures this feast with delight. It is the
Messianic feast, as in xxxvi.C-', which is referred to ; the corrected text of //. i, 2

I. H
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makes this clear. As in Isa. xxv. 6, the feast is spread in Zion, i.e. in the temple-
courts, and as in Ps. xxvii. 5 the speaker's one desire is to be sheltered for ever in

that home of peace. Who is the speaker? In xxiii.'-) Israel as a matter of course.

There can be no private feast in the kingdom of God ; this is one of the ' Guest-
psalms' {OP, 236). In xxiii."), as the text stands, there is nothing to prevent a

primary reference to the second or idealized David, i.e. the Messiah ; in xviii. this

personage (probably) gives thanks for his dcHverance from the darkness of Death-
land. But there is also nothing to suggest this. In Ixxx. 2 Valivve is called the

"shepherd of Israel," and repeatedly the same figure is expressed or implied (see

on /. if.; Isa. xl. II is specially parallel). The shepherd's tending, moreover, is

said to be ' for his name's sake,' and his full name is ' Vahwe the (jod of Israel.'

But of course a secondary reference would have been permitted by the poet to the

individual, in so far as his joys and sorrows arose out of his position as an
Israelite, i.e. in so far as he lived to show forth God's glory (cf. Isa. xliii. 7).

See the fine description of a ' lamb of God ' in Ecce Homo, ed. 2, p. 8.

For the national reference see the Targum, Theod. Mops, (in ZATIV, '85,

p. 94), Kimhi, Hengstenb., OL, Reuss, Smend, Cheyne, Ba. , Coblenz, &c. The
composite origin has been maintained by von Ortenberg {ZA TIV, '8j, p. 308)
and Fripp {/QJC, 1892, p. 672). The latter well says, 'The table, the oil, the

cup, the temple, have nothing to do with ttie shepherd life of 1-4, and the divine

goodness and mercy that follow (6) are not the care and guidance that lead (1-4).'

Probably the small fragment which constitutes xxii.'^' was felt to require a supple-

ment.

XXIII.— I.

Marked: Of 'Arab-etkan. I

I Yahwe is the shepherd [of Israel]
;

[

[no good thing] do T

lack.

In [a place of] tender grassy pastures—
|
there he makes

me lie down. 2

To fountains of living water
|

[Yahwe] leads me to drink

;

He guides me in the paths that are right
|
for his name's

sake. 3

Even if I walk through a glen darksome as Hades,
|
I fear

no hurt
; 4

[? Neither lion nor young lion do I dread ?] for thou art

with me.

Thy pastoral rod, thy staff,
|
that tranquillizes me.

XXIII.— 2. {Fragment?)

I Before me thou arrangest a table
|
within thy courts

; 5

My desire thou satisfiest with rich foods,
|
my cup thou

lillest to the brim.

Surely goodness and loving-kindness will attend me
(
all

my life long
;

6

And I shall dwell in Yahwe's house
|
for endless da3-s.
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I f. The Vg. gives ' Dominus
regit me'; hence the Wycliffite, 'The
Lord gouerneth me ' ; an unconscious
ratification of the true view of the

psalm, as the utterance of the Israel

within Israel. The text, however, is

incomplete ; it suffers from the same
corruptness as the close of Ps. xxii.'*^.

Line I, for instance, runs in M's text,

' Yahwe is my shepherd ; I lack not,'

which is very abrupt and incomplete,
if we compare it with lines 3 and 4.

The supplied words are only conjec-

tural. The figure of the divine shepherd
is no doubt an ancient one ; the ruler

is his people's shepherd. In Gen.
xlviii. 15 the phrase ' the God who
tended me ' is put into the mouth of

Israel's reputed ancestor (Israel, not

Jacob) ; Gen. xlix. 1 5, however, is corrupt.

As the shepherd of his people Yahwe
is described in Ixxiv. i, Ixxix. 13, xcv.

7, c. 3 ; cp. xxviii. 9, Ixxvii. 21, Ixxviii.

52, Ixxx. 2, Is. xl. II, Ixiii. 13 f., Jer.

xxxi. 9, Ezek. xxxiv. 41, Mic. vii. 14.

See introd.—Xli^^ denotes the quality

of the young sprouts of grass—sappy,

green, tender (cp. ' Grass,' Enc. Bib.).

In Joel ii. 22 ^J^Ii^^ should be ren-

dered ' sprout luxuriantly,' not ' become
green.'

3. f. riving- waters, D^I^

vin (12 times in O.T.) properly =
springing water (so Gen. xxvi. 19,
RV), but wells being so often sacred to
some supernatural being (W. R. Smith,
Rel. Sein., 135, 166), late writers could
use 'springing water' as a symbol of
the blessings promised by their religion

(see on xxxvi. 10, and cp. John iv.

10 f.). Such a symbolic use is in-

dicated here by the parallel line,

p"Ti wy^^T^ means, not only ' straight

paths,' but 'paths of (religious) rii;ht-

ness,' or, as above, paths that are right.

The same phrase occurs probably in
xxxii. 8 and Ixvii. 5 (corrected texts)

;

cp. also Prov. iv. 11, where "J"^"!

nDDrr corresponds to "S^"^ 'hlV'^i

i.e. paths of uprightness (in daily life).

The 'right paths,' then, are the courses
of action prescribed by God's law, of
which it is said (xix. 8) that it ' revives

the soul.' If Israel walks steadily in

these paths, it will be rewarded by the
sense of God's favour, and sooner or
later by material goods. The ethical

and the material sense may not yet be
sharply distinguished, but we can see
that the ethical sense is destined to
become the exclusive one. — For his
name's sake, i.e. as the God of Israel

;

cp. Isa. Ixiii. i6, 19.

5- /lIDT'ii , a favourite word in

Job (iii. 5, X. 21 f ) for deep darkness
like that of Sheol. Cp. xviii. 6b (corr.

text), xliv. 20, cvii. 10, 14.

xxiii.'-) I f See especially xxxvi

9, Isa. xxv. 6 (cp. introd.).—4. The
individual cannot dwell in Yahwe's
house for ever, but the community can.
The psalmist thinks in the first instance
of Yahwe's house on Mount Zion.
There Israelites can best learn what
communion with Yahwe means. But
there is a greater Israel beyond the
limits of Palestine. A larger conception
of ' Yahwe's house ' and of communion
with God could not therefore help being
formed. Cp. OP, 3S7 f., JRL, 251 ff.

Wty^ ^1^?' ^s xciii. 5, Lam. v. 20.

Cp. xxi. 5.

Critical Notes, i. Read b'iTSW^ HJL^l (Ixxx. 1). "^> was probably

omitted through its resemblance to ~)D^T^^ )>b ; probably the letters had
been mixed up. Also insert irj"'?3 (xxxiv. 11) or li^O- Change from

objective to personal form of statement, as in cxxi. ; 'Israel's keeper'

{v. 4), then ' Yahwe is thy keeper, [O Israel],' v. 5.

2. Read '"T 'J DprjZl ; C, a\- tuivov yXdr]';. Then insert Qil^ ; G Ufi.
Metre.

'^

3. M 2.'iyii\ ^1:^33 : ^jShT rmr:^ ^'ri"^V- This might perhaps do

for a line, were it not for the superfluous second verbal clause, which pre-

vents perfect parallelism with //. 2, 4. There are also exegetical difficulties,
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'U!^ '2 is indeed plain enough ; the spokesmen of the community con-

tinually ask to have their ' breath brought back ' to them, to be refreshed

or revived (see on Ix. 3). But what does '2^ ^D mean? 'Water of

rest' ? The plural w/>/// be abstract (so G K, § 124,?). But what a vague

expression ! Does it mean gently-flowing water ? or water by which one

can rest ? or, taking the plural strictly, water with resting-places ? For

this sense of '!2 cf. Nu. x. 33, 'the ark . . . went before them ... to seek

out a resting-place (nm3(!D) for them.' The two latter explanations are

preferable. The idea of tranquil waters would have been expressed

differently (cp. Isa. viii. 6), nor was there any object in mentioning the

calmness of the waters ; the dangers of the flock arose from wild beasts,

not from rough waters. But has not enough been said in /. 2 of the

choice of spots to rest in ? If, however, this objection be overruled, we

still have to justify ^j'^njv Friedr. Del. (Prol., 17 ff.) thinks that the

sense required is ' he makes me to lie down,' and—to suit this and other

passages (more especially Gen. xlvii. 17, 2 Chr. xxviii. 15, xxxii. 22)—com-

pares bn2 with Ass. mialu, a synonym of rabam, 'to lie down.' Craig

{Hcbraica, Oct. '93, p. 80) and R. D. Wilson {Presb. Rev., Apr. '85, pp.

319 ff., where two roots ^TM are assumed) have more or less followed

Del. ; Kau. {Th. LZ, Oct. 30, '86) rejects his view after an examination

of the passages, which, though careful, is not keen enough in its criticism.

Though agreeing with Kau.'s result, I am obliged to re-examine the

passages. Observe, then, first, that G gives in Ps. xxiii. 3 and in Gen.

xlvii. 17 f^idpeyj/ev ; in Ps. xxxi. 4 Sta^pe'\//'€ts. In Gen. /.c. at any rate

(see Ball in SBOT) and in Ps. xxxi. 4 G is right ; we have to read

'73'73*T, 'J^D'^Dn- In 2 Chr. xxxii. 22 G has Kcirfnavafv (cp. xiv. 6,

XV. 15, XX. 30) ; read DIl':' ny\ (so J, Bertheau, Kittel, &c.) ; and in

xxviii. 15 we should read almost certainly (without G's help) 01*7373^1

Q^'iiriVT ''^pl nhil^HB (cp. 2 S. xvii. 28 f.). There still remain Ex. xv. 13,
• T-:- • t: t : V :

Ps. xxiii. 2, Isa. xl. 11, xlix. 10, li. 18, and ('J/in) Gen. xxxiii. 14. In all

these passages, unless indeed Ps. xxiii. 2 be an exception, the sense 'to

lead' or 'lead gently' (as a flock is led to drink) is satisfactory. I

admit that, if we keep the text of Ps. xxiii. 2, the sense 'to lead' is inade-

quate. But the sense 'to support' or 'nourish' (G), derived from 'pD""'

is equally so. Therefore jnnji2 V2 (itself not a satisfactory phrase) must

be wrong. We naturally look for help to li. Isaiah, this being a Deut.-

Isaianic psalm. Isa. xlix. 10 contains the promise ub^y D^^ ^J70D~'?>''").

Now we have recovered the word which restores perfect sense, and we

can also get rid of the troublesome little clause 331Ii^^ ^li'SJ- The word

is ^i^l3,D ; ^li'EJJ ^r>d '^^ are both miswritten forms of this word ; 'U?"^

may have been originally a correction of the already corrupt word which

preceded it. Read, as /. 3, >'bT\T H^ WV. 0^1:2 ^y^S.'J"'?^- T\\ repre-
r

- -:-: T * ~ * - - T

sented perhaps by '\ would easily fall out. D^^H D'*/2 is accounted for
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thus, its in mm^ is the last letter of \'2 ; 2 and T both represent >

;

the final JH, as so often, has arisen out of D- Q^Tl is not authorized by

II. Isaiah, but is an improvement (see above).

7. Prefix conjecturally :iJ^lS^-s'7 "1^33p n^*?' suggested by

Ps. .\xii.

8. M ^Jl^nj''. But one who has such a Guide has nothing to sorrow
\ -: -

:

for. Read ''JITO'' (cf. on cxxxviii. 7) ; Isa. xiv. 3 is just parallel. TT)2

and Dnj confounded, as in Gen. v. 29 (see Ball), and the passages cited

by Nestle in Exp. T.,^ viii. 239, x. 48. Gr. ''jnjjjl (repetition ; see /. 4).

xxiii.^-^ I. M niik 122- 'A very picturesque trait I They must

look on quietly, how the table is spread, and how the psalmist sits down

at it' (Hengstenberg). Rather, a blot on the psalm, only to be tolerated

under necessity. If 1^2 is right, H")^ must be wrong, because it is

against parallelism. But i;)J, too, is wrong. Read ':|>1^n ^IpH. How

constantly the psalmists localize their happiness thus I So /. i corre-

sponds to /. 4.

2. M njti^l. No great reliance can be placed on M in such a case

as this. Read probably ]W1D (Gr.).—M ''U}^'). But the verb should be

Tf^D or (Am. vi. 6) H^Q- ]tin is a special word of Proverbs (xi. 25,

xiii. 4, XV. 30). In the two former passages it goes with li^3J. Read

certainly ^;^H)J ; cf. on Ixiii. 6 (same phrase). J dropped out after the J

in ]'2]i} (final letters very slowly became the rule) ; 3 and "1 were con-

founded
; ^< was inserted by the editor.—M H^TI {»rr. Xey.). Read

min- Cp. again on Ixiii. 6.

3. M 2iLD. Point QVtO, to match IDH (xxv. 7).

4. M TlQti^T, implying a wrong exegetical view (cf. T), unless we
suppose the points to indicate a preference for the perf. of 21D'^- Read

"J^li:'"'! (Gr., Kau., We. ; cf. S J).
' ; ~ T :

PSALM XXIV.

1 wo striking little chants (the latter incomplete) are here combined. Both are

in trimeters, but while the first is in quatrains, the second is in triplets. Ps. xxiv.'D

is the counterpart of Ps. xv., except that it has what may be styled a theoretic

introduction (//. 1—4), which, it is barely possible, may have come from another

hand. The chant describes the character which will be recognized by the divine

Judge as a passport to Messianic blessedness. The theoretic basis is this. The
tiod of Zion is also the creator and proprietor of the world. He is therefore not a
God in the likeness of man, and cannot be hoodwinked or propitiated by the

wicked. He is the Holy One, and requires holiness ot his votaries, which includes

the absolute renunciation of false gods, especially of the god of Jerahmeel (a lunar

deity? See Cri(. Bib. on Zeph. i. 5).
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Ps. xxiv.'-' is a companion-passage to Isa. Ixiii. i-6. The divine Warrior has
either returned from his victory over his and Israel's enemies, and stands before
tlie gates of Jerusalem, or is about to enter in triumph the chief city of the Jerah-
meelites. It thus becomes needless to look out for a victory which may have been
celebrated by the singing of this triumphal song, or to select one of the two
reported post-exilic rededications^ of the temple — that in B.C. 520 (Halevy,
Rev. scmit., Oct. 1894, p. 297) or that in i?.c. 165 (Duhm). The temple indeed
is not referred to at all, and though the psalm is a song of triumph, it is nothing
less than the great Messianic victory that is meant.

Stade {Akad. Kedeii., 70) endeavours to show that the division of the psalm
into two independent songs is unnecessary. But all that he shows is that both
passages have a broadly Messianic reference, i.e. that the editor had a good reason
for combining them. In the revised text the combination is still more amply
justified (note the reference in both passages to ' Jerahmeel ').

The LXX. adds to the title t^s fxias (TaB^aTcor, i.e. r\1W2. "THS hlL\ ' of the

first day of the week.' This is supported by the Jewish liturgy ; cp. A'os/t ha-
shdnd, 3i«, where R. Akiba connects this assignment with the reference of the
p.salm to the creation. On the Christian application, see OP, 204, 223 ; Christian
Use ofthe Psalms, 99-109.

XXIV. 1.

Marked: Of ^Arab-et/ian.

I Yahwe's is the earth and all that it contains
;

The world, and those who dwell in it.

For he +alone+ founded it upon ocean, 2

And established it upon +ocean's-(- streams.

Who may go up -t-to worship+ on Yahwe's mountain ? 3

Or who may stand in his holy place ?

He that has innocent hands and a pure heart, 4
That has not sworn to Jerahmeel ;

He shall receive a blessing from Yahwe, 5

10 -fYea,-!- a privilege from his delivering God
;

Such a one shall lay low the wicked, 6

He shall trample on the profane ones of Jerahmeel.

XXIV.—2.

(
T/ie opening has fallen otit.)

7 Lift up your heads, ye gates,

+Yea,-i- lift yourselves up, ye portals of Jerahmeel, 7

That the King of Glory ma}^ enter !

10 Who, oh who, is the King of Glory ? 8

' Yahwe, the Strong One, the Hero,

Yahwe, the Hero in battle.'

* Hupfeld's supposition of a reference to the first (pre-exilic) dedication is

quite out of the question. Not to press the phrase Q'^l^* ^HJIH) (which seems to

be corrupt), where is there any mention of the ark (cp. i K. viii. 3 ff.) ?
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Lift up your heads, ye gates,

+Yea,+ lift yourselves up, ye portals of Jerahmeel,

That the King of Glory may enter.

Who, oh who, is the King of Glory ?

' Yahwfe, the God of Hosts,

i8 He +alone+ is the King of Glory.'

103

9

1,2. It is the privilege of Israel

to have been brought into specially

close contact with ' the everlasting God,
Yahwe, the creator of the ends of the

earth' (Isa. xl. 28). But who is the

true Israelite? Both full-born Jews
and (cf. Ps. Ixxxvii.) proselytes need to

know this, for Israel is growing out of

a mere nation into a church. Those
who enter the sacred precincts un-
bidden have good cause to fear, for this

great God may hurl the thunders of his

wrath upon them—nay, at a coming
awful day, he will do so (see on v.

5-8 ; XV.).

3. Ocean, Q^D^ , (see on viii. 9)-

A ' mighty ocean' (Bab. afsii dani7iu)

encomj^asses the earth. Contrast Job
xxvi. 7) where God is said to have sus-

pended the 'north' (see Enc. Bib., co\.

1149, ,n.f"')) on space (D'''?2n ? ^^\^^)

The psalmist's view is no doubt the

earlier one. So cxxxvi. 6 ; cp. on civ. 5.

—Streams, jminj. So xciii. 3 ; cf.

"hn^, xviii. 5; nm (il D-'D^), Jon.

ii. 4. There is no sharp distinction

between ' river' and ' sea ' in Semitic ;

cp. tidrii ))iarratu, ' the bitter stream

'

(see Del.,/*ar. 182 ; Enc. Bib., ' Mera-
thaim'). Homer, too, calls the world-
ocean TroTaiJ.6s.

7 f. God can see the stains on the

hands and heart (conscience) of a
criminal. The true Israelite constantly

keeps hands and heart clean (xxvi. 6,

10, Ixxiii. 13). The imitator in Isa.

xxxiii. 15 omits the heart, but adds ears

and eyes. 3^7 13 again in Ixxiii. i ;

cp. Job xvii. 9. Contrast Prov. xx. 9.—Suorn to Jerahiueel. The danger
from Jerahmeelite idolatry was not
confined to pre-exilic times. The
power of Jerahmeel seemed to be a
witness to his divinity.

10. A privilege,' HpTii , some-

thing that it is ' righteous ' for him and
not for others to receive, so perhaps
Isa. liv. 17. There are Arabic and
Ilimyaritic parallels. G adopts an-

other equally special sense, viz. ' a gift

of mercy,' fAer)ij.oavvr] (so S, xxx.

2, and another Greek version at cv. 3,

cxii. 3).

1 1 f. In what does the privilege con-

sist .' In laying low the oppressor

—

the ' profane ' Jerahuieelites.

xxiv.<^) 8. Ye portals of Jerah-
meel. Does this mean the gates of

Jerusalem, which was originally peopled
by Jerahmeelites (see 2 S. v. 8, re-

vised text), and in Isaiah's time could

poetically be called 'Jerahmeel' (see

Isa. xxix. I, revised text, and Cr/t.

Bib.)? or the chief city of the Jerah-

meelites ? Is the divine Warrior to be

imagined at the end of his journey from
the field of battle (cp. Ixviii. 19) ? or

is he just about to occupy the con-

fjuered hostile city ? Either view is

possible, but the latter (cp. Ix. 11)

seems the more probable.

9 ff. KlDg- of Glory. The divine

glory is meant (Isa. iv. 5, Ezek. iii. 23,

&c. ; cp. '3n~7hi, xxix. 3). The

questioner in /. 10 is, not the personi-

fied gates (Bii.), but a bystander (cp.

Isa. l.xiii. I f.). The answer is given,

not by an angelic choir (Theodoret),

but by the poet, who is imaginatively

present.— T/ie Hero. Cp. Ixxviii. 65,

ciii. 20, Ex. XV. 3.

17. Hosts, mhJ3i*, i.e. per-

haps all the sujicrnatural or super-
human forces in the world in whom
the Jews of the psalmist's age believed.

Cp. Enc. Bib., 'Amos,' 'Names of
God.'
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Critical Notes, xxiv/" 8. Omit T;i/^?, editorial insertion. The fol-

lowing words, Iti'SJ hiV^'? Nli'J i^'7, not only afford a poor climax to

/. 7, but contain a very doubtful idiom (cp. Hupf-Nowack). After this

comes another little clause, which, though inadequate as a climax, is

better Hebrew. According to analogy, it may be regarded as a superior

various reading. lli'QJ and t^"^"^ are both corruptions of an incompletely

written ^Q'l^TJ. As to )ii,'W'') and Hl^Dirj':' it is no doubt plausible to

view them as alternative and equivalent expressions. But much more

probably )^W^ comes from p^;£;j ^^7, and HQIQC'?], as in cix. 2, &c.,

from 7i<I!D^^^ ' Swearing to {or by) Jerahmeel ' (the god of the Jerah-

meelites) was a heinous offence (see O-zV. Bib. on Zeph. i. 5). Read

therefore ':'i<;:2nT':' yilVO^ n'^T (a relative clause). [Kr. ''i:'DJ, though

supported by MSS. and edd., and by Saad., Ibn Janah, Rashi, and Kimhi,

has no critical value, being plainly suggested by Ex. xx. 7 ; see Ba.]

I if. M S'^'f] (Kt.), yt!'y^_ (Kr.), and 2pp> Tj''33. Two doubtful

phrases. The latter is supported by 'A 2 E' S' J and A"et. Lat. ; S, how-

ever, inserts >n':'N ; while T reads :}pj?> •'3D, and G "• ^Tb"^ "'JS- Houb.

and most moderns follow S ; Duhm prefers G ; Whitehouse (after J. S.

Bright) sees an allusion to Gen. xxxii. 31, and proposes ^ppO TJH)-

The latter is a less superficial correction, but does not go to the heart

of the problem. Evidently the mischief is centred in QpPN which is

plainly corrupt. A corruption of what ? The answer is suggested by

/. 8. As in some other passages, 3p3^^ must have displaced ^XT^mV
"1^~1"T Tn is also too improbable to stand. What we require in //. 1 1 f.

is a description of the blessing referred to in //. 9 f. The text must have

been nearly as follows : '7Nit3nT' "'3311 1^33^1 WVt'\_ in'' HT- rh'D

at the end is no 'musical note' (G duixj/aXna), but a corruption of 7lt2rr ^
7M/!2nT' (a correction perhaps of 3pPV- We shall often have a similar

experience.

xxiv.'^' 8,14. M U/'^V TTJID, a vague expression, variously interpreted
T " : -

as 'ancient' (Ew., Del., Bii., Sec.) and as 'everlasting doors' (G, J, Heng-

stenberg, Hupfeld). But what appjx>priateness has either title in this

context? Perles(^;?rt/., 68) proposes D7W '3 'gates of the temple porch'

(2 Chr. xxix. 7). This is in connexion with his theory that the psalm com-

memorates the restoration of the temple cultus by Hezekiah—a restoration

of which we know nothing from trustworthy sources. In Enc. Bib., col.

1409, note I, I proposed ]Vt'P ''HD^ 'portals of the Most High,' com-

paring Gen. xxi. 33 (]<'), where Abraham invokes Yahw& as d7^V '^?»

which cannot possibly be correct, and is emended by Renan into ]V^}7 ^i^,

Tlie two passages are no doubt analogous ; but after completing my
revision of Ps. Ixviii., I see that thorough criticism requires us to read in

both passages neither D7l^ nor ]V'?^*, but 7S^n~l^, a word which we

often meet with in mutilated fragments like i^'^V ^^ U7ii- See exeg. note.
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PSALM XXV.

Q<, UA'IRAINS of trimeters. Each couplet of a quatrain begins with a letter of the
alphabet, but there is no ^ couplet (cp. Ps. xxxiv.), and the p couplet is only
produced by a very plausible conjecture, for the text apparently gives two couplets

for "1, but none for p. There is also (as in Ps. xxxiv.) a supernumerary 3
couplet, which many suppose to be a liturgical appendix. It is certain, however,
that we no longer have it in its integrity, because (l) the appendix is not in the

metre of the psalm, (2) to use ' Elohim ' instead of ' Yahwe ' is not the want of the

psalmist, and strange in Book i. of the Psalms, and (3) ' Israel' is nowhere else

mentioned in the psalm. On the analogy of a late Jewish custom Lagarde^
supposes the supernumerary couplets in Pss. xxv. and xxxiv. to be separate

acrostics, indicating ' Pedahel ' and Pedaiah ' as the names of the respective

writers (cp. Enc. Bib., ' Pedahel,' ' Pedaiah'). These couplets, however, admit
of a safer explanation, not indeed as implying a difference of pronunciation

between 3 ^'id 3," but as completing the respective quatrains. Certainly the

principle invoked by Lagarde might easily be carried to very inconvenient lengths,

and produce very undesirable additions to the literary history of the Israelites.

The psalm is described by Biithgen as ' a series of sayings with petitions for

help against the enemies, guidance in the right way, forgiveness of sins, preserva-

tion, and liberation.' The second and third of these subjects have, if we adopt
the revised text, to be omitted, and in their place instruction in the principles of

V'ahwe's dealings with Israel, and the punishment of the sins of Israel's oppressors

should be introduced. The speaker is the pious Jewish community (cp. //. i, 3
with /. 5), or more strictly the inner circle within that community (see on
Ps. xxxiv.). Note also (i) the phrase 'for the sake of thy name' (/. 21) the

name intended is ' Yahwe, the God of Israel,' and (2) the epithet "T^DH ' pious,'
* T

'loyal' in /. 32 (revised text), cp. xvi. 10/', Ixxvi. ib. The apparent incon-

sistency in //. 23-28 arose out of the exigencies of the acrostic form of compo-
sition. In //. 2, 5 f., 9, 12, 13, 16, 22, 33, 37 f., 42, the most bitter national foes

are mentioned by name.

Of ^Arab-ethaiu i

I Unto thee, O Yahwe ! do I cry,

[Preserve] my soul [from] the IshmaeHtes.

In thee I trust, let me not be disappointed
;

2

Let not mine enemies deride me !

Yea, let those of Jerahmeel be disappointed, 3

Let the traitors of Jerahmeel turn back :

Thy ways, O Yahwe ! cause me to know, 4
Teach me the paths that are thine.

' Academy, Jan. I, 1872; Symmikta, 1877, p. 107. Rahlfs {'''y^ tiiid Ijy,

p. 41), G. Hoffmann, and Duhm favour Lagarde. Cp., however, Gt'igur,Ji'd. Zie.,

X. (1872), pp. 133 ff., B. Jacob, ZATW, xvi. (1896), p. 153, note; Beer,

Indiv.-ps., p. 30 ; Cheyne, OP, 248.

- Kon. Lehrgeb., i. 37. Jerome (on Dan. ii. 45) remarks, ' Notandum autem
quod P literam Hebrceus sermo von liabeat, sed pro ipsa utatur Phe, cuius vim

Grsecum * sonat' ; <.tf. his teachers did not distinguish between 3 and 3- Cp.
Grimm, Liturg. App., 8f.
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Cut oft" the Jerahmeelites for their wickedness, 5

10 For thou art my dehvering God.

Remember thy compassion, O Yahwe ! 6

And hold back those of Jerahmeel.

The sins of^ Ishmael do thou remember, ^

Because of thy goodness, O Yahwe !

Good and upright is Yahwe
;

8

Therefore will he la}' low Jerahmeel.

He leads the sufferers in the right course, 9

He teaches the poor his way :

All his paths are lovingkindness and faithfulness lO

20 To regarders of his covenant and his admonitions.

For the sake of thy name, O Yahwe ! 1

1

Forgive not the iniquity of Jerahmeel.

Who is the man that fears Yahwe ? 12

Him will He instruct in the way that He chooses.

He himself will abide in prosperity, 13

And his offspring will inherit the land.

The secret of Yahwe is for those that fear Him, 14

And his blessing for those that love his name.

Mine eyes are ever toward Yahwe
; 1

5

30 It is he who will bring my feet out of the net.

Look towards me, and take pity upon me, 16

For I am one that is pious, one that suffers.

Those of Jerahmeel afflict me,

But do thou bring me out of my distresses !

Attentive be thine ears to my weeping, 18

And hear the sound of my sighs !

Behold those of Jerahmeel, 19

And those of Ishmael and of Cush :

Preserve my soul, and deliver me
;

20

40 Let me not be disappointed, for in thee do I trust.

The wicked are consumed out of the land, 21

And the Misrites Yahwb has cut off".

He sets free'^ '' *

Jerahmeel and. - According to thy lovingkindness.

(Set free) Israel, O God ! from all his distresses.
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4. Deride me. So xxii. 8, Ixxx. in 'the way that lie (Yahwe) chooses'

7 : Cp. Xliv. 14, Ixxix. 4, CXxiii. 4.-6.
(^ )_ j^ .3 ^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^ Q,,^y

7/ie trat/ors, cp. on ix. 6.— J urn back, \ t/

i.e. let their attack be fruitless (cp. vi. C'-^- P'ous Israel) find so hard to

\ob, &c.)-—7 f. The ways and /a//« of believe ; they require much teaching ;

Yahwe are his course of action towards ' ^lie secret' (/. 27) is only revealed to

Israel and Israel's enemies. How those who practise the ' fear and ' love

deeply the mysterious ways of God of \ ahwe's name (cp. on v. 11). The

preoccupy all thoughtful Jews is mani- ' wilderness may be the right way to

festfrom Pss. xlix., Ixxiii., xcii., xciv., Canaan, suffering and oppression the

Ac— 9. For their zvickedness. Again prelude to the enjoyment of an empire,

and again (//. 13 ff., 23, 41 f.) the ^^ himself . . his offspring, an in-

psalmist emphasizes the fact that the consistency (see introd.), for, of course,

Jerahmeeiite oppression was contrary the poet means Israel. Cjt. Ts. xxxiv.

to the fundamental laws of morality (introd.). To 'abide (P/) in pros-

(cp. Pss. X., xciv.).— 10. ''^li''' ''TO)^ perity' and to 'inherit the land' are

(so Isa. xvii 10) possesses a new force
qu^. The secret (IID), or 'the

in the revised text.- 13-15. Notice the
j^ti^J >

. Pr^v. iii. 32 f., and
beautiful parallelism of the couplets m

p.^nkenberg adloc.

the restored text. "T^iT^ might conceiv-
^^ ^-^^ ^^^^ ^dy referred to in

ably mean ' gracious,' but most probably connexion with the D^"T^^ j 'traitors

there is a contrast between the 'good- //_ (^\ . (,„ j^^^ jg (note).
ness ' and ' uprightness ' of Yahwe and

41. Consumed out of the land.
the evil, unrighteous, insincere character

.^^^ \ ,

j^^^j ^^^^ .
^j^j^l^^l

,

^^y j,,e

of the Jerahmeehtes.
presence of heathen (cp. xxxvii. 9, 38,

17-2S. In the rl&ht course = and especially civ. 35).

Critical Notes, i f. Sievers, in his metrical arrangement, finds /. i

both short and unmetrical ; following G (B A J^) he takes in >n'?K from

V. 1. Bickell and Duhm admit the shortness, but omit ^7b)^ as a super-

fluous addition, and, as /. 2, supply from v. ^c DVn"'?Z) ''jl'^p ^.Tlii^ •

Matthes (in Kue., 07ui."\ iii. 205) takes a hint from Ixxxvi. 3/;, ifi, and

reads >n'74S"'7N' m^"^ ^t^'SJ I ^^1p^< mn^ l^bS- The insertion of

K"ipi>i in /. I is good ; but it has not been observed that ^il:^^i "'li'S^ is

deeply corrupt. Besides, we require, if it may be, a touch of historical

colouring, and much more passion ; and, from the experience we have

already gained in Pss. i.-xxiv., we can obtain this. Read TV\TV "]^'7i^

Uh'^V^'^'^^, ^T\ry^ 1 J^"1pNt- The -) in ''TS'O'^ fell out, and what

remained became ^t:;3J (the same case again in xlii. 7a). NIt^>} together

with ^rrt'r^ (cp. G) represents 'Cih'^V^'^^-

4. M ri^^\ But y'^y, like Ass. elc>:U, always means 'to e.xult,'

never 'to mock'; this too would require ^2.. Read W*?^ (Gr.)
; v

follows cjuite regularly (ii. 4). G KarayeAno-urcoo-di^ /nov.

5. M "^ ^''lf)''73 Dil- Sievers suggests the omission of 7D. On

metrical grounds, however, as Sievers himself holds, this step is un-

necessary. Apparently he feels the expression to be an awkward one
;

'?3 adds nothing to the sense. Besides, D3 ought to introduce a climax.

Quite possibly 'p ':)D may come from -|''>^'7n, i-c "'':'^<^^~)^ This suits

all the conditions of the case, and should be right.
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6, S. The second W2'' should be 12li?^ (cp. vi. ii). The very

awkward QpH of course = '?^<;!2^'l'' (cp. E/zc. B/d., ' Rekem '). The
art. and the D in D'lJlQn are editorial.—Read "ymrrnKT (G 2 Sievers),

for metre.

9- M "'Jip'?"! I ^^1''2^?n "JDmrr. Ewald and Duhm omit Tj^ as

a repetition from •?'. 4i> ; but metre opposes this. That something is

wrong is suggested by Pasek, but without the key we could not say what.

A glance at "'JID?! shows that it comes from D'^'^N^ni^, and this is

confirmed by our finding at the end of t'. 6 one of the ordinary corruptions

of ':'J<'jrTT, viz. QVn"':'^ (cp. on xliv. 23, Ivi. 2, Ixxiv. 22). The truth is

that DVil'^/D ^"l^lp "|Jmi< (v. S^), which has so embarrassed us all, and

which Wellh. and Sievers have treated as an imperfect T couplet (G, in

fact, prefixes Knl), is really a doublet to "'Jl,*^';'! "TrT- But what is it

that underlies these two corrupt readings ? Evidently a prayer against

Jerahmeel ; and since it is the n couplet, we cannot be wrong in correct-

ing 'irr and >jl>ip into jinDH, and -Tjl^Nn and "IDM^ into D/i;?-)!

(see on liv. 7).

12. M nan d7^)?D ^3 TjnDrn_ (placing 'm in 7>. 6a). The sentence

is 'very badly constructed,' says Sievers, but slight remedies such as he

suggests are useless. Read D'^'^J^QHT' Tjbm (xix. 14). "y and O both

= rW which, with Z:h^V^ (Q^':'SD), represents '^"^^ H^DH (= ~ian)

also comes from 'm^-

13. Note the warning Pasek. The editor has desiderated a contrite

appeal for the forgiveness of Israel's sins. But the psalmist is conscious

of Israel's rectitude, n'? ''V'^^'\ Hiyj is a recast of t'^*3,''at:r"•^ ':'J^,:3m'';

metre, however, requires the excision of T 'm^. HnS '''^""IDT is metri-

cally superfluous, and seems to be a recast of ")DTj1~'7J< ; "^IDnD is

doubtless editorial.

16. M Tnill "'hi^rr mV ]3~bV- obviously 'sinners' must be
V T - T - V •• -

wrong. In ed. i, following Bickell, I read D^J^lDH, 'those that miss their

aim' (so lately We., Du.). But this is difficult, and the context suggests

a reference to Jerahmeel.
"J"^"!^

belongs to a familiar type of error, and

may (cp. jmiDHDQj Isa. Ixvi. 21) represent TFT ; so also may D^XiDIlj

through editorial manipulation. n~)V = imv— 18 f. For D^IJP read

D0V2i< (Gr.), and, for metre, read VmrnN~'7D (Sievers).

22. As in /. 13, the expression of penitence is due to the editor. Read

t'hirjni'' ]iy^ ^'iJPrb'^ (cp. cix. 14). Fragments of Trbi^ became

T : - T :

28. M D^nin'^ innDI, 'intolerable' (Sievers); also inexplicable.
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See Duhm's resource of despair. Surely 1^D and J^^~l^, Vl^lV and

aymn'? ought to be parallel. Read (/. 28) ^r^t '^i}i^b in3~)m.

32. M Tn\ ' an only one ' ? ' Desolate,' ' friendless ' is an imaginary

sense. Read TpH (Gr.) ; cp. Ixxxvi. 2.

33 f- M. ^l^rnn, ' admittedly gives no sense ' (Ba.). Neither I^Mlil

{'have terrified,' Bii.), nor T ITflil (Merrick, Hupf., Kau., We., Sievers,

&c.), nor ^ pniil (Du.) is an adequate remedy. Both "^^2^ and ^TTIH

surely must be fragments of D'^'^hiJ^niV Read TTT' ^^l")"!!^ (cxxix. 1 f.),

reserving the traditional T in l^^mn for the next line ('l3/21)

35 f. Vv. 18 and 19 ought to give the p and the ~1 distichs, instead

of which we have two ") distichs. Independently, Duhm and the present

writer have sought to remedy this. Duhm (improving upon a conjecture

of Ew.) supposes that -/. 19 began with DTp, but was forgotten by the

scribe, who afterwards wrote it in the margin, from which it was re-

inserted in the text, in an altered form, after instead of before v. iS (for

'*Zl''i^ W^p, cf. xvii. 13, xviii. 19). But 'confront mine enemies' does not

fit in well ; on the other hand, HNn is quite natural (cf. iii. 2). The p

distich must have become partly illegible, and have been restored by

conjecture. The result is a very poor, weak sense. Read, rather, com-

paring cxxx. 2,

S7 f. In /. 38, '•^^^iy;i^ Di^n JIK^I:^}, ' a hatred of (leading to) injustice,'

is very strange. As we go on, we shall find more and more how fond the

psalmists are of accumulating the ethnic names of their foes. One of

these, ' Ishmael,' is frequently corrupted into some word with 2 instead

of b ; another, ' Cushim,' as frequently assumes the disguise of DQIl

(see e.j^. Ps. xviii. 49). This suggests how to emend the rather poor

words of /. 37. The whole couplet becomes ('Ishmael' being /Tc/t^

represented), n^tD") Wbi^Vrpt'] I Q"''pj^pn"]^ HJ^i"].

41 f. L. 42 is metrically incomplete ; Bi., Che.^', Du. supply r\')n'^

from G. But this is not enough. The whole couplet is improbable.

Whose ' perfectness ' and ' uprightness ' are meant ? Yahwfe's or Israel's ?

Either view can be defended. Just as the Zoroastrians had an Amesha-

spenta called Obedience, so Israel might personify its loyalty and

righteousness as angels (cp. xliii. 3, Ixi. 8). Yahw^, too, is called

Tii;^ (Dt. xxxii. 4), and might be called U^:2D (cp. xviii. 26). But all

this is highly improbable. We must take the jl couplet here with that

in x.xxiv. 22, and read mn^ -H'^l^n DH'ipT I V~lNr5 DT'^i^l ^r^Jr)
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Note that llir> represents both ''yii'") and V")K*0, and that ^J in "^\

as often, = !2-

43 f. Point perhaps mS- What follows ought to connect as well

with the preceding passage as the corresponding couplet in Ps. xjociv.

See introd.

PSALM XXVI.

1 RIMETERS. Innocence and especially love to Yahwe's house claim their

assured recompense. The character described here is that of the pious
community of Israel to which tlie psalmist belongs. Cp. Ps. i., but observe that

in Ps. xxvi. the chamber of the scribe has not yet come into competition with the

temple. The community is conscious of its separateness from the opposition-

conclave of the lawless (see on z'. 9 ; there is, however, some danger in

resorting to the temple, and so gratifying the deepest longings of true believers.

To suppose, with Ewald, that a prevalent sickness was the occasion of the psalm,
would be a great mistake. Ver. 9 rightly understood points forward to the great

Messianic judgment. Cp. Pss. xxv., xxvii., and partly ci. G prefixes nph rod

XpKTdrivai (AaueiS), probably an interpretation of nMU72^) ^ corrupt form of

0/ ^Arab-ethan. I

I Right me, O Yahwe, for I walk in integrity,

In thy paths I waver not.

Prove me, O Yahwe, and try me, 2

Test my reins and my heart.

For thy goodness is my pattern, 3

In thy truth do I walk.

I do not sit +in conclave+ with men of falsehood, 4
I do not commune with the impious.

^

I have a desire for the dwelHng-pIace of thy glory, 6, 8

10 For thine altar, O Yahwe, do I long.

That I may publish with the voice of thanksgiving, 7

And tell out all thy wondrous works.

Snatch not away my soul with sinners, 9

Or my hfe with the shedders of blood.

Whose mouth talks of crimes,

And their right hand is full of treachery.

As for me, I walk +still+ in integrity
; jo

Set me free, [O Yahwe,] have pity upon me.

My foot stands on level ground, 1

1

20 I bless Yahwfe in his temple.

' I hate the assembly of evil-doers.

And do not sit +in conclave^, with the wicked {v. 5).
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2. Contrast Ixxiii. 2.— 3, 4. Cp.

xvii. 3.-5. ••:>]; IJj'p. Cp. ci. 3.

D'^nbi^ iDn (2 s. ix. 3), i.e. such

goodness as God shows to his people is

the standard of my acts (cp. Hos. vi.

6 ; Jer. xxii. 16).—6. /n thy truth,

i.e. in the only true, trustworthy course

of action—that which Yahwe prescribes

(Ixxxvi. II, cp. V. 9), the path of his

commandments (cxix. 35), which are

truth (xix. ()Ij). Cp. Ecclus. xli. 19.

7 f. Men of falsehood. Cp.

/. 16.; xxiv. 4; cxliv. 8.— IVith the

impious. See on xiv. i (t'ij); and
T T

below, on //. 13-16. hJI^ is parallel

to (17^^ here, as '[Ihi in Isa. xxxii. 6.

9. Cp. xxvii. 4. The temple may
be equally well called the ' dwelling-

place ' of Yahwe (Ixxxiv. i) and of his

glory (cp. I K. viii. 10 f.). It will be
noticed that the difficult phrase about
' washing the hands in innocence '

disappears from the corrected text. We
are thus not compelled to imagine an
allusion to the rite prescribed in Ex.
XXX. 17-21 (P). The reference in M
to processions round the altar (cp. on
cxviii. 27) also disappears. It is

enough that the speaker loves those
sacrifices best in which the most im-
portant element is thanksgiving (cp.

xxvii. 6). See crit. n.

13— 16. The true Israel deprecates

being merged in the same body with
the ' sinners,' or false Israelites, in its

midst. Both classes may frequent the

temple, but outside the sacred precincts

they form different societies (lines 7, 8 ;

i. I, 5). To join the company or con-

clave of the ' impious ' would render a

man liable to the same fate with them.

Cp. on 1. 18. According to M the

unjust rich are the persons specially

referred to ; their ' right hand ' is said

to be full, not of ' treachery' (as in our

text), but of 'bribes,' i.e. presumably
those which they receive as judges ; cp.

Mic. vii. 3. But the description is not

free from difficulty. V. loa and l> are

not parallel, and in spite of cxxxix. 19,

24 (reading P^i^) it is not natural

to describe 'a shedder of blood' by
saying that his hands are full of
* bribes.' The idiom in v. loa has

also much strangeness. For the text

here adopted, cp. cxliv. 7, il.

17. ^/J^ , 'I go on walking,' in

spite of all temptations and hindrances.

—
"'J^D ) cp. XXV. 22, where ' set

Israel free ' justifies the assumption that

in Ps. xxvii., as well as in Ps. xxv., the
true Israel is the speaker.

19. The ideas of breadth and level-

ness are connected ; he who broadens
a path will not have omitted to level it

(cp. iv. 2, V. 9). Note the perfect

n~TD^ • Instead of saying, ' WTien my
course meets with no hindrance, I

will bless Yahwe,' believing Israel

imaginatively realizes the future as if

it were the present. On level ground
. . in his leinplc; fresh points of
contact with Ps. xxvii. (i>v. 11, 6).

Critical Notes, i f. Omit ''J^^, inserted from /. 17. There ^;3J<^ is

helpful and appropriate ; here it is not wanted, and spoils the metre.

—

M >j-|nD2 mrT'Zn. This does not cohere at all with l^QN J^S nor

does it suit the address to Yahwe in /. i. nilT* isnot unfrequently mis-

read, and really represents a fragment of some other word. Read here

TJ^i^-l^<3^. cp. xvii. 5.
' V : T :

8. M D''P7^JJ. As Gr. and Herz. have seen, ' the hidden ' (or ' self-

hiders ' ?) cannot be a unique class-name = ' deceivers.' Gr. proposes

D''P3^J (cp. Jer. XV. 17) ; Herz, Q''J^i77lt2- G guesses {\i.iTa) napavoiiovvTutv,

as if D'^'P^in. The right reading should be clear. D^Q'?^iJ = D^'2^}'?J =
D^D7j = Dv3J- For an exact parallel see on Iviii. 2a.

9 f. Verses 6 and 8 in M and G are extremely singular. ' To wash
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the hands in innocence ' is an unexampled expression for ' to keep the

hands innocent '; nor can we say that ' to encircle the altar of Yahw^' is a

suitable phrase for the parallel line. The cohortative H^^D?^ is un-

expected (see, however, Kon., Syiit., p. 92, § 198(7); and the compound

phrases in v. 8(j and b (especially that in b) are also, though grammatically

possible, hardly probable. Add to this that, if the psalm is composed of

four-line stanzas, the two stichi of v. 8 seem to be superfluous. A com-

parison of V. 6 and v. 8 shows that v. 8 (apart from ^J^^nj*? 7^^^\'^') consists

of corrupt dittographic corrections of ''3D IVpJH in v. 6, and, HUlDl^i

being suspicious, it becomes probable that J^n3n}<^ 7\^T^'^ represents a

marginal correction of the insufficient mn^ at the end of v. 6. A com-

parison of the
II
passages xxvii. 4, Ixxxiv. 3 suggests further that 'longing,'

not 'loving,' is the idea which must have been expressed by the verbs of

7'. 6 ; in short, that yrnj* should be ysni*}, and that ""jnanX should be

"•j^Hi^n- It is now plain that the corrupt variants in v. 8 both represent

TTli23 P^!2, i-c- yyVD (ri.ghtly written once) assumed three corrupt

forms, viz. ]ipr2, Dlpa, and IVpj- Cp. on Ixxiii. 13^.

I5f. M HQT D^^'';Zl"T^i^^^ . By rights this should make only a

dimeter. But the chief difficulty is exegetical. Can this phrase mean
' whose hands show the marks of crimes ' ? Other objections are men-

tioned above. Comparing cxliv. 7, 11, read HDT lill DiTD'lti'ili^ 5

31 is still represented in DIT'Tl. In /. 16 IH'ti^ should be IpItN

completing the
||

to cxliv. 7.

18. Metre bids us insert m^^ which (written as "•) easily fell out

after '•J13.

20. M D^S"lprj2- The plur. is suspicions ; besides, jn'^np!^ in

Ixviii. 27 and (place-name) Num. xxiii. 25 is corrupt. Read here

^':'p^"^ta. Cp. xxvii. 6.

PSALM XXVII.

l ENTAMETERS. Two psalms are combined, the one full of calm but deep joy in

God and affection for the temple, the other (which is incomplete) a psalm of

anxious supplication. In both, Israel is the speaker ; the individualizing explana-

tion of V. 10 (Coblenz, 169) is not at all necessary (see Bii.) even if M's text be

accepted, and is not favoured by the rest of the psalm, which is full of points of

contact with psalms of the community, xxvii. ') is specially parallel to iii., iv.,

xxiii., xxvi., Ixi., Ixiii. ; and xxviii.W to v., vi., xxxi., xxxv., xxxviii. For the

references to Israel's foes, cp. Ps. Ixxxiii. V. 13 is a liturgical appendix,

like xiv. 7.

XXVII.— I.

Of ^Arab-ethan.

I Yahwb is my light and my succour
; |
whom have I to

fear ?

Yahwe is my Hfe's fortress
; |

at whom have I to tremble ?
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When Jerahmeelites press about me
]
with Geshurites and

Misrites,

When Arabians He in ambush to kill me,
|

they +will+

stumble and fall.

If Ammon encamp against me,
|
my heart will not fear

;

If Jerahmeel assail me, |^I will keep trusting in him.

One thing of Yahwe I crave,
|
that is my request^—

That I may give thanks in Yahwe's abode,
|

and bless in

his temple.

For he hides me in his sanctuary—in the day of trouble
;

10 He covers me in the shelter of his palace,
|
from those of

Missur he guards me.

He exalts my head above the Arabians
|
in the covert of

his house
;

Now therefore will I offer in his palace
|

sacrifices of

thanksgiving.^

I. V/ly llg-ht. Here only ; but

cp. 'thy liglit,' Isa. Ix. I, and for the

figure, iv. 7, xxxvi. 10. On T"I37?!2 , see

Ges.-Buhl, s.z\, and cp. on xc. I.

3. Press about me. Or, 'assail

nie.' No doubt 7j7 2.1p implies a

hostile intent, but not necessarily

'attacking'; cp. cxix. 150 ClZlIp)

with vv. 95 ('waited for nie'), no
('laid a snare for me '). Tiie object

in the present case is stated to be 'to

behold my disgrace '; for so we should

most probably read, not ' to eat up my
tlcsh,' an unnatural figurative expres-

sion, and in /. 4 we hear of ' ambush '

(a certain correction). Cp. lix. 4,

where the ' men of blood ' (y. 3) are

represented as preferring ambush to

open warfare.

Critical Notes. 3. Let us first consider M's nti^lTIi^ "^DKS ' jlhi

as a mark of the accus. is exceedingly rare in the first half of the Psalter.

If we add to this the fact that " to eat my flesh " is far too harsh in this

context, I should be inclined to read '"^2, Ji'^^'?, the two S having crept in

through association of ideas ' (Herz). Gr. retains M, but makes ' to eat up

my flesh '=
' to slander me ' (cp. v. 1 2), an Aramaizing and Arabizing sense

4. Iiie In ambush, Cp. Jer.

iii. 2, where, however, the play on

words (3")}«i, ''^"ly) is wanting.

—

They +wi/t+ siiimhlc and fall. The
perfects are best taken, not as recording

past experience (IIu., 01., Kcin.), but

as ' perfects of confidence.' See xx. 9

(UHD nan).

5. Cp. iii. 7.-8. See xxvi. 12,

and cp. c. 4, ' Give thanks unto him,

bless his name.' To praise God is

pious Israel's chief pleasure and duty,

Ixxxiv. 5, xcii. I, cxlvii. I, cv. I-3, <S;c.

The correction adopted surely gives a

fresh spiritual beauty to the psalm.

—

II. IJe covers me, &c. Cp. xxxi. 21,

Ixi. 5.— 13. Sacrifices of thanksgivin};,

as cvii. 22. Hu. takes the phrase

symbolically (1. 14), but this is hardly

natural.

1 To dwell in Yahwe's house all the days of my life.

2 I will sing and chant hymns to Yahwe.

1.
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(see Ges.-Bu.), which we can hardly assume in Biblical Hebrew. The

passage can, however, be corrected much more safely in the light of

Ps. Ixxxiii. and 2 K. xxiv. 2 (Cushites, Edomites, Misrites, Amalekites,

or Jerahmeelites). D"'i^"lD viN •'is in xcii. 12, represents DvX*Om^
(two beats) ; note Pasek. So also docs bjH^ Hli^^TIJ^ conies from

D^'?^^yDl:^•'^ , and ni: from W~)'^:2 • l^ead, therefore,

4- ^^"'i^T clearly represents first of all ^mp, but probably also

3ilhJ^ , which is required to make sense (prefix to ''2"iy)- For TIDH w
read perhaps ''^Di^Tj?

5. njnrj • But just before we have njlin ; note also Pasek-

njnD n.3nn is not beautiful, and how can HJIID be fem. ? In Gen.

xxxi. 9 J^riKn is an error (see Ball ad loc). Read probably pSJjV

(Ixxxiii. 8).

6. ilDn'PD is clearly wrong. Read 7hJ?2rnV So the last historical

touch is added. M's Jli^T2 (so too G) if unnatural ; it is miswritten

ntD13 • The closing word HlDO is a misplaced correction of J1J«}Q. It

has expelled "13 , which, however, is indispensable after mDIH •

7. The words omitted as a gloss (at the suggestion of Duhm) are

nearly a verbal quotation from xxiii. 6. They overload the material to

be brought into stanzas. See on /. 8.

8. M '"'Djt'ill niTnb . The sense of D^^i (G r(pnp<',Ti]<:
; 2 K(iAXoc)

is disputed. Ges., T/ies., says, ' de sacrorum splendore' (so de Wette,

Bii.) ; Hu., ' it is the kindness of a host towards his dependents or

guests '
; Del., ' the gracious self-revelation of Yahwc.' To each of these

views there are obvious objections. The first mentioned, however, has

at least the merit of accordance with the reference to the temple in /. 8/^.

But the phrase is very odd Hebrew, and both here and in xc. 17 there

seems to be corruption. As a remedy here Herz proposes J^iDn'?.

'^"]i^Q21 . Clearly ]"l^Q is right ; in xxvi. 8 the mistake here made by

M is made by (i, which has flirj^fireuiv (I\I ]1PD)- But nDH is specially

appropriated to trust in God, and unsuitable here. We want something

which shall be parallel to the word underlying "Ip^ . Surely ")pn'?

cannot mean ' to visit in the morning' (cp. v. 4), as We. supposes ; as in

2 K. xvi. 15, there must be corruption. G's enia-KdrTfo-dcu {Ip^b ?) does

not help us ; it is a conjecture suggested by the wrong reading Jl^fPh
(toC 6((t)pf7v) just before. Is there no pair of verbs descriptive of the

religious occupation which Israel most earnestly desires, z'.c. as the gloss

(see on /. 7) suggests, dwelling for ever in Yahwe's house? Surely there

is ; and if we read Ixxxiv. 5, it will be plain that the words indirectly

suggested by the gloss are nilh? and 'r\'')2h (see exeg. note). In the
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former "in easily iDCcame Iff, and, by transposition and exchange of

3 for p, ~[~)3 (the latter word) as easily became "IpH-

9 Kr. i3D3 (so most vss.) ; better Kt. n3D21 2 (so Ol., Now., Bii.,

We.), cp. x.wi. 21, Isa. iv. 6. But the true reading is Viir"ipD3 (cp. on

Ixxvi. 3).— 10. ")j"lD3, is tautological after ^jn/ID""- Read probably

nSD^ ; after 3 had fallen out ") was naturally added. For ^7^^J read

i'?3''n (see on xv. i).—M >JO^")T Tl^^n. Read ^^"IQ^^ D^li^p (cp.

on xviii. 49).

II- n/iyi (''''• 6), which in some MSS. is followed by Pasek, should

open /. 12. QT)'» should probably be QnV—Read D''l~13/ (/• 4)-—

\m3''^D makes a very poor half-line. G eKVK^aia-a (koI edvaa), i.e.

"'/n32iD , which Bii. adopts ; cp. xxvi. 6. Rather perhaps in''3 ")nD3 ;

such coalescing is nothing uncommon.

12. Read i'73''n3 (see on /. 10).—M n;i?^"1Jn TTIT (cp. Num. x.

10 ?), a most improbable phrase. G Qvalav dXaXayfxov, but also 6. alviaeoas,

or d. ah. K. ok. (see Swete). Cp. Job viii. 21, where M has n^TlJl, but

G f^oixt)Xoyrj(Teu>s = HIMl- In Ps. cvii. 22, cxvi. 7 dvaiav alvea-eog = M's

TM')]! n3T • ni'TI/l comes from HT^n , miswritten for r\l)D • So

Herz.—The closing words of 7'. 6 are evidently a later addition (Du.)
;

they spoil the stanza.

XXVII.—2.

I Unto thee, O Yahwe ! do 1 cry
; |

have pity upon me, and

answer me
;

7

For my heart and my flesh languish,
|
my soul I pour out

+in tears . 8

[I say] do not thou hide
|
thy face from me

; 9

Be not angered at thy servant,
|
be thou my help.

Cast me not ofT, nor forsake me,
|
O God +\vho art+ my

succour

!

10

For mine acquaintance have forsaken me,
|

and who will

take me in ?

Show me thy way, O Yahvvb !
)

[redeem me, and have

pity upon me ;]
ii

Lead me on an even path
|
because of Ishmael.

[In thy lovingkindness] abandon me not
|
to the greed of

my foes, 12

10 For the Ishmaelites vent their rage upon me,
|
and those

of Jerahmeel.
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^Liturgical Appendix.

May Yahw^ grant me to see
]
the courts of his house. 13

1 Be strong, let thy heart be firm
; |

yea, wait for Yahwc.

2. Parallel to vi. 3, 4, Tb. See also which, among Semitic nations, apper-

xxii. 15, ' I am poured out like water,' tains to a guest.

with special reference to the heart, as
^ f q.^ Ixxxvi. Ii, xxvi. 12, cxliii.

here to the soul. In xlii. 5 the text is ,.,-«^-^

doubtful. In Lam. ii. 19, pouring out 1°. and see on v. 9.-9. HJ U332 ;

the heart Mike water' before Yahwc, cp. xli. 3, Ezek. xvi. 27.

i.e. expressing the inward sorrow, by ^^ oeshur, Ishmaelites, &c.,
which the central forces of a man are

representatives of the malicious neigh-
as It were dissolved, is represented as

^^ populations. Cp. xxxv. li,
a meaiis of acting upon the dmne will. j^^^

^ ^ j^^j^ J^ ^^^^^—4. 77y5£;-z^a«/, 2.6'. Israel, as XIX. 12. '^^
^' " ^' '

6. As in parallel descriptions, it is_
^^ f lj^^^ j^ j^ ^ u^^jg ^^^^,^^ (,o ^e

one of the most bitterly felt sorrows ot ^^^,, ^^ ^^^ j ^^ ^^^ chorus?) which
the suffering but righteous community

^^j^ j^ ^^^ preceding composite psalm
to be forsaken by the whole body of US

^^ general use (cp. xiv. 8). Pious

friends. ''^"1"'*^
! cp. Iv. 14, Ixxxviii. Israel's one great wish is to enjoy

9, 19, where Israel is the speaker, and unhindered participation in the temple

Job xix. 14. M's text, as generally services. To this is added an address

understood, is beautiful, but is not (to be sung by the other part of the

strictly in place here (see crit. n.).— chorus?) to pious Israel, bidding it

IV/io will talce me in, i.e. as a guest or maintain the ' patience of hope ' in

' client,' with the claim to protection Vahwe. Cp. xxxi. 25.

Critical Notes, i. M ^^"lp^i "•'^Ip- The words are united by the

accents, but the supposition of a second subject is unnatural (cp. on iii. 5).

G's Tp/r (l)u>i/?]s iMov ^s eKiKpa^a is not much better. Read 'pi^ "^^^^ (^^^

on iii. 5).

2. M is here very strange. T throws no light upon it. J gives, Tiii

dixit cor meuni, qucBsivit vultus incus. O!., Ba., We., follow M, and

render, ' Thine, saith my heart, is (the word), " Seek ye my face," ' which

resembles a very doubtful view of xxii. 2 (end), held by Ol. and Bii. How
IS M to be corrected ? We might plausibly suppose iJB Wp'2, to be a

corruption of "]''J3 [DN] li^p^hi- There might have been two readings

put side by side, which only differed in the order of the words. G in

fact has f^fC^Ttja-a to Trpoaconov crov ' to n^wcratiTov aov Kvpit (r^Triaa. But

for e^6^r;Tr/(T« there are the var. II. -rjaev and (ijTt'jaco ; cp. 2 ae e^iyTet to

TT/joo". fMov. (Cp. further V>±, Jahrbb. f. pr. Th., '82, 618). But in G's

time the text of the Psalms was already so corrupt that we must look

behind both G and M ; in fact, if we did adopt one of the two supposed

readings, we should still have to explain O? "1*^?^ *]t', which, however,

will not yield a satisfactory sense. The first thing that strikes us is the

poor connexion between * Thy face, Yahwc, do I seek,' and ' Hide not

thy face from n:ic.' It is not likely that ~|^J3 occurred in two successive

' Wait for ^'ahwc.
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lines, nor indeed that after the earnest appeal in /. r, the psalmist thought

it necessary to state that he 'sought Yahwc's face' at all. Let us

remember the habits of the scribe, and look underneath ti'p^i^. If the

word is wrong, the word out of which it has been produced is TJBli^i*?. And

since ^JH) and "]^J3 are no doubt competing readings, let us read ''^3,

and correct it to ''ti^HDJ, which goes naturally with "yBli'i^, and corresponds

to 'n? in /. 2a. (The W fell out owing to the nearness of another ti'.)

Iti'pH must also be wrong. It stands after ''^7; can we be wrong in

correcting "•liir^l ; and so completing the triad ' heart,' ' flesh,' ' soul

'

(cp. xvi. 9 {.) ? The whole pentameter should run,
| "'"Iti^HT ''11 ^7 7'7?3^J ''3

IDI^K ''t^^SJ- The initial b in M's '^, and the l in •^r:D^^, have come

from the second syll. of 7'7/2^J. See exeg. note.

3. To complete the half-line prefix irjDN (>^ci. 2, cii. 25), which perhaps

fell out owing to the nearness of another TQh} in M (7/. 8).

4. Read imyn =l|S*rij;n-b^i (Dt. i. 37), and >JinT^ n^rr (G ; Du.)
;

n and r) confounded.

6. M ''J^3ti^ ^^^<^ ''DJ<"''3- The sense of this often quoted passage
T-; * • : • T

is not clear. Is the clause hypothetical (Hu., Ew.) or historical .'' And
are ' father ' and ' mother ' symbols of the nearest friends of the com-

munity of Yahw6-worshippers ? Or are Isa. Ixiii. i6 (cp. xliii. 27?),

Jer. xxxi. 16 parallel passages, so that Jacob and Leah or Rachel

respectively would be the parents intended, and the (rhetorical) complaint

would be that the cults by which the people at large thought to com-

pensate for the ineftectualness of the authorized cult of Yahwc had
proved vain helps ? And how could Yahwe be said to become Israel's

protector at this advanced period of history ? The very phrase, ' Cast

me not off, nor forsake me ' (/. 5), implies that Yahwe had given proofs

enough of his protecting care for Israel. We must therefore also consider

/. Gb, "'J3D^^ mn^V Gr.'s ""^DDJ^ (G, 7rpoo-eX(i/3fro lie) is no improvement.

If the speaker is sure that Yahwe either ' has taken him in,' or ' will take

him in,' how comes he to fall again into the tone of anxious supplication ?

We should expect the happy declaration, ' Yahwe taketh me in,' to have

been expanded (cp. Isa. xlix. 15), and to have been followed by jubilant

praise. There is some error in the text, and many parallels suggest an

adequate correction. Read "JSOiS' ^^^^ "'DT ""JlDty ''y"l'D"''3 • If

"'i-'TT.i were written V2T1, "'J.'!
and VJ might easily become ""Il^J and

V.2i< respectively, and since ""J and rj are constantly confounded, the f^

in T.iT would easily drop out as a repetition. And then it would be

almost inevitable that ^<^^''^ should become mH^V

7 f To complete the line, insert "'J^m "'213 (xxvi. 11/'). "'J^n would

very easily fall out before '•jnj.—Read "^i^i^'J'*^^ (see on v. 9, lix. 11).
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9. Prefix "J"IDn2, the three last letters of which resemble llli^ in

the preceding word, and would therefore easily fall out.

10. M ]i;:2"lp\ Read "':nr2p)V—M -)pi:r~nj^. Slander was no doubt

one of the chief forms of the hostilities from which the Jews of Palestine

suffered, accordin^^ to the Psalter. But observe i. that 'slander' and

' false witness ' are not the same thing, and 2. that we cannot take this

passage apart from xxxv. 1 1, where the appearance of a forensic reference

is due to textual corruption. Read most probably Dvi-jyDU/*''- M nH)'*'!

DDH- HD^ is a very doubtful an. Xey. ; see on xii. 6. Read probably

1 1 f. M 'r^i^DJ^n i^b^b The ' extraordinary points,' M/i above

(Did below, bid us cancel )^'b (Ginsb., Introd., 333 ; cp. Baer's note, and

Berlin in J(2R xii. 732). G does not go so far as this, but it only

recognizes Twi which it misreads TSl i^ai e-yj/evaaro t) d8iKia iavrfi, v. 12).

R. Jos& {Bcrachof/i, 4a) only cancelled "h, i.e. read 'Q^^H '^b ; so

Abbott {Essays, 24). Gr. takes "h to be a corruption of "h, which he

attaches to v. 12); he too makes '^b a prefix to '^DhiH. None of these

expedients produces a satisfactory sense. Whether we read ' I am
confident' or ' I despair' (of seeing Yahwe's goodness), the clause does

not fit on suitably to the preceding petitions. ' I am confident' says too

much, unless indeed it were followed by 'for Yahwe has heard my
supplication ' (vi. 9), and even then some abruptness would be notice-

able. Besides this, the prescribed cancelling of hi7l7 has to be

accounted for. In Ixxvii. 2 rh'h comes from DTl'^i^ ; most probably

'i^b'h has the same origin ; most probably, too, the initial ("^J^H in

\"l3Ql^n springs from the DTT in D^H'^J^ (which was written as a

correction of hi'7l':)). And now the secret of ''nil:2^^^ reveals itself.

DNH has been just accounted for ; TiJ must surely come from "jr^V

a mutilated form of ''^^riV—M HIH^ 21102 niKI^- This cannot be

right if D''^b^^ precedes. Another difficulty is caused by "'TT Y"1^J2 ,

with which M G close the passage, and which is metrically superfluous,

unless indeed, with Duhm, we prefix something to it by conjecture to

form the last line of the psalm.
Y~)^<,

however, in M's text, is not

unfreciuently corrupted from something else, and the analogy of xiv. 7

leads us to suspect that //. 11,12 rather form a liturgical appendix. Most

probably D'^Tl y"^^JIl (cxvi. 9) is a corruption of TViTV j"inVQ- ^^ ^°'

'^ ysl^l should certainly be '> jT'^ (Jl •'^nd 10 confounded, 3 ditto-

grajihcd). Thus we get two variants '"•

j~l"'2 and '"•

/ini^rT. Considering

that D'nbi^ precedes, we should jMobably take something from each

reading, and restore thus: in^3 m'^Vi \
jliN^'^ ^I'lyS' D'rtSsv Sec

e.xeg. note.—The gloss (/. 12) explains itself
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PSALM XXVIII.

1 ENTAMETKKs, willi civsura ; a composite psalm. xxviii.O is evidently a frag-

ment ; after imprecatini; a just vengeance on the wicked (cp. xxvi. 9 f. ), the

psalmist probably descriljed his own very different character, and uttered an
earnestly believing prayer for his own deliverance ' according to God's righteous-

ness.' l"^. 5i which is a mosaic of borrowed phrases, was apparently inserted by
an editor to make the incompleteness of the fragment a little less visible. He
must also have added xxviii.*"), which is a jubilant hymn of thanksgiving, without

reference to any definite circumstances. Vv. 8, 9, which are in a different metre
(if they are metrical at all, which Duhm naturally doubts), form a liturgical

appendix. It has been asked whether ' Yahwe's anointed one ' {v. 8) is a

prophet (Ilitz.), a high priest {OP, 233, 350, note"), a king (Mu., Del., Bii., &c.),

or the entire people (Reuss, Gr. , Beer). Certainly Ilitzig's identification of the

psalmist with the prophet Jeremiah is plausible, if the psalm be a literary whole ;

cp. V. 3 witii Jer. ix. 7 ; ?'. 4 with xxv. 14 ; and v. 5 with xxiv. 6, xlii. 10, xlv. 4.

But vv. 5 and 8f. are later insertions, and, even apart from this, such points of

contact only prove the acquaintance of later psalmists with the Book of Jeremiah.

There is also a grave doubt whether irT'li'D- ' his anointed,' in v. 8, is the correct

reading.

XXVIII. 1.

Of 'Arab-ethan. I

I To thee, O my Rock ! I cry,
|
hide not thy face.

Lest, if thou spurn me, I resemble
|
those that have gone

down to the pit.

Hear my suppHcating voice
[
when I cry unto thee

;
2

[Answer me,] when I raise my hands
|
towards thy holy

shrine.

Destroy me not with the wicked,
|
with the workers of

wrong, 3

Who speak to their neighbours of peace
|
while mischief

is in their hearts.

Give them, O Yahwe ! the due or their deeds
|
and of

their evil practices, 4
As their hands have wrought, do thou pay them,

|

give

them their deserts.^

XXVIII.— 2.

I Blessed be Yahwe ! for he has heard
|
my supplicating

voice
;

6

Yahwe is my Rock and my Shield,
|
in him my heart trusts. 7

With the sound of melod)- will I magnify him,
|
with songs

will I praise him.

' Because they regard not the deeds of Yahwe, and the work of his hands,

he will pull them down, and not build them up. 5
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Liturgical Ap/>cudi\.

Yahwe is a Rock for his people, 8

He is +rich in+ succour for his loyal one.

Do thou give succour to thy people, 9

Do thou bless thine inheritance
;

Do thou tend them and carry tlicin

To the utmost age.

(xxviii.*''). 2. If thou spurn me, 6. Speak . . of peace, &c. So

lit.
' turn in silence from me.' TWH ^^^'- 20, xii. 3, Iv. 22. Tiie gloss

applied to Yahwc, Isa. Ixii. i, 6, Ixiv. (^'-5) comes partly from Isa- v. 12^,

II ixv. 6; Hiph. xiii. i4,ivii. 11.- P!"'>;/;:°"^ ^'-
(f*^ 'T^^-X ^°'^

/ n-sembh, &c. So Ixxxviii. 7 (corr. ^^^^ ^ ^l^^'*^ .'^ ^H^^^ of >" ^^^^ ^^"'^

text), cxliii. 7.
person, m spite of 7.. 3.

^ .^ „ . -,,-,_ (xxviii.(^). I. >y\i'nr\ '?p, as
3. („p. XXXI. 2j. 4. Ciiirine, lu^- 7.3. The phrase, however, is common

The 'holy of holies' is meant, = the ('^^^'- 23. Ixxxvi. 6, cxvi. i, cxxx. 2,

parakkit in the Assyrian temples. Cp. ''^'" 7-

V. 8, I K. viii. 29, Dan. vi. 10 ; OP, (Appendix). 5. Tend them,

320, 331. Dyi • See on xxiii. i, Ixxx. 2.

Critical Notes, xxviii.^i' i. mil\ a scribe's error (note Pasek),

corrected afterwards (niiJ).—M ""-J^D t^"]nr)~'7J^ ; tautological. Mis-

written for Tj'<^iD "iriD^-'^St (cxliii. 7)-—4- Insert "-^iJ^ir (Bi.) ; metre.

6. M "•JDli'QTl- This use of "jli^D is unexampled. Read probably

'^yi'l^tn (1 ijecame "2
; cp. nm for "llDl, 2 S. xix. 44).

7. Insert mn> (G« ' " ; Bi.).

xxviii.'-' 2. M •••T);; G jBoijdus ;iou = nTl^ Rather njl (see on App.,
\ • :

••• • S

/.I).

3. M "^3!^ ibV^"^ ^r^"1T3.?JV G Km (i-ii>ri6!)Si]v Kill ut'idii\ev i) (Tc'ip^ ^ov, i.e.

''li^Z^ bv*") '21- Here T in the second word of the text has dropped out,

while "'INli^ is a corruption of n"'ti^[Q] i" •?'• 7^', which changed places

with ''^h- G's text is evidently worthless. But is M's text very much

better? It is plausible to take t'^^'T as a (preferable) variant to M~1T^';3V

But '^^b T'7y^T is not enough for the first half of /. 3, nor would "•37 have

been repeated so soon ; we need not therefore consider how to emend

7'. 4 as to form a parallel to ^^V WV"^- ^^^^ must, of course, correct M,

without help from G, simply by remembering the common errors of

scrilics, and assuming that "l""^ in /. 4 is right. The remedy is plain.

Read ^jS'l^h^ Hl'D? '?'lp3- b^p fell out, owing to the measures of '<2^

.

'•jTiTr:)'! is a corruption of n~irom = '!2n^ ; ^2b 6j;'i, of ^:h i^jn =
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4. Here n-^lt'Q comes from Dn^t^[a], and ^:il^r^ii from 'lil'pVnSV

The supposed parallels for ^3"lirTi^ arc untenable (bcc //>/., 1899, pp.

210 f.). /,/. 3, 4 are now parallel to !\ix. 31.

(App.) I. M TV mnv Soon after follows l')})!^^- 'O (for which G

reads pD) is a correction of fy. But a more probable correction is "12i.

What divine title could take the precedence of 'Rock' (see xviii. 3)?

t and T, 3/ and U are confounded. Similarly xlvi. 2, lix. 10, 18, Ixxxi. 2,

cxviii. 14.—M ^J2b Read ID^^ (cp. xxix. 11), with some MSS. Bo.,

01., Hu., Kr., Dy., Gr., Bi., Kon., &c., after G S. Cp. on Isa. xxxv. 8

(SBOT).

2. ilT'li^rj- Read probably il^DrT; see on ii. 2, xx. 7«, Ixxxiv. 10,

cv. 15.

PSALM XXIX.

X ETRAMETERs. If staiizas 2-4 stood alone, we mii^ht call this a hymn on the

glory of God as exhibited in the thunder-storm. But in spite of Goethe's splendid

development of hints derived from this psalm in its traditional form (see Prologue
to Faiisi^), the reference to the divine kingship in v. 10 at once makes it impro-
hable that this was all that the poet intended. Theophanies too are commonly
described under the image of a thunder-storm, to which we may add that another

psalmist certainly interpreted Ps. xxix. as relative to the final consummation of the

history of Israel and the world—the visible assumption by Vahwe of his sovereignty

(see xcvi.). A corrected text of i'. io« confirms this writer's interpretation, and
makes the reference to Yahwe's manifested sovereignty still more obvious, and a

corrected text of v. la, which is based on tlie parallelism of many other psalms,

and avoids the exegetical difliculty inherent in the traditional text, and also of that

enigmatical passage v. gl), finally removes all obscurity from the situation intended
in the psalm. It may brielly be described thus :— Israel's waiting-time is over ;

Yahwe has announced himself by mighty acts as the king of Israel and the world.

He now sends a message to the survivors of the Jerahmeelites ; it is conveyed by
a thunder-storm which bursts over the Jerahmeelite country to the south of

Palestine. A vivid description is given of the awe-inspiring phenomena of the

storm, and the sons of Zion and Jerahmeel are called upon (at least, according to

a plausible conjecture) to join in singing praise to the great king ; the latter, it is

true, are also summoned to bring tribute. The two last lines sum up the grounds
of this celebration. Yahwc is now visibly the king of the whole world, and his

dominion will last iov evermore. In a brief liturgical appendix the community
prays for the realization of this glorious vision. Ps. xcvi. (see introd.) is parallel.

There is therefore no occasion to regard our psalm as specially mythological in

its phraseology. For the literary revival of a mythological interest in post-exilic

times {OP, 202) there is abundant evidence (cp. on xix. I-7), but the representa-

tion of thunder as ' \'ahwe's voice' is too common and conventional to ]irove this
;

the inferior heavenly beings, of whom we hear in Job i. 6, ii. i, disajipear from the

text of our psalm.

The supposed reference to the Deluge in !. 21 is also illusory. Put there is a

reference (/. 5) to the waters of the super-celestial ocean, which indicates an
acquaintance with Gen. i. (P).

According to the title in G

—

t^oSiov (t|(!5ou) (TKTjrf/y (= aicnronriyias), our
psalm was sung in the time of the second temple on the last day (e'|o5i(ij'.

Lev. xxiii. 6) of the Feast of Booths (but cp. ZA7'IF, 1902, p. 130). Now,
however, it is used as a Pentecost psalm.

' Doch ihr, die iichlen r.iHtersohne,

F-rfreut euch der lebendig reicheii Schone, etc.
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Marked: Of'Arab-ethan. i

I Ascribe unto Yahwe, O ye sons of Jeralimcel,

Ascribe unto Yahwe glory and strength :

Ascribe glory, O 3'e Ishniaehtes, unto Yahwe, 2

Worship Yahwe, Rehoboth and Cash.

The voice of Yahwe +sounds+ over the great waters, 3

[Yahwe,] the God of glory, thunders :

[His] voice Yahwe [utters] with power ! 4
[His] voice Yahwe [utters] with majesty !

The voice of Yahwe breaks the cedars, 5

10 Yahwe shatters the cedars of Gebalou (?) ;

He causes Gebalon to skip like a calf, 6

Sirion like a young wild ox.

The voice of Yahwe cleaves [the rocks,] 7

[The stones he cleaves with] fiery flashes
;

The voice of Yahwe makes the wilderness to tremble, 8

The wilderness of Kadesh Yahwe makes to tremble.

The voice of Yahwe shakes the oaks to and fro, 9

[
The trees of] the forests Yahwe strips :

* * * *

^o ^

[? Ye sons of Zion, exult in your king,]

Ye sons of Jerahmeel, chant hymns to his glory.

His seat Yahwe has taken to judge the world
;

10

For ever will Yahwe hold his seat as king.

Litufgical Appendix.

May Yahwe endow his people with strength ! 1

1

May Yahwe bless his people with welfare !

I. Te sons of Jerahmeel. inappropriate, as Ol. long ago saw.

At the point of time assumed by the There is no parallel (except indeed

jjsalmist the 'lighting down' (Isa. xxx. xcvii. 7, which seems to he corrupt) for

9) of Yahwc's ' arm ' has taken jilace, such an assum]ition of authority over

and the surviving JorahniCLlites are superhuman lieings. And strange in

expected to do homage to tlieir all- tlio highest degree is the direction to

righteous sovereign (c]i. xviii. 45, Ixv. ' worsliip Yahwe in sacred adornment

'

3, also xcvii. 2), Another psalmist (so M in v. 2p). Even earthly wor-

(xcvi. 7) seems to paraphrase by shipi)ers would not need to be reminded

r-,,v\-v» ?"1 -^i»-\i» nirrr\r^>»^ Tl,,. ^^ '^e necessity of putting on festal
^[D^DIS?] D^^;^ mnDtt^O. The

^^^.^.^. ^^^ J^^^ celestials the re-

ordinary reading (sec crit. n.) is most minder would be worse than needless.
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4. Almost all critics retain M's

ti^lp JlTin^ , and render ' in sacred

attire.' But does the phrase 'p Tl

mean this elsewhere? In 2 Ch. xx. 21

should we not render ' praising the

sacred (or, divine) Majesty {i.e. the

Ark, see Ixxviii. 61) when it went
forth ' ? The context, however, does

not favour a similar rendering here.

See crit. n.

5. The voice of Yahw^e, i.e.

thunder, with its attendant lightning

and whirlwind. Cp. Ixviii. 34.

—

The
i^reat waters, i.e. not the Mediterranean
Sea (Schroder, Bit.), nor the storm-
clouds (Del., IIu., Driv., &c.), but the
' waters above the heavens ' (cxlviii. 4 j

cp. on civ. 3) ; so already ed. i, after

Reuss ; Duhm agrees.

9-12. It is usually supposed that

the storm passes from Lebanon in the

north to Kadesh (/. 16) in the south.

This, however, is a mistake. The
psalm is altogether concerned with the

Jerahmeelites. 'Gebalon,' which is often

confounded with ' Lebanon,' was pos-

sibly a general term for the mountains
on the southern border of Palestine

(II
' Sirion '). See Enc.Bib.. ' Sirion.'

—

Like a calf; cp. cxiv. 4, 6.— Like a yoimi^

wild ox, which climbs the mountains
with ease (so Assyrian evidence).

13. Cleaves the rocks, &c.,

i.e. the rocks of the stony mountain-

plateau to tiie S. of the Negeb (see

'Ncgeb,' Enc. Bib.). — \<^l. "^^RV

So Sirach xliii. 17 (Heb.), but with

iii-i^^ for -iniD

.

17. Shakes the oaks. Cp.

Isa. vii. lb. The poet ascriljes all the

effects of the storm to ' Vahwe's voice

'

(see on /. 5). According to M it is

the premature calving of the hinds

(nib^JO which is referred to ; cp.
T —

Ewald's note. But elsewhere it is

inanimate nature which is referred to,

nor would the timid hinds have been
the one exception to the rule.

21-24. See introd. The received

text of /. 22 may have arisen under the

influence of Isa. vi. 3. The editor

doubtless thinks of the heavenly palace

of Yahwe (xi. 4, xviii. 7). But the

psalmist has in his mind the capital city

of Yahwe's earthly empire. ' To judge

the world ' means ' to rule the nations.'—His seat, t\:c. Cp. viii. 8, ix. 5, 8.

There is no reference either to the

iJeluge (Del., Bii., &c.) or to the

heavenly ocean (Reuss, Du. ; cp. / 5)-

Such an abrupt reference to the Deluge
is very improbable, while to explain

/13D/ as if it meant ' in his upper

chambers which are on (7^) the flood

'

is too bold. See crit. n. On the

Appendix, cp. xxviii. 8.

Criiical Notes, i. M Dv>? ""^^l ; 'O ye divine ones' ? But see on

Ixxxix. 7. Some MSS. (Kenn., de R.) have Dv^K '3; G vi'oi;? Kpiuiv

(so J S) ; cp. perhaps Hos. xiv. ib. This is a mere alteration to improve

the sense. Read S^^p^^'' ^yi-

4. Some change appears necessary, 'p Jli2{rr3 (G S) is plausible,

but is opposed by the ||, xcvi. 8 f. In both passages read probably

U)01 J~li3n") • Rehoboth and Cush are representatives of the Jerah-

meclite race.

5. In 7'. lb M has D'^jll D\*J~'?P '\ a variant to the first clause,

which supplies the missing word C^ll-— C>. Insert mH^ (cp. /. 10).

—

7 f. Read i^ip, and insert ]J^\— 9 f. Read (twice) ")2i;i>^ (cp. //. 15 f.).

]1JI37 , i-c. a soutliern Lebanon, is possible, but see next note.

10 ff. For ^in':' and pnS"T read ^i^Pail ? (sec on Ixviii. 16 f.)
;

transfer '^J from v. Gb to v. da, and read l"'p"l''") (Bi., We.). The
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reading Dl^pl^l suggests that "T^pTI was originally followed by a

miswriltcn 'Pi^rjm'' (p= H ; 1= '?)•—tVlii'- "T'l'Ii^ is a needless correction.

13 f. Insert Dn'i (3iJ precedes) and 3, n^n"* UybU- Nearly so

Bickell, Duhm.
^

17. M 'p'^'in^, transitive, against Job xxxix. i. Read 7p?p'' (Ezek.

xxi. 26).—M ryh^H- Against this, see above. Lowth, Seeker, Street,
T ~

Thrupp, Dy., Gr., Bi., Che.''', Du. read ni'p''l<, but this plur. is nowhere

found. Read perhaps Dv''J^-

18. Read perhaps D'l];'' '^'^V ^'^TT^ ""
; ''iiV easily fell out before

^V M's /T)")j;^ was influenced by /T)'?'^^ ; t.e. first D"''?''^^ was corrupted

into JIITi^f and then this produced J^Tlj^^.

21. Supply conjecturally from c.xlix. 2, DDD/Dil w''^ ]V:i ''22, in

antithesis to /. 22. The Israelites and Jerahmeelites are henceforth at

one as servants of Yahwe (cp. Ixvi. 2-4).

22. M 1133 -)*2i^ i'j'S i'?3M3"), I'-e. ' in his upper sanctuary all

his ministers utter " Glory " before him ' (T) ? But can this be expressed

in so few words ? And is the sense suitable (see above) ? Read

11133 ilQT ':'Ni':3m"' ''J31 (cp. //. 1-4). other cases exist elsewhere of

the confusion of irjT and 1^2^<•

23 f. On M's '^13^7 see PsrJins^'^\ pp. 379 f. Sense and metre

gain by correcting it into 73/1 IDSli^b- iDSIi' must have become

illegible; 73/17 was then conjecturally altered into 73^7-—Read

3iy;_i.

PSALM XXX.

OIX stanzas, each of three tetrameters, and one closing dimeter. Pss. vi. and
cxxvi. are strikingly parallel. The prayer in //, 15-20 is like an amplification of

that in vi. 6, and the saying on the change from sorrow to joy of the similar saying

in cxxvi. 5- 'V\\q title apparently connects it with a dedication festival, and most
moderns (see e.e^. Wcllli., Skizzen, vi. 171 f.) agree in fixing on that di;scrihed in

I Mace. iv. 52 tf., which was the origin of a permanent institution (to. iyKalma,

John X. 22). jn^3il n33n is therefore supposed to be a later addition to the
title, though if so it ought to have come at the end. According to Sof>hcri»i

xviii. 2 it was anciently sung at this festival. But there is no parallel for such a
reference to a ([uite late institution in a psalm-heading, and experience warns us

to distrust appearances in the headings. The common view of this obscure phrase
(adopted in OP) is wrong, simjily because the text is incorrect. Sec Introduction.

The 'speaker is not an individual, as Ilitzig, Duhm, and even lieer suppose,
but the inner circle of the righteous ' poor,' which sometimes {e.i^. xxii. 23.
xxxii. 6) distinguishes itself from the great mass of Jews who, not i)eing trans-

gressors (D^yti'S) fjr traitors (Dnn3), may be called Dn^Dl {hashitni, not yet

a party-name), but who need to t)e stirred up and instructed. Note the parallelism

between /. 13 and xviii, 37. liitzig was struck by an apparent resemblance
between the situation of the psalmist and that of Jeremiah at a critical period

(he compared .at one lime Jer. xxxvii. 11 ff., at another Jer. xxxviii. 1-16). See
the remarks against a similar theory on Ps. xxxv.
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Marked : Supplication of SabbatJi. Of ^Arab-ethan. i

I I extol thee, O Yahwe,
|
for thou hast raised me +from

the depth+, 2

And not suffered the Arabians
|
to rejoice over me.

O Yahwe my God,
|
I cried unto thee, 3

And thou didst heal me.

Yahwe ! thou hast brought up
[
my soul from Sheol, 4

My life thou hast drawn up
|
from among those sunk in

the pit.

Chant psalms to Yahwe,
|

ye his loyal ones, and give thanks 5

To his holy name.

For if, when angry, he is furious,
|
when appeased he

shows us favour
; 6

10 Weeping +has its turn+ at eventide,
[
but mirth +comes+

in the early morning.

1 indeed had said,
|
so careless was my heart, 7

' I shall never be shaken.'

But behold, in thy fury
|
thou madest mine ancles to fail, 8

Thou didst hide thy face,
|
I was filled with dismay :

I said, ' I shall not see thee,
|
O Yahwe my God,

In the land of the living.

What gain will my blood bring thee,
|
my going down into

the pit ? 10

Can the +realm of+ dust give thee thanks,
|
or declare thy

faithfulness ?

Hear, O Yahwe,
|
be favourable, O my God, 1

1

20 Be to me a succour.'

My wailing thou hast changed
|
into dancing and [singing], 12

Hast loosed my sackcloth,
|
and girded me with joy,

That my lyre unto thee
|
may make ceaseless melody ,1

13

+Yea,+ for ever will I thank thee.

I. Drawn me up, from Sheol Properly 13t is the invocation of a
(/. 5 ; cp. Ixxxviii. 4-6). Clearly the

""

national death and resurrection are divine name in worship, with the recital

referred to (cp. IIos. xiii. I, vi. 2).

—

of the deity's titles to praise and grati-

4. Didst heal. For the figure, cp. Dt. tude (vi. 6, cii. 13. cxiv. 7 ; and cf.

xxxii. 29, ' I wound, and 1 heal' ; Ex. the zikr of the Moslems, Hughes, Diet.
XV. 26, Isa. vi. 10, IIos. vii. i, xi. 3, of Islam, ']ot,{L) \ then the name itself,

Ps. vi. 3, xli. 5, iSic.

—

His name. as here, cf. xcvii. 12, Ex. iii. 15, IIos

• U Yahwe my God.
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xii. 6. So Ass. zikru (constr. zjkir), Israel trusts that this time he will be

I. the calling of a name, 2. a name.

—

able to ' thank GoA for ever^ {I. 24).

—

10. Cp. cxxvi. 5. The language is il. So careless . . . Cp. on xxxix. 4.

proverbial, and may be applied to the — 12. / s/ia// never . . . So x. 6, xvi.

ordinary vicissitudes of life. Here, 8, Ixii. 3, 7.— 13. Mine ancles. Israel

however, there is a special Messianic speaks. Cf. xviii. 37 (the people, not

reference. The ' early morning ' is the the Messiah, nor David, is the speaker),

last great deliverance which Israel will — 15 f. Cf. xxvii. 13, Isa. xxxviii. iirt.

—

need to experience. When permission 17. My blood. Clearly not the death of

was given to rebuild the temple, il an individual by violence is meant, but

seemed as if the Messianic day had national extinction. In /. 4 the figure

dawned (cp. Vi<. 11, 12). But trouble of sickness is employed (see above).

—

returned, and again Israel was face to 18. - .See on vi. 6, and ('dust') on

face with the danger of national extinc- xxii. 30.

tion. Now ' mirth ' has returned, and

Critical Notes. 2. M ^2^'S- Read perhaps DOI^, the psalm being

so vivid.

6f. For ^jri'^rr read D^fO T\^n (xviii. 17). t:^;:^ fell out between
T • • T T • T -

Jl^ and ^ri\ which indeed coalesced. ^J comes from a dittographed ^.—
Read mV/'^ (Kt.), with G e S. Kr. n")\'^ postulates a new infin. l''1\

in spite of/. 17.

9 f. M ijiiiin D'^rr iDl^S y^l ''2 The antithesis is imperfect
;

Q^Tl can neither be rendered ' a life time ' nor ' life eternal.' Isa. lix. 7,

8, is not parallel. G opyrj, which is not nii^ll (Gr.), but ]T\ (Herz).

Read '12 ^^T\\ iSi^3 \T\\ ^3- D^ in D^^H easily arose out of IJ^.—

Omit yh"^, as unsuitable and unmetrical. It is a corruption of a ditto-

graphed ~)p27-

II. M ^1^i:;Zl, for Tll^tiQ (Hu., Sta., &c.) a doubtful assumption.

01. suggests reading ^j~l.. l'>ut metre requires two beats. Read DibliT^l

>'2h ;
'27 and rSw confounded.

13. M Tjr ^"prb nmrpj;rT "^;iVi-13 mn\ which B;i. renders, '.
. .

thou hadst strongly founded my mountain ' {i.e. Zion) ; ty "T\'!Dyn , v^ery

strange. T, 137 "•lin? (cf. Ibn Ezra), so too Hu. If we go so far, we

must also read ''3ni;::;'n, with Riehm, Che.f'>, Kau., We. [SBOT],

or TIlQ^n (Giesebr., We. in Skiszen). But the sense requires a transi-
: - t: T

tion to Yahwc's anger. Read, with Gr., nmj^Dn (same error in

Ezek. xxix. 7). Gr. also reads "JJTinU ; it is easier, however, to correct

^TJIiH ; T became li, J became J. Also for 7y\7V we must certainly

read n3m, and for Tj; n~in'? (which Gr. keeps) "•'pDIp (xviii. 37 ; cp.
.... T -^ :

-

on X. 6). p passed into H, D into J7,
"1 was dittographed, and T inserted.

[Tradition wavers ; G S read ""11777 ]•

15 f. M ]3nm mn^"'?KT SlpSt mn^-^^^h?. The requirements both

of metre and of sense are imperfectly satisfied. Something much [more
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forcible is required to link //. 13 f. to //. 17, 18. We can see from //. 17 f.

that the psalmist either takes suggestions from or gives suggestions to

the author of the psalm of Hezekiah. Let us then suppose another point

of contact between the two poems. Read Hin^ 'T^"^^^ ^^ Til^i^

D^^nrr Y"I^^ '^r}bi^ (Isa. xxwiii. iS). This became indistinct. J^S

became >^ (in y^i^). -fSnhJ became i^ipi^. '7}bii became bxV
yiKn became n^<. D^''nn became pn (cf. /. gd). ^J-njIN came oft

badly ; it is only represented by *^}>} in ']''7J^.

19-21. Read D^h'?};^ '^^in, and for >b b^nd? read l^pb") b^m^b- In

19, 20, G 2 give perfect (cf. Hi.). Cf. G iv. 2.

23. M 1123, I.e., ace. to Ba., 'praise,' as in cxlix. 5(?). Read ^~)i^3
T

(Gr.). G 1] 8<')^a fxov, Kal fit] Karavvyco, from which Hu., Che.''\ We., Du.

adopt nin3 (but see on vii. 6). Herz, Dll;? S":)! ^1123 IB^ii ]Vi2b.

PSALM XXXI.

Jlj exameters.— Unoriginal in form as this psalm may be, it expresses (at least,

its kernel, Z'V. 9-19) a very definite state of mind. Depressed, despised, slandered,
insulted, persecuted, the speaker pours out his heart to Yahwe. In spite of Iiis

sighs and tears (which are 'before Yalnve,' /. 22) he still trusts on, for his past
history has been to him a revelation of Yahwe's character. The admixture of
an eucharistic element (vv. 2-9, 20-25) calls for remark. Are these thanksgivings
anticipative ? Are they not rather an indication of the unreflecting, mechanical
maimer in which the original psalm (z'Z'. 9-19) was edited ? Duhm, however,
thinks that tlie fault belongs to the original writer, and the uncertainty is such that
we can hardly venture on a disintegration of the psalm.

Who are tiie enemies referred to? Chiefly the idolatrous foreign oppressors o.

Israel (Arabian Misrites, /. 27) ; in v. 12, however, besides neighbouring peoples,
those members of the Jewish people who have made dangerous concessions to
non-legal or even pagan usages may be intended. Pious Israel ('thy servant,'
7'. 17) is therefore the speaker (see z-?'. 7, 15, 19-21) ; the reference to the
speaker's 'guilt' inz'. 11/' arises from a slight corruption of the text.

The complaints remind us occasionally of the Books of Job and Jeremiah
;

Jeremiah has indeed been imagined to be the author (Ilitzig). Cp. v. 1 1 wiili

Jer. XX. 18 ; V. 18 with Jer. xvii. 18 ; cp. also v. 23 with Lam. iii. 54. Most of
the curlier critics add ?'. li\a, Jer. xx. 10 to this list. lUit, as Bickell has seen, the
words which now stand in v. 14a, and which are both unmetrical and ill-adapted
to the context, are a later insertion (cp. on Ixxix. 6 f.) ; pajbably they are also
corrupt (see note). The psalm (see //. 9, 28) is quoted from in Jon. ii. 4,9. See
also on Ps. Ixxi. The probable reference to Ezek. xxxii. 19 ft", (see on /. 20)
should also be noted.

Theodore of Mopsuestia acutely describes this psalm as ' a prayer of the people
in Babylon for return.' With more probability Ba. and Beer refer it to the time
of Nehemiah, when the Jewish community was harassed by a variety of opponents.
This suggests an explanation of the difficult phrase llliD n^P3, (v. 22) •

T . ;

the words, however, are more than probably corrupt. Duhm on the other hand
reckcms this among the latest products of the I'salter. This would be a safer
view if, like Ps. xxxiii. , the psalm had no title, and surely it is difficult to say
positively that the phrases of the psalm cannot have already become conventional
at the close of the I'ersian perioil. Perhaps too tz'. 9-19 formed the original
psalm, and the rest was added later (see above).
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Deposited. Marked: Of' Arab-ethan

.

I

I In thee, O Yahwe, I take refuge
; |

let me not be dis-

appointed for aye ! 2

Rescue me in thy righteousness
j [

* * * *

Bend down thine ear to me,
|
deUver me speedily, [O

Yahwe !] 3

Be to me a sheltering rock,
|

from the sons of Missur

deliver me.

Yea, thou art my high rock, my stronghold,
|

* * * *
^

And for thy name's sake, do thou lead mc,
|

do thou

sustain me, [O Yahwe].

Free me from the liet which they have hidden for me
;

|

thou art my shield, [O Yahwe]. 5

To thy keeping I commit my breath,
|
my deliverer, thou

faithful God ! 6

The Misrites and Ishmaelites oppose me,
|
as for me, I

trust in Yahwe. 7

lo 1 will exult and rejoice in thy kindness,
|

* * * * 8

For my misery thou hast seen, | thou knowest the pains

of my soul.

Thou hast not delivered me into the Arabians' hand,
|
but

hast put my feet in an ample space. 9

Take pity on me, Yahwe, for I am in trouble,
j

* * * * lo

Mine eye is sunken with sorrow,
[
my soul and my body

[are terrified].

Yea, my life is used up with anguish,
|
my years [dis-

appear] in sighing
;

1

1

My strength fails through my misery,
|
and my bones [are

burned up] like hay.^

To my fellows I am a mark for insult,
|
to my neighbours

a thing to toss the head at, I2

[My kinsfolk] and acquaintance keep away +from me+,
|

* * * *

Those that see me abroad [abhor me,
|
those that pass by]

flee from me :

2o I am accounted as the dead Jerahmeelites,
|

I am become

like those mortally wounded with the sword.^ 13

' (.My huues are fallen away) through the insiilliiig of my foes.

- For I hear on all sides the chatter of the Arabians,
|
of Jerahmeel, of

Ishmael.
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But as for me, in thee, O Yahwe, do I trust,
|

I profess,

' Thou art my God '

:

15

Before thee are all my tears ;i
|
make thy face to shine

upon thy servant." 16, 17

Let me not be shamed, for I invoke thee
; |

let the wicked''

be given up to Sheol, 18

Let the calumnious lips be struck dumb,
|
which speak

against the righteous in haughtiness !* 19

How rich is th}" liberality to those that fear thee,
|
thy

recompense to those that make thee their refuge ! 20

In the covert of thy wings thou hidest them,
|

+yea,+ in a

shelter from the tongues of the Arabians. 21

Blessed be Yahwe ! for he has shown me singular kind-

ness
I

in the midst of Arabians and Misrites. 22

But I—in my consternation, I had said,
|
I am driven away

from thy presence. 23

Surely thou heardest my voice,—+yea,+ my supplication

when I cried unto thee.

30 +Therefore+ love Yahwe, all ye his loyal ones,
|

*"'* * * 24

Yahwe keeps faith to the upright,
|
and requites those

that show haughtiness.

* ^: * :!: =;:

Liturgical Appendix.

Be strong, take courage,
|
all ye that wait for Yahwe

!

1-6. Full of conventional, but x. 12). Cp. 'breath of life,' Gen. ii. 7,
not, therefore, meaningless phraseology. vi. 17.

Cij. vii. 2, xi. 2, XXV. 2, 20, xvii. db. „ c it •• ^ 11 i ^

\
' '

'
, '.

'
9. Surely J on. n. 9 alludes to our

xviii. 3, xxiii. 3 (note on 73*73), Iv. psalm, not our psalm to that of Jonah

23. Lines 1-5 have been prefixed to (Duhm).—12. In an ample space. Cp.

Ps- l^'xi. iv. 2, xviii. 20, xxvi. 12.—11. "I^Nl,

S, II, 12. Theodoret sees here a for 11i?h? ]V^, as often ; ( oVi.

reference to past deliverances as the
:--.--

ground of present confidence. But the 14- Cp. vi. 7 and 4 ; my soul and
perfects may be expressions of con-

i,gjy (••Jj^^), cp. xliv. 26.
fidence in the future. In /. 8, however, • :

•

nnnD seems to be corrupt. To thy }1-J9-
Cp. the descriptions .in

,. , . , J , /^ .. xxu. 8, xxxvni. 12, xli. 10, xliv. 15,
^w^«^, ht ' o thy hand, finer than

j j^j^ ,^^^^,jii j^b xix.
'tothyhands' (G, Lk. xxni. 46). In j, ff fsa. liii. 3^. .

"" "'

Lk. I.e. a new turn is given to the J •'

sense. My breath, i.e. my life (Job 20. It is usual; to illustrate and

• Snatch me from the hand of mine enemies and from my pursuers.

2 Succour me in thy kindness, O Yahwe. ^ Be shamed. » And scorn.

I. K
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defend M by Job xix. 14/), Hos. viii. 8,

Jer. xxii. 28. But the expressions

are not parallel; those in v. 12a are

strange in the extreme. ' I am for-

gotten like a dead man out of the heart ' ;

3 jJD is otiose (Duhm compares HDrj

,

Dt. xxxi. 21, but there HB*^ adds

something to the sense = ' so that the
mouth utters it no more'). ' Like a
lost or perishing vessel.' Hebrew
writers, liowever, say ' like an unvahied
vessel.' Comp. Jer. xxii. 28. 'J'heidea,

too, of V. i2a is unsuitable. The con-
text shows that the speaker is not
forgotten. What is true is that those
who insult and abhor him, and who
plot against his life, consider him as

good as dead. As the dead Jerah-
meelites (see crit. n.). The reference
(as in Ixxxviii. 6, cxliii. 3) is to some
great slaughters of Jerahmeelites or
Edomites, possibly those mentioned in

2 S. viii. 13, I K. xi. 15 f., 2 K. xiv.

7. As /. 20b shows, the psalmist is

thinking of Ezek. xxviii. 10, xxxi. 17,
xxxii. 19 ft", (see Crit. Bib.).

21. Thou art my Cod. Israel's

public confession of faith (xvi. 2, De.
vi. 4).—25. See Ivi. 9. The new
reading gives a fine sense and one
adapted to the context ; it relieves us
from the double use of ' hand,' and it is

linguistically defensible. As a proverb
in vague but suggestive English, how-
ever, we can, of course, retain the
familiar words of A.V., which have
been illustrated by Browning in A'ahbi

Ben Ezra (stanza i), just as A.V.'s
equally seductive rendering of a corrujit

reading in cxxvii. 2 has been glorified

by Mrs. Browning.

24. Cf. xii. 4, xciv. 4. "Ipti^,

like Ass. tasgirtu, may mean ' calumny.'
—25. IJoiv plentiful . . . Cf, xxxvi.

7. The abrupt transition suggests that

either the writer corrected or completed
his own work in a later mood, or that

an editor (a master of metre like him-
self) did this for him. Line 26 does
not indeed flatly contradict /. 24, but it

implies that the speaker has taken the

calumnies too much to heart. Why
should Israelites for a moment lose the

serenity which befits the dwellers in

Yahwe's covert? It was in 'trembling
haste' that the psalmist in the name of

Israel had spoken so excitedly. Cf.

Introd.—26. Cf. Ixi. 5, xxvii. 5, Isa.

iv. 6. The tongues of the Arabians.
Cp. V. 14, cxx. 3 f.

28. 'TSnU. So cxvi. II; cp.
* : T :

XXX. 7a. There is an allusion to (/')

in Jon. ii. 5. See crit. n.

30. Itove Yahw^e. The inference

froin Israel's experience is that all

Israel's members should worship and
obey ^'ahwe alone. The expression is

ritual in its origin ; hence the love of

Yahwe can be commanded (see OP,

378). — 31- D':n^NV G ixK-nQdas

iK^T]TiL Ki'pios ; also 2 J Hitz, Del.,

We., Duhm. 'A T J, followed by
Street, Hal. (^Rev. sem. iii. 36), and
Kautzsch, ' the faithful.' Duhm sup-

plies V^ni^7 ; see, however, crit.

note.—32. Cp. xxvii. 14, xxxiii. i8(5,

22/'.

Critical Notes. 3, 6, 7. Restore TVSXV ('"'), which fell out after >.

4. M >J:5;>-Xrin^ nin:iP n^n^. The connexion is on both sides

not smooth, and some historical colouring is desirable. Read ^J^Q

'pri:>iil 1^2i;j. jn in nmil^ is dittographic
; rS'l and ^Jl are

sometimes confounded.

6 f
.
M ''j'^rrjm ^jnjn. Two synonyms. Read ''y'?I)|:'Drn (Iv. 23 ;

Sirach xlv. 24, xlix. 9). See on xxiii. 2. S implies '•jrjnjm.—M V^^D.

The psahnist has adopted from xviii. 3 "n:; , pp,t2, and nHjirO ; can he
T T

forget to quote '^'^y^i ? G iTrefjaa-ma-Tr'js ^oi>.

8. M >j"lihi HjinD ; the perfect and the Ds* with suffix are both

unnatural. Read ''p'^Sp. This became ^/nB^S . ^-| was dittographed
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and J^ transferred. JT^IS remained. Omit mH'' (^ repeated from

•/IIK)- [Wellh., Skizzc/i, vi. 172, sees the difficulty, and boldly cancels

i^ '3
.J

9. For jNI's ^jlKJIi^, G S J T, Houb., and many moderns {e.g. Konig,

Einl., 74) read r\— • l^ut the whole half-hne is suspicious. What can

DHf^IiTT mean here (Jon. ii. 5, DnDIi'ltD) ? And why this isolated

reference to idol-worship .'' Lagarde's correction from Isa. v. 12 is clever,

but unsuitable. Halevy is on the right scent, but he only proposes

^.3^^^yI:^• Probably we should read thus, D'''7^J^pI;^"'^ WTl'^ "'JlJcD^

.

Cp. an error in xxv. iqb.

II f. iM ni")ji3- 3. yT is unnatural here. We.'s JllliiZl depends
T : : -T T -

on ix, 10, X. I, where, however, the pointing is wrong. G eaaaai ck

T<i)v avayKUiv Tr]v "^vxqv ixov, against parallelism. Read Jni3-^P •— ^I Zl^^h? •

Read '•injr.
• T-:

14 ff. Insert n'?n3J (vi. 4) with Bi. ; T, Kenn., Houb. also supply a

verb.— Insert ?)J3 (xc. 9). For '':3ip3 read ''"'JX3(2; cp. /. 11) or ''2V3.
T • -:- : 1- : "t: t

(G S, Bii., Du.). For WW'^ (repetition) read -Tin^ '^^H:^ (cii. 4).

17- M IKp '^ypb] n3-in 'n^'Ji ny-rbjl^- Pasek before

IJ^rO . As metre shows, '^"t'D^S (moved to 7'. 11) is an interpolation

from vi. 8d. Read t:*^^-) -\)^^ ^^^tb^ HBirT ^j"l'\'l ^P"l'p • ^n"?

easily fell out after n • Lag., Bi., "IljrO . But metre requires *ii?J^n (so

xliv. 15). Herz J>jni;^ (before Duhm's work).

18. M yTr^b inSI ; short and poor. Read ^^TIIDT ""ailp ^blH
: T

(cp. Job xix. 14, rightly arranged [see Beer] ). I'^IFT fell out.

I9f. M's "^22:212 M~\2 V")n2 "'hil evidently contains parts of two

half-Hnes. Complete the first by ^Jl^J/n (Job xix. 19); the second by

D'H^i^n.—M aVp Jir}3 ''rinD'i^J; most awkward. Cf. Ixxxviii. 5

(corr. text), cxiiii. 3, and read, comparing jr'72 = ';|^^D^^~)^ ''/HQU^nj

^Xpn^i ''ri:p3. See exeg. note.—M 121^ "bj^ (so G). Read >bbn3

i"in (Ezek. xxxii. 21, Sec). See on Ixxxviii. 6. At this point the Heb.

text (M G) makes an insertion, derived from Jer. xx. 10, where (as here)

the text is corrupt, and (see OvV. Bib.) to be restored thus,—Tir^'vi' ''3

':'J<J*r.2i:^"'l b'J^'^ni"' D''2'^y nai . This has been linked to the context

by another insertion (see IM), opening with DIDMQ or rather (G T, Gr.,

La., see on ii. 4) D"T^"in3.

22-24. ^I ""Pii^y "^T^- ^^ I Chr. .xxix. .30 WI^V appears to mean

'critical times,' and if the parallelism prescribed a word with this meaning
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in /. 25, we should have to read 'P13; with Nowack. But considering i.

that we do not expect such a word in /. 25, and 2. that the only other

passages (ix. 10, x. i) in which the fern. plur. form JllJl^ occurs are

corrupt, we have no other course but to correct the text. Gr. proposes

^iinty (see on Ixxxi. 16). But even this does not produce a perfect sense,

unless we venture to correct ^l""^ '"^° ^P^^" ^^^ ^^"^ ^° ^^^ ^^^^

reading is supplied by hi. 9. Read TlU'ip"^" "^3 '^'^J^'^- Then follows

a short unmetrical insertion, 'i;n ^^'^''iin. V- ija (*]13^) makes a good

parallel to ' I profess, thou art my God.' Again, a little insertion follows

{'^'X\ ''jyii'in). Verse i8(? is right, then comes an inserted ^'\D'y^ • For

^01> read, not •IIT' (cf. G S), but T^yD"" (cf. /. 12, and see on Ixiii. 11).

—After p''"^ji"737 M G read TiH^ , which seems to be a corruption of a

dittographed p'''Tii"7^. [Duhm omits ''jiTlV ^s a variant to \)n^ -^

M G append nm.

25 f. M's nj3"i"1iyN is a variant to D^Siin 1^"'^* (see v. 21, M).

We need not therefore trouble ourselves to render ISJi differently in two

successive Massoretic verses.—M FOV^- Read 'TTj"l7j;3.—M appends
t: - T ' : T \ :

D"Thi ''I'A 1JJ> not a gloss, but miswritten and misplaced. The text is

still further disarranged in M by the tautological prefix Dn^TlDJl (derived

from xxvii. 5); note Pasek.—M TT>J3. Read tt''9J3 (xvii. 8, Ixi. 5), with

Goldziher {Mythos bei deft Hebr., 137 ; Eng. tr. 117).—M ^^t^ ''DDIQ-

Assyriology (cp. Del., Ass. HWB, s. v. rik'su) cannot justify the impossible

DD"). 01. suggests "^O") ''I^^KD (Ezek. xxii. 9; cf. on Ps. xvii. 3), G's

(iVo Tapa-)(r^^ dudpoonwi^ is a mere guess. T's ^"TIT'il springs from tradition,

but from a faulty one; cf. its rend, of Q^DD") in Isa. xl. 4. Herz suggests

nTJl"l/!2 (cf. Hitz's earlier view). The truth, however, probably is that

tt^^N ^DD~1I2 is simply a corrupt and misplaced duplication of ^^"1/2

D^yiDb, or rather (for this is probably the true reading) D''2"iy JliJli^?

(cp. on XXXV. I, xliii. i).

27. M "li^Q T'i^^. S coi fv TToXft TVfpi(Ppayp.ivtj. We., HVi,^ JIP^

(or ~)i::^) ; Hal., py^t^ -TiyH- But the analogy of Ix. 11 leads one to

expect the Misrites to be mentioned. We have also to account for

D~I^^ "'J!! "TJJi "ow misplaced in 7'. 20. 11)3 should probably be

3~lp3 (see on xxiii. 5). D"'2~l^ ^22 (so read I) is a variant to D'^HJ^

(so read for "l^J,'^, comparing Iv. 10 I). Line 27/; should therefore run,

Dn"^,pi D^a-i;i' ^"li?^-

28. M "rinJJ ("TT. Xfy.). Some MSS. "mn:! (cp. on Ixxxviii. 6).

Jon. ii. 5, ^i^li'lj^; so E' iK^tfikr^iiai. This is more forcible, and suits

"*^ 1:1^^ best ; so Gr., Hal., Du.
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29. M "1D''~bj/. As Herz points out, G T make this qualify rilDy;

from T he infers a reading "I/T', which (cp. Zech. x. 4) he takes to be
" T

a figurative expression for ' ruler.' But is this probable ? It is true, the

statement produced by "IDwI^ ('according to abundance'?) does not

tally with Ixii. 13. G arbitrarily gives rols Trfpiara-us tvolovctlv infpijcfiaviav.

We expect something like this,

•• T T T

:

T •• v:

32 f. Line S3 does not fit on well to //. 29, 31, and seems to be an

appendix. So B. Jacob {ZATW, xvi. 153) and Grimm {IJturg. App., 12).

PSALM XXXII.

1 ETRAMETERS (doublc dimeters). Evidently a composite psalm, for the

didactic passage, vv. 8-IO, has a new commencement, and is an utterance, not of

Israel, but either of the poet or, much more probably, of Yahwe (see on v. 8).

It contains an exhortation and a promise addressed to each individual Israelite

—

the influence of the individualizing educational movement recorded for us in

Proverbs is unmistakable. Vv. 3-7 have also often been interpreted in an
individualistic sense, and assuming this view to be correct, and that the speaker in

vv. 8-10 is the same individual who has {ex hyp.) related his experience of the

good results of confession of sin in vv. 3-5, we should have no difficulty in

maintaining the unity of the psalm. This assumption, however, is untenable, not

only from the point of view of a sound exegesis of vv. 8-10, but from that of a

careful exegesis of vv. 3-7. If the longer passages of psalms in the same strain

are rightly understood as utterances of the pious community (see e.g. vi., xxxi.,

xxxviii., cii."), we cannot interpret vv. 3-7 differently. The speaker must be
Israel, whose body {i.e. organization) suffered so severely through calamities, but

whom God delivered from the consequences of its sin, as soon as it frankly

confessed its guilt {v. 5). The reference is manifestly to the captivity and its

consequences, which may be regarded as extending to the time of Nehemiah and

Ezra (cp. the confessions of sin in the Books of Nehemiah and Ezra). There
may indeed be a flood of fresh troubles before the final deliverance comes, but the

preservation of a remnant in the huge trouble of the past gives an assurance that

no loyal prayerful Israelite will be washed away by the flood, and Israel as a

whole gratefully counts upon the divine guardianship {vi>. 6, 7). A liturgical

preface {vv. i, 2) and appendix {v. Il) are added (cp. xli.). For the individual-

izing application of v. i compare the inserted passage xl. 5 ; also the heading of cii.

The phraseology and ideas of both parts of Ps. xxxii. are characteristically

post-exilic. The mere fact that "T^DH is used in v. 6 as a class-name is decisive ;

• T

SO too is the extreme sensitiveness of conscience implied in vv. 3-5. Post-exilic

also is the conception of the teachership of Yahwe (see OP, 236, 249). Nor is

the survival of the retribution-doctrine opposed to this, as the Books of Job and
Proverbs show. Cp. on Ps. li.—The corruptions of the text have led to much
misunderstanding. Observe that only one 'Selah' is correct {v. 7).

XXXII. 1.

Deposited. Of ^Arab-ethan.

Liturgical Preface.

Happy is he whose transgression is removed,
|

whose sin is

covered !
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I Watch over me, O God !
|

pity me, O Yahwe ! 2

[For] I am needy,
|
and my spirit is sad.

When thou wast mute at my crying
|
my frame wasted

away, 3

For by day and by night fell heavily
|
thy hand upon me. 4

Affrighted was my body
|
by the heat of thine indig-

nation ;^

I made known my sin,
|
I covered not my guilt. 5

I said, I will confess
|
my transgressions to Yahwe

;

Aly guilt thou didst remove,
]
my sin thou didst forgive.

For this let prayer be made
|
by every loyal one to thee

; 6

10 When thy floods" overflow,
|

such a one they cannot

reach.

Thou art unto me a covert,
|

from my foes mayest thou

guard me, 7

In the time of favour mayest thou set me free
|

from [all]

those that encompass me.

Supplemetit ['Selah'].

XXXII.— 2.

I I will instruct thee and teach thee
[

the way thou

shouldest go, 8

I will guide thee by my counsel
|
in paths that are right.

Be not thou like the horse
|
and the senseless mule, 9

Which by bit and bridle
|
are brought to thy side.

Many are the pains
]

[of the evil-doer and] of the wicked ;
10

But he who trusts in Yahwe
|
with lovingkindness will He

encompass him.

Liturgical Appendix.

Rejoice in Yahwe,
|
and exult, 3'e righteous, ii

Shout ye, and sing for joy,
|
all ye upright in heart.

xxxii.*^' Title. With G transpose 'and in whose spirit there is no guile.'

Uk....^ T I J \ „,i ^s^^-i This clause, however, does not fit on
^^-2-^1:^ isee Introd.) and Tsrj.

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Statement that the forgiven

I 2. Tliis seems to be the cry man, wiiose sin is not reckoned to him,

which alilicted Israel uttered according is truly happy. For if ' no guile

'

to /. 3. The usual reading in v. 2b is means ' no attempt to make oneself

1 O God. ^ Great waters.
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out better than one is,' this negative xxviii. 2, 15, Jer. xlvii. 2, cp. Dan. ix.

characteristic may surely be assumed in 26) here, as in cxxiv. 4 f., an attack on
the man whom the searcher of hearts Israel by foreign foes is meant. The
has pardoned ; besides which ' in whose exemption promised to the /ufsid corre-
spirit' should rather be, 'in whose sponds to that of the 'believer ' in Isa.
mouth' (Isa. liii. 9). But this is not xxviii. 17.
the only difficulty in M's text, which is

very corrupt (see crit. n.). II f. The prayer in //. i f. is

3. The text reads, ' I was mute,' X!!'^"'^"y
repeated, but in a calmer tone.

i.£. made no confession of sin. Such ^^^ Ph'^^i^es are familiar ones; cp.

backwardness was all the more remark- xxvii. 5, xxxi. 21 (HjlD) ; xii. 8,

able because the speaker says (according
"

to M) that he never ceased crying, and ^^'^- ^l. xxxi. 24 (IliJ), Ixix. 14, Isa.

because in r. 4 God's conduct, not xlix. 8 (]ijl") JH^). 'Encompassing'
man's, is spoken of. Usually crying t •

(xxii. 2, .same word) is a synonym for f°^s, as iii. 7, xxviii. 6, cxviii. 10-12.

impassioned prayer, and prayer implies "^^e 'time of favour' is the great

confession of .sin ; usually too ' silence
' ' Messianic

'
deliverance.

is the term for Yahwe's inattention to .• ,o\ a- t -^ ^ . /^ , •

the distress of his people (x.xviH. i, „ ^^''"•'"
' ^V I wrr^l^^^u'"'

&c.). Duhm thinks that ^-1J^<-^ 5^' iio^n^i'
^''

^ 'tw'/ d i^isfi^ Ba.) who speaks? .xxxiv. 12 favours
means ' the sore sickness which forced the former view so far as //. i f. are
a cry of pain from me' ; but how can concerned ; xxv. 8, 12 the latter. But
this be ? // 2 f. can hardly be assigned to a

9 f. See introd. The overflowing human teacher. Israel is likened to

waters may be a figure for the divine domestic animals in Hos. x. 11. xi. 4,

wrath (Isa. xxx. 28, Nah. i. 8), but Dt. xxxii. 15, &c., and contrasted with

more probably (cp. Isa. viii. 7 f., them, as here, in Isa. i. 3. See crit. n.

• Critical Notes, xxxii. ''^ As we have seen, v. ib is quite out of place

here. The second '•"Iti/N followed by QIJ^ is also unexpected ; indeed

the vi^hole oiv. ia appears superfluous after /. i. Nor are vv. i, 2_ at all

a natural introduction to the following descriptive passage. Either they

are a liturgical preface, or (since v. 2, as we have seen, is partly super-

fluous, partly out of place) the true beginning of xxxii.'" underlies AI's

text of V. 2. Our first suspicion rests on Dli^, which word is not

unfrequently corrupt, and remembering the frequent severance of words

by scribes, we correct ^}7 DIH into DN"l7k< ; ''T^i^ may easily have

come out of "'[Jlnrji:^. IlIiTT"' in xl. 18 comes froin HIDIH (Ixx. 2) ; here,

however, it has more probably arisen out of nD^ri- Read, therefore,

2. Read perhaps HIQ ^nm | "•J^< lrn^<~^3
T T • : • T : V

3- ^nJK^H being inconsistent with ''JTi^'^rrn ""D, Gr. alters it into

"•JlJJ.Wl- But r\^W is not found in the Pss. ; HN'^'i^ too (.\ix^. 13) is an

an. X(y. Read y '2 ^D^W^ rWinJl O- Omit DViT'pJ as a
T

variant to Q'^V O (/• 4). For ^lyVki', see on xxii. 2.

5 f. M
Y'p_ ^Jinin3 (^pinn?) nj^'p 1?^^ 'My moisture'

(T ^3t2Tl) can only be justified (for '^1'Z^7) by a fanciful use of Arabic

(see Lexicons)
; 11^^^ in Num. xi. 8= fyKpU-, a kind of oil-cake. Hence

01. and Bi. correct into "^^'u?. But this ought to be followed by ^i^lPI/
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(cp. xxii. 16). Nor do they attempt to correct the suspicious air. \(y.

'2~in. Ilerz proposes y^pj 13113 (or -3) ''^t "h "rfDrr::, 'Shaddai

. . . like a vexed friend.' Surely the right reading is, *~)\i^3, brT3i

IDI^ ]^nn3. The changes are all simple, and the sense is good. The

n'rD at the end of 7'. 4 is probably a corruption of D^ilt'K.—M ^yiii^-

But a historical present is not natural here. Read Tl^^lin (Bi. ; cp. G).

M's reading was produced by the miN in ^- 9-

7. M ^t'l/ m'lhs- Contrary to usage; it is not enough to quote

bv lyl^^\^\ in Neh. contrary also to metre. Read J;^^^< (cp. /. 6).

''h in
'''?J?

represents '"h ; the scribe afterwards wrote mn^*^ in full

after ''^^•3.

8. M rhv •'jlh^'tOn '\\V JlS'Ii'J ^n^^^ (Pasek after HjINT. The

pleonasm ''1211 is strange ; and nt'D is hardly to be expected here.

Read r\r\ri'7D ^PlNrSm D'i^'m ^y\:^^- nriiS in AI is a fragment of a

dittographed HJli^ti^J. Nearly so Gr. 7t?D is misleading, as often

{e.g. Pss. xxxix, Ixviii.).

9. M pi Niip JIP^- P"'
'^ supposed to belong logically to

yh^, though separated by three words from it, and Nii?^ P^V^ to be

equivalent to ^^^:ia^T3, Isa. Iv. 6. But the three words pi '12 jl^*?

present the clearest marks of corruption, nor can p~l possibly mean

'surely.' Several corrections have been offered, (i) One, adopted by

the writer in 18S7-88, is due to Lagarde. ISliQ he takes to be mis.

written for 1^*^ . He then continues ?|L3X^ b^\) • But '^ip ('at the

sound of) is not what we expect. (2) Duhm supposes pi N^^ to be a

combination of two readings lljirj and p^ii^D• (3) Gr. alters pi into

X\'11 1 think, however, that we can perhaj^ improve upon these.

plN^rj is a corruption ofTjni^ji (0=1^), and this word, as also in

xlii. 8, is a corruption of Ty''':)3^. "'31 D''?3 is a gloss upon this, and

C^JO^'^ is the original out of which r\yb has arisen (p = ;ir, jn = iO)-

Cp. Ixix. 16, where ?)LOIi' and Jlt'3li^ again occur together.

II f. For lii^ read niiip.—M Io'?3 ""Jl. lD'?3 both here and in

Ivi. 8 must be wrong; and ^^1 also, though attested by G. ^Jl comes

from a second ^^Ijijl , which is a corruption of piJl jiyt* • Continue

>33iDD~t'3i2 ^Jl3 y3il • Cp. G XvTpcoa-ca fie ano to)i> KVKXcocravTiDV ^f.—

The ' Selah ' seems to state that a supplement is to be made here from

another MS (u)>^b)-

xxxii.'-' 2. M "^yy "^wV n^J^^hi • G fTTKTTTjpLw enl (re tovs ocpdaX-

fiovs [lov, perhaps reading n^J,'J< (?) ; cp. Schechter and Taylor on the
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Heb. text of Sirach iv. 28. But the material is not enough for a

double dimeter. We must both correct and fill it up. Read probably

pl^ "^^V'^^ "^^y^ "^^:^i (Ixxiii. 24, xxiii. 3). J< is the only remnant

of the first word. ''J^y and >':'jr are two fragments of '<b:i)^:2 CJ = D).

~\ in 1'''?J? may come from p , a fragment of p'^'^ . Some such restora-

tion is required by the sense. [Hiiy in Prov. xvi. 30 must also be

corrupt.]

3 f. M Vnr), Read "nn (Cr.).—M ]>2n . Read nm (G (Tvv€cTis
;

Gr.).—M Tj^'pst nip ^n U'b''lb inj;. Surely inp, 'his trappings '(.?)

cannot be in apposition to p~n JDQ I '^:!1 before ^Tlp (infin. ?) is

against usage. Hence von Ortenberg would take 'p to be a proleptic

perfect. He reads '^'hji^ ni")p bll^ iP ; for the rest he agrees with

M {Textkriiik, 6 f.). But Dlt'^? is a suspicious-looking aV. Aey., and,

not less than 73 which follows, represents 72.^ or I^^V • As for

Viy, Herz has rightly seen that ^ is a corruption of ji . He would

read IHp "h^D yb'^ TTV^. But the sense of this is not satisfactory,

and metrical requirements must be considered. V"TP (Vlji) and

"f^7^}
both contain elements of a forgotten word, viz. TTTi'7 . Qlp is

intrusive ; as was pointed out in ed. i, it is an interpolation suggested by

the faulty reading '72 Vll'. Read simply ^l^i'^ ^':'2r . To defend

G's aiayoves avrcov as a rendering of M's ^"TP , seems to me extremely

difficult. We. refers to T'lp, ciii. 5, which he renders 'thy mouth.'

But see note on that passage.

5. Insert T ^Id':' , or the like.—M ^yyiH The form ]"'J-in seems

to occur in Lxv. 9, Job xxix. 13 as a trans.; in Ixxxi. 2, Dt. x.xxii. 43, also

in Sirach xxxix. 35, as an intrans., and so also here. It may, however, be

imaginary. In our passage metre suggests the irreproachable reading

1:311 ^V'^'^p. In Dt. x.xxii. 43 read IDP DP • • IJ^l (see G). The

scribe began 1_y^in , but, noticing his error, closed with ')22 Out of

Ijnn arose ir:-)n. in Job xxi.x. 13 read ^JDIl^ 'bi^ >3T (G) ;

7'v. 12 f. are an interpolation (Budde). Still the corruption was early

enoutjh to have existed in the Psalter of Ben Sira.

PSALM XXXIII.

i RiMEtERS. The faithful are summoned to praise God for His mercies to

Israel, whom the nations had purposed to destroy (v. 10). lie lias delivered His
people ; no wonder, for He is the Creator (v. 6) and knows the secrets of the

heart (v. 15). Israel's unwarlike character is no disadvantage ; it presupposes

consciousness of its true and only strength, which is its persistent clinging to

Yahwe. The 'purpose' mentioned in v. iia is no doubt the establishment of

Yahwe's kingdom with Zion for its centre.
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The psalm is quasi-alphabetic, containing twenty-two couplets (cp. xxxviii. f.,

cxlvi., Lam. v.) ; there is a clearly marked division after v. II (//. 21 f.)- It is

full of points of contact in ideas and phraseology with late writings ; DJD, however,
must not be used as evidence (see on I. 13). It can hardly be of eailier composition
than Pss. cxliv.—cL, which were collected and perhaps composed in the Asmonitan
period ; its resemblances to these psahns (cp. also cxv. 9-II, cxviii. 15, 20) are
manifest. The phrase 'a new song' in v. 3, and the tenses in vv. 10, 13, 14
suggest a recent time of upheaval of nations, in which Israel had been fortunate,
while {v. 16) kings and great warriors had f.dlen. Even apart from this, the
extreme imitativeness of the psalm pushes its date further down than those
among which it is placed.

That the psalm mu:,t be pre-exilic because of Tj70 in z^. 16 (Ba.), is a hasty

inference. "TptZ is quite indefinite. An early MaccabKan date is not inconceivable.

There are points of contact with psalms plausil)ly regarded as Maccabrean. If

Judas Maccaba'us is correctly represented in i Mace, he had faith in the divine
power to give victory to those who were not strong, and he, and still more his

supporters, could have joined in singing vv. 16, 17 (see OP 195). Still an earlier

date is by no means impossible. Vv. 16, 17 might refer to the kings overthrown
by Alexander the Great, or perhaps to the wars of the Diadochi (so Halevy, Rev.
sent. iii. 45), and v. 10 to the cruelty of Artaxerxes Ochus towards the Jews, if

this can safely be regarded as historical. The truth is that suspicions of a plot to

destroy tlieir national existence, and somewhat premature thanksgivings for full

deliverance, are oft-repeated phenomena in the sacred lyric poetry of the Jews.
The circumstance that the psalm has no heading, either in the Hebrew or in

*A20 (Origen), has caused some surprise. Has "TTT^ dropped out ('very
probably,' Ba.) ? or were xxxii. and xxxiii. originally one psalm (Venema, cp.

ix.-x. ; xlii.-xliii.) ? For the former view, G's heading, tu> AauiS, might be
adduced, if we could place more confidence in G's accuracy in such particulars.

For the latter, the strong resemblance between xxxii. 11 and xxxiii. i may seem
to plead (cp. Griitz) ; but the metres of xxxii. and xxxiii. diff'er. More probably
xxxiii. was inserted after xxxii. by the latest editor just because of this

(accidental) resemblance, and also because of the point of contact between v. 18
and xxxiv. 16 ; moreover, xxxiii. and xxxiv. may both be classed as alphabetic
l).salms.

I Sing for joy in Yahwe, ye righteous ! i

The song of praise befits the upright.

Give thanks to Yahwe with the lyre
;

2

With the lute and the horn plav unto him.

Sing unto him a new song
; 3

Strike the strings aloud with the clang -i-of the horn+.

For the word of Yahwe is right, 4
And all his doing is in faithfulness.

He loves righteousness and justice, 5

10 The earth is full of the lovingkindness of Yahwe.

By the word of Yahwe were the heavens made, 6

And all their host by the breath of his mouth.

He stored the sea in +vast+ pitchers, 7

He laid up the ocean in treasuries.

Let all the earth fear Yahwe
;

8

Of him let all the world's people be in awe.
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For he spake, and it came into being
; 9

He commanded, and there it stood.

Yahwe has annulled the purpose of the nations, 10

20 He has foiled the designs of the peoples.

Yahwe's purpose will stand for ever, 1

1

The designs of his heart to all generations.

Happy the nation whose God is Yahwe, 12

The people he has chosen for himself as a heritage.

Out of heaven Yahwe looks down, 13

He beholds all the human kind
;

From his firm habitation he gazes 14

Upon all who dwell on the earth

—

He who knows the recesses of their hearts, 15

30 Who takes note of all their works.

A king is not victorious through a great army, 16

A warrior does not win escape by mightiness.

A horse is not to be trusted for victory, 1

7

Nor can it rescue by its great strength.

Nay, the eye of Yahwe is on those that fear him, 18

On those who put their hope in his lovingkindness,

To deliver their soul from pestilence, 19

And to keep them alive in famine.

Our soul waits on for Yahwe
;

20

40 He is our Rock and our shield.

Yea, our heart rejoices in him, 21

Yea, we trust in his holy name.

Let thy lovingkindness, O Yahwe, rest upon us, 22

According as we have put our hope in thee.

I f. Terms for pious Israel ; cf. exilic themes.

—

Right, or 'upright,'

xxxii. II (appendix), xcvii. 12, cxlvii. ' trutliful,' cf. xix. 9. So in xxv. 8,

I, and especially cxi. I. On instru- xcii. 15, Yahwe is 'upright.'— Note
ments, see crit. n., and cf. Del. fli^ /^r.

; parallelism of 'word' and 'doing.'

Driver, Joel and Amos, pp. 234 f. ; To will, with God, is to speak, and
We., Psalms (appendix) ; and art. also to do.—Creation by a word; cf.

'Music,' in Enc. Bib. cxlviii. 5, Gen. i. 3 ff., Isa. xlviii. 13/'

;

C .a. new sons' S e '

t 1

Ecclus. xliii. 26, and the well-known

_ j^' f 1 . I
•• „ / * »A

'^° '•' Bab. parallel (see ' Creation,' § 27, £^;/f.
and cf. xl. 4, Ivii. 9 (corr. text), xcvi. d-i \ c ,;.,., 'ru^

r ^ /f
' „/ J ^ > 1- Bib.).— 10. So cxix. 64.— 13. The

I, cxliv. 9 (from v. 2b and v. 3a , cxlix. ,
' r ^\ . j cJ T 1- ,„ T i-.i • . i> laymg-up 01 the waters, wmds, &c., in

I, Isa. xlu. 10, Judith xvi. 13, Rev. .^11 / » t'
-' ^' store-chambers (cxxxv. 7, Jer. x. 13,"

Job xxxviii. 22, Enoch xli. 4) look

7-18. Yahwe's moral attributes; place at Creation. See Karppe.jA^MrM.
his creatorship. The favourite post- asiat. ix. ('97), 75. 'Sea' is not a
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term for the ' waters above the heavens ' xlvi. 10, li. 6, Iv. 8 fif. — 22. Cp.

(Hitz.); the parallel word DlllDiiin Jer. xxix. il, Isa. Iv. 8 £.—23. Cf.

cxliv. 15, Dt. xxxiii. 29.—24. Cf. Ixxiv.

{plur. excelhntin', like D''Q^ hi xxiv. 2, Dl. xxxii. 9, and see on Ixxxii. 8.

2) clearly means the earthly ocean. , o /-r • •• ...

1- • T 1
•••

,., .1,,. . „;,^u^..^ 25—28. Cf. XI. 4, xiv. 2, en. 20.

—

True, m lob xxxvni. 37, the ' pitchers ^r • ,' j ' j
c u ' .1 1 !<- V, 1 .K„ 29. Cf. on vii. 10.—31 and 33. 32 and

of heaven are the clouds, and the ^
,, , y.,, ^

•^•^- -^
, ,

, , r ., • ' ti, 34, are parallel, the two couplets
store-chambers of the wmas, the snow, J^'

, ^r r ^ c ..,.,,•, r 1 t- 1
generalize from facts of recent expe-

and the hail are, of course, celestial. ^. ^r „ 1 • . -o
T, . .1 . , •

1 4 . It rience. Ci. xx. o, cxlvii. 10, 1 rov.
But the terrestrial waters too were kept , r-r ^ „»

J ., ,, ,1 xxi. 31. — 31;. Cf. xxxiv. ID. — 37.
in reservoirs, and these could equally ,

-^, a. ) • 1 ui < .1 > /t

well be called 'pitchers' and 'store-
' Death, .... probably pestilence (Jer.

, , 5 ( i ^
• ) XV. 2 ; cf. 2 h. xxiv. 3).

chambers, or treasuries. ' ^^

20. See introd.—21. Cp. Isa. xl. 8, 39. "Waits on, njl^n (cvi. 13).

Critical Notes. 2. M "iVli'i^ t'^JZ- G ev yl/akTripla) 8eKax6p8^ ; 'A

(Field) ff rajSXa deKndos. In I\I (but not G) of xcii. 4 the t'^J and the

lVli?J7 appear to be distinguished, and Ibn Ezra (comparing xxxv. 14,

Jer, xi. 19) supposes an asyndeton here. Jos. {Ant. vii. 12, 3) says that

the va^\a has twelve <p66yyoi (cp. Gr., pp. 67 f.). But we only know

l\^y in the sense of ten days,' or, ' the day which completes the decad'

(= the tenth day). Read certainly 13i^T ^223. ; cf. cl. 3, and see on

xcii. 4, cxliv. g.

13. M 023 (Isa. xxviii. 20). Miswritten under the influence of "7^3

.

Read certainly "joh (the usual parallel to ^^*^<).—M "fQ 123 (Ex. xv. 8 ;

cf. Ixxviii. 13). But parallelism and context are against this. All Vss.

except E' (which agrees with M), presuppose "IW3, 'after the manner

of a wine-skin ' ; so Houb., Ew., Ol., Dy., Gr., Che.'^', Ba., Kau., Duhm,

We. {SAizzen, vi.). This, however, is a strange expression. A com-

parison of Job xxxviii. 37 suggests the true reading \'!3TJD = "'(27.32 ^
>7^32 ; the initial 3. fell out. This suits the parallelism. See note

above.

29. M ITT' "liiTf. in"' is difficult. Is it to be taken with n'?,

as if 'the hearts of them all,' or with "IjJ^n, ' who alone formed' (Duhm,

cf. Ezr. iv. 3 .'') ? Parallelism is opposed to both views. Read ^T^n

^J13"l^. p"T^ became ^T', after which "T^ easily fell out. D, as often,

became n ; D became "T ; transposition followed.

31. M ibun. Omit the article (cf. G). [So Duhm.]

40. M ^^"Iti^. More probably ^Jl^^ see on xxviii. 7 f, and esp.

Ixxviii. 35.

PSALM XXXIV.
^\.N alphabetic psalm in eleven quatrains of trimeters. The earliest editor

probably considered it to be the twin-psalm to Ps. xxxv., for the original title

which we seem to discern underneath the absurd title relative to an occasion in the
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life of David represents Ps. xxxiv. as commemorating tlie flight of hostile Jerah-
meelites and Geshurites. These foes are expressly mentioned in Ps. xxxv., where
the danger caused by them is vividly described. The reference in xxxiv. 8 to the

'angel of Yahwe' who ' encamped ' (in the past) around faithful Israelites might
in fact naturally be connected with a similar reference in the prayer in xxxv. 5, 6.

It is only Part i., however, which has the character of a hymn of praise ; Part ii. is

more like a sermon. After w. 11 (close of Part i.) G plausibly gives a SLa^paXfia

(see crit. n. on /. 20). As in Ps. xxv., the T couplet is wanting, and there is a
supernumerary £) couplet, which, however, is wanted to complete the last quatrain.!

The speaker in /. 11 (cp. xxv. i6i) calls himself a 'sufferer' (^JV) who cried

to God on a special occasion and was answered. The view (OP, 248 ; so too

01., Now.) that 'each pious Israelite' is meant here fails to do justice to the

nationalistic character of the psalm. The ' sufferer ' is, not indeed Israel simply,

but the inner circle of the pious (see on xxii. 26), which alone thoroughly deserved

the name of Israel, and which had among its chief functions to pray for Israel as a

whole and to lift up the standard of those who were behindhand in religious

attainments. They cry as one man to Israel's God, and He delivers the whole
community (which is no doubt relatively righteous) in answer to their prayers

(//. 7 f.
, 33 f.)- Then the community, in its wider sense, realizes Yahvve's loving-

kindness, ceases to blush at its ' desertion ' by its God (/. 10), and joins in the

grateful songs of the association of the D^*JJ7 (' suffering ones ').

The association referred to contained, not only ordinary prayerful and obedient

Israelites, but psalmists, wise men, and prophetic writers. The author of Ps. xxxiv.

is at once psalmist and wise man ; hence he addresses his readers in the affection-

ate style of the wise men towards their disciples (Prov. i. 8, ii. i, iii. i, &c. ). This
helps to account for the emphasis laid on the reality of earthly retribution.

The whole poem is as markedly post-exilic as Ps. xxv., to which it has so

strong an affinity. In this connexion we may note the changed meaning of

mn^ "JN' ^2 (Z^- 8, 9), which originally meant the personal revelation of Yahwe,
but here (as in xxxv. 5 f.) most probably means the protective angel of the

community, Malschi's JT^nQn ']h^7!2 ; cp. Zech. iii. i ff., and Nowack's note.

With respect to Lagarde's theory as to the name of the author, see introd. to

Ps. xxv. Cp. a ' Note on Pss. xxxiv. and xxv.' by E. G. Hirsch in the American
JournalofSemitic Languages, April, 1902, which came out too late to be considered
in the critical notes.

Of ^Arab-ethan. JV/ien the hosts of those ofJerahmeel and of

Geshurfled. I

I will bless Yahwe at all times
;

2

Be his praise continually in my mouth !

Of Yahwe let my soul make her boast
; 3

The suflFerers will hear and rejoice.

With me magnify Yahwe
; 4

Together let us exalt his name.

Zealously I approached Yahwe, and he answered me, 5

And rescued me out of all that I dreaded.

• K. J. Grimm, Lilurg. App. 8 ff. , after a consideration of most other theories,

comes to the conclusion that v. 23 is a later addition, designed to provide the

psalm with an auspicious close. I would rather say that the original poet had this

design in framing the couplet, for I take the stanzas to be each of four, not of two
lines.
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Look unto him and ye will be cheered, 6

10 Ye cannot be put to the blush.

There is a sufferer who cried, and He ^ heard, 7

And delivered him out of all his distresses.

The angel of Yahwe encamped 8

Round about those who feared him and rescued them.

Taste ye and see that Yahwe is good
; 9

Happy the man that takes refuge in him.

Fear Yahwe, O ye who seek him, lo

For those who fear him suffer no lack.

Those that deny come to poverty and are famished, 1

1

20 But those that zealously approach him cannot lack any

good thing.

Come +my+ sons, hearken to me, 12

The fear of Yahwe let me teach you.

Is there any one that desires life

—

1

3

That covets days of enjoyment of happiness ?

Guard thy tongue from evil, 14

And thy lips from speaking guile.

Shun evil and do good, 15

Seek peace and pursue it.

Yahwe's eyes are toward the righteous, 16

30 And his ears toward their call for help.

Yahwe's face is against evil-doers, 1

7

To cut off their name from the earth.

The righteous cry, and he hearkens, 18

And rescues them out of all their distresses.

Near is Yahwe to the broken-hearted
; 19

He delivers those who are crushed in spirit.

Many are the misfortunes of the righteous, 20

But from them all Yahwb rescues him.

All his bones Yahwe guards, 21

40 Not one of them is broken.

The expectation of the wicked shall perish
;

22

The haters of the righteous shall be brought to ruin.

Yahwe sets free the soul of his servants
; 23

None shall come to ruin that takes refuge in him.

* Yahwe.
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2. Israel's primary duty is praise
;

cf. xxxiii. I (Dnti'^ = Israel).

4 f. The sufiferers, or, ' the

humble.' But see on ix. 13/'. Are

these ''Ijy the individuals of whom

^jy Hi (/. 11) consists? Or the

members of the 'congregation' in the

wider sense, i.e. all who frequent the

temjale and, with more or less strictness,

recognize the oblis^ations of ' rigliteous-

ness ' ? The latter view is preferable (see

introd.).— /Til with 7 ; not so, Ixix.

13 (accus.).

II. nn3 , as Isa. Ixv. 5. — il'

is demonstrative. The ' sufferer ' is

not even primarily (Ol., ISeer) the

psalmist as an individual, evreAri vvra

fj.e Koi Trpo^aTia (Theodoret), but the

inner circle of the pious, which has

the position of a teacher towards Israel

at large. See introd., and yetu. Kel.

Life, p. 125.

13, 15. The protecting angel

(mn^ ^l^/l^D means here no more

than this) has a host at his command,
with which lately he cncaviped about

Israel. D^'ID = ' perceive,' as Prov.

xxxi. 18.

17. The benefits of the 'fear of

Yahwe ' {i.e. religion) are attractively

set forth, as in Proverbs. Those who
take part in the cultus are liere bidden
to ' fear Yahwe,' i.e. to cherish such an

awe of God as influences the conduct,
on utilitarian grounds. It is not enougli
to ' seek Yahwe ' formally (cf 1. 16-20)

;

those who are ' strong ' or ' rich ' (G)
shall ' hardly enter the kingdom of
God'; the gate is too strait for them.
To be ' strong,' it would seem, is

equivalent to being an oppressor. He
who would seek Yahwe must 'shun
evil and do good,' must 'seek peace
(i.e. the welfare of the pious com-
munity) and pursue it,' as zealously as

if it were his individual gain. Thus
^"y^ (=li'p^) comes to mean, in /.

20, ' to approach Yahwe in a spirit of
holy fear.'

29-32. Many critics transpose the

yi and the 3 stanzas, in order to pro-

vide a suitable subject for IpJ^^ ,
' they

cry,' in /. 33, where, as M's text stands,
' evil-doers' ought to be (and yet cannot
be) the subject. Such a transposition

is possible, on the analogy of Lam. ii.-

iv. and the alphabetic poem in Prov.
xxxi. (G). But there is no such trans-

position in the iiarallel 25th psalm, and
it is more natural that God's favour for

the righteous should be mentioned
before his disfavour for the wicked.
See crit. n.

29 f. Cp. xxxiii. i8a, xviii. 6b.—
32. D"13? , their name,' cp. ix. 7,
XXX. 5.

35 f. Cp. li. 19, and especially

Isa. Ivii. 15.—41. See cxii. lOi^'. The
' expectation ' is the destruction of the
righteous.

Criitcal No/es. Title. Critics have wondered at the ' substitution

'

of ' Abimelech ' for ' Achish.' Surely we have found the key to the

riddle. The titles which now refer to David, originally referred to

something suggested by the contents of the psalm. The earliest editor

considered Psalm xxxiv. to refer to some flight of the N. Arabian foes

of the Jews. A corrupt form of the title was afterwards rewritten.

9. Read ^ID^^H, nnjl, DD^;)3 (G 'A S J), with Ew., Hu., Ba., Du.,

&c., on account of 7K in /• 10. ['A is presumed for DD''J3-]

n- M pQi:; mn^V Metre requires ^^ryp^^ (cf. on /. 32)-

13- J^I \lin, a participle, which ace. to Kun. {Synf., § 149) the

preceding virtual perfect (/. 12) shows to be a historical present. It is

simpler to read njO.

17. ^M Vl^lp. In Ecclus. xlii. 17 we have h^ "'X^'llp (used of
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pious Jews), and in Dt. vii. 6, ]^'\ip DP (cp. Ex. xix. 6, &c.). But the

phrase is still peculiar; D^li'Tp in xvi. 3 is also very doubtful. Read

probably Vi^'p^Lp].

19 f. M D^~l^33. What a strange antithesis to 'those who are

zealous for Yahw^ ' ! Street in 1790 proposed Dn"'I13 ; so too in-

dependently the present writer and Winckler {AOF, ii. 246). This

correction is plausible in Iviii. 7 ;
possibly too we should read ~)'B3 in

Ezek. xxxii. 2. In our passage one MS. (Kenn.) has 'perhaps' DH^^D-
But the parallelism justifies us in preferring Duhm's correction, 0^123 >

the participle of an Aramaizing verb found in the Talmud {c.s^. B. Bath.,

i6b, in the sense of 'denying religion.' Cp. on xvii. 13; xxxv. 17 ; Iviii. 7.

—G inserts 8id-^a\fi.a after •<y. 1 1

.

33. Prefix D^pnU (Street, after G). Probably this was mistaken for

a dittographed DHDT.
T :

41 f. M nyf\ V^l nniQJ^, a strange expression. GST pre-

suppose nj'-n;2j'l. Herz, ^^^V'^ i;-^! n^'D^, hardly
||

to next line.
~ : T T T T • T

Read 'inN'O D^Vi:^") IQJ^ (cp. on xxv. 21). Read ^^'t> (see crit. n.

on Ps. V. 11).

PSALM XXXV.

Jr^ENTAMETERS. A prayer against the speaker's enemies (see on/, i f.), together
a description of their cruel behaviour, and of the speaker's self-humiliation before

his God. See on title of Ps. xxxiv. Again the question arises, is the speaker an
individual or the inner circle of the Jewish community personified ? Not a few
have taken the former view. Thus Griitz describes our psalm as ' the complaint
and prayer of a singer who was much respected and had a party of adherents
(v. 27), occasioned by a false accusation brought against him'; and Duhm as
' the complaint of one of the "quiet in the land" who is maliciously persecuted
by treacherous friends, together with a prayer for help.' But the individualizing

expressions in -t'. u-17 are not stronger than those in Ps. xxii. iJ, and the text

which is l)rought out by the afiplication of criticism is really very well adapted to

be explained of the community, i.e. it describes the religious practices by which
the atHicted Jews sought to propitiate their God, and the contempt with which
' men of Belial ' watched their conduct. The phraseology is that which we find

elsewhere in passages which refer to the community. For instance, cp. v. I (^^H)
with xliii. I, Jer. /. 34 ; v. 12 with xxxviii. 21 ; vz'. 14 f. with xxxviii. 7, 18 ; v. 13
with Ixix. II f; v. 17 with xxii. 21 ; v. iS with xxii. 23, 26, xl. lof. ; vv. 21, 25
with xl. 16, Lam. ii. 16 Note also ^\^^\'' JN'?Q, f. 5, which also occurs in

xxxiv. 8, for the angel who protects the community.
The points of contact with the Book of Jeremiah which have led some, with

Theodore of Mopsuestia, to explain our psalm as relerring to Jeremiah, are only
fresh evidence of the interest aroused by the book which bears his name. (Cp.

for instance v. 1 with Jer. xviii. 19 (^"'"1^), v. 12 with Jer. xviii. 20, v. 15 with
. T

Jer. XX. 10.) The psalmist is too imitative to be Jeremiah himself. Cp. Rahlfs,

^2V "'"^ IJi' "' ^^« Psalmen, 45 f
, 50 f.

The date of the psalm is in fact shown to be late by its imitativcness. We
may perhaps draw a subsidiary argument from the loan-word 1DD (see on /. 3).
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At any rate, the synonymous loan-word rT/Tlj"! (nmj~l) is only found in the

late Book of Job (xli. 21). The ideas are characteristically post-exilic (see e.g.

on //. 5, 10, II, 14, 15). In OP 232, which is followed by Beer {/nd. u. Gem.
Psalinen, p. Ixviii. ), the time of Nehemiah is suggested as the date. Ol., however,
prefers the Syrian period. He admits that there is no definite reference to non-
Israelitish foes, but furiher criticism reverses this judgment.

The text is in parts singularly corrupt ; from one of the most corrupt passages
{v. 11) Duhm infers that the poet had been accused of malversation of money;
cp. on Ps. Ixix. There are also a number of interpolations, the removal of which
considerably improves the text.

Of ' Arab-ethan. 1

I Preserve me, O Yahwe ! from the Arabians,
|

[from] the

host of Jerahmeel.

Grasp the shield and the buckler,
|
and stand up as mine ally. 2

Draw forth spear and javelin
|
to confront my pursuers

; 3

Say to me, [O Yahwe,]
|
I am thy deliverance.

-

Be they like chaff before the wind,
|
and let Yahwe's

angel pursue them ! 5

Be their way in darkness,
|
and let Yahwe's terrors drive

thern ! 6

For without cause they have hid for me a net,
|
they have

digged a pit; 2
7

Let a pitfall take him unawares,
|
and in his own net^ let

him be caught !* 8

But my soul will exult in Yahwe,
|
will be joyous at his act

of deliverance
; 9

ID My -fwhole-f frame will sa}-,
|
'O Yahwe, -i-how-f peerless

thou art !

'

10

[Yahwe] rescues the sufferer
|
from him that overmatches

him
;

He delivers ""^^ ''' ''

\
and the needy from him that robs him.

Arabia and Cush vent their rage upon me,
|
the Ish-

maelites plunder me
;

1

1

The Rehobothites requite me with evil,
|
they bring calamity

upon me. 12

So for my clothing I took sackcloth,
|
my soul I humbled ;^ 13

With prayers unto [thee, O Yahwe !] |
the roof of my

mouth became dry.

' Abashed and dishonoured be those that seek my life, 4
Let them retreat with shame that plot to harm me.

" Without cause, for my soul. ' Which he hid.

* In the pitfall ; let him fall into it.
'" With fasting.

I. L
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Like bulrushes by the river's bank,
|

so did I bend the head ; 14

Like reeds by the streams,
|
bowed down I went along.

But at my wound my haters rejoice,
|

they gather together

against me
; 1

5

20 Those of Jerahmeel surround me,
|
they cry, We have

swallowed him up.

At my supplications they deride [me],
|

they pour

out scorning (?) ;
16

They gnash their teeth upon me^
|

like a ravening lion. 17

Draw back my soul from the wicked,
|

my life from those

that deny !

Let not Arabia and Cush rejoice against me,^
|
Ishmael

[and] Amalek ! 19

For it is not of peace that they speak
|
concerning the suf-

ferers in the land. 20

Like young lions they gnash their teeth,
|

and open their

mouths wide
;

21

They say, Aha ! aha !
|
see ! we have caught him.

Thou beholdest it, O Yahwe ! be not still
; j

be not far

from me ! 22

30 Rouse thee for my controversy, O my God,^
|
awake, for my

cause

!

23

Do me justice, according to thy righteousness, O' my God,
|

and let them not rejoice over me ! 24
Let them not say. Aha! we have caught him !

|

[Aha !] we
have swallowed him up ! 25

^Clothed with disgrace and infamy
]
be those that jeer

at me! 26^

Let those sing aloud [together] for J03' |

that wish

well to my righteous cause !

'' 2~a

' O Lord.

- I will give thanks to thee in tlie great congregation
; 18

I will praise thee among a large concourse.

^ My causeless opponents. "* And my Lord. ^ Yahwe.
''' Abashed and put to shame together be tiiose that joy at my harm. 26a
'' Let them be ever saying, Great is Yahwe, who delights in the welfare of

his servant. 27^
And my tongue will utter thy righteousness, in the great assembly thy

renown. 2S
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I f. The foes of the speaker :ire

led, as usual, by foreigners (cp. /. 25).

That their hostility takes the form of

warlike operations, is not certain.

They appear to prefer fraud to open
assault, presumably because of a central

authority, which, though it is weak or

dilatory, they cannot venture to stir up.

The psalmist himself knows but little of

armed forces, or he would not combine

the p^ (shield) and the HJ^ (buckler).

—4. To me, lit. ' to my soul,' i.e. to

mine innermost self.

5. Vahw^'s ang-el is the leader

of a host (cp. on xxxiv. 8). Swift is

the wind, but swifter are the heavenly
beings. It is an anticipation of the

great judgment (i. 4; cp. Isa. xvii. 13),
the hope of which pervades the later

literature.

6. Be their way, c\;c. Dark-

ness is an added horror ; cp. ^HS
nT75Xci. 5 (doubtful); Jer. xxiii. 12.

Their fate shall be to them (full of)

terrors (jmH/^) ; they shall be thrust

out into the gloom, and fall therein.

See crit. n.

7. A pit, r\TVi), such as wild

beasts are caught in. For the idea,

cp. vii. 16 f. , ix. 16.

10. My + vrhole + frame. Lit.

' my bones ' Cp. vi. 3 (note), li. 10.

—

j^Hffiv j^pcerless, i\:c. Lit. ' who is like

thee,' viz. among the superhuman,
divine beings (see on Ixxxvi. S, and cp.

Ixxi. 19, Ixxxix. 9, also Ex. xv. 11, and
perhaps the names Micaiah, Michael).

11. The sufferer. A charac-
teristically post-exilic term for Israel.

Cp. Ixviii. 5-7, cxlvi. 5-9.

12 f. From him that robs him,

^/*il*.D . The rich man has increased

his wealth by despoiling the poor. Cp.
Ixii. ir, Isa. Ixi. 8, iii. 14.

—

Arabia and
Cttsh. Practically synonymous (see

Enc.Bib., ' Cush,' § 2).

14. My good . . with evil.
Cp. xxxviii. 21, cix. 5. The pious had
fulfilled the duty of brotherly love

(ion) to all fellow-Jews, but their

opponents of Jewish race had treated

them far otherwise. A split in the

Jewish community is presupposed, such
as we know to have existed during the
time of the struggle of strict Judaism
for victory.

—

Brought calamity upon vie.

Calamity is expressed by the figure of

stumbling. The received text is im-
possible ;

' childlessness ' (see crit. n.)
'

was certainly not the fate of the pious

community.

15-18. Sackcloth for clothing, fast-

ing (note the gloss), prayers and
litanies, these were the rites and cus-

toms by which the speaker sought to

propitiate Yahwe. Cp. Ixix. //. 23-26.
Observe that it was for himself, not for

his enemies (an aimless and unparalleled
form of charity) that the pious com-
munity fasted and prayed. Cp. ' the
sackcloth of my petition ' (Baruch iv.

20) and note that U^E)J PliJi* is a phrase

characteristic of the Levitical law (see

e.g. Lev. xvi. 29, 31) ; cp. Isa. Iviii. 5.

"•^rr ^'y -, xxli. i6 (Ixix. 4). Like

Intlnishes, i.e. with a movement back-
wards and forwards. Cp. Isa. Iviii. 5,
'To droop one's head like a bulrush,
and to make sackcloth and ashes one's
couch,—wilt thou call this a fast, and
a day acceptable to Yahwe ? ' See
crit. n.

19 f. At my wound, ''^iiD';? ;

a figure for a national calamity, Isa.

i. 6. Cp. /. 22 ; xxxviii. II.— We have
swalloiucd him up, as Lam. ii. 16.

21 f. See Jeivish Religions Life,

119. The supplications are those re-

ferred to in /. 16. For pour out scorn-

ing, cp. Job xxxiv. 7. Gnash their

teeth, a sign of rage; so v. 21; cp.

Lam. ii. 16, Job xvi. 9. PlHiO H^lhi >

as xxii. 14.

23, 27. The youngr lions,

"•TBD, as xvii. 12, xxii. 21 (corr.

text), Iviii. 7.

25- XV V"lp' ^s Prov. vi. 13,

X. 10, cp. xvi. 30. But see crit. n.

Critical Notes, i. M ^in^-J^hi r\''XV Hnn (preceded by Pasek). 2n^
also in Jer. wiii. 19, Isa. xlix. 25, where G supposes ^2^ TfTH. On the

a nalcgy of xliii. i, Ixxiv. 22, read D"'2"lji:: Tr\TV ^'T\:2it —"Sl •'r\'^ ZlVb
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"•Dn*?- nt' is not used in Kal. (see on Ivi. 2 f.). Read probably n^n^rj

7^<(2m''; the intermediate reading was perhaps nbn'!'Q*3-

3- M "IJID- The vss. all regard this as an imperative, and since

'shut to meet'&c. is impossible, Schwaliy (Zy^ Z?F '91, 258) proposed

")jn, Halevy {Rct. spin. iii. 47) niip. Neither of these, however, is suit-

able. We expect the name of a weapon, not indeed the Scythian and

Persian (Tdyajm (Kenn., E\v., Hu., Bi., We., Du., &c. ; see Herod, i. 214,

and Sayce ad loc. ; Xen. Ajiab. iv. 4 &c.), but rather some Babylonian

weapon. The tartahu (a light javelin) is mentioned in Job xli. 21 (read

nni/^), and probably in Ps. xlv. 4, Iv. 22 ; we may here, with reasonable

probability, read I'yi), and find in it the Ass. lukudu, a synon. of tuftahu.

See Delitzsch, Assyr. HIVB, p. 656^?.

4. Insert mil^ ;
"• fell out after ^ti>33.— Omit v. 4 as a quotation from

xl. 15 (Du.).

5 f. The text is in some disorder. Hu., Bi., Bii. are content with

transposing niT^ (Dn"7 , Houb., 01., &c. ; G eK6\i.^u>v avrovs) and

DH)!"! ; im^ in fact occurs in Jer. xxiii. 12, which is
|| to /. 6. This view

T :

has been put in its most plausible form by Rahlfs, ''jy t/ttd ^y^ iti den

Psahneti, 44, and makes a possible text, but is nevertheless wrong. The
unfortunates who are walking in dark ravines need no 'angel of Yahwe'

to push them ; unless an 'angel of Yahwfe ' bear them in his hands, they

will certainly ' dash their feet against a stone,' and wound themselves.

Nor, even apart from this, is the repetition of 7^^7\^ "^hi /!2 ^t all probable.

Rahlfs has also not investigated np7p?n. This word only appears else-

where in Jer. xxiii. 12, where it occurs in the same singular combination

with ' darkness,' and in Dan. xi. 21, 34, where (like ni|!)?n, v. 32) it seems

to mean 'treachery' (cp. rfpTTT, 'flattery,' Prov. vi. 24). If the word is

rightly read in Ps. xxxv. 6 and Jer. xxiii. 12, it should mean there, not

'treachery,' but 'terrible,' 'distressful' (cp. Isa. viii. 22). But these

duplicated forms are open to suspicion
;
p")p~)^ in Ixviii. 14, Piwyh^iy

in cxxv. 5, and perhaps Judg. v. 6, are corrupt. In Ixxiii. 18 the

unsuitable jnp7n has, by the present writer, long since been corrected

into Jlin73 ; can we be wrong in correcting mp/pTTT here and in

Jer. I.e. into iy\\br\ , and 'ff into j"nn'?2 ? 7^^^ should not im-

probably be Dp'^l" (/• 5'''), and /. 6l> should be DS^ir^ "» jnin'?3T -

7. Transpose Jinii^ and jllf"! , or rather rW^ (Bi.) with S,

Houb., Hu., Ba., &c. In l> omit D^H and *i:'32 (metre).

8. For r\^W inNUJl (against parallelism) read HHW Ti]r\^r\ ,

and for llD'^n '\nW\'\ read Id'^^ ij-lTihlT . D in IIDSh comes
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from 2, the 2. in irili'lHI ; the final T from >. Transposition.— For

TTKira read HHWl ; like n2'b^^ , it is a gloss.

II f. Prefix mn'' (Du.).—^J^T may be a corrupt fragment of y<'^:2

{^2 = ^ ; T = ^). Something has fallen out.

13. M DDH ny, suspicious. Du. emends Hpi^ ny ; cp. xxvii. 12.
T T " " V V

But xxvii. 12 is corrupt, and in both passages we should most probably

read t^^OI 2')V- For ;i:3p> read "Jl'Jp^ (xxvii. 12).—M -\tiji

"ybi^U)'^ "'J^i?l"'"^i7 • But the witnesses (?) surely did not come forward
T :

*
; — T

to 'ask' things of the defendant, and still less 'things that he knew not.'

The sense usually given is very inappropriate. The mention of ' robbing

'

in /. 12 suggests -:i'b'^'^ (cp. on Iviii. 8). ''nj;i^~hi':) "Ml^i^ comes

probably from U^bi^V'Q'^\-

14. AI naitD J"inj^) i^^ost obscure. Read DMUfl") •—M b^Dp

^ti^3J7- But can 'bereavement (comes) to my soul' be equivalent to

' I was forsaken by all friends ' ? Can b^JV even mean ' bereavement ' ?

Ba. renders ' childlessness (G dTtKviav) was my lot.' But this does not

at all suit. T alone is correct ; '?pjTJ = byV2 , which Gr. actually

reads. But ':h b^VD I^jU is metrically too long. Read ^t^'^'^ ^b''*iiOn

(obs. that il precedes). The next word ^JJ^T has after it Pasek, which

indicates that the preceding words were imperfectly written in the MS.

15. M G "•JS1 . Read ^J^i^^^ ; see Ixix. 12, where the context

shows that the trouble referred to was suffered by the pious Jewish

community and not by its opponents. If, therefore, anyone's " sickness"

is referred to, it must be that of Israel, and we have to correct ^JHl'^n^ •

The present context, however, shows that the speaker at the time spoken

of was able to move about. This leads us to suspect that the word may
be intrusive ; metrically indeed it is quite superfluous. G found even

Dill/n^ troublesome ; it gives iv rw uvtovs Tva^evox^f'tv fioi. But how

shall we account for the assumed presence of ^jIvH^ in the pre-

Septuagint text .'' It undoubtedly arose out of a dittographed Tl'^DjIT ;

observe that ''ti'SJ precedes \"l'?3j"n , and that the same word in M is

only separated from j~n'7n3 by ^JXl , which, as the Pasek inclines us

to suppose, was written indistinctly (it is a fragment of n^DNI).
Another intrusive word is DiiJ21, of which metre proves the superfluity.

Plainly it is a gloss.

16. M 2Wr\ '•p''n"':?y ^n'pSJn . This is not enough for a line, and

does not make sense. Bi., Che.'", Now. correct "^ 2'**Z^71 ,
' thou wilt

requite to me,' and Bi. appends miT* • But this implies an incorrect view

of the context, and in any case does not produce a parallelism. Herz
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would read, t2.y~) 'ZH Dil^^^' M':'3j"n . Better t2' "^^bi^ /ll'^Srin

>^n (cf. xxii. 16)."

17. M G ^^J^ yiS ; Abbott ;t'13 {Hcnnathena, Feb. 1891, p. 69).

15ut the descriptions in parallel psalms do not favour the reading. Herz's

ingenious correction is inS3 ^HB . It is some outward sign of humilia-

tion before God which is required. But can J'~13 mean ' to bow, or
— T

bend, the head ' ? Besides, to produce a hemistich of adequate length,

something more had to be said connected with the Jlilhi . P"1D must,
T

therefore, conceal *1S^ . We must now extend our view. M continues

'JlD'^nnn '•'?• This cannot contain the point of comparison between

the speaker and the river-reeds. TlD7n must be put aside for the

present ; j"in w comes from TSi'i^'^V (Gen. xli. 3, &c.). The right verb

(instead of TIDbTT) is MJSDJ ; cf. Isa. Iviii. 5. D in M's ;tnD is a

fragment of ]3 . Read ^IliDDJ ]3 IN' r\%wb':i_ inS'3 • Cf Ixix. 1

1

(corr. text).

18. M DK~':'2S'3 , the objective genitive (cf bv bl)!< , Hos. x. 5).

So Kon., Synt., § 336///, and most. Ba. (after 'A), however, 'as when a

mother mourns.' More and more extraordinary. Is there no remedy ?

G wf T7eu6cou Kal crKvdjjcondCiov ; hardly '?'!?!^h?3T '?Q^<^
I

probably a

guess. Herz ingeniously r\t^n ^^72l (Job xxx. 28). But patience.

What follows in Tvl ? ^j"lintL,* "^"^P
• Two mutually inconsistent symbolic

verbs; elsewhere lip goes with "J^H, not with Hnti'. Hence Riehm

would transpose TlDtTT and \~nniy- The truth is that Tip represents

a stray portion of the right word to correspond to nnhi ; Di^ which

precedes represents another portion. In Sirach xl. 16, the codex iinicus

reads t'HJ TS^'^ bv jITt^llpD , but JISJ should probably be TS'^V

,

and j~n::i-)pD should be DVpilp/ 'reed-stalks' (Cowley, Neubauer).

The latter is a new Hebrew word (T. B., S/iabbalk, viii. i ; Erubifi,

xxii. i). Bringing over "2 from 73J^D , we obtain from M's text

npDJ^D ; this should be j~|i"^pi~)pD . ':?Z1J^ has still to be accounted

for. This, as the parallel line shows, represents a description of the

position of the reed-stalks. They grew by water— D^•J ^'7^^"'?p. D5<

which follows 73M in M does duty both for a ])ortion of "1")p and for

D^Q ; DT^ in short dropped out from its resemblance to j"T^ , which was

originally written where D^^ now stands. Tlinii* alone remains. This

is not enough for a hemistich. At last we can make use of the second

part of iM's ''JlDt'nrin in /. 19. Minii^ is a combination of parts of

' Bacher, however, defends the form with T (yQR, 1S97, p. 559).
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the two words, "'P^p'^n niPIIi' (xxxviii. 7 'n ; Isa. Ix. 14 ']f)), which is

the complement of D^'^ ^'?2^"7i^ 'pJ • Observe that Ben Sira, who may

allude to our passage in Sir. xl. 16, uses the phrase WD vp^"*^!' in

connection with the flower called shiisJian in Sir. xlix. 8. This writer is

fond of the psalms.

19. For ^J^'^^^Q^ read ''^*;»37 with Herz (cp. xxxviii. 18), and for

^3D^<J^ re^d ^'^yu (i^ and D confounded, ^ and T ; 3 inserted). G kui

KUT e'/nou, corrupted from kui els Tpav^ara (jj-ov. So Herz.

20. For M's jnyT" iib") WD2 {G DT^J . fi^'Kynyes) read "23.

*J1~1F13 '7?<*3n"T' (cp. on T'. 1 1/'). The editor did his best with fragments

of the text.—For l^l-^Sl lyip read inrn'^Ja IN^p. Cp. /. 32

(v. 25). Lines 21 and 22, as restored, confirm one another. Ol.. Bi.,

Che.'^), Ba., Kau. read for DOJ, D^nDJ, but 'aliens 'have no place in

this context, nor can we easily, with Bertholet {Die Stclhmg, 185)'

illustrate D"'"1DJ by Ixix. 9, where "'"132 is clearly equivalent to ^")DJ3
'

• : T • ; T :

as if 'J could be applied to born Jews. On cxiv. 7 f., 11, see note.

21. For Jli^'i:: ••jpS "Sjn:! G apparently reads Ij;,'':' ''I'SMl

(or Jli3,v ?) JV'?. Since ]rT2 cannot mean 'to vex,' critics in general have

at once rejected this, though Wellh. adopts ysyj IJ^*? (improbable).

Herz proposes "•J^nZ (from yiVX) which is scarcely possible. We., doubt-

fully, ''Sin.r). Kead perhaps for a >^ 'M'^^ '•J^njl^ (cp.xxii. 8 f.). "h

fell out, 7 being liable to confusion with *2 (the letter which follows in

M). For b I propose [112] -13^^21^; the former word corresponds to

JU'*^) while T13. fell out through its resemblance to ip^2- This,

however, is only a possible and suitable conjecture.

22. Omit ^^Ihi (^- 17), an editorial insertion, and for nS~in TV2'2

read C)~lb iT'l^'i^j] (xxii. 14) ; T\ (= lO) may be a fragment of =]~1j

.

For pnn read "^pHT^ (Bi.). Cp. on xvii. 5.

23. M Dn\viii^,p. 01., Dy, Gr., Che.-', We. trace here V[J]N"i:^,

'to roar.' liut it is quite as easy and produces a better sense

to read DT^")^-—For TllTT' read M^n (see on xxii. 21), and
• T • : • T -

for D''TE)3 read D'lSlD (xxxiv. 11).

24. Verse 18 (a hexameter) in M supplies the place of a lost line.

25. The constructions "y^'^j ^3\n} >b and Q^rr "'H.'iJJ are very

questionable ; the theories in Kon., Syni., p. 236, n. i, are improbable.

Read \bl2':^\S\ bt^yyiJ' '^^y\ I^V 'h-T^^fb^^. Cp. on xxxviii.

20, Ixix. 5. Omit ]^y liJ"lp% based on a dittographed "2^2'^ "lp!i^
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26. Omit T (Bi.), and read '•I^X- (Ixxvi. 10) ; this was miswritten

^WT ; hence ''PJI. The improbable word y^"] was unknown to the

ancient interpreters (cp. S). ''p;i3 (Hal, AVr. sJm. iii. 50 f.) is not

suitable.

27. M ]^2'tn\ jliDTp '•"121. Bi. and Du. keep this, but it makes

an unsuitable parallel to the next line. ''"127 too is suspicious ; in the

parallel instances (Ixv. 4, cv. 27, cxxxvii. 3, cxlv. 5) it seems to be corrupt.

Read yi) 1p"in^ D''n''3D3 (cp. Lam ii. 16). The elements have been

ingeniously worked up, so that no single word of the corrupt reading

corresponds to any single word of the Hebrew text.—Omit the super-

fluous ''by.
~ T

2S. ]\I ^2yy r^r^i^~)- Not a natural exclamation for these ruffians.

Read probably IHI^Z'STI HSl ; cp. /. 32.

30 f. For nn^^'il read nmi'- I" ^ "^21^ (a gloss) has taken the
T T T

place of n:»'pn.—Omit mnv
T • T

32. ^ni^y^H ^^^J^i''"'?^^ (end of?'. 25) is a correction of the corrupt

DH^l T)pN''"'7NV For the obscure ^2t-i2 ('our appetite'?) read

certainly with Houb., Lowth, Street, ^niy^SJ^, a suitable
||

to '^2-

Metre requires fTNn to be supplied before '^2-

33. M "•'^•'l.ian. Read certainly D'^'i'^PSTT (see on xxxviii. 17,

Iv. 13).—34.— In a insert Tin*' (metre). The insertions in v. 26a, v. zjb,

and 7'. 28 (noticed by Du.) come from xl. 15 {T^'y'D for ':iE)r7), xl. 17,

and Ixxi. 24 respectively. D'^TT'pD should be 21 bUTil ; cp. on Ixix.

20, Ixxi. 8, 15, 24.

PSALM XXXVI.— I.

J\ FRAGMENT of a psalm on the wickedness of Israel's oppressors. For its

tendency, see the opening note. Tlie text is specially ccrrupt, and the original

meaning may have been further obscured by editorial manipulation. Still the
parallel passages, x. 1-7 and xiv., enal)le us to correct the errors with considerable
probability. Like I's. .xiv. the passage is in pentameters.

Deposited. Of 'A?-ab-cthan.

1 Nt) judgment [of Yahwe]
|
for the prince of Jerahmeel,

No God-given terror
|

for the leader of Edom :

For Yahwe covers his eyes |
from the guilt of Ishmael.
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He speaks but of harm and deceit,
|

he has ceased to act

wisely :
^

4
Harm [and sorrow] and violence

|
are all his devices, 5

He persists in every bad course,
|
he abhors not evil.

1-3. The statement that there is x. i the psahnist does but complain to

no judgment for the tyrant reminds us Vahwe that lie covers His eyes, but
of the complaints in Ixxiii. 11 ff. (reading here, forgetting his privilege of ' pour-

IQJ^I). The psalmist is tempted to '"S ,""' his complaint' to his God, the
- T speaker lays it down as a fact that

despair of a recompence for faith. Ps. Vahwe has turned away, without at-

xiv. is, therefore, only parallel in part, tempting to alter the fact by the
for there it is the oppressor who says persuasions of believing prayer. The
that God is inactive—practically non- prince ofJcrahiiuel{z^.\'^\\\\. 22, ex. 6)
existent, but here it is a psalmist of is a personification of his people ; cp.
Israel who, arguing from the experience Isa. x. 12 ff. In lii. 3, 'Jerahmeel' is

of the moment, declares that there is again personified ; cp. also xiv. i.

no judgment. There too the psalmist . ,

points forward to a sudden terror (inD) 4-6. Cp. x. 4, 7.— "l-a-Z^n? •

which will beset the wicked, but here ^p. xiv. 2, fOIi'^ U/'.T—2-^2''?1V

no such God-given terror is expected /•- • "T'^'t?

for the princes of Edom. So loo in
'"'

' ' - r
'

Critical Notes, i f. M ;i;t'3~D><J ,
' an oracle of rebellion ' ? But

though DJ^J might, irregularly, introduce the title of a post-exilic

prophecy, it is, from an exegetical point of view, not possible here ; I

marvel that Duhm should not see this. Opj or D'i'J (I"^f., Gr., Diestel)

however, is too slight a correction. Parallelism suggests that the initial

^}J may represent ^^^^ ; and the sense seems to require ^mH''] IDD'\i^P

(cp. X. 5, 6).—M ''-^t) n~lp2 Vt'b . G S J, and two edd. of T, pre-

suppose l^./, and a host of critics (Houb., Dathe, Lowth, Ew., 01.,

Che.^'', Kau., Beer, We.) adopt this. This expedient, however, implies

that the rest of the line is altogether, or nearly, correct, which is not the

case. We shall find a number of cases in which "^ conceals a fragment

of '7^^Qm'' (see on Ixxiii. i, Ixxvi. 6) ; 2~lp too (cp. '?J^D~I3 , Job xx.xii. 2)

probably represents a part of the same word. Read '''?J<DnT "yd^

(cp. t!)X^ for Tk^r, l.wiii. 22, c.\. 6).—M V^;^ "^"^P
• "^^eak. Read

probably DHK l^Jj'p ; ^Jl = TJ

3. M r:''i72 V'?*^ p"''7nn"''3 . Evidently corrupt ; no help from

the versions. What is the subject of 'r\7\ ? Can V7^< mean ' with

reference to Yahwe ' ? Palliatives are We.'s suggestion of V"IQJ^

(cp. Prov. ii. 16, vii. 5) and Buhls of ^^^~)"'?^< (cp. Prov. xxix. 5), for

yh'^ (we might add mn"'"':?hJ, cp. cxlv. 12, l.xxvii. 3). But VJ''>'2 is also

suspicious, and the whole line has to be brought into fuller accordance

' To act well.
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with lines i and 2. Remembering x. \b we can hardly help reading,

TT;^ [mn''] Wrhti. U'bVp- An imperfect p might be misread as Q,

and the corruptions of Q^n'?i< in the Psalms are numerous.—

M

'^i'd^ ^JU^ ^J!al!D7 • The first word or the third is clearly superfluous,

and neither word suits the context. We.'s 1Q7 is too remote ; Herz's

yiSS'? would require 13,7 • Both J^jJ'O? and 'i^'W'^ appear to represent

an ethnic, and that ethnic is "'^'NipiT'' (cp. on D^V^i^t' , Ixiv. 9). Read

5. Sense and metre require rjin'ki'n::"':'^ D'^m \b:2V^] ]^^<

;

t;:-t tt: tt:vt
note Pasek. Cp. Ivi. 6.

6. Read ?T-|"T''?D3 (G), with Herz, who also suggests JH^ D
' V V T : T ;

precedes).

PSALM XXXVI.—2.

i RIMETERS. A fragment of a meditation on Yahwe's lovingkindness and righ-

teousness from which none are excluded (for God is the gracious Lord of the whole
world), but which is specially to be felt in the temple. There faithful Jews can

almost forget their perilous position ; they are like guests at a rich banquet. But

ere they depart, they pray for deliverance from their wicked oppressors, or, in

other words, that lovingkindness and righteousness may still be displayed towards

Israel. It is a mistake to suppose v. 13 has come from another context. In the

true text the connexion is unbroken. Note the allusion to P in v. 7 (/. 4).

Ps. Ixiii. (corrected text) is parallel. This psalm supplements xxxvi.^^- ; see /. 5.

I Thy lovingkindness is as high as the heavens, 6

And thy faithfulness as the skies.

Thy righteoustiess is like mount Jerahmeel, 7

Thy justice is like the great abyss.

Edoni and Rehoboth thou wilt subdue
;

How precious is thy lovingkindness, O Yahwe ! 8

The sufferers of thy people sing for joy.

Under the shadow of th}' wings they find refuge
;

They feast on the richness of thy house, 9

ID With the stream of thy delicacies thou refreshest them.

For beside thee is the fountain of life, lO

By thy light we see light.

Preserve thy lovingkindness for those that know thee, 11

And thy righteousness for the upright in heart.

Let not the foot of pride tread upon me, 12

Nor the hand of the wicked put me to flight
;

Let the workers of harm fall, . 13

iS Let them be thrust down, and not be able to rise.
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jiosition of Israel, this is not likely.

Besides, on the analogies mentioned,

tlie phrase DlhJ ''22. would imply
blame. See crit. n.

S. The spirit of Elohim is repre-

sented as if a great bird in Gen. i. 3 ;

in Dt. xxxii. ii f. Yah we himself is

likened to an eagle. Cp. xvii. 8, Ivii.

2, Ixi. 5, and the
||
passage Ixiii. 7 ; also

Ruth ii. 12.

9. See on xxiii. 5. y^^ ; cp. Ixiii.

6, Isa. Iv. 2, Jer. xxxi. 13.

10. /HJ , a perennial stream (see

?'. ioa), metaphorically, as Mic. vi. 7,

Job XX. 17. Cp. -|n:i , xlvi. 5. T/i}'

delicacies, D"'JDii^, as Isa. xxv. 6.
• T

There is no reference to ' Eden,' as

interpreters of JM's text suppose.

II f. The fountain of life.

Cp. Jer. ii. 13, xvii. 13, Prov. xiii. 14,
xiv. 27. The tree of life is not men-
tioned in the Psalms (but four times
in Prov.). Both tree and river of
life occur in Rev. xxii. i f. The
Chalda-an legend says that Istar found
it in the nether wrorld when she returned
to revive Tammuz {Duihu). By thy
light, &c. Cp. iv. 7. Life and light
are parallel ; cp. Job iii. 16, 20, Ps.
xlix. 20. Ivi. 14. G finds the hope of
immortality {o^o^iQa (pds ; cp. Fs. Sol.

iii. 16), and no doubt there is a
Messianic touch in the expression. It

is but a foretaste of coming bliss that

can as yet be enjoyed by the pious.

16. ""^IJiri. To 'wander' is a

vivid term for exile or dispersion (lix.

12, Gen. iv. 12, 14, 2 K. xxi. 8), which
involved for individuals the danger of
beggary (cix. 10, cp. Prov. xxvii. S)
and for the community religious inani-

tion (cp. Hos. iii. 4).

17 f- See introd. and crit. note.

The ivorkers of harm are primarily the
N. Arabians (see the parallelism in Ps.

xiv., lines 7, 8).

Critical Notes, i. M W^2'^T^1 mHV Here are two difficulties.

I. The unsyncopated H, and 2. the omission of the 'tertium compara-
tionis.' The parallels for the first (2 K. vii. 12, see Klo. ; Neh. ix. 19) are

very doubtful. Ivii. 11 might suggest that 'pilH had dropped out; but

ni suggests that Ij; has been lost, and that prefixed to ip was T\2l (cp.

ciii. 1 1). Psalm xxxvi.'-' being a fragment, TVST? was prefixed by the early
editor to clear up the sense.— 3. M '7hJ-n"in3 . Read ':'J^:2m'''~)rTZ).

I ff. So Ivii. II, ciii. II.

—

Mount
yerahiiuel, i.e. the mountains of the

Negeb. See crit. n. The received text,

however, has ' God's mountains,' a fine

phrase, though unsuitable in an ad-

dress to ^'aliwc. Cp. xc. 2, Prov. viii.

25, Job XV. 7, Mic. vi. 2, Hab. iii. 6. The
Elohim themselves dwelt on a moun-
tain (Ezek. xxviii. 14, cp. Isa. xiv. 13),

and mountain-tops were specially sacred,

like the stars (Isa. xiv. 13) and the

cedar-trees (Ixxx. II, civ. 16).— Thy
justice. The traditional reading ' thy

judgments' is obscure; it might mean
either ' thy punishments ' or ' thy de-

cisions ' (see crit. n.) How is God's
justice like the great abyss (Gen. vii.

II, P) ? Because it is unsearchable
(Rom. xi. 33, where ' thy judgments,'

plural, occurs ; cp. Job xi. 9, ' deeper
than Sheol,' of the divine wisdom) ?

Rather because the 'great abyss' is the

source of all the regular, beneficent

waters of the earth. Thus solidity

and fulness are the two qualities pre-

dicated of the divine righteousness.

This ' righteousness ' (Street, ' bounty ')

may be viewed as the carrying out in

act of ' lovingkindness.'

—

Edom and
Rehoboth, &c. An allusion to xxxvi.'^*

The editorial substitute, however, is

fine, ' Man and beast thou dost deliver.'

n!t2i^3. here means the animal world

in general (Gen. iii. 14, Prov. xxx. 30,
Eccles. iii. 19, 21, Ps. xlix. 13 [plur.],

but Ixxiii. 22 is corrupt). But a refe-

rence to a concrete deliverance is re-

quired.

7. The sufferers of thy people.
The text-reading, ' the human race

'

(see crit. n.), if correct, would have to

be explained on the analogy of xii. 2b,

xiv. za, where the Jews represent the
human race, as being the central
people ; Ixv. 3 and

||
passages, which

are corrupt, cannot be quoted here.

But so soon after /. 5, where D"7^^

is used of men in general, without any
implied reference to the privileged
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4-6. Read probably ^ip3lL^,'3 ; cp. on Ixxii. i.—Read D*inri[3], with

Hal.
; J precedes.—M ),^''U}'M^ , a. supposed allusion to the deliverance

of Noah and his animals. But if "[^LDSii'D were correct, and meant

' thy punishments ' (see above), we should not expect to find deliverance

referred to. Read probably liQDn n'l^nm D'lii (see xxxvi.'^')-— mn''

at the end of t'. 7 is a (correct) variant to D^^7^< in '^- 8.

7. M D"TM "'jm, spoiling the structure of the stanza. ^J3T does
T T

double duty. As a whole it represents a missing verb—liiTE'']) while

>J3 represents a word in regimen with Uli^ (?)• DlhJ ''J^, however,

though retained by Du., cannot be original (see note above) ; "^Ipy "^^2^

is the most suitable correction. Gr. ]V2X ^321 •

(.){. Read probably VTIV—M '^''2'^y- U'^yi]^ only here. 2 S. i. 24,

Jer. li. 34 need correction. '\'ery doubtful; perhaps connected with

^[0^, Job xxi. 24' (We.); but ]^l037 is even more doubtful. Read most

probably '?T''!lp^ (Isa. xxv. 6). See note above.

13. M "^'T^ui- It is usual to render 'prolong,' and to group this

passage with Ixxxv. 6, cix. 12, Jer. xxxi. 3, Neh. ix. 30. In Ixxxv. 6 this

sense is suitable, but in the other passages it produces a forced interpre-

tation. What we require here (and similarly in cix. 12, Jer. xxxi. 3) is

' Be faithful to thy covenant of lovingkindness, so that the arrogant and

the wicked may not oppress me.' It would be a poor expedient to reach

the sense by invoking the aid of Arabic, and rendering '^li'Q ' make

firm.' Clearly we must read '~\'2V ', W and Q were occasionally trans-

posed, so that niDti' became 1Z'i2 ', then "1, naturally enough, Avas mis-

taken for "y. In Neh. ix. 30, too, the text must be corrupt ; the various

supposed ellipses are equally intolerable. Read DFTin-
T T ~

15. M ^:3J^i2P. Read '2D')2r\ (Gr., Hal.); cp. Isa. xli. 25 (SBOT).

17. M i7^2 D'l), ^n'l, ^^y, either referring to an early experience
; T T : T

of the sudden collapse of the seeming prosperity of the wicked (01.), or

perfects of prophetic certainty (Del., Bii., Davidson), or precative perfects

(Kon., Synt., % lyzb). KiJn. advocates the third view, as producing a

connexion with t'. 12. Du. suggests that v. 13 may be a remnant of the

continuation of vv. 2-5 ; metre, however, does not favour this view. The
probability is that Q"^ is a remnant of D^y'vi^"). The eye of the scribe

may have wandered to the preceding line, in which D^^^tfl was rightly

given. The verbs should probably be ^73\ •inT\ I'PD^ [cp. Kon.]. The

corruption of 'H into Q*^ would lead to the alteration of the imperfects

into perfects, perhaps with a reminiscence of TTRS Dli') \iv. 5, where,

however, Qli' is certainly a corruption of D^i'IiH- The contrast between
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/. 12 f. and /. 13 f. now becomes natural and striking. The psalmists

constantly write, ' Let me be delivered, but let mine enemies be over-

thrown.'

PSALM XXXVII.

i RIMETERS. An alphabetical psalm (like ix.-x.), with only a few lacunje.

The four-line stanzas possess a pleasing symmetry, and warmth and sincerity of
feeling. The psalm should be read with Pss. xxxix., xlix., Ixxiii., cxi. f. Observe
(l) the respect for poverty, unknown to the hymns of the Rig Veda, and (2) the

insistence on the doctrine of earthly retribution, and on the imminence of a great
and final judgment. Naturally there are points of contact between this psalm and
the Books of Proverbs and Job. The awful mystery of Providence is, however, more
superficially treated here than in Job. Like the author of Ps. xci. the psalmist

sympathizes with the first speech of Eliphaz ; hence perhaps his two references to

personal experience (vv. 25, 35 f. ; cp. Job iv. 12 ff., v. 3). Its alphabetic form,
literary affinities, and didactic character alike prove it to be one of the later

psalms. In three stanzas probably the Jerahmeelites are referred to by name.
On the treatment of the problem of retribution in Pss. xxxvii., xxxi.x., Ixxiii.

cp. Couard, Th. St. u. Kr. 1901, pp. 10 ff.

Of^Arab-ethan. i

I Be not incensed at evil doers,

Nor enraged at those who practice injustice
;

For they will quickly fade away like grass, 2

And wither like the green herbs.

Trust in Yahw^, and take refuge in him, 3

Seek lovingkindness and faithfulness
;

Then wilt thou have enjoyment of Yahwe, 4
And he will grant thee thy heart's petitions.

Yahwe redeemeth the crushed, 5

10 Rely upon him and he will succour
;

He will make thine innocence as clear as the hght, 6

And thy just claim as the noonday.

Wait quietly on Yahvv^, and patiently expect him, 7

Be not incensed at one whose course prospers,

At the man who carries out +wicked+ devices.

Desist from anger, forsake wrath, 8

Be not incensed at Jerahmeel
;

For evil-doers will be cut off, 9

20 The Jerahmeelites will be rooted out.

Yet a little while, and the wicked will be no more, 10

When thou markest his place, he will be gone.

The sufferers will inherit the land, 1

1

And will enjoy an abundance of peace.
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The wicked plots against the righteous, 12

And gnashes his teeth at him
;

The Lord hiughs at him, 13

For He sees his day +of u'oe+ coming.

The wicked draw the sword ^ 14

30 - To skiy the upright in heart.

Their sword will pierce their own heart, 15

And their bows will be broken.

Better is the little of the righteous, 16

Than the great wealth of the wicked
;

For the arms of the wicked will be broken, 17

But Yahwe upholds the righteous.

Yahwe regards the concerns of the blameless, 18

And their possession will remain for ever
;

They will not be put to shame in the evil time, 19

40 And in the days of famine they will be satisfied.

For those who are blessed by him will possess the land, 22

And those who are cursed by him will be cut off.

For^ Yahwe's enemies will perish like locusts, 20

All of them will be crushed like moths.

The wicked borrows and cannot pay.back, 21

But the righteous shows pity and gives
;

The steps of the righteous are guided by Yahwe
; 2^

50 He tests him, and searches out his conduct
;

Should he fall, he will not lie prostrate, 24
For Yahwe upholds his hand.

I have been young and now am become old, . 25

And never have I seen the righteous forsaken.

The posterity of Cushan [will be cut oflf].

The posterity of Jerahmeel [will be rooted out].

Shun evil and do good, 27

Seek peace [and pursue it].

For Yahwe loves justice, 28

60 And forsakes not his pious ones,

' And bend their bow. - To lay low the sufTering and the poor.

* The wicked.
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Those that practice injustice will be destroyed,

And the offspring of the wicked will be cut off.

The righteous will possess the land, 29

And dwell therein for ever.

The mouth of the righteous utters wisdom, 30

And his tongue speaks what is right.

The law of his God is in his heart, 31

His foot will not waver.

The wicked watches the righteous, . 32

70 And seeks ^occasion+ to slay him.

Yahwe will not leave him in his power, 33

Nor condemn him when he is judged.

Hope in Yahwe, and keep his way, 34
He will exalt thee that thou possess the land;

When the wicked are cut off, thou shalt look on.

I have seen a wicked man exulting, 35
And shouting for joy at his treasure

;

But when I passed by +again+ lo, he was gone 36

80 When I sought him, he could not be found.

Preserve blamelessness, attach thyself to uprightness, 37
For there is a future for a man of peace.

But transgressors are destro3'ed together, 38

The future of the wicked is cut off.

The deliverance of the righteous comes from Yahwe, 39

He is their refuge in time of trouble.

Yahw^ helps them and rescues them,^ 40
He delivers them because they trust in him.

I f. Almost a repetition of Frov. from heaven, and which, if unchecked,

xxiv. 19; cp. also rrov.iii. 31 nnan "lay lead to the denial of God's
righteousness (see xlix. o, 17, Ixxui. 3).

should, of course, be inJlj") , Gr.), ,>,,nn c / ^ n t 1••„•, D 1 •••, TT 7. jjyDJl- So /. 24. Cp. fob
xxni. 17, xxiv. I, Ps. Ixxni. 2. Here, ..' ^cT ,^ t i

••• ,'V .11 -1 J I .u xxn. 26, xxvn. 10, Isa. Ivni. I4.
at any rate, the evil-doers are the ^

Jerahmeelite intruders in Juda:a. Cp. 9- nSlJ ;see crit. n. on Ps. ix.-x.,

//. iS, 20, 56, 78.—Si3[2J^~7^i, 'p /. 53. The third stanza is now con-

means the glow of passionate excite-
secutive.

ment which would fain bring down fire 11 f. Cp. Job xi. 17, Isa. Iviii. 10.

^ He rescues them from the wicked.
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• 13. Dil (I""!" Dl) ; cp. Ixii. 2

(ccrr. text), 6.

18. AVho makes haste, &c.

See z'. i6i^, and cp. xlix. 16, Ixxiii. 7 f.

A distinct reference to the danger of

seeking riches is indispensable in such

a psalm. See crit. n.

23. The sufferers, i.e. ' the

opposite party to the wicked,' as Joseph
Mede {JVorks, 161) long ago saw. Cp.
on ix. 13.

—

Inherit the land. Similarly

//. 41, 63, 74. Cp. XXV. 13, I Chr.

xxviii. 8 (Mt. v. 5).

28. His day, i.e. the day on
which he was to perish ; cp. Job iii. 3,
' the day wherein I was to be born '

;

xviii. 20. ' astonished at his day (of

ruin).'

29 f. For the idea, cp. vii. 15 ff.,

ix. 16 ff., XXXV. 8.

43 f. See crit. n.—45 f. The
wicked man is so straitened that he
cannot pay his debts. The good man
is so prosperous that he can afford even
to give to the (righteous) poor.

49 f. A quotation from Prov. xx.

24; cp. Prov. xvi. 9, xxiv. 16, Jer. x.

23.

—

He tests him. Cp. xxvi. 2.

—

I^D is, of course, too large a term ;

the psalmist quotes a general statement,

and then applies it to a special section

of mankind.

53 f. Cp. Prov. X. 3, xiii. 25.

—

57 f. Ouoted from xxxiv. 15.

69. nSiji ; cp. ix.-x., /. 53 (x. 8,

(corr. text).—72. Nor condemn him.

It is the controversy of opposed nations,

in which Yahwe is the Judge (so Ol.).

77-80. See introd. The N. Arabian

oppressors are accused of enriching

themselves by violence, as in Hi. 9,

Ixii. II (corr. text). See crit. note.

82, 84. n^inS , rendered (Kyova

by G in Prov. xxiii. II, xxiv. 20.

' Future,' however, is probably the true

meaning in the passages where it is

usually rendered ' posterity.' ' The
future . . is cut off' (/. 84) is quite

intelligible (so cix. 13 ; cp. Prov. xxiii.

18/'). See Duhm's note, and Frankeu-
berg on Prov. xxiii. iS.

Critical Notes. 5 f. M 2it3"ntoyi (from/. 57). Read i2~npm.—

M T\y\iyi!i, 'nV~\'\ V^^i yy^- Dei., We., Xau., Dn., 'Dwell in the

land, and cherish fidelity.' E\v., Ba., ' Then wilt thou dwell in the land,

and have secure pasturage.' There is a similar division among the

Greek interpreters. 'A S'. Kai vffiov ttio-tiv. 2 koI iroi^alvov hir)V(Kods. G,

Kill KaTa(TKi']vov Ti)v yrjv Kai Tvoifxavdrjcri] kiA rw TrXovTW aiiTrji (cf. G, V. 1 6),

which only differs from 'A Se. in the adoption of n^lQIl for HfJIDJ^

—

a
T -: T v:

manifest error. In fact, 'A Se., Schultens, E\v., Ba. give an inter-

pretation not wholly without plausibility. The adverbial use of rTJ"),*2J^ ,

'securely,' presents no difficulty (Ges.—Kau., § 118 g), and the

description of Canaan as a pasture is familiar to all (Ezek. xxxiv. 14 ff.

;

Mic. vii. 14). Del.'s view, on the other hand, supposes two quite dis-

similar statements to be co-ordinated. Elsewhere in the psalm, ' dwelling

in the land' is the happy prospect held out to the good
; yiS'pti' , if

correct, certainly ought to be a promise here. But, however plausible,

Ew.'s explanation of n.]1i2S nyi will not bear examination. If the

image of a pasture had presented itself to the writer's mind, it would have

found clearer expression (ililDK is vague) and much more elaborate

treatment. There is a corruption of the text, and it can very easily be

healed. Cp. xxxiv. 15^, and correct yihJ pti' accordingly into U}\^2

TDn (cp. on /. 58). Similar letters in sound or appearance were
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confounded. nyi is superfluous ; it has arisen out of a dittographed

"TDn (D and _y, H and n confounded).

9 f. M ^31"^ mri''"'?;; b^H , One might plausibly read '"^i^t bit

(cp. Jer. xi. 20, xx. 12 ?) with GST. But, in the light of xxii. 9, we must

read HDlph HIH^ bi^t'H- 1 in n:02T is a fragment of ,1 •—M ^^i^^

Read yiif\ see on xxii. 32<^.

13. M i^ ';)^irTJim . The Hithpolel of 7in occurs elsewhere only

in (a) Job xv. 20, and ((^) Jer. xxiii. 19. But in (a) read bbilPiD with

Beer, and in (/;) t''?iiin*3 with Giesebrecht. If 'njlil were correct, it

should mean ' suffer pain.' Read /nim ; H and 7 were dittographed.

So, too, I should read in Job xxvcv. i^d (for 77inn), where Beer's t^rTTI

seems less probable after QiT (M ^n).

18. M yirh "TfJ^, 'it tendeth only to evil-doing' (R.V., Driver).

But the expression is 'very awkward' (01.), and it spoils the parallelism.

Duhm (who renders 'only to one's own injury') compares the phrase in

XV. 4r. The comparison is helpful, but only for emendation of the text.

Read 7i<pn~1^3 • The letters are shifted up in M. The ^ dropped

out ; 3j n and !2 became J, n and p respectively. 'm^ is, in fact,

often mutilated thus. Halevy, J?"in'? VS •

- •• T : ' T

20. M y-)J< !)i:;T"' HDH mrr ••^.pl . Too long for a trimeter, and

an undue anticipation of /. 23. ' Jerahmeelites ' has once more been

broken up and transformed ; the proper verb was also first misread, then

broken up and expanded. Read ^^I'il/'^ D^/N'.DrTT'l (cp. lii. 7).

29 f. Omit Dr\pP_ 13111 and ]Vn^<T ^^V b'linb (glosses). Cp.

Duhm.—M TTll-nrV Read with G and 18 MSS. of Kenn. and de R.,

^7 '^ (vii. 11); Jer. combines the readings. The corruption was easy.

34. M prjil ; G ttXovtov (ttoXi'i/). Read ]}n B D B 'abundance,

wealth'; cf. Eccles. v. 9, Isa. Ix. 5. Siegfried {Prediger, 52) gives this

sense to \\'CiT\ in Ezek. v. 12 (read vii. 12), but S S and B D B propose

' multitude '
;

' noisy throng ' seems the meaning (so Isa. v. 14). In Isa.

Ix. 5 W li^n should be DT^^^ 'jV.Dil (xvii. 12). In Eccles. v. 9 prjil is

not a natural parallel to ~DD ; it is no doubt a lapsus calami for ]in ;

the same correction is expedient in Ezek. xxix. 19, xxx. 4 (in interpolated

clauses; see Co.), for what gain would there be in choosing a less

natural expression ? It is possible that in G's time ]li'^n was already

supposed to mean sometimes 'riches,' but this only shows how early \\T\

and ]i^n were confounded by the scribes, just as ^3 became ^J3 and
(the reverse process) IT^y became n;'. B D B, therefore, should

I. M
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notice that the text is repeatedly very doubtful. Read here '^ri-—

M

D''3"l ; unsuitable. The error was produced by ]1^2rT. Read 2~)

(G, We.).

37. U V2\ an error produced by D'/'2''^3n. Read Oil (G, Gr.,

We.). Cf. /. 9 ; i. 6.

41 f. The transposition of 7'. 22 was suggested by Briill.

43 f. 'The whole verse (20) is no doubt corrupt' (Dy.). First, as to

Q>"1D np^3 (point so ; cf. Kon., ii. i, p. 240). "Ip^ is an Aramaism (cp.

Kon., ii. I, p. 498) which occurs occasionally in late writings beginning

M'ith Jer. XX. 5, but nowhere again in Pss., except in xlix. 13, 21, where

the text is corrupt. It is true, M points '3 1|5''3, i-- it takes "ip^ to be

the constr. st. of the adj. ip^ . This implies the rendering, ' like the

most precious part of the (sacrificial) lambs,' i.e. the fat (so Kenn. takes

it. Remarks, 191)- A most unsuitable sense here. But surely the

artificial phrase ' like the preciousness of the meadows ' is hardly more

admissible. D^HB does not mean 'meadows' (see on Ixv. 14). Gr.

proposes D"*"!?! plO ; cf. //. 3, 4, and for W~\T\, cxlvii. 8. But the

reference to 'smoke' in /. 42 conflicts with this. Hence Burgess (1879)

and Wellh. propose lp''3 (Isa. x. 16), followed by 0^3, 'pastures'

(Bur.) or D^n3 , 'ovens' (We.). But is the sense produced natural } As

soon as we have corrected /. 42, we shall see what the poet may have

written in /. 41. We pass on, then, to ^^^3 V^JQ ^'^3 • The double

1*73 is very suspicious (cf. Ixviii. 3^); for the second we should have
T

expected DH'^Q'' (cii. 4). But is II^^^O right? Certainly 3 should

rather be 3 (G S J, many MSS.), and in Isa. Ii. 6 ]l£/^3 is a mistake

for ^i;3 ; the verb which follows should be read 1J<31J {see SBOT),

and the same verb has probably been corrupted here into 1'73 . Read
T

'2 Z^V3 d'>'3 • Now we see how to correct Dn3 "ipO ; this should be
T T T •..

D"'3Jn3 (iT ''3^i< 113S^ O)- For parallels see crit. note on xc. gd,
• T-: - T •• :

and cf. £fic. Bib., ' Locusts ' and ' Moths.' Observe that the traditional

rendering of the text is unknown to G («/za rw ^o^aadijvai avrovs Kal

v^atdrjvai).

49. M !13:i3 13J~''li>":i:3 (cf Prov. xx. 24), against context, ni^li

here does double duty. It forms part of two distinct words which stood

together, viz. '2{0 and p'^l'H. p in the latter word is represented by J

in -)3J. 1^21313 should be ^Ji!n3"', which belongs to /. 50.—M i3")lT

V3n\ a relative clause with lli^ii omitted (Ba.).? This seems to be

.against metre and parallelism. Perles, ' his way he makes straight,' com-
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paring Job xl. 17 (?). Should we not read '^311^ iSllI (Lam. iii. 40),

with Herz ?

55 f. The words Unb~'lL?p2D iy~lJl make a fifth line to the stanza.

Duhm supposes it to have been misplaced ; he puts it between z'. 20a

and 20b. He has also a very plausible suggestion for v. 26f>, which,

emending I^HT, he reads nD"1^7 il^TT (rather short for a trimeter).

He makes no objection to v. 26a, which describes the righteous man as

constantly 'showing pity and lending,' though in v. 21 he is described as

' showing pity ?Lr\d 0z'ing;^ and though after v. 25 we seem to require the

mention of something more closely connected with the deliverance of the

righteous from cruel enemies than the statement of the righteous man's

constant compassionateness. But here, as so often, the most obvious

solutions of textual problems are not the best. Possibly the editor had

before him an already corrupted text. But he certainly wished, living

perhaps long after the psalmist, to efface the indications of mere temporary

national dangers, and it is possible that a more critical editor would still

have discerned the ethnic 'Jerahmeel.' That Qri/, DVn~7D) and rTD"l3

are elsewhere corruptions of t'Nujni^ is practically certain ; HDIZl'?

is still more plausibly viewed as a distorted 'm^, and ni/^T may very

possibly be another. As to li/pIlQ, the ^ may possibly have come from

"1, and belong to Urh (a fragment of 'JTV), and ^\)72 = W'Vp ^cp. ^^^2

in Gen. xv. 2) is very probably a corruption of ;^3 . ]Jin seems an

insertion from 7'. 21. Read, therefore, comparing line 20

—

[t'w^'] ':'i:?pnT inn

58. M ubSvb n^T. Read [inai-n] uhw tyii. cp. on /. 6
T : : "It: t '—

From xxxiv. i^b.

6i. M Tirj'ii^J Zb^yh; so J S T. But the first word should begin

with ^, and '^'OWl is elsewhere reflexive. After ds tov alwva (pyXaxdrj-

s-ovrai G gives livoyLOi be fKhKax^h'^'^VTai (so J^*^''* A R T ; B wrongly ufiionoi

€K8iKr]6f}(TovTai.), i.e. TV2!^1 D"*7iy (cp. Job xxix. 7, G Trapdvofioi ; so Houb.,

Kenn., Hu., Hi., Ley, Bii., &c.). This is too short for a line. Hence

Bi., Che.'", Du., Sievers insert n7^y^ ; Dviy may have dropped out in

M, D/Wy '" G's text. But considering (i) that in /. 83 D7lJ,v does ;io^

occur, (2) that 7^y in G generally := ('I'St/cof, once (Job xxix. 7) napuvoyioi,

but never avoyLos, and (3) that 7iy nowhere occurs in Pss., while Tv^'S]} ''tit^

occurs in this very psalm (/. 2), Bo.'s suggestion to restore the latter phrase

alone is to be preferred.
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68 f. M G VlliJSI • "Iti^X being fem., ll^i^hJ (sing.) is more natural.

So Houb., Gr. Cp. Job xxxu 7, n^\^ H'i^D D^< •—M HBTi. Franken-

berg (ZA TJV, xv. 125) ]3i:. But see on x. 8.

77 f. M yiy, tautologicaliy, for y is a synonym for ^li^"!. G

vnepvyj^ovfxd'ov, perhaps n'^PJ- Duhm's reading y>7ij^= TvJ7, or perhaps

rather y':'^', seems better.—M myDQI, 'emptying itself? G S suggest

n^yr\i2 (cp. byn*, Jer. H. 3?) or S'^'^np- Herz remarks on the accu-

mulation of 1, J^, y, n, and rr in //. 77 f, and suggests V'''\t''2- But

since it is not the wicked dnXoos whom at any rate the early psalmists

denounce, but the N. Arabian oppressors, and since we have found the

Jerahmeelites already spoken of (//. 18, 20, 56), it is probable that

n"iyni2T is a corruption of 7^<^^^"l^ (7 and j~| are liable to confusion).

— AI 13i?"l miND ;
J,'sicut indigenam virentem'; 'A, w? avroxOoiv (vda\>]s

T - ;
— T : V

(Field); 2, coy «V Spvfxa 6 avTOfxaros civarfiXas ev6a\j]s. G has ojj to? Kefipouy

Tov Ai^dvov ; and so G in Aphraates (Ba.)
; J {A need. Alaredsol. iii. i, 43),

'sicut cedrum (Vg., cedros) Libani,' i.e. "jijl^n HhiS- So Hi., Dy.,

Gr., Bii., Che.(", Kau., Du. ; but We., Driv. (?), ]^yp_ PNS- piH is

certainly an unfortunate word (see on Iii. 10, xcii. 11), and some error is

probable, but ^IJ^Xh] is not the only possible one. If '^\'^^ represents

'7NQn")\ clearly ]i37"1 must have come out of a participle, and y^j,', the

adopted reading in /. 77, at once suggests ]-)n;^ (D and y easily con-

founded). nnti^D presumably has come from rf~)iki<ill (cp. Hi. 9).

79. M my^T. Read 13^^") (G S J, Houb., Kenn., Hi., De., &c.).
— T

81. Read '^t\ DP (G S, Horsley, Street, Schorr, Kr., Gr., We., Du.).

85 f. Read r\V')^r\ (S J, Gr., Bi., Che.'", Ba., Kau., We.) ; also

i^^n m^, and continue Dliy^ (Du.).
TT : ~~

PSALM XXXVIII.

1 RIMETERS. A psalm of complaint largely compo.sed of reminiscences from

Pss. vi., xxxi., XXXV., also from Isa. liii. (see on /. 25 f). We can hardly say

that a ' deep ' sense of sin is expressed in it ; the psalm is by no means entirely

what we mean by 'penitential.'' The speaker does indeed admit himself to be

"uilty (//. 7, 8), but he only infers his guilt from the magnitude of his affliction ;

he has no definite idea in what his guilt consists. He can only sigh and groan

—

he cannot truly 'confess' his sins (see on 7'. 19), and before uttering his last

almost despairing cry he refers, quite simply and naturally, to his good deeds. The
opposition of the Arabians, too, is a returning of evil for good (r'. 21). That

the speaker is the pious commimity is surely certain. The variety of the details

of the description shows that it is allegorical, and this is confirmed by the closing

* Christian Use 0/ the Psalms, iljf.
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stanza, which is a prayer, not for the healing of a malady, but for deliverance from
enemies. That critical scholars like B. Jacob and Duhm should think otherwise

is strange (cp. on Ps. vi.). It \% plausible indeed to suppose that when "1^3tn7

(' to bring to remembrance') was inserted in the title, the psalm was regarded as

one suitable for a sick man to use in the confession oi sin (B. Jacob, ZATIV,
xvii. 52, 63 ff.). If, however, we reject the ordinary view which finds a reference

to the 'azkdra (Lev. xxiv. 7), it is best to explain "lOTH? as a corruption of

^mthJ/, 'of the Ezrahite,' and to suppose that there were two competing
T ; V :

assignments of Ps. xxxviii., to David and to Ethan or Heman respectively. The
case of Ps. xxxix. is exactly parallel. See also on Ps. Ixx. , title. In some MSS.
of G, in the Syro-hex. text, and in the lately published Sahidic version, there is an
addition to v. 21, which runs in the Greek thus, /cai a-Kippi-^av fn rhv ayanriThi' wad
vfKphv i^^iXvynivoi', whence derived we know not. See Field's Hex., and Bii.'s

note.

Marked : Of 'Arab-ethan : of \^Etha}i\ the Ezrahite. Of the

Ishmaelites. I

I O Yahwe ! punish me not in thy +full+ indignation, 2

Nor chastise me in thy +full+ fury :

For thine arrows have sunk into me, 3

And upon me thou hast laid thy hand.

Nowhere is my body sound because of thy wrath, 4
Nowhere is my frame heakhy because of my punishment

;

For through my guiltiness my body is parched, 5

Through my trespass my frame is become rotten.

]\Iy stripes are become noisome, 6

ID They fester because of ni}' unrighteousness.

Through my guiltiness I am bowed down greatly, 7

I walk about trembling continually.

For my loins are filled with anguish, 8

[I have] no rest in my pangs
;

I am benumbed, I am crushed exceedingly, 9

I groan because of the sighing of my heart.

Lord ! before thee is all my cr3'ing, 10

My sighing is not hidden from thee
;

The strength of my right hand has left me, 1

1

20 And the light of mine eyes is no more with me.

Mine enemies stand to behold my stroke,^ 12

And whisper [gathered together] at ni}- calamity
;

Those that are intent on my harm speak insults, 13

And talk of outrages continually.

' And my kinsmen stand afar off.
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But I am like a deaf man that hears not, 14

Like a speechless man that cannot open his mouth
;

I behave myself as a man that is stupefied, 15

And in whose mouth are no arguments.

Yea, for thee, O Yahwe, do I wait
;

16

30 Thou wilt answer, O Lord, m}' God
;

For I say, 'Lest the}' rejoice over me, 17

And jeer when my foot falters
!

'

I +indeed+ am set +ready+ for wounding, 18

Pains continually await me
;

Yea, I moan because of my stroke, 19

I pine away because of my punishment
;

Those of Jerahmeel are strong, 20

Ishmael and Cush are many in number
;

They recompense [me with] evil, 21

40 Those of Rehoboth are at feud with me.

Forsake me not, O Yahwe ! 22

O my God ! be not far from me.

Hasten hither to my help, 23

O Lord. +hasten+ [to] my succour !

I f. A quotation from vi. 2.-3. 28. Jlinilin, 'arguments in

Arrozvs. Cp. Job vi. 4a, xvi. 13.— 4.
^

Thy hand. Cp. xxxii. 4a.—5 f. Cp. self-justification,' as Job xxiii. 4.

Isa. i. S f. (of Israel). t,, • r .v j-' ^
' 29-40. The connexion of the dis-

15. Benumbed ("'JlJn3J) ; cp. tichs has caused some perplexity.

Ixxvii., /. II. — Crushed (TlOU)- Various proposals have been made (see

Q,. J •• , 01., Now., Du.), based on the sup-
). xliv. IQ, and cp. on xxxvii., /. 9. .• u u j tu .u \." *^ ' :? position that here and there the poet

21. IVly stroke, ^^JJ ; so /. 35; mentally turns back and supports what
•

'

he said before, but with insufficient
cp. Ixxui. 14. J lepram meam; see explanation. The chief difficulty is

Lev. xiii. 3. Cp. the description in
^^^^^^^^ ^^ ,, j^ ^^^_ ^^ f )_ ^,,,^i^,,^^ i^

"''• 7 '• M, contains a declaration on the part

25 f. Cp. Isa. liii. 7, where the of the speaker that he confesses his

servant of Yahwe (/.(?. the pious kernel sins, i.e. (according to Ol.) is no
of Israel) is described. This casts a longer an obstinate sinner as formerly,

clear light on the (juestion as to the Ol. thinks that such a declaration is

speaker in the psalm and as to the date. either to be connected with v. i6l> (/. 30),

For Isa. liii. must already have been or—a view which he seems to prefer

—

some time in circulation to be referred be intended as the justification of ?.

to in this indirect way. Cp. also 18 (//. ^^ f.), 'I fear the worst and am
xxxix. 10, where, however, itisthepatient full of grief, for I must confess that I

endurance of God's chastisement which have well deserved complete ruin.'

is referred to. Mere it is the reproaches Du. carries out these exegetical theories

of the enemy which the speaker suffers to their logical result, and makes the

in silence, waiting patiently for his order of the verses, 16-19 ; 17-1S ;
20-

God. 21. Correction of the text, however,
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permits, or rather requires, us to dis- which M again distorts, the speaker
pense with this. The course of thought returns to himself and his sufterings,

seems to be this. The speaker makes which have reached their extreme limit

;

no reply to his insulting foes because he adds that the strong opposition tc

he waits for the divine interposition. him has, from a human point of view,
To God, however, he c-a« speak ; God's no moral justification (cp. introd.).

honour is concerned. The calamity of Cp. xxxv. 12, cix. 5.

Vahwe's servant will draw forth com-
ments injurious to Him (cp. xiii. 5 41-44. Cp. xxii. 12, 20, xxxv. 22,

[]D], xxxv. 24 f.). In V. iS (//. 2,1 f.), xl. 14, Ixxi. 12, (S:c.

Critical Notes. Title. The triple assignment in the title is very

remarkable. The third of the corrupt readings here represented is

derived from G, which closes the title with Trepl tov (ra/3/3uroi). I take it

that G's Heb. MS. had j"lZlc:*n"'?y = H'T^^Tfbv (= D^'pN^yQl^'''?).

See introd., and on title of Ps. .\cii. ; so read also in Pss. vi. i, xii. i.

2 fif. Insert '^^i . That M's text is grammatical (Kon., Synt.,

§ 352 n) does not justify us in deviating from vi. 2 against metre.

—

Point ^r{n'^ (Du.).—For nnji^l (very improbable after inHJ) read

nn^m (Gr.) ; G enea-Tqpiaas.

5 f. M DJID • Kon (ii. i, p. 98) thinks the pointing influenced by

the much more common synonym Ur\ ; according to rule, it should have

been Qrib . Since, as Kon. himself holds, DilQ in Judg. xx. 48 is

incorrect, the only proof-passages for UJlD are Ps. xx.viii. 4, 8 and Isa.

i. 6. A scribe's error is the cause ; read D'pD . and cp. Isaiah (Heb.),

SBOT, pp. no, 197.—M ^riJ^tSrr, not quite suitable. Read either
r ~

^rr\2'\r\ or ^niun . cp. ixxiii. 14.

7. M ^'i^SI ^~)2P ''Jl!li37""'3 • In Ixix. 3, 16 and elsewhere, being

submerged by a flood is a figure for the danger, in which Israel was, of

being cut off by some great national calamity. If, therefore, ^ti'KH Y\1'^

is correct, ^JUIJ^ must be a corruption of Dv^li', 'floods,' or the like
;

the expression found in M is improper, even if, unjustifiably, we render

'ip 'my punishments.' The corruption, however, lies chiefly in "1 "^

.

The simplest correction is n'i^3, 2"irT Tljij/Q'^S ; 2 easily fell out

after 3- This, however, is not so certain as the correction of the

next line.

8. M ^j:^:^ T\1'y 12D N'l^.^S- This form of text is condemned

by its inconsistency with the preceding line, however read. It also gives

one beat too much ; this, however, could be remedied by omitting "T3D

as an incomplete form of 1133* • No one familiar with textual corruption

can hesitate much as to the true reading which underlies the text
;

it almost certainly is '^'^y^V ^Upl'' '';2tt'^J21 •

T T -: '; :• • t -; -:
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9 f. The text is in some disorder. To produce two lines, we must

transpose two words, reading '•Jl'^iy "'JDD ^pDJ ! "•JlilUn r,:^'^<2^ •

'2,11 gives two beats. ''J171V is an easy and necessary correction.

Ges.-Bu. no doubt gives 'Jl7lji}, 2. godlessness, fault, Ps. xxxviii. 6 (cp.

rT'?33), Ixix. 6.' But to make 'godlessness, fault ' even plausible it would
T T :

be necessary to find a passage, the context of which was not corrupt,

where this sense was probable. The context of both the passages

referred to is adverse to the sense (or, the senses?) claimed by Ges.-Bu.

In xxxviii. 6 a word meaning 'sin, transgression,' and in Ixix. 6 a word

meaning ' crying ' or 'groaning' are indispensable. On 7^^^i, cvii. 17,

Job V. 3 (interpreted similarly by Ges.-Bu.), see crit. n. on the former

passage.

11. M 'jn^iyj. Ges.-Bu. finds the sense 'to be bowed down,' 'to

bow oneself down,' in Ps. xxxviii. 7, Isa. xxi. 3. But in Isa. xxi. 3,

'to become giddy' is clearly the right sense (see Di.-Ki.), and here

' inverted parallelism ' suggests that we should read Tl ji^^'^i • ''/T'33''i

(We.) is plausible, but does not connect so well with //. 9 f

12. M "y^'p,, generally rendered ' as a mourner.' Rather 1~in, and

so xlii. 10, xliii. 2, and in Jer. viii. 21, xiv. 2, T^Tin, llin.—M TlD/n ;

cp. I K. xxi. 27. But 'rrnn is better (Gr.) ; cp. xxxv. 14.

13 f. M n7p2- G ifiiraiyficov ; 'A 2 dn/Lii'a?
; J is^nominia ; SO Ba.,

ScJunach. But this would be p"7p. T i-J/innp, whence Gr. r&>'l

(^jlp*?!, 'a fever'). Most moderns, ' burnt' (partic.) = inflammation !

Read vbrbn (Nah. ii. 11), or rhV} (Job vi. 10).—M n'^^n DflD TNI,

an editorial makeshift which does not even provide a complete line (see

/. 6). Read perhaps "tTlfn ["'':'] mj*.: ; cp. Jer. xlv. 3, Lam. i. 3. The

parallelism is excellent (cp. Isa. xxi. 3).

16. M Jlionj:::. if this be right, we must read ^{''2':' for ''^t' (so
• T

Hi., 01., Gr., Bii., Kau., We., Du.)
; Dnj specially means the growling of

the lion (Isa. v. 29, Prov. xxviii. 15). But the combination of y^"^ and

Dnj is very improbable; 'I roar louder than a lion's growling' is

unsatisfactory. Read, with Herz, n^TJ^{^ ; G cmo aTtvayfiov. The

repetition of 12 in -M illustrates the dittographic tendency. Note the

good connexion with //. 17 f.

17. M ^"llj^ri ; against parallelism. Read ''jli'Vki^ (Herz); see on

Ixix. 6.
"

'

19 f. M prefixes "liinriD "'3'?, which, with ^HD 'TP, would give

four beats. It is rendered, ' my heart beats violently.' But this sense

of 'D is purely imaginary. Gr.'s "l^n^DH is not very suitable, and
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metre still protests. Looking closely at the preceding words, we see

that imnDQ"? is an editorial. patch on the basis of a corrupt dittogram

of nnnDJJ^i':'. Now turn to /. 20. M's DiTDil, in apposition to Tlf, is

—in spite of the accents—impossible. Hos. xiii. 2, Am. ix. ii.Zech.

viii. 10, quoted in illustration by Kon. {Synt., § 349 i) are certainly all

corrupt. Probably ^sni^D^l is a corruption of '2V3' ; J comes from J

(repeated), the final T^ = "'J. Read in /. 19 "J""!::'' nj.

21 f. M ''_J7"n I
^3ni^. It is true that the unkind behaviour of friends

is a recurring feature in the parallel descriptions (see on xxxi. 12). But here

the poet is hampered by the structure of his poem, and he can only find

room for the conduct of Israel's enemies in general, among whom he may
include Israel's false friends. Certainly the force of the passage gains

greatly by the correction and the omissions here proposed. Read ^Il^H,

omitting ""ym (note Pasek) and TV2>^ pim.^ ''ITlpI, as glosses on

"•^nN-— IM ^r3J '"ii^pZlp
i
V>^pn. 'Laid snares' does not suit the

parallelism, and s/Ji'pJ is probably non-existent. Ps. ix. 17, cix. 11 are

treated elsewhere. In Dt. xii. 30 we should read li'pin. In i S. xxviii. 9

I^'PJDD should be ^pio IJIJI- Read here bw'^'d} [in;^] V^^n'?/)')!!

^t^l (xli. 8, XXXV. 12).

23 fif. M Jliin. Read niSirT. See on v. 10, lii. 4.—M TiyCTT^-

Read JliD'^3.— I\I J^T^l^^i^ . Read y!^tl'^_ (Gr.).

27. M yri^'N'?- Read "['ll^DaiZ; (Ezek. iv. 16, xii. 19).

32. Read ^y"}^^^ "''?jn DiDm (G khI). JM's "•'^^ (y>) may be a

fragment of Wy*?^, which word has become, in M, I'^^IJ"' (sec on xxxv. 26,

xii. 10, Iv. 13).

33. M yh'^ ; t* dittographed. Read ^'2j37 (xx}»v. 15) ; G fi\- /Liaurtyus-.

35. M's ^Jiy and MXISH are unsuitable. The latter should be

••J^nDir^ (see on /. 5 f ), the former probably "'yp^ "'3^. M's ^>:l^^ (G

avayyikui) should probably be Hiinhi, and JI^IJ^ (G \i.ipi^vr]iju>) ^XlJ^-

37 f. M G D'TT- Most since Houb. and Lowth read 3311; both

readings, however, spring from D^^Ki^ni^ . Probably ^Q'NT is also

a fragment of this word. Comparing xxxv. 19 (corr. text), read

39. Vl 7\y!~\ ^^^'iW^yS- Read ny~l """JV y^'l^'''\ (cix. 5^).—

M

aiL0"''3n"l Jinn "Jiyjiy*' naViD jinn ;
partly an accumulation of

corrupt forms of DTli^H"). Read 'JIJiDlL.'^ '3m ; cf. cix. 4a,

' Rehoboth and Maacath are at feud with me.'

44. Read ^rsyyi^rb (Hi., Bi.).
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PSALM XXXIX.

Jr s. xxxix. in its present form somewhat reminds us of Ps. xc. ; in both psalms
(see especially on Ps. xc.) the evidence of composite origin and of editorial

manipulation is too strong to be disregarded. Ps. xxxix."' (pentameters) describes

the mental agony of a large number of the more inquiring members of the pious

Jewish community ; xxxix. *'-^ contains the tender pleadings of a member of a
much less critical school of thought, inserted by the editor as an antidote to

the dangerous freedom of the original psalm (xxxix. "J). The problem which
troubled the original psalmist and those whom he represents was the inconsistency

between the tratlitional orthodoxy and the facts of daily experience. It was an
inherited belief that righteousness was attended by prosperity and wickedness by
adversity, but the oppression of the pious community by N. Arabian and even

Jewish tyrants seemed to many to give the lie to this doctrine. Thus Ps. xxxix."'

is to be grouped, both as to the subject and as to the mode of treating the subject,

with Ps. Ixxiii. {vv. II-14), and, as regards the subject, to some extent with

Pss. xxxvii. and xlix. Parts of Pss. Ixxxix. {vr. 47-50) and cxvi. (?'. 11) are also

closely parallel, and the curious points of contact between xxxix."' and Isa. lix.

should not be overlooked. So much at least may be assumed, that Pss. xxxix. i'^

and Ixxiii. were not widely separated by the date of their composition. But we
can go further than this. Both psalms are later than the dialogues of the Book of

Jol), for both have been influenced by them; indeed, Ps. xxxix.''' is like an abstract

of the most thrilhng parts of the complaints of Job. It should be added that

xxxixC-' (if the last two lines are not later insertions) must also be fairly late, for

/. 7 comes from i Chr. xxix. 15, and /. 8, with slight alterations, from Job x. 20 f.

In ' A Study in the Criticism of the Psalms' {Expositor, April 1S99, pp.
252-263) I pointed out that Ps. xxxix. is one of those psalms which gain most
from a thorough textual criticism. Since that essay was printed Duhm has

independently arrived at somewhat similar results, though his textual criticism

appears very incomplete. He is of opinion that vv. 9, 11, 13, 14 were inserted in

xxxix. (" from another composition, and that they may originally have formed the

continuation of Ps. xxxviii. After omitting these verses, he finds in Ps. xxxix. a

wonderful expression of a longing after immortality, which could not justify itself

logically, and sprang from the writer's deep sense of the reality of his communion

with God. In v. ^l> Duhm reads ''Jhi ^'^r\T^, 'whether 1 must cease to be.'

One may be allowed to doubt whether a keen criticism will permit us to adopt

this view. /^Hi^ "^1X2, 'when I shall cease (to be),' would furnish a better

sequel to ^Q^ Jl^Q ; indeed, Griitz actually gets this sense out of ^2^} PlH HD •

-T ~ •

But here, as in Isa. xxxviii. 11, 7"in is certainly wrong (see crit. note). I fear

it will have to be admitted that Ps. xxxix. <" is as direct a denial of resurrection,

and therefore also of immortality, as the 14th chapter of Job. No wonder that,

partly by accident, partly by the skill of the ancient editor, this denial should

have been veiled from later ages.

XXXIX. 1.

Deposited: Of ''
Arab-ethan. Marked : Of 'Arab-etha7i

.

i

I I said, 'Let me guard my words
|
that I sin not witli my

tongue

;

2

Let me put a guard on my mouth
]
while the wicked

confronts me. '

I was dumb, I kept silence continual!}',
[
but my pain

awaked +the more+. 3

For my heart was astounded,
|
my reins were horror-struck. 4
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Then I spoke in my error,
|

' •' ''
'''

Make me, [I pray,] to know
j

the end of the Jerahmeelites. 5

Behold, my confidence thou hast overthrown,
|
my hope

[thou hast destroyed]

:

6

My perfectness is as nothing before thee
; |

surely a +mere+

breath is all piety !

Surely in gloom man goeth away
; |

surely in darkness he

dies
; 7

10 He lieth down, [and will not arise,]
|

nor awake out of

his sleep.

\_Some lines^ say sis, are wanting?^

In the midst of gloom I grope,
|
I am become like the owls

; 12

18 All my piety is like spiders' webs
; |

surely a +mere +

breath is all piety !

{^Conclusion wanting.']

XXXIX. 2.

Editorial siibstitutes for missing passages of xxxix.*^'

I And now. Lord, what wait I for ?
|
My hope is in thee. 8

From all my transgressions rescue me,
|
expose me not to

the insulting of the impious. 9

I am dumb, I open not my mouth,
[
for it is thou that

hast done it. 10

Remove from me thy stroke,
|
by the might of thy hand

I am terror-struck. 1

1

Hear my prayer, O Yahwe !
|
hearken to my cry

;
1

3

Hold not thy peace at my tears
; |

"
'' ''' ''

For I am a sojourner beside thee,
|

one devoid of rights,

like all my fathers.

Avert thy frown, that I may be cheerful again,
|

before I

go hence and cease to be. 14

xxxix.C) if. I said, &c. The speaker perate style; presently, however, it

is constantly hoping for a just retribution will become intemperate.

to fall on the wicked (cp. [ob v. -5). ^ c r- t u • ^ it * .v, r.,.-
•r\ \ •. • 1 I \ '

.

-^
1 7 f. Cp. Tob IV. 0, 'Is not thy lear

The longer it is delayed the more he c n -i »u * . a ^ »u„ ../..r^^t"•
1, •.»•.• Ti 4-of God+ thy trust, And the perlect-

murmurs inwardly against ^ ahwe. He +
r- .. . i r .u ,1 1, „„3»

, . . • .1 ness integrity of thy ways thy hope!"
strives, however, to restrain the expres- t 1 lij i . vu^ \(^^¥

f 1 • .1 1 . , . V , ,1^ • Tob IX. 22, He destroys the perfect
sion of his thoughts, lest he should ' sm -^

, ., • 1 j . d 1 • ,, i V-^,;i„
•u u- . '1 . • u- 1 ..

and the wicked, rs. Ixxiu. 13, \ erily,
with his tongue, and so cast in his lot tu 1 a 1

• „ ' ai.^
•.].,. /-I ••• I have cleansed my heart in vain. Alsowuh the transgressors.—4. Cp. Ixxiu. • .. / . ^ t i -a \^ ,.,,.

J " .. .A cxvi. II (corr. text), ' I said in my
21, and see crit. n.— 5. Cp. cxvi. , ^ ah • ^ • i- / a- «;,,/-" ^ haste, All piety is a lie (=:disappoint-

ment).'—9. Cp. on 1. 17, also Job xix.

6. The utterance l^egins in a teiii- 8, xxvii. 20.
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10. Based upon Job xiv. 12 ; strange twilight.'— 18. Spiders' webs. In Isa.

that this dark view has found expression lix. 5 f. (part of an inserted passage) the

even in a psahn, but not strange that same figure is used of the worlds of the

an editor has corrected it. wicked.

17. A thrilling, even if not very xxxix.(-) i. Cp. xxxviii. 15.— 3. /
poetical, expression of the psalmist's am duinh. Cp. note on xxxviii. 14.

—

melancholy state of mind. Cp. Job v. 7. Quoted from I Chr. xxix. 15, though

14, and especially Isa. lix. 10, ' We the reverse of this is, of course, not

grope like blind men by the wall. . . . impossible. — 8. Based on Job x.

We stumble at noonday as in the 20 f.

Critical Notes, .xxxix.'" i. M OTT, 'my conduct' (i K. viii. 25)

—

too wide a term. Read n2"7 (Gr., Hal.); cf. on xvii. 4.

2. IVI niQli'hi a second time 1 Read H^'ii'hi iS-'i. 2 K. xix. 28), with
T T

01., Dy., Bi., Gr., Che."', Ba., Kau., Hal., Herz. G eWMrji/.—M DIDnrj,

'a muzzle' (htt. Xey.). Most unsuitable. Read mi^^ (cxli. 3^), with

Herz. Cp. on ix. 21. As often, the two parts of the word are transposed ;

corruption followed.—M 11^3. Read liDp:i (Gr., Herz). G eV rw

(Tvarrivai. Cf. "7^^ for ~I3y, I S. ii. 5 ; also on civ. "^t^., cxlvi. 2.

3- M rr'uJlT, a non-existent word (see on xxii. 3); 31^!^. Both are

obviously miswritten for "^I^ri. Cf. on c.xxxi. 2. Hitz.'s ingenuity cannot

rescue ^.ItSip (a shortened formula !); cf. on xv. 4. Metre and sense

gain.— M ~)3i'J, 'thrown into disorder.' Read ~1^J (lipj), the only

suitable word, reserving 3 (O) for next line.

4 f. M's text might pass if we could only correct '•Jl^jn^ so as to

produce a complete parallelism; ^''jn is non-existent (see on v. 2). Of
course, ^J^JHH will not do, and Gr.'s ''1J3 (suggested by S) is a most un-

expected Aramaism (= ^3np2) ; cf. G, xxiii. i,a. Let us then look a little

more closely at the text. Is the figure of the fire quite a natural one?

In Ut. xix. 6, Hos. vii. 7, Jer. xx. 9 (cf. vi. 11), it denotes a craving for

vengeance. But here the danger in which the speaker felt himself to be

was that of uttering sceptical words as to the value of piety (cf. Ixxiii. 13,

14). It was not a sin to be angry with God's enemies ; but it was a sin

to envy their prosperity. We cannot therefore correct ^Jl''jn3 alone ; we
must correct the whole couplet (//. 4, 5), and the way to do so is plain

from Ixxiii. 21. Taking up D ("'3) from /. 3, read (^33':') ''Zt} H^ri' O
D;::i/Tk:'N ''jnv':'3T. j"T' feii away from ni^ri' ; V from ^nyh^- b^
naturally passed into "Ip. Thus /. \a arose. '',VJ!n3 is a dittogram of

''3"lp^> which a scribe manipulated to make a show of sense, tt'^^ and

D'Jin were transposed. T naturally became 3, and Q became"). The
change of ,"2 into y is rare ; but an imperfect Q, in an older form of the

square character, can easily be mistaken for a p.—To /. 5 prefix T2<, for

metre and sense; it fell out easily after fJJ'^ (in M).—M ^JV;i^b'3. Read

TlVll^^, 'in my error' (Aram. '^'^, 'error'). Cp. Prov. i. 32, where

mbti^ is
11 n3Vi^i^, ' turning away,' 'rebellion,' and ascribed to D^'^'DD-
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6. Whether we assign v. 5 to xxxix.^'' or to xxxix.'-', M's text is very

unsuitable. Is it conceivable that the psalmist means to ask God how
long he (or Israel) will live? His temptation is to believe that God is on

the side of Israel's enemies (the Jerahmeelites and their allies). The
exact duration of Israel's lingering death cannot be prominent in his

thoughts. Besides, the phraseology is very strange ; that yp and rT^D

are not parallel is obvious (see Hupfeld). Evidently the original text of

the psalm had become in many parts very indistinct. The editor, dis-

contented perhaps with what he could read, naturally 'restored' the

indistinct parts in accordance with his own chastened feelings. L. 6

should probably run (inserting n:i), ^'?N,:2n"l'' "I'D
| mn"- NJJ '':ynin.

This assumes that 7hs'3n~)^ was written twice over ; the first time it

became corrupted into mi^V, the second into N^riTT^ '^ty V. '^b

may originally have run, D'^^NDITl^ [yp] n37"TN, a variant to our line 6.

Critics have been much troubled by the text of M G. For 7"in (arbitrarily

rendered by many ' frail,' ' perishable ') Hu. reads 1711, rendering qiiantilli

siin crir (cp. the commentators on Isa. xxxviii. 1 1, and see SBOT ad loc).

I'^n, however, is a very doubtful word (see next note). On Duhm's
emendation see introd.

7 f. ' Behold, thou hast made my days handbreadths, and my life-

time (?) is as nothing before thee' (M) is far from satisfactory. For n'i^rT

G rightly reads ^r^T\r\ (vnoaTaais fj^ov), and so in Ixxxix. 48 (»; vn-oa-r. fiov)

In xvii. 14, xlix. 2 "T/n is equally doubtful (see notes), and in Job x. 20,

xi. 17 vve should read ^72n, ''72n • Thus "1711 disappears altogether

both from our psalm and from the O.T. as a whole. If so, and if >^p
'(^^ JllQT is wrong, we can have no interest in defending JliriBLD (note

Pasek). Probably the true reading is ^Jin^3 (Isa. xxx. 15), and the

context {v. 7) suggests HJl^inj for njlJlJ- Then as to \:3\ If Qlj^t;-t t-t -t tt
should be IDH (at any rate a probable correction), should not ^,^^ be

corrected into ''Qjl ? DH and IDIl are perfect parallels, and QH, HQil,

and (adj.) DJl are characteristic words of the Book of Job—the chief
T

monument of the school of thought to which our psalmist belongs.

Transpose "^jy (Vjjl) and nST Cjl'^njl), and all becomes clear. The

psalmist cannot have said, 'My hope is as nothing in thy sight,' but he

may have said, ' My perfectness (V.3jl) is as nothing in thy sight'; and if

he wrote in /. 9a, ' My confidence thou hast overthrown,' it is presumable

that TOnH should find a place in /. gd, combined with a verb such as

J113h<n (Job xiv. 19).

U. M nbv 2^2 D1J^"^3 ':'2n"'?3 l^<. Omit the first bj, with
T • T T T T —

'A 2 and many MSS. 3 was dittographed (S, 'T^riD) ; then ^ was-
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inserted under the influence of the ^2 before QThJ. Ulii, however, is

deeply corrupt ; as in Hos. xi. 4 (Gr.) and Ps. cxvi. 11 we should read

TDn (D and Q are pretty often confounded). The wrong reading Q1J<

was suggested by Ixii. 10. H/D ZIUJ comes, probably, from r)^b'^3. ^K,

with which /. 5 should open. 3-^J baffles all translators ; a ' sort of copula

between subject and predicate' (We.) it cannot be, and Duhm's 7nn~7i7

^ii3 (a further predicate to ''"I'^n) is in the highest degree forced. Herz

suggested "lijj.

9. U Tir-'K 'nn'' D'?jiZl"?J^< ; W F, '(Man walks) but as an appari-

tion'; De Witt, 'Only a shadow (each goeth about).' D?^, 'an unsub-

stantial image, as Ixxiii. 20' (Bii.). But the text there is highly suspicious,

and the only sure senses are 'image, sketch, model'; the etymology, too,

is disputed (see the Lex.x.). Nor is ^ cssciiticE natural in connexion with

'^T\. Read iQ^'^ -T^'t^ /T1d'?U21 "^Nt. 'The error has arisen from a

faulty concatenation of the letters and the change of T into "". D/^^
then coalesces with the r^ of the following word to form Jn,";^'?^ ' (an

anonymous writer mjoiirn. of Sacred Lit., new series, iv. 328-343). This

view is confirmed by my own independent correction of the text of //. 13,

14. Ibn Janah {Book of Roots, s.v.) gives the right sense ID*?)!/!^ nDtiTI^,

but obtains this (for D/^^) through Ar. ^^^, 'to be dark.' So Donash
;

Menahem ben Saruk, however, rightly explains zh'H 'image.'—M '!?3n"'T|i^

]TDri^. This does not suit the context. Something much more eftective

than a trite maxim on the vanity of human striving is required, even if we

suppose vv. 7-14 to have been written consecutively. First of all we

want a parallel to JIOT'^H ; next, a verb which shall explain Ij'^n, and

lead on to an adequate justification of "TDn"'?3 ^IlITTJJ^. Read ""rj}^

mD^ ^'?^^^3• Cp. Hx. 9, and see e.xeg. note on /. 19.
T T •' -: -

10. M DSDN"'^ ;^l^"^^':'^ "I'^^V Read probably [p^-S^';)")] V'^l^
T :

.... . . . I ^ : ' : •

inJli^^ )iy^~S'?T ; cp. job xiv. 12. y^-) of men, as Job xi. 19.
T : • " '•

1 1 f. M's text may be rendered, ' With chastisements for guilt

+when+ thou disciplinest a man, thou destroyest, like the moth, all that

he prizes'—a very strange interruption of a fervent personal supplication.

Let us consider the parts of M separately. And first, j~linDij~13

I^''S niD"* I i'^'^'bv (note Pasek). Here the phrase ]ii?~'^r 'Jl 'S very

suspicious. There could be no doubt that the ' chastisements ' were ' on

account of guilt,' and in the parallel line we find a figure from the

animal world. Somewhere in /. 13 there must once have been some

very striking figure. Let us write the letters continuously as far as the

Pasek, and scan them closely, •p;;'?ymnDlj"l^ . Remembering what
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goes before and what follows after, can we hesitate to read this (down

to *?) jni^'l^'il T|ij"l21? py remains. Connect it with the next group of

letters, niD'^iy. This may represent "ni^^p ;
"'3 = ^3, D and ly

both:=ti>, "l^V ti'^i^, however, is as yet unaccounted for. Next,

then, take illDH Z^V2 l>72P^ ly'St- This is too much for/, ii^; the

latter part of it must belong to /. 12. DQ/I occurs once again in the Pss.,

viz. in Iviii. 9. Both passages are figurative, and in both DDD can only be

explained as a slightly corrupted fragment of Jlbll^Jn, ' screech-owls
'

(see on Iviii. 9). In Isa. lix. 10 the same word for owls has become

D'^'OIi^l^ ,
parallel to t^ti^J , i.e. ^V)"^ • After making this correction,

we see at once that T ti^^hi can have arisen from ^ Tw'^'^l We have

now only to explain inDH li^^D • This is not quite long enough for

/. 12a. G has cos a.puxvr]v=i'[l)'^'2'2'^'2 In truth, li^y is several times

miswritten for li^^^D^ (see Enc. Bib., 'Moth,' 'Spider'). This puts us

on the right track. Should not Liry3 be ^''33^ mp3 (of. Isa. lix. 5 ;

and see on xc. 9) ? iTl/^Il should presumably be """^Dn •

xxxix.'-) 4. M jinili^D • 'JJl should mean ' strife '
; see T, xxxi. 21.

But the word is not Hebrew. G anb rrfs 'la-xvos., i.e. JlllQill^ (Schwally,

ZATW, xi. 258 f.).—M ••Tl'i^D >J}<. Read Wnn^ , a more natural

verb (vi. 2 f.).

8. M yiSJn, 'besmear,' or (Kon., i. 380) 'press-to (thine eyes).'

Rather T\V''ii (Hu., Gr., Ba., Beer, Du.). [So now We. {Skizzefj,

vi. 173).] Cp. Job vii. 19, xiv. 6, and especially x. 20, where read

^^'^t^ with g, Gr.

PSALM XL.— I.

r ENTAMETERS. A thanksgiving for a deliverance out of great national danger
which forms the climax of a long series of divine lovingkindnesses. How shall the
speaker {i.e. the inner circle of Israel) display his gratitude? To material
sacrifices Yahwe is indifferent ; his delight is in thanksgiving (1. 14, 23). Thanks-
giving therefore has been the chief employment of the association of God's Poor;
in the full assembly of Yahwe's worshippers he has declared God's righteousness
with tlie eloquence of one who 'delights' in the wonders of Yahwe's purposes.
In return, let not Yahwc restrain his compassionate impulse to befriend and
protect Israel. Parallel passages are—xxii.'-'', xxx. 2-5, xxxiii. 3, 1. 8-13, li. 18,

Ixix., xcii. 6f., cxxxix. 18 f. Jer. xvii. 7 is alluded to in a gloss {v. 5), and the
supposed reference to Jer. xxxi. 33 falls with M's incorrect text of v. S. (It is on
7'. 8 and v. 3 that Hitzig bases his theory of Jeremiah's authorship ; on z^. 3 see

exeg. note.)

From this psalm and from Pss. 1. and li. 3-19 we gather that there was a
tendency in post-exilic Israel opposed to that chiefly represented by Ezra. It is

not needful to suppose that the authors of these psalms were as violently opposed
as Jeremiah to the sacrificial system ; they may very possibly have held that

sacrifices were provisionally enjoined for the 'hardness of men's hearts,' and
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many members of the school doubtless dwelt with pleasure on the symbolic

meanings which they were able to extract from the 'Mosaic' Law. Of this

symbolism there is no trace in the three psalms here mentioned, and the attempt

to symbolize, however inevitable, would ultimately have done much harm to

Jeiwsh theology but for the collapse of the entire sacrificial system at the fall of

the temple. See further OP, 363-368 ; JRL, 250-257 , Beer, p. xi. ; Roy, 55 ;

Smend, AT Rel.-geschS'^\ 197 f-; Marti, Cesch. dcr Isr. ReL, 262.

Roy's view that passages in Ps. xl. refer to the Jews of the Dispersion is

attractive ; Jews at a distance from the sanctuary would naturally be much
comforted by v. 7. The speaker represents the strictest circle of Jews at

Jerusalem, but he also addresses the 'andv'tm (v. 46, corn text) outside ; these

'amivTm are obviously Jews of the Dispersion. The Servant of Yahwe at

Jerusalem has a mission of encouragement to faithful Jews at a distance from the

temple, represented by those whose privilege il has been to come up as pilgrims to

Jerusalem at the Feast. The correctness of Roy's view is not affected by his

adherence to M's text of v. 4/'. On this and other points of interpretation see

Christian Use of the Psalms, pp. 123-141.

Deposited. Marked : Of '•Arab-ethan. I

I I had waited longingly for Yahwe, [to him I cried,] z

He leaned [his ear] toward me,
|
and heard m}' cry.

He brought me up from the pit of ruin,
|
from the miry

bottom of the sea
; 3

He planted my feet upon a rock,
|

made firm my steps
;

In my mouth he laid a new song,
|
a praiseful song to our 4

God
;

Look +hither,+ ye humble, and be cheered,
|
and trust in

Yahwe'!

Thou hast multiplied thy lovingkindnesses, O Yahwe-;
|

and thy purposes in our behalf
;

6

If I would declare and utter thy wonders,
(
they are too

many to recount.

In sacrifices and offerings if thou didst delight,
|
fat ones

would I choose me ; 7<^, b

ID Burnt offerings and sin-offerings if thou didst demand,
|

surely I would bring them. 7^, 8a

In the wonderful things of thy purposes,
|
O my God !

I delight, 8^, 9a(part).

That I may publish the awful deeds of thy righteousness
|

in thy habitation. 9

1 Happy is the man that makes Yahwe his trust, and does not turn to vanities,

nor fall away to lies. 5

- My God.
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I have heralded [thy] righteous deaHng,' O Yahwe !
|
m\-

hps I restrain not
;

10, 1

1

Thy lovingkindness and th}- faithfuhiess I have not con-

cealed
I

from the great assembly.

Thou too, O Yahwe ! restrain not
|
thy compassion from me, 12

Thy lovingkindness and thy faithfulness, [O my God !]
j

let them guard me continually.

3. Cp. Ixix. 3, 15 f. Even if M were
correct we could not explain realisti-

cally from the history of Jeremiah (Jer.

xxxviii. 6-13). The next line proves

that the language is metaphorical ; the

story of Jeremiah says nothing about a

rock. The ' pit ' referred to is a figure

for Sheol (so TlH xxviii. i, xxx. 4,

&c.)- The 'sea' (D\ not ]V) is that

which rolls above the world of the

dead. ]'\i^]i; mi and ]Vn lO'IO are

names of two of the seven hells in the

Talmud (£ru/>'tn iga) ; cf. on Ixxxvii

explanation oi v. 5 ; the ' man' who is

there congratulated is the community,

as xciv. 12. For Dvlil and ITD
cp. xxxi. 7. Idol-worship is referred

to; cp. Am. ii. 4 (^Tl).

9. The ' sacrifices and offerings

'

spoken of seem to be (or to include)

thank-offerings ; but in /. 10 we read

of propitiatory 'burnt-offerings and sin-

offerings.' The psahnist implies that

there were many Jews who conceived

sacrifices of either class to be well-

pleasing to God ; but he holds, with

The revival of Israel spoken of Jeremiah and other psalmists, that God
dates from the completion of the

temple (b.c. 516); the psalmist ideal-

izes, and only refers to present dangers
in the last verse.

5. Yahwe's mercies are an inspira-

tion to Israel ; but cp. Isa. li. 16, lix.

21. A fiew song; see on xxxiii. 3.

—

6. See introd., and cp. Ixix. 33 (corr.

text). Purposes; cp. xxxiii. 11, xcii.

5 ; Isa. Iv. 8 f.

7 f. Cp. Ixxxix. 2 ; Isa. Ixiii. 7, and

(/. S) cxxxix. iS f. The omission of

V. 5 icp. Jer. xvii. 7) as an individual-

istic application (see crit. n.) heightens

the effect. Smend, however {ZA TIV,

viii. ['88] 108), regards v. 6 as the

is, not indeed hostile, but at least indif-

ferent to them (see introd.). HJ^iDrT,

here only, =nNt3rT, G [to] irepl k/xap-
T "

Tilts, recognizing no distinction between

^^^:0^r (or DKI^^H) and D'^'J-^- On
T T -: r - T T

the archaeological points, see ' Sacri-

fice,' £nc. Brit.

12. Cp. xxvi. 7. JllSnj ; see

especially Ixv. 6, cxlv. 6.— 13 f. Cp.

xxii. 23 ; Ixxi. 15 (corr. text).

16. Cp. XXV. 21, xlii. 3, Ixi. 8; also

(^Jllli^) XXV. 21, Ixi. 8 ; cp. xxiii. 6.

Critical Notes. i f. Insert ^rs^l^t vVn, *I3TS •—3- ^I '^'^t •

Read n^l^ in accordance with usage (Gr.).—M ]Vn . "jV is inexplic-

able (see BDB). Read Q^rr, and cp. Job xli. 22 f., where lD'lP and >
occur near together.—6. M ^^}^^ and ^^<T^^, for which Du. compares

: T * :

Isa. xli. 5. Parallelism requires ?)S"1 and T\7\1 (S vaguely 'shall

rejoice'), and, for M's D'Zl"! , W\1V} ^P- Ixix. :,}, (corr. text), and

(-in:) xxxiv. 6. For in'JTT read ^RDl^.

\'er. 5, with its individualistic application (cp. xxxii. i, 2) is a later

In the great assembly.
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insertion. Two errors may be noted. M's 0^11111 is inexplicable
;

T :

a mytholoj;ical term (as if ' Rahabs,' Gunkel, Sck. 40) is surely quite out

of place here. Read D"''p2n (xxxi. 7) with Giesebr., G'6/t. gel. Anz.,

Aug., '95, p. 40 ; G /xaTaior^rn?.—M ^'^yV . Read "7M n'dp] ; so in

the main Gunkel ; note parallelism.

7 f. M TV\Ty r\r\'i^ rs'^'Vy ni^n • The last two words are enclosed

by Paseks, but the whole clause is in a bad form. Du. would simply

omit r\P\'i^ /T'li'lN but his justification is too far-fetched. Omit nDN
as a corrupt fragment of a dittographed [7\]rV''\DV and mrf as a gloss

on M*?*^; and read TTHDn /T'^Hn. In a context like this DHDn is

essential. Transfer ^^^^^^'?33 to line 8, as a substitute for the miswritten

"ybt^ "|"iy l''^^
(an editorial ' correction ' of a misivritten "["'Dh^'pSJ ; note

Pasek).

9 f. For ^ read S^b = l'7; for 'JTS* read D^J^^^^ (so, in i S.

XV. 9, We., Gr., Bu. read for D'Jlt'rD). and for /T-ID read either 'JlilB

(with Gr.) or ''j'^in:! . G's KarapWcru) suggests j"lh^")3 ; but ' ears hast

thou created for me' would only be tolerable if in the parallel half-line

we were to read something like TW'^X^ "'ZL^ But a more probable view

of the stanza can be obtained. G's aw/jo (not to be altered into wna,

which is given by 'A 2 6) represents DJiy ; now jiy can in a badly

written MS. be confounded with iy^. (Gr. arrives at 'd'^yD somewhat

differently.)—For ^JIN^l-n^n ^ITJS TJ< read ^TytK"!:} H^H. Gr. keeps

'."2i< Ti<, and corrects ^-^^iZ • But ':2>'^ \^ must certainly be cancelled.

These words are a variant to 'h jI^D D'':3*N , as We. rather obscurely

indicates. [Du. agrees.]

II f. M "h^ QinD ~)3D n':'Ju)2, which We. connects with '^y\ '?>},

rendering ' Mine ears hast thou opened by means of the book of the Law

prescribed to me,' as if the psalmist meant that he found nourishment for

his purified religious views in the sacred book of his people. The objec-

tion to this is threefold, i, it implies the correctness of 'ijl '\)^\ 2, it

gives an unmetrical and prosaic sentence ; and 3, the sense produced is

not natural. Ol. and Abbott offer a different hypothesis. They regard

the above words as a marginal note' either on *]JV:»") (so 01.), or on ^7

in "h j"T'~)D (so Abbott, who interprets, ' In a manuscript is written ^"^y '

;

similarly Bruston in Du texte primitif dcs Psaumes, '72, p. 109 ; cp.

ZATIV, '97, pp. 193 f.). The form of the marginal note does not seem

to me natural, and in any case such a hypothesis is only permissible as a

last resource. Having regard to similar textual phenomena elsewhere,

1 Duhm, too, finds a marginal note— ' Behor.l, I liave read it (\"lij'Il) in a

oil of a book, copied out for me '; an allusion to Jer. vii. 21 ff., &c.
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should we not read ^Tibii '^T\2pn:2 nis'?3J:i ? Thus we get a point of

contact with /. 7 which is of the utmost value for the ideal unity of the

psalm. ^H/i^ underlies M's >7J7 (cp. on xlii. 7) ; the verb which is

required to complete the clause is ^n^SH, which in M is separated from

^b^, i-e. ^"T*?^<, by ^vb"^ "Siyrs r\yVVb- what is the genesis of these

last-quoted words?—^n7i<}, of course, is an early editor's correction of

^fP- The two remaining words must be combined with "]1DZ1 "]D~nm

^PrO- which, now that this seeming parallel ^t'y ^1j~)D has been trans-

formed, we see cannot be right (indeed, ^y^ IIJIQ ought of itself to have

awakened suspicions). One of the words to be accounted for ought of

course to be a parallel to DlNft'SJ ; we may probably find it in yniini,
for which read mhillj (see on xlv. ^b). ^^pT^ 11D2 is to be explained

on the analogy of 31J~ID ")3D; read ^^~IJZ)rrp3, (cp. on xxvi. 6, 8).

^J1ji"1 nWy*? has arisen partly by transposition, partly by corruption of

letters. The whole line should run—''liT'^l | Tjpiii TliSliJ y^^yprt>

.

13. M p~I^ ; read TJ/lplJi (Bi. Tjpiii) ;
,note Pasek, and see v. 11

{admit.). M G insert 1~1 SipZl .—For Hiin read mnv— 16(?. Insert

^'^'?^< (metre).

Verses 10, 11 contain a number of miswritten dittograms and variants.

ni^T and perhaps, too, its complement T\Pi^ come from a mutilated

"]np"I^. and '1^ itself is a correction of 'J^'!^ in v. 10. Tl"'DD~^j7 is a

variant to ^ITHD'^'?. ^H*^ "Tji/l^ comes, through editorial skill, from

a miswritten variant 2") tTIpIl. '^IDm ^J~IJ^,^^? (so read) is a variant

to "^J^rjNT ^7prT-

PSALM XL.— 2.

Jr ENTAMETERS. A fragment of a psalm of complaint and supplication, which
may have been added in dark days as an appendix to the pieceding psalm, to tone
down its apparently too optimistic contents. It is separated from tills psalm by
a passage condensed from xviii. 5, Ixix. 2-5, winch can hardly be in its original

state, and may perliaps have heen nearly as follows :

—

For floods of Deathland snatch me away
|
without number,

Jerahmeehtes and Misrites,
|
Zarephathites and Arabians.

We arc thus delivered from the exaggerated description of the sins and calamities

of the speaker, and the passage is brought into line with many others. ^JHEID

for 13SS, mo 'hit for j-iip-) -hyi, ^rbyt^h^ for Q^'?^<^.:^l^ mj<i'7
: ,T V T *• T : T - T

and ^2*^ for the same word repeated, ')^'^'^ for p'bop (?), Jmi'tiTJ for

D-jISTJ, "'li'i^") for niiQ, and "jnTji? for D'^^^ are all possible and partly

even probable errors (cp. Ixix., lines I-12). The psalm-fragment appears again
asps. Ixx., where the title (rightly read) assigns it to 'the Ethanite.' Lines 2
and 3 are parallel to xxxv. 4, 21, 26.
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Critical Notes, i, 3. Omit rV\TV and HjliSD*'? (metre). For !lt:?a-_

read ^3^' (vi. n); parallelism.— 4. M DP'Z^2. Read DjIFTD'^r (Gr.)

;

cp. Ezek. XXXV. 15. The 2 in ^rWI is dittographed from ^pP- Omit

"hi which does not suit nNn, and is wanting in xxxv. 21, 25 (Hu., Bi.,

Du.).

6. ''3^^i is not quite right, either as a parallel to ^Z*p2^ or as

connected with '"^TS- Read "'QJ^jl ; cp. cxix. 174, and continue "jni^lli'"'

(n comes from ""^l^n).

7. M 'yt^n'. Read r\tT\ (Ixx. 6); so Gr. The idea of God's

providence would have received more elaboration.

PSALM XLI.

1 ETRAMETERS. The people of Israel is likened to a man who is dangerously

sick, and whose sore disease is taken by malicious neighbours as a proof that he is

forsaken by God. The sufferer makes his plaint to God, who will save him even

in this almost desperate condition. I'. 13 contains a reference to the Messianic

blessedness of Israel.

The psalm has received a liturgical preface from an editor (the editor of

Book I. ?), to adapt this psalm, or so much of it as he retained, or as had come
down to him, to the wants of his own age. The connexion between the preface

and the psalm has been variou'^ly interpreted. If we adhere to M, we must either

suppose the congratulation oivv. 2 ff. to be addressed to \h& foreigner who takes

notice of helpless Israel (cp. Smend, ZATW, iv. 173), or suppose them to

contain a generalizing inference from the fact that the speaker of vv. 5 ff. has

himself been relieved in dire distress (Coblenz, 146). If, however, we adopt the

corrected text, all becomes plain. Vv. 2-5 are parallel, not so much to xxxii. I f.

as to xci., which most probably describes the security of the pious and believing

community. However much Israel may be tried, he has an indestructible inward

happiness, based upon his piety. The psalm is parallel to Pss. vi., xxxv., xxxviii.,

&c., in which the speaker is certainly the community ; for v. 10 see also on
Iv. 13-15. Observe that in v. 6/' the disappearance of the name oi the speaker

is hoped for ; this suits the view h;re maintained much better than the view that

some individual is intended, for on tiie latter theory we should expect to see a

reference to iht posterity of the speaker (cp. Sniend, ill). Besides in r. 6(Z (the

correction is certain) there is a point of contact with Ixxxiii. 4. The parallelism

between r. 9 (see note on /. 15) and the story of Job is remarkable, job's sick-

ness was, to some readers at any rate (see lob xlii. 12, and cp. Isa. Ixi. 7), a type

of Israel's undeserved calamity. Duhm finds in the psalm a most unpleasing

picture of the internal condition of the Jewish community ; but this is because,

like B. Jacob, he supposes the speaker to be an individual. As to the date of the

psalm, it cannot be remote from that of Iv. 13-15 and Ixxxiii.

Deposited. Marked: Of'Arab-ethan. i

{Liturgical Preface)

I Happy is he who makes the Most Hi<^h his confidence ! 2

In the day of trouble Yahwe will dciivcr him.

Yahwe will guard him and revive him
; 3

To the greed of his foes He cannot surrender him.

On his bed of sickness Yahwe will support him
; 4

His wailing +God+ will change for him into dancing.
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{^Incomplete Psalm.)

[Unto thee do I call,] O Yahwe, revive me
; 5

Heal my soul, for unto thee do I sigh.

Mine enemies make a wily plot against me, 6

10 ' O that he might die and his name vanish '
!

They come to behold, they speak falsehood, 7

Against me they imagine evil.

They go abroad, they spread slander, 8

My haters whisper againt me in unison

—

' He has spread his bed in Sheol, 9
From the couch of his bed he will arise no more.'

Even my friend takes pleasure in my stripes, lO

My guest mocks at my wounds.

But thou, O Yahwe, revive me, and raise me up, 11

20 [And avenge me,] and give them their due !

By this I shall know that thou hast pleasure in me— 12

That mine enemy does not triumph over me.

As for me, thou boldest me up continually, 13

And causest me to stand in thy presence for ever.

Doxology.

Blessed be Yahwe, Israel's God, 14

From the age +of the past+ to the age +of the future.

Amen, Amen.

-:> See introd.— 4. IH^n^/hJ, Ijiing over to their side by slandering

Ln.v .u . 1 • the fernsaiem community (en. xxxviii.7N expresses the stronq; personal in- .,\ t-u • • •
••' ^ '

1 r •

^ ** ^ 13;. Ihe nnaginary visit spol^en of IS

terest of the speaker. Surely God not one of condolence but of malicious
cannot deliver up Israel to his foes. gazing (cp. xxii. S, xxxviii. 21 f.). Evil,
Cp. xxvii. 12, Ixxiv. 19.— 6. Cp. XXX. i.e. calamity.
12.

15. He has spread his bed, cvc.

S ff. There is no confession of sin Israel, like Jul), is to all a)ipearance at

here ; the speaker lakes up the attitude the point of death. Correction of the
of Job. ' Healing' is asked because of text of //. 15 f. not only produces a
the soreness of Israel's calamity (cp. vi. perfect parallelism, but improves the

3 f., xxxi. 10 f.). Israel's 'sighing' is connexion between the psalm and the
not 'hid from' God (xxxviii. 10). LI. preface. See crit. n.

9 f. must be exi^lained by Ixxxiii. (sec ,_r n-i, > ^...,„ii„,.f ..^„„„f „ii^, s r.M ' -^ ^, .''
,

17 1. 1 he cruellest pangol all comes
above). 1 he enemies are the neich- r . 1 r • 1 t. • j 1. j
, .

''
, ,. r I, 1 .• ^^ from a treacherous friend. Itisdoubted

bouring populations of Palestine, cer- 1 .u .1 ' . r r -ii r 1 in,.,==;/ , u .1 . 1
whether the party of unfaithful, worldly-

tainly not lews who were hostile to the • 1 1 t 11
.,

•'

/f,
- X

V. v » v.. ..
V L.^ i V.

ininded Jews, or some neiphboiirine
writer (Duhm).

, ,{,. . ., . .^ .. . P
^ ' people (Ba. suggests the hdumites) is

II f. The power of the 'enemies' meant. The former view is preferable :

is restricted ; evidently there is a higher (0 .It accounts best for the phrase

power, the Persian, which they can best "'QH'? 7D^^i ; (2) it is favoured by
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the
II

passage, Iv. 13-15; (3) it ex- IJishop I'erowne naturally finds offen-

plains the separate mention of the sive, and which Bii, unhappily illustrates

offence referred to. Of course, the by M's text of cxxxvii. 8 f. Contrast
' friend' (lit., ' man of my friendship') Dt. xxxii. 35 ; Isa. xxxv. 4.

is a collective personality, like the

speaker, and like the ' enemy ' in /. 22 21. Tl];!"' DSD, ' ex hoc cogno-

(cp. /. 9); see Ob. 7; Jer. xx. 10, verim.'

xxxviii. 22. ^Jas eaten my bread, i.e.

has enjoyed my hospitality. The 23 f. Upholdest, as xxxvii. 24

;

worldly-minded Jews referred to had conUnually, as Ixxni. 23 ; ?« thy pre-

in times past gone in and out among sence, cp. xi. 7, xvi. 11, xvu. 15.

their brethren receiving the ordinary
^ ^ Cp. the doxologies after Ixxii.,

kmdnesses of daily life. Cp. on Ixix. 9.
ixxxix.,cvi. Probably such formuLv were

20. M has, ' Raise me up again that used in the liturgy at the end of every

I may give them their due,' which psalm that was sung (cp. Neh. ix. 5).

Critical Notes. 2. I\I 7"^~t'^{ '^^Dvi'Q J
G 6 (Twiihv em ivra^ov Ka\

Tr€vr]Ta, i.e. IVn^^T bT^t^ 'Q
; so Gr., Bi., Ley, Che.'i', ^^ -phe

difificulty of the sense (see introd.) is an objection to this. Read

^nDHQ "tihv D^'n- The first step in corruption was the transposition

of '':'^» and TTi'^ , Then DiiTf fell out through its likeness to DnO •

The suffix in was indicated by a mark of abbreviation. Then the 737

in pvl^ was repeated thrice as 7'', 7N, and 77. It was natural that

IV/^* should now be conjecturally corrected into ]T3i^-

3 f. A variant Jinnies'" (for in-);::!:^'') is half concealed in M's

superfluous yij^n 'y^'^\ (I^r. l^t^J^l). G fiaKapia-ai avrw ; T n"'J"'2''LDV •

Similarly Herz.—IHjrih should be "injD' (G 2 S, Gr.). The address

to Yahwc comes later.

5 f. M bj ^11 • The supposed noun ^11 in Job vi. 7 is corrupt (see

Beer ad /oc). ^11 means ' sick,' thrice, and always with 3'? . ^2 and

>T belong together; 1 is intrusive. Read V'pn.—M jlDSn UDII'^

Vbr\2 ; most awkward. Cp. xxx. 12, and read b')in2h ^13^1 ^"^^P? •

7 f. M G begin Tlir.DJ^ ^JJ^ ,
probably an editorial alteration.

The original may have had ''jlj^lp f ':' . Assume this, and //. 7 f.

become quite parallel—M "•J^n . With Gr. read '•^^H U. 3 ;
vi. 3) ; so

/. 19.—M G TtS ^n^iIO^T ; surely not the true ground of the complaint

(see note above). Read probably Tf':' ^iHnjNJ (cp. vi. 7, xx.\viii. 10).

of. Wh yi nDSV Read "hv nb ^^n^r*" (Ixxxiil. 4). Trans-

position and corruption of letters.—M jni^'' ^riQ- TID is an incorrectly

written P!\iT ; it has supplanted ^ ' O that,' which fell out after '•'p. So

virtually Herz.

1 1 f. M i^U'DM") . DJ<T weakens the efTect. Read 1J*21, and after-

wards nZlT.—M ynpv Read nt'n^ ; M gives •''7 nyi ^'2V^\^'h}J at

end of T'. 8 ; it is a variant to our /. 18.
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15 f. M bv^b3, n^'^ ; so again in M in ci. 3. Does it mean moral

or physical evil ? G, Xoyov ivapdvofxov ; but most explain ' a sore disease.'

Lag. would read, '2 121 ; cp. D^iri "12"^, xci. 3. But .\ci. 3 needs

correction (see ad loco) ; and plausible as it may seem to render '2. "121,

' an incurable plague,' and to see an allusion to an etymology of 7^7v2
(' no coming up ' = ' no cure '), the improbability of 12 pl2i' (which

follows), and the want of a fit parallel for /. 16 bid us look more closely

into the text. No doubt we should read, comparing cxxxix. 9 and

especially Job xvii. 13 (?Vpi:ii"') i23'ZrO bS'^tl 131, and in the next
T : T : • : • •• •

line, for the very poor 22Z' ')Vik^, we should read 122*^^ 1^1^7(2 . Cp.

>pi2i"' "VSV'^V cxxxii. 3.

17. M 12 TinZJll'lli'i^ . a poor paraphrase of ^':ybz* V^'i^. LI. 17

and 18 must be taken together. ^pV '^'^V "^njll (G i^eydiKwev (tt ip.e

TVTfpvuTixov ; cp. 2 K. X. 9) is impossible, t'njl always means 'to act

proudly.' Hence We. suggests taking 2p^' adverbially like 2py- But

such an appendage is not required, either for sense or for metre. Du.

would transfer 2pi^ (3pJ^
' reward') to the end of the next line but one.

But clearly '^'l.ll should be ;i"'i?'?n (as xxxv. 26, xxxviii. 17, Iv. 13), and

Ipy "^^V comes from ''2i<D^V {"^ and y, 2 and p confounded). Then

it becomes plain how the second half of /. 17 should run,

—

TVi!l

^1112n2-

19. M >^:\n. With Gr., read >J*n (see on /. 7 f.).—After ^J^^'pi

insert "'':'"Dp3i"n (Jer. xv. 15), which very easily fell out.—M r\'!2ljV'^-

Read probably H'd'p^T (Gr.). The alternative is to read ^Dp•)^^')

23. M ^?2n2- If correct, this is the first reference to the speaker's

integrity. The reference would hardly have been isolated, and it is not

favoured by the
|1

line. D/iy'? suggests T'i2r\i a rather favourite word
T *. ' f

of the psalmists in such a connection (see xvi. 8, xl. 12, Ixxiii. 23).
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BOOK II,

PSALMS XLII. AND XLIII.

1 ENTAMETERS. In feeling this is surpassed by none of the Temple-psalms, in

perfection of form it is equalled by few. To make the ri!;ht number of psalms
it was broken into two parts ; but the identity of suljject, metre, and refrain, the
interlacing repetitions, and the want of a heading to Ps. xliii., combine to

prove that xlii. and xliii. formed (jriginally a single psalm. The setting of
historical circumstance in the psalm seems to be purely imaginary. The poet
thinks himself back into the peiiod which followed the great catastrophe, when
the Edomites were establishing themselves by degrees in the Net^eb (southland)
of Judah, and displayed undying animosity to their Jewish kinsfolk. The
Edomites are called here Jerahmeelites, partly from a love of archaism (see on
Ixxxiii.), partly because the large district formerly occupied by the Jerahmeelites
was passing into the possession of the Edomites, who, for their part, were forced
to this migration by the conquest of Seir by the Nabatreans.^ Pss. Ixiii., cxx.,
cxxxvii., cxL, are exactly parallel. In cxxxvii. and hardly less certainly in Ixiii. the
speaker (i.e. in cxxxvii. a band of temple-singers) imagines himself to have been
carried captive into the Jerahmeelite (i.e. Edomite) region to the S. of Judita,
where Yahwe was not acknowledged. In Pss. cxx., cxl. the speaker (the lewish
community) is in his own home, but his happiness is marred by the neighbourhood
of the treacherous Jerahmeelites and Arabians, who are ever seeking to entangle
the Jews in strife (cp. xlii. /. i6). All these three psahns express vindictive feel-

ings; Ps. xlii. in this respect pleasingly contrasts with them. The speaker (i.e. a
company of Jews dwelling among Jerahmeelite oppressors) only craves the divine
guardianship and restoration to the house of God. Cp. on Ps. Ixi.

It is obviously unnecessary to discuss theories of the occasion of our psalm
which presuppose an imcorrected, or an imperfectly corrected, lex*^. Ewald held
that the psalm was the melodious farewell of the royal exile Jehoiachin, as in

B.C. 597 he was being carried away beyond the ridge of Hermon. J. P. Peters
considered the basis of the poem to be a psalm of the old temple of Dan (Neiu
ll'orld, June '93, p. 103). Hitzig (followed in 1S91 by the present writer, OP,
Il4f. ) ascribed the psalm to a Jew taken captive by Scopas, an .Mtolian mer-
cenary in the service of Egypt, and delivered by Antiochus the Great on his

victory over Scopas at the sources of the Jordan. Hitzig (followed by Duhm)
even names the writer; he was the high priest On'ias III., who suffered enough
from 'men of guile and injustice' (xliii. i, in M), and who would, of course, be

prominent in processions to the temple (Hitzig, but not Duhm, retains DTlh?

in xlii. 5). All these theories, however,ingenious, have to be abandoned.

As to phraseological points of contact with other poems, some, e.g. that sup-

posed to exist in xlii. 7 ("ll^il?2 "im, ' thou little mountain,' according to Hitzig

and or 115, 317), compared with Ixviii. 16 f, and in xlii. 7, 8, compared 'with

Jer. ii. 4, 8, disajipear, as a result of textual emendation. But one of the most
interesting parallels remains, cp. xlii. 5, 9, xliii. 3 with Ivii. 4. Fresh parallels

' See Introd. to Bk. of Isaiah, 210 f., with the literature there cited ; Torrey,

JBL, '98, pp. 16-20; Cheyne, il>., 207 f.
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now appenr l.elwcen xlii. Sa and Ixxxiii. 4, cxl. 3 ; between t. So and Ixix. lo^^ ;

and between r. 10, xliii. 2 and xliv. 25. Psalms xxvii. (note i'. 13), Ixi., Ixiii.,

and Ixxxiv. will also naturally be compared.
According to Roy (49 f.), Pss. xlii., xliii., Ixi., Ixiii., and Ixxxiv. were produced

by Jews of the Dispersion, who longed to become pilgrims to Jerusalem. This

view is plausible, but hardly necessary. Many pious Jews of Palestine might, in

difficult times, be prevented from resorting to the temple, and it is generally pre-

supposed in the Psalter that visits to the temple are for the purpose of thanks-

giving for national mercies.

Deposited. Of the sons of Korah. I

1 Even as the hind crieth in pain
|
towards running streams, 2

So in pain my soul crieth
|
toward thee, O Yahwe I

Thirsty is my soul for Yahwe,
|
for the God of m\' life

; 3

When shall I go in and behold
|
the face of Yahwe ?

My tears have been to me +as+ food
|
by day and by night, 4

While they say to me continually,
|
Where is thy God ?

Send forth thy lovingkindness, and thy faithfulness,
|
O

Yahwe, let them lead me, 5

Let them bring me in the midst of the singers
|

to the house

of God,

With ringing cries of thanksgiving,
|
the jubilation of

keepers of the feast.

10 Why faintest thou, my soul ?
|
why frettest thou within me ? 6

Wait on for Yahwe, that he may cause me to see
|
the

habitation of God.

Preserve me, [O Yahwe] my God,
|
from the tribe of the

Arabians, 7

From the race of the Jerahmeelites
|
rescue thou me.

Rouse thee, O God of my succour
; ]

why dost thou forget

me, 10

While I walk tremblingly,
|

the Arabians pressing me hard ?

They stir up wars continually
|
toconsumethy guarded ones ; 8

The mockeries of those that insult thee—
|
upon me have

they passed.

As with arrows in my bones
|
the Misrites insult me, 1

1

While they say to me continually,
|
Where is thy God ?

20 O Yahwe ! command thy lovingkindness,
|
and send forth

thy faithfulness. 9

Why faintest thou, my soul ?
|
why frettest thou within me? 1

2

Wait on for Yahwe, that he may cause me to see
|
the

habitation of God.
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Preserve me, [O Yahwe] my God,
|

from the people of the

Arabians, xHii.

From the race of the Jerahmeelites
|

grant me to escape.

Awake, O God, my stronghold
; |

why dost thou spurn me.

While I walk tremblingly,
|
the Arabians pressing me hard ?

[While they say to me continually,
| Where is thy God ?]

Send forth thy lovingkindness and thy faithfulness,
|
O

Yahwe, let them lead me.

Let them bring me to thy holy mountain,
|
to thy habitation

;

30 Then will I go in to the altar of Yahwfe,
|
to the God my

redeemer,

And will chant hymns to thee and thank thee on the

lyre,
|
O Yahwe my God,

Why faintest thou, my soul ?
|
why frettest thou within me?

Wait on for Yahwe, that he may cause me to see
|

the

habitation of God.

2-7. Debarred from attendance at

the festival services of the temple, the

speaker has a keen inward pain like

that of the hind in the hot summer-
tide when the ordinary water-courses

are dry. Communion with God is

more to him than meat and drink
;

this is the boon which fully justifies the

title applied to Yahwe of ' God of my
life' (cp. on Ixxxiv. 3). At present,

however, the stimulating sympathy of

fellow-worshippers is exchanged for the

derisive cries of unbelieving foreigners.

But when God manifests himself as the

Faithful One (expressed symljolically

by 'Send forth thy lovingkindness,'

ik.c.), all will be changed. Surrounded
by the temple-singers, and led by in-

visible angels ("IDH and JIQS), he

will once more move in procession to

the sanctuary. Why then despond ?

God will yet cause him to see His

habitation ; wait His time.— 2. "IPJI.

See crit. n., and cp. Ixi. 3, Ixxxiv. 3

(Tj "pj^orm bvi?). Cp. D^^niipa,

xxxvi. 10. Ben Sira (xxiii. 4) has

'Father and God of my life.'—3. S1^J<
'go in,' viz. to the temple.—6. Where
is thy God ? The words are most
forcible if we suppose the speaker to

be a captive in a strange land.— 7. On
personification of attributes, see OP,

322, 334, and cp. Ivii. 4.-9. ]V2n of

music, as Am. v. 23, Ezek. xxvi. 13.

12-22. Here the poet enters more
into detail, both naming and describing

the oppressors.

—

Arabians, i.e. N. Ara-
bians. Cp. Lam. V. (on the text, see
' Lamentations, Book of,' Enc. Bib.),

Neh. ii.19, iv.7 [i], vi. I. -Jerahmeelites.

See introd., and cp. ' Amalek,' Ixxxiii.

8. Observe that in 2 K. xxiv. 2 we
siiould probably read, ' the bands of
the Cushites, and of the Aramites,
and of the Misrim (people of Musri),
and of the bnc Amalek.' Cp. on Pss.

Ixxiv., Ixxxiii.

16. Cp, Ixxxiii. 4, cxl. 3, and espe-

cially cxx. 5-7.— 17. Cp. Ixix. 10/'.

—

18. Thy guarded ones = thy remnant.

Cp. isa. xiix. 6 (bi<ni:r^ m:ij).

23-33. The same petitions and
descriptions as before, but with fuller

details of the expected happy return.

Then the speaker will resume his lyre;

he could not sing ' songs of Yahwe on
foreign ground' (cxxxvii. 4). Theo-
doret has already made this remark ;

he tliinks that the psalmist assumed
prophetically the standpoint of the

Babylonian exile.—25. H^T. Again, in

xliv. 10, 24, Ix. 3, 12 (cviii. 12), Ixxiv.

I, Ixxvii. I, Ixxxviii. 15, Ixxxix. 39,

Lam. ii. 7, iii. 17, 31. Though also

found in Hos. viii. 3, 5, Zech. x. 6, it

is specially a psalmist's word. On
usage, see crit. n. on xliv.'-), /. i.
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Critical Notes. For DM^S read mn\ almost throughout (see

General Introd.).

I. M b^)!i3. Read n>ND (01., Bo., Bi., Sta., Che., We., Du.).

r\ follows.—M Jl")l'/1 . G fntTTodd ; cp. T JH'irO (see on Ixxxiv. 2).

2 o-TTfvSfi ('A uy avXav nfTrpaaiao fie'vos) ; cp. S' and J (' sicut areola,' &c.,

as if njiny , 'areola'). S, however, J\», ' mugiens.' This sense is

required by Joel i. 20 (JTiyjl, of cattle) ; the same word may be used of

a stag and of cattle (Bochart). In Joel the vss. again differ ; G

dvi^Xfylrav, T h}~)3DD, 'A inpacnu)6i^, J suspexerunt. J comments thus,
T ; ~ ;

' quasi areola sitiens imbrem. Hoc enim uno verbo significat Aq.,

dicens eVpas-.' S as in Ps. Rodiger (Ges. T/ies.) admits that 'mugiens'

is plausible, but prefers 'desiderans' because y~\^ can thus be connected

with n^my. But n.nn3,N if a genuine word, conies from J~iy, 'to

ascend' (so the Lexicons). If genuine, I say, because such a root is

very doubtful, and how can njliy really mean 'a flower-bed in the form

of a terrace ' (see y(2^ ^i'- S^o- o" Cant. v. 13) ? At any rate, we need

not be exercised about Iin_i'Jn . Transposition makes all plain. Read,

with Herz, "1^.371 . ~137D is, no doubt, commonly used of the divine

rebuke or threat, but even here the original sense of 'cry' pierces

through ; and besides the Ethiopic cognate, we have Ar. jW (see Ges.),

* mugivit, alta voce rogavit, supplicavit cum s;eniitu et planctu ' {Koratt.,

Sur. xxiii. 6). See on the parallel passages, Ixi. 3. Ixxxiv. 3.—M 7y .

Read '^^i . The confusion is frequent.

3 f. IM TI '^'^
; so Ixxxiv. 3 (but see note), cp. Josh. iii. 10, Hos.

ii. \b. Read, with Duhm, ^^n . metre improved and sense fuller.—

M

HKIS^ ; so G J. But S T, and some MSS. and edd., riNlh}. So

rightly Bii., We., Du. See on Ixxxiv. 8, and SDOT on Isa. i. 12.

6. M -|Qi<i3 . Read DI^N^ {"<-' i
; so Kenn., 01., Bi., Gr. ; cp. S.

v: V T ; T :

7. (From n^S to ^II/DJ). The two Paseks warn us of uncertainty.

Note first the impossibility of vP H^Sti'i^ • Elsewhere the phrase

(Tl^Itr, ^7t>) 'ti'BJ "T|3I£^ is followed by '••

"'J3'? ,
not by "hy (see Ixii. 9,

cii. I, cxlii. 3, I S. i. 15, Lam. ii. 19). n")DTJ^ n'?>} is also very awkward.

The doubts of scholars as to the rendering of the cohortative (see Hitz.
;

Driver, Tenses.,^ 51 f.) were veiy natural; editorial makeshifts are, of

course, often very difficult to render. For a makeshift the reading before

us certainly is. The true reading will appear through the manipulated

text as soon as we have noticed the plan of interlacing the strophes by

repeating certain passages (not only the refrain) either in the same or in

a varied form. It is this, ^jiN^a*; \TV\Tv\ D^^':'^< ^j^^N'l ^"^pn rht.
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This approaches the traditional and agrees with the corrected text of

xliii. 3d! ; it also approaches in some degree the corrected text of xlii. 9.

(From 12Jl'h} ^3 to D\'iV>J). Again notice Pasek. Read probably

D'Tjbi^ r)^^''?^ Dmt^p "q^jin ''J^^^''n^ This differs from xliii. 3^

except in the first word ; the sense in part agrees, in part it is fuller. We
should never have guessed Dmii'D IID.! ; the general sense is

suggested by /. 9, and the form by the necessity of finding a phrase out

of which M's Dn^^ 102 might have become corrupted. Let us now
consider this strange expression. It is at once clear that D"T'^^^ (^^- Kaii.

D"71^tl cp. 'A,npol3ilBa^oov cwtovs) is a mere editorial guess, like n^ll^ in

Isa. xxxviii. 15 (see SHOT, /sa.). m"^ sctisim ducerc is no doubt a late

colloquial word (see Levy). G, 6Vi ^tfAeiVo/nat iv niTro) <jKr]vr]i davfiacrrfis

(^Tl?^, so G in viii. i, xcii. 6 ; 6 in xv. 3, Ixxv. 5); from G and a few

MSS., Kenn. and Bp. Horsley derive the reading ^^^< "TC'2 ;
' so too

Bredenk. {Gesetz u. Proph. 143). But what does 1^ mean?'- The

present writer formerly {Exp. Tiiiiss) proposed D"^^? ibB. (cp. Iv. 14 f.) ;

after which he found that Gr. had suggested D^mi^'/D "jbi- Certainly

D^TItt^itS is plausible; TD^ does not, however, go well wich '^'2- We
must therefore try another explanation. Since j") and a sibilant may be

confounded, and the context favours this, let us read 'W!2 "^1^3. ' in the

midst of the singers' (cp. Ixviii. 26). Otherwise we might suspect "703.

to be a corruption of J^i^lp, and boldly adjust to xliii. 3^.—JT'QTh} is

better than DO"!]/. "IJ/ comes from '7P (influenced by DTIN), and

b^» from b^.

9. Read li^^n (G 2 ; Gr. Du.). ^t^T] is a collective.— 10. M "niD

Tinljn'ii^il, with Pasek. The reduplicated form is improbable, xliv. 26

and Lam. iii. 20 might suggest TlVi'D, but this would hardly have

expanded so much. Read perhaps ^BiSi^/l/l'nrO ; the changes are

regular. Continue 'n~n!2T ('''• i-.: >^liii' 5)- So Kon. § 366 n, after

G 2 S J.

1 1. Duhm remarks that the distich containing the refrain has in each

stichos one beat too many. But this is due to corruption of the text.

"113/' 's clearly a dittogram, and so, less clearly perhaps, but not less

certainly, in VJD- Between these two words comes j~n_yV;i^^ lilTIN,

each part of which phrase is questionable. The hope which sustains the

1 Bp. Horslcy's theology is not very critical ; he considers D^~1^"Tk*} to be a

title of the D^H'^N, 'the persons of the Godhead.'

- Dr. J. I'. Peters {JBL, '93, p. 57), reading as above, finds a reference to the

Feast of Booths.
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speaker is too briefly expressed in the single word 1311^^ ; not without

exegetical reason did AV render, in v. 6, ' I shall yet praise him for the

help of his countenance,' but (on grammatical grounds) with an alter-

native version, '
. . . his presence is salvation,' suggested by G's version,

alike in ver. 6 and in ver. 12 and xliii. 5, a-corrjpinv (tj aoiTripia) toC TrpocrtoTrnv

fj.r,v 6 6e(')s finv (apparently this is the refrain of the anticipated thanks-

giving). The right correction is that of Herz—^JhJIV 'ti'^ this scholnr

leaves ; but the object of the verb should certainly be DTt/J^ 7lij3^i2.

It is superfluous to attack '^3 jTiyiti''' ; the critics who adopt this reading

from xlii. 12, xliii. 5, would hardly do so except from textual conservatism.

If ''J3 were correct, it would be combined with ^'VZ- It was at any rate

critical to re-attach ''^/^}[^] to v. 6. But V33 is certainly a corruption of

j-njD, a fragment of '::^,'2, and Mbi^= '^n^;r= D\"T'7NV

1 2 f. The text of MG is hard to translate and still harder to expound ;

the climax of unintelligibility, however, is reached in "1^^^^ "in^*3- But

we must remember that the O.T. is in many parts very much like a

palimpsest. Underneath this extraordinary passage we may very

probably see corrupt fragments of the following (cp. on //. 23 f.) :

—

d^nn:; nri^t^^ i ^rh^ [mrr^] ^r\J2f

The same distich, with one slight variation, and in a more complete

form, appears as the opening distich of the third strophe according to our

revised text. It is more easily recovered there, but it is certainly

plausible to suppose that if D*31!2~lin ]"n^ '" our passage is corrupt,

and if some local or ethnic name is required, the best reading is

D vhJ^n")^ . Now it can hardly be doubted that those two place-names

(if D^JI^nn can be called a name at all) which are so strangely coupled

are corrupt. What can ' the land of Jordan and the Hermonim ' mean ?

' The land of Jordan ' should be equivalent to 'the land across Jordan.'

But why should 'the Hermons '(.'') be added ? Even Delitzsch, who can

plausibly explain 'the land of Jordan' by 2 S..xvii. 27 (David at

Mahanaim), is obliged to put considerable pressure on 'the Hermonim'
to extract a sense from it. That "IJ,'^,^ '^^\'2 is corrupt was seen long

ago by Olshausen, but his ingenious correction ly^'^ "lil (also Gr.'a) is

useless, because the passage is not adapted for superficial emendation^

If, however, 'n~l^ i'lTI^ is a correct restoration, we cannot doubt that

"13,'!i*.3 nn'J is a second attempt of the early editor to make sense of a

corruption of these two words ("li^^D =^ inTr.2, and nHD = Dm"'),

which has resulted in the omission of the verb ^2I0'?3j~1 (restored from

xliii. I). (It may be admitted that the correction "13;^;^ in ,
' thou little

mountain,' i.e. Zion [see introd.], is also plausible ; but it is equally

marked with superficiality, and the phrase is not in itself a natural one.)
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It will be remarked that tlie unexpectedness of the names ' Arabians

'

and ' Jerahmeelites ' led the scribe, in both cases, into dittography.

D'^n^' is perhaps miswritten twice, as ]3~7P ^nd as *]n3TX , and

D'^'^'Ni^^m"' certainly twice, as ]!")> and D''J")*3-in • For "-t^/BJ = ''yH^lD

cp. on XXV. I, though the penultimate reading of the verb in /. 12 may
have been ^J^OSli' (cp. xliii. i), in which case the initial J") in nmnti/Jl
may belong properly to the same group of letters as ''Ii'3J (D for JO).

That the initial t2 in nnSti'^^r^ "'^s lost is not surprising ; when the

same letter is repeated, one of the two often falls out. It is clear that

the arrangement of this strophe (2) was disturbed. A regard for sense,

and for the arrangement of str. 3 will enable us to remedy this.

14. M m::ij^ (with Pasek). xliii. 2 (/. 25) has ^TJ•^^<""'3 (again

Pasek). Both readings are corrupt; in /. 14 read mij,' , in /. 25,

Hii^prT (cp. xliv. 24).—M ^p'^D '?^i7 . The three "^s awaken suspicion,

xliii. 2 (/. 25) has '']^}?7:i ^ribii Read here yt> ^n^i^ (xviii. 47, xxv.

5, xxxvii. 9). Cp. on /. 20.— 15. "ITp . Read "inn ; so too /. 26. Cp.

on xxxviii. 7.—M 3.''T»^ • Read, for consistency, ^^.nj? ; cp. vii. 6, xviii. i,

Ixxiv. 3, 10.

16. M hiiip Dinr^"'?N Dinri (ainjimasc; see Albrecht, z^rjf;

xvi. 62). J
' abyssus abyssum invocat.' Fine; but the credit belongs to

the editor. Unless //. 14, 15 be excised as an editorial substitute for the

true text, //. 16, 17 cannot originally have agreed with the text of 7'. 8.

A lover of vague but grand poetry may regret this. Read Jlil^n*?^

^1T nVrTba (cp. cxl. 3,^).—M -^niai b^pb- what can -li:):^' mean?
t: - T '•.••':

In 2 S. v. 8 it is perhaps a corruption of ]V^ (see Cri/. Bib.). Frd. Del.

{Prol., '86, 165 n.'") compares ^i~13^2 (Tg., Talm.), 'stone, rock'; but

most explain 'channel' from New Hebrew. G's KarappaKTwv (Gen. vii.

11) is obscure. Read perhaps TT^n^i^ ni'?^'?.

17. M ^""^Jn ^'*"lZlIi^p~'?3 . Three ditflculties, i. the tautology;

2. the extreme doubtfulness of D^l^li'D ,
' breakers ' (see on xviii. 5) ;

and 3. the connexion. Omitting ^D as a dittogram, and assuming a

transposition, I am compelled to read TT^3~inp O^^*? (cp. Ixix. 10/;).

18. M n^nil (I'asek) ;

'") here, as in Ezek. xxi. 27, is corrupt.

Read D^-HHS ; cp. Ixiv. 3. A less easy and suitable correction is 3p~lZ)

(01., Or., Che., Kau., I)u.). Herz, y^l21 (or ~3) ; G eV rJ) KaradXaaOai.

—M mii:. Read U'^-\T2 (vi. 8).—M 2"^^ • Read "21^% restoring

historical colour.

20. Evidently the text of 7/. 9 is in disorder (note two Paseks). 01.

and We. omit v. 9 as being unsuitable, and not required in a strophe of
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' six verses.' But the metrical arrangement requires another line, and

we expect a reference to Yahwc's TDn and J1,^J>} as in the two other

strophes (rightly read). Besides, v. 9 as it stands is too odd for an

interpolator to have invented. Removing the dittographed accretions,

and correcting gently, we get ^jHiphi Vhm
\ T7pn Ty\TV HV^*. DuJV

is a corruption of a dittographed TWTV^ (suggested by 717 vQ) ; it is,

however, the second XX\TV' which is superfluous. The ^ in mii'' comes

from '> = mn^ • TIDH should be ITDrT , as in the other strophes.

n7v[^] comes from D^^'?^i (as in Ixxvii. 3), a variant to, or correction

of, mn^. nT^'ii^ comes from Pl^Ii^) while Sj"! "TDJ^ is probably a cor-

ruption of T|';:),p^^, and n / is dittographed from ^i7 in 7'^ ^^H bi^b

is a variant to ''^'^D 7^7 (see on /. 14). The SrjXaaet of the common
text of G comes from wSi) avrov (cod. A) ; so Bruns.

23 f. See on //. 12 f. "'2:031:' should be '^2'):2'i^ ; •'IJH:: U"") Him
(Pasek precedes) comes from Q^3"iy ^ij^ • The traditional reading is

hard to interpret ; "I'Dn~N7 ""IJ should mean the unfaithful section of

the Jewish people in Palestine. But it is plain from xlii. 11, &c., that

the enemies referred to are foreigners. We expect the ethnic name of

the foreigners to be given. ' Hermonim ' cannot be the name; surely

l''Dn~J<'? can only come from [a"']t'NQnT ; parallels are not scarce.

And just as "'IJQ follows the disguised D"*!!!^, so yi-Tp in disguise

follows ['']'?^^L2^T though it may (strangely enough) with equal truth

be said to precede it. The disguise of 3;'^T^3 is ^'^^2 ; that of the

dittographed D^'^SDm^ is nb^);') HDID-

25. For rmhJ"''3 read nJiVI^ (P and j1 confounded). See on
T - - T '• T '

/. 14.—27. The line could not have been omitted, and it just completes

the strophe.

26. M "'l"li2{. Again read D"'"1ik!^ cp. on Ixxiv. 5.

28. M
?J•^^^^.

Read "?J"^pn (so //. 7, 20) ; n and K confounded, as

often. Lag. ingeniously, Tj-'Qi-n "^jmN, which might favour Duhm's

hypothesis (?).—M plDn. Read Hl.T (/• 7)--M ^JimV Some MSS.

"'JTjn^"' (cp. on xxiii. 4).

30. M >>^ nnry:; biji-bi^. Duhm, ^>:^< 'dtitzu; bi^-ba. But

'ID 7Nt is not a probable phrase, nor is n'7"'JN a synonym of HT/K

.

Read ^"^!2_T^^^ 'bii'ii
'^^i^"'^^^.

PSALM XLIV.— I.

1 RiMETERs. Probably the preface to a lost historical psalm ; cp. Ixxviii. The
speaker is pious Israel (see on v. 5). Note point of contact with Ps. Ivi. (note
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on V. 9) and Ps. Ixxx. (on v. 2). The division of Ps. xliv. into two parts is not
only Bickell's ; it was made independently in India by Rev. Jacob Thompson.
Psalms of the Sons of Korah, Cottayam, Travancore, 1892, p. 16. Bickell

has conjectured that between vv. 10-27 ^ leaf fell out, so that xliv.t'' lacks the

end, and xliv.(-) the beginnim:. The hypothesis, however, implies what we can
hardly assume, viz. that the MS. was written on leaves.

Deposited. Of the sons of Korah. Deposited. i

I O Yahwe ! we have heard with attention, 2

Our fathers have recounted unto us,

The deeds thou didst perform in their days.

The works of thy hands in the days of old.

? [Thy people thou broughtest out of Egvpt] ? 3

Nations didst thou drive out, and those didst thou plant in
;

? [And when their enemies oppressed them,] ?

Peoples didst thou shatter, and those didst thou rescue.

For not by their sword did they conquer the land, 4
10 Nor did their own arm bring them victory.

But thy right hand, and thine arm.

And the light of thy face, because thou favouredst them.

It is thou who art my King and my God, 5

The author of Jacob's victories :

With thee can we butt our foes, 6

With thy name trample down our assailants.

For it is not in my bow that I trust, 7

Mv sword cannot bring me victor}^
;

It is thou that dost deliver us from our foes, 8

20 And puttest those that hate us to shame.

Continually we make our boast of thv name, 9

To the Most High we perform our vows.

[In thee we are fearlessly confident
;

What +indeed+ can earth's race do unto me ?]

Conclusion lost.

5 f. Cp. Ixxviii. 55, Ixxx. 9. — 9, xxiv. 6 (see note).— 15. Can 'uc butt;

17. Cp. XX. 8, xxxiii. 16, I S. xvii. 45. f )r the metajihor, see Dt. xxxiii. 17,

— II. The synonyms, as in Ixxiv. 11, i K. xxii. 11, Dan. xi. 40,

cp. Sirach xxxiii. 7.— 12. Afy kins^, i.e.

Israel's king, cp. /. 13, and see on v. 3. 16. VTltb thy name = with thy
— 14. Jacob, i.e. Israel. So Ixxvi. 7, Presence; cp. /. 21, and see 'Name,'
Ixxxiv. 9, Ixxxv. 2, lxx.\vii. 2, but not Enc. Bib.—21. Cp. Ivi. 11 (corr. text).
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Critical Notes. 1-4. M D^"^':'^^ • Read HIHV—M : Qlp ""lyi

"^Tl"* nri»S (note Pasek). Read Dip "^lyi "^n"* n'li'PD • Transposition

of the two halves of the Hne ; ^2 in TVDV"^ overlooked, owing to the

preceding 12-—Lines 6 and 8 gain in effect through being viewed as the

second lines respectively of two successive couplets. For i^lD read

Y"1A> and for Drr'T^i^/l (the sense of which is not clear) read DH^nD-

Some reference to the troublous side of Israel's early history is surely to

be expected.

13 f. Read "'rf'?^^! (G, Bi.).—H-I^i. Read rTI-:^::: (G, Kenn., Bi.,

We.). Cp. Ixxiv. \ib.

21 f. M DNl'7i^2 ; read DVn~':'3 (dittographed). M TTr2i:;T (with

Pasek) ; read ^piL* • See on Ivi. 11, and cp. Ixix. 31.— IM nilj "Cby^h

n'7D- Read "d^tll IJimj '^'hvb See on Ixi. 10.—Supplement from

Ivi. 12.

PSALM XLIV.—2.

i RIMETERS. A prayer of the innocent maytyr-nation {vv. iS, 19, 21). The
situation is briefly this. The Davidic king has been set aside, and further

resistance has become hopeless. There is no security for life in the land of

Israel ; Israel is mocked by all, and captives or fugitives of its race are scattered

everywhere. ' Where is thy God ?
' is the blasphemous cry of the Arabians and

jerahmeelites (cp. on xlii.-xliii. , Iv. and Ixxiv.). Israel has not deserved such a

fate ; it is true— sincerely true— to its legal obligations; indeed, it is its religious

strictness which so exasperates its enemies. How can Yahwe be angry with his

people ? Israel is down-trodden— is even nigh to death. An appeal to the

divine lovingkindness is its only hope. The (assumed) background, therefore, is,

not the time of Hezekiah and Sennacherib (cp. Lag., JMittheil., ii. 377), but that

of the Exile.

The psalm is strikingly parallel to Pss. Ix. and Ixxxix.C-) ; indeed, it is as

closely related to them as Ps. Ixxiv. is to Ps. Ixxix, and the same circumstances

are presupposed in it as in Pss. xlii.-xliii. There is a strong imaginativeness in

the assumed background, but the voice of conscious innocence, which demands a

just retribution, is that of the hasidim throughout the period which opens with

the establishment of the Law. In fact, the doctrine of retribution in this life lies

at the root of the psalmist's complaints, and leads to the intemperate cry,
' Awake, O Yahwe,' which (see on /. 27) John Hyrcanus criticized.

Our view of the date and meaning of Ps. xliv.''-' is closely connected with text-

critical considerations. If we venture on no important corrections of the text of

M G, we shall probably incline to a Maccabnjan date, for which the present

writer has strongly argued in OP, 91-95. For this view there is both ancient and
modern authority. Theodore of Mopsuestia,' Theodoret, Chrysostom conceived
Ps. xliv. to be a prophecy of the Syrian persecution, and this view early became
naturalized in England through the commentary on the Psalter (/« Ps. Librum
Exegesis) which was once assigned to Bede, and from which are derived the

arguments prefixed to the psalms in the Anglo-Saxon version commonly known
as the Paris Psalter." Calvin and Bossuet inclined to it, and many moderns,
including Hitzig, Bathgen, Buhl,^ VVellhausen, Duhm, and Kautzsch, have

' See Biithgen, ZATIV, vi. 273.
- See J. D. Bruce's able dissertation, Baltimore, 1894.
3 Ze. f. d. kirchl. Ifiss., '83, p. 226, note (referring to I Mace. vi. 28-54).

In OP, 93, I have referred to this passage and to I Mace. ix. iS (death of

Judas) as supplying fit occasions for the psalm (see also notey', p. 103).
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accepted it in the more natural form that it is the expression of Jewish feehng
under the Syrian persecution (see OP, 91-93). Those, however, who feel the
difficulty of supposing a Maccab;\;an psalm were provided with a critical refuge by
Ewald {Dichtcr, ii. 353 ft". ; cp. Hist., v. 120 note), and especially Robertson
Smith {OT/C^-\ 43t)), whose view the present writer has repeatedly {e.g.

A'ohut Memorial Volume, '97. p. 115) endorsed, and in Germany Professor

G. Beer {Indiv. it. Gem. Ps. p. Iv.).

Certainly persecution of the Jews under Artaxerxes Ochus, such as Robertson
Smith supposes, would plausibly explain a good number of psalms, and especially

xliv., Ixxiv., Ixxix. Unfortunately, the evidence for it is but slight, and, according
to W'iilrich {Jndaica, 1900, pp. 35-39), there is no reason to suppose that the
good relations between the Jews and the Persian kings were ever disturbed. It is

true scholars like Noldeke and Judeich have expressed an opposite view.'

A theory like that of Professor G. A. Barton {Aiuei: Joiirn. of Theol., iii.

['99^t 744 ff-)) who analyzes Ps. xliv. into three strophes, representing three

different periods : (i) a song of triumph from the pre-exilic nge, (2) a portion

called forth by the defeat of the national armies in the time of Judas Maccaba;us,

and (3) a complaint occasioned by a religious persecution in the days of Bagoses,

is liable to attack from several sides, and is really less plausible than any one of

the chief competing hypotheses.

The most important of the new textual emendations relate to //. 2, 16, 31.

The first cuts away one of the chief grounds of the j\Iaccaba;an theory, viz. that

the national armies had been recently defeated ; the second points to the

Arabians and Edomites as the chief enemies of the Jews ; the third removes the

reference to jackals, which Hitzig adduces as favourable to his theory that a

defeat of the Jews near Jamnia (i Mace. v. 56-62) was the occasion of the psalm

(cp. 'Fox,' col. 1563, Enc. Bib.).

The objection to the new theory (apart from its textual basis) is that it imi^lies

a representation of the sufferings of the captivity, which is opposed to that of the

late prophetic school of writers. Those sufferings were, from a theological point

of view, occasioned by the sins of the former generations— their idolatry and their

other illegalities. But Ps. xliv. and the related psalms expressly claim for the

Jews the possession of legal righteousness. The psalmists, however, are neither

prophets like Jeremiah nor church-historians like the Chronicler. Avoiding all

distinct reference to contemporary history, they are obliged to adopt a more or

less imaginary historical background, but the essential part of their poetical

productions is not the assumed background, but the very real ideas and aspirations

of the pious community which is the speaker. They could think themselves back
into the external surroundings of an earlier age, but they could not, at the dictates

of literary consistency, cease to be themselves. Bredenkamp's argument [Geseiz

u. Propheten, 127, note) for an exilic date is therefore more ingenious than

successful. The psalm must be post-exilic, and though a date in the late Persian

period may (in spite of Willrich's criticism) not be impossible, it may appear

safer to refer the psalm to the early Greek period, perliaps to the time when
Palestine suffered so terribly from the first Ptolemy (cp. Willrich, Judeii. u.

Griechen, 24).
The points of contact with Pss. Ix. and Ixxxix. (see on //. i, 2, 5) are

noteworthy. See also on Pss. Iv., Ixxiv.

Some stanzas lost.

I But now thou hast cast off our king, 10

And succourest not in our distresses
;

Thou causest us to turn back from Alissur, 1

1

Those that hate us take spoil at their pleasure.

' See Noldeke, Enc. Brit,, xviii. 580 ; Aufsiitzc zjir pers. Gesch., 78 ; Judeich,

Studien; Cheyne, Intr. Is., 359.
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Thou givest us up to Cushan, to Jerahmeel, 12

And scatterest us among the nations
;

Thou sellest thy people cheaply, 13

And gainest nought by the purchase money.

We are become a taunt to our neighbours, 14

10 A scoff and a jeer to those around us
;

Thou makest us a byword among the nations, 1

5

A thing for the peoples to shake the head at.

My disgrace is before me continually, 16

The shame of my face covers me,

The mockery from Zarephath and Gebal, 1

7

From the sons of Arabia and of Amalek.

All this has befallen us, but we have not forgotten thee, 18

We have not been false to thine ordinance
;

Our heart has not turned back, 19

20 Our steps have not swerved from thy way.

If we had forgotten the name of our God, 21

Or stretched out our hands to an alien god.

Would not Yahwe search this out, 22

For he knows the secrets of the heart ?

Nay, for thy sake Jerahmeel has killed us, 23

We are reckoned as sheep for slaughter.

Rouse thee, why art thou angry, O Lord ? 24

Awake, cast not off thy pious ones !

Wherefore hidest thou thy face, 25

30 Forgetting our misery and oppression ?

For thou hast made us to dwell in dark places, 20

And enveloped us in ^loom +of Deathland+.

For our soul is bowed down to the dust, 26

Our body cleaves to the ground.

Arise to be our help, 27

Set us free for thy lovingkindness' sake.

1-4. Cp. Ix. 12, Ixxxix. 39, 43 f., II f. 7^Q, cp. Dt. xxviii. 37.

—

Ixxx. 13.—5-8. Cp. Ix. 6, cvi. 27, Dt. . '7 , , ^
xxxii. 30, Isa. Hi. 3.-9. Cp. Ixxix. 4.

'^^}'^'' ^P" "'';"• °" l^^^^. 7.-175. Cp.

, _ —L-, , . , /y o xlii. 4, 7, Ixxiv. 18, and see introd.
Ixxx. 7.—U7p, a late word (ler. xx. a rp. ^ a../k; 1 v „ 1 1 •. t u

' v'v The Arabians and Amalekites or lerah-

only), cp. rrD'pp (Ezek. xxii. 4), and meelites, with Zarephath and (Jebals
"^ t' - represent those neighbouring people,

the late verb D7p. which, even before the end, had (as
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it seems) been encouraged by Nebu- (]ti'^j~) Hit^?), was made by ' the high-

chadrezzar to invade Judah (2 K. xxiii. priest Johanan ' (i.e. John Hyrcanus),
2; see on Ps. l.xxxiii.).— 17-24. Cp. who is said (So/a, 480) to have abo-

Job's protestations (Job xxxi.). — 18. lished the daily liturgical use of v. 24

3. "^pp, as Ixxxix. 34.—25. Cp. xlii. by Levites called D^Tliy^S ('wakers'),

Sl> (corr. text), Ixix. 8, 10. This con- ' Has God sleep? Does not the Scrip-

sciousness of legal righteousness is not ture say, Behold the keeper of Israel

confined to the psalms often regarded neither slumbers nor sleeps ? ' Johanan
as Maccak-ean (see e.g. Pss. iv., v., added, however, that the words had a

vii xvi -xviii xxxv.). 26. IN^D temporary justification with reference to
_* ' ' ' . .. the trouble of Israel as contrasted with

nnjU ; cp. Jer. XI. 19, xn. 3, Isa. Ini.
(^j,g g^gg ^^^^ prosperity of the nations

7.-27. Cp. vii. 7, lix. 6 (x-^lii 10 xliii.
Qf jj^g world.-30. VHb. So xlii. 10,

2). A vigorous criticism of the (tradi- ' - -

tional) reading, 'why sleepest thou' xliii. 2.—33 f. Cp. cxix. 25.

Critical Notes, i. M C)S G vvv\ 6e. Read Hi^:^"! .~~^'^
^^?"''?P'(i^''-

The absolute use of n.3T , though possible, is not probable. Read

•^J^7;!^~J"1^} . see on Ixxxlx. 39, Ixxiv. i.

2. M -irriil^^^B ^Jik/^"^^'?^ • On this passage is based the theory

that Ps. xliv. was written after a defeat of the Jews in the Maccabeean

wars (see introd.). Comparing Ix. 12 f., however, it becomes more than

probable that we should read IJTlil^n ^"'t^/TJ-i':'") .—3. Read liiaQ

(^.3 = u)).— 5- 'Sheep of eating ' ? Read Vsprn;':' TjJij^^i ]j;n;n . Cp.

Ix. ba (corr. text).

8. M /T'^n. Read n-nirT (Gr.). Cp. Prov. xxii. 16^.-9. For

1JD''Ii'Jl (copied in error from /. 11) read 1^^\"1 with Duhm. See

Lxxix. 4.

15. M C]Upi ^""^P '^^p^- '?ip is too weak, and we require

ethnic names in this distich. Read 72ilp1 nSliip D^p-

16. M Dpjrip'l H^iN ""^Dp- An earher form of the text, however,

gave Dr^priDI ; the line, thus read, would contain an allusion to viii. 3

(see note). But the original reading is probably very difterent, viz.,

'd->i:iV'\ i"iy '^210 (cp- lix- 2).
' -• T-:- T-: • : -

25. M DViT'^D •lj:i')in, an odd expression. DVn"':'D is one of

the disguises of '?^^;2^T (so e.g. Ivi. 2). Read 'RT ^J2"in.—27f. M

Ili^TI nia'?, preceded and followed by Pasek. Read yj^JTl HQ'?

(similar case in Ixxx. 5). Ili/TI weakens the sense ; we want a parallel

to mtn -—M m'b n^}r\~b)^ • Wll and ion can be confounded (see

on xiii. 2, xvi. 11, xvii. 15). Read Tj>TDrT 'n"'?Nt.

31. M ^JD^Sl ^3. Del., '(We have not become apostates from
T • •

thee) so that thou shouldest therefore have brought upon us our present
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misfortunes ' ; so Driver, Tenses^ § 398, Obs. Kon. {Synt. § 394^,'') thinks

that this is one of the cases in which a causal clause, through connection

with a negative statement, has become concessive (" not ... on the

ground that " == "in spite of the fact that "). All very acute, but uncon-

vincing. 'S preceding a statement respecting God's severe treatment of

his people cannot be so explained ; see Ixxxviii. 4-10. Verse 23 was

omitted in error, supplied in the margin, and at length inserted in the

text at the wrong point. '3~T » however, cannot be the right word.

Nothing else in the psalm indicates that Yahwe himself had taken an

active part in breaking Israel to pieces. The complaint of the com-

munity is simply that Yahwe had permitted the enemies of Yahwe's

religion to decimate the adherents of that religion, and so had enveloped

Israel with a cloud of death-like gloom. The right verb can only be

restored when we have corrected the startling phrase which follows.

—

M D^^n Dipp3 ,
' in a place of jackals,' 2 eV roTrcp (101(07x0)

; cp. Jer.

X. 22. But how can this be harmonized with ^J/T'31? We should

rather expect, ' Thou hast given us up as a portion for jackals ' (Ixiii. 1
1
).

Hitz., it is true, takes the phrase 'j~) DpQ topographically, and thinks

of the neighbourhood of Jamnia, where Joseph and Azarias were

defeated (i Mace. v. 56-62), and where jackals are said by travellers to

abound. But the jackal is common (at the present day) throughout

Palestine, and, the rest of the description being quite general, we are

bound to ask whether Palestine, or the land of the Jews, may not be

meant. The objection is that nothing has been said of the devastation

of Palestine ; the psalmist would surely not have passed this over.

Thus none of these explanations is satisfactory ; it remains to be

considered whether the text is correct. One might first of all suspect

Q''Jn , which word, in Ezek. xxix. 3, xxxii. 2, is obviously miswritten for

I'JD ,
' di'agon.' With 01s. (1853) we might make the same correction

here, and explain D1pD3 on the analogy of "^W)^ 'Q3 in Hos. ii. i,

where it is explained by Kimhi as = Iti^J^ JirTD (so recently Nowack,

and Kon., § 393). The sense produced is, ' instead of (= as if we were)

the dragon.' Israel's affliction will then be compared to the vengeance

taken by the God of light on the dragon of chaos (cf. Ix.xiv. 13 f., Ixxxix.

II, and see ' Dragon,' ' Rahab,' Enc. Bib.). It is Gunkel's merit {Sc/i'dp/.,

70 f.) to have stated this view forcibly; Olsh. had thought of the

crocodile as the ^^i)jl. But in Ixxiv. 13 f., l.xxxix. 11, Rahab or Leviathan

and the dragons symbolize the opponents of Yahwe, and Israel could not

be classed among these. It is also extremely doubtful whether D1p*J3

will bear to be rendered ' instead of.' We cannot (with Now. on Hos.,

I.e.) defend this rendering by Isa. xxxiii. 21; the phrase in this passage is

explained better by Konig (see Isaiah, Heb., SBOT adloc), and in Hos.

ii. I DV/D2 = in the place of exile (cp. yiSrTp , Hos. ii. 2). Putting
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aside theories about the chaos-dragon (however sound these may be ')

let us seek some other way of correcting the text. What word will supply
the most natural parallel to DV^b'^ (/• 4^) ? Pss. Ixxviii. 7 (corn text),

cvii. 10, 14, Job iii. 5, x. 21 give the answer; it is either TJ^n or TJy^'nD,

For 'D ':2^ read, beyond doubt, D''3tt^n02 (Ixxxviii. 7). We can now

perhaps solve the problem of il'31 ; should we read •IJJl^li'in (cxliii.
T • • T :

-

6, Lam. iii. 6) ?

PSALM XLV.

i ETRAMETERS. This is at once a coronation and a marriage song. It is the
second Solomon whom the poet, conscious of a specially strong inspiration, sets
himself to celebrate, drawing attention successively to the king's singular wisdom
and eloquence (cp. i K. iv. 29-33, x- 6 f., 23 f.), to his success in warfare
(2 Chr. viii. 3), and to the righteousness of his rule (i K. iii. 16-28). All these
t-ndowments are the gifts of God ; the chief of them, however, is the king's
inflexible justice, which is the cause and origin of his political influence, of his
extensive commerce and vast supply of gold (l K. x.). It is the crown of his
felicity that he has for his principal queen an Egj'ptian princess (cp. i K. iii. i,

xi. 1-3), whose beauty and rich apparel are admiringly described, and to whom
a patriotic exhortation is addressed by the poet. Lastly, the king is encouraged
by the prospect of a family of sons, whom (with an allusion to i K. iv.) he may
place over the provinces of Palestine, which is in the narrower and stricter sense
his kingdom. Each stanza contains six lines.

The psalm is parallel to Ps. Ixxii. The peculiarity of it is that the king (the
Messiah) is represented as mere/j> an idealized Solomon, and the poet even follows
his model by mentioning a royal harem. It is not altogether surprising that some
have called the writer a court-poet, and compared him to Theocritus.

In spite of this it is no mere poetic illustration of a biography of Solomon that
we have before us, but really a NIessianic psalm ; the king, as the Targum says,
is 'king Messiah.' Just as the life of David contributes elements to the descrip-
tion of the idealized people of Israel, which is the speaker in Ps. xviii., so, but in

much larger measure, the life of Solomon supplies a basis for the description of
the ideal king in Ps. xlv.

Credit is due to Giesebrecht for his reassertion {ZATIV, i. ['Si], 318) of the
Solomonic reference of the psalm combined with that of its post-exilic date. He
has also called attention to the parallelisms between Ps. xlv. and the Song of

Songs, and if one of these (r'. 9, /Tl7^^<^ "ID , cp. Cant. iv. 14) has now
disappeared, the other (xlv. 10, 15, cp. Cant. vi. S) acquires additional force
through textual emendation. It now becomes superfluous to look for a con-
temporary king as the hero of the poem, whether one of the Ptolemies {e.g.

Philndelphus, see OP, 166-174, but cp. y/vZ, 106 f. ; Christian Use of Psalms,
154 f.), or one of the Asmona:an princes.

It is remarkable how little reality there is either in Ps. xlv. or in Ps. Ixxii.,

except in the cry for justice which is audible in both. Did the Messianic hope
burn more brightly in the hearts (jf the people than it seems to have done in those
of the religious poets ? We have to face the fact that the poet regards the
conventional picture of Solomon as not unfit to be applied to the Messiah. It is

true Solomon was not really a great conqueror, but the poet fancies that he was,
and it is a painful reflection that the benefit of being subject to the Messianic king,
typified (as was believed) by Solomon, has to be purchased by the ' nations ' so
dearly. ' Plow strongly this contrasts with the first of the great prophetic
descriptions of the Servant of Vahwe (Isa. xlii. 1-4) !' See CItristian Use of the

Psalms, 145—
1
58. Prof. W. S. Pratt, ' A Comparative Study of Ps. xlv.,' JKL,

xix. [1900], 1S9—218, advocates a theory of composite structure, the nucleus

Gunkel, ScJtdpf., 70 f., refers to our passage in support of such a theory.
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being vv. 9, 10, 13, and isolated words, &c., elsewhere. Tht textual basis,

however, has not been made secure. Dr. Paul Reuben, who specially devotes

himself to the textual basis, comes to very different results. ' Four stanzas, each of

four stichi, written originally $ouaTpo(pr)S6i'. The main difficulty is a Pharisaic,

anti-martial, addition in v. 5.' On the heading, see Introd.

Deposited. For the Ciishanites. Of the sons of Korah.

Deposited. Marked : of ^Arab-etJian. I

I My mind is devising goodly words
;

2

I bend mine ear +up\vards+ to a new lay.

Thou art wise with more than human wisdom, 3

Poured upon thy lips is graciousness
;

Therefore Yahwe blesseth thee for ever,

Gird thy sword upon thy thigh, O thou hero! 4
Draw forth the javelin, and grasp the buckler.

(?) Yahwe thy God will make thy course to prosper, (?) 5

10 Because of his faithful and righteous covenant
;

He will answer thee with the glorious deeds of his redressing

right hand,

Yahwb lifts thee up for ever and ever. 7a

Upon those that hate thee, O thou hero ! thine arrows will

descend, 6

They will fall upon the men of Arabia and Jerahmeel.

A sceptre of justice is the sceptre of thy kingdom, "jb

Righteousness thou lovest, iniquity thou hatest
;

8

Therefore peoples do homage unto thee,

[All] kindreds of the nations serve thee.

Full of gold are all thy store-chambers, 9

20 Minas of Carchemish they bring unto thee
;

A daughter of kings stands +ready4- as thy consort, 10

In the midst of court-women without number.

Hearken, O Egyptian maiden
;
lean thine ear

; 11

Forget thine own people, and thine own father's house :

For the king longs deeply for thy beauty

;

12

For he is thy lord, [and Yahwe's anointed] :

And unto thee will they bow down, O Egyptian maiden,

with gifts, 13

30 The richest of [all] people will sue for thy favour.
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Upon her neck a wreath of coral
; 14

Brocade of gold is her raiment

;

To the king she is brought, her companions following her/ 15

2With exultant joy they enter the palace/^ 16

The crown of thine old age will be thy sons, 17

Whom thou wilt set as princes throughout the land.

Appendix.

I will celebrate thy name from age to age, 18

So that peoples shall magnify thee for ever and ever.

I. See introd., and cp. Ixxviii. 2.

The close of v. 2 runs in M G, ' My
tongue is the pen of a practised (or,

swift, G o^vypafpov) scribe,' as if the

psalm were an improvisation. This
agrees with the common view of the

meaning of A i ,
' My mind bubbles

up,' &c., but the poet is far from deny-
ing that his heavenly message has

received a skilful setting from human
art.

3 f. The wisdom of the king is

necessarily prominent. The supposed
parallel (Isa. xxxiii. 17) for the tradi-

tional reading, in which the king's

beauty is extolled, is highly doubtful

(see SBOT, Isaiah, Heb. text, p. 196).

The eloquence of Solomon was also a

part of the tradition. The Messianic

king is to charm all who hear him as

Solomon charmed the queen of Sheba.

See introd. Therefore. Pleased with

the worthiness of his chosen one, Yahwe
solemnly grants him perpetuity of rule.

Cp. on /. 17.

7-12. This address to the king,

who is imagined as present, is in the

strongest degree prophetic. Nominally
it is the Messiah (cp. ex.) who takes

judicial vengeance on Israel's enemies,

but the all-subduing energy comes from
Yahwe. The language in //. 7 f- is

partly modelled on thai of xxxv. 3 (see

crit. n.), which is an address to Yahwe.

"li^il (hero) too is applied elsewhere

to Yahwe (cp. xxiv. 8, bis). Covenant
reminds us of Ixxxix. 29, 35, 40, and
the whole line of Ps. ex., /. S. He will

answer thee, pointing to the constant

prayers of the community for the day

of Yahwe. Glorious deals, i>JT)J in its

derived sense, Ixv. 6, cxxxix. 14, &c.
His rcdressiii<; right hand ; cp. Isa.

xli. 10. Lifts thee up ; cp. iii. 4,

xxviii. 9.— 13 f. A special proof of

the king's love of justice.

15. On the unexpected words,
' Thy throne, O God, is for ever and
ever,' see crit. note-

—

A sceptre of jus-

tice. It is equally justice which destroys

the wicked with a ' sceptre of iron
'

(ii. 9), and which tends Israel with a

pastoral stafT (xxiii. 4). On v. "ja

(in M) see crit. note.

17. Therefore, &c. Does this

mean that the vassalage to which the

other peoples of the earth are reduced

is the divine reward of the king's

justice, or that the peoples will

hasten to proffer obedience to so

righteous a ruler (cp. xcvi. 10-13) ?

Ps. Ixxvii. 8-1 1 is parallel. Few will

regret the mysterious passage about

being anointed with the 'oil of joy,' a

phrase which should be metaphorical

(as Isa. Ixi. 3), but which the context

{v. 9 in M) would almost require us to

take literally. And who are tlie

'associates' (D^"13n) to whom M
makes the poet refer? Are they the

other members of the royal caste? or

are they the ' friends ' of the bride-

groom, usually called D^J^IQ ?

18 f. Again a great improvement

in the text. M makes the poet abruptly

turn aside to describe the bridegrooni"s

perfumed dress. We then hear of

'ivory palaces' (why the plural?) and

welcoming music, by which the law of

parallelism is strangely violated, and at

the same time ]iressure is put upon

' Brought unto thee. * They are brought. ^ Of the kinjr.
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Hebrew usage. The revised text im-

plies a reference to i K. x. , and notice

that in i K. x. 17 we hear of niaiiehs,

i.e. miniv, of gold. The mina of Car-

chemish was a standard weight.

21 f. A daugbter of kings. If we
kept the reading of M G (' daughters'),

the phrase would be parallel to the

' queens ' (JlOt'D) of Cant. vi. 8.

But it is not likely that the inferior

wives of the king should have this

honorific title rather than the principal

queen. Besides, the word in the next

line, usually rendered ' the queen

'

(7Jiy), is really a fragment oi pilagUm,
T "

' concubines,' so that the queen must
be referred to in /. 21. There is an
allusion to i K. iii. i, and, in /. 22, to

I K. xi. 3 and Cant. vi. S/' and c. For
thy consort cp. Mai. ii. 14. The last

two lines of strophe 4, relating probably
to the queen, are not extant.

25. O Egyptian maiden. Tlie

reading has less certainty here than in

/. 29, but there is nothing better to

offer. See introd.

27 ff. Two reasons why the foreign

princess should identify herself with

the land of Israel, i. the king is in love

with her, and 2. he is her lord and

master (TJ^JH^^; cp. Gen. xviii. 12).

We might have expected a further

reason to be given, viz. that the gods
of Egypt have been abased before

Yahwe. But it is only added by way
of encouragement that gifts will flow in

from all parts to the consort of the king.

31 f. See 'Pearl,' 'Ouches,' Enc.
Bib.})—3. Her companions, i.e. the

bride's attendants.

35 f. The king is addressed. Cp.
Prov. xvii. 6, ' Children's children are

the crown of old men.' See introd.

37 f. This couplet is outside the

strophic division. As we see from this

and from the use of lOtn (cp. Ixxi.

16, Ixxvii. 12 (Kt.), Isa. Ixiii. 7), it is

the community which speaks, not the

poet (as in //. i, 2). Presumably,
therefore, it is the name of Yahwe
which is to be celebrated. Possibly

two lines, in which Yahwe was men-
tioned, have fallen out ; cp. cxxii. 18 f.

Critical Notes, i. W "^rH- G f^?7p6v^aro ; W F, ' overflows (with).'

The sense ' to seethe ' is supported by JUiTflD , a cooking-vessel (? G,

ear)(dpu), Lev. ii. 7, vii. 9, but is unproven. Better, Driver, 'is asiir

(with)'; so BJi. But the true sense is 'swarms.' Now in no language

could it be said, ' My mind swarms with goodly words.' If '~) were

right, it would have to be followed by ^^ll!,''? (Talmudic Hebrew would

allow this). Herz, ti^lH ; cf. Prov. xiv. 22, but li^lPl can only be used of

evil devices. Read 2,^n, which corresponds to the artistic character of

the poem.—M 2TiD 121 • W F, 'a theme that is good'; Driver,

* a goodly matter.' But /. 3 shows that words are meant. We might

read, for clearness, D''2"110 DH^l-

2. 'Jl*} IphJ , a second Aramaism, follow^ed by a word in an un-

Hebraic sense (^Ii^y/2 , © to. i7oi.i]^aTa. fiov, as if ' my poems '), which also

lays too much stress on the personal feelings of the writer. Comparing

xlix. 5 we should read t^Tin b^dj "'JThJ ILSJ^ • ^ in ''W^D is a

corruption of or substitute for 7; ^ is a fragment of the closing 7. '7u7

in "^^U^ comes from p]^a7 • The final D with the following ]ir? repre-

sents li^in ; l^y ^Jlti^ comes from ^Z3^< ^Jf^< , which phrase was

written twice over. Tl^D 131D represents (IDDIl i^DDIil (see on /. 3).
T : T T ; -

Thus we are free from the singular comparison of the tongue to a pen.
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3. M's j"1^3''3^ has arisen out of a dittographed j'^SDiil (see on /. 2).

For the phrase niDDFT 'DIH, cp. i K. x. 11 (Solomon). Wisdom and

eloquence are rightly combined ; against the ordinary view, see exeg.

note. On j'T'B^B* see Kon. i. 584. G S 'A 2 E', however, presuppose

j-ltgt ig-' (so too P>a. ; Du., 13'). Ges., 01., Hu., Kau., We., jn^H)" ;

Now., Haupt (see SBOT), 71"'3"'3V

7—9- Read ?jjn> (G 2, Gr.), and, in /. 8, m'4 prnni nr)')pi piH

,

comparing xxxv. 2 f., where we read TD^j probably a synonym of nn~lj^ ,

'javelin ' (see on xx.xv. 2, Iv. 22). The corruptions are very obvious ;

note that n'7iJ does double duty—for Hiil and for fl'^t'^V (Observe the

Pasek before n?'^ ) M's text suggests that Tim "Tin was the name of

the king's Excalibur, which is, of course, absurd. What follows is

uncertain. 3D") may have various origins. Coming after H'?^ one

may think first of Tj^TT • To '-|1
'ISi"" prefix tjm'?*^ n^^^ , which fell

out owing to its resemblance to "]"1im "|~TirT • For 331 > however, G
apparently reads ^7;^ (^aa-iXeve), unless indeed /Sao-, represents a variant

which fixed itself in the text beside n?^- At any rate, some statement

bringing Yahwe into relation to the king's conquests seems to be required

(cp. ex. 5). 33"! cannot be right ; there is no parallel for the pregnant

sense ' ride into battle ' (Siegfr.-Sta.), and horses and chariots were

opposed to the theocratic ideal (see on xx. 7, and cp. Zech. ix. 9). G's

i'uTfivov implies T|"1~im (Jer. ix. 2), which Horsley and Hitzig adopt ; but

would not such an exhortation be premature (see /. 13)? It is, however,

at any rate, an error to regard the second "^"TTrn as a mere dittographic

echo (01., Del., Hu. ? ; K6n., S/y/., 302).

10. M pl2J"rnjyT Duiiji "l3Tb'^, i-e. ' for the cause of faithfulness

and humility, (and) righteousness' (Bii.), 'for the protection of faithful-

ness, and for answering righteousness' (Du.), 'for truth and meekly-

gotten victory' (King, Asaph-psalms, 25). First, as to p"Ti{"m^i'.

Observe the similar asyndeton in v. 9, where (as also here) it is not

recognized by G. The pointing, however, implies piji jll^in ('A, (cai

7rpadrj;Toy hiKaUis)—an impossible phrase. T pliJI mj^l ; G '\r\')i^

m337T (k- npavrrjTns k. 8iKnio(Tvfr]i). Stade and Kau. omit piiJ ; but this

makes the line too short. Ol., Hi. follow G, but omit the first V But

can mjj? and piii be combined thus ? Is there not a redundancy ? So at

least thinks Wellh., who further remarks that T^^2V seems to conceal

some term analogous to the preceding 131 • But the only such term is

]"'^1? 'business,' 'matter,' an Aram, word in Koheleth. Duhm takes

mjy to be Infin. Kal. with fem. ending. But the word is surely corrupt
;

the word which it represents belongs to the next line (see next note).

And what of )31"':?P ? Clearly it is too prosaic a phrase (cp. on ex. 4).
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The requisite word is /T*")! (cp. Ixxxix. 4, 35, 40). For metre's sake,

read 71^2 ''^^i^.—Next as to j-)•2^i and pl'^. The object of the king's

expedition is supposed to be the maintenance of the cause of fidehty and

righteousness (perhaps also of humiHty), i.e. of the cause of the king's

faithful and righteous subjects (the D"'!^^ or D^nji). Ges., however

(T/ies, S.V.), takes J^^^? to mean the king's fidelity to his promise. But

however we explain the phrase, it is an unnatural one. We require in

this context a reference to God's ' fidelity ' and ' righteousness,' and such

a reference exists if we read ipl^T 'inpJ^ D'^12 ^b}}, or, as Ixxxix. 34

suggests, ilDm (pT^ and IDH are liable to confusion ; cp. aeaf8 and

aa-fSfK, rival readings of G in Isa. xix. iS, and a note on cxliv. 2). Cp.

Ps. ex., /. 8.

II- ^^2y') in ':i"mj^l (see above) is a corruption of ^^^"'1. -[lim

(like 1j"l"nm in xl. gd) is a corruption of m^mi (dittographed), unless

indeed both "\')^\^ and 'mj are corruptions of mn^Jl-—For ^J^D"*

read Iplii 1\p^ (cp. xlviii. 11, Isa. xli. 10). 'ipl'^ fell out through its

resemblance to "J^^iFT which follows.
"J

arose from assimilation of ]''I2^

to l^^rr. Clearly Yahwe's right hand, not the king's, must be referred

to (cp. xviii. 36, XX. 7, xlviii. 11, liv. 7, Ix. 7, &c.).

12. The sixth line of str. 2 is produced by the transference of the first

half of V. 7, which in M is lyT D^iy DTT'T'S "^^?D3 , a corrupt passage

which is most easily corrected into '^^'] '^Nii'J (see on /. 15).

13 f- "'JlJti^ and WDV may both represent Tyj^ji^^C^], dittographed.

IMnn possibly comes from IJ^nj^ (xxxviii. 3). Add ni2^[n] ; G
bvvarf.— In /. 14 we must surely restore D^t'hiQni^T DO^P- 2.^2.

probably= 3-)[j;]2. 2"'1hJ constantly represents •'31J7 ;
7':'^ or "|^^n

as commonly is a distortion of '7NDm^.

V. la seems at first like an insertion ; it makes strophe 3 too

long by one line. Those who either disregard structural considerations

altogether, or (like Duhm) make the strophes virtually tristichs, will

disallow this objection. The fact, however, remains that v. la is incon-

sistent with the context, which is an address to the king. Hence Saad.,

quoted by Ibn Ezra, paraphrases, 'God shall establish thy throne for

ever and ever,' and Street (1790) and 01. (1853) would prefix '"Dn or the

like. Lag. and Driver {Tenses, § 194), however, prefer to change "TpT into

~IPD, while Bi. and Che.'^' suppose v. "ja to contain parts of two lines,

which in the usual parallelistic form express the eternal duration of the

king's dynasty. Anyone of these views seems to me more plausible than

the very simple expedient suggested by Bruston (so too Matthes, Giese-

brecht, Wellh., Eerdmans (77/. TV/'^jr/zr. '94, p. 277), Duhm) of putting
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the very weak word n^H^ for the divine name, mn^ (substituted correctly,

for the editorial reading D^tlbhi), or of omitting DTl'^hJ, as suggested

by Ncildeke (ZATIV, '88, p. I56f.). Still, we do not expect the eternal

duration of the dynasty to be referred to ; the poet is absorbed just now
in the thought of the king's perfect righteousness. The line might be the

pious ejaculation of an early reader (cp. Lam. v. 19) who considered

Yahw& to be the all-sufficient king of Israel (cp. xliv. 5). Hort's explana-

tion (note on Heb. i. 8), ' God is thy throne,' and Hupfeld's, ' Thy throne

is [a throne of] God' (defended by Konig, § 277 f.) are at any rate too

difficult. All this speculating, however, is rendered unnecessary by the

correction proposed above (on /. 12).

17 f. We have seen (see exeg. note) how improbable M's reading is;

note also the Pasek after ]D'b)? Read probably rp ^MlDp'' ]3~b)^

D'as'p, and continue "^112^ WW r)^nBt!2[~b^']. For the confusion

between "^HZ^D and Tinnti'^ cp. a parallel in //. 28 f.

18. In M, the plur. form J11J3, and the asyndeton (m^iip without

*), but G inserts kcu ; cp. on /. 10) are suspicious. Note too that n37''^p
T • ';

(sing.) only occurs once elsewhere—as the name of one of Job's daughters

(Job xlii. 14), and that there it must be corrupt (see ' Kezia,' £;ic. Bzi.).

Bi. and Du. omit ; Herz, most ingeniously, reads ( t'J,*) p^JlPT ; cp. /. 4.

But there is deep-seated error. Read ?J"'JlhJl?2"'?3 yTin j"lij<':'p.

19- "^2*2 cannot mean 'harp-strings.' It is true Driver and Cowley

refer to our passage in their note on Sirach x.xxix. 15 (Heb.), but G there

must be right against the Heb. text. The versions found no reference to

music. ]^ ''7D''rT too is peculiar (see exeg. note). Bp. Horsley, 'from

cabinets of ivory of Armenia '; similarly Kay, except as regards ' Armenia '

(cp. T). Read probably "rfy ^h2V U}^D3')D "'J3D; cp. on Ixviii. 3 if.

21. M DO'^D ry\23.- Against this, see exeg. note. Read '!2 D2..—

M ^Tlilp^Il, Baer and Ginsb. (Ben Asher), or (cp. Kon. ii. a, 275, 489)

'p^21 (Ben Naftali), as if ' among thy beloved ones' (i.e. the women of the

harem ?) but none of the versions sanction this. See Ba., who proposes

^^JliTp^ 'within thy walls.' Duhm, ^2":iJ ni"ip''3, ' come forward in

jewels.' Much better Gratz, Tjjnj^"lp7 (cp. Ex. v. 20, vii. 15, Num. xxii.

34). Best of all (with TO r\2) is probably T|;i")2n (cp. Mai. ii. 14).

22. M TSii< DJHDH ^TQ'''^ 'TJii^- '^Ji:; of the Persian queen, Neh.ii.
V V ; ' ; * • T *• T ••

6 ; cp. Dan. v. 2 f., 23 (Aram.). But we expect an allusion to the story of

Solomon, whose principal wife is nowhere called p^]i}, and we do not

just yet expect a reference (unsupported by parallelism) to the splendid

dress of the queen. The expression l"'3ii^ DJnD3. is also too vague.
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G apparently read JIDI) {i^ari.(Tfxw) ; Griitz, ~]r\23. (so Che., E;!C. Bib. i.

962 ; Herz). But we should certainly read (remedying the disarrange-

ment of the letters), "IDDO Ti;^ D^^j'^^D Tjin^ ; cp. i K. xi. 3, and

especially Cant. vi. 8/' and c.

25. M ••^J^^ m. Read Dn^jp m (see on /. 29).— 27f. Prefi.x ^3

with G^ (07-1) ; the /cat of G^''''-^'^ seems a wrong correction ; note that 3
precedes. For y^H" read TS^t^n^ . For i^-^inri'i^m read -^ 'mm:TV\

.

"^7 became "O when the words were wrongly attached to 7>. 12. Really

it is the obsequiousness of foreigners to the great king's spouse that is

referred to ; the words should introduce /. 29. In their place, as the

close of /. 28, read probably mn"" rfli^pl (cp. i S. xxvi. 16a), which fell

out owing to its resemblance to "'inDti^m (for a parallel see on /. 17).

29. Read certainly DHiJQTI^ "jb"nnnti'''T • G Ka\ Trpoa-Kwij-

(Tova-iv avra Bvyarepfs Tupov (so G, but closing /. 28 as in M). Gr.

follows S ; Herz prefers to read (/. 28 f.) lijTin "b ''^^^\^^\^ But a

satisfactory view of the whole stanza has to be obtained. "1^ from niJ(!D,

as in Ixxxiii. 8, Ixxxvii. 4 (see notes).

30. M Uy- Read WW, or (Herz) DV~^3 • ^^ perhaps fell out

through the proximity (in M) of mi^D^D
31. M nu5^.]iD '?l'?'P"/12 n-nn3"'?3. Ba., Kau., &c., ' All splendour

is the king's daughter within (the palace).' But the vague 'Q '2., the

form '3
,
and n/!3^J3 , unsupported by a verb, are all equally improbable.

The latter word Krochmal, Gratz, Che.^^^, We. correct into ''J^JD—an

improvement (wrongly questioned by Pratt), but insufficient. Read

probably D''2''J3 pJV ilMnll")^"?}^; cp. Prov. i. 9, Ex. xxviii. 22, 24,

Prov. iii. 15 (Kt. Q^^JD). Note the corruption of eaadev in G (B J^) into

f(rfj3(ov, which Duhm strangely traces to '7l2U)n

32. Read JIIJiBli-'Q; initial f2 in M is a dittogram. With Herz,

read H^ll^^

.

33 f. Read n^rii;?-i nnnNt bi^D Tjbpb. j-n^pi'? (w f, 'on

parti-coloured +cushions+) has arisen out of "]]"] \?^b > DwlD^ out of

in '72in ; rampant dittography. TT'? Jlij^21!D an editorial supplement.

—M inserts nj^nn and -j'^:^ .

35. M ^"•jTl^St j"inn • This does not make sense. In /. 36 it is

said that the sons shall be made princes or governors by their father ; we

should therefore have expected Qn^^N • Herz corrects ^j"l^il JlfTJl or

^n2"''li^ nrjD No doubt ']^ is right ; the sibilant ]i; easily fell out

after j") . But TMID is hardly correct ; read JTltDJ^ (Prov. xvii. 6).

38. For ^nin"' lead Tj^Si;)'' (cp. on xxviii. 7).
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PSALM XLVI.

i ETRAMETEKS. Tlie compaiiion-psalms ate xlviii. and Ixxvi. The psalmist
imagines himiJblf in the midst of the events preceding the great judgment. He
writes in the spirit of Isa. viii. 8(J-io, which is the insertion of a later editor in a

prophecy of Isaiah. It may even be from this passage that he derives the IJQy

of the refrain ; certainly another prophecy (Isa. xvii. 14) has influenced /. 12.

The picture in t!ie first stanza is that of a great upheaval of the powers hostile to

\'ah\ve, symbolized by the ocean, and especially of the Jerahmeelites or Arabians
(/. 20). Pious Israel remains unshaken and dauntless ; it rejoices in the sense of
its security, even when the tide of invasion (cp. Isa. viii. 8) comes close up to the
walls of Jerusalem. It knows that Zion is in no real danger. The darkest night
has its appointed limit ; with the dawn Vahwe (invisibly present throughout) will

appear (cp. xxx. 6, xc. 14). Tlien, with a mighty peal of thunder, the divine
judgment will take place (Ixxvi. 9 f.). This occupies the first two stanzas. In
the third the feelings of the rescued people of Vahwe are described (cp. Isa.

xxxiii. 18-21). They go out (cp. Isa. Ixvi. 24) and watch the destruction of the

implements of war—a scene suggested no doubt by Isa. ix. 5 [4]. Universal
peace is now the prospect for the luture—a leading feature in a Messianic descrip-

tion (see Ixxvi. 4, Isa. ii. 2-4, Mic. iv. 1-4). Should the survivors of the hostile

nations cherish the idea of rebellion against Vahwe (cp. ii. i), they are warned by
a divine oracle to desist.

The psalm is strongly Messianic (Stade, Akad. Reden, 67 f.), cp. Ps. Ixv.

Neither the deliverance from Sennacherib, nor any other event in Israel's history,

could suggest the idea of an endless and universal reign of peace (%<v. 9 f). To
assign Pss. xlvi. and xlviii. to the time of Isaiah (Evv.) is, therefore, impossible
(cp. on xlviii.). It is possible, however, that some temporary deliverance of the

Jews in post-exilic times may have added fuel to the flame of the Messianic hope
;

the successes of Alexander may have seemed to some a foretaste of the fulfilment

of the promises (cp. Isa. xxv. I-5?). Cp. Beer, Indiv. Ps., p. xlv.

The titles of God in this psalm deserve attention—Vahwe Sebaoth (xxiv. 10),

Jacob's God (xx. 2), lilyon (xxi. 8), all favourites of later writers.

Deposited. Of the sons of Korali. Of Salmah. Marked. i

I Yahwe is unto us a refuge and a rock, 2

He is found continually a help in troubles.

Therefore have we no fear, though the earth rock, 3

Though the mountains tumble into the ocean's midst :

The billows of the sea may roar, 4
The mountains may quake at the insolence thereof,

[Yahwe Sebaoth is] on our side, 5

Our sure retreat is Jacob's God.

Let the city of our God [Yahwe] rejoice

—

10 The holy dwelling-place of the most High.

God is in the midst of her ; she cannot totter
;

6

God will help her at the turn of the morn.

Nations roar, kingdoms show enmity
; 7

He utters his voice ; +tlien+ the earth rocks.

Yahwe Sebaoth is on our side, 8

Our sure retreat is Jacob's God.
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Go, look at the wonderful works of Yahwe, 9

Who has extinguished Jerahmeelites to the end of the land ! 10

He breaks the bow and snaps the spear,

20 [The shield of] Jerahmeel he burns with fire.

' Desist
; assure yourselves that I am God, 1

1

+That+ I am sovereign among the nations, sovereign over

the earth.'

Yahwe Sebaoth is on our side, 12

Our sure retreat is Jacob's God.

2. i^'^!22 strictly, 'he lets himself will differ everlastingly, because the text

,V.
'

, , , ,. is corrupt. See crit. note,
be found, i.e. by those that seek him ^-.•-, ».«s-.U
(2 Chr. XV. 2).— 5. There may be here '2. Ij^^ J)1J3~- Duhm rightly

a distant echo of the myth of the dragon compares Isa. xvii.'i4, and sees an allu-
(see^w^.i?/^.,' Dragon'). So Gunkel. sion to the story of the destruction of
—9. One regrets to resign the supposed Sennacherib's army. See on Ps. xlviii.
parallel to Isa. xxxiii. 21 which M's text » t-. ^ . , .

apparently provides (see Del.); but ^ 17. The same exhortation in Ixvi. 5.

textual criticism compels us. Nor is
^""^ mtrod.-ig f. bee Ixxvi., //. 5, 6.

it possible to arrive at any agreement 22. DTI, ' to show oneself supreme
as to the right translation of M ; critics or victorious '; cp. xxi. 14, Ivii. 6, 12.

Critical Notes, i f. M I^. Read either ^y12> or (better) ~)^i . See

on xxviii. 8.—M IS^ • Read T,pj^ (S, Gr.) ; cp. on ix. io,''cxii. i,

cxix. 4.

3. M T'pn^. The intrans. use of "l^QH is far from probable. 01.,

' when he (God) changes the earth
' ; but we should then expect 5)"''7nmi

(cii. 27). The final 1 seems influenced by 1 in yi>^ . Read probably

jiQnjl (Kr., Gr.) ; cp. /. 14. G eV rw TapciaaeaBai. The verb rap. occurs

four times in this psalm in G. Here, however, we should do best to

correct dWua-afadai. The t is influenced by rco
; p and X confounded

phonetically.

5. M VD'D- Read D; "^2 (cf. Ixv. 8). Herz, D^ >D •—Omit

T1'2n\ a faulty variant to IDn'' ; cf. Ixxv. 19, where riDfl is mis-

written "lil^n .

7-9- M D^n':'^—l^y ^HDV V}b3 in:, what can this mean?
TT ; T T

Hitz. renders //. 9, 10, "The Holy One of the dwelling-place of the Most
High is a river," &c. But what circuitous phraseology I and what a
strange comparison ! xlviii. 2 will not justify the one, nor Isa. xxxiii. 21

the other, for both these passages are in disorder. Shall we, then

prefix iipn (Bi.!'), Che.O), or the like? But that would be violent, and

the result not adequate. Very possibly the above words represent the

greater part of the refrain of the psalm. It is true, many since Ew. have
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restored this refrain at the end of the first stanza. But they have not

noticed that a part of it may exist in a distorted form in the text. The
first elements that strike us are Q^ and VJ , which clearly make up

QJIi^Q . We can then perhaps recognize IJI^^CP] in ~)nj,and ')27 in '^S

(1J more obviously ^Q, but ^ and 3 are frequently confounded).

DTlbiS l"*!/ irr is a similarly distorted form of ipp"' '<nbii Trans-

positions both of words and of parts of words are by no means uncommon
in the traditional text. Hence ^1p^'^ (the less common form of ^pl'')

became 3I^''1p, and D^Ilt'i'J (written '\~l7i^) was placed after the mis-

written 3J^^1p (which by corruption became ")*^ in). But IflQIi'^

"7J^~"1^y has to do double duty. It stands in the second place for /. i of

stanza 2. Correct the first word into TTi2VD (cf. xlviii. 12), and read

l^Tl'^^i mn'' . phv i"^'- 4, end) is probably a corruption of D\~l':'J< ;

the (170 in '^'^- 8) 12 is an unintelligent assimilation to v. 4. G, how-

ever, has none in v. 12.

10. M ^V^y ^J3li)Q TVIp • ^ TO ayiov rrjS KaTaa-KTjvciXTecos Tov v^l^liyTov;

J satictum tabernaciiluni altissimi. But this rendering would require

jnjDli'D ^1|5 or pii^D 'p, because i. I^rip is an adjective ; and 2.

D''JDii'/2 (masc. pi.) only occurs once again—in Ezek. xxv. 4, and there

means the tents of nomads). Ba., therefore (so too Now., Bertholet, and

Herz), adopts G's text, r;yiao-e to (TKr\V(3>\xa avTov 6 vyl/'idTos = ']23'\U^ Ii''^p

]vby But this does not give the most appropriate sense. The declara-

tion of Zion's inviolableness naturally begins with the statement, 'God is

in the midst of her ' ; indeed, n3."1p3. suggests, if it does not necessarily

imply, that T^ (fem.) immediately precedes. Read, therefore (trans-

posing ; see last note), p^'?^ flp ]3p:2.

13. M 1iO?2- If this is right, the 'tottering' of the kingdoms is the
T

result of the ' roaring,' z.e. the hostile demonstrations, of the nations.

But the psalm suggests (cp. Ixxvi.) that Judah is the object of attack.

Read perhaps ^I^IO'ti^ (cp. on Iv. 9). If so, /. 14 gains in force.

17. M Jli':)y3p. Read Jlii>i'p3p (Ixvi. 5). See on xlvi. 2.—

M

inserts V1J<3 DIQIi^ Dii/~'^Ii'^< ; so too G, except that ripaTa implies

j-|3iQ, which Lagarde adopts, instead of the unique plural D^DIi}

The clause, however, is suspicious, on account i. of the prosaic Dii^'Ti^^hJ,

and 2. of its metrical superfluousness. It seems to have grown out of

n31?;2, which is properly a variant to mi<73J, The expander may have

modelled the clause on Ixxviii. 43. Probably he read j~l31^ : ^^ is

dittographed. Herz, less suitably, n\}2UJD

18. M DiOn'^r.S- But it is not the thought of the tranquillity of

distant lands which lifts up the speaker's consciousness. Read
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'?i^^m\ and see on the
|1
passage, Ixxvi. 4.—20. Read probably [i;i!:2]

'?S"^ni'' ; cp. Ixxvi. /. 6. M j"li'?:i_y • waggons.' G Bvpeovi ; T ^-^•'^p

'shields.' Hence Bii., Kirkpatr. j"l'>'?J^. But in Num. xxxi. 50, Ezek.

xvi. 12, '^'jy^'ring.' Most probably, however, 'Jl^* comes from fj^DHT-

PSALM XLVII.

1 RI METERS. A summons to all peoi^les to pay homage to Yahwe, whose
capital is Jerusalem, but whose realm is the world. It has a real though secondary

connection with Pss. xlvi. and xlviii. (cp. 'Jacob,' v. 5, xlvi. 8, 12 ;
' a great king,'

7'. 3, xlviii. 3 ;
' the Jerahmeelites,' z'. 4, xlviii. 5 ; 'greatly to be revered is our

God,' V. 10, xlviii. 2 ; cp. also v. 2 with xlviii. 3). But it is more closely related

to the other coronation or accession psalms (xcv.— c. ; see OP, 163 ; Briggs,

Messianic Prophecy, a^z^b). It has also points of contact with Ps. xviii. ; cp.

especially v. 4 with xviii. 48, and note that vv. 2 and 10 imply the same idea as

xviii. 45Z' ('aliens sought me eagerly'). Duhm speaks satirically of the
' astounding naivete ' imputed to the Jews by the received text of vv. 4, 5, and

accordingly emends the text. But the naivete is found elsewhere {e.g. in Isa.

Ix. 14), and was a necessary consequence of the combination of particularistic and

universalistic elements in early Judaism. The psihn is as strongly Messianic as

Pss. xlvi. and xlviii. 1 he poet projects himself into the Messianic future, when
Israel's foes, represented by Kdom, will have been crushed (cp. ii. 10, xviii. 39,

48/', Ixv. 6 ff., Mic. iv. 13). It is true we might, with Ol., regard the subjuga-

tion and forcil)le conversion of ihe Idumaeans by John Hyrcanus (cp. Beitholet,

Stellung, 239) as the occasion of the psalm. Simon's league with the Romans
(I Tklacc. xiv. 24, 26, 40), if historical, might also be thought of But these are

makeshift theories. The Messianic key fiis the lock better than any historical

one. There are some bad corruptions in the text, which, of course, have led to

faulty exegesis. The supposed paiallel in v. 6 to Ixviii. 19 disappears, but in

compensation we get two fresh parallels in v. 10 (//. 19 f.) to Ixxxix. 8, 19. On
the period and ideas of the psalm, cp. Diehl's dissertation.

Deposited. Of the sons of A'orah. Marked. I

I O all ye peoples, clap your hands, 2

Shout ye unto God with ringing cries
;

For Yahwe is most high and terrible, 3

A great king over all the earth.

The Edomites he crushed under us, 4
The Jerahmeelites under our feet

;

He liberated for us his inheritance, 5

The ornament of Jacob whom he loved.

Praise ye God with shouting, 6

10 Yahwfe with the sound of the horn.

Make melody to our God, make melody, 7

Make melody to our King, make melody.
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For Yahwe is the King of all the earth, 8

Make nielody to our King, [make meloch* ;]

Yahwe reigns over the nations, 9

Yahwe is seated on his holy throne.

Bless our King, O ye peoples, 10

Praise our God, O ye peoples
;

For Yahwe is unto us a shield,

CO Greatl}' to be revered is our God.

4, 13. Alt the land. Or, possibly, God of Abiaham ' (cp. Gen. xvii. 4),
' ail the land (of Canaan).' Cp. xcv. 3 must reluctantly be given up. .See

(coir. text). crit. n.

7. The ornament (]"lhtil) ; r ,» ... v.j 1.. c'
'

: 19 f. TTnto us a shield. So
cji. Isa. xiii. 19, and, for the idea, Ixxxix. 19.

—

Greatly to be revered. See

Jer. iii. 19. Ixxxix. 8, and cp. the similar form of

17 f. The suggestive phrase, 'the ^'^"'- ^ ^*'" ^^•

Critical ISotcs. 5. M ~121"T^. G vnem^e, rightly as regards the tense

(Kun. § 194 f.). Read, however, hi3"T\ as in xviii. 48 (see note). This

fits the reference to the Edomites.— For D'I2i^ read D^D'TS (^s xlix. 2),

and for D'Dk^t' read D^T'^<i7JIi^^. There is now no inconsistency witli

7'. 2.—M closes 7'. 5 with H/D ; so G (B, but not AT). H/D, however,

is either a corruption of TO")^ i-C- ^7/11 (see next note), or transferred

from x\ 4 (end), in which case it would come from 7j^r^ (see last note).

7. M G "in^"' ; 'chose ane^v ' ?? Read probably pHH)'' ; cp. cxxxvi.

24.—Read ijl'?m (G ; Du.).

9. M Tvy^ Why the completion of the work for Israel described
T T

in //. 5-8 should be marked by Yahwe's ascent (whither ?) amidst shouting,

is not plain. Duhm is obliged to suppose that TV)"^ was a technical

term of the sacrificial cultus. But H/p is simply a corruption of a

dittographed n'?D (see last note).

II f. Read riJ-n*?}*? with Diehl, after G—M >3t'^. 'The super-

scription of many psalms ; according to 2 Chr. xxx. 22 a term for a

particular kind of musical performance' (Duhm)? Read 1^33'!^;^'? ^i)

became IJ). Cp. ' Maschil,' Enc. Bib.— Insert T1*3T (metre).

17 f. The narrative statement in M is very strange, nor is the sense

plain. R.V. renders, '
. . . (to be) the people of the God of Abraham.'

The phrase would imply that distinctions of peoples were henceforth

abolished. But this would go beyond Ps. Ixx.xvii. (cp. Isa. xix. 24 f.), and

is in itself doubtful. The grammatical basis of the rendering (5]D^}J
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hardly admits an accus.) is also insecure. G S read D^ (so Cappellus,

Ew., Dy., &c.) ; Hi., 01. (formerly), Lag'., Bi., Che.'"'', and Du. suppose that

UV dropped out before D^ ; but what does CJ? mean— ' with' or ' equally

with'? Gr. reads DJ7 '7^J• The phrase 'Abraham's God' is also un-

expected here ; we expect ' Jacob's God.' Lastly, the psalm should close,

as it began, with a summons to praise Yahwe. There must be deep

corruption. Read ^TPlbi^ D'Q^ ^^^P ^^S'?? Q'P^ ^^D^- DTM^ii

has sprung out of a dittographed 1J\l'7J^ . 13DNJ is made up out of 1J,

the last syllable of •IJD?.!^, and a corruption of IH^Ii'- For IJD'^^ we

might read ^j'^i^il, but//. 12, 14, 17 dissuade from this.

19. M Y~1»S~''^J^ D'ti'^K'? *I). What can the 'shields of the earth'

mean? Stade's proposal (ZATIV, '94, pp. 322 fif.) to read ''IZ^'yV is

ingenious but very far-fetched. The right solution follows from our

correction of M of Ixxxix. 19. Read ^J*;) p'J n'irT'~''3 ; Vlk^ belongs to

the next line.

20. :^I rhv^_ "TJ^p. Gr., Bi,, Du. insert D^^b^^bD"'71* (xcvii. 9).

Read rather (taking over M's Y~IJ<), ^J^i'7^^ \n^^ ^ ^P- l-'^-^^'-'^- 8, and

e.xes. note.

PSALM XLVIII.

1 ENIAMETERS. Anticipations of triumph over Israel's foes. The psalm
should be read with Ps. xlvi., Ps. xlvii. being inserted between them by an
editorial afterthought (see introd.) ; also with Ps. Ixxvi. The points of contact

between xlvi. and xlviii. are obvious. In //. i, 10, 'the city of our God
'

; so

xlvi., /. 9. In /. 2 Yahwe's ' wondrous deeds'; so xlvi. 17. In /. 4 ^Jii'I^

,

so xlvi., //. 8, 16, 24. In /. 12 ' to the ends of the earth' ; so xlvi., /. iS (sing.).

In //. 3, 13 'let mount Zion rejoice' ; so xlvi., /. 9 (a synonym for ' mt. Zion').

xlviii., //. 15 f. contain a summons to make a close inspection of the delivered

city, such as is expressed more shortly in xlvi.,/. 17. Lastly, the idea of xlviii., /. iSa,

is the same as that of xlvi., /. 2 (' continually '). In fact, Ps. xlviii. expresses by
anticipation the feelini^s of the citizens of Zion after the assault of the foes here

represented by the Jerahmeelites (cp. also Ps. xlvi.) has been repelled. Tliere

may possibly be an allusion to the traditional failure of the Assyrians to take

Jerusalem (cp. Isa. xvii. 13 f , xxix. 7 f., xxxiii. 3, \^a, which may perhaps have

suggested the description in //. 6, 7. To suppose, however, that the psalmist is

a contemporary of Isaiah would be very unnatural (see OP, 164). It is the pious

post-exilic community which speaks ; in no other age indeed than the jiost-exilic

did Israel assume the duty of praising Yahwe 'to the very ends of the earth

'

(/. 12). To the same age we are also pointed by the reference to the 'assembly'

in/. II (cp. xxii. 23), and by the mention of the duty of handing on the Gospel of

Yahwe's deliverance to the next generation (cp. xxii. 32, xliv. 2, Ixxviii. 4). It

has sometimes been held that this is a pilgiim-psalm (cp. OP, 164, 176 ; Duhm).
It was hardly written with this object, though, of course, pilgrims may have used

it. The key to //. 15, 16 (which suggested the theory) is furnished by Isa.

xxxiii. 17-21. There is no valid reason for separating w. 10-15 from the rest of

the psalm, which Winckler grievously misunderstands (see on /. 3).
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Marked : Of the sons of KoraJi. I

I Great is Yahwe and highly to be praised
|

in the city

of our God
;

2

His wondrous deeds [on] his holy mountain
|
are the

whole earth's joy. 3

Let mount Zion rejoice and exult,
|
the city of the great King;

In the towers thereof has Yahwe
|
been known as a sure

retreat. 4

For behold, those of Jerahmeel
|
and Arabia came together, 5

When they saw its towers, they were amazed,
|
in confusion

they fled. 6

Shuddering seized them and horror
; |

agony as of one in

travail
; 7

The Jerahmeelites thou didst scatter,
|
the tribes of Asshur. 8

Thou didst scatter the hosts of the Arabians,
|
O Yahwe

Sebaoth

!

9

10 The city of our God doth Yahwe
|

establish for ever.

I will e.Ktol thy lovingkindness, O Yahwe,
|
in the midst of

thine assembly ! 10

All th}- famous deeds will T publish
|
to the ends of the earth 1

1

Full of justice is thy right hand,
|

let mount Zion rejoice ! 12

Let Judah's daughters exult
|
because of thy judgments !

Walk around Zion, make a full circuit,
|

reckon up its forts, 13

Mark well its castles,
|
explore its towers

; 14

Relate to the next generation
|
that Yahwe has brought

deliverance, 1

5

Our God for ever and ever—
|
he +alone+ is our shield.

2. The whole earth's joy. was by the sanctuary of Yahwe, and
Not as in Lam. ii. 15, a title of Jeiu- liaving at its feet the valley of Hinnom,
saleni. the supposed entrance to the nether

_, , , ,
world. Winckler (Gescli. hr. ii. 129),

3. The text has here greatly exer-
^,,,^^ t,^g passage describes how the

cised the ingenuity of commentators. „„,m„^in ^f the north (Isa. xiv. 13)
Bredenkamp {Gesetz u. Proplielcn, 145) shudders at the assault made upon iis
thought that the extreme north, the

y^^ defe>ulcrs by the ' king of con-
c.ty of the great kmg, could only mean

^^^^j,,,^
,

(
^,-^ -L,^

^.^^^^.^ ^^^^^^
Psm^jveh, m whose palaces the news 01 '

"^ '^

the overthrow of Sennacherib had pro- f^o'" ^he south). Yet the text is mam-

duced a deep impression. Halcvy festly overgrown by corruption, and it

{Rev. archeoL, juillet, '82, p. 52), that -"'l""''^
"o^ be hopeless to cure it. See

the Israelites regarded Mount Zion as '-"^- note.

a miniature of the immense world-

m.mntain (cp. on Isa. xiv. 13) of 4- mj^^Hh^, as cxxii. 7 (only

Babylonian mythology, crowned as it here in Pss.) ; G «V rals &di)ecrii' avTijs
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(;3opt$= ni'3). Jerusalem, then, was the llight of the enemy, cp. Ixvi. 6
^ • (corr. text),

well fortified in the psalmist's time.

But, he says, Vahwe was the effectual I4- I'iepeated xcvii. S. Tlie daughters

succour, not the forts. Cp. Isa. xxxiii. of Jii-iah (cp. Ixix. 36) are the provin-

18, 21.—t71"):i , cp. Ixxvi. 2.
"''^^ towns; cp. Ezek. xvi. 48.— 18.

Our shield. Cp. xlvi. 10 (corr. text)
6. n?2j~l- Cp. Ixv. 9/- (corr. Ixxxiv. 12.

text), Isa. xxix. 9, Ilab. i. 5.— For

Critical Notes. 2. With Houb. read VZ'lp ~)n[2]. For r^ij nS"' read

')^'^^^J^3J (transposing). ^ dropped out ; lj~| became n3- See on xlvi. 9,

and note the complete consistency of the stanza. E' 'A J make ']ij = ' a

branch' (as in Mishna and T) ; cf. G ei/n'^w. So Dunash (Mt. of Olives)

Gr. Herz, f]3^ HD^ ; cf. Ezek. xxxi. 3 (a tree is spoken of). Those who
T T " :

defend text compare Ar. 7iafa 'to tower (above), to be long, or high.'

But the word has no affinities in Heb., Aram., or Ass. [Duhm retains

?)ij, and even finds here a trace of the poet's knowledge of Greek ; cf.

3. M ]'l3ji TIB"!^ P^Ii in. Is this a reference to the northern

mountain of the Elohim ? See OP., 317, and Eiic. Bib. s.v. ' Congregation,

Mount of.' But how can ' the recesses of the north' be equivalent to 'a

mountain like that mythic one in the far north '.'' Hence formerly (1888)

I supposed that the words were the gloss of a scribe, who inserted in the

margin two words from Isa. xiv. 13. But "[12^ ^J~1D"1^ is simply /l^"lp

IV;^', a variant to "jVil "111, which has probably supplanted t'^DI TVCi''V^

.

The latter words were misplaced, and had become illegil^le. Read

"^jm iTj:—in u^iyD^-, cf. //. 13 f

5 f. Read iiinj D'^i^^T D^|:'^<^'P^^^ mn-^^.— ^i |3 wn tv^t}.

Not one word is free from difficulty. nQH, but why a demonstrative ?

!)>?~1 ; but what did they see.' Herz, TTli^n ; Lag. ^hJH- "3, to express

the synchronizing of two circumstances (Ges.-Kau
, §164/', n. i). But

this would have been sufficiently done by an asyndeton. The style is

wooden. Read 1><1 riTl.iDnhJ. V^TV (7'. 5, end) contains elements

of 'DISV

7 ft". M W^. Read HDrV Herz, irjrji:;, with iSl for "7'n. In

/. 8 ^''ii/nri ni^JJ^ has caused much perplexity. Duhm thinks that

Tarshish ships are mentioned, because the writer had found them in

Isa. ii. 16, and inferred that they must have some cryptic reference to

Jerusalem. Sharpe {Hist, of the Heb}'. Nation^ 131) sees an allusion to

the destruction of the Tyrian ships which carried supplies to the Assyrian

army before Pelusium (cp. Herod, ii. 141). Others take 'ships of

Tarshish' to be an allegorical phrase (cp. Isa. xxxiii. 21). All most
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unnatural. With regard to Isa. ii. i6 see Crit. Bib. It is true, ITn^

^"Tp is only less suspicious ; what has the 'east wind' to do here? If

a storm were introduced at all, would the description be so condensed?

Read probtibly '\'^,t)fi, il'lQS^ j^-llB D^'^S^niV So Isa. Ix. 9. 'i:^'^~\r\

is most easily explained as a development of "IVi'N, Asshur = Ashhur or

Geshur. See E^ic. Bt'd., ' Tarshish,' and crit. n. on iii. 8.—9 f. M
TP^l ^J'i^"! |3 I ^2)?D^ ~1*^N3 . \'ery prosaic. The Pasek warns us

to criticize. The key to the problem is in the first two words. "Ili'SD

"1Jr*.2Ii' is the editor's reconstruction of a coiruption of j~n^n^ mZlkt'.

IJ'N"! 'D is his reconstruction of a corrupt D^'^hil^PnV We have here a

case of the rhetorical figure Anadiplosis (cp. Kon., S/j'/., pp. 300 ff.),

but n^lO = '^3"1J7 (D'^iy) is probably more correct than 'n"l\ and

JlTiS should probably, as in /. 8, be restored for j~l"121w'-—For the

second H^X*^ read "l^y. The POD in ^'- 9 (end) comes from Q*^];

(dittographed).

11. M n2'!21. Cr VTTfXnlSoixev ; 2 elKufTaiJLfv
; J ccstiiuai'iiniis. See

Isa. X. 7 (|'2Z'n), xiv. 24 (II y^^). So Num. xxxiii. 56, Judg. xx. 5, 'to

mean, purpose." Clearly wrong. Gr. doubtfully 1J''!1p. But the speaker's

tone is not that of waiting expectation. An easier change too is desirable.

Read D^SilM (1J = D), and of course mnV—M ^'?D'rT I'ST^I; a

superfluous statement. G eV ^sVw rou Aaci) aov (? Herz i^ooi'). Read

Tjt'np ; see xxii. 23.

12. M '\rb'nr\ p "l"^ ^1:2^3 How unnatural: "y^V is as

certainly corrupt here as in cxx.xviii. ib. We require a verb, ||D*Jiilhi-

Read ' TV'}'^ T'^Z^^J^A, omitting DTf'^J^ (from /. 11). This suits ""^^

y"^^i''"l^p irather '^f^ or "7p) ; see Isa. xlviii. 20. \'2 for '?D ofters no

difficulty. The initial 3 in ]r3Ii'D bas 7wt arisen out of ^} ; as in the

corresponding case in /. 11 the initial Ji} of the verb was lost. Then, to

make sense, the editor prefixed 3 • The final 3, however, has no doubt

arisen out of ^ (cp. '"7}^ for '73). [Perles, Anal. 62, ':j"';:2ii;3 •]

16. M nTriT' ; Pasek precedes. Softened Mappik before 3 (Ges.-

Kau., §9ir)? But there is strong authority for n'^^H- The chief

difficulty, however, is in '7^n ; (j fts r/)v hvva\iiv avi^]% ; 2 ei? rltv TTfpijdo'knv

uvriis. The moderns follow 2, but this gives no parallel to n*/njD1i< ;

"^TT and ni^lH would have been satisfactory (Isa. xxvi. i, Lam. ii. 8).

Read ^'''?3^'^ (same error as in cxxii. jii, and perhaps in Zech. ix. 4).

—

T V f

M ^3D3- Ludovicus De Dieu, 'walk between the palaces in all direc-

tions.' This implies deriving from ;iDD 'to divide'; cp. M H ^'03 'to

cut across (a vineyard, where there is no road). Read lii'3n

(I K.xx. 6).
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17. For Tlppri ]VJ2h read nDp (metre). Jl ])}d7 comes from a

dittogrnphed /^:,:^"^^^.—M HT "3, with Pasek. HT 'such acne'? So

at least Hitz., Del. ; cp. xxiv. 6, Job xiv. 3. But no description of Yahwe

has preceded. For the solution see xxii. 31 f. The subject of the

message to posterity is that ' Yahwe has delivered.' Read certainly ^3

niiT pp^n, though C, omits aM'^N'-

18. jNI ^J.iniV This does not suit the parallelism. Read, with Gr.

(alt.), ^J2:i;t2. See exeg. n., and observe that the figure of the shield is

Korahite.—AI appends JlirO"'?!*, ' to death ' ?
—'beyond death ' ? Most

unsuitably. G read 711^7^ (o Beoi i)fxo)u eh tov alu>va kcu fh ruv alcjua tov
T

mavos [Bj ; avroi 7T0ifj.avf1 ijfjiai els rou cuwva [^] ; air. tt. i]. els tovs alavas

[ART]. But ^^^^'7y must originally have stood at the end of xlix. i ; it

was supplied in the margin of the archetype, and intruded into the text

of xlviii. 15. nvo'py comes from Duh'^Z? 'Salmath'; prefix S. 'Of

Salmah ' should stand in the title of Ps. xlix.

PSALxM XLIX.

i RIMETERS. Verses 1-5, as read in M's text, apparently stand apart from the

rest of the psalm. They have the disadvantage of exposing the psalmist to the
charge (see Duhm, p. 141 ) of causeless grandiloquence. What follows is indeed
of much importance for pious Jews, but is too directly concernetl with Jewish
circumstances to claim the attention of all peoples and all classes. There is,

however, a strong probability that z'v. I-5 consist partly of a quatrain re-written

by the editor, partly of a newly-composed passage suggested by Ixxviii. 2, and
that the original first quatrain or stanza of the psalm was an address to the

Edomite enemies of the Jews in the spirit of the warning in ii. 9, and designed
ostensibly to move them to a change of course. It is far too staitingly explicit in

its accumulation of descriptive terms, but certainly forms an effective introduction,

and the unexpected discovery of it some time after the rest of the psalm had been
finished, seems to the present writer to confirm the general view of the poem.
The psalms mo^t parallel to Ps. xlix. are xxxvii., Ixii.t-), and Ixxiii. , but the
references to Jerahmeelites and Ishinaelites, to ' impious ones,' to ' deniers of
God,' and ' insulters of Israel,' bring the psalm into close relation to Pss. l.(-\ Hi.,

liii. (= xiv.), Iviii., Ixxxii. As to Ps. Ixxiii., however, it should be noted that

there is no parallel in xlix.'-) to the failure of faith which the other psalm records.
The close of Ps. xvi. is also partly parallel , cp xlixC-^ /A 23 f , with xvi., /. 5 ;

xlix.'->, //. 25 f. , with xvi. //. 16-20.

If JSPs text is correct, Ps. xlix is also precisely parallel to Enoch cii. f. These
passages contain a protest against a notion of the nether world which encourages
the party of the wicked rich in their oppression of the righteous poor. Just such
a protest M's text supplies in Ps. xlix. ' The rich man who hews out for himself
a grand sepulchre, considers that he will have a correspondingly grand resting-

place in Sheol. Of punishment for his oppression of the ])oor he does not dream.
In life and in death he will be equally the spoiled child of fortune, the heir of all

such good things as are to be had. To this the psalmist is made to reply that the
wicked rich man is profoundly mistaken. The relative position of his own class
and of the righteous poor will be inverted. The rich man will go down to

join his fathers in Shcol, but without his pomp, while the poor, ujiright man will
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be rescued from the grasp of Sheol, and the company to wliich he belongs will

trample on the graves of the wicked when the dawn of the greatest of days appears.'

'

A keen textual criticism, however, shows that this view t>f the meaning is not

entirely correct. The contrast is not between the fate of all wicked rich men as

individuals and that of all poor rigliteous men as individuals, but lietween that of

all individuals in the former class without exception and that of the community of

the pious at the opening of the Messianic age. Of the fate of the individual poor
man nothing is said.- Whether he is to be raised from the dead, should he have
died before the Messianic age arrives, and whether, in the ^lessianic age, the

righteous man is to live as long as Methuselah and then j^ass gently away, or, like

the pious community, to live for ever, is here left undetermined. We cannot

venture to infer from the refrain in our revised text that those Jews who are not
' traitors ' and 'impious ones' will be brought up, if need lie, from Sheol (cp.

Isa. xxvi. 19), because in Ps. ix. 18 f.—a closely parallel passage— it is evidently

the class of the pious as a whole which the psalmist opposes to all individual

wicked men. That later on, when individualistic aspirations began to be recoi;-

nized, the psalm may have been infused with a fuller meaning, is probable enough,
but the law of analogy forbids us to pick out two or three psalms, and inteipret

them in a sense which is plainly unsuitable for other psalms of the same group.

It must also be pointed out that in xlix. 16 it is not said, 'He will take thee (the

individual Israelite) from among the dead,' but ' He will take me from the land

of .Sheol,' i.e. 'He will save me from dying.'

To us it may perhaps appear strange that pious Jews should have had more
definite ideas as to the fate of the wicked as individuals than as to that of the

pious as individuals. But we know that those for whom the psalmists speak
po>sessed in a high degree the quality of self-forgetfulness. It was enough for

them that the community would live on, even if all its present members were to

pass away, and it was an object of hope with individuals to live to share the

gladness of glorified Israel in the Messianic age (cvi. 4 f. ). Thus we have every

reason to suppose that in xlix. 16, as wtU as in xvi. 10, the speaker is not any
individual, but the pious community.'*

The view expressed in OP, 3S1 ff., that the speaker in v. 16 is any and every

pious Israelite, must, therefore, I fear, be abandoned, while, on the other hand,

the view put forward in p. 406 of the same work that xlix. 15 refers to the punish-

ment of the wicked in Sheol is in accordance with the most thoroughly revised

form of the text. It is the justice of God which enables Jewish believers to resist

the temptation to murmur at their present lot ; that divine justice will be mani-
fested in the punishment of all the wicked oppressors as individuals, and in the

final deliverance and glorification of the pious community in the Messianic age.

Cp. Charles {Esc/iatology, p. 74), who agrees with the author as to the penal

character of Sheol, but prefers to explain v. 16 as an assertion of the immortality

of the pious individual, in accordance with the view taken in O/-', 381 ff. So also

Duhm, pp. 146 f.. who holds (again in accordance with OP, I.e.) that the psalmist

had also very definite ideas as to the place to which the pious man was removed
l)y God after death.

According to Duhm, the psalm must have been written by a man of Pharisaic

tendencies, and be veiy late. It should be noted, however, that Duhm denies

that xvi. 10 (which most will at once see to be parallel to xlix. 16) expresses the

hope of immortality. All that we can say is that Ps. xlix. is of earlier date than

the Wisdom of Ben Sira, for Sirach xiv. 15 is based on part of I's. xlix. II (see

crit. note on //. 11, 12). Like so many other psalms, Ps. xlix. is influenced by
the dialogues of Job, which is a better argument for a late date than that oftered

by Duhm. For German discussions of its contents see Olshausen, Klostermann,

Hupfeld-Nowack, Smend (p. Ill), Baethgen, Coblenz (p. 122). Note the two
equal strophes with refrain.

> JPL, 236 f.; cp. OP, 381 f., 413 f.

" The allusion which M's text of v. 10 suggests to the death of ' wise men ' {i.e.

jiresumably, righteous men) is not sanctioned by a keen textual criticism.

* ^li'SJ ill xi. I also refers to the pious community, as an organic whole.
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Deposited. Of the sons ofKorah : marked. Of Salinali. i

I Hear this, all ye Edomites, 2

Attend, all ye of Ishmael,

Both traitors and deniers, 3

The wicked and the impious together. ^

Why should I be incensed at evil-doers, 6

+ Or+ enraged at the prosperity of the wicked,

—

Of those that trust in their wealth, 7

And boast of the abundance of their riches ?

Surely the wicked will be unransomed, 8

10 No purchase-money will be given for him to God
;

All too dear is his life's ransom, 9

Present and bribe come short. 10

Never will he see the dawn.

For the light of life is sealed up
;

11

The caterpillar gnaws his treasures.

He resigns his wealth to the swarming locust.

Their glory is a portion for the greedy locust
;

1

2

Their stores for the leaping locust
;

[The feet of sheep and] oxen

20 Trample where stood their castles.

Traitors ivill not come upfrom Sheol, 13

The impious are destroyed in Deatiiland.

This is the fate of those that deny God, 14

The latter end of those that insult Israel.

For ever they will be prostrate in the pit, i5

They will seek earnestl}' in the darkness for daybreak ;

The pangs of Death will affright them.

The terrors of Sheol will take hold of them,

+But+ surely my soul God will ransom, 16

^o From the hand of Sheol he will take me.

' My mouth utters perfect wisdom, 4
Tlic musing of my mind is full of insight :

I incline mine ear to 4.hear+ true things, $
I pour out right things with the lyre.
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40

+Then+ be not thou incensed when a denier waxes rich, 17

When the glory of his house becomes great,

For none of that will he take awa}' when he dies, 18

His glorv will not descend in his train.

Even if he trusts in his wealth, 19

And boasts in the abundance of his riches,

To the leaping locust he will resign his treasures, 20

To the swarming locust his stores.

Traitors ivill not come upfrom Sheol, 21

The impious are destroyed in Deatldan.I.

(Gloss in vv. 4 f.)- I incline mine
ear. Cp. the Arabian notion that poets

are visited hy Jinn, and Plato's phrase

for poets {rthrdr., 262) MovaSip irpo-

ovrat. The assertions in v. 4 are fronri

this point of view tolerable. ' Glory
'

l)elongs 'to him that gives wisdom'
(Sirach li. 16 f.).

5 f. Cp. xxxvii. I, Ixxiii. 3.

—

T/iai tritst in their wealth, because a

rich man can offer costly and abundant
sacrifices, and may hope, at any rate,

for a semblance of distinction in the

nether world. A premature death,

regarded as a divine judgment, would
destroy this illusion.

9. The \iricked will be un-
ransomed. IThere are times, at

least according to Elihu, when an
angelic being can say that he has found
a man's purchase-money (TIN^^3

T T

"I2i, Job xxxiii. 24). But this

ransom, wliich is repentance, only
postpones the last day of life. Cp.
Koran, Sur. ii. 117. The unfortunate

fiction of a ' brother ' in M's text

throws the whole passage into obscu-
rity. The speaker {i.e. Israel) ex-

presses his convictions piece-meal, and
each fragment is introduced by the

[)article TJi^, 'surely,' or 'neverthe-

less.' Surely no «icked man can
escape the law of death (/. 5). Surely
iny soul God will ransom (/. 25).

13 f. The dawn. 'Blackness of

darkness' (Jude 13 ; cp. Job x. 22) is

the leading feature of Sheol. Never
will light dawn on its inhabitants

(contrast Isa. ix. i, Ix. i, 2). It is not

the dawn of a special day—the day
which, according to Targ. Jon. (on
Ex. xii. 42), will follow the fourth of

the extraordinary nights— the day of

Messianic deliverance.— The light of
life. Light and life are parallel (see

on xxxvi. 10).

—

Is sealed up. An
allusion to Job ix. 7, ' Who commands
the sun, that it rise not, and seals up
the stars.'

15 f. "^^Drr and n3,"lJ^ as Ixxviii.

46 ; cp. Sirach xiv. 15 (based on our

passage). See ' Locust,' £'«c. Bib.,&nd.

crit. note.

17 f. One cannot help regretting

the apparent parallel to Eccles. xii. 5,

' man goes to his everlasting house.'

But the writer is really perhaps imitat-

ing Joel i. 4 (rhetorical catalogue of

locusts).

19 f. C;p. Isa. V. 17. XXX i. 14.

—

21 f. Traitors, cp. ix. 18.— J7ie ivi'

pious, cf. xiv. 2, 1. l8a (corr. text), and
note that the wicked here referred to

are such as denied God (/. 19 ; cp.

ix. iS, 1. 23(7, corr. text).

26- T|'i'n*3» Ixxxviii. 7, 19, cxliii.

3, Lam. iii. 6.-27 f- Cp. Job xvii.

II, 14, xxiv. 17. Here, however, the

pains of Sheol appear to be referred to.

See introd.

Critical N'otcs.—See crit. n. on xlviii., line 18. i—4. The names of

peoples and classes were partly corrupt when rewritten by the editor.

D\'2r conies from ''•J*7.^ ; "21:'' (as often) from ''':'^}r:2'^/:'" ; D^^<~''J3 from
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D'lJlil (cp. on /. 21) ; '^•'N^"''J1 from D'^tHD^ (see /. 23) ; -)'U.y from

D'l'ki^n ; 1^0^? from D"''73J- We can now see the origin of "1*711,

which is, here at any rate, simply a corrupt fragment of D'^'^N'jn")''-

All the supposed occurrences of "itTT need careful testing. Cp. SBOT
(Heb.) on Isa. xxxviii. 11.

Gloss. M ^'i^^b, ^DITT. Both words are difficult. ' I incline
T T :

• T

mine ear to wisdom ' is intelligible, but why ' to a similitude ' or a ' poem ' ?

The contents may be suggested from on high, but the words are the

poet's own. And why a 'riddle '
? In the sense in which the words of

the wise are j~li"T^n, it is not likely that the poem of which xlix. " was

the prologue, was a rn^H- The same difficulties will recur in Ixxviii. 2,
T

and the two passages need the same emendation. Read D^~)Ii^'^ (see

Prov. viii. 6, 9) and JlinZlJ ; and for HFIBi^ (too vague a word) read,

not ~li^D^< (cp. on cxix. 130), but Hi^'UhJ (Ixxviii. 2).

5 M 3,n '*^^jl N"1^X ;
partly unsuitable, partly too vague. Ba.,

^{~)^J, Bu. nj^lhJ (comparing Ixxiii. 3). Read certainly "irTJltiJ

D'lnDB. (xxxvii. I, Prov. iii. 31, Prov. xxiv. 19). Cp. on Ixxiii. 3, xciv.

13.— j\I ^JIlD^ ^^Pl^. PP ' almost so G. At once obscure and against

parallelism. Small corrections (see Gr., Ba., Du.) are therefore useless.

Read D''> wH UwV N.DphiT • The first two words changed p'aces. Cp.

Ixxiii. 3, Prov. iii. 31, xxiv. i, 19.

9 f. ^Ps nhJ is impossible (see exeg n.). Six MSS. of Kenn. and

de R. read "rjh} ; two of de R., S]S. TJS is clearly right (see /. 25).

Houb., Ew.. Ba., We., Du. agree, mostly reading n"T3^. But this Nifal

form is passive, and, as We. (Sh'zzc/i, vi. 174) remarks, requires to be

followed by ]PI^. We. has not noticed, however, that, as the connexion

shows, '^''H is a corruption of i?iy"1. Omit mS (dittographic).
T T

II f M D•^:>3^ Read i::^3^—M li^^'TT^ : nb^vb ':'im. inex-

plicable. Nor will any gloss-theory, nor the transposition of V7'. 9 and

10, avail to cure the evil. Read 1^V^ ubu) bin'"\-

13 ^^ nn'^11 nV^y S'? m'J^. 'b in M belongs to 7'. \oa, and

this has caused interminable perplexity. Independently, Duhm has also

seen that '^ goes with Hhi")^ ^^'7, but he does not suspect the deep

corruption of the following lines. He renders, ' Should he never see the

pit? Nay, he sees it. Wise men die ; together the fool and the dull-

witted perish,' &c. But what have the wise and the foolish to do here ?

For nn^n read "init^n. See exeg. note.
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14- iM Ij^^^ D^'P?n n};iT ^3 (Pasek after ^^<T). Read -|^^i >2)

Dnrf D'-nn. Nlf. of nnn as Esth. ill. 12, vlii. S. Cp. job ix. 7.

15- M nHS' ny2T t'"*D3 inv Weak, and not to the point. Read

V")13ji '^""Dn piyv The n in ':)Tn fell out after D, which has taken
T • • T -;-

the place of p ; in for "^y, quite regularly. In "TJ^^T, V has replaced

ii ; ill TT2k^% which represents a dittographed V")13!a, N has done the

same thing. "p^Dn is an unfortunate word ; it has been misread again

and again (cix. 23, Job xiii. 28). See next note and cp. ' Locust,' Enc. Bid.

16. M Qyn D""^^^^b 12I^T. Again a weak statement, lacking the

symbolism in which the O.T. poets never fail to enwrap the facts of

sad experience. Lines 11, 12 are imitated in Sirach xiv. 15, where

underneath p~i1J ''IV^ it is easy to recognize /iiHn '^PX"- Con-

sequently another word for 'locust' must underlie "IIIN in the preceding

line ; the required word is plainly n3.ni<- So too here D^nN'? comes

from n2~}i^b. Read i^n HmS*'? 2W-
17 f. This passage has been misunderstood owing to the plausibility

of G's 01 rd(f)oiavTaiv,/.L\ 'Q~\2.p ('p collectively ; cp. S T). But a reference

to the tombs as man's everlasting home does not come in well between

that to the locusts and that to the sheep and oxen. In spite therefore of

the almost universal consent of critics since Cappellus (not, however,

including Hitzig), I conclude that we must look further ; indeed, the

Pasek after T!^^j~l3 seems to indicate some worse error than a slight

transposition of letters. V. 18 suggests that 1133 ought to come in,

and Ben Sira's substitution of PjIfT for ^''OH in his imitation of lines

II, 12, suggests that t'^l'^n may perhaps be expected here. Read

certainly (see next note), '?il-|il':' DnJ2D:D[lJ Dlbvb j"130 D123- I'^or

Dybv and 7Jin see Lev. xi. 22.

19 f. M jlirjlhJ "bv D/^ii^^i^l INip. This is insufficient for two
T • — ; T : T

lines. In ist ed. I inserted I'^H "^nD'l^N following Bickell ; Duhm

suggests DID* 'T^^i (ix- ?)• But the desc^Mption of the rich man given

in M is very difficult to explain (see 01.), and however explained is not

quite suitable here. Besides, Jli;^!}^ (plur.) occurs nowhere else. Read

D-nirpiK"'?!' iDp~i; "ipni ix:» 'b^"}. ''7:n easily feii out after t':nn;

np2 is partly concealed under lS~1p ; TJtiQ covers over "ID'^l^ ; Dj"1

and nV^liS represent Dm3*::"1l< •

21 f. Line 21 in M cannot be right, (i) It produces a bad antithesis

to the parallel line. (2) The phraseology is unnatural ; "1p^ is very un-

common : •j^t'^ is too poetical, and the position of ~lp^21 produces am-

biguity. I^Q^
(''. 21), though adopted by Dathe and Ew. (following G S),
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is a weak and inadequate though early emendation. Herz acutely suggests

]')bv^_ b2 il^ip.p DlS},and continues 1:27: ^\^B2 Jl'l^rraZl >pr2y This

makes /. 22 too long. We might, of course, omit 7!i^;23 as an incorrect

gloss (cp. G), but we are learning to be sceptical ;is to so many glosses.

As to /. 21, the phraseology is not satisfactory; T13p^^ can hardly in

such a passage be substituted for 7lNI£/?D, and instead of DIJ^ , Herz's ]l'7^'^

being clearly right, we expect some plural noun. Now it so happens

that D"TJ^ sometimes arises from corruption. In correcting it here

we must have regard to the general tenor of the psalm. Upon
the whole, it seems that D"""TJ3 is the best critical emendation for

"TJ^I here; Ip^H, which follows D~TN1, is probably a corruption of

'nj^, either dittographed, or a correction of D"^^i^ (?). b^i^l^Li] almost

certainly = '?1^^Ii^•^ ; the opening 2 is dittographed. There remains for

/. 18 only T212 mi^2^- The former word must therefore be corrupt

and represent two words. In fact, we do not expect the beasts to be

mentioned here ; the beasts, surely, do not go to Sheol ! Read Dv22

V21J nVJ521 • Now the refrain regains its colour and appropriateness.

It is the ' deniers ' of God (/. 23) and the ' traitors ' among God's people

to whom this stern truth is applied.

23. M V2b '?p3 a3"ll"n:. Wellh. and Duhm rightly see that

"Tjni here must mean ' fate,' but wrongly keep the suffix. G, however,

appears to have read V2/ 7^1^^^ D311 HT, which suggests that the

final D in DDTl is dittographed. '7DD ' folly' is suspicious ; in Eccles.

vii. 25 read ^2D (x. 6). H'^DD, too, in Ixxxv. gis corrupt. Read T[~»TrTT

mn^ ''Vnj^, and cp. on //. 1-4, 31, ix. 18, 1. 23.

24. M ribu r^y_ Q!7'3? ^r^'in^l (Pasek after 'HiiV- Herz,

^Ji"!"' DrT'BZl Dnnj^l, ' and with their talk they conciliate others.'

Wellh. and Duhm correct DjTinj^l . Read '^Stll?'' '•S'irrp nn^^{^.

1iJ"l^ and H^D represent fragments of '^J^Tii^V

25. M M^t ':'iXi;rb ]SiiZl- 'Like sheep' suits 'death tends them,'

which follows presently in M. But we expect a different verb
; ^r\U^

(G fdfVTo) is clearly impossible. ' Like sheep ' suggests ' they are driven.'

In the Hamasa (p. 375) a plague-stricken Arab tribe is compared to a herd

of camels, whose herdsman is death, 'to whose stall they must all come

home, some sooner, some later.' The emendations ^fllD (cp. xliv. 26 and

Prov. ii. 18, where G's edero presupposes TIJIV [see Wildeboerl), adopted
T T

by Gr., Ba."', Kau., Bevan (/. 0/ Phil, xviii. 143), and '^rWV (Ba.(-',

We.'-') are therefore out of the question, unless, with We.<-'^, we omit

"J^iiD as an explanatory gloss to Dyi"', or, with Herz, transfer it to the
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preceding line—resources of despair. Duhni is equally arbitrary—

inZ' '^INIi''?, according to him, is a gloss. The truth is that, as in

Ixxx. 2, 'jN'ilD i^ corrupt. It is an error suggested either by jn^DH^D or

by DP")''- 'i'lie poet wrote H'A^b (cp. /. 9) ;
*? dropped out; and fljIJ

became ][S*]i:D. IjT^ '71N'i:^V is also corrupt. Read nHtt'l ^tbll'^

(cp. Job xiv. lo). n^ fell out after ri; Wb became t'IKry A very

pretty corruption.— M's UV'^'' J^ID (<^ Odvaros noi^mveL avrnis) interrupts

the direct narrative. Such an 'accompanying clause' is not indeed bad

Hebrew (see Kon. § 36<Sc2') but in the present case is destructive of the

parallelism, liowever we may read z'. i^rt'. Let us temporarily put it

aside, and attack the problem presented by ip'^.'j
\
D'H^'^ DH ^T)"!'

a reading which is evidently very questionable, as indeed the Pasek after

'ii>> suggests. Hu.-Now. remarks, 'This cannot mean that the righteous

shall rule over the rich men in Sheol.' Yet this is just what the context

suggests ; we cannot compare Mai. iii. 21, for there the context is

different. Hence Street (1790) reads, -)3pV Dn^'V^SD ^"^l^?.-
'They

descend, as well as the righteous (? ?), to the tomb.' So too independently

von Ortenberg, Klost., Abbott [Hcrinaihena, Feb. iSgi.pp. lyif.), Cheyne

{OP^ inserted note), Polenaar {Th. Tijdschr. 1893, p. 57), Ginsburg

{Bible), and Duhm, except that they read D''"lLL''u3l 'smoothly' (cp.

Cant. vii. 9). The objection to this is twofold, i. To a Hebrew a

' smooth ' passage to Sheol would be no curse but a blessing (Job xxi. 13),

and 2. a parallel line is wanting. The error in the text lies deeper ; we

have to settle the text of//. 23 f. before we can decide as to /. 22. Taking

this preliminary as accomplished (see next note), and having regard to

//. 9 and 34, it is probable that we should read ~\\>'it> D''3 ul'n*J2 Vi:^~)l'_T

;

in several scripts an imperfect D might be mistaken for a "1. Wellh.

adheres to MG, but relegates "^"^ D3 "ll"!"'! to the margin, as implying

the later eschatology ; like Ew. and Hi. he connects IpJl'^ with DII^T

mt'l'?- Why he retains IpH^ (weakly rendered 'soon'), is not

obvious. At the close he reads ydl '7I1T t'ij^tt^ an improvement doubt-

less on yct> 'PZltrO "^1 which is read by Lo., Ew., Hi., von Ortenb.,

Riehm, Abbott), while Bi., Che."', Duhm still more plausibly read

^;^S ^2^ '&yyyh by^'i}- There is no safeness in such superficial emenda-

tions of a thoroughly corrupt text. See next note.

27 f. Combine D;?T /TID and Qlli:!, but correct this into D^jHIO;'

j"nD n'^ and the remainder (l'? blVt^ by^'^ i^'b'lb) into niHt'Il

QT^^^J'^ '7'lJ^'i^- In the first of these "1 becomes 3, and TJ becomes /l-

no violent changes; ^ is added (restored). The key is supplied by Job

.wiii. II, 14, xxiv. 17. See also Job xviii. 9, where D\'2^ should perhaps
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be Dn^i: {JQI^, '97, p. 5/8). Herz independently, Jlin^a^ Qn^^iT

D'?^aV '^IXZr^ (cp. Job xxi. 30, 32).
\

•

30 f. H/D is here probably a corruption of a dittograpbed t'li^ti' •

—

Read innri"'?^} (see on /. 3).—For ^""^^ read certainly ti'nDp (/• 23).

35-38. V. 19 begins thus, TJIT VTO ili'Dr-^ . This is very

unlike the clear style of the rest of the psalm, and the next line is even

more obscure, while the reference in v. 20 to the 'generation of the

fathers' of the wicked man, as if they had all been cut oft" in their sins

like himself, is embarrassing. The alternating second and third persons

are also very puzzling. A keen glance at the words, however, reveals

the underlying original. For the key see //. 3, 4. Read //. 35-3S thus :

—

n^-iNt'p [v]njZ)prp[i]

The accumulation of corruptions is strange, but far from unparalleled.

~m~iy for t^Jin reminds us of "in ni*^ in v. 12. "[IVT arose out

of a transposition of the letters of "iTH . In ""J , the 3 is dittograpbed,

while the * goes with the following /I. tO*") which follows, comes from

a dittograpbed ri^ . "^^ must have been originally nt' (G atrw)
; ^T^ ,

with transposed letters, became n'?2 ; remove the upper stroke from 'p,

and it approaches 3 (see 2 S. xix. i, ID^t'^ for 1j~1332)-

PSALM L.— I.

i RIMETERS. The introduction to a psalm on the Messianic judgment, the rest

of which has been lost. Yahwe appears ; his 'lips are full of iiiuignation' (Isa.

XXX. 27). The nations which have said, ' Come, let us destroy them' (Ixxxiii. 5),
shall receive their sentence, not in words, but in acts. ]\Ieantime, the loyal

Israelites, gathered together from all parts, will look, with calm satisfaction, at the

patiently waited for retribution (lii. S, liv. 9, &c.). According to Ol. and Duhm,
the writer of Ps. 1. makes ' much ado about nothing,' or, at least, aliout nothing
worthy of such an elaborate ' fiction ' as that in rv. 1-6. Xot relying on the

weight of his own authority, he represents the following admonitions on ihe right

kind of sacrifice and on the right rules of human intercourse to have been uttered

by the divine lips amidst convulsions of nature. This view, however, is by no
means a just one. It is true that the post-exilic writers sometimes begin in a key
which they are not able to preserve long (see e.^i;: Isa. Iviii.), but such a fiasco as

01. and Uuhni suppose is surely incredible. It it is true that not a few psalms are

of composite origin, why should not Ps. 1. be included in the numlier ? It so

happens that Ps. Ixxxi. is exactly parallel. T'v. 7-15 of that psahii were certainly

not written as the continuation of z'V. 1-6 ; in short, Ps. Ixxxi. is composite. So
also is the psalm before us, and some may even be tempted to point to the
• Selah,' at the end of v. 6, and again (in G) after v. 15, as favouring this view. That
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I's. !.'•) is a psalm of the post-exilic community, which delighted in descriptions

of iheopbanies, and lived in the constant hope of the divine judgment, can hardly

be denied. The parallelism between /. 3 and Lam. ii. 15 (Isa. xxxiii. 17) is

significant; cp. I -Mace. ii. 12. All these passages presuppose the post-exilic

idealization of the Holy City.

Marked: Of Asaph. Of Salinah. I

I Yahwe speaks, the earth trembles

From utmost east to farthest west.

From Zion, the perfection of beauty, 2

The glory of our God shines forth.

Before him a fire consumes, 3

Around him a tempest rages.

He summons the heavens above, 4

And the earth, in the presence of his people.

His loyal ones gather before him, 5

10 Those that are plighted to him assemble themselves
;

And the heavens declare his righteousness, 6

That he is a God of justice.

3 f, Zion idealized. See introd., view, however, which presupposes M,

and note on xlviii. 3. It is touching is that the nominal members of the

to see how a decided opponent of the pious community are brought together

theory of the divine ori^in of the sacri- to have their piety tested (cp. Roy,

ficial ritual still adheres to the belief Die Volksoeiimude im Psalter, 37). It

in the special presence of Yahwe in has to be ascertained whether they

Zion (ao-ainst Roy, Die Volksgemeinde, are really entitled to call themselves

46, n. 2^-V^3in is the usual word for h^'^sniim (cp. Jsa. xlviii. i f.), and the
'

. ^
. ^ reference to the sacnhces with which

theophanies, as Ixxx. 2, xciv. i, JJt.
^ ^.^-^j^ j^ j^^ ^ accompanied

xxxiii. 2, but seems to be a variant to i

^3^ (see crit. n.).-Cp. /. 4 with Isa. (Hap^:!?) is thought to prepare the

l-"^' ^l>- way for the instruction on the true

7. Heaven and earth are summoned "^ture of sacrifice which follows. Un-

as witnesses (Isa. i. 2).
fortunately, this instruction can by
no means be said to be of the nature

9 ff. The ' loyal ones to whom ^f ^ ^^^^^ ^^^j ^j^^ strange phrase in
God has given his bcnlh, or pledge, on ^ y, ^^^ ^.^^f^jy j,^ ^garded as corrupt,
certain moral conditions, and who —'j he heavens, i.e. 'CaQ \\^^scn\y ont%,
represent the true Israel, assemble to ^^^ j^^g^jj. ^^p Ixxxix. 5). His
witness the divine act of judgment on

rii^^h/eoiisiiess, i.e. that God will do
their wicked oppressors. Such appears

justice to his people,
to be the true meaning. The ordinary

PSALM L.— 2.

i RIMKTERS. A restatement of the true law of sacrifice, promulgated by Yahwe
at the Exodus (Jer. vii. 22-24). The opening agrees with Ixxxi. 9. The only

important part of" the ritual is stated to be prayer and thanksgiving—important,

because alone ordained by God. Cp. on xl. 2-12, Ii. 3-19. It is implied that
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even in the age of Ezra the gross tlieory of sacrifices as the food of God was still

ill existence. No wonder, wlien we read Isa. Ixv. 3 f., Ixvi. 3, passages which
cannot refer solely to the Samaritans, or consider the lodgment effected by
that gross theory in the later Avesta of Zoroastrianism. It should also be
remembered that the efficacy of sacrificial blood in maintaining the connexion
between Yahvve and Israel is distinctly implied, not only in the Levitical law, but

by the late prophetic writer of Zechariah ix. II. Note the sympathetic interest

ill the animal creation, which is hardly quite reconcileable with the view that

after all the psalmist had no objection to animal sacrifices in themselves, but only
to the gross theory which he criticizes (Dulim). The correction in /. 5 is

important ; the psalmist's view now becomes consistent. Cp. xl. 7, li. 18.

I Hear, O my people, and I will admonish thee
; 7

that thou woLildest hearken unto me, O Israel !

1 +who speak+ am Yahwe thy God,

[Who brought thee up out of Egypt's land].

None of thy sacrifices [do I desire], 8

And thy burnt offerings which are continually before me
;

I accept no bullocks from thy house,. 9

Nor he-goats from thy folds.

For mine is every beast of the forest, 10

10 I raise up the strong among the oxen
;

I know all the birds of the sky, li

And the trees of the uplands are in my mind.

If I were hungry, I would not tell thee, 12

For the world is mine, and all that is therein :

Am I to eat the flesh of bulls, 13

Or drink the blood of goats?

Sacrifice unto God thanksgiving, 14

And pay to the Most High thy vows,

And invoke me in time of trouble, 15

20 I will rescue thee, and thou shalt honour me.

6. Continually before me. as G S) of our lips' means 'so will we

l^:2r\r\ Slb^V .
' the continual ot^er- P^X o""^ ^ovvs,' and the next verse

" T - - shows that the phrase simply means
ing,' means the regular morning and obedience. Bredenkamp {Geselz. u.
evening sacrifice of a lamb. • Propheten ['81], 64) and B. Jacob

9-12. Cp. Ps. civ., and note the
{ZATIV, xvii. ['97J, 273 ff.) argue at

gains from textual criticism. The trees ''^"S^h against this view. ' To sacrifice

of the uplands, cp. Isa. xl. 16, ' Le-
thanksgiving must, they think, be

banon is not sufficient to burn.' ni:;
^''^'^^" literally

; XV1\ is not and cannot

= Ass. sadn (see ' Field,' Enc. Bil>.).
'^^ "^^^ metaphorically. There is no
' must ' about the matter ; B. facob

18. 'Sacrificing' and 'vowing' falls into a fundamental error, both as
have become symbolic phrases. Cp. regards this phrase and as regards Ps. 1.

llos. xiv. 2 [3], a late passage, where The context must decide. See on
' so will we pay the fruit (read ^ID cvii. 22, cxvi. 17.

I. Q
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PSALM L.—3.

1 RIMETERS. Yahwe speaks ngain, not this time di lactically, hut in the tone of

stern rebuke. He addresses himself, as the interpolated introduction to v. 16

rightly says, ' to the wicked,' i.e. not to imperfect. y moral members of the

orthodox community (so <.,(,'•. Duhm), but to hypocrites, who pretended to be

adherents of the law, but were really in league with the chiefs of that 'impious'

faction, which Ps. xxvi. denounces with such keenness (see also Ps. Sol. iv.). The
description in i. i might be applied to them if the negative particle were omitted.

They professed to be Art«7//w (pious) when it suited them; at other times they

were close friends of the anti-leyal party. They are, therefore, threatened with

the fate of the 'traitors that deny God' (ix. 18, xlix.), also called ^e^clZ/'w and
hdnephlm (see on //. 5, 6). Soon ' shuddeiing will surprise the lianrphhn ' (Isa.

xxxiii. 14). Let these hypocrites take warning in time. Cp. on Ps. Hi.—The
' Selah ' in G, at v. 15, may suggest that what follows is an editorial addition,

but this is hardly the best view (see crit. note). The appendix {v. 23) was
doubtless added to relieve the gloom of z'. 22 ; cp. vv. 14 f.

I iWhat right hast thou to rehearse my statutes, 16

Or to utter aloud mine ordinance,

When +thou showest that+ thou hatest discipHne, 17

And castest my words behind thee ?

Thou connectest thyself with the assembly of the impious, 18

And throwest in thy lot with the unholy

:

With thy mouth thou whisperest malignity, 19

And to thy neighbours thou utterest deceit.

Thou speakest a shameful thing against thy brother, 20

10 Thou revilest the son of thy mother.

Yahwfe thou hast tempted and hast provoked, 21

Thou hast defied the law of thy God.

For thy perfidy (?) I will punish thee,

And set in order [thy ways ?] before thee.

Mark this, ye that deny God, 22

Lest I tear +you+ in pieces, and there be none to rescue.

Appendix.

Sacrifice thanksgiving and honour me, 23

And pay thy vows to the Most High.

3. Discipline, 1DV3 , i.e. right (Job xiii. 16). Like the ^11 (Isa.

self-guidance, Prov. i. 2, xxiii. 23, (.\:c. xxxii. 6), he 'speaks' impiety (H^^Jj
-5 f. See especially xxvi. 5, and on

^^.^ j^ j^), and this impious .speech 'is

the class-name 73^ note on xiv. 1. closely connected with wicked actions,

As to Cl2n; {a) the noun 'n means 'f
tlie violation of the marriage-bond

'" T ^ ' (jer. ni. 2), murder (Num. xxxv. ^t„

one who, either from his very birth or Isa. xxiv. 5 [cp. Gen. ix. 5 f.J, Ps.

by a treasonable act has no standing cvi. 38), and apostasy (Dan. xi. 32).

in the community of the Supreme Ciod As applied to a community, Tf indicates

' But to the wicked God says.
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that it is not under the protection of Ps. cvi. 38, Isa. xxiv. 5, Dan. xi. 32 ;

^'ahwe (Isa. x. 6, Mic. iv. 11), having all post-exilic. On the origin of the

collectively broken the fundamental woid, see £>ic. £tl>., ' llypocnle.'

religious ]irecepts (Isa. ix. 16, cp. xxiv.

5 xxxiii. 14 f.). As a class name, 'H ^7^) ^''°^- .^i" 9 i*' exactly parallel,

is late (eight times in Job, once in
— 7^7''^'-^//4^r, ?.^. any fellow-I.sraelite

;

Prov., once m a very late part of ("'' Jhe term mother, see on h. 7.

T i,\ pHsr-r 1 „- T,.„ Probably, lust as the person addressed
Isaiah): ^jn only occurs m Isa. n V- ^u < 1 .u )

' '
'v

' IS a collective person, so the ' brother

xxxii. 6 (late). 5]jn a'so no doubt spoken of is the whole body of Jews
•• T faithful to their religion,

underlies the avOpaiirdpeiTHosi^-oi) of

G Ps. liii. 6, and of the Greek Ps. " ^- ^p. Ixxviii. 10, iS, 56, and

Sol. iv. title, 7, 8, 19. (/>) The «ee crit. note.— F^ i/mt deny God, a

verb ffljn is also rather late in use. In good paraphrase of Qv^J (see crit.
'• T T :

Jer. iii. i, 2, 9, xxiii. II, Mic. iv. 11 note).— 16. See on Ps. vii. 3, and cp.

(not Micah's), it clearly means 'to be Hos. v. 14, vi. i, xiii. 7 f. ; lob xvi. 9.

polluted.' See also Num. xxxv. 33, — 17 f. See introduction.

Critical Notes. 1. '^ The title must be enriched at the expense of

V. I (see next note).

I. M mn^ D^^':'^J b"^-, J, Fortis deus dovdnus (similarly 'A 2 e),

G 0eoy eeii/ Kvpios. But this would only be possible in prose (Josh, x.xii.

22, very late). D^n7hJ 7ii (note Pasek) is probably a corruption of

n^Dbv'^y, i-c- ra^^vb (see on X. I). To transfer D^nbli bn to line

4 (Duhm) is only possible if the opening words of ?'. 3 are omitted (so

also We.) as the ejaculatory prayer of a pious reader.—yiS'J^lp^l. But

the verb should state the consequence of Yahwe's speaking (cp. Hi.).

Read Vli^n Sim (xcvii. 4), and for ^^<2D (/• 2) read nii'20 (We.).
' V T T " T —

; T :

—4- y^Sirr D\"i'?i^ seems to be a variant to ^3^"'?bZ)rp, which may

have been written indistinctly, so that a marginal note was made sug-

gesting this alternative. The title ^3'' '?t'DD seems also to occur in

the true text of Isa. xxxiii. 17 (see SBOT, Isaiah, Heb., ad loc, and cp.

Marti). For ^^2"' read "TJ3 ; omit ^"'7^<^ as a dittographed ^i^"^'7^J,
T ;

and for tt'lH read niT-

7 f. M b'}i'i2- Read bV^i:^ (Houb., La., We.), and also in Gen. xxvii.

39, xlix. 25.—M ^nb. Read "TIljS ; more natural.

9ff. Read iS Vl^Dn, inm, after G (Bi., Uu.).—Point ITil") (G,

Gr., Du.).

12. M L3H)"^ WTb'^ (note I'asek). Read 'CBt^ ^TSI'^- n'?D in

M comes from a dittographed D^"^!'^<.

l.C-) 3 fif. An allusion to Ex. XX. 2. Read therefore niilV^^'liich the editor

avoids) for DTlbh?, and supply
||

line by the help of Ex. xx. 2/', Ps. Ixxxi.

11^.—Read l^naT"'?^ [Vi3^^^] ^^'7; "I^O^[^<] isadlttogram of i^n^T.
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10. M's ^i^ ^"inn3, h<is caused much perplexity. 'On the

mountains of the thousand' ('A J, Ba.)? We should have expected

]]^2 nnriD. g eV roisopfo-i Ka\ ^6(s =^bii^ D~inn. du., ^ba Dnni
' on a thousand hills.' 01., Bi., We., bi^ mrT2 ; cp. xxxy. 7. Critics,

however, have omitted to ask whether the corruption may not extend to

m/2n2 (corrupt in xlix. 13, 21, Ixxiii. 22). To obtain a satisfactory sense,

read D'3'7^^ n^2i«i ^JliDH-

11. M Dnn, a scribe's error produced by ^"lin. Read D^Q'Z^ (so

Street and Duhm) after G S T. One MS. of Kenn. has U^H D'DVH.
12. JM ^1)IJ PT (as in Ixxx. 14/;), /w., according to most since

Bochart, 'all that stirs in the field (or plain).' Too vague. Franz Del.

compared Ass. ziz'tnti, 'worms,' or (Frd. Del., Ass. HWB, 282^, but

cp. 572), 'an animal like a locust.' Cp. also PT 'mite, spider.' Too

mean. Both here and in Ps. Ixxx. the word is certainly corrupt. G here

wpaiorr]^ aypov, i.e. either Aram. VT 'brightness,' Dan. ii. 31 (some MSS.
read TT for TT in Isa. Ixvi. n), or y^i 'flower' (lit. something bright);

Herz would even read y^ii. The most probable correction is ^^j; ' the

trees of (the) uplands.' Cp. Ixxx. 14 ; also SBOT, Isaiah, Heb., p. 165.

20. G's hM'^akp.a, i.e. Tw'O, comes from a dittographed D'H/l^.

1.^^'. 5 f. According to M, the crimes imputed to the bad Israelites

are thieving and adultery— a rather commonplace description. The

language too is not natural ;
' when thou sawest a thief, thou hadst

pleasure (?) with him.' The use of iliin with Qy is also questionable

(Job xxxiv. 9 ?) ; but the VIJ^I of G S J (Saad. Gr. Bii) is not very
' T T —

plausible. Read IQ-iJil Wh'1'1 TS^y'^V- The initial 1 in yim
probably represents the "? in t'2J ; ^ty^ probably comes from irj^, a

fragment of a dittographed ~\Xyir\

7 f. M r^Tw"^ , an odd expression. Read probably Ptptlb ^^3^

rrV"! ; that 1£^Tw (M H, Aram., 'to hum, to whisper') is not found in

Kal, is no strong objection.—M "^^^^b Read Tj>23'^';) (see lii. 6l>).—
M TT.SiiJ^ • Read ><UiD (Frankenberg, Psalinen Sal., 20). TQ arose

from dittography.

9 f. M 2tr\ Rather niJ'A , Kr., Gr., Herz.—M ••3"l \r\r\ ; G

erideis aKuvdaXov; a guess ? In M H ^3'! = 'blemish, reproach'; cp.

Yonia 22b, ' no reproach (T) rested on Saul's descent.' It occurs

in Sirach xliv. 19 mg., but the text-reading (confirmed by S) is

D1^ • Read P)^jri . ^Ijl generally denotes blasphemy against God,

but cp. xliv. 17, and note the wider use of ^3'nj . The construction

3. ^"^3 is Talmudic.

II. M "jllhnm ry'^yi rh'i^ (note Pasek) ; very obscure. It was
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ot true that Vahwe ' kept silence,' i.e. took no notice of the oftences.

Nowack takes the clause to be virtually interrogative ; Kon. (§ 390 r)

explains, 'as often as I was silent.' Parallelism is opposed to all these
;

we require plli^inn , which, however, will not make sense. We have
T

no option but to seek for suitable words which, on the analogy of similar

errors elsewhere, the scribe may have corrupted into 'nilT Pt^IVy Tw'ik

(for the whole clause is unnatural in form and contents). Not improbably

read J^DJ^pm Jl^DJ "H^TV ; this prepares the way for the strong phrase

in /. 15 {ii. 22a). Tw'i^ represents D^H/S (substituted by the editor for

mn^).—M TjiDD r{T[^ jirn n^a^ ; g .vAa/^ey avo^iiav (jiiin) oVi
' T V : V •«•: T • • -

eaofiai trot ofioios ; "AXXoj gives (ivofxe. First of all, nTIi^ jIVH excites

suspicion ; the supposition that two readings are combined is too easy,

considering that, in the next place, the whole clause is neither clear in

itself, nor suitably placed. How did the wicked faction suppose that

God was like itself? The characteristics of the wicked of which we have

just heard are incapable of being ascribed to Ciod. Had the phrase been,

* thou thoughtest that a bribe would appease me,' we might have let it

pass. What we require is a suitable climax for the list of the oftences of

the wicked—something equivalent to 'thou hast denied God' (cp. /. 15 ;

V. 22a). Read probably ^Tl^St Jn*in Jl^HO ; thus parallelism is

thoroughly satisfied. The three final letters in M ("fll^) may be added

to the material for the next line.—M TJ^O^^< (^1I2)- The general sense

is clear, but the right way of expanding this scanty material is not clear.

Read perhaps, "^jnOlhi '^'^'i2r?V (cp- Ezr. ix. 4, x. 6), if this is metrically

sufficient.—After nDipNT insert "TTO"!"!- The recurrence of 3~1 might
' : T :

account for the omission.

15. M Tip'iy. Read certainly ''li'nDp (see on ix. 18).

Appendix. The difficulties are— (i) ''J:)1::D"' (double J), (2) -fll UV^
(meaning), (3) the excessive length of the second line The second of

these has been met in different ways. Many (Bp. Hare. Street. Geiger

{J'ud. Zt. V. 113), Gr., Che. (ed. i), Kau., Bevan (6V//. AVt'., April, '96),

Herz) read TJ")TDm ; Lagarde [J/z///^^z7, ii. 378], and nearly so We.,

~l"I2 D^ii^rj- 2 paraphrases M, koX firaKrcos oStvocTt. The meaning of

the consonants of the text, however, is probably given by G, koi eVfi

(Dltf^l) "Soff
fi

Sfi'|a) avTM TO auiTi]piov tov Qfoii. But is cither G's view

or Lagarde's satisfactory? No; for (i) both readings are unmetrical,

and (2) the payment of vows should follow and not precede the sight of

Yahvvc's deliverance. The three difficulties must, therefore, be met

differently. Read thus (cp. //. 17, 18, 20),—

X^'iv) -^ni: D^m
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The second J in ^J2~T3D' seenis to have been detached from

'TM"'"IJ • ^I's addition D^H'^N V'^'^2 has arisen out of two miswritten

forms of ublD"); cp. D\l'^S for U'^:2bw in the title of Ps. 1. ^J^<'^^<

comes from iv'l^p'?

.

PSALM LI.

X KIMKTKRS. Pious Israel, still suftering acutely fron. calamities which are a
proof of God's wrath, but not now in exile (see on v. 13^), craves pardon for sins

which it cannot indeed fully understand, hut which it assumes to be as great as

the punishment. The author of the appendix supposes the psalm to have been
written during the exile, for in the prayer, ' Build the walls of Jerusalem ' (v. 2ol>),

he throws himself back imaginatively into this period. In other words, this later

writer wishes to add a qualification to a passage (v. 18) liable, as he thought, to be
misunderstood, but not to frame it in such a way as to spoil the harmony of the

composition. Anotiier writer, to whom t'. 2 must be assigned, so entirely missed

the object of the psalmist that he picked out a scene in the life of a historic

personage which seemed to him to present the occasion of the psalm. The lateness

of his date, however, is sufficiently shown by the fact that this historic personage
is David, whose name only got into the original title {v. l) by corruption of the

text (the psalm being really Etlianic). The acquaintance of the psalmist with

Isa. xl.-lxvi. is a cogent proof that he too is by no means an early writer ; at any
rate, he cannot be placed earlier than the close of the Persian period. To
suppose a reference to the colossal troubles commonly (but perhaps wrongly)
assigned to the times of Artaxerxes Ochus is hazardous, however. The poet
seems rather to sum up all the many troubles of the period which began with the

fall of Jerusalem, and never actually ended till the great Maccabees arose.

That the speaker is the pious community is beyond reasonable doubt. To
suppose that the psalm was originally meant for an individual, but afterwards

adapted to the use of the communiiy, or that the psalmist is not quite sure himself

whether he would prefer the speaker to be an individual, or to represent Israel

(cp. Coblenz, p. 85), needlessly impairs the harmony and consistency of the

poem. The Hebrew writers so strongly realize the organic unity of Israel that

they fall into the use of language which is sometimes startlii]g to Western readers

(see on xxxii.'", and cp. Isa. liii.). The expression 'deliver me from bloodshed'
{z>. 16a) is quite capable of explanation on the nationalistic theory. To the

innocent blood which was shed by Manasseh (2 K. xxiv. 3 f. ; cp. Lzek. vii. 23,
xxii. 2-4) the captivity of Judah is exjiressly assigned, and it can be shown that

that old Semitic passionateness which led to sins of blood.ihed was by no means
purged away from the later Jews (see e.g. xxvi. 9, lix. 2, cxxxix. 19, Isa. lix. 3,
II,' and note that the whole of Isa. lix. is like a commentary on Ps. lix.<'' But it

is more than probable that D^uili^ is corrupt (see on /. 29), so that the long

dispute between the friends and the foes of the Davidic authorship loses its chief

starting-point.

It IS true there is another starting-point—the title. Can the circumstantial

statement in v. 2 really have been woven out of the obscure words, ' Rescue me
from bloodshed ' ? Probably the title can be accounted for on a quite different

theory. On the analogy of Pss. vii. and Hi., it would seem that 7'. 2 is an
editorial expansion of the misreatl words ' In Bathslieba,' and it is possible that the

psalm was originally described as a Sabbath-psalm (see crit. n. on title).

Deposited. Marked : of "Arab-etlian. For the Sabbath []). 1,2

I Have pity upon me, O God ! according to thy great kindness
; 3

Thy compassion being so large, blot out my transgressions.

As with fullers' soap wash me from my guilt, 4
And purify me from ni}' sin.

' Aids to the Study of Criticism, 207-210.
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T

My transgressions I do indeed acknowledge, 5

Of my sins I am ever conscious.

Against thee alone have I sinned, 6

Displeasing to thee +alone+ is that which I have done,

That thou mightest be +proved+ righteous in thy sentence,

10 That thou mightest be +proved+ blameless in thyjudgment,

Surely in guilt was I brought forth, 7

In sin did my mother conceive me.

Surely thou carest for truth more than for offerings, 8

Make me, then, to know the secrets of wisdom.

Besprinkle me with hyssop, that I may become pure
; 9

Wash me, that I may become whiter than snow
;

Satisfy me with mirth and gladness, 10

That the frame thou hast crushed may thrill with joy.

Hide thy face from my sins
;

1

1

20 My guilty acts—blot them all out.

A pure heart create for me, O God ! 12

A constant spirit produce within me.

Cast me not forth from thy presence
; 13

Thy holy spirit take not from me.

Gladden me again with thy succour, 14

And sustain me with a zealous spirit.

Then will I teach thy ways to apostates, 1

5

So that sinners return to thee.

Rescue me from the Edomites, O Yahwe ^

!

16

30 That my tongue may cause to resound thy righteousness.

O Yahwe ! open my lips, 17

That my tongue may publish thy praise.

For thou carest not for sacrifices, 18

Offerings and burnt sacrifices thou dost not desire.

Yahwe's power is a spirit that is broken, 19

A heart that is- crushed^ thou dost not despise.

Appejidix.

Be pleased to show kindness to Zion, 20

Build thou Jerusalem's walls.

Then wilt thou care for the right sacrifices
;

40 Then will bullocks be brought to thine altar.

' ^^y succouring God. - Broken and. ^ O God !
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3- D213> G 2 irKvi/ov. The same

figure in Jer. iv. 14, Mai. iii. 2.—6.

"""^^3/ ' in my consciousness ' (1. 8).

—

7. Against thee alone, i.e. not against
the Babylonians (Theod. of IMop>.) or

any other liumaii jiarty in tiie cause.

Cp. I lab. i. 4, 13, Isa. xxxiii. I. Why
against Yahwe ? This is inferred from
the national calamities.

9. Tbat thou mlgbtest, ^:c.

Tlie ' sentence ' or 'judgment ' has l^een

declared in Israel's recent history ; Ba-
bylon (?) and Persia have executed it as

God's instruments. The successes of

these earthly powers were fore-ordained
(cp. Isa. xxxvii. 26 f.). If so, the
rightness of these successes (so harmful
to Israel) had to be provatl, and Israel

had to sin that no shadow of blame
might rest on Vahwe (cp. Isa. Ixiii. 17).

II. In gruilt, &c. The speaker
belongs to an erring race. Cp. Jol>
xiv. 4 (even if an interpolation'), Isa.

xlviii. 8, Ezek. xvi. 8. The 'mother'
means the race ; cp. xxii. 10 f , 1. 20,
Ixxi. 6, Isa. 1. I.

13 f- Israel has made its confession
;

it may now look for a cheering response
(xxxii. 5, Mos. xiv. 2-4 [3-5I). But to

show that its penitence is not superficial,

a further petition is added. Israel

knows that obedience is the true sa-

crifice, and that the first step in the pMh
of obedience is confession of sin. For
each further step special wisdom or in-

sight is re(|uired, i.e. ability so to frame
one's conduct as to please Yahwe. God
alone can give this wisdom, the secrets

of wliich are 'marvels' (Job xi. 6).

Hence, the speaker adds, since thou
carestfor truth {i.e. sincerity, cp. cxlv.

18, I K. ii. 4) more than for offerings
(xl. 7)—and I have given a first proof
of ' truth ' bv my free confession

—

mahe
vie to know those secrets. In Ps. xc. a
prayer for pardon and a prayer for wis-

dom and for joy are again combined.

14. Besprinkle me; lit. 'free

me from sin,' G, pavrifls. Notice that

Heb. n^D 'to pardon '= Ass. sahihit

'to besprinkle.' As in Ezek. xxxvi. 25,
one of the traditional rites is interpreted

symbolically. Possibly the symbol im-
plies the comjiarison of the nation to a

leper icp. Isa. liii. 4/^).— Wash me, kc.
Cp. Isa. i. 18, Job ix. 30. For the
idea, cp. Jer. ii. 22, xiii. 23.

iSf Thou hast crushed (/T3"7),
pointing on to /. 36. Cp. xxxviii. 9,
xliv. 20.

21 f. Clement Marot finely renders,
' O Createur, te plai-e en moy Creer

|

Un cueur tout pur, une vie nouvelle.'

For the key to the meaning see Ezek.
xi. 19 f , xviii. 31, xxxvi. 26 f., where
a ' new heart ' or a ' heart of flesh ' is

promised to Israel, so that he may walk
straight forward in God's ways. To

render Tin^ Q*? ' ein lichte-; Bewusst-

sein ' (Hitz.), or 'a joyous spirit'

(Wellh.), is therefore impossible. Hilz.

appeals to Prov. xxii. Iia, but the omis-

sion of '^ (=mn') in V. iia, and the

loss of lib (cp. G) have obscured the

meaning of that passage. It is ' one
who is pure in heart ' that Vahwe loves,

and this is a synonym of 'blameless'
(&UW/X01) in /'. It is not merely a joyous

heart, or a tempurariiy 'clean' heart,

that the speaker desires. A ' clean

heart' had often been subjectively pos-
sessed for a time by the early Israelites,

a'ter the due performance of sacrificial

rites. It is a heart, not only clean, but

able to guard itself against future pol-

lution which is sought for ; hi"lZl is

therefore the right word, and IV^H is

its synonym. Such a ' new heart ' is

described as ]')D2 HTI, which is not

merely a courageous, confident spirit=

p3J 2.^ {Wii. 8, cxii. 7), but a steady

impulse towards all that is good = m"l

nunJ (/. 26). if there is any doubt

about this, Ixxviii. 8, 37 ought to remove
it. Cf. on cii. 19.

23. Cast me not forth . . . 2 K.
xxiv. 3 says, ' By \'ahwe's command-
ment came this upon Judah, to remove
them out of his sight, for the sins of

IManasseh.' It is first of all exclusion

from the land of Canaan which is

thought of. But such exclusion is chiefly

painful because it means the cessation

of the privileges of worship in the

temple -the house, not so much of sa-

crifice, as of prayer. Even if a new

1 Cp./.Q.A'.,'97,p. 577-
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conception of God's presence is being witiiin Israel. The workings of this

formed (see on xxiii. 6), it cannot as spirit are seen (i) in the right guidance
yet supplant the sublime and tender of the people of Israel (Isa. Ixiii. 10, 11,

associations of the material temple. 14) and (2) in the right religious teach-

And how is the right of access to God's ing of Israel (Neh. ix. 20). lioth kinds

presence to be preserved ? Only by of operation are implied here ; the

righteousness (v. 6, 8), and persistent former in lines 25, 29, the latter in lines

righteousness can only be had through 14, 27.—39. The rii^hi sacrijues, \eg&\\y

the holy (or divine) spirit dwelling right. See on iv. 6.

CriHcal notes. Title. The statement in 71. 2 is perhaps an expansion

of 3^3li^~riIl~bK, for which, however, we should perhaps read n^ii-NTyN,

omitting all the rest of?'. 2. See introd., and cp. on lii. 2.

I. M tT^DHD- G Kara to jJ-eyn fXeo? aov, i.e. 'fT 71.13 (Num. xiv.

19), which Bi. restores. Note parallelism, and cp. Ixxix. 11, "yyilT 'J3.

TViTV {TV) is absorbed by ''Jjn ; thus the line is still a trimeter.

Tl^n")~3")D in /. 2 presents one beat.

3. M n3"in (Kt.) or 3nn (l>r.). Superfluous and unpicturesque.

Read nn33 (Jer. 11. 22, Mai. 111. 2). Gratz, who reads 2")!! (T^3),

sees the problem, but not the solution.

9 f. M '^~13T21, to produce an assonance with ^lD3'X^3.- Rather

point Tjl^lJH) but as the sing. (S), not the plur. (G 2 J). In /. 10 read

^ZODii^pil (Gr.). G iv rw KpiveaBai ae = "^^^^'1*113,.

13 f. The rendering of this distich given In the Wellhausen-Furness

Psalter is so remarkable that I give it here.

Yea, faith and trust— it is these that thou lovest.

Grant me, then, insight Into the mystery.

The accompanying note runs thus,
—

'It troubles him to be obliged to

acknowledge God's righteousness without understanding the reason

therefor. If he could but get an "insight Into the mystery" his faith

would be strengthened (cp. xc. 8).' In the following note It Is further

stated that ' by the " clean heart " is meant a joyous spirit, assured of the

divine favour (?'. 12). The opposite to this is the troubled, not the im-

pure heart.' This is partly the same as the view of Hitzig, who, like VVe.,

explains 'a pure heart' ("llHiD H*?) as =:' a consciousness untroubled

by the loss of communion with God,' but supposes the 'hidden thing'

(DDD) to be Israel's uncertain future. Both take jl/Dl^ to be a synonym

of ilJlQS in the sense of Tri'ariy, and JlintSB. (Job xll. 6 utt. Xsy.) in the

similarly subjective sense of ' trust' ; of the latter rendering, however, We.

indicates the doubtfulness. The explanation Is In a high degree forced,

but it expresses a needed protest against the traditional view. A middle

position Is taken up by Bii. His version Is,

—

Truly thou hast pleasure in firmness of heart,

Therefore make known wisdom to me inwardlv.
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That is, he agrees with the traditionaUsts that JlfflO and Q/ID are both

designations of the inner man, but he admits that nHiO at any rate is as

yet philologically obscure. He is also dissatisfied with the common

explanation of jli^K as sincerity or honesty, and discovers a new and

subtle sense for it
—

' das fest in Gott gegriindete Wesen (i K. ii. 4).' My
own position is this. If the generally received view of the sense of/. 13 f.

is right, Jlint33 and DriDZL must contain designations of two of the inner

parts of the body; they must be equivalent to 2.72 and JlV'^DZl (see

references in note on vii. 9). Unfortunately there is no philological means

of proving this. It is mere trifling to say that the ' reins ' are called

jlinZD, because ' smeared over ' with fat, and in Job xxxviii. 36, where

the same sense is given to Jmnt0[3] by Tg. and the Rabbins, we should

certainly read nDI/l, the 'lance-star,' Antares (cf. on Iv. 22). The sense

' secret place,' = ' heart,' for QjlD 's less arbitrary, but still not probable.

The word only occurs once elsewhere in plur. for 'secret' (Dan. xii. 9),

and there D\'^nD is explained by D"';2j"in 'sealed'
; Dr\D~b3 in Ezek.

xxviii. 3 is doubtless corrupt (Cornill; Cn/. Bil>.). Now let us turn to G.

This version makes sense by disregarding the two 2i—'Soi ynp dXrjdfiav

T}y('nrr]cras, ra abrjXa kul ra Kpv(f)ia Trjs (ro(pias crov e^r]\u)aas fxoi. Apart from

the wrong tense, this gives probably the right meaning of A 14 (see above).

But we cannot ignore the two 2, and our experience both with jmnjO

and with DilD warns us to look out for corruption of the text. Assuming

G's view of the general meaning, there is only one word from which OJ^D

can have sprung; it is r\')i2hyPi (xliv. 22, Job xi. 6, xxviii. 11), which was

perhaps G's reading (cf. G, xliv. 21). And how shall we correct mHD3?
With sound linguistic perception MT recognizes in the initial 2 a pre-

position. But if G's view of /. 14 is correct, the required preposition is

]Q ;
' thou carest for sincerity more than for' anything which can be done

with formal accuracy without sincerity. Now we can see what is re-

quired. Comparing lines 33 f., xl. 7, and especially Hos. vi. 6d, we may

with a near approach to certainty restore ninjQI^ ; the corruptions and

omission implied were easy.

18. *jp>2'ii^n (S, Bruston, Bii.). M ""jy^Dlt'D. Unnatural. It is

the psalmist who is to sing aloud.

29. M D'/21Q- Read D>Q^^<,:3 (see on v. 6, Iv. 24).

34. nmpi (cf. on /. 13), M ^:Jn^*^. After UnirZ had been mis-

written n^n;^, it was easy to correct nO into Di^. Perles {Ana/.

88), n^riDT Uuhm ^:^l^^^, as the protasis to v. 18 d, i.e. 'and were I

to give burnt ofterings.' This, however, is not natural. By reading nnj'^l

rT".knjn S*^ nbiyi ^^^ make lines 33 and 34 quite symmetrical.
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PSALM LII.

i RIMETERS, A prophetic denunciation of the Jerahmeelile people as a leading

element in the ' lea^jue ' of the ' impious,' with which, as we gather from some of

the psalms (e.g. xxvi., 1.'^') a Jewish faction was associated. The psalm is parallel

to others in which the sharp tongues of the Arabian enemies are spoken of (cp.

e.£. Iv. 22, lix. 8, Ixiv. 4, cxx. 4)—parallel also to that strange 49th psalm in

which the 'traitors,' the • impious,' the 'deniers of Ciod,' the ' insulters of Israel,'

are condemned to everlasting confinement in Sheol, while the true Israel—the

community of pious observers of Vahwe's Law—will live for ever irnthe enjoyment
of God's favour. Both in I's. xlix.(-' and in Ps. Hi. it is characteristic of the

opponents of this true Israel that they trust in their riches rather than in the one
true God—that All-righteous One, who is not to be bribed by costly sacrifices

to protect or to favour immoral deniers of his Law and insulters of his faithful

servants. The Jerahmeelites or N. Arabians, then, would appear to be primarily

meant in Ps. xlix.(-). Our psalm supplies just that historical definileness which is

required to make Ps. xlix.'-' thoroughly intelligible. Not only are individual

wicked men—whether ot Jewish or Jerahmeelile origin—to be hurried off to

Sheol, leaving their ill-gotten wealth to the locust, but the whole Jerahmeelite
community in Palestine is soon to meet with a violent end, presumably at the

coming judgment. The vehement language of z\ 7 casts a bright light on 1. 22,

where ' tearing in pieces' relates especially to the destruction of the Jerahmeelites
as a community (cp. ii. 9). On the ' league of the impious ' (/. i) see xxvi. 4 f.,

I. 18, Ixxxii. I (cp, Iviii. 2). The psalm seems to have suggested Ps. iv. in the

Psalter of Solomon, which is a Pharisaic attack on the Sadducees. Cp. OP, 121.

It has also a singular resemblance to Isaiah's diatribe against a certain Cushite
or Jerahmeelite parvenu at Jerusalem, whom the piophet threatens with expul-

sion from Judah (Isa. xxii. 15-18). See Ariier. Joitrn. of Theol., v. [1901],
442 ft".

Deposited. Of ^Arab-ethan. Against the house ofJerahvieel. 1,2

I Wh}^ ragest thou in the league of the impious, 3

[And insultest,] O Jerahmeel, continually ?

Insults dost thou plan for thy neighbours, 4
Thy tongue is like a whetted razor.

Thou lovest tricks and falsehoods 5

More than words of righteousness and peace
;

Thou lovest all words that destroy, 6

To thy neighbours [thou utterest] deceit.

Therefore God will pluck thee up for ever, 7

10 Will seize thee and tear thee up, O Jerahmeel,

And from the land of the living will uproot thee.

The righteous will see it, and will triumph, 8

[They will rejoice,] and will laugh at his fate,

' Behold, the impious one [who raged,] 9
Who made not Yahwe his stronghold,

But trusted in the abundance of his wealth,

And exulted in the glory of his house.'
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And as for me, bowed +by suffering^ and poor, lo

2Q : :;: :;: :

I take refuge in the goodness of Yahwe,

1 trust in the lovingkindness of my God.

I will thank thee for ever, because thou hast delivered, 1

1

And will sing praise, for thy lovingkindness is good.

1 f. See introd. Jnsultcst . . con-

timtally. Cp. xlii. II, xliv. 17, Ixxiv.

10 (corn text). The 'insult' is,

'Where is thy God ?'—4. Cp. Iv. 22,

lix. 8.-5. r^yciy^ x. 7, xxxv. 20,

xxxviii. 13; DHpIi^, ci. 7.-7. b^^l-

See on xviii. 9-12. — 9— 12. See on
ii. 9, and cp. Isaiah's threat, Isa. xxii.

17 f. ; also Ps. xxxvii. 35 f.

16. "Wbo made not Yahive, (.Vc.

Cp. liv. 5 c, ' they have not set thee, O
Yahwe I l)efore them.' The religion of

the Jerahmeelites, being low and formal,

is worthless. 'Ihey know not the ' right

sacrifices,' iv. 6 (see note).

I" f. See introd. and cp. xlix. 7.

—

19. Most scholars find a contrast be-

tween the luxuriant olive-tree planted

in the temple-cuurts, and therefore spe-

cially flourishing, and the uprooted tree

which symbolizes Israel's enemy. But
(i) the description of tiie olive-tree is

singularly cramped, and (2) to infer from
Ixxxiv. 4, xcii. 14, Zech. i. 8, and
2 Mace. xiv. 4 that trees grew in the

sacred precincts in ancient times, is

excesssively bold. None of these pas-

sages will bear the stress laid upon them.
The contrast i-< a finer one than has been
supposed ; it is between the proud self-

confident Jerahmeelite and the humble
Israelite,whose refuge is Yahwe's loving-

kindness. —-23. Thou /last delivered.

Strictly, a future perfect (cp. liv. 9,

Ivi. 14).

Critical Notes. Title. The reference of the t.tle lo Doeg the

Edomite is so absurd that one looks out for a motive. The motive is a

misunderstanding of the (probably) true title, viz. '?NtrpnT j"T'21~t'y,

which was misread "r|'?:!2^^^^ Jl^Il"'?^^, and set the editor thinking how

to expand it.

I. M ~li3Iin, enigmatical. And why ni?13 ? To suit b''?njnn ?

But does any one 'boast' of his ' wickedness' ? In the light of parallel

psalms read certainly h'2i.'^7\ "T*i^p2 ^'y\7\T).r\ • For other disguises of

^3J see xxvi. 4, Iviii. 2, Ixxxii. i. n^~l comes from a corrupt form

nZ'.^l (Ixiv. 3). For 'nn, see the error in x. 3, and cp. on Ixviii. 22.

—

2. For '^S "IDil Houb., We., and Du. (after S) ingeniously read

1"'D^"':'^<. But the corruption of '?N::2n"l^ into ITil N*^ in xliii. i

suggests a better correction. Read 7NQn"»^ (vocative), and prefi.x

=Tinj;^T • See exeg. note.— 3. M Jliin . Too strong ; read j"liD"|n •

See on v. 10, and cp. on Ixii. /. 3.

3. M TT^ili^t' (so G). Does the tongue think .^ xxxv. 28 is no

justification. Read ^^^Dli^*? • Same error in xv. 3 ; cp. on /. 8.

4. M rT'Q"! nii^y. The true reading is "r^Tii''^ , but when this
T • : v

word had come by corruption into /. 3, the ancient editor had to emend
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it in /. 9. A reminiscence of ci. 7 may have suggested the alteration ; cp.

also /. 8. Thus once more the gloss-theory is superfluous.

7. M ^7^, nowhere found as a noun. Read '^y^h^. (cp. Iviii. 3,

corn text). [So already Briill.]

8. M n^ip t\tb. Read H'pD H''^r\ T.^Dlil^'^ (see on /. 3).

The line now coincides with 1. 19*5 (corr. text).

10. M "^PiTT' . But njin means * to rake, or hold, together.' We.

would derive from DDTl • Read rather ^SlDFT^ (x. 10, Judg. xxi. 21).

Jl for 12 as Job ix. 12, Prov. xxiii. 28 (read ?inr7).—M S"TNi2 • A sufiix

is required ; 2 S Houb. supply 2 m. s. ; Gr. Dyo. 3 m. s. But many
analogies suggest that the true reading is '^RpHT' (see on /. 2). The

ribV at the close of t. 7 represents the same word (a marginal correction

of bnw2 ?).

13 f. M WT;1. Read either ^jrn^l (xli. 12) or (xl. 4*^?) nnj'T

.

T * : "T T : '

:

S (very paraphrastic in this verse) 'shall rejoice.'—Read [^HQii^^] V^yi
' : ' T T :

Ipn^^T • The two verbs look very much alike ; hence one fell out.

15- ^I ")J2iin. Read ^22^ (see on /. 1), and insert bbilDtpH .

17. M i/l^inB Tj?^. Plainly a mutilated phrase. Read "71332 ibv*")

in''3 (xlix. 17). G edvva^oiSr] f-nl tTj yLaraiuTr^Ti avrov, i.e. i73rT3 TV' •

S T presuppose ijinzi , which La., Gr., Bi., Bii., Du. adopt. Herz,

imnn njyv M's im is a fragment of in\3; for rt';?\ see ix. 20

(corr. te.xt).

19 f- M P^.I-n^I^ ^J^}^ (Pasek- after ^^i^-)). Very improbable (see

exeg. note). /T'O is a corruption of ^JITH , which is indispensable as

a parallel to Tini^^ , and is misplaced. ]jy) is again corrupt in

x.x.wii. 35. Read here "[VQNI • and prefix "'jp, which fell out after '•JJv} .

The next line is wanting.

21. Read mn'' 31121 Ti^DH (parallelism). ^ViD and ri''3 con-

founded (liv. 8).—22. Omit d'^'UN a corrupt dittogram of D\~l'7l*i , and

lyi as a dittogram of nj< in -\l^ii . But 'Plbii is preferable to D''n'7N.

—23. I\I jTt'p. Read ^IJ/Ii'in (see on xxii. 31).
T * T T : —

24. M m^hJ. Hu., ^-JSp^i ; Hi., Gr., Uy., Bi., Driv., We., Du..

mnj^ (xix. 3). Neither verb is a good parallel to Hlih}. Lag. Ps.juxta

Hebr. Bier.), T^'^p"'^ (i S. xviii. 30) ?? Surely we should read )aTJ<i

.

T and 72 were transposed ; then T became 1 and 12- \> (cp. on Ixxiii. 27^).

I^li^, which follows, represents IDT, a fragment of *1^DTJ< , written as a
correction of HIpN • Omit IJJ (editorial insertion), and read 'H'lDn .
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PSALM LIII.

y\ N Elohistic edition of Ps. xiv., placed after Ps. lii. on account of the reference

to 7^J , 'the impious,* witli this composite heading, 'Deposited, Of Salmath.
T T

Deposited. Of 'Arab-ethan.' Street suggested that the variations might be
intentional, the psalm having been retouched to adapt it to some recent event.

But the ordinary causes of corruption sufficiently account for the textual

phenomena. That the last editor read /33, does not prove this to be right.
T T

PSALM LIV.

1 RIMETEKS. Exposed to the assaults of wicked men, foreigners, pious Israel

appeals to its God. Duhm supposes an individual to be the speaker, but even if

we adopt D^^T , 'proud ones,' in v. 5, it will be too bold in an individual to

appropriate phrases elsewhere, and much more fittingly, applied to the community.

Cp. Smend, 1 16, who, however, underestimates the historical colouring of the

psalm. The foes of the speaker being named in other psalms of this group, we
need not hesitate to read ethnic names in v. 5 (see crit. note). As in the case of

11., lii., Ivi., Ivii., li.\., Ix., we seem to get a clue to the origin of the very

unplausible title in the traditional text.

Deposited. Of the Ishuuic/ites. Deposited. Of ^Aral'-ethatt. i, 2

\_Co>icerni?ig] the Zarephathites.

I Succour me, O Yahwe ! by thy right hand, 3

And right me by thy strength.

O Yahwe ! hearken to my prayer, 4
Listen to the words of my mouth.

For those of Zarephath assail me, 5

Misrites seek after my soul
;

[Thy judgments they do not fear,]

They have not set thee, O Yahwe ! before them.

Be a helper unto me, O Yahwe ! 6

10 Redeem me from those that seek my soul.

Let the evil return on the Ishmaelites, 7

For their wickedness do thou extirpate them.

With the lyre will I chant hymns unto thee, 8

And give thanks in thy house to thy name,^

Because from all distress thou hast rescued me, 9

Mine eye sees the fate of mine enemies.

I. By tby rigrtit hand. Cp. 5. Those of Zarephath. This

cxxxviii. 7. ' By thy name,' i.e. ' by old name too was ahected by the

thy glory' (Isa. XXX. 27), is not natural psalmists (cp. Ixxxiii. 8, Ixxxvii. 4,

here. Duhm's explanation ('by a xciv. 20). The editor who expanded

manifestation of thy presence in the the heading probably found 'Sefathites'

temple') is far-fetched. Not so in /. 14. — a shorter form of Sarefathites, and

• Vahwc.
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confounded it with ' Ziphites.' A league 13 f. Imitated in Jon. ii. 10.

of tribes is supposed.—8. Note that Observe that Yahwe's 'name' is his

Abraham does not expect to find ' the mtmen, the divinity resident in the

fear of God ' in (jerar, according to temple, and apprehended in the cultus.

Gen. XX. 11.

Critical Note's, i. M TjQt^^- Read TjJ'';^"':! (Gr.); note parallelism.

5 f. M D"*")T (Pasek follows), D''2i"'ny- T and several IVISS. (Kenn.,
'T • • T

de R.), besides the
||
passage, Ixxxvi. 14, read DHT- 01. (doubtfully),

Gr., Smend, Duhm, Bertholet, prefer this. But if Q^^"*!^ is right, we

expect Q^HT (Isa. xxv. 5, xxix. 5, Ezek. xxxi. 12). Consistency, however,
• T

requires the corrections D^DSlJi, D^")2iD- See introd.
- T : T ' : •

7. Inserted by pure conjecture.— 8. Read ^IQ'^ (Gr.) ; as Ixxxvi. 14.

9. M >;:^E)J Opbll ^J'7^< But surely after //. 1—8 a fervent petition

is indispensable. Add to this that M's text is untranslateable. Most

take 3, for the Beth essottiic, and ""DDD for a case of the intensive

plural (Kon., § 338 /3). But the plural is as unnatural here as in cxviii. -ja

(see note) ; Ol^bB. would be better (cp. Moore on Judg. xi. 35), but what

of ^V"^^} Read ^lirgj '•tt^pZlpD ^^'^^<3. The corruptions and trans-

positions of letters are obvious.

11. The 31I^> of Kt. and T is correct. Kr. y^V\ though all the
T ' T

vss. but T, many MSS. and several editions, also Hitz. and Del., prefer

it, is an unnecessary conjecture.—M mii^A Read /NPDli'v (cp. on

V. 9, lix. 1 1^).

12. M Ty^|^p^^2. But D/T'DUH follows. ' in thy faithfulness deliver

us,' would be more possible. The metre too is not satisfied. Read

Dnyi^l (xciv. 23) ; cp. on xxv. 5/;. Ordinary transposition and corrup-
T T T :

tion of letters (cp. next note).

13 f.' M n2"TJ2- G (cp. T) (Kova-lcos ; in Num. xv. 3 'J^ clearly

means 'spontaneously.' But we should expect HDU, ' freewill offerings,'

with nn3ThJ- Even so there would be a want of parallel passages in

the Psalter. Gr. reads mpih^, rightly, for nilZlThi. But this is not

enough. For '^3, read "liJD^- This is paraphrased in Jon. ii. 10 (where

nn3TS should be mr.3T.vj) by niLT blpl-—ni:5"^3 (cp. lii. u) comes

in rather awkwardly ; contrast cxxxv. 3. Read ^jl^llll- 31ID and j~i'2

are elsewhere confounded. Omit nTH^ (gloss).

15. .M ^JTijn. Are not we commentators too ready to accept such
T

incongruities ? Read ^jnbuil (G S, Gr.).

16. Read ^2^K3 (without ^), for metre, with Grimme.
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PSALM LV.

JT^LAINLY this is a'composite psalm. /?'. 2o(end)-24 cannot be conveniently

interwoven with the rest of the psalm. They are also in a diflTerent metre.

Ps.lv.-'' consists of trimeters; Ps. lv.(-' of pentameters. Both, however, have

the same theme— Israel's danger from the hostile neighbouring populations. We
have already met with specimens enough of this kind of psalm. Except in

I's. xliv., however, we have not found references to such glaring outrages as are

apparently mentioned in the true text of v. 5, «hiLh reminds us of Pss. Ixxiv.,

Ixxix., and the second of the Lamentations. The loud cries of the foreigners

produced a deep impression on the Jews (cp. Ixxiv. 4, Lam. ii. 6 f.) ; they were

the accompaniment of the destruction of the temple and palaces of Jerusalem

(cp. Ixxix. l/', xciv. 20). This is what the psalmist really, or in imagination,

has just witnessed. No wonder that pious Lsrael (who is the true speaker,

should fall into the deepest despondency, and seem to himself to be at the point

of death. Cdadly would he hud refuge in the rocky homes of the wild doves (see

on V. 8), for he fears these violent men, whose various nationalities, as usual, he

enumerates. He prays that a speedy death may put an end to their mischief.

He knows that the prayers of the congregation will be answered. The plans of

the Jerahmeelites (here as elsewhere the heads of a league of peoples) will be

frustrated.

To this is appended a description of the godlessness of the Jerahmeelites (cp.

v. 10), which may be illustrated l)y the story of the murder of Cjedaliah in jer.

xli. For the Ishmael, whose violation of the bond of guestship by a cold-blooded

murder is there related, was no Jew, but, as we are distinctly told, of the race of

Terahmeel,' a mercenary soldier, employed at first by Zedekiah, but afterwards by
"the king of the Ammonites. And it is possible that, just as Ps. Iv.d), like the

kindred psalms (see on Ps. xliv.f-'), is probably based on the tradition in 2 K.
xxiv. 2 (see corrected text), so Ps. Iv.'-' may be a poetic commemoration of the

murder of Gedaliah by this Jerahmeelite. That either poem is contemporary with

the events referred to is not to be supposed. Whether it is history or imagina-

tion that the N. Arabians took part in the destruction of the buildings of

Jerusalem (cp. Pss. Ixxiv., Ixxix.), we cannot tell for certain, but the persistence

of the belief that they did so is in favour of an affirmative answer. To quote

from the psalms is needless, but we may compare the psalms, as here given, with

the post-exilic passages, Amos i. ii f., Obad. II. In the former passage the

pitiless persecution of Israel by Edom is punished by the destruction by fire of the

jialaces of Bozrah, and the law of 'like for like' suggests that Edom had first of

all destroyed, or joined in destroying, the palaces of Jerusalem. In the latter

Edom is represented as having been as one of the foreigners who ' entered Jeru-

salem's gates, and cast lots upon it.' ^^'iththiswe should (see Crtt. i^//'.) compare

Joel iv. (iii.) 3 ff., where Musur and Midian and all the districts of Sarefath are

denounced for ' casting lots ' for Vahwe's people and for carrying Yahwe's silver

and gold into their temples or palaces. We have no reason to sup[)0se that such

warlike peoples and such enemies of Israel as the Edomites and N. Arabians

would content themselves with ' looting ' tiie Jewish capital, and we may probably

assume that there was a N. Aralnan as well as a Babylonian invasion (cp. Crit. Bib.

on 2 K. xxiv., XXV.). It was the havoc wrought by these men of kindred

race which affected the Jews of the post-exilic age more than any cruelties of the

Babylonians, because it was recalled to their recollection by the bitter hostility still

shown to them in word and deed by the ' sons of Esau.' The unwarlike spirit of

the writers, however, forbids us to bring these psalms down as late as the Mac-
cabican rising, in spite of the striking parallel in i Mace. v. 1-4. The parallelism

is, in fact, when we look into it, very incomplete.

Thus the historical situation of the psalm (as well as the other members of

the group, liv.-lix.) is transformed. Tiiere is a large amount of poetic imagination

in it, but the passion, at any rate, is not simulated ; the psalmists are thinking of

1 In Jer. xli. i both TXyt)^ and "j'^r^H ""in are corruptions of '7J<Dm\
' Jcrahmeel.' Cp. ' Jerahmeel,' E71C. Bib., also Crit. Bib. on Jer. I.e.
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the present quite as much as of the past. Earlier theories need not here be

criticized. The speaker in Ps. Iv. is not the pious high priest, Onias III., who
being filled with horror at the wickedness of Jerusalem, and knowing that there

are designs on his life, meditates flight (so virtually Theod. Mops., see Ba. in

ZA TIV, V. 88, vi. 276 ff. ). Nor is he the prophet Jeremiah—a view much older

than Hitzig (see OP, 122)—whose character was not so soft— not to say weak

—

as this theory implies. See 'Jeremiah,' Enc. Bib., where the real Jeremiah and
the real prophecies of Jeremiah are indicated, and notice that all impbrtant

phraseological points of contact with the Book of Jeremiah disappear in a cor-

rected text (cp. on vv. 7-9). Whether even the editor, in rewriting vv. I3~I5>

thought of Jeremiah's priestly opponent Pashhur (Pedahzur), may well be

doubted.

Deposited; of the Ishmaelites. Deposited: of ''Arab-etlian. i

LV.— I.

I Hearken to my prayer, O Yahwe

!

2

And hide not thyself from mine entreaty
;

Attend unto me and answer me. 3

My body trembles, and I am astonished

—

At the mockery of [the Jerahmeelites and] Arabians, 4
At the cries of the sons of Asshur.

For my palaces they have swallowed up,

My habitations they have destroyed.

My heart is anguished within me, 5

10 Terror has fallen upon me
;

Fear and trembling enter into me, 6

And gloom +of Deathland+ envelopes me.

And I think, ' Oh, that I had wings ! 7

Dove-like would I flee away and find rest
;

Yea, I would fly afar off, 8

And lodge in the desert of rocks.'

I will take refuge in God mine asylum 9

Because of Jerahmeel and Missur.

Those of Edom have annihilated my sanctuaries, 10

20 The Arabians have destroyed my palaces.

Jerahmeelites and Asshurites, 1

1

Amnion and Amalek lay waste
;

Rehoboth and Ishmael lay waste, 12

Moab and the house of the Hagrites.

For the Arabian insults me and the Ishmaelite, 13

They that hate me jeer at me
;
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Thou too art in the cabal of my haters, H
thou mine associate and acquaintance

;

Together we took sweet counsel, 15

30 And praised in the house of God.

Let Death overmaster them in a moment, 16

Let them go down alive into Sheol,

The Jerahmeelites and the Sarefathites,

The Rehobothites and the Hagrites !

As for me I call upon Yahwe
;

17

He will deliver me from the Arabians.

Li the assembly of the pious I make my plaint, 18

1 moan, he will hear ni}^ voice
;

He Avill set me free from Ishmael, 19

40 From the league of those of Jerahmeel

;

The Ishmaelites he will humble, -o

The Jerahmeelites he will put to shame.

LV.

—

2.

1 Void of piety is the house of Jerahmeel
; |

they fear

not God. -ob

He has laid hands on one at peace with him, |
desecrated

his covenant. 21

Smoother than butter is his face,
|
but his heart is a

grave; --

Softer than oil are his words,
|
but sharper than javelins.

Corrupt are the deeds which he practises,
|

and yet he

prospers, 23

Never does he see [evil],
|
his ancles waver not

;

But thou, O Yahwe ! wilt bring them down
\

in a

moment to the pit, 24

[To] the Ishmaelites^ their days will be short,
]
but I

myself trust in thee.

4. I was astonished, i.e. at 13-16. Oh that X had wlngrs !

"\"aliwc'sapparentdesertionof his people. Cp. cxxxix. \oa, where the poet imagines

Cp. Ixxiii. 21, Ixxvii. 4.— 5 f. Cp. //. himself llyinjj on the wings of the sun ;

21-25, 32-34, 39-42, xliv. 17, Ixxiv. 4f. xi. \b is only parallel in M. The sup-

—7 f. Cp. especially Ixxiv. g^z, Ixxix. posed parallel in Jer. ix. i [2] is not

i^, Lam. ii. 5, 7, Isa. Ixiv. 11 [10].

—

worth much. There the prophet wislies

12. Note the parallelism of xliv. 20. he could leave his own people and lodge

' Edomites, Jerahmeelites.
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in the wilderness. Here, however, it is 'acquaintances' of Israel is repeatedly

the people itself which speaks, and its referred to ; disloyal Israelites are

longing is to be able to l1y not into any meant. The description in M is due to

ordinary wilderness, but to the rocks, the editor, who based his pathetic

where the wild doves have their home picture on the fragments of a hardly

(cp. Cant. ii. 14, Jer. xlviii. 28, Ezek. legible text (see crit. note). Apparently

vii. 16)—say those near En-gedi, where the seductions of so-called progress

Robinson the traveller {BR ii. 245) were not slight among the post-exilic

found multitudes of pigeons enjoying Israelites.

their nests undisturbed. The speaker -^j, seath. Sheol (= Death, see

in the psalm was not a wild dove, but a „„ vi. 6) is here personified as a creditor

tame one. On the symbolic use of the Qr taskmaster.
dove for Israel, see note on Ixviii. 14. „, ^ . ,1 u „f

' .37- The reference to the hours of
17, 18. I win take refuge. A

^^^jj^ ^^^^,^^ jg ^^ inappropriate in this
resolution, not a contmgency.— .17?//^ moment of excitement as in v. 6 (see crit.

asyhcm ; cp. xvni. 2.
j^^^g there). Cp. £. Bib., ' Prayer,' § 3.

,
21-24. The visual list of enemies

k..(2) j. Seeintrod. Schultens
(see on Ixxxm. 7-9). Thecombmalion

^^^ j.^^,^,^ ^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ -^-^^

01 Jerahmeel and Amalek (which on-
,

"
ginally meant the same people) shows sense out of mS^TTl, but too violently,

how conventional the list is. gee crit. note.—3 f. Cp. v. 10.— 6. Cp.

27 ff. The hostility of the former x. 6.-8. Cp. Prov. x. 27.

Critical Notes. 4. H^MJ^T ''TV'-^I T'l^< , is very suspicious.
T T : • . :

• T

{a) As to I^IK . 2 J {KaTr]vi-)(Qr]v., humiliatus sum) imply *Tlht ; cp.

"11^ in Isa. XV. 3. Now IT in Isa. I.e. is corrupt ; indeed, the supposed

sjTr\ cannot be shown to exist. From Isa. xxii. 4 some (Gr., Che.

[550 7!, ' Isaiah,' Heb. 119], Du.) have been led to suggest HDi< or

^:tD^< • Cut we should expect 0213 to follow (Isa. xv. 3). {b) As to

ilDTTi^- This is defended by Kon. (i. 464) and Nold. {ZDMG, xxxvii.

540), but from a text-critical point of view it is very improbable. Griitz

would read either H^HK {">-' i?) or nv.2ni^1 (ixxvii. 4). Lag. prefers the

former, Ol. and Bii. the latter alternative. Duhm, however, prefers

n!2ini«J ; in fact, the irapuxBrjv of G seems to presuppose this ; cp. 2

Dt. vii. 23. There is so much corruption, however, in 7'. 3 that we may

justly feel uneasy. Critics should have taken our passage in connexion with

Ixxiii. 21 (y'jnn^) and especially Ixxvii. 4 ; see notes on those passages.

They would then have seen that the most probable reading is nOFlKT •

Returning now to {a), we see that the root Tirj is not the most suitable

one. Herz has acutely suggested Tinj^ instead of "T^"1J^ , but does not

go further. Comparing cxix. 120, should we not emend ^FT'tt'^ into

nm, and read, as /. 4, P^lpl^ii.) n'l^^ l"in^? The reading HD'^HJ^

perhaps arose under the influence of ^'7J<r2m^ in /. 5 ; i.c. '"1^ was

written before, instead of after D/pD (see next note), and the two words

^!t^D^i and "1^ became fused.

5 f. Read -|r)^Nt ^}3. DpV'r^ | 'anp[T ^^^^P^T] D'?i!5p ; cp. xliv. 17.

On the omitted 'fl")^ see preceding note. M's '!'ip3 is too weak as a
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parallel to Pip]^ or (as 01. acutely corrects) Dpi?^. G. Hoffmann

{ZATIV, iii. loo) defends /Ipy as meaning 'clamour,' though a root

ply ,
' to cry out,' only exists in Arabic. The vss. make p^j; = p^U

.

Herz reads jy\1i}y>V- y^") 's not uncommonly a substitute for ^^^^^ .

7 f. AI's ?itO"'D^ (cp. cxl. II, Kt.) is troublesome. G f$eKXivav = yi^2
" T T

(cp. xxi. 12, M G). 2 fnippiy\rav
; ] proiece7-it7it. The true reading under-

lies IJO^Q^ and phi . The
||
noun is concealed under ^JIQD^^ . ^^"2.

-,

corrupt, as in Ivi. 8. Analogy favours reading thus :

—

lo. M rS)"^ JliD'N • Read simply n^^hJ • JlID (G Qav^Tov) is an

expansion of rST^ (dittographed). The plurals D^D^^< and /n?2^hi occur

only in corrupt passages.

12. M m2i7D . G S presuppose mD?^ , which is no doubt right

(so Gr.). The same corruption in Ezek. vii. i8.

i6. M G n'?D ~l31!3:i yh"^ yh)^ is metncally insufficient. Some-

thing would be gained by reading ]3i'7rihJ1 (xci. i). Unfortunately,

"1^1Q2 is also doubtful. ' Doves do not fly into the wilderness
*

(Duhm), at least unless there are rocks in the wilderness (see exeg. note).

Duhm omits H^TD as a gloss. Surely we should read U'^HD HJUDIl

(see exeg. note). This involves taking Tw'O into our critical material,

but this we have again and again already had occasion to do. H/D may
represent D^D (an imperfectly written D^y7D), cp. n^3hi and D^^N ,

TV-S^I and Q^d: .

17. M n^^nS , intransitively and without 7J^. G (followed in

ed. 1) has Trpoa-fdexoixrjv jov 6(hv (sO Jif""' T) rov (rcb^oi/ra /if, = nii^Hhi

V lOyEJQ 7N7> ^^- ' I would wait in silence for the God,' &c. But

comparing xviii., /. 2 (corr. text), it is better to read t0751!3 , and nil^nj^

should clearly be ^D^^< . Read probably '•la'pSD ^^2 ^D^^* .
*»'? in

M may be a distortion of hvi • Herz suggests ^^ t3 /3p Hli^in "^i^ ,

which strikes me as too mechanical a correction ; Gr., inadequately.

18. M lyDQ njb m~lD- But the dove wishes to leave something
— T • T

behind it. The idea of /. 18 is altogether wrong; it is useless to correct

n^D into nSID (Hu., Gr., Bi.). And why the double phrase? Parallel

passages suggest "IIIt'^pT "pi^pnTD ; cp. M 5 f.

19 f. The petition, 'Confound their speech' (cp. Gen. xi. 7) is not

natural here. And what of p'^Q ? Is it a synonym of ;j*:>3 ' to cleave

'

(so Schultens) ? And if '^^2. here= '?';?2 (cp. Barth, Betfr. zitr Erkld-

rung dcs Jcs., p. 4), what becomes of ^I'^H) ? In /. 20 'Jl^NT is plainly a
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bad editorial conjecture, while D/DH is impossible as a parallel to 3^") •

And what a descent 7>. lob is after v. loa ! Comparing Ixxiv. 9 (corr.

text), Lam. ii. 6f., read

—

DD=li^D; 2n and 'V'^'2, are, of course, duplicates of D^^IJ,'-

21-24 were grievously misunderstood by the editor. Analogous

corruptions elsewhere enable us to read underneath—

innnn btkv^zty) ninfri

The extreme ingenuity of the editor—working with a preconceived idea

of the meaning—will be admitted. Beginners who have followed me
hitherto will see how in each case he came to err. TVI^'^^'^''^'^ is a

transformation of a duplicate of 7i>}r.2n")V llh} is either pN or pDl*

25-27. ' For it was not an enemy that insulted me.' But this con-

tradicts V. 4. Nor is the sense clear. Does the speaker really mean
that the insults of enemies were tolerable, or that he could have hidden

himself more easily if his mocker had not formerly been his friend ? The
Pasek after O, and the frequency with which H^ii^ has displaced ^3"1i^•• - T -:

should put us on our guard. In reality, 7'?'. 13-15 are not a digression

containing a rather sentimental description of a friend's ingratitude, but

a continuation of what precedes. Read (omitting the first "^^ and lilQ^

as inserted by the editor, on a false hypothesis, to make sense)

—

''^^Sv -^t\i2. nrisn

Thus the two linguistic puzzles "hv TUrT (cp. on xli. lo). and O'^^D
disappear. — 28. Read perhaps "'pni^ (dr.); cp. Isa. xii. 5 Kr.; Ruth

xi. I Kr.

30. M TJ^nj (with 21). Read 77n^. 7 became 3, cp. on Ixviii.

22(5.

31. M it>jn2l, a non-existent word (cp. on ii. I, Ixiv. 3). Read ^J"121»

and connect it with ?'. 16 (Lag.). Cp. Iv.'-', /. 7.— M r\XyV'^ (Kt.), or

JlID ^it'^ (Kr.; also given as Kt.) ; Pasek follows. So Ginsb.; Baer l^"'Ii'\
V T ' -

Both readings are highly questionable. N^ti^^ in Ixxxix. 23 is corrupt;
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ni'D'"»i^^ is only known by Beth-jeshimoth (?). Read JTi:: Wt'^ (cp.

on Ixxxix. 23). Herz, however, ^r^b J^\^':2 J'D% or ub^V /Tl'^ DSii'"-

Wellh. remarks, 'Kethib is at least ri-ht so far as this—that it regards

ii'^ as a single word.' Why ?

33- M's ll^vj^ is a corruption of Q''7NQnT, which, however, should

of course come after D'^*7. The speaker pleases himself by repeating the

names of the doomed peoples. The next name is probably D^/IBlJi^)

which underlies /nj/TO O for 3; cp. ITD for ll'^H), Job xxi. 20).

34. M D^lp^ Qmjr^Il- 'D2. IS very odd ; G (V rais napoiKiais avTuiv,

as if Dn*- ; cp. Job xviii. 19. Most explain as if DjTIIJ^II ' in their store-
V ••

I T T : *

house,' and render D3"1p2 ' in their heart '—a forced climax. Considering

the likeness of Dm^Q^ to n^mi^ in ?'. 12, we should probably read

DTOrn; 'lp2 should be Dnjm (Ixxxiii. 7).

36. M 21j;. Read 2'^V'2 or D"';i"Ti'^. See exeg. note.

37 f. M DnrTjiT -lp2T. Read Qn^On '^rrp:! (cxlix. I). — Point
• -t:t : 'v T • -: - :

39. M n\b'^2 ni3. Read '7Nl»::2';^^r^ ^1^"- ' "'^^ absorbed

(see /. 38).

40. Read D"'':'hipnT "13^:3. What follows nip^) (n3n:2) consists

of two corruptions of D^^NitSm^.

41 f. Note the three Paseks, and read '•''7N^m\T I njj.'^ "'':'Nl'P'k^'

U}'*^". To suppose a Bef/i esseiiiicc in D^3,"121 is most far-fetched. Gr.,
* T • - :

013. D"Tp 3ti'^ is too bold a phrase: G paraphrases ; 2 air' opX'"/^-

\\S-: I. M i::^':' jniD^bn *\^ "I'^'N/ Critics have been in sad want

of a clue. Read^Npni^ jT^'? iprT"]'N- Such condensations do occur

Jn3^'?n niight indeed come from n'^*3n = n'^itDH. cp. Job xiv. 14 (end),

where read "r^Jlbpn. Gr. suggested /n':':2n. But yd") and ''S'tJ)^. have

to be adequately accounted for. '''7n does double duty ; it represents

primarily 171% but "J also stands for the preposition in jT^*?-

2. M V/^jb^H- An adj. Di^^t'.however, is non-existent (cp. Ges.-Bu.

and Cornill on Jer. xiii. 19. We have to read either VQ7\t'2=VD7Z^;^3
T : : T : ;

(see Bii. on vii. 5) or, better, i;2'?Ii'"r\S}3 (xli. 10). Cp. on Ixix. 23.

3. Read VJD ^^^D^D •p'^n. So Bii.; cp. Gr., 01., We. Note
T T T : V : ' : T

Pasek in M; the points ignore the old ending J1-. G implies VJ3 ; cp.

Prov. XV. 14, Kr.—M ~2")pV Read l^pl (cp. v. 10). The passages with

mp need testing; cp. on Iwiii. 31, Ixxviii. 9.
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4. M j-)inj"13 nDHT. Read D'nr)~ljnp linv nnin is a loan-

word (cp. Ass. tariahiiy 'javelin' [Del.] or 'lance' [Jensen]) which

also occurs under a disguise in Micah v. 5, Job xxxviii. 36, xli. 21,

and perhaps in Jer. ii. 34 (for M's JllJini^). Cp. JQR^ July,

1898, and Crit. Bib. G /SoX/Sey ; 'A X(iy;(at ; E' in Mic. rrapa^i<pecriv.

But cp. Kon. § 30 5 1'.

^

5 f. ' Between 22/'' and 24a,' says Duhm, ' a marginal quotation has

intruded. It is a general statement like xxxvii. 5, which does not, however,

quite suit the case of the poet, since he does not elsewhere fear for his

life ; least of all has he anxiety about food.' Of course, if the text is

correct ; but ought not ^QH^ to awaken suspicion (see Kon. ii.141, note) ?

And have not many supposed glosses turned out to be simply misread

passages of the text ? One can hardly doubt that p^Tii/ after J^IQ is a

corruption of V^DHp (see on xviii. 37b). Probably x. 6 is parallel, and
T \ ;

—

we may read somewhat as follows (note Pasek in M) :

—

b'3ii;2 ^<^m i vDji n\b''b:; n'npn

vt'Dip ^m[' vd]
I nb^v^ [ri] zo^^^'s"?

T\ :
- T : T

7. M D'n':'J<- Read mnv—M Dtl^D ')iji2b. More plausibly

'\D "lil'p. But the phrase is tautological. Read probably /IHt^'? i^J~l2-

8. M s':' n::2~irpi Dpi ''!;^2^*• Ethnic names disguised, as so often.

Read D"'':'l<:2rn"'T D^'D'^^i D^bai^D^''. The two latter names are

glosses. To '"^ti'' prefix 7, and retain in the text. M lUH', 'divide'??

Read probably Tllfp"' (Prov. x. 27). Thus we get for a—TliJp'' 'DV^b

PSALM LVI.

1 RlMEiERs. The psalm is like a continuation of Ps. Iv. ; for phraseology and
ideas cp. also liv., Ivii., lix.

Deposited. Of the Ishmaelites. Of the Korahites. Of ^Arab-ethan.

^l supplicatio7i. On beholding the Zarephathites {'i). i

I Pity me, O Yahwe ! the Ishmaelites crush me, 2

Those of Jerahmeel press me hard. ^

They are in excitement, they array themselves against me, 6

All their devices aim at evil.

' Words are here repeated from //. 1.3- 18.
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Behold, the Arabians watch me, 7

The Asshurites lie in wait for me
;

Zarephath [and] Jerahmeel join together

;

8

Cast down the Arabians, O Yahwe !

My sighs, O Yahwc ! thou hast counted, 9

10 Thou haSt laid up m}- tears in thy store-chamber.

The Arabians will be put to flight, 10

The Jerahmeelites [will stumble].

I am sure that Yahwe is for me
;

Continually do I boast of his promise. 1

1

In Yahwe I am fearlessly confident, 12

What +indeed+ can earth's race do to me ?

I will praise thee, O Yahwe
;
with the lyre, 13

I will give thee the due thank-offerings
;

For thou hast rescued me from Deathland,

That I may walk +in safet^'-f before Yahwe.

Title. See Enc. Bib., ' Psalms,' have not lost one single tear.' But the

§26,11; 'Jonath-elem-rechokim.' Cp. figure supposed in M's reading ('into

also the corrupt D''pn"l D\ Ivi. 6.
thy bottle') is grotesque. See crit.

' note.
7. Join together. Cp. Ixxxiii. ^
o nv\-> I 1 12. VTill stumble. Cp. Iv. 24,

qa.—8. nj^3 corrupt, as in Iv. 4.

—

, , *" o - « . 1^ ^,
7 ivr*> i^ ^ end (corr. text).— 14. His promise, i.e.

Cast dcrnm, i.e. into the abyss (Iv. 24). the great Messianic prophecy of Israel's

—9. It is a fine idea—that of God's deliverance and glorification ; cp. cxix.

counting the sighs which, though many 74, cxxx. 5.— 16. Cp. cxviii. 6.— 17.

(Lam. i. 22), are 'not hid' from Him Cp. liv. 8 (corr. text).— 19 f. Cp. cxvi.

(xxxviii. 10), and which He carefully 8 f., where the suggestions of our psalm

notices (xii. 6, 2 K. xx. 5). Cp. Matt. are expanded.

X. 30, and George Herbert's line, ' I

Crit. Notes. Title. Nowhere does tradition more urgently need

revision. Analogy requires ethnic names here as elsewhere. JliV'T'i^

should most probably be D^'^Jir'^'y , and j~i:i2 (end) should be mj'llj^

(cp. liv,, Iv.). D^i^m d'?J< comes from DTllprr'^P • As soon as the

corrupt Trh had arisen, it became natural to interpret the other

parts of the corrupt title so as to suggest an episode in the life of David.

On Neginoth see Introd.

I. D^n'TN- Read TV, which was joined in pronunciation to *J2n.

' Non C)hiU; and S]^ poeta voluerat' (Lag.). So Ivii. 4. Now., Ba., and

Ges.-Bu. agree. Cp. the proper names D^iy^ and DSTD, and D^SN'*^

in Am. ii. 7. Cp. Bleek-Wellh., £"////. ", p. 636.—M's reading ^iJhJ, and

even Herz's hiji^, are surely too vague. ''^}Jii' (an earlier reading) is

a variant to '•niU^ (now found in v. 2) ; for which cp. v. 9 (crit. note),

xxvii. II, liv. 7, lix. 11 (note). Read Q^':'hiyDIi''' (cp. on xc. 3).— 2. M
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Dn? DVn~73- A false reading made up of fragments of ^'?^<p^"^^ (two

beats). Cp. on xxv. 5, xliv. 23, Ixxiv. 22, etc. V. 3 in M is made up of

variants of words in v. 2. V. 2a becomes ^Tnti^ ^'^'iW ; the rest is an

accumulation of corrupt fragments of D vhiDHl^ • Cp. D0"1~0 with

>^~)2~0 in Iv. 19. Duhm rightly sees that vv. 4, 5 ^vv. 11, 12. On
V. 13 he is less satisfactory. Surely the analysis of DTli^ into DV HD is

too mechanical. Herz suggests ^J"1T DS ; cp. G (fiojirjdrjo-oPTai. Line 3.

M >by ^2^V\- Read >^y '^2^/}] l^'^Vy}'. ?] ^T^l")^ (cp. lix. 4)- 'D^ '1'

correspond to IJ^SiJ"' 111J** (misplaced, with Pasek, in 7'. 7) ; 1J''3'J'' comes

from 13JiTI^ ; G's flSSfXCaa-nvro represents il^pn^, another corrup-

tion of inij^nv nm di'^h"'?:] in ?/. 6 corresponds to [ijim D''n'?h<n

in •?/. ii; see on /. 14.— 5. M HDH. Read fT^n ; cp. WpDV for D'pjy.

Jer. xlvii. 5 (?). Continue, "JIIDiy'' D''2iy.—6. M >;:>3:i lip "^pi^^^-

Impossible. Read "'i^Dj'? ^^IJ^ D"'"11l£r>i. D represents ^J in /. 5.

7 f. M '\:2b"i£hB ]Mi'bV- Foi' I2h^ Ol., Ew., We., etc., read D^D
' weigh (retribution to them) ' ; i/^/JT -)>'D would be better (see on Iviii.

3). But the corruption lies deeper. Here and in /. 8 we need ethnics.

tD'?3=j-l[li^]'?S=j"1Dni:; see 'Palti,' E.Btfi. ')6'7=bi^Dini'l Read ]^']b\

'?^ip^T^ n3-):i.—M D^ar (with Pasek). Read nuny- c)xn='n"iy-

9. M ^Ij. 1^ nowhere else ; lij, (}en. iv. 16. We need a parallel

to ^Jl^rj'^. Read TinJK (Lam. i. 22). G has rijv ^corjv /xov (e^fjyyeiXd

<Toi), or should we read C^vrju? Either TITT or ''I032^^ might be a

corruption of "•JinjhJ. The same remark applies to 2 J, if ra ev86v fiov

and secretiora men represent ^liriiD ; cp. G li. 8 ra ahr]Ka for DinD-

Insert mn'= ><S"T (D"'n':'?<) at end of verse.

10. M Tyty'"^ ^n^<• Either read HTia^t*, and omit Hi^l^, or read

J^ItSDhJ (cp. DD^t), M giving the word in two incomplete forms, (i 2
T : - T T T

«doi;.— Point '•ni^pl (l.xxx. 6, Lam. ii. 11).—M TjlJ^j:i. Read Tj7ni:i:23

(Hag. ii. 19). The two following words should run imiiDQ D^^'^^i•

'D^ is a dittogram or correction ; on 'b)!^ see last note, end. HISD
(Sirach xliv. 4, but not Ps. Ixxi. 15) must be wrong. G S 2 J, however,

^^JJ7 ; in 2 the second hhov aov should be evmmov a-ov.

1 1 f. M ^a (with Pasek) and "'2''ihi both come from Q^^lj;. — M
i^~)phi DV^, out of place here. The very first word of/, i is a cry. The

line is also incomplete. Read fibll}3'' D^'^Nl^m^ (cp. Iv. 24, corr. text).

14. M D^^'7N2• Read DVrr'^D. The error was produced by the

vicinity of D^H/N^, which looks somewhat similar. See 7'. 5 in G, eV tw
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6eM (iraivtabi rovs Xnyovs fiov. where oXrjv ti)v ijijl. occurs to be a variant^to

€v rw dfo). Cp. crit. n. on xliv. 9.

17. vP and still more '^'n"T^ are peculiar. It is not enough to read

m: (S, Gr.). Read certainly '-|^2D:1 mn"* •?T'?'?nSV

19 f. Omit i^bn, i.e. \"17K, as a superfluous insertion ; also "by^

^ma and D^^nn "n^<3(.') as late interpolations from cxvi. 8 f.

PSALM LVIL— I.

1 Rl METERS. Pious Jews have to live among unbelieving and hostile Arabians
and Jerahmeelites (cp. xlii.—xliii., cxx.), but the idiots of their enemies will be
frustrated. The inserUon of a passage from IviH-i ast'. 6—as if a refrain—breaks

the connexion. Cp. Duhm.

Deposited. OfEthan the Ezrahite. Of '-Ai-ah-ethan. A supplication.

When the sons of Ishmael and the Arabians drew near (?). i

I Pity me, O Yahwe ! pity me, 2

For the Jerahmeelite crushes me,

And through the presence of the unholy I tremble,

Through those of Arabia and Rehoboth.

I call upon Yahwe the Most High, 3

Upon God who shows kindness to me
;

Yahwe will reach forth from heaven, 4
He will rescue me from Deathland.

I dwell in the midst X)f Arabians, 5

10 Beside the sons of Jerahmeel,

Whose teeth are spears and arrows.

And their tongue a sharp sword, ^

The Ishmaelites prepared a net, 7

They longed to catch my soul
;

They digged before me a pit,

Into it the impious ones have fallen.

2-4. Cp. Ivi. 2; xlii. lO<^ ; ex. 7 cp. vii. iS, Ixxviii. 56 —7 f. Cp. xviii.

(corr, text, 'Rehoboth'). Cp. ' Keho- 17 ; Ivi. 14.—9. Cp. cxx. 4-6; Iviii, 7.

both,' Enc. Bib.—5, ' Vahwe Elyon,'

' F. 12 wrongly inserted as a refrain (;. 6).
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Critical Notes. Title. See introd. The close originally ran ^i"1[p3,

a'l");^! ':'Ny:3'Xr''~''J2 (cp. /. 13). To suit the life of Uavid this had to

be transformed. Some such solution as this seems necessary.

2 f. M ^^3J rT'DH ^1 ''3. But (i) we expect after 'JJH a descrip-
• : - T T T • :

tion of the sad condition of the speaker, and (2) for the so-called ' archaic

'

form rT'DH (01., Lchrb. 480) there is no complete parallel. Ivi. 2 supplies

the clue." "Read ^JS'XT ':?i;^prTT-^3.—M npFTN^ ^^D^D-':'^^'). HOnS*

after H'Dn I Read nnj< D-SJrT VDi'P^ ^^P- °" •"^'''- '°'''^-

4. M jini -liiy"'-!^. Bi., Du. njlill^jTl^. But the phrase is

at once so vague and so peculiar, and metre is so definitely violated that

we ought to investigate the reading. Jliin has already proved doubtful

in Iv. 12 (cp. also Hi. 9). Read "'jn'Qn")^ "QII^/p •
— 6. M ipi). Read

'7Di) (Luzzatto, Gr., Bi., Che.'", Perles, Du.; cp. G).— 7. Insert WTh>!i.

after n/!i^% represented by H^D (corrupt) and D^n'7J< in the same

verse (4). Omit *J3,"'kirV, a corrupt variant to D\'!3li'l2-

8. M *3Si:> rjin, parallel to •'I^^B: ^niy^'S norr. Both readings

represent the complete metrical line /nQr.2 ^^?^ V!?'^''"
Possibly (but

see above) n'7D= '?il^iy (=mrj). Note Pasek after ^ti/32 {"<-' 5, mis-

placed). Cp. G, Kai fppvaaro Tt)u y^vxi'jv /xou (k fiicrov aKvfivcoi'. Previous

emendations are most disappointing.

9. Read "J^^D'^J D-Zliy Tjij~13. M's ^33'i'^< probably comes from

r^2JV (constructed with '"^^^SJ, as cxx. 6), and this from D^DV-—
10. D^ in D^L^nt' probably represents DP (cxx. 5 f.). 10117 and Dl^i~^i3

make up '?Spn~l-~'^3 ; [DU comes from :2n.— 13. M ^:2^^b- Read

Q^':?WPI^V — 14- M '^;^3: =133- Read 1303 ^'JJ^} ^bnb "(x. 9, xvii.

i2j.— 15. .M n'?D n3in3. Read u'b2: 'm-

PSALM LVII.—2.

1 Ri.METERS. This little hymn of praise occurs again as cviii. 2-6 ; z'. 1 1 is taken
almost verbatim from xxwi. 6. 'A new song' (/. 4) as in xxxiii. 3 (see note),

xl. 4, and four times afterwards. Observe that v. gc disappears, and with it the

reason for calling this a morning-psalm.

I My heart is ready, O Yahwe ! 8

Unto thee will I sing and make melody.

Awake, my harp and my lyre ! 9

I will sinff a new song.
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I will thank thee, O Yahwb ! among the peoples, lo

I will make melody unto thee among the nations.

For thy lovingkindness reaches the heavens, 1

1

Thy faithfulness the skies.

Exalt thyself, O Yahwe ! above the heavens
;

1

2

10 +Be+ thy glory above all the earth.

Critical Notes.— \. Omit the second ^"2^} pD^, as in cviii. 2 (M, but

not G), and substitute ?jy This "^ was misread '^lh\ hence the

repeated phrase.— 3. Read ^li^D (xxx. 13).

li. Omit m3D rni^ (cviii. 2 'D"^S); a scribe in error made the

lyre precede the harp, and left the wrong words undeleted. But ni3D
enables us to restore n^BD ; '^HiJrT should be ^|p;^J ; H is due to dit-

tography.— "^XW n~lTJ^ reminds us of Milton's 'cheerly rouse the
•" - T T

slumbering morn,' but, however beautiful, is a misreading. First, it is

against the parallelism; the dawn cannot be parallel to harp and lyre.

Next, the two words ';ir 'l^ are not enough to make a line. G's i^eyep-

Oqcrofiai. opdpav, T\V tTnyhJ, is a poor conjecture. The right reading

must be I^in "^W ^TIi^^^. [Duhm is content with correcting mii^
T T • T • T

in V. ga into ni^i^-]

PSALM LVIII.

1 ETRAMETERS. The p.sahii has been greatly misunderstood owing to the errors

of the text (see on Ps. Ixxxii.). It is simply a description of the unworthy

character of the judges, who belong to a wicked race—doomed to destruction

when the day of judgment comes. Tlie tone is bitter, but less bitter than M
represents, and even the later insertion in trimeters (with which compare the

inserted passage, Isa. lix. 5-8) is comparatively temperate. Compare, besides

Ps. Ixxxii., the strong, yet not exactly intemperate, language of Pss. x., xiv. , xciv.,

and note the parallelism between /. 14 and Ps. xlix. 12 (corn text). The mention

of the Edomites in /. 2 does not exclude the possibility that renegade Jews may
also have been represented among tlie wicked judges. On title (r'. i) see introd.

Deposited. Of Ethan the Ezrahite. Of 'Arab-ethan.

A sitppIicatioH. i

I Do ye, O impious ones ! give just sentences ? 2

Do ye judge uprightly, O ye sons of Edom ?

Only deeds that bring ruin do ye perform in the land, 3

By false witnesses ye overthrow the righteous.
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The wicked become apostates from the birth, 4
From their first breath they err, they speak lies.

A poison is theirs, Hke a serpent's venom, 5

10 Yea, hke +that of+ a deaf adder, which stops its ears.

Which hears not the voice of charmers, 6

The spells of a skilful magician '•' '''

.

O Yahwe ! subvert the dwellings of the insulters ! 7

Beat down the castles of the deniers, O Yahwe

!

The righteous will rejoice that he has seen vengeance, 1

1

His feet will trample on the castles of the wicked
;

He will say, Verily expiated is the shed blood of the

righteous
;

12

Verily, there is a God who decides their cause with justice.

Later insertion.

Let them dwindle like water in the desert, 8

Like grass let them fade away.

On the highway let them walk in obscurity, 9

Like owls which never see the sun.

Before they perceive +their danger+ let them be destroyed, 10

From their place let the storm-wind drive them away.

I. O Impious ones. Cp. Ixxxii. Eccles. x. il, Sirach xii. 10. An
2, and note on xiv. i.— ye traitors. Arabic proverb for obstinate resistance

Cp. Ixxxii. /. 15.— 3. Deeds that bring is, ' Answer not, serpent' (Meidani).
ruin. Cp. Ixxxii. /. 14; ci. /. 4, and ,, ,0 a„ o„ „^ .u i

...
^ ^'

,,,_ 13— lo. As so often, the moral
on xvin. 9-12.—7-10. They err, ^V^\, crudity of M is due to corruption of the

in a religious sense. Cp. HP'in , Isa.
^ext. Subvert the dwellings, &c X

'^
T Similar fate is foreseen for the castles of

xxxii. 6, and ilVD to practise idolatry. the rich in xlix. \2.— The righteous, i.e.

^ ' faithful Israelites (xxxii. Ii, xxxiii. i,

—Like a serpent's. Cp. Sirach xxv. 15, i^viii. 4, and often),
and, on serpent-charming, Jer. viii. 17,

Critical A'otcs. i f. M d^i? ',
'A aXaXi'a 'in dumbness.' G J Q7^< ;

2 (j)i\ov (Field) = DS^; S omits. Most print ubii (Lowth, Dathe, E\v.,

01., Del., Geiger, Gr.j We., &c.) ; cp. Job xli. i, yQA\ '97, p. 579 ; v. 17,

Gu., Sc/idp/., 55; Houb. D''n':'i<; Herz D'H'tSD • But the obscurity of

the sense produced is against it. In d'?^^ D^QSH read D'''?23n DJ^hJrT.

A close parallel for D'r'^D^ = Q"''723 in xxvi. 8.—M Ulii ''23.. Read

D*7^< ^23 (cp. Ixxxii. 15).
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3 f. For r)l^ read TJS^ (Cir., Che. ", Hcrz) ; see//. 17 f. For ^'^^

rh'^V 'ead bv^bD. nai (ci. 3). 2 and jl are relics of nnT : j~l=""l.

We., strangely, 713/3 'confusion,' an abstract form from '73'?3j cp.

Aram. iu/M/; Schwally {ZATIF, xi. 259) '^3^13; Duhm Jo'PB ('in

secret ')•—M's DDH^ does double duty for D'pn^ and for rjn n3;[3] •

]isVpji DV^iJ DDn n;;;^. Cp. Ex. xxiii. i, 8.

7 f. For !1"1T read perhaps "linS Tl-TJ, completing the tetrameter, and
T :

•

removing the ditTiculty of nf. See SBOT, ' Isaiah,' Heb., note on i. 4.

For nni 'ead ^^2.1 (G, Bi.).

9. 'jmD^D is impossible Hebrew. The two only instances of the

adverbial use of the word (Is. xiii. 4, Ezek. xxiii. 15) refer to something

which has a form ; it is nowhere used of an abstract idea, which I take

to be the case here. That there is something wrong with M. is evident

from the facts that G does not represent the second jl'2n, and that QiO^}

only occurs elsewhere as a participle. G, koI iivovm-i^ tu wra ai'rijs. I take

the second Pi'2n to be a correction after JTinDD bad been corrupted

into niDlD ' (Herz). Read 7TTl!;23 omit second D*2n, and read

12. Read D3n 13111 ^n3n ;
parallelism gains. G (^apy-aKov re

q,apfiaK(vofievnv napa (ro^oO. A word must have fallen out.

i3f. M iD^33 irj^ii;i^-Diri ; what crudity: Read DiH H'n''

=1inp /ii:3;;^rp.— Ai Dn^ss D^^^Pibrg. Read d^sd J1^J^-)^». P^or

''nDD see on xxxiv. 11.

16. Again frightful crudity. For yWIH ai3 Xn~\' read IDID"!"'
T T T -

; - : : :
•

V\V~\n D'\2i21i^3. ; cp. Isa. xxvi. 6, and crit. n. on Ixviii. 24. miD"^^i

became mutilated through the vicinity of Uli^ "^^J^}'1.

17 f. The awkward D"Thi needs correction. But so also does the

vague nD. Read D>pn]i Dlb 1D^'"^^<•—For U'l^pt lead DiDBilT,

after G., with Gr., Herz, who stop short here, however. For yiK3 read

plik3 (cp. /. i) ; cp. on cxii. 8.

Insertion (cp. Isa. lix. 5-8). Vtk 8-10 sliould perhaps run thus :

—

I
':'3S3 ^'2bTv n'?pD3

I
'b^\ i>'n iD3

I )2-[a3 a''^3 ^dd^

• ^'l&^l °'li7 iQippp
!
-npit*^ ^y'i\ DitD3 I t:yv iTn-'?3 j"i^ijjri3

The received text burdens a psalmist with the most repulsive words

imaginable ; it is also ungrammatical in form. And yet the fact that G
knew nothing of the meaning 'snail' (wo-fl Kr)pl\% o rnKfii are its words),

should have suggested hesitation in appealing to the Targumic and New
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Hebrew vocabulary, and the application of the passage, in its traditional

form, in BercshitJi Rahba (c. 51, beginninj^). to illustrate the fate of Sodom
should have warned critics against a form of text which lent itself to such

a use. No image, it was thought, could be low enough to represent the

fate of such hateful sinners ; so the snail ('^^T'^li^) is followed by the

'abortion' ('73:3), and this by the 'mole' {TVJi'^ or rVptH)-, which T
marks off from 73j by ). The analogy of other cases in which the

received text gives some intolerably coarse or mean expression leads us

to expect errors in the text. And we are not mistaken. The evidence

of transposition and confusion of letters, and ofdittography, is irrefragable.

Notice especially the abundance of '^, and the repetition of Xy^^ Q^.
The mysterious ^"hlW comes from b'b'^'C:) (Isa. xxxv. 8), which is itself

corrupt, and should be n'j'DD (see SBOT on Isa. I.e.). The latter point

(';ir from n>'DQ) was first seen by Herz ; the vicinity of "jSl^ places it

beyond doubt. Herz also saw that "^SJ must be a corruption of some
word suggesting the same idea as lirr^tt' ^\^ b2, in the parallel line.'

To proceed. There should be only one i::33—that in ?'. Sb, which is

required by the metre. The M2'2 in v. Za is a dittogram. That in v. c)a

comes from Q2 in n':'D:}l (the original of b")*?:!!:^) ; O is also represented

dittographically by 2- The two in v. 10, together with the QD in

D'JII'D, are fragments of ii^DipiSr^. For the faulty spelling IDN^^

compare DKQ% Job vii. 5 (see Budde). For ~linr.2l, cp. Job vi. 18 ; for

'12'^ Tjin, cp. note on xc. 6; for '^Si^l, cp. xci. 6, and especially Isa.

lix. 9. [l]D7n^ and IJDTTIJl^ are variants. Di^il has a very singular

origin. As in xxxix. 12 it is a fragment of nt2)V^T\., the name of a species

of owl mentioned in Lev. xi. 18, Dt. xiv. 16. When D^Sti'jri had become
corrupted past recognition, it was natural for the new exegetical tradition

(Targ. ; Moed K. 6b; Ber. Rabba, 51) to explain ni:>X as 'mole,' and

B. Jacob [ZA TIV, '98, p. 292) revives this view, see ' Mole,' ' Owl,' £/ic.

Bib. ^TI^D and lt2^^ are probably fragments of llDli^V On "t2':2 see

above, pin is probably a miswritten Qnp ; FT and p confounded, as

in I S. viii. 16. The close of the description seems to be modelled on

Job xxvii. 20 f. ; cp. also Ixxxiii. 14. We are thus relieved of the trouble-

some ' pots ' and 'thorns,' to which Houb., Gr., and Du. add the 'thistle'

(7Tin for "jTin). In confirmation of one part of this view, see on

xxxix. 12 and Isa. lix. 10 {SBOT, Isaia/i, Heb., 201 f. ; cp./QR, Oct. '97,

p. 14).

' Merz's restoration of the whole passage is :
—

m b3. JnV'^ss pD'pn: ni'pppi b'2p r22
i
^'^^vj^^ nian v'.in r\^i>

: pyi:;^ pirn D3rr V22. i:on* uy liD ijn> didh
I tD-:)\r : • -:- T • : t t -

• t v v ; v t
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PSALM LIX.

1 RIMETERS. Again a much misunderstood psalm. Cp. Pss. Iv., Ivii.O, also

Ixxxiii. (see below on w. 12, 14); note also the parallelism between //. 15, 21,

23 and ii. 4, 5. It is evident that the seemingly unequal strugt,de between the

Jews and the Edomites was regarded as typical of the great contest at the ' end'

;

^ee Ps. ii. in the corrected text, and cp. Isa. xxxiv. Observe that the reference to

Israel's innocence (vv. ifi and 5^ in M) disappears from our text ; it was enough
that freedom from guilt should be implied. Unless innocent, Israel could not have
ventured to pray thus (cp. v. 8, Ixvi. 19).

Deposited. Of Ethan the Ezrahite. Of^Arab-ethati. A supplication.

Concerning the Ishniae/ites and the house of/erahmeel{l). I

I Rescue me from the Arabians, O my God ! 2

Put me in safety from those of Jerahmeel,

Snatch me from the workers of harm, 3

DeHver me from the men of blood.

For behold the Arabians crush me, 4
They are enraged, they array themselves against me

;

The Ishmaelites and Jerahmeelites,

Those of Edom and Missur prepare themselves. 5a

But thou, O Yahwe^ Sebaoth ! 6, tb

10 Awake ^to come+ to meet me, and behold.

Rouse thee to punish all the traitors,

Pity not the workers of harm-.

Behold, the Arabians insult me, 8

Those of Jerahmeel, Zarephath, and Ishmael.

But thou, O Yahwe I laughest at them, 9

Thou meekest at all the traitors.

O my Rock ! to thee will I chant hymns, 10

For tliou, O Yahwe ! art my safe retreat.

O my God! let thy lovingkindness come to meet me
;

ii

20 O Yahwb ! cause me to behold the fate of Ishmael.

Affright them, and they will eagerly seek thy face
;

12

By thy terrors make them fugitives
;

Pursue the traitors, O Lord,

Those of Jerahmeel and Zarephath
;

13

^ Elohim. - Asshur, Arabia, Jerahmeel {v. 7).
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Let the traitors be taken [in their own net],

And Ishmael be caught in his own snare,

That they may perceive that the God of Jacob 14

Rules to the +very+ bounds of the earth.'

And I will chant hymns to thy righteousness, i 7

30 And sing aloud at daybreak of thy lovingkindness.

For thou hast proved to me a safe retreat,

A refuge in my day of distress ~

1-3. Similarly Ivi. lines 1-3. In (Dnj2)-— 15- Laiighesi at them. Cip.

workers of harm and mm of hlood \.\\Qxe ii- 4-—21-24. M^ore parallels to Ps. ii.

is a covert allusion to the ethnic terms (see introd.). For parallels to ' eagerly
* clans of On ' and ' Edomites.' Cp. on seek thy face ' see Ps. xviii. lines loi-

xiv.4, Ii. 16.—9. \ahivi Sebaoth. The I04, and Ixxxiii. lines 32-36 (just

forms, Yahwe Elohim Sebaoth (so M 1 r^,. , n>^>. j s-^-s\
, J • 1 , ^

1 • ^\ 1
before, note ^\V\ and 7^2) ; n. lO-

here, and in Ixxx. 5, 20, Jxxxiv. 9), and ' '"*•' '

Elohim Sebaoth (M in Ixxx. 8, 15), are '2 is also virtually parallel.—27 f. Cp.
of course" due to the editor; Elohim is

j^^^ji; ^^^_.q_ ^t daybreak, '\7)±)

.

a correction of \ahvve.-io Awake. ^ ^^^ g Trouble is 'darkness';
Cp. on xhv. 2^.-Traitors. See on ix prosperity is ' light ' (Isa. ix. 2).-3i.
6, and cp. Ps. Ixxxii. a, where the wicked q ^.j^j .,

/ .j

judges are perhaps called ' traitors

'

Critical notes. Title. The odd historical reference in the present title

seems to have grown out of '?hjrjm''"bin b'^'^'^y&'^V ^'ote the three

or (virttially) four 7, and the three ^.

I. Re.id D'^H'^i'^D "'^'^'j'i^ (see /. 3). G varies the verbs ; «|fXoi} here,

piaai in /. 3). Note Pasek.

5. M '•l^Sj'p !imN. Read ''^l^t D-Qiy ; cp. Ivi. 2.

6. M D'U' ''by ni.r. Read probably ^2^11' ''bv T\-i~\'' (see on

Ivi. 6).

7 f- MS':Dn"iV}'?"i ^>'i:^3'j<^ shotiid be D^^Ntrpnin D^%v};vjt:^\

The editor constantly does his best to disguise these names. ''^2, mn^
(note Pasek) is another corrupt duplicate of D^/Srom"' . pJiT ]ip

should be m^irjl Ulii- Omit following %

9 f. Omit the glosses DM^^i^ and '?hiTr"' \"l'7N' , and transpose

1 1 f. Read DHJ^H (see on ix. 6) ; so /. 16. H^il should rather be

wV'b (''• 3) ; so G J. Observe that iM recognizes '2, but in the wrong-

place. 'nj3 was probably a marginal correction of D^1.Dn, which

' Verses 7, 8 repeated.

- ' O my Rock . . . thy lovingkindness' (//. 17-19).
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ultimately lost the mark of abbreviation, and displaced vi'HJ in the text.

nbV is a corruption of 'rj<rjn"1\ which (cp.on/. 25 f.) stood in the margin as

a correction of the miswritten ")>p (for Tfl^) at the end of ?'. 7.—The
much disputed ?'. 7 reveals its secret. ZL"iy, I17D3, and 1321D'' (see on

Iv. 11) are transparent. Rendered literally, the true text is ' Asshur, and

Arabia, and Jerahmeel, and Asshur, and Arabia.' The two last names

are dittographed. The three first are perhaps variants to those in / 14 ;

or it may be a gloss on //. 11, 12.

13 f. i\I DPI'D^ li;i?''2V Both We. and Du. question the verb, but

n'S^ is also doubtful. Read most probably ^JIDirT D''I113/' (corrup-

tions all paralleled). Cp. on xciv. 4 (also corrupt). What follows in M
is a singular transformation of '''?^^ppI;^;'^ "'riSl^") D'''7^}pn"1_V Cp.

7'. 16, which shows that m2"in comes from '^J^l^mv

17 f. The Vss. and most moderns, ^T^ {v. 18). But T^*= Ti,'*.2 will
•\

hardly pass. ^1i{ is indispensable (see on xxviii. 7).—M Hll^li^i^-
•\

Read maiK (S, Houb., Kenn., 01., Bi., Gr., Che.<", Kau., Ba.). Read

T^J^ik "2 (S, Gr.) ; also of course milV
T —

19 f. Neither IIDH "H^N" (Kt., G, "iWos, J.S) nor HDH 'nbii (Kr.,

T, as V. 18) is satisfactory. Read ^IDH \']7i<. For idiom cp. Ixxix. 8.

-Read >^Snn (S), and, for nntia, '?^<;^r^•X^3 (v. 9), or less probably

21. M ^py ^n3i;^^"i3 L]^"inj;)-bNt (note Pasek after 'D'bi^). A

crux interp7-ctum. Shortly after, M gives ' Consume (them) in wrath,'

which is the contradictory of 'jTt'hi- Apart from this, how strange is

the prayer that God would not slay the enemy lest the event should be

forgotten ! The plural IFlDli''' is also unexpected. Most suppose that

'at once' is to be supplied mentally; Duhm compares Iviii. 8-9 (insertion).

The sense is not improved by G. B. Gray's thoughtful suggestion (J(2Ri

•97, pp. 183 f) DJinnn "in/r'^i^ 'make no delay in slaying them,' and

metre is opposed to it. Let us turn then to the versions. Jerome {Ep.

ad Sim. ct Fred. 33) says, ' In Gra;co scriptum est, Icgis tiice ; sed in LXX.

et in Hebri^o non hahti popii/i tin, std, popii/i Jiici, et a nobis ita versum

est.' But in the commentary in A/iccd. Maredsol. (iii. i) he renders, ne

forte obliviscMitur nomiiiis tiii (applying it to the Jews), and G«' ' actu-

ally reads [ij] ttots eVtXtj^aji/rai mv (ji'o/ittros irov. G^, however, has . . .

TOO vCfxov a-ov, while 2 has ... 6 Xatk aov, and 'A 6 give . . . tov XaoG

fiov (al. fTov). vofiov seems to be better than \aov ; it is a corruption of

oi'oixaTOi. Ixxxiii. 1 7 is manifestly parallel ; cp. also //. 30 f. of the same

psalm. I do not indeed think that y2^ (for ''DV) is correct. The accus.

of the verb underlies, not ''J2V (which comes from V.SPJn), but ]3. Read
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22 ft". AI ^yn^l i^S^^-Jin. But b^n is nowhere applied to Yahvvc,

and the words will hardly make a trimeter. Read '^Tin?^!!.—M
^J3:ip IDinim .

' C«/- shield ' ? And before ' Adonai ' ? imn is also

too strong. Read Qnj3. ^'^"1/11. Cp. QJlhJJ^. The verb as in Ixxxiii.

i6.— ID'D n^JiDn comes from '''7N'y:2nT (cp. DTTD, xi. 6), and

lO^DSi:;"-)!! from Q^n3"l":ir Cp. on /. 7 f.

25 f. There is no parallel for M's text. Read [DJ^'I^m] DHJIl 'b''

'li;"^ . How can Tt?}^ and WHD be parallel, and ~)3D niean ' to speak ' ?

27 f. Read ':' bt*^ IpV "'^f'7^i"''3 (metre). M's opening words

1?DJ"'i«i1 n'?^ HDnn nb2 come out of D-rrbi^ O written twice too soon,

Vv. 15 f. repeat t'. 7, and (in a mutilated and still more corrupt form) v. 8.

29. M rj.fir. Read probably ^p"T:i (cp. on xviii. 3). ii and y, T

and ~T confounded.— [-'. 18 repetition (see above).

PSALM LX.

X RIMETERS. The contents remind us partly of Ps. xliv.- and Ixxxix." 39 ff.,

partly of tlie prlowing piciures of tlie con juest of the N. Arabian border in Pss. ii.

and xviii.; cp. also Am. ix. 11 f., Obad. 18-21 (note ' Zarephaih '—the southern
ciiy of that name is meant ; see 'Zirephath,' F.nc. Bib.). The enormous corrup-

tions of the text have caused great obscurity. Many critics since Ewald have
supposed a composite origin of the psalm. So lately Duhm and especially

Winckler, who {Alltest. Unters. 4, note; AOF \. 195; Gesch. />;-. ii. 204 ff.)

divides the psalm into two parts—the former (made up of conventional phrases)

due to a later writer called the Vahwist, the latter to an old Elohistic writer who
was acquainted with the old historic tradition relative to David's conquests and in

vv. 8-12 (apart from two small later insertions) gives what might be David's
song of triumph over ^Vram-Zobah. In vv. 8 ff. lie finds three N. Israelitish

places, viz. Kadesh in (ialilee, .Shechem in Gilead (Num. xxvi. 31), and tmek-
succoth (also trans-Jordanic). Cp. crit. note on /. il. The inconsistencies of tiie

psalm, however, are illusory. As to the date, Duhm disagrees with Ewald and
Winckler, who tind a pre-exilic element in the psalm; he refers both parts to the

time of John Ilyrcanus (a view which by anticipation is criticized in 0Pg6). In

OP the present writer argued for an early Maccabean date (cp. Wellh. Si-izzeii, vi.

176), and if the Massoretic text could on the whole be Irusteil, it would be difficult

not to accept this view or Duhm's, in spite of the olajections urged by IJeer

{/iidiv.-ps. p. Iv. ). The new position here taken u[), however, precludes any such

theory.

Deposited. Of the Ethanites. \_0f^
""Arab-ethax . At the oppression

Jrof IsraelJr by Arain-Jerahmeel and Arain-ntissur.

I O Yahwe ! thou hast cast us off and broken us, 3

Thou art wroth with the remnant of thy people
;

Thou hast made the land quake, thou hast bruiseJ it, 4
Its rents do thou repair, for it toiteis.
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Thy people thou hast sated with strong drink, 5

Wine that bewilders thou hast given us for a potion.

Thou hast given us up to the Jerahmeelites, 6

Thou hast put us to shame because of the Cushites.

Redeem us from the oppression of the Aramites, 7

10 Deliver us from those of Jerahmeel.

For with thee I shall break Cush, 8

I shall divide Cusham and Maacath :

'

I shall measure out " Missur and Asshur, 9, 10

I shall cast the cord upon x\ram.-'

Yahwe will conduct me +in triumph+ to Alissur, 11

Yahwe will lead me +victorious+ unto Aram.

But now, O Yahwe ! thou hast cast us .off, 12

20 Thou succourest not in our distresses.

Do thou grant us help against Missur, 1;^

Do thou become our succour against Aram.

With Yahwe we shall have the pre-eminence
;

14

It is he who will tread down the Misrites.

2. Cp. Ixxx. 51^ (corr. text).—4. populations are the aggressors (cp. on
J/s rciils. Cp. Isa. iii. 6 f., xxx. 13.

—

Pss. xliv., Iv., Ixxxiii.).— II ff. An
—6. IViite that bewilders. A conven- allusion to ii. 9, xviii. 30, 49 (corr.

tional figure; cp. Ixxv. 9, Isa. li. 17, text).—^14. Cast the cord, as a form of

Jer. XXV. 15-17, xlix. 12, Ii. 7, Ezek. lot (Mic. ii. 5).— 17 f. Israel will ' lead

xxiii. 32-34, Zech. xii. 2.—7 f. There captive its captors.' See introd.—20.

is no reference to a ' banner ' ; the text So xliv. 10.—23. Idiom, as in cxviii.

is urgently in need of correction (see 15, i S. xiv. 58.

crit. n.). As usual, the N. Arabian

Critical notes. Title. See General Introduction. The contents of

the psalm are so inappropriate that we have to account for the his-

torical combination in the title, and we must do this on the basis of a

corrected ityX. Originally the title must have referred, not to ' Aram-
naharaim' and ' Aram-zobah,' but to Aram-jerahmeel and Aram-missur.

The confusion of Zobah and iMi.^sur has also most probably been

made in 2 S. viii., x., and it may be that the same writer is responsible

for this in both cases. At any rate, the title of Ps. Ix. has been harmonized

with the later form of the story of David's war with Hadad-ezer. Pro-

bably this harmonizing was suggested by the form of the original

title. 1jnVlin2 (Pasek) must be a corruption of some other word,

not of im3nZl (Klost., Wi.), for the ji is attested by G's eixnvpicrev,

but of some more suitable word. Read perhaps yn'?^ ; if /

became eftaced, it was possible to regard JiH^ (^n3) as shortened

from irnjin^, 'when he strove.' The initial corruption m'? having

' For Gilead, for Manassch and Pphraim.

- Jerahmeel. ^ On Zarephath.
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already taken place, it was natural to read what followed in the light of

the recast narrative in 2 S. viii., x.

2. M ^^b 22ri'n Jn^3^^ = -n^^< ijn^ti'm i:n n^J^< (cp. Ba.)-
: T :

- T .

But is this possible ? Most indeed take ^^7 'ti^j~| as a prayer, but this

violates parallelism. The case (so far as 'tVD is concerned) is parallel

to that of ph^n in Ixxx. 5 (see note). Read J^nhiLl^Z, and for ^^b

read ^Qi? (^^ became 7, D became IJ). JlSJh} should perhaps be

3 f. M njn;:2'i3, 'hast cleft it'?? G crvveTc'ipa^as adr^v = HripPD ?

Cp. Ixxxvii. 5, Gen. xli. 8 (eTupdxdn)- Rather r^Pt^^'^D- Herz, D''^2iD

rm^'^^r.—M nBl- .Read ^^J^~I (xli. 5), with Houbigant.

5. M n''i«}-)n. Read ri^nn (Zweifel, Gr., Lag., Du.). M Htp,

not
II
to ]>V Read HDr.

7 f. Evidently DJ, DDJ/IH A and iOlt^p are wrong. Independently

of V. Ortenberg, I formerly corrected DJ into D3 ; cp. DID for DJ in

cxvi. 13. See Jer. xxv. 15 f., which also suggests 77)711017 for '^DTlb-

G (?) 2 J take l^]Dp as = Dl^p 'bow'; cp. Palmyrene hJLOl^p 'archer,'

and see Kon. ii. 26. Lag., c^^2^
; Wi., H^p (cp. v. 5, M). But we

V V T 't

expect an ethnic name ; cp. Lam. v. 9, where D~in should be OH^.
Read, comparing xliv. 12, D^'pNt^riT'p ^jrijTlJ D't^D ^2Bu> ^^nW'ZH.

DJ comes from ]t£^"lD, originally a marginal correction of [Dli'p- b may
be the separated final of '~)^, but note that, as elsewhere (t'._^'-.lix. 6, 14), TwD
here represents ^^'2 or DvNi^ in '")''.

LD for ,2 was an easy error of

the scribe.

9. M G Tinn^ '^r^bw ]V^b. Against parallelism. Read ^2bi^I\

10. M D^nt'K ij^yi r^yD' ny^w^ri. Kr. >j^y. .\fter u'r\bi^

(misplaced in 7/. 8) stands Pasek. '^JV.i'' is a riddle. In S. ix. 4 ^JV.2^

represents ^':5^^•J^1^ Similarly here read D^':'JOrn';:2 'lJj;''Utin (cp.

on Ixxx., /. 35, xc, /. 23). The proof is the occurrence of D^il^hi just

afterwards, which throws ?'. 8 into confusion, and (as sometimes elsewhere)

is a miswritten D^'^'^r.^HT'- 1.33P1 is a fragment of Ijyiinn (correction).

Note the three 2 near together, which ought to awaken suspicion.

11. M npVnS' r[ib)}ii( 'Wip3, in-r (I'asek after 'bii). A com-

bination of difficulties. *)^lp3. ' in his sanctuary " ? or ' in his holiness ' ?

or ' (swearing) by his holiness'? nPPi< ; what is the subject of the

verb? Yahwc (01., Hu., Ba.) ? or David (Del.)? or the people? And
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can nT':'^'J^ be rightly conjoined wiili np'7ni< and li:jj^? Clearly

there is corruption. Lag. proposes ^•Tj7^i ; but this is not enough.

Winckler, nT^^< tnp2, ' I will seize Kadesh.' David, he thinks, is

boasting of his victories, and tells us that by his war with Zobah he

became master of Kadesh (in Galilee), and secured his possession of

Manasseh, Gilead, and even Ephraim. Would not h'^J^N It^lp^. ' I

(Israel) should go up from Kadesh (in the south)' be more plausible?

Kadesh is not mentioned in the account of David's wars in 2 S. viii., x.,

but the southern Kadesh is mentioned in that of Israel's early migration.

This Kadesh, too, would harmonize with Missur and Edom in 7'. 11 (if

correctly read). The truth is, however, that the later editor made a

colossal mistake, which can only be rectified by applying to this psalm

the same key which has been so successful elsewhere. It will be simplest

to give the results of a keen textual criticism connectedly.

°"?-^ '^V ^^r' T7Vi^

As in the case of ' Asshur, Arabia, and Jerahmeel' in Ps. lix., the proper

names here have been repeated in different forms by puz^ed scribes.

Note, however, first that the key to 't'J/X V^"Tp3 is furnished by Ixxiv. 3

(wnp2 = li'l^l). ni3D pl^y represents a twice-written nZ)r:2 Then

follows a gloss, ' for Gilead, for Manasseh and Ephraim ' (read "TJ*'?J17),

z'.t'. for tribes of Israel so-called. "T)!*'^ is repeated afterwards as TIl'O ;

"'i'i'J'l =~ni:'hJ (variant) ; nnn"" and >ppr\:2 are corruptions of '?Nr:)n~)\

written perhaps in the margin as a gloss upon "IVii'J^. 3^<^/D (M) is

followed by Pasek
; as sometimes in Samuel it is mis written for lliif^,

of which name (or else of the synon. linTN) TD and '''^Hl are also

corruptions. '''?V2, as parallelism suggests, comes from 72n (see

Mic. ii. 5). '•ppnnn (in Ps. cviii. i'^n~lJ^^^) comes from Q-jlH)!::, a

gloss on r)Vb^, i-c. nsnii, itself a gloss on Qlh} (see 'Zarephath,'

E7tc. Bid.)
;

parallel in Ixv. 14. We thus get rid of the problems

of ' Shechem ' and the ' valley of Succoth ' (G rr^v Koi\u^a tcou aicrjucov),

also of the enigmatical ' washpot ' and ' casting out of the shoe,' which

Del. and others wildly support by a Persian and an Abyssinian custom

respectively. See 'Shoe,' 'Shechem,' 'Succoth,' E/ic. Bib. Note that G
could make no sense of ""iirTn TD ; ^f'i^'}s rj/s- (Xnidos fxnv implies that
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ym is used Araniaicl' for niDIl ('perf. in T, cxv. 10 f. ; cxvii'. 10 f.)
j

D\T'J< for ''D is required by the sense ; also ~nu*3~iy for 1Vi*3 "sy

(in Ps. cviii., "lii^i!3 "IT)- Tl''^ latter is due to \Vi. (cp. on xxxi. 22), and

^jnj"' (for 'jnj) to 01. ; G oh)yl]aii jxe.

19 f. Read '}] niH"' nj"^P"l (cp. on Ixxxix. 39). X"?!"! is miswritten

for D^'^7^J ; the first scribe wrote it too soon, and left the word undeleted ;

there is also a superfluous D'H'^S in 2/. 12/'. In /. 20 read IJTli'l^Il V'^j'^y

as in xliw ioIk

21. Read li'DQ.— 22. Read DlhiO ^JjipiI^'D T^'r^^. 24. Read

PSALM LXI.

X S. Ixi. appears to be composite. The situation presupposed in w. 2 and 3, and
also the metre, differ from those in w. 6-9. Ps. Ixi.^ consists of pentameters.

It is a syjiort wail of persecuted Jews who long for the joy and the safety of

Vahwe's sanctuary, but are at present in the 'land of the Jerahmeelites.' Ps.

Ixi.f-) is composed of trimeters. It is spoken by the congregation which worships
in the temple, and expresses its t^ratitude for a past deliverance from the

Jerahmeelites and a sure confidence that while Israel will be preserved for ever its

foe Jerahmeel will be destroyed. The psalm as a whole would possess unity of
thought, were it not for the perfect in z'. 3 ; it might then be compared with
Pss. xlii.-xliii. and Ixiii. The prophecy of the destruction of Jerahmeel agrees with
ii. 9, Ixiii. 12, ex. 5-7 ; that of Israel's perpetual duration withxxi. 5, xci. 16, ex. 4.

Textual criticism has to a great extent transformed this psalm. Critics have
wondered who the king in this post-exilic poem (?'. 7 in M G) can be. Sellin

{Serubbahcl ; c\). Studicii,i()Oi, pp. 1S7 ft".) think s of Zerubbabel, who for a time
(according to him) assumed the royal tale ; Hitzig of Seleucus Nicator ; the
present writer {OP 99) of Jonathan or rather Simon the Maccabee ; Giesebrecht
\ZATIV, i. 326) of Aristobulus ; while Beer {/iidiv.-ps. xlix.) holds that some
non-Israelitish king, and Duhm that some Asmonasan king is meant. It has
also been questioned whether the persecuted Jews for whom the psalmist speaks
were sojourninij in a distantland like Lydia or Phryi;ia (Jos. Ant. xii. 3, 4) or in

some part of Palestine which was then in heathen occupation. The former view
is the more plausible. It is true the phrase chiefly relied upon (' from the end of

the earth,' v. 3, ?*I) happens to be corrupt, but if we take Ps. Ixi.^i' togetlier with
Ps. xlii.-xliii. we shall see that the real or assumed situation of the speaker is

that of an unwilling sojourner in the far south of Palestine in Jerahmeelite {i.e.

Edomite) territory. For the interesting theory of Koy, as well as on other

important points, see introd. to Ps. xlii.-xliii. Notice also the parallelism

between v. i (~1J?J) and xlii. 2, Ixxxiv. 3, between &. 2 and xliii. i, 3 (corr.text),

and between v. 7 and xliii. 3a ; also between v. la and xvii. i, cxlii. 7; between

V. 4 and XV. i, xxvii. 10 ; between v. ^d and xxi. 3^^, ii. 8 ('^J>i;i;) ; between v. 7

and ii. 9, Ixxxiii. 7, 8, 10, ex. 5-7, and between v. 9/' and 1. 23 (corr. text).

LXI.— I {a fragiiienf).

Deposited. Of the EthiDiites. Of ^Arab-ethan.

I Hear my wail, O Yahwe !
|
attend to my prayer. z

I cry in pain toward thy sanctuary,
|
toward thy habitation.

From the land of the Jerahmeelites
|
do thou lead me, [O

Yahwe !]*****
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LXI.—2 [a fragment).

I For thou hast proved a refuge to me, 4
A strong tower against the Arabian.

May I be a guest in thy palace, O Yahwe ! 5

May I find refuge in the covert of thy wings !

For thou hast heard my wail, 6

Thou wilt grant Israel's request.

He will shatter Jerahmeel and Zarephath, 7

He will beat them down like Aloab and Midian.

He will abide before Yahwe for ever, 8

10 Lovingkindness and faithfulness will preserve him.

I will chant hymns to thv name for ever, 9

Performing my vows to Yahwe.

Critical Notes. (Ixi.'J). 2. The enigmatical yi^^n T\S,'p:2 (Pasek

follows) should, as the
||

passages show, be '^''"i^'IpD [/^<] (or *?)
;

transposition of letters. >^nphi should be "ipjj^ (see crit. n. on xlii. 2).

—M •'^b !^,b^^::i ; too vague. Read Tj'-j-ijS^*:::'? . "Q = lD ;
^^ = V ;

Jl = 3; tD = ri; ^ = 1; J fsll out. Cp. xliii. 3, Ixwiv. 2.

3. M ''i]DI2 mi'' \^''13.
; clearly impossible. If this were not a

prayer, we might read ''JIDli^'' "IIJiQ^ ; cp. on xx\ ii. ^l>. A not less

easy and more suitable correction is D'''?Nr2rT'^^ y~IN?2 ; see introd. G S

imply ^2Q^3i"iri ; is not this a conjecture.'' Insert '*' (mn"'), now

absorbed in ^jn^p.

(ixi. <-'). 2. 2''1{^ should, as often, be O")!^ • — 3- M ^'^HXB .

•,-»-: : T T :

Read ^'?D^rT3, ; see on xv. i, xxvii. 5.— .M Vp'!?')^ , as in Ixxvii. 6, 8,

cxlv. 13. The sense here is not good
;

protection, not protection for

ever, is in the writer's mind. n'7D , at the end of 7'. 5, represents Q'n'PS-

and this (or rather nilT') is the right reading. D^'^'?^^ and D*?"!!* ^^'^

elsewhere confounded.— 5. M ^~nj . Rather *Jli3~l . The 'wail' or

'cry for help' was extorted by Israel's sufterings from the Jerahmeelites.

It was accompanied by a request for the final subjugation of Israel's

enemies in the Messianic age.—6. M j^JlJ . Rather ]r\r\ —M jT^i'T'''

'possession'; Kr., Bi., Che.'', J^V'^'ii- I>ut 'HM in xxi. 3 is corrupt.

Read Jlt'l^Ii^D-—M '^12i^ ^NT*. The expression produces a tetrameter.

For "ST read h'H.'SV The Z^ dropped out owing to ^ in "T^'l*

See next note.
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7. M 51"'Din ?['?;5^^^~'?y DVO"' : ^DW- The opening of v. 7 is

strangely expressed; contrast xxi. 5. Read j~l31i{1 '^hJipm^ yriD''

.

Cp. Ixiii. 12, ex. 6, Ixviii. 23, ii. 9 (corr. text).

8. M -lin -)Ti;:23 Vni^Iir, not natural. Read probably WAPi""

T : ; T :

10 f. M iniljii^ ]"D. None of the ancients connected ^1^3 with

njD • it probably comes from a dittographed ]n/!3 • ]D in v. 9 seems

to be a conjectural correction of ]D from the margin, and QV DV
(separated by Pasek) to be a corruption of D^H^N? , which in turn is an

editorial substitute for miT'b •

PSALM LXII.

1 ENTAMETKRS. Pious Israel is weary of incessant insults, and of the violent

contrast between its own moral ideas and those of its opponents. It waits

patiently on 'S'ahwe. The great day of retribution is at hand ; then, its enemies

will vanish. Scepticism is earnestly deprecated (' let it not goad your heart' cp.

Ixxiii. 21) on the ground that Ishmael's punishment will be according to his

deserts. The five times repeated ^^{ ('only,' i.e. 'absolutely, altogether') is

not merely an external characteristic of this psalm (cp. xxxix. 12, Ixxiii. 13) ; it

points to a peculiar spiritual quality. Israel's religion is absolute devotion to

God ; it is marked by irXiqpocpopia of faith and hope (Heb. vi. n ; x. 22).

Reuss is the only critic who has applied the personification-theory here. Even
Smend (p. 120) thinks that some leafier of pious Israel must be intended, because

of vz>. 4 f. in M's text. But a thoroughly corrected text justifies Reuss. The
psalm is parallel to Pss. Hi., Iv., except that the expression of feeling here is

calmer ; also to Pss. iv. and v. Duhm would even assign Pss. iv. and Ixii. to the

same author—a high priest. On Ps. Ixii., see further OP, 121, 1^4.

Deposited. Of 'Arab-ethan. Marked.

1 Wait altogether on Yahwe, my soul,
|
for from him +\vill

come+ my expectation : 2

He altogether is my rock of deliverance,
|
my retreat

^where+ I am secure. 3

How long will ye meditate insults,
|

will ye whisper together

against the pious ?

Your heart is as an open sepulchre,
|
though flatteringly

ye talk. 4

Altogether deeds of guilt do they plan,
|
though they love

to flatter; 5

With the mouth they bless their companion,
|

but

inwardly they curse.
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Wait altogether on Yahwe, my soul,
|
for from him +will

come+ my expectation : 6

He altogether is my rock of deliverance,—my retreat 4.where+

I am secure.^

Altogether vanity are the sons of Jerahmeel,
|
an illusion

the sons of Ishmael
;

lO

lo When Jerahmeel prevails,
|
let it not goad your heart.- ii3

Be not ye incensed at the oppressor,
|
and rage ye not

against the robber, i la

For the Lord [Yahwe] will requite
|

Ishmael according to

his work. 13

I. TJh} . See introd.—^^T . Rest which is to be annihilated in the Mes-
sianic age (ii. 9, cSic).

, . 1 tui vu 3 10. Ooad your heart, viz. to
' quiet as a nun lireatnless with adora- . .1 r r r- j /

tinn' rvVnrdsvvm-thV Cn. vvvvii. 7.
give lip the fear of God (cp. xxxix..

in the hope of the ' end ' (Messianic) 5

' quiet as a nun lireathless with adora-

tion ' (Wordsworth). Cp. xxxvii. 7, f^"?..
"^' '^'!"^. '

Lam. iii. 26.
Ixxm., cxvi.).

2. Rock-retreat. Cp. hx. 10,
'^- ^censed Cnnj-li-)), as in

17.—3-5. Cp. iv. 3, V. 10, xxxviii. 13,
xxxvu. I, 7, 8, Prov. xxiv. 19.—A'o^v

xh. 8, Iii. 3, 4, 9, Iv. 12, 22. „^/_ Cp_ Eccles. vii. •].—Robber i^\y)\

6. They curse. Cp. cix. 18-20. cp. Ezek. xviii. 18, Eccles. v. 7.— 12.

—9. Vanity. Elsewhere this is applied According to his work. Cp. Obad. 15,

to man in general (xxxix. 6(?), cxliv. 'As thou hast done, it shall be done

4); here, to thejerahmeelite community, unto thee,' cxxxvii. 7 f.

Critical Notes. i f. Read ^''7""^^^ (cp. v. 6).—M H^.'^Dll • Read

••ai (Bi., Gr., Che.i", We., Du.), supply "-S , and read "-mpri {v. 6) ; 'Z^"
t' : •

came from ?'. 3.—Read T^yy^^ ~\r^ (so /. 15).— AI G's n^l {r. 3, end)
• T : T -

is wrong, '") being nowhere used as an adverb. See next note.

3- M ?)J-ljlinj"l n3l^"ll? : n^l (Pasek after n:)hi). Combine n21
with irijmnn , and seek for the underlying words. The most probable

result is niQin ^iHlj^, cp. njlll , xxxviii. 13); jHlBin , however, conies

to us through an intermediate Dlin (see on v. 10, Hi. 3).—M IH-^IJ^
~

: T ;

(I'aer, Gi.), or !in^~lD (Hii., Dri.), plainly corrupt. We.'s nniii*^i~)n is no

more than ingenious. We must take the word together with ii^'N"*?!',

which is also wrong. Parallelism and kindred passages (sec exeg. note)

guide us to VrnSljH I'DH-^r .

' Vahwc is my deliverance, my glory ; |
my rock of refuge is \'ahwc. 8

Trust in him at all times, ye sufferers !
|
our refuge is God. [I'our out your

heart before him.]

^ ferahmeeliies and Ishmaelites are one and the same thing.
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4. M rT'inin Itil "'•VlDJ T'PZ) DD'?3 • According to the ancients,

a prediction of the punishment for the wicked (cp. Isa. xxx. 13). This is

against the context. The parallel part of the next stanza (/. 6), however,

has been neglected. N'ow we see that there is an allusion to v. 10. "TlJl

is an interesting corruption of DDJhil , and DD^^D (misplaced) of U2}V^

through D3'?t:'j . Read u^wb ^'p'hrir} [p]ih,T nijis inpD

.

5. M inStyp ; G Ti)v Tijjitjv 1J.0V {= T)^}I/;), rejecting 72 because it

was noticed that Finn'? had no suffix. This observation is important ;

it throws suspicion on the text (Pasek follows 'tK2)- Gunkel (Sch'6., 33)

reads M^'H.VTZ ; too strong, also too uncommon a word. Read JliuSii^J^,

—M rT'in'^, no suffix; besides, more suitable when divine judgments

are spoken of (v. 11). Read pvrTllb (cp. on /. 4).

6. 2T3 Insight into metre helps us here. 2G should be the
T T TT

object of "1312'' Read ~)2in ; D and n, T and ~) confounded. In G

read, not iu bl\\/ei, but iv y\/evhei (Ens.).— AI T33 • Read Cn^H):a (see

on V. 10).

\'erses 8, 9 are a later homiletical insertion; indeed, the bracketed words,

which in the Hebrew are metrically incorrect, seem to be a still later

interpolation. G's iracra crvvayuiyi] Xaov (cp. Bit.) suggests Dy r\1V~^3 ,

which several (e.g: Ba., Bertholet) accept. But it is Sy , which is wrong

(note Pasek) ; read U^*2}?. In ta 8 omit by (from a dittographed 'pX),

and ^-TP—a variant to ^liJ . Read, however, "llji (/. 3). n'PD comes

from D^^'?^i , the place of which was variously given.

9. M Q"T^J">^I1 , ^''hi"''J3 ,
' mean men,' ' great men ' ? The maxim

produced is trite and unsuitable. Read ':'Nr:5rTT ""22
, biiV'DV' HT

in '?k^'.2nT is, in fact, preserved at the end of v. 10, for the words

in^ b2n:2 nan n')'?vb D^JrS^n are a very corrupt dittogram of

t'j^Dn-i^ '22 bi^yr^^' '22. :2 = '2, \ = ]i;, r2n^ '22
, '?nn-j =

bi^D , ~Tn'' = nT. The text as it stands gives no sense. G eV ^uyols

Tov dSiKTJa-ai {'nbwb) ; J "' statcris dolosis. Why did they not guess

ni'p^Q b'l iD3 (cp. Isa. xxxviii. 8) ?

10 f. Transposition of v. \\a and v. \ib, to improve connexion. M
2^2' '2 b'U (Pasek after Vn); G Tv\ovTOi iav pa, {= 2^V). 2^2 again

in xcii. 15, Prov. xxxi. 10, and (Pilcl) Zech. ix. 17, but suspicious in each

case. In Prov. /.c: read X'''3^ (Gr. ; cp. C), and in Zech. /.r. l^T (as in

X. 6, 12). Read here -)3J^ '3 bViDTT)' bii:2n')'' has a two-fold repre-

sentation, I. by "I'^^nn , which is a confusion of I'^'^lflPJl (see presently)

and D':'N'ni (a mutilated '•':)Nr.:n"T'), 2. by >n •—M i':' ^n"'^'ri"'?»^ ;
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extremely weak. Read DD^h D^DPrbii — M iniOZljT'^hi ; influenced
-^ -

,

= = • T

by 7/. 9, or by Isa. xxx. 12? Read nnnjl"7^s (xxxvii. i).—M p^_y,

bT:i , ^':'2nn . Read pU}y , bU , ^bb^nJlD (see last note but one).

K 1 2 is a gloss. Read '''?hi;;p'^t''1 D"''::'^<^2^T nni^ • D^'^':'^< again

and again stands for D'^'^XD or Q'^'^N^D . Afterwards {v. lyi) Q''bii':2n'V'}

comes in once more, a corrupt dittogram. Can the usual translation of

V. 12 commend itself to any one ?

12. M nn*^""'!). Read -J1^^~"'^ (cp. on xci. 9).—M ubtD- Read

nbiL'"; .—M f'ub . Read bsr:::*;^"'^' ; bv^ feii out owing to ubv
close by.

PSALM LXIII.

i RIMETERS. Again a much misunderstood psalm, from the title onwards,
though the misunderstanding doe-; not at all aflect the leading idea, which is that

pious Jews, at a distance from tiie sanctuary, and in peril of their lives, call upon
Vahwe to restore to them their priceless spiritual privileges. Only at the close of

the psalm does their spokesman refer to the Jerahmeelites and the misery which
they cause, and the vehement language which the common text ascribes to him
gives place in the true text to a simple assertion that Yahwe will certainly

annihilate this dangerous people, and that Israel will praise its God for His
goodness in the temple. The psalm is parallel to Ps. xxxvi.<2', to Pss. xlii.-xliii.

(though that psalm describes more acute sufferings), and to Pss. Ixi. and Ixxxiv.

As in Ps. xlii.-xliii. the speaker is, not any individual, but a company of Jews
living (really, or in the poet's imagination) among Jerahmeelite oppressors. V. 7
(//. II f.), which may appear opposed to this view (cp. Coblenz, 86), is parallel

to passages in xlii.-xliii., and only shows the strength of the personification

(cp. Smend, 121). The unity of feeling in any representative company of faithful

Jews is such that any experience common to all its members in virtue of their

religious standing as IsraeHtes can be and is ascribed to the company.
It is a beautiful though by no means original psalm, and benefits much from

textual criticism. The excision of the violent expre.ssions respecting the slaughter
of the enemies should be a great relief to readers. The removal of ' the king ' in

Zf. 12a (see crit. n. on /. 12) is also no small gain. If correct, it would have to be
a reference to the Messiah ; a reference to some member of the Asmona:an family
is not, in our present stage of critical study, defensible. See yew. AV/. Lj/e, 105
(but cp. O/' 99); Toy, _//)'/,, xviii. ('99), 162, who admits the 'reality' of the
' king' in Ps. Ixi., but not in I's. Ixiii.

Marked : Of ^Arab-ethan. At the goings up to the house of Yahwe. I

I O Yahwe ! for thy courts I seek, 2

My soul thirsts for thy habitation
;

As a gazelle longs for running streams, 3

+So+ long I for thy glorious courts.

For thy lovingkindness is better tlian wine, 4
And thy faithfulness than all spices

;

For beside thee is the fountain of life, 5

With the stream of thy delights thou wilt refresh me.
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For thou wilt satisfy m}- longing with fatness, 6

10 And wilt fill me with a feast of delicacies
;

As for me, I think of thee upon my couch, 7
I muse upon thee in the night-watches.

Thou hast proved thyself a helper unto me, 8

And under the shadow of thy wings I shall abide.

Eagerly does my soul run after thee
;

Let thy right hand uphold me !

O Yahwe ! the Ishmaelites crush me, 10

The hosts of Missur trample upon me
;

Those of Jerahmeel are enraged at me, 1

1

20 Those of Maacath and of Ishmael.

Yahwe will shatter the Jerahmeelites, 12
* * * *

Ever}' one that swears by Him will triumph,

For he will celebrate His work in the sanctuary.

Criiical Notes. Title. The very inappropriate title may have for a
basis r\rv j-)^2 Jn*l':'r^3 (or jniD^S'i:a). The ihovixauxs of G B and 9 is

miswritten for louSnias-.

1. Read -iniirx ^^"nhi'n'? mnv M's HjIN^ ^'?^< is plausible (cxI.

7), but the stichus produced is not symmetrical with the rest. Note

Pasek after D*n'?N-

2. Read >i^3^ HNtp^ ^^r}j3^oV M's nti^l -['? ,1,^3 is an

editor's attempt to make sense of an indistinctly or imperfectly written

"("•njDIi'aV ; note Pasek after the first -^ . A verb n03 would be a

OTT. Aey. with no derivatives. A connection is fancied with Ar. and Syr.

roots meaning 'to be pale-faced, weak-eyed, or blind.' G 6 E' do not

recognize the root, and vocalize HDS • T yy\ ; cp. on xlii. 2; 2 'ijjielfXTai
;

J dcsideravit, representing a second not less faulty tradition.

3. Read D^^ 'p;H)^i'p H^^l^^ (cp- xlii. 2). "y^ as in Cant. iv. 5, vii.4.

"•p"'^^^'? became in M '•'^H)"'^! ; TVI'lZi became y-lN*l and also Iin'^T

(']i was dittographed, and both forms became corrupted). Houb.'s cor-

rection, yiND for Y~)N3, is too superficial, and unless, with Gr., we
arbitrarily read n3^^ , we have still the difficulty of a masculine adjective

(according to the common view of H^'i) coupled with a fern. Of the

passages cjuoted in Ges.'-'"" (.§ \yid) to justify this, three (i K. .\ix-. 11

I S. XV. 9, and the present passage) should certainly be corrected. The
fourth (Jer. xx. 9) stands apart, "Tiy not having a prefixed \ Nor is the
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difficulty of the phnise lessened by the admission that rT'li is not an

adjective, but a substantive (' dryness'). If we might, with Duhm, excise

^'^y as a variant to il^JJ (a most arbitrary proceeding), we might read,

for 0^72 ^^2, D^D ^"r^^*?- l^iit we certainly expect some animal to be

mentioned ; FI^Zl^ is our imitati\e psalmist's substitute for the Tt)'"'^
T •

of xlii. 2.

4. Read Tjli^3 nin:in'? ^i;i3pJJ . M's •]?;; rCs^-rb arises out of

-j^nm~)'? ; 7n''Tn ti'lp^ presents three superfluous letters—a second

sibilant (T), a second palatal (p), and a 1. Apart from these superfluities

/partly due to scribes, partly [1] to an editor), we find a close approach

to the letters of TISDDJ 13 is here omitted as dittographic (3J

follows).

5. M D^^HD • The sense generally given to this statement (not con-

genial to Jewish thought) has no ancient support ; T discovers a contrast

between the eternal life of the righteous and that of the wicked. Read

certainly p^p (Cant. i. 2, iv. 10).

6. M TTjinZLvi^^ ^n3li/ • The connexion is rough ; the idea poor.

Note also the masc. verb with the fern. noun. Read most probably

DV.D'li'21~'73!2 ^jn^D><1 (cp. Cant. iv. 10). If t'DD was written in error
T : T •

I
: • -: -

after D^t2IiQ , 1^ would easily fall out. 7 remams unaccounted for

;

it must have become effaced.

7 f. M ""^nH "nDIH^i *3 . Sense and parallelism disappoint us
T - : ' : V T -:

again. Read W'^U ~)p:3 "^Q^' ""S (xxxvi. \oa). The skill of the editor

was great ; he produced an edifying though not a perfectly suitable sense.

—M ^D3 Stt\^ ^;p->:r2i. Read probably ^jpiz^r) ^'J^i^^ "^nji ; br^y\

fell out after "'TIQ- Cp. xxxvi. 9, Ixv. 10, xxiii. 5.

9 ff. M v^^3j y-^i-nrs Ti^n it^n V33 . Long and tautological.

Read >t:'3^ ](£n/i nSnrj '3
. cp. on xxiii. 5.—M rts'\T\_ 'jn3\:;i

"D'/zn^ • n.3J~1 is not used in plural. Strange and tautological. Read

^;!Nt'ppri U'i;^t T\ryii^'^ (see Isa. xxv. 6).

13-16. Omit ""S , due to dittography.—M "il"lhJ , unsuitable. Read

piS"1l^ (xci. I), with Gr. Du., infelicitously, "IipS .— M r!p31 • Biit 3

should follow. Read r\\b^ (i S. xiv. 22).—M HD'Jj'^ -3. Read
't : T T : T •

"Tjbn^ ""^l- Similarly Cr.

17-24. nj^Vt^V njSm is obscure. G iU \xaTi)v^ NVti'*? ; improbable.
T : T " : . : T :

?inn''!l^? "l^Hn , 'to deliver up,' is suspicious. '?T'?(3m ? If the general
\

"

'

.

..'"•
form of the passage is right, some word descriptive of personal character
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is to be expected. Gr. proposes ^"13^; Toy, pT^. But the whole

passage is suspicious. Evidently the editor has reconstructed it, either

because he wished to get rid of the historical colouring, or because the

passage was indistinctly written, or perhaps for both reasons. The
following may be a near approximation to the true text, judging from

many analogous passages :

—

17 '2")^'^ a^iiy:2t\ [D^nbs^] mn^ lo

"TF ^ ^

24 'i^^i?!?^ i'^^B "I'PL' '?

PSALM LXIV.

1 RIMETERS. Fresh complaints and anticipations of the day of retribution.

Those of the Jerahmeelites (surely no mere slanderers, but skilled archers) who
survive are to repent. Cp. Pss. vii., x., xi., lii., Iviii., Ixxxiii. end ; the phraseo-
logical points of contact are obvious (see crit. notes).

Deposited. Marked: Of ''Arab-ethau

.

i

I Hear my voice, O Yahwe ! in my complaint, 2

Protect me from the sword of the Arabian
;

Hide me from the violence of evil-doers, 3

From the raging of workers of harm.

The Ishmaelites sharpen their sword, 4
The Arabians bend their bow

;

They lie in wait in coverts for the upright, 5

Suddenly they shoot at him, fearing not.

The Jerahmeehtes speak of wicked things, 6

10 The Ishmaelites plan impious deeds
;

The Ishmaelites curse God, 7

And say, ' Who sees us ?

'
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So Yahwe will shoot at them with an arrow, 8

Suddenly will their strokes come.

Yahwe will bring the Ishmaelites to ruin, 9

All who behold them will wag the head :

And those of Jerahmeel will fear, 10

Those of Ishmael will discern Yahwe's work
;

But the righteous will rejoice in Yahwe, 11

20 And all the upright in heart^ will triumph,

Critical Notes. 2. 2'i^i IfTDp ;
too vague. Read ''21J/* ^^H'^

(cp. xci. 5, Lam. v. 9).—M "'^'n ; superfluous. It seems to come from

TTT = ^':'^^D^-|^ a gloss on IIJ^ '^'^'^^ in v. 3 (end). — 3. M liD^.

Read li^rp (lili^::)). — 4- M nt'JI • See on ii. i, Iv. 15, and read

Jn0"l • Cp. lix. 4, ITJI")^ • ^^n (see on /. 2) also represents this word.

—

5. M's Twyj^ spoils the style. Like DJVii'7 (a reference to cruel speeches

is not enough, see vv. 4, 7) it is a fragment of D^'^Ni'Dvi''' • 1T\2
is surely an editorial alteration of QB.")!! (which restore).—6. M D^H.

But yn "|~n is not Hebrew (Iviii. 8 is corrupt). Read Qj^Ii^p (so G).

—

M TO "I2T • Read "'2~iy (cp- Gen. xxi. 20).

7. M Cr^ Dnj^ran irnh . Read probably -yfh '^I'^C

^ini£^Q3 • Misarranged letters led to corruption. ' Lying in wait ' and

'coverts' naturally go together; 'suddenly do they shoot at him " now

comes in more naturally.

9 f. M ir:j'^"1p-Tn"' (Pasek follows). Read D"''7N';2mV l and T,

ro and p confounded.—M ^^l in"! . Read ni^n nZll .—Read

Ht'n"' niSu D''':'Ni^r2iIi^"' .
"^^ underlies TlDp^ ; 'W "1 underlies

D^It^pii^ I'I^lD? • V- 6 in M opens with two dittograms, viz. "V^'Bri'

rty\y {i.e. r\^2} ^nOT) and tenp 'mu ^^rzrs {i.e. ^a^n; jn'^aj).

The readings •Ij'? (S) and ^i:2P\ (MSS) are mere guesses. Cp. the

corrupt *ii?3n in Ixxxviii. 6.

II. !M pby 2'?1 lL''i^ 2np • A Jeremianic commonplace (Jer.

xvii. 9) is unexpected. It is possible that it covers over some painfully

frank description of Israel's enemies. Remembering i. the disguises of

'"^i'nD'D in I's. xlix.; 2. what appears the deliberate substitution of

:i3n2 for y^VI in Job i. 5 ; 3. the editor's habit of breaking up t'Ni'Qti'^

and '^Nrjrn*', and 4. the many corruptions of D^^'?^J in the Psalter, we

' All who lake rcfiipc in him.
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can hardly hesitate to read (Q''n':'J<) mn"" D'''?^<J;pIir> ^:i^i;l . Never-

theless, the editor has left yj^J in x. 3, 13, Ixxiv. 10, 18 in the sense of

' blaspheming (Yahwi;).'

13-18. Point with simple T (cp. vss., especially S T), and for VH
read VH" (Gr.).

15. M DJi^t^^ iQVJ^ in'^^t^P^T. The sing, sufif. is une.xpected, and

ID"*^]/ is altogether unintelligible. \pi7^ , 'tricks' (Hi.), is imaginary.

/QP would be too easy and give an imperfect sense. Very probably in

comes from mil^ , and 1D''7y and DJIli^"^ are two corrupt forms of

D^'^W,::::;'' (cp. on xxxvi. 3).

17. 2 and Gr. read ^^<"^V but ^^i^^'' (with simple Waw) is correct.

D~TJ<~t'3 , which follows, can hardly be right ; it is superfluous after

D2 HNT/D . What we expect (cp. lix. 14, Ixxxiii. 17, 19) is a reference

to the effect of the judgment on the surviving enemies. ']1''2'' , too, is not

natural, and Duhm well corrects into 11^3^ . He keeps the very difficult

•I'^^SDrr , but omits D1N~'7D "l^^T^I as a gloss on v. g^. This is hardly

right. Dli<"7D combines two fragments of Qv^<D^"l^ , and ITDDH is

a corruption of D^'^WDti'^ , which is a correction of the corrupt word

read as inti^i^OT . Read, therefore,

ig. Read rTDii'''1 ; 1 precedes. Bi., Du. omit 13 HDm as a mere

amplification. It may, however, represent 13 ''Dn~/'3 . a variant to

2b n^'"'?3 • Cp. V. 12.

PSALM LXV.

X ENTAMETERS. Pious Israel, at the time of the ' end,' gives thanks to Yahwe
for its privilege of drawing near to God (cp. v. 8), and for the destruction of its

enemies, represented by the Jerahmeelites. So at least according to the revised

text. The common view, based on the received text, is different. The mention

of the pastures, the flocks, and the corn {v7\ 13 f.) is lliought to point to the

Passover season, and that of Yahwe's subjugation of turbulent elements in the

non-Jewish nations {vz'. 6, 8 f.),to some recent deliverance of Israel. Parallelisms

between Ps. Ixv. and Pss. xlvi. and Ixvi. seem to Del. and Kirkp. to connect the

former with the deliverance of Jerusalem from Sennacherib. We have seen,

however, that Ps. xlvi. is no mere ' historical lyric,' but a great eschatological

prophecy clothed in poetical form ; and such P.ss. Ixv. and Ixvi. should also be.

But then, why the abrupt introduction of references to the natural blessings of

spring-tide, which are by no means to be expected after the introductory stanzas?

A close inspection of the text reveals many points of affinity to passages containing

transformations or corruptions of names like 'Jerahmeelites,' iS:c. Bii. himself

points out that the text of this psalm varied in ancient times (cp. y. fro/. Theol.

'82, pp. 640 f.).
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Deposited. Marked: Of'Arab-etJian. i

I To thee let praise be chanted,
|
O Yahwe ! in Zion

;
2

To thee let vows be performed
|
in Jerusalem.

To thy holy place, let men come
|
with the sound of the

horn, 3

Let them chant thy mighty deeds
|
with the sweet notes

of their lyres. ' 4

Israel thou didst choose and bring near
|
to dwell in thy

courts

;

5

With the boons of thy house we will fill ourselves,
|
with

the delicacies of thy temple.

Glorious art thou in righteousness,
|
O God, who art our

succour, 6

Who didst deliver us from the Misrim,
j
and from those of

Jerahmeel,

—

+A God+ who setteth fast the mountains by his power,
|

glorifying himself with prowess, 7

]0 Who stills the booming of ocean,
|
the tumult of its billows! 8

The Jerahmeelites were afraid of thee,
|
the inhabitants of

Zarephath, 9

Missur and Rehoboth were amazed at thee,
|
Arabia and

the Hagarites.

Thou hast taken heed of the land and restored it,
|
thou

hast succoured greatly, 10

The Jerahmeelites are swallowed up,
|
their pride is cut off.

Broken are the walls of the Arabs,
[
and their habitations ; 1

1

Thou hast shattered Rehoboth, thou hast destroyed
|
the

dwelling-places of Zarephath. 1

2

Their palaces are burned with fire,
|
the castles of Missur^ ; 13

1 f. In Zlon, A.C. For the sum- great fact of its election—it is to ' dwell
mons is addressed to the whole people ; in Vahwe's courts' (xxiii. 6, xxvii. 4,
' Open ye the gates, that the righteous &c.). 'Paradise Regained ' is there ; a
nation may enter' (Isa. xxvi. 2). The heavenly feast is prepared for Israel in

'song of praise ' and the ' performance the temple (xxxvi. 9 f., Ixiii. 6, i'c).

of vows' are parallel, as in xxii. 26, I. ^.jq. The psalmist calls to mind
14, 1x1. 9, cxvi. 17 f. tjje great primeval war of supernatural

5. Israel's ideal is involved in the beings, when the ocean was quelled,

* Jerahmeel. Hagarites. Ishmaelites. Missur. Amalekites. Zarephathites.

Asshurites.
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and Rahab(?) was broken in pieces hostile powers in the time of llie ' end.'

(Ixxxix. 9 f., Isa. li. 9 f. ; cp. Isa. xvii. Cp. xlvi. 3 f.

12 f.)- Then the great earth-mountain, II f. Parallels, xlviii. 5-7, Ixxxiii.

or, as the later writers said, the nioun- 6, &c.
tains, could be planted (cp. Prov. viii. 14. The pride of the Edomites is

25). Sea and mountains, as they now specially mentioned (Obad. 3).

exist, are alike proofs of Yahwe's IS-'?- Cp. ix. 7, Am. i. 12. On
' prowess,' and not inferior evidence the list of names in the note, see crit.

will 1)6 his predicted victory over all note.

Crit. Notes (cp. Ruben, Critical Remarks, '93, p. 23).

1. M n*D^ , a non-existent word (see on xxii. 3). G npenti (so S),

hence Hitz., Ew., Ba-, Che. (Ps." and JBL, xvii. 207), Ruben, We.

(doubtfully), Du., read H^fyn , 'is fitting.' Cp. TIW , 'to be suitable'
T • TT

(Esth. ill. 8, and i. 22 ?). But if the psalmist had meant this, he would

have used another word

—

r\)i^2 (xxxiii. i), which indeed Gr. reads here-

And what would ' seemly for thee ' mean ? ' Seemly for thee to offer
'

(see again xxxiii. i)?! Read "IQTn , although the Pual is not found in

M. JHTI^I would easily be misread iT'Dl-

2. The second hemistich is d':'!:'')")"'! (so GsRT, Vg.). Tl fell out

after ll, and ubv became ];r2U^ (7;. 2), i.e. ^Qt^ (G S J), or ;^J2't (M)-

Observe too the nearness of D'^Ii'"' • Parallelism and metre are now

satisfied. ,

3. M yi^ nb^n, which comes out of yiU! ib^p , i-c. "["'^Ip'^'^-

To complete the hemistich transfer 1K2^ .—M "lU^Il~'?3 . Sotne explain
T T T

(so OP., 292 ; Bertholet, Stellung., igi, 220), by comparing the bold

universalism of Mai. i. 11 ; cp. v. 9. But the stress laid in //. i, 2 on

Zion and Jerusalem is adverse to this. Might we then, comparing Joel

ill. I, Isa. Ixvi. 23, suppose 'all flesh' to mean only the congregation of

Israel together with the proselytes ? So Bickell, Duhm. But this is

improbable ; in P (who is surely strict enough as an Israehte) "1^3.~73
T T T

has no such limitation ; it even includes the lower animals (Gen. vi. 12 f.,

vii. 15 f., ix. II, 15). In Joel iii. i we should probably read ~iT'3~'7D~7^

'?i<nii'\ and in Isa. Ixvi. 23, and in our own passage HSili^ t'ipH-
T :

4. M begins, mjlj/ ^131 , on which Dathe remarks, ' Vocabulum

^^"T redundat uti s;tpe.' Recent scholars, however, find a periphrasis to

express manifoldness. Very prosaic and improbable (cp. on xxxv. 20/'). G
Xdyoi avi\).<jiv. But surely l^'^IQT comes from TIQT^ (3 and y both

represent Q, T and 1 are phonetically akin). TIU nj=7^/Tn3J-

—

M ^2D. Gr., Du. 1^(21^2 (after G), but this is a mere patch on a faulty

text. Read ''D"'J7j[3j ; cp. on cl. 4. M's IJ^^l^D, which follows, is

probably due to editorial manipulation of the same word, indistinctly
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written (IJ = :2)- DID^n Hj"1i< is evidently a corruption of DIT'Jl'lJ3 ;

the parallelism is now perfect. Cp. Ixxxi. 3 f, xcviii. 5 f.

5. The want of consecutiveness in 7'. 5 is remarkable. in^Jl is

also the wrong tense. *G indeed gives ov t'^eXe^co koI irpoafXdjSov. This is

perhaps arbitrary, G's text being on the whole identical with M's, but it

expresses a right feeling. '•nti'J^ sometimes is a corruption of "^hJIti?^

.

It is so here ; observe the Pasek, and note that the mention of Israel

corresponds to that of Zion and Jerusalem. Read /mriB t'i^'lii'^

'ijn^ X2p7 Zllpi^T • The continuity of the stanza is now restored.

6. M U}lp ; G ^ip . T has J^l^rilp. But parallelism requires

]\Ln3. (xxxvi. 9) ; so Gr.

7. Again a warning Pasek. p"T2i3. 1
Dii^lij , a second accusative

to ^Jjyn . But the construction is unexpected, and p"Tii2 is ambiguous.

And why the imperfect ? G davfiaa-ros eV diKaioa-vvr] ; does this imply

simply ^i"^^J ? At any rate, it does not help us much. But our course

is clear, without the versions. Read np"T^2 r^Di^ ^^^^J • The Jl
't T : • T - T

(=n) in I^J^n belongs to pllJ. IJjp has sprung out of ^2);'^''^ (written

too soon).

8. Again a strange want of consistency in M's text. Duhm remarks,

' Certain as it is that only the Jews can be meant in z>7'. 3d and Ga, the

poet can believe in some connexion of all mankind with Elohim (cp. Gen.

ix. I ff.) and in an obscure attraction of the heathen towards the true God
(cp. 7'. 9).' It is wonderful that no one has attempted to disintegrate the

psalm because of this inconsistency. Nothing important for the sense is

won by reading 0"'^^^ (Gr., Che.'i', We., Du. ; cp. T) or O^ii) (Weir ; cp. S)

for Q"* . What we require is a definite mention of the past danger. Read

D'''?^<lp^^''^
I
Q"'"1iiQD ^JD^3<':3. The present text, however, gives us a

pleasing idea of the religion of the editor.

9. M "IThtJ. Surely unnatural. Read either nj^J (Gr.), cp. Ex.
T : V T : V

XV. 6, and see on xciii. i, or ~lini .

10. M n^3;ir;^ ,
' who stills ' ? But a J12W II-< ' to still,' is unproven.

In Ixxxix. 10, for DHQliTl Cj perhaps reads lO^pti,'/! {KaTci-rrpavfeis : cp. G,

xciv. 13). In Prov. xxix. 1 1, n2.1V (G strangely ra/iifi'erat) should be ']]vr\

(Bi., Frankenb., Toy). Here G has 6 a-vvTapda-a-oii' = V^'^D (cp. Ixxvii.

17, G). Read rather l^'^pWD Note Pasek.—M D'•^2^{'7 1V.2m . Kon.,

§ 375^ finds here the Waw ' adu:quationis ; if the text is right, it is rather

the Waw of explanation, common in glosses. In fact, '7 '^ might be a

scribe's explanation of the ' roaring of the ocean,' suggested by Isa.

xvii. 12. ''D^<7 , however, is one of the possible corruptions of
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D v^<Dm^ (see Enc. Bib., art. ' Leummim '), and a comprehensive study

of this passage in its context suggests that TJI^ is the true reading here

(see next note).

11. Jli^p ''3ti'^, o' KaroiKovvT€^ TCI TTfpaTa. An unexampled expres-

sion. ^V"1/nX!^ ; I.e., says Duhm, at the comets, ecHpses, tempests, Sec;

or, as 01. and most, at the judicial acts of Yahwc in history. Note,

however, the facility of corruption in "y/lDIKQ (see Ixxiv. 4, 9). Let us

transfer the suffix in this suspicious word to the opening verb, and take in

'm'' from V. 8 (see last note), and read -Q^^
| D'^'^^^DITI'' "^J^i^l^T

12. M G 213^1 Ipil "'^<i^^D • what can this mean ? Is it equivalent

to 2"1>j;^T nnri^ ,
' east and west ' ? And if so, does it mean the regions

T -: - T :

of east and west or their inhabitants ? These unnatural explanations can

hardly be right. Hence Konig {Stylistik., 28) explains 'the outgoings' as

= 'those who go forth,' i.e. caravans, which often set out in the evening.

M ]''jnn ; G repyf/eis. Whether the form ^''jnn exists is more than

doubtful (see on xxxii. 11). Kbnig, ' thou makest to exult by the shining

forth of sun, moon, and stars.' Gr. conjectures D''^}ji^Q , with an allusion

to the deliverance from Babylon. Applying our historical key, and

remembering the tendency of editors to confound 2"iy w'ith 3"!^*! we

should probably read (cp. xlviii. 6),

—

13. M rrpp'ti^m 7 from \)W, Joel ii. 24, iv. 13 (Hifil). G prefers

rj\)tr\\; cp. t' ^/^^pt:^^<^ (so g 2 j). Rather n^nn'^jni (ix. 3)-—m
n^lli^yn , surely not with /IS,"! ? The general sense of the psalm

requires njHji^Ii^n- G nearly as M.

14. M W^O is7D UTwii !lt'S • This ought to mean a metaphorical

stream defending Jerusalem, symbolic of the favour of Yahwe (cp.

xlvi. 5 ?— Isa. xxxiii. 21). As the context now stands, we can only

interpret it of the rain (cp. Job xxxviii. 28 ?—reading 7tO ^J7D) ; ^7311

or (Ruben) j'^S'^ would, however, be an improvement. But, as Gratz

and Ruben have noticed, the context is not free from corruption. In

accordance with analogy let us read D\':'i^pnT ^v)>^2 D^1'?^* , n'^'D

ibi^D), and U'^i2 are all regular corruptions of TlT •—M DJI11 VDD
TT T • T

njOil ]D~^3 • Even if the blessings of agriculture are referred to, DJJ"T

is unexpected. Ruben rT2^T^3 ; G ttjv Tpo(f)f]v avrwv. Cp. G, 2 Chr. xi.

23. Read DiSil n"1D3 • 'D P"0 is dittographic.
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15. M nn r\^^'7D An editorial adaptation of a miswritten

correction Q^'^'J^Qm^ (see /. 14). The inff. absol. n^ll and /inj are

unexpected. That JIFTJ in the sense of ' washing down ' is very strained,

is pointed out by Hupfeld. Does such a Piel exist ? See on xviii. 35.

—

M nin^ Dm, to which we must add Q^n^2")3 • Read DlllJ ^DHl

D''3"1i? (cp. on D^n^m, Ixxii. 6).—M H^Jjiari, but G ev(j)pav6i]<TeTai.

Read probably DH-riiDl^pT.

16. M -rria-n
I

r\rtD':i. Read jiiirn n'inrj.—M D2t niisr
'••t: t:- :t:-t - : t : -

^riiiiO • An unexampled expression. If the ordinary view of the

psalm be retained, we might read with Gr., Ptl'^]^ , and with Herz

^^I^<^3J^ ; we might perhaps omit H'l^D (so read for jljli/) as a ditto-

gram. But there is a better remedy for the faults of the text. Read

-
: T ; : * t : — *

17. M y^lj"^ '[^'QVy '^'h'3ty|D^^ The expression 'the paths of Yahwe'

has been much admired. But it is strange that the figure should be so

obscurely expressed. ^''.3731 would be more natural (cp. /. 11, and
' VT :

Job xxix. 6). But the passage has been editorially manipulated. Read

probably tVi^ ^3"iii;p Dn^bD^n.

18. 13i?T is dittographed. For iniD J"li^J3 read -n:i3 j-liJDlNi

.

The rest of the stanza (and psalm ?) is lost. What follows appears to be

the composition of the editor, based on a string of names, 7l<l2m*

,

Dnjn, D vi^yD^^ , "Sic. (as above), appended by a learned scribe in

illustration of the circumstances referred to in the psalm. One is sorry

to lose almost the only passage in which laughter is used as ' the symbol

of innocent, refreshing hilarity of spirit' (cp. Spectator^ Jan. 19, 1889).

PSALM LXVL— I.

1 Ri.MKTERS. Certainly a 'new' or Messianic psalm, though ' Vahwe reigns'

does not occur in the extant portion of our psalm. The title in Ci has been thought

to imply that v. ()a was explained of the resurrection of tlie nation. This, however,
is most unlikely. Any one could have seen that the image presented was not that

of a dead body raised to life, but that of a living organism supernaturally protected

amidst crushing pain and ordeals of fire and flood. Literally speaking, the

painful purifying process is not yet ended, but faith supports itself by imagining

the happy goal to have been reached. Tiie poem is not original. Literary

reminiscences or commonplaces abound. Cp. f. i with xcvi. i, xcviii. 4 ; i'. 7/'

with xi. 4, Prov. xv. 3, also Vs. Ixviii. 7, 19 ; v. 10 with Isa. xlviii. 10, Jer. ix. 7,

Zech. xiii. 9, Mai. iii. 3 (see also notes). The Arabians, Ishmaelites, <S;c., are

mentioned as representatives of Lsrael's foes. It is a part of the psalmists*

eschatology that the survivors of the comiuered nations will be won over to a

sincere obedience to Yahwe.
Ixvi.(') is also in trimeters. It may have been written as an appendix to

Ixvi.f), after the original close of that psalm had been lost, or if this closing

portion was omitted by design, as a substitute for it. In the stress which it lay.-*
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upon sacrifices it reminds us of the brief appendix to Ps. li. (vv. 20 f.), which, by
the way, may also very well be a substitute for the original close of that psalm.

This will account for the absence of any descripiion of the past affliction of the

speaker. And who is the speaker ? Surely not an individual ; surely this is not

a lituri^ical form for the special use of any pious Israelite who had vowed a

sacrifice and came to the temple to fulfil his vow (Jacob, ZAIV, xvii. ['97], 68).

That even Duhm should hold this improbable view, is strange. What individual

could offer the large sacrifices described in v. 15? 'Probably the formula was
variable,' says Duhm. This is altogether against sound criticism. The psalm
fragment may indeed have been appropriated by individuals ; and the bare

possibility exists that individuals dealt freely wiih lines 5-9, omitting or altering (?)

them. But it can only have been written for a Person capable of offering all the

sacrifices here described, and that Person is the community of temple-worshippers
(cp. Isa. i. 11). The passage is exactly parallel to xxii. 23-27, except that it is

doubtful there whether the feast spoken of is partly material or wholly spiritual

;

also to Ps. cxvi. Certainly the persons addressed in the second stanza (seen in its

emended form) are not merely the worshippers who had come to the temple to

partake of a private sacrificial feast, but pious Jews everywhere; as in xxxiv. 12,

the psalmist thinks of the wider audience reached by the written word. That ' my
soul ' can be said by the personified community is proved by Isa. xxvi. 9 ; Jer. iv.

31 ; Lam. i. 16; we need not therefore assume, with Beer, that the psalmist in

7'. 16 distinguishes himself from the community.
Nor is it only on sacrifices that the psalmist lays stress ; how indeed could this

be? lie is not, like the author of Ps. 1., of the school of Jeremiah, but he regards

sacrifices, not as mere forms, but as symbolic of obedience. ' Under the lips' of

the speaker there is 'no guile' (cp. Isa. liii. <)!>). To obey the law of sacrifice

and not the law of civil justice would be inconsistent with such a statement. In
no single respect has the speaker been ' disloyal' to \'ahwc's ber'ith. Had it been
otherwise, God would have searched this out and punished it. But so far from
this being the case, he has heard Israel's prayer ; he has made good his plighted

word (//. 17 f.). Cp. Ps. xliv., 17-21.

r.x^I.— I,

Deposited Marked : A sotig of praise. I

I [Sing unto Yahwe a new song,]

Shout unto Yahwe, all ye upon earth.

Chant hymns to his glor}-, O ye of Ishmael
;

2

Chant hymns, O ye of Jerahmeel.

Say, Greatly hast thou exalted thyself ! 3

All thy foes do homage unto thee ;

The Arabians seek thee eagerly, 4
The Ishmaelites chant hj-mns unto thee.

Come ye and see his wonders

—

5

10 +How+ terribly he dealt with the traitors !

The Ishmaelites and Hagarites were routed, 6

The Arabians and the Jerahmeelites.

He rules the peoples by his might
; 7

His eyes keep watch over the nations
;

Let the sufferers rej'oice in him.

Let the upright chant hymns unto God.
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Bless ye our God, O ye suffering ones, 8

Make the sound of his praise to be heard,

Who has kept our soul in life, 9
20 And has not suffered our feet to tremble.

For thou, O God, hast proved us, lO

Thou hast smelted us as they smelt silver
;

Thou broughtest us into the abyss, II

Thou didst put us in the depths of water
;

Thou didst lift up the head of our haters, 1

2

******
Through fire and through water did we pass,

But thou broughtest us into an ample space.

LXVI.—2.

I I will enter thy house with burnt offerings, 13

I will pay unto thee my vows,

Those which came forth from my lips, 14

And my mouth uttered, when I was in straits.

Burnt offerings of failings will I bring up to thee, 15

With [fat] of the kidneys of rams ;*

I will place bullocks [upon thine altar],

I will bring up lambs [and] he-goats.

Come, hearken, let me recount 16

10 What he has done for myself.

If I had cried unto him with my mouth, 17

When under my lips was guile.

If in my heart had been no honesty, 18

The Lord would not have hearkened [to my voice]
;

But God has hearkened, 19

He has listened to the voice of my prayer.

Blessed be God, who has not withdrawn 20

18 His pledge of loving-kindness and faithfulness !

7 f. Similnr sympathetic language 21 f. Hast proved us, &c.
is found elsewhere (see on \viii. 45). Cp. xii. 7, xvii. 3, xxvi. 2.-23 f- Cp.

9. Cp. xlvi. 9.—10. JVith the l^'^^- 3-

traitors. See on ix. 6.— 14. Keep
watch ; cp. Prov. xv. 3. Retribution, 27 f. rire and water are

though delayed, is certain ; hence the images for the extremes of jieril ; cp.

summons to rejoice in //. 15 f.— 19 f. Isa. xliii.2. So an ample y/ar(f means
Cp. cxvi. 8. freedom and ease (xviii. 20).
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Critical Notes. Title. G amo-Tao-ecos = H^nn ,
perhaps a corruption

T • :

of 7hr\r\\ cp. /. 18.

iff. Insert ^in TI£^ TWTXh ^Tti' (xcvi. i)
;

parallelism requires

this. Here and elsewhere we must read XWTV for D\"l7N •
— For

iDi:;"li33, ns in xxix. 2a, read D'''7i<;^Dt:^"' lilS- Cp. on /. 8.

4. M ^r^^'tir, an error caused by the preceding VOti' ; but cp. also

Ixviii. 5. M's reading cannot be defended by Josh. vii. 19, Isa. xlii. 12,

where mn"'V follows. Read, not n''^ (Gr., Du.), nor '\TV'^ (Perles),

but n^r (S); T became ^, 1 became \—M iJlVriP lillD- Clearly

something is amiss. Gr., We., Du. point 112^- But 'the glory of his

praise ' is tautological. "T3D represents one of the current distortions of

[D"']'7^<^:^~)•' ; in'?:!/!, too, probably represents "'bom-

5. M hJ")i3"nrp ; G ws (/joiSepa (plur.; a guess). Read (for "'n'??^':'

^<~nr^^) Ty^'jv^ l^<p (cp. xivii. lo).

6. M G TJ-T:? 2ill '^"''W]^ ' Clearly wrong. Read TjniJ Tj'p ^injR'^'^

(transferred from ?'. 4, corn text, where it was dittographed ; note Pasek).

7. M r^nDV Read ^inv}'> (see on xviii. 45).—M '^"'l''j<. Read

D^^n^ (one of the regular corruptions or alterations).

~ 8f. M's n^D ^1:2^ nDr comes from a dittographed W^hi^V^t^-—

M wnbi^ J^'i'^i^S'P- Read vriii^'ps^

10. M T^i ''J3, 7y. There are perhaps some passages which favour
T T •• :

"

the view that the Jews more and more regarded themselves as the

true human kind, all else having become corrupt. But it would

be neither in accordance with M's representation of the context nor

with that given in our text to include this passage among them. Read

Dn^n"':'!? (cp. Iviii. 2).

II f. M r\1D2^b I D"* 1^71; so G. But, in accordance with xlvi. 9,
T T - : T - T

we expect a reference to something of contemporary interest, and Pasek

warns us to distrust the text. (11^2"''? D^ conceals one tribal name, and

-injin (M G) another. Read Dn;in'i D^^m;pt^^ ODH.—M bp2 ^in^-

Read D'''?Srpm''T D^2ip. 'n~)"'T has two beats.— On close of 7'. 6 see

next note.

13. M D /iy ; note preceding Pasek. G «V rfj Swaa-Tfla rov alojvos

aiiTov. ub^y never means ' the world ' in Biblical Hebrew (see Enr. Bib.,

• Eternal'), nor could the ideas of eternity and omniscience be combined

in the same line. Read Q'^QJ^'?.
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15. M 13 nn.'Dt^'J DZ* (supported by G), at end of 7: 6, as if refer-

ring to the crossing of the river, &c. Bii. explains Qlt' ,
' on the occurrence

of such events,' and regards the drying up of the sea and the crossing of

the river on foot as symbolical expressions for frequently occurring

manifestations of God's care for Israel. Duhm connects the words with

'1.11 bv?2 in the next verse, and alters Q^r into htflD (inf. abs.), but
T ~ T

'heals' the 'hurt' of the text too 'lightly.' Surely the passage is the

missing line of the next quatrain, and should run 12 IllQii^^ ^''^.^i-! ^^^^

J in nriQ^O comes from D^^J^)-

16. M rbu Sd? ^;::n"'"'?^*
I
DmiDn , which Duhm renders,

'rebels cannot lift themselves up' {/.r. triumph) ; the H in 'DH is, of

course, dittographed. The only modern scholar who has questioned

D^mD is Street (1790). Both here and in Ixviii. 7, 19 he gives 'D the

sense of ' exiles,' comparing nilD > Isa. xlix. 21, which, however is non-

existent (see SBOT. Isa., Heb., 145). Certainly 'rebels ' is unsuitable to

the context both here and in Ps. Ixviii. ^^h ID^'' (Kr. IDIT) is also

very improbable ; where is the object ? Note the warning Pasek. Read

Wrhi^ T\tiiV nniir^ . b^ , id'? , and nt'D are all fragments (D comes

from D) of Wrh'i^

.

17. M DV^^; unsuitable. Note Pasek, and read D^^JV (/'J= ^J)-

19 f. M D'^n ; obscure. Read "lQ(£'n (Gr.).—Read 'd^dj (Hi.,

Du.) ; but cp. Kon., Syut., § 2001;-.

23. M nil:»!D2L ; obscure. Read, not nn^ia^ (Gr. ; 2 iroXiopKia),

but nS^ipn" (Ixviii. 23, ixix. 3).—M ir;)^^^ r\\>v^r2 r)r;iv. Herz

suggests nplifD (cp. G S) ; but we should have expected rbrOn or

Dn'':^ (Isa. xxi. 2, Nah. ii. 11). Read almost certainly ''|!5.^y;^3 IJP^P^

D"'^ • See exeg. note.

25. M 1J;:;S")'p t^ij^} PllSin. G tnelSl^aa-as
-, J iiiipusuisti. The

sense is not clear, nor is Isa. li. 23 phraseologically parallel. Read

•irj^iii/'p I^S~1 niDin (cp. Ixxxix. 43a). The parallel line has

dropped out.

28. M iTTl'?. G (ets ava^vxr]v) Ax\^ all the vss. presuppose iimi'?
T T :t t t :t

(cp. xviii. 20). See Bii.,/. Prot. T/i., '82, p. 641. So most moderns.

lxvi.(-> 3. M TIE)'^ i:iD ")^^^ . Is ^J^SIi' the subject or the object? At
T T : T V ~:

any rate, HiiS) is an unsuitable word, for it implies inconsiderate speech

(Judg. xi. 35 f.. Job XXXV. 16). Read, of course, \135£'P ^^^^^ "I'-yh^

(cp. Judg. xi. 36).
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5 ff. M DTt'D- A non-existent word. Read Q''i^'>'-\:p (see SBOT,
Heb. on Isa. v. 17 [Engl. ed. p. 83]).— Insert ^^TT, and for JlliOp read

certainly r\vb3 (Isa. xxxiv. 6).—M ^Tii;3;^^ . The context suggests

^^•^^? (Herz) ; cp. xcvi. 8. Insert '^Jl^'^D'b'i^ ; cp. Isa. Ix. 7.—

M

nbv Dn^inp'DP- Read ^'^l;^«i nmr^yi an3; cp. again isa. xxxiv.

6, and Ps. Ixix. 2- (corr. text), nbu, as so often, replaces a word of the

original text, y and D are often confounded.

II f. M 'm^^ mr) D^n*! ^r^^^^|^->s rbi<- Read vbiji [Dhi]

'b 'n ^'2'):2^ ^Sn ^nSnp. (Herz, f^J 'b 'n n^-|,'21, taking over
T ; • •

; • T T -IT T ; •

l^^i Ll'k^. fi'om next verse. See also Ruben, OvV. Remarks^ 18).

13 f. M ""ibl ''J^''^^^"D^i p^i a most improbable use of HNI .

Read '•3'?3 'V^'' '^'^ DJ<-— Insert '•'^ip (Bi.) ; metre.

17 f. Omit -lI:r^^.—M 'rb'^n- Read, not Tl^nn (Du.), but

j"l*"1^ . The corruption is analogous to that of JlliOp from Jlv'^D .—

M

'r^hJro ilDni. Read iriDl^l non. A self-evident but quite over-

looked correction.

PSALM LXVII.

J. RiMETERS. An anticipation of the full sovereignty of Yahwc. The psalm
consists of three strophes ; (2) and (3) have an initial refrain. In //. 1-3 there is

an echo of part of the high-priestly l)lessing (Num. vi. 24 f.).

Deposited. For the Ishmaelites . Marked. I

I Let [Yahwe] our God have pity upon us, 2

Let him bless us and have compassion upon us,

Let him make his face to shine upon us,

That thy way may be known upon earth, 3

Thy deliverance among all nations !

Let the peoples give thanks to thee, O Yahwe ! 4
Let the peoples, all of them, give thanks to thee,

Let the nations rejoice with loud acclaim, 5

For thou wilt rule the peoples justly,

10 And lead them in the right paths.

Let the peoples give thanks unto thee, O Yahwe ! 6

Let the peoples, all of them, give thanks unto thee,

[For] righteously thou wilt judge the world.

Let Yahwe our God bless us.

And let all the ends of the earth revere him !
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if. Read ^2'nbi$ m.T (/• 14).— Insert ^JDH"]^! ; G (s^-ai: »)

Koi (Xftjaai rjfias.

10. M yii^n
, D'^ahib^. Parallelism is wanting. y)J<2 is otiose ;

the suffi.x in DHin is unnecessary. Note Pasek, and read p"T^ '''^iiy^T^I

(xxiii. 3). Y")K and plii are liable to confusion (like pTfl and 1"i:i).

13 f. M n':)12^~njn3 \^^*• Miserably poor. It is usual to com-
T : T : T ' V V

pare Ixxxv. i^^, but (i) v. i;^a prepares for d, and (2) v. 13 is an

interpolation. The text is corrupt. Read 'iJ^P TTn pl.^^S (^cvi. 13,

xcviii. 9).—Omit second D^'^'7^J IJDH^ (dittogram).

PSALM LXVIII.

X^SALMS Ixviii.C and Ixviii.(-) are in different metres, the one consisting of

irimeters, the other of tetrameters. Both, however, are composed of pentads, and
from the many points of affinity between the two poems we may assume tlial the

second was written as a supplement to the first. Tiie main idea of l)oth poems is

the near termination of Israel's misery and the reestablishment of the divine

kingdom on Mount Zion. It is the retrospect in Ixviii."' which is referred to

when the second poet speaks of the ' recounting of all Yahwe's wonders ' and the

praising of Yahwe as the ' Marshal of Israel' (//. 11-20). The ' wonders ' are the

progress of Yahwe at the head of his people from Edom to Mount Zion, which is

regarded as a type of the restoration of the Jewish exiles from captivity in Edom,
and of Yahwe's second and definitive occupation of the lioly mount of Zion

(cp. xxiv. 7-10). Special use is made of the song in Judg. v., whose reputed

author (Deborah) is apparently referred to as a ' prophetess.'

With regard to the date of Ps. Ixviii. (or rather, one ought to say, of Ixviii.'-J)

it has been thought that the mention of ' Bashan ' in f. 23, of the four tribes

which correspond to the two provinces of the Palestinian Jewry in v. 28, of the
' beast of the reeds ' and of the ' quarrelsome peoples ' in v. 31 point to some part

of the Greek jieiiod, viz. either the period of the havoc wrought in Palestine by
the first Ptolemy (u.c. 320?) or one of the later periods (between 220 and 217
or between 203 and 198 b.c.) when the prospect of the downfall of Ptolema;an

rule may have excited Messianic expectations (see OP. 192). ^Yellh. (Sl-izzen,

vi. 177) and Smend (^Rel.-gesi-hS-\ 265, 368) even think of the age of Judah the

Maccabee (cp. i I\Iacc. v.), while Duhm regards our psabn as a celebration of the

enter])rizes of Alexander Jannivus (b.C. 104-78). According to the traditional

text the two first-mentioned views appear to be the most tenable. W. R. Smith,
however, thought it safer not to rely on these supposed historical indications, and
inclineil (doubtfully) to refer Ps. Ixviii. to the time of the overthrow of the

Persian empire (OT/C'-', 440). .Ml that we can say is that the Jerahmeelite or

Edomite oppression was not yet over, that the temple was rebuilt, and that pious

temple-worshippers were looking out for a speedy divine interposition to complete
what was lacking in Israel's deliverance. Among the phraseological jiarallelisms

in Ixviii.'-i, observe especially t'. 23 and Zech. x. 10, Isa. xxvii. 13 ; v. 24 and
Isa. Ixiii. i, 3, 6 ; 77'. 29, 31 and passages in Pss. xxii. and xlii.-xliii., and of course

note the connexion between Part ii. and Judg. v.

Dr. J. P. Peters, who has already recognized the composite character of the

psalm, assumes a considerable interval between the component parts of the work
(New World, ii. ['96], p. 301). There is, from our jioint of view, no valid reason

for such a theory. The imitative style of Ps. Ixviii.'", and its view of Israel

as God's poor (note the phrase 'the orphans,' //. 11, 30 ff.) exclude a pre-exilic

date, while Ps. Ixviii."*, which presupposes Ixviii.'".. has late characteristics of its

own in abundance.
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LiTERATURK (a SI:I,ECTI0.\).

Ed. Reuss, Dev 68 Ps., ein De.nkiiial exegetischer Nuth it. Kunst ('51).

Ch. Bruston, Uii chant de gueri'e du temps de Josiie ('66).

J. P. N. Land, ' Drie Psalmen verklaard,' Theol. Tijdschr., '72, 540 fif.

J. Grill, ' Der achtundsechzigste Psalm ('83).

J. Halevy, ' Le Ps. Ixviii.,' Rev. des. etudesJnives, xix. ('89), 1-16.

A. Hilgenfeid, 'Die Schlacht bei Lssos iin A. T.,' Zt. f. wiss.Th. xxx. ('86),

91 ff.

J. W. Pont, Ps. Ixviii. Eene exegetisch-krilische Stitdie ('87).

Isid. Loeb, La Litteratttre des Paiivrcs ('92), 69, n. 5.

^L Xoordtzij, Dc dZste cii de i6de psalm vertaald en verklaard (1900).

Deposited. Of ''Arab-Ethan. Marked. i

Part I,

I Yahwe arises, his enemies scatter, 2

Before him his haters flee.

Like smoke which [the wind] dispels
; 3

As wax melts before the fire,

+So+ perish the wicked before Yahwe
;

But let the righteous rejoice, exult, 4
Before Yahwe let them triumph in +their+ joy:

Sing unto Yahwe, chant unto him,
5

Praise him who rides upon the clouds,

10 Glorify Yahwe, exult before him.

A father of the orphans and the sojourners 6

Is God in his holy habitation
;

Yahwe makes the outcasts his house-mates, 7
He brings forth the prisoners according to his righteousness

;

Surely the upright shall dwell in his courts.

Part II.

^When thou wentest forth before thy people, 8

When thou marchedst from the highlands of Aram,
The earth quaked, the heavens swayed to and fro,- 9
[The clouds also dropped water,]

20 At thy presence, O God of Israel.

With the treasures of heaven [above] 10

Thou didst bless thine inheritance, O Yahwe,

And all that it contained thou madest ready :

With thy corn they were satisfied therein, 11

In thy goodness thou didst prepare for the people.

' O Vahwc. - At the presence of God, this Sinai.
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Yahwe gave a prophetess 12

Who brought glad tidings of great booty :

' Kings of armies [have fled,] 13

The Lord [has succoured] his beloved ones

;

30 His dove shall divide the spoil.

' Though she dwells among the ashmounds, 14

Her wings will he overlay with silver,

And her pinions with gold
;

In the pavilion of the kings shalt thou sit, 15

[O folk of Naphtali] and Zebulon.'

O mountain of Jerahmeel, mountain of Cushan, 16

mountain of Gebalon, mountain of Cushan,

Wherefore skippest thou, O mountain of Gebalon, 17

Because of the mount wherein Yahwe would fain dwell,

40 Yea, wherein Yahwe will for ever abide ?

The league of the Jerahmeelites thou hast scattered, 18

The clans of Cushan at Kadesh
;

Thou hast gone up to the height of the Jebusite, 19

Hast allotted the castles of Jerahmeel

;

Surely +there+ the upright shall abide.

LX\'III.— 2.

I Blessed be Yahwe, +even4 God, our redeemer, 20

Yahwe hath delivered us, the God who is our succour, 2 1

It is he who gives great might to his people
;

Surely, God shatters the prince of the Arabians," 22

Yea, the leader of Seir who rages in his guilt.

The Lord said. From Cushan I will restore [thee], 23

1 will restore [thy sons] from Missur and Teman,

That thou mayest trample on the palaces of Aram
; 24

10 That thou mayest tread with thy feet on the castles of the

Arabians.

* =:: :;: =;: * =;:

They recount all thy wonders, O Yahwe, 2;

They praise thee, O my God, O my king, in the sanctuary !

Princes go before, minstrels follow.

In the midst of damsels playing on timbrels and dancing.
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Within his temple they bless God, 27

They extol Yahvve, the Marshal of Israel,

The princes of little Benjamin, +God's+ beloved ones, 28

The princes of great Judah, the blameless ones,

20 The princes of Zebulon, the princes of Naphtali.

Give charge, O Yahvve, to thy faithfulness and thy loving-

kindness, 29

Let them, O God, preserve that which thou hast wrought

for us.

Do thou quell the wild beasts of pointed horns, 31

The troop of wild oxen, the mighty lions.

Do thou scatter the peoples that delight to quarrel.

Let all the Ishmaelites kneel to thee, 30

Let the Jerahmeelites bring thee tribute.

Let the Zarephathites do homage with store of silver, 31/v, 32

Let Cushites and Misrites make offerings of gold,

-> /-^ ^ •fP ^ rf^ -jf

ye kingdoms of the earth, sing ye unto God, 33

[Praise Yahwe !] chant hymns unto Yahwe !

Praise him who rides on the heights of the skies, 34
[Glorify Yahwe, exult before him],

When he utters his voice, lo, the earth is in pain.

Ascribe prevailing might to Israel's God, 35

Whose majesty and prevailing might reach the skies.

Majestic is Yahwe in his holy dwelling, 36

It is he who gives great might to his people,

40 Blessed be Yahwe, the Redeemer of Israel.

1 f. Alluding to Num. x. 35.—4. (Jeiahmeel).' See .£«(-. Bi/>., 'Field,'

Cp. Mic. i. 4.— 5. T/ie wicked; see on ' Moses,' ' iSinai.' See Moore on Judg.
ix. 5, Iviii. II. — 9. Rides upon the v. 4. He denies that z^. 4 can refer to

clouds. Cp. xviii. 11, civ. 3, Isa. xix. Mt. Sinai or Horeb, Horeh. at an
I.— II, 13, 14. A series of fiq;urative rate, being in the land of Midian.
terms for Israel. Orphans and so- 21. Cp. Dt. xxxiii. 13. The
>Mr«p-5; cp. x. 14, xciv. 6. Prisoners; 'treasures of heaven' are rain and
as Ixix. 34, Ixxix. ii, cii. 21, cvii. lo. dew.
Cp. also cxlvii. 2, 'outcasts of Israel.' ^ rx- it 1 • r•^

26 It. Here negms a scene Irom

16-20. Imitating Judg. v. 4 f- the early warfare of Israel. The
Yahwe leads forth his people from restoration is only probable. The
Sinai, which is to be placed in the prophetess is Deborah. The glad

neighbourhood of Kadcsh, in the high- tidings are those of the victory de-

lands of Jerahmeel (cp. //. 36 f.). In scribed in Judg. v. Nts doTe—noi the

Judg. V. 4 it is prol)ably best to read 'mother of Sisera'

—

shall divide the

miia*2 ,
' from Missur,' and m'^'!2 ^Poi^- According to MT, pj?rm

,

Q"^^< ,
' from the liighland of Aram being

|1
to pTl^ , must refer to the
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past. This, however, does not suit

j"n'i^3^ • Duhm, therefore, makes

r'. I J liistorical. But ' the great host of

nil'^^Or^ ' (so MT, Du., &c.) seems

rather neglected Ijy him, and the ad-

dress which he supposes to ^J'^^i

(' O Lord') is unexpected. His dove

;

a term of endearment (Cant. ii. 14),

adopted by later writers for Israel (cp.

Eiic. Bib., ' Jonah, Bonk of,' § 3'^
;

C. H. II. Wright, Biblical Essays, 45.

31. The astamounds. The
iiiazbala is meant—the place outside

the Arab villages where the dung and
other rubbish is thrown. Cp. Wetz-
stein in Del.'s Job (Germ, ed., 62).

Cp. cxiii. 7.—32 f. The overlaying of

the dove's wings with silver and gold

may be illustrated by 2 S. ii. 24, ' ye

daughters of Israel, weep for Saul ....
who decked your raiment with gold.'

34 f. Pavilion (Jer. xliii. 10) ;

on 1^"l3li'' see Enc. Bib., ' Pavilion.'—

Naphtali and Zebulun ; cp. Judg. v. iS.

36 f. The mountain of Jerah-
meel, of Cushan, of Gebalon,
are most probably alternative designa-

tions for the sacred mountain of Sinai

or Horeb. The idea of the later Jews
apparently was that Yahwe transferred

his abode from Horeb (refusing to

dwell any longer beside those who
injured and oppressed his people) to

Zion. This makes a good connexion
with the next stanza. The confusion

between ' Lebanon,' the great northern

mountain-ranges, and ' Gebalon,' the

mountain-ranges of Jerahmeel and
Edoni, seeins to have obscured the

meaning of several passages in the O.T.
Hiram, for instance, is represented as

having a free hand in Lebanon ; but
' Hiram ' is a corruption of 'Jerahmeel,'

and 'Tyre' ^TSt) of Missur (l^iJD).
This king was lord of the Negeb,
and had command of the mountains of

the far south of Palestine, not of

Lebanon. Pnit see also on xxix. 5 f-

41 f. The leag;ue of the Jerah-
meelites and the clans of Cushan
are t!ic enemies who were conquered,

according to the original form of the

tradition in Judg. iv., at the southern

Kadesh (sec Enc. Bib., ' Sisera ').

43 ff. Cp. xxiv. 7, 9, ' )e portals

of Jerahmeel.' The original population

of Jerusalem was represented as Jerah-

meelite (on text of 2 S. v. 6, 8, see

Crit. Bib.) ; Isaiah, in xxix. i f., 7,

probably called Jerusalem, not 'Ariel,'

but 'Jerahmeel' (see Enc. Bib., ' Lo-
ruhamah'). The ascent of Yahwe to

the ' height ' refers to the transference

of the ark to the city of David (2 S.

vi.). The height, DTl!t3, i-e- Zion,

as Jer. xxxi. 12, Ezek. xvii. 23, xx. 40.

See crit. note.

—

"jDii/ used absolutely,

as cii. 29 ; cp. /. 40.

Ixviii.(-) 4 f. Cp. ex. 5 f. No
hint of any change in the usual political

horizon of the psalmists.— 6 ff. The
Lord said. Alluding to Zech. x. 10,

which appears originally to have run,
' and I bring them out of the land of

Miziim, and out of Asshur (Geshur)
will I gather them ' ; Isa. xxvii. 13,
' and they shall come who were lost in

the land of Asshur (Geshur), and who
were outcasts in the land of Mizrim.'

—

9. Castles. Cp. ix. 7 (note) ; xlix. 12.

II. "Wonders usually means
Yahwe's great deeds in history {e.g.

xl. 6, Ixxviii. 4, II, cvii. 8, 15, &c.).

In ix. 2, however, the (anticipated)

overthrow of Israel's hated foes, the

Jerahmeelites, is included among the
' wonders ' for which the psalmist gives

thanks. It may be so here, still it is

a sufficient explanation to suppose a

reference to such great events in the

remote past as are described in Ixviii.O

13 ff. A procession is described.

First come the tribal chiefs ; in the

next stanza those of Benjamin, Judah,
Zebulun, and Naphtali are mentioned
— the two latter simply in order to

connect the present with the past,

Naphtali and Zebulun having been
foremost in the ancient battle referred

to in lxviii.('' (/. 35). Next come the

minstrels, surrounded by damsels who
play the part of Miriam and her com-
panions ; cp. Ex. XV. 20, ' with timbrels

and with dances.'

17. The Marshal of Israel.

Cp. Isa. xxxiii. 22 (Ps. Ixxxi. 5).

—

18, 19. BeloTcd ones, cp. Dt. xxxiii. 12.

—Blameless ones, i.e. faithful to God's

law (cxix. i).

21. Give chargre to, &c., allud-

ing to xlii. 9 (and
||

passages) ; cp.

xliv. 5, cxxxiii. 3.

23 f. "Wild beasts of pointed
horns, &c., alluding to xxii., //. 26,
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37 f. ; XXXV. //. 22 ff. In all these Cp. Ixxii. 9 f., Ixxvi. 19-22, and see
passages ihe fierce Jcralimcelites or cril. note.

Jidomites are referred to. Indeed, ,, f,- Full of this happy prospect,

D^i^NI suggests DVN^^nn^ • the poet calls upon all nations to join
• him in a song of praise.— Oiz the heights

25. That dellgrht to quarrel. of '^^^ -f^'^"- <^P- Ixviii."', /. 9, Dt.

It is not the I'tolemies and the xxxni. 26, Isa. xiv. 14.

Seleucida; who are referred to, but the 38. Majestic
; J^'^')J in such a

N. Arabian populations — ' men of context is more than ' terrible ' (Ixvi. 3,
strife' (xxxv. 19) ; cp. cxx. 7.—26-29. 5» ^^- '^^- n)-

Critical Notes, i. Read Dp' • So G (Vg. J). Hence tlie Wycliffite

version, ' Cod rise up, and his enemies be scattered; and they that hate

him flee from his face. As smoke faileth, fail they ; as wax fleeteth from

the face of fire, so perish sinners from the face of God.' Cp. the opening

of Ixvii. The sense is far finer thus. Dip'', 'will arise,' is cold by
T

comparison.

3. M 5]^^n3 5
''' the choice is left open between C]"72rT3 and

^*TJ3 (Kon. ii. 554). ^\^rs is more difficult. J. W. Pont corrects it

into mn ^JSrO ; so after him We. Just possible, but not probable. Beyond

doubt 2)1J/1 comes from 133"lJn ; =lljn is a dittogram. Read

[nn] i-isij-n '[ty^

.

I, 5, 7, 8, 10, 16, 20, &c., restore mn' for D'n'?h} , or, sometimes, for

metre's sake, n\—7. Read Tti/'^'iy (without!); cp. G.— 8. Read im"lDT.

M's XyD is a corrupt dittogram of T\]2\ ',
cp. on Ixvi. 2.

9 f For y^-b ^'?D read Iph ^bj} (cp. on Ixviii.l^), /. y^. ^'q

C^cast up a way') is unsuitable (see S T). 2 is dittographed. For

Jlini^ read probably n\1TbV- For y^t ^^"11 read n> ^PT^^

(n^ absorbed). Krochmal corrects "tV 'Q into DVOti^H (following T's

interpretation of mniy) ; Abbott into ]bt;^''3 (a gloss). Gr. reads

1u3ii^ IDID. Bp. Hare, and long after him Reifmann, Uy., Hilgenf.

read ^TVyV H^n.

II. M mi•J'7^< ^m. This makes the line a tetrameter
; ^"1 only

occurs again in i S. xxiv. 16, and is improbable. To a practised eye

m^Q^N is only a corrupt form of ]1J7r23 Wrb'^ (/. 12). ]m must

represent a second plural to DV.DI/T'. Read DH^T (cp. xciv. 6), omitting

13 f. I return to M's reading y^X2 (01., Lag., Du., &c., y'^lZ) ;

see /. 15. Point nJT'Z , and for WTTV read WTyil (2 S. xiv. 13).

D'TH^ cannot mean 'desolate' (see on xxv. 16); so independently

Herz. For j"li~ll^i321 read i/lpliiZ) . M's reading is not very suitable,

I. u
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and is an Aramaism (see ZAT, i. ['81], 131).—M's -ijp-r 0^^^D"7^J

nnTTiJ has caused much trouble, and nHTT^J is a utt. Xey. (G S, ' jjrave,'

whence S. Rau, 1764, inferred nnn^i'). Read ?)JDr> Dn^r>-?T^i
T • : : : • • t : ~

T •* ":

16. Omit D^^'^^< (metre).

17. For "[')Q"'i:r">2 (a corruption of '?N*i;rO*ii'Vj) read either Hlli'P

D"l>i or DHhi '^"2 Dli^ is preferable (see exeg. note).

18 f. For 13103 read VL^bi (Loeb) ; see Judg. v. 4, corrected text.

From the same source insert D\'*2 ^BipJ D''3i^"D3- Omit QTl'?!^ 'IIB^

"•J^D T\\ , introduced by a scribe from an already interpolated form of

the Song of Deborah (cp. Moore's comm.). Observe Pasek after Hty)-
The MS was imperfect, and the scribe who, in obedience to the note

T]bD (rather rh]Db), supplemented it from Judg. v., did not choose quite

the right words. (Or is not n'?D here, as in other cases, from ':'^<^J^T~1"' ?).

20. Read "l-JD'O , and omit D"'n'??< (metre).

21 f. M niHTJ Dit'il, 'a rain of generosity' (ex. 3?), referring to

the manna (Ps. Ixxviii. 24; Kenn.. 01., Hu.) or to literal rain (Hitz., Che.,

Ba., Kcin., Du) ? In either case, the expression is improbable, and con-

sidering that much besides in the stanza is suspicious, and that we have

to get a clear and connected view of the stanza as a whole, correction of

the text is indispensable. Read ['?^*0] D^'2V HJl^D ; a quotation from

Dt. xxxiii. 13. U'^:21D became UZ'D ; hence arose :2^2 for :2 , as in

Isa. lix. 10). ''i:ir2:2 became :2":212 ; hence nUlJ ; 'PJ^ID dropped out.

Singularly enough UV^ is at once a corruption and an explanation, like

b'l^r^ in Dt. (see Ui.). For Pj^JJ^ read, not =]"'I3n (Lag., Gr., Now., Du.),

but TJinri (cp. Dt. /.r.).

23 ff. Superficial corrections are useless. For HNt'^T read nhi?r21

(Krochm., Gr.), and for Tjj"i"ir[ (surely not=' thy band') read T^t^Tlb ;

Canaan is called DH^ V"'^' ^^^- ^'^^^''- '7 ! ^p. Gen. xli. 54. For ^2Z^^

and "jp*? read Wli:^^ (Ps. cxl. 14) and 0^6" (Gr.). Omit DM'^NV a
•TV : : • T T

variant to ^^IS.

26 ft'. This stanza can no doubt be translated, but not satisfactorily.

The chief difficulties arc (a) -^^.:^^, (/') jinliap, U') 1"IT (twice), (cf)

j"I^Zl"jmj. (ti) Promise? Song of triumph? (/') A 'host' of singing

women? (r) The archaic afformative ? Why twice? {,/) Does a word

' Mentioned by Moore, yud^es, p. 266, note |{.

- So also lately Du. ; Gr. is unmeiuioned.
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mj, mj exist.-' If so. what does it mean.'' Haitsfraii is too bold. No
V T T T

ancient interpreter found this sense (Ci wpaiorr^rt
; J puh/ir/iudo).

Utihzing all the letters of the text, and applying the usual methods, read

perhaps thus,

—

I'll' ^p'^ [j^^ii'in]

T T ' .. - ; T ;

In /. I either ^J~T}^ or "ir.2hi must represent some fern, substantive, to

which nnii'2D (sing.) refers. D^n'^hJ is so often corrupted that we

shall do best to suppose ")^J^< with the following n to represent D^"^t'^}.

and to seek an underlying fem. subst. in "^7^. The larger context

suggests ' Deborah a prophetess ' (Judg. iv.) as the person intended ; read

ni>?^QJ. ]nj for ]/T' is due to Gr. So also Herz, who observes that ""J

precedes. He also proposes pr)V2.12 TTS'lti, but "lti'3. implies a human

agent. ^") J>?3j; has not been questioned. But the context requires

31 y)i2. (cp. Judg. V. 19). ^imil easily fell out after QT ; some verb

seems to be required, for one of the two ]'1"T~I^ is surely TT"!^ ; cp. G
Tof ciyatvrjTov . The second '1^ must surely come from ''JTX ; the true

verb should be either p^il/in or some synonym. Reading ij~iJV (cp.

Cant, ii, 14) we obtain a connexion with the next stanza. /T*^ (J~I*J) is

dittographed. Gr., however, j")""!! jTlJi*.

31 ft". Scarcely any sound work has been done on this stanza, and

yet under methodical treatment it yields up its secret. The key to the

main difficulties is to be found in Judg. v. 16. where render, 'Why sittest

thou among the ash-mounds (reading as p. 292, /. 5), to hear the mockery of

the Arabians (D"'2"ir jlplti'),' and z'. 18, where Zebulun and Naphtali are

eulogized for their heroism. The riddles of //. ;^2>, 34 are solved by

remembering two of the very commonest sources of error in transcription,

repetition and transposition of letters. Read :

—

wi^'^t v:i Z3Z'prutii 3'

^033 r\Br\''^ n'H}J3 3^

T : TV : V :

yi;r\ Do'rp "^'13^3 34

\-bi\'\ \'^'7r\'^^ d;»] 35
\ : • T :

-

In /. 31 •|")33Ll'n was originally ]"'333'^:;n (]''3 dittographed). Almost
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so Gr. (he reads IDtiTl). M's D^J^SIt' is certainly wrong, so far as the
^

dual goes. Probably we should read n^r)p'p- Pi\Pi^'p or Jl'iriS'^'Nt

would be more correct (cp. Kon. ua, 184, top), but since the true text in

Judg. V. 16 is probably D''j"13jj (Zephathites), it is hazardous to alter the
T :

ending. Probably the late psalmist took DTlBti' to mean ' ash-mounds
'

;

cp. cxiii. 7. In /. 32 HJV seems to be a (correct) gloss. The J became

dittographed in nsn^ ; the subject of rTBH'' is of course 'Yahwe.' p"1pT3.

(with greenish or yellowish) will surely not do. p~lp~l comes from IH
in yiirr twice repeated in error. In /. 34 M's "^"^U) i^HB^ is unsuitable.

'Shaddai' does not occur elsewhere in Ps. Ixviii., nor at all in Judg. v.

;

^13 means ' to spread out.' It would seem that some letters of the text

must have dropped out owing to the operation of the opposite to the

dittographic principle. The above restoration is suggested by Judg. v.

18. Of earlier corrections the most plausible is Krochmal's jn;27Jk for

]1!^bil derived from T. Duhm (' ///.-e snow on Zalmon ') overlooks the

dubious character of 'Zalmon' in Judg. ix. 48 ; so also does Lagarde

(j'^Ii^'H ~)n;i= 'on Hermon,' opposed to 'on Zalmon'). See "Zalmon,'

Em: Bib.

36 f. For DTl^M read '?S^mV The 'mount of God,' ace. to the

poet, is Zion. Indeed, D^il'^J^ in, a title applied to Horeb (Ex. iii. i,

&c.), is probably a corruption of pN'^FI"!^ "IH. For ]^>2 (unexpected
T T

and difficult) read \tPi^- G's S/jo? -n'lov {i.e. ^^"^ in ; G xxii. 13), gives

no help. Read ^7^21 (see on xxix. 5f.) for D^Jl^^il (twice) G o/joy TiTvpu>-

fievov, opT) TfTvpcofieva ('A ucj^pvaipeva). ]J3il is supposed to mean a

conical peak with a flattened top (Wetzstein). Del. imagines a contrast

between the sombre majesty of the boldly formed rocks of the Bashan

mountain-range and the softer formation of the porous limestone rock of

Zion. This is highly precarious. The form ]22^ too is uncertain ; and

even apart from this we have no reason to expect such a peculiar phrase.

Nor is it probable that the psalmist would have chosen the mountains

of Bashan rather than the sacred mountains of the south (Horeb or Sinai

was originally placed in the Negeb) as rivals to Zion. Read ^3311 "in.

The final Q should be attached to "irTil.—For "i'lT^IJl, a on-.Xey, hazardously

explained from the Arabic, read 'llpli^ (cxiv. 4, Kal), with Gr.. Loeb,

or rather, for metre and for consistency with /. 36, Ipin, with in

41 ff. The traditional text of 7'7'. iS, 19 is unintelligible. G begins

TO apfia Tov 6(ov pLvpioirXdaiov, )(i\ui8fs eudijvovfTojv. n*j~ll!H ' many

myriads'? So Kautzsch {TJicol. LZ, '84, p. 131; Ges.'-'', § 97//), who

thinks that \\!i.'W ''ib'^ (for ^yV) is a gloss which decides DMai to
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be in sense multiplicative, not dual. But ]^Jtt' does not occur, and the

ancients had a different text. G read D"'J3?^Ii^ ; A 2 presuppose ]iXX^>

which Bit. even adopts (' Tausende lauten (jetiimmels'). Kon., We., &c.

agree with Kautzsch as to ]h{ili', but Lag., Nestle, Bi., Hilgenf. read

'?^<~li2^^ Gr. ]^~nX^^ cp. Num. X. 36. Clearly we should read ]]V^3

.

The closing words of z'. 18 are a cn/.v intc7-p7'ctitin ; G translates, but

does not interpret (6 KVfjios ev ai/rols eV ^iva, iv tw ay'ia). The correction

"•J'p.t} J<21 (Pott, 01., Kau., We., &c.), cp. Dt. xxxiii. 2, is too superficial.

The hardest word to correct is Q^ri^l, but when the rest of the passage

has been set in order, a possible correction will occur. Q^ ''JTi^ is

almost certainly a corruption of ^t'^^Q^"1^ which in turn is a correction

of D'H/i^ (cp. on /. 36).—G continues, dva^as fls v\l/os iJxM"^'^^^'-"''''^

ai\fxciX<ii(riav, eXa/3es bofxara iv di/d[ja)Trcp, Koi yap dTreiBovi'Tes tov KaTacrKrjvoicrai ;

but "2 in the last line makes Yahwe the subject—en kcu ev dneidovtri

KaraaKTjvcoaai. '^^U) r\'^2,W satisfies neither sense nor metre. /lljnD is
• V T T T -

not used elsewhere for 'tribute' (cp. S T, and Eph. iv. 8), and D"Ti^3. after

r\r\pb is very improbable. We might indeed read ^?2~T^^^, "^vith Gr.,
T : -T T T-: T

but the rest of the stanza is so corrupt that we cannot safely accept this.

What can be the meaning of DTt'^l;^ H"' I ]3pb D"'"iniD ^^1^1? Observe

the warning Pasek. The versions give no help. IJDIi' i^/ (Land, Dys.,

We., Du., after S) is suggested by a too optimistic view of M in f. 7.

We have the key, however, and know that the Jerahmeelites are still

referred to ; D^l'?^^ iT' is a corruption of D"''?h}r:)rnV For QmiD =1N1

read DHli," r]ii (cp. /. 15), and for ]2]i;b read IJDLL''- Dllpb should

probably be JlpyJl (so Morinus, on account of the eSaxev of Eph. iv. 8).

It is now time to emend the improbal)Ie Q''j~l3~l ; a verb is required,

read jTl-TH- The whole stanza may be restored nearly thus :
—

T : - •

: : - T * T

Ixviii.'^' I. P'or ^Jl^J read mn\ and for the first QV (note Pasek) read

D^^t'^i (see on xcv. 7). The second QV is a dittogram. In D*2y , D is

a dittographed !2 ', DJ^^^O^^^= D'i^'^S, the Tw having been expelled by

"y^b which follows, ^^h itself is a fragment of ^:]biiii ;
Schlogl, D^^V

^jVr, not keen enough. IJili'Vi:'"' '?N[n], which follows in MT, is

misplaced. TwD is a corruption of D^n^X, which should stand at the

head of /. 2 ; read, however, rniT'-
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2 f. iM IJ*:)
I ':'Nn- l^ead probably ^jS^l^n . The improbable

JVy'iD^i^b should be IJ/iyiti^^ ; it was corrupted under the influence of

mhJ^iljl D^l^b, itself doubtless corrujit. -JIM mrT'C'^'l] is non-existent

in genuine Hebrew. The four other supposed occurrences are cix. 21,

cxl. 8, cxli. 8, Hab. iii. 19. The true text of ?'. i\b can be recovered by

the help of the corrupt word JTIpk^'l'j'? , which does duty both for

^3J"ly^t:'' and for niD^iyri iJsy'p- vo;^'? was miswritten x:b (cp.

xxviii. 8). Then a mark of abbreviation was imagined {'liD*?)—the reverse

of the error in Isa. liii. 8. The words underlying -JlhJ mn^*? will now

be clear. Read //. i—3 thus :

—

rixyi'^i} iay^ irij Kin D^ri':'.K

4 f. M V2\^ ^)!r\- Read 1 W1~\y_ '^'^_ (cp- on xxxvi. 2, ex. bb).

-~^\ Tl^rTjip nVt^ -Iplf^. Read t'^Hjip TirK T:13S]. For ^Yl\

Hal. lyj;^ ; Kr., Gr., Dy., '^^U'S ; Burgess "T-JTiy.

6 f. M 2''^i^ ]^3f2. The sense required by the context is this,

—

T XT'
Israel, oppressed and well nigh extinct, is to be gratified by the spectacle

of the supernatural destruction of his foes. But why is Bashan specially

mentioned ? Contemporary history has been thought to supply an

answer. The reference might be to the dispersion of Israelites consequent

on the war between Antiochus III. and Ptolemy IV. (cp. OP 114 f.), or

to the existence of Jewish proselytes beyond the Jordan in the Greek

period (We., IJG, 163) ; Duhm even goes so far down as the time of

Alexander Jannaeus, who extended his conquests as far as Lake Huleh.

But a parallel passage in Amos (ix. 3) is conclusive against such inter-

pretations. Whoever wrote HX'K lli'^D had in his mind a divine

'udgment on the foes of Israel, and if this view will not suit the context,

CQD must be a scribe's error, and must be corrected. (It will be

.'cmembered that elsewhere—xxii. 13 and Ixviii. 16—'Bashan' has been

introduced by an error.) Lagarde {Scmit. i. 52) proposes ]'ii'3I!'0 'from

the smelting-furnace,' cp. xxi. 10, Dan. iii. 6, 11 ; also Ps. Ixvi. 12,

Isa. xliii. 2. But the figure of smelting would certainly have received

some development ; note also that ")li/3D only occurs in Gen. xix. 28,

Ex. ix. 8, 10, xix. 18. The true reading is
"i'y£;3*3

(cp. v. 16) ; continue

^Il'rK, and in /. 7 "TY}! 2"'Ii'N (metre). In /.'; note also j"n'72j;:: ; cp.

Ixvi. \\a (corr. text), Ixix. 3. In /. 7 read irjJ-jT^T "l^'^SrO T^H T^i'S ;

so metre and exegetical consistency are satisfied.

8 f. That ynrj/n is unsuitable (note Pasek), has long been seen ;

to suppose a new sense 'to drench' (cp. .Ass. inaJm^u II.), with Frd. Del.
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{Prol. 69 ff.), and Ruben {Crit. Rem. 19) is hazardous. But the whole of

V. 24 is open to question, and a thorough revision of the text becomes
necessary. Neither ynijl ((i S T J ?— Hare, Kenn., Street, Bo., 01.,

Che.;", Ba., We., Du.), nor yiprijl (Ivr., Hi., Gr., cp. Kimhi), nor '^'Cpn

lends itself to any plausible interpretation. The corrected te.xt of //. 4 f.

suggests D")^^ ''t'D'H Dpir^ WJ^ , and for the detestable clause which

now forms 7/. 24^, D'2")^ nijpiS T'^-^lr^ DO*?. The scribe seems to

have confused the two words ^'''7;)n^ and ^"^D^n. The coherence of

this part of the poem now becomes visible.

II f. M Tj^nO'Sl ^^<l. G, however (and so Street, Du.), 1K"^^

But the difficulty of the ne.xt word remains. Hab. iii. 6/f may seem to be

parallel, but Hab. iii. is full of corrupt passages, and v. bb seems to be

one of these. The right reading in /. 11 seems to be ^T1S'73J~'7D TIBD

mn^ CDvn is a combination of 73 with a fragment of a word ending

in "JTIT).—M niDvil- Read ?['l'7'?rT ; D is an expansion of a frag-

mentary t*. Cp. on Ixxi. 22.

13 f. M Dni^. Read Dn'CT (G ; Gr.) ; see v. 28. -Read D''J5;p.—

To Jl'lDDin add r&hr\'2, which in MT (cp. G) appears as mS"Tp^[n].

16 f. M's m'^TTp^S^ does double duty (see last note). Here it

stands for i^D^nn::^.—Point OlZl (Ew., Gr., Du.).—M's ''JIJ^ does

double duty for ^QpiT" (cp. on cxviii. 2) and for TV\TV-—M ~lip3D ;

read pplH^ (Ps. Ixxxi. 5, corn text ; Isa. xxxiii. 22 .'), with Gr.

18. Note Pasek, and read Dn'!^ "I'^'iirT "^'Ci'^yi nly. For DHH''

(Herz's suggestion for the impossible DTI, G eV fVoriio-et), cp. Dt. xxxiii. 12,

Schnurrer [Aniiiiadvcrs. 308) thought of Q"1T—not so far wrong. Herz's

reconstruction of v. 28 is as follows, ^'W DH"'!"'
i
"VyA ]V2"'jJl UV

rb^l^ niit"^ lyni^ 1 7^'^\^T^\ For Wyyn he refers to Gen. xlix. 13.
: •• T ; T :

19. Read WiyiZiB aiH niin'' ni:;. The last two words replace

M's Dnr^JT- The correction DjTi1^J~) would be unsuitable, even if the

occurrences of A^lt'D") elsewhere were trustworthy. J's ' in purpura sua'

is a mere guess, though as such not bad. Q*I2\*3/1 is highly probable
;

J and 12, T and j"1 are often confounded.

21 f. M's view of 7/. 29 is no better than a makeshift ; hence //. 21,

22 must receive radical but not arbitrary corrections, among which,

however, we need not include TV\'^ for ni^ (vss., and most moderns).

—

M Tj-tp ^'n?N. Read ^TDnT ^j"^DN , and prefix HIH^ (for D^"^'?^J,

represented, ecjually with ']nr.2J«?, by ']""n'?N)- Cp. on xlii. 9.—M HT^J^.

Read perhaps n;::^' (cp. Ixi. 8) ; ;^» = T , I = "I , H = *:>.
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23. M np jTn "iril (street IVil). This is not self-evidently
V r - ; - T

wrong; Job xl. 21 suggests a reference to Behemoth as a symbol of the

Egyptian power (see 'Behemoth,' Enc. Bib.). But this is against the

usage of the psahiiists ; we expect either ' Leviathan ' or ' tajinln ' (cp.

Ixxiv. 13/".), and the parallelism shows that a plural noun must have been

intended. What the original phrase was, depends on the true reading of

/. 27. We shall see presently that the writer is thinking of Ps. xxii., and

that he has this before him, in a more correct form than that presented

by M. We may therefore safely read ^lirfl ''Jip riT] '^y^ (see Ps. xxii.,

/. 26).

24. M WtpV ''^^r^ I Dn-^hJ rnV ; note Pasek. The emendation

D^Qy "wy^. (Bishop Hare and Kennicott, and independently Matthes,

followed by Che. '88) is plausible ; cp. Isa. xvi. 8. But this leaves J

unaccounted for, and the corruption in 7'. 31 is so deep that we cannot

but fear that a more radical correction is required. Almost or quite

certainly the poet has Ps. xxii. in his mind, and the right reading is

(Dn^z3 ?) nn^ar^ Q'^^^^ Q'*P^1 ^IV. (°" ^^•'- ^'- 37 f-)-

25. M *10- Read ~)-^3 (cp. liii. 6&c.) ; G S J support an imperative.

—M ni^np; suspicious (see on Iv. 22). Nestle renders 'offerings';

Duhm, ' visits to the temple.' But we should probably read jliliinn

(construction as in Job xiii. 3).

26 ff. Corruption and dislocation have almost ruined the sense. No
slight corrections are adequate. Thus Nestle's corrections D^jr^ilO

(for D''JQt:'n) and DiriBp (for ODin::), m JBL, x. 151, accepted by

the writer in JBL, xi. 125, and Hitzig's Q^n for y^"lj~l must be declined.

We have first to deal with v. 30, the former part of which is hardly

translatable. That it is misplaced, seems to be clear ; the bringing of

tribute naturally comes after the ' menace' {1^^, 1'. 31) has produced its

effect. The passage should therefore be parallel to Ixxii. 9 f ; at any

rate, we may fitly take an idea from this passage. "^^D^HlD ought to

conceal some verb ; Ixxii. 9 suggests ^3^"1DV Cases of the confusion of

'^ and 1? have come before us already ; and an imperfect H might be

mistaken for ~). That "^J? and 7D can be confounded, is also well-known,

and it is plain that D/ii'l"!"' might as easily be miswritten for 7Kyr^!i^^ as

for '7^<'^li'^ Lastly, ]Sq is one of the commonest disguises of T'Kl^rTT'.

Read therefore :

—

..... ^ I . ...

We have next to deal with S)DD~^2Jl^ DSini^ • Tbc presumption is

that PiiZ conceals an ethnic name parallel to those in the above two

lines. Nestle's 01/13^ suggests D'DIDS, a name which actually
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occurs in M, Gen. x. 14, where it stands amongst various descendants of

Dn^i^S, i.e. Misrim (in N. Arabia), not Misraim (Egypt) ; see Enc. Bib.y

' Mizraim.' We can hardly doubt, however, that for D'D~)j"13 both in

Gen. \. 14 and {ex Jiyp.) in our psahn we should read 3^/13"''^
! 'Zarephath-

ites' and ' Jerahmeelites' were closely related peoples. ^;i~13 should

of course be ~)^1N3- The missing verb stands in M at the head of

1'. 32, though more probably, since HD}^ is not a word of the psalmists,

Vj"1N'' should be corrected into Jinnit'^- The rest of v. 32 contains in a

corrupt form the tetrameter corresponding to 1jii}^21 DTIS")^ ^lll/ltt'^

2]D3 {I- 28, just recovered). The last word, however, may be omitted;

DTl'^Nt' is a corruption of vNi2n~)', which is a gloss either on D^li^B

or on the corrupt D"'Dt','2 of /. 27 {v. 30/^). Q''J*.3li'n has grown out of

wfh, Dn:iD"''Jo out of Dn'ji'ji, v'"in out of ynn (ixxii. lo), vT
out of lanp"' {ibid.). Line 29 therefore becomes yTin Qnii?pn D'ti'B

12n,r. [Gunkel, Sdwpf. 67, reads in i'. 2,^1 =^03:2 "^1 DSljI^lD %
' the troubled sea be made purer than silver,' a phrase for a judgment

upon the warlike peoples .'' ?]

32. Prefix TX" ^'^^TT, which first became indistinct and then, through

its resemblance to Q^n'7hi'!7) which precedes, dropped out. For ''Jlh{

read TWX"

y:,. MG rbp {v. 33, end). Hu. rightly saw that rbjl) = I^D (/• 9),

but not that ^ it'D comes out of ^777^ G, feeling the need of a verb,

prefixes \|/-aXore TO) 6eu> = DTl'PN T1/3T , which Ley adopts (except

D^^'?^<) ; cod. ^^, however, omits.—M Dlp~\*:DIi7 'Dt^. Lag., Now., omit

the second ^•Jti; as a dittogram. Dlp"'';^li' is a possible phrase. But

there is here no special sense in referring to the heavens as primaeval.

We should rather expect to hear of the God of prim;rval times, as in

Dt. xxxiii. 27. Correct M's reading into Dpil'vi' Tll^^ (see Ixviii. '' /. 9

and cf. Dt. xxxiii. 26, Isa. xiv. 14 ; also Ps. Ixxvii. 18).

34 f. Insert from l.xviii." /. 10. For T^? "^Ip read y~l^} ^'''nn-

36. Omit bi;, from bn, a fragment of ^"^'^M (which read for DTl'^N)-

38 f. Note two Paseks. M "^^li^lp^^ ; not quite natural. Read

perhaps Wlp ^\^22. (Ex- xv. 13) ; H fell out ; 13 = rj. Omit ^ TJ;, and

read ^t^^b- Transfer ':'i^")iy^ bH to end of psalm, reading '7^^il. So

the line and the psalm are fitly completed.

PSAIUM LXIX.— I.

i RIMETERS. The pious kernel of the community (the Israel within Israel)

complains of its sufferings. The N. Arabian foes continue their outrages, and
renegade Jews have dissociated themselves from their brethren, afraid of the
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insults which fall so plciuifully on those who are zealous for Yahwc's house. The
psalm is artificial and imitative ; the u>e made of I'ss. xviii., xxii., and xxxv. in

.stanzas i, 2, 5, 7, 10 is specially remarkable, but cp. also references in the notes to

par. jiassages in Pss. xxxviii., xliv., and jer. \v. 15 (in a passage surely of post-

exilic origin). The curse in 77'. 23-29 reminds us of those in Iviii. 8-10 (corr.

text) and cix. " The text has in parts suffered considerably, and it is precisely

some of the most corrupt portitjns which have served as the chief supports of the

erroneous view that the speaker of the psalm is an individual. Duhm, for instance,

observes on v. 5 (end) that the enemies of the poet seek to ruin him by accusing
him before the judge of peculation ; a similar explanation is given by this critic of

Ps. xxxv. (see introd. to this psalm). He assigns the psalm to an Asidisan
opponent of Alcimus (l ^facc. vii. 5-18) ; see crit. n. on //. 51 f. At an earlier

date llitzig induced a number of critics to assign Ps. Ixix., as well as Pss. xxx.,

xxxv., iVc, to Jeremiah. Consistent criticism, however, enables us to form a

much more probable view both of Jeremiah and of his writings than was formerly

possiljle (see Enc. Bib., 'Jeremiah').

Deposited. Of the Ethanites. Of'Arah-ethan.

I Deliver me, O Yahwe [my God] ! 2

For [the floods of] Deathlaiid have overwhelmed me.

I sink into [the midst of] the ocean, 3

Into an abyss where there is no ground,

I am come into depths of water.

And the flood [of Deathland] overwhelms me.

With my crying my throat is parched, 4
Mine eyes look longingly for my God :

Zarephath and Asshur are in great number, 5

10 Ishmacl and Jerahmeel are many. ^

Yahwe ! thou knowest mine anguish, 6

My groans are not hidden from thee.

Let not those that hope in thee - be shamed

Let not those that seek thee '^ be disgraced in me ! 7

For on thine account do I bear insult, 8

Contumely covers my face
;

1 am become a stranger to my brothers, 9

An alien to the sons of my mother,

Yea, zeal for thy house has consumed me, 10

20 The insults of those that insult thee have fallen upon me.

I bowed down my head like a bulrush (?), 1

1

And it brought insults upon me.

I took sackcloth for my clothing, 12

And made myself their byword
;

Those that hate me condemn me in the gate, 13

And oppose me witli lying words.

' The Ishmaelites. the Arabians, the Cusliites, the Jerahmeelites, the -Vsshurites.

- O Lord, Vahwe Sebaoth. •'' O God of Israel.
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But as for me, unto thee, O Yahwc ! is my prayer ;' 14

Do thou succour me with thy dehvering right liand !

Rescue me from the mire that I sink not, 15

30 Let me escape- from the depths of water.

Let not the flood of Deathhmd overwhehii me, 16

Let not the ab^-ss [of the sea] swallow me up,

* * * * *

And let not the pit shut its mouth upon me.

Answer me, O Yahwe ! according to thy gracious

kindness, 17

According to thy plenteous compassion turn towards

me.

Hide not thy face from thy servant
;

18

For I am in distress—do thou answer me speedily.

Draw near to my soul and release it, 19

40 Because of mine enemies set me free.

Thou knowest my contumely, 20

My shame and my dishonour are before thee.

The assembly of my foes have insulted me, -O end, 21

Those that hate me have broken my heart :

I looked for one to condole, but there was none,

For comforters, but I found them not.

They give kicks to my stripes, 22

And strike me in my wounds.

Let their paths be wrapped in gloom, 23

50 In deep gloom and darkness
;

Let their eyes become dark that they see not, 24

Their loins make thou to shake continually !

Pour out thy fervent wrath upon them, 25

Let thy hot anger overtake them
;

Let their castles be desolate, 26

Let there be none to dwell in their palaces,

For they persecute those whom thou hast smitten, 27

And add to the pain of thy pierced ones.

Do thou put on more guilt to their guilt, 28

60 And let them not enjoy the the sight of thy righteous-

ness.

' In an acceptable time, O God ! in thy plenteous kindness.

- From Ishmael and.
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Let them be wiped out of tlie book of life,

And not be enrolled with the righteous.

As for me, I am poor and in sore pain
;

Let thy deUverance, O Yahwe ! set me on high.

29

30

2 ff. The sea meant is that wliich

rolls above the world of the dead. Cp.
xviii. 5 f. (already corrupt?), xl. 3,

Ixxxviii. 6 f., Lam. iii. 54.

7. The same line recurs in the

true text of xxii., /. 35. Cp. also xxxv.,

/. 16.

9. The speaker's courage fails at

the sight of the N. Arabians— a sign

perhaps of the conventionality of the
description. (See xxvii.O), //. 3-6,
xxxv. //. 9-14, for a contrast.)

II f. See crit. n.— T/ion kuowett.

An appeal to God's omniscience. See
/. 43 ; Jer. XV. 15, xvii. 16, xviii. 23.

—

In lite, i.e. in my person. The speaker
is himself a representative of the class

of those that hope in Yahvve and that

seek him.

15 f. On this account. .So

xliv. 23(Z
; Jer. xv. 15.

—

Covers, \:c.

Cp. xliv. 16.

17 f. Cp. xx.xi. 12, xxxv. 13 f.,

xxxviii. 12.— 19. Zeal for thy house,

i.e. for the temple, the cultus of which
was despised by the enemy ; or possibly
(Hitz.) for the ordering of thy house-
hold (Num. xii. 7), i.e. the land and
people of Israel.

—

Has consumed me.
Cp. cxix. 139.

20. Of those that Insult thee,
i.e. specially the N. Arabians (xliv. 17,

Ixxiv. 10).

21 ff. See crit. notes, and cp. xxxv.,

//. 15-iS (crit. and exeg. notes).—34.

The pit, i.e. the grave (see on xl. 3).

43. The assembly, &c. Cp.

2'3:np b:]^, xxvi. 5; 'Q jiir,

xxii. 17 ; also vii. 8, Ixxxvi. 14.

45 f- For one to condole,
&c. Cp. Job ii. II, and crit. n.—^47 f.

The reference in the traditional text to

gall and vinegar is difficult. In Jer.

viii. 14, ix. 14, xxiii. 15, 'water of

gair (li'J'in) is mentioned as a con-

ceivable drink (cp. the Arabic parallel

quoted by Bilthgen); in the two latter

passages ' wormwood (HiVT')' as a food

that might be eaten. Here, however,

the text speaks of 'gall' (see Enc. Bib.,
' Gall ') as eaten, and of ' vinegar

'

(yi^n) as a drink. But the text is

corrupt ; the true text can be restored

in the light of xxii.(i), /. 40. See crit.

n., and cp. below on /. 60.—49 f. For
the figure of darkness, cp. Iviii. 9 (corr.

text), xxxv. 6ff.

55- Their castles. Cp. on
ix. 7.—57. Smitten, i.e. chastised. Cp.
' my stripes,' ' my wounds,' /. 47. and
note on /. 63.

60. .See crit. n.— 61. The book of
life. Cp. Ex. .xxxii. 32. Mai. iii. 16,

Dan. xii. i. The image is derived
from the civic lists which, from tlie end
of the ninti\ century, seem to have been
kept as a security against aliens (Ber-
Iholet, Stelliin^ der Israel, ziiden Frem-

den. So). -63. 3S'i3 ; cp. nik^D.p,

/. 60. There we hear of sufierers, here

of a suflerer {i.e. Israel).

Critical Notes, i. Insert ^"^'7^^ (as /. 8), for metre.— 2. M ^X3 ''D

'ki'32~"TP D^'J- 1N2 was produced by the editor out of the fragments of

133hJ (M. xviii. 5), which has come out of ISIOli'- D\'2 has come from

nVJ (which G^' reads, 2 S. xxii. 5) ; ^'^^ti' (see v. 16) has dropped out.

The passage is dependent on xviii. 5 ; cp. xl. 13 (a more corrupt form).

lt'3^~li^ seems to have developed out of "'J^3iO;:^—3- M 1V3. Read

^21 (see on xl. 3), or rather D^Q^ ^^'^^ (Jon. ii. 4 ; cp. Prov. xxiii. 34).

—

4. M n'^'ViQ. Read n'^^liiai. n'?lji'.: and W go together; cp. Ixviii.
T : T : - T : t

23, Ex. XV. 4f.—6. Insert JllO (metre and sense); xviii. 5 f. was already
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corrupt.

—

7 i. Omit '^r\'^y, a corrupt dittogram of ''N"1p3, and '?nVJ, a

corruption of Q^nt'h} (a variant of writ's)-

9 f. I read •\:2'^]^ t'SDnin bt^V'^^D^ I ^ri'^') jnSTji U~l. M is

full of difficulty. ' My causeless haters are more than the hairs of my
head' is surely intolerable. We might indeed emend Wi^'~) m~lJ?Z';^

into the more poetical D''D''D")D (cp. on Ixv. 1 1, Ixxii. 6), but the hyperbole

would still remain. T\'^*2';i,'2 is equally suspicious, (i) because parallelism

requires that /. 10, like /. 9, should contain a figure, and (2) because of the

repetition of the letters 12 and ^ in this and in the preceding word (VJilJ?).

Hare, Kenn., Street, Ew., and Gr. read ^IIQif^ or ^J132JO, ' pr;v coma

mea,' but HD^ means rather a woman's veil, and, apart from this, the

sense would be too tautological. S implies TliD^i^VJ (so Ol., Hu., Dy.,

Bi.'i', Che.d', Kau.. Ba.) ; cp. Job iv. 14 (?). But this seems to produce

an anti-climax. '^'p^\U
"^"y'^ is also very questionable (see on x.\xv. 19),

and the sense of the last clause is most improbable (cp. 7TJ in xxxv. 10).

The case seems to be like that of the names of the sons of Heman
;

see I Chr. xxv. 4, where the names from Giddalti onwards seem to form

a (rather poor) poetical couplet, but only if we work upon a corrupt text

(see E71C. Bib. ' Heman '). The skill of the editor who produced v. 5 in

the traditional text (M G) may be admitted, but the result of his work is

most unsatisfactory. Slight attempts to improve it, like Lagarde's (^Jh} for

ThJ «S:c.), are useless. Most probably we may read as above. Then follows

a conventional list of names. I need hardly give the Hebrew (cp. on xl.'-').

II f. M 'r^blK^. ^n^DIi^^>^. 'The poet seems to have been

imprudent, and to have been guilty of some irregularities' (Duhm).
Surely most inappropriate. Neither here nor in the

|1 Psalm xxii., is

confession of guilt intended. Nor does JI^IJ^ mean 'imprudence in

moral action' (2 here imnpUiv); see Qn xxxviii. 6. Read either 'j^'^nTTT

or ^jnt'^n, and ''jy^y^tj (see on xxxviii. 8, 10).

13 f Omit as glosses ny^l'l '' ^Jlhi and bii"^'^^ ^Ht'N.

21. M n3^hJT . G" (TvviKafx^a ; Ci**
'^^"''''- (rvveKcWv^a. The former

points to t]E)D (Ivii. 7 G ; cp. Isa. Iviii. 5, G) ; the latter to HSU (2 S. xv.

30, Jer. xiv. 3 G). Herz, with more insight than most, decides for

n3phi1 (cohort, of ^3D)- He refers to Ivii. 7, and to S, which has, in our

passage, AoSiSDO, i.e. HHiDNT (cp. Syr. Hex. Isa. Iviii. 5), not nSI^NT (as

Mich., Lag., Now.). The former reference is not valid, Ivii. 7 being

corrupt. The latter is cogent ; a verb HD^D (assumed by Lag.) is not

found in the O T. But Herz retains ^'tt'EJJ, which seems to produce an

unnatural expression. It is more satisfactory to read ^iDJN3 "IDNT

''l^^i"1• The suitability of this will be clear from xxxv. 14 f. (corr. text)

and Isa. Iviii. 5, where ' bowing down the head as a bulrush ' is parallel to
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'spreading sackcloth and ashes under him' (cp. /. 24). The apparent

parallehsm of xxxv. 14a suggested to many critics (01., Dy., Bi., Gr..

Che (>', We., Kau., Du.) to emend ^D:l^}^ into mrSt") ; Kenn. {Rcmm-ks,

253) and Pedes (Ana/., 51), however, prefer n3"Ih\V Neither of these is

probable ; the corruption must lie deeper. It is cjuite true that the

correction here proposed is not in all respects obvious. ^JiVJ^]"!^ might

indeed become "'ti>H)3 (see on xxiii. 5), but 1DJl<3 is far from DVi2. It

is possible, however, that the true reading became indistinct, and that the

editor manipulated it (not too dexterously) with some reference to xxxv.

i3<i- ["4^^^"^ * ^^^^^^ is less satisfactory.]

25 f. n^^J does not mean 'jesting ditty,' and does not occur in the

plur. (iv. I, vi. I, &c. are corrupt) ; 3. ryii' 'to make the subject of talk'

is improbable. Read, comparing xxxi. 19,

—

Duhm provides an inadequate remedy, changing "^2. III^Il''' (7'. ijd) into

27 f. Omit T|"iprT-n-)3 D-ri^!?^ ri^n Dy. a scribe's amplification

(Isa. Ixi. 2) which spoils the metre [Herz, ^<J Hijn]. For "2^^ read

"•JJ/^ll^irr, and for Tjytir_> ^•p^}2 read r^yp^ ]Vp^3-

30-34. Omit 1 •'NJIiV-J (rather 1 ^hiy*:!^''::).—For DVp read m:^ (see

on /. 2).—Read D'' ph^'AD (cp. //• 3 f- ; Ixviii. 23).—Line 23 has dropped

out.—For ILDSri (aV.Xey.) read UDi^r) (Or.).—For -)}<3 read ISZ^l'in

(as Iv. 24).

35. For 2TiD ""3 read 2Vl03 with Street (1790). Gr., We.

42 f. Here a metrical arrangement has to deviate from that in M.

Duhm thinks that '^\Db2^ ^D^l lias intruded from the following verse,

where he would replace it ('und unheilbar ist meine Schande und

Beschamung '). Thus we get the couplet, ' Thou knowest my contumely ;

before thee are all my foes.' A poor parallelism, and opposed, as to

/. 45, by the par. passage xxxviii. 10. Still less acceptably Altschiiller,

ZATW, 18S6, p. 212, and Wellh. "rb2 "r:i:3- It is much better to read

/. 44 as in M, taking nnjJ'^PD into /. 45, which we may plausibly read

thus, "•ilBirr H bvXp ; the Pasek after HSin may indicate a doubtful

text. See on xxxv. 18, and cp. next note.

44. M nil^lJNT ^2'^ n~13i:'. The ordinary view (which prefixes
T T T • • T : r

n3nn) is i. opposed to metre, and 2. based on the assumption of a arr.

Xey. ^>^J='^i,>J^J 'to be weak or sick.' G gives (oveihicrnov) TrpoaehuKrjcnv r)

yj/vxi] p'w K»i TaXaiTTOipiav, where irf)oafb.=^'n'^31D and raXanr. probably=
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n^l^S, an assumed ncun, which is recognised also by Wetzstein (in

Del. Psalt>ict?^^\ 883 ft") in the sense of ' friendliness '= great calamity

(euphemistically). For M's pointing at any rate there is nothing to be

said, but who will accept Wetzstein's arbitrary conjecture ? Observing

that in two passages (Isa. xvii. 11, Jer. xvii. 16) li;^J^< is more than

probably corrupt (see SBOT, ' Isaiah,' Heb. ed., 195), and that one of the

words which are specially liable to be misread is '''i^'W i^'i^TilD), and

having clue regard to /. 44, I think we may, provisionally at least, read

"'hijiti' ''3/ mH'X', an expression akin to those in Job xix. i, a and /'.

[Tg. implies ^Ii'!)J^}^, i.e. 'and it (my soul) is sick' ; 'A 2 J agree with I\I.

Weir {Acad. 1870, p. 257), TV\? \i.T\ t^yi^^ ; cp. Jer. xvii. 9.]

45- M n:'? G avvT^xmovjxfvov = l^b ('A 2 J S T). So Bii., Du.—
T T -

49 f. See exeg. n. 5. Read,

—

T : • ~ T : • :

The couplet is suggested by xxii. iS/' (corr. text). The corruptions

are extremely pretty. JViil springs out of a fragment of Tmnn just as

\'2n comes from a fragment of "•JTjn^D"' (M ''J'lp'ii'"').

49 f. Note first that an adj. it'Ii,* is non-existent (see on Iv. 21), and

next that a ' table ' cannot be said to become a ' net.' Duhm, it is true,

suggests that the reference may be to a sacrificial meal, and is thus

enabled to improve at once the Hebrew and the parallelism, reading for

''^i'l''^N U^D^ID 'peace-offerings.' He remarks, 'The enemies appear

to have been zealous sacrificers or even priests,' and hence explains the

reference to a 'net,' t'.e. to deceit (i Mace. vii. 14?). ' Peace-off'erings,' he

thinks, are mentioned because when Alcimus had become high priest,

there was of course no stint with such offerings. The psalmist, however,

disparages sacrifices, not upon purely rational grounds, but because he,

with the other Asidieans (see introd.), has been expelled by Alcimus's

party from the temple. Apart from other considerations, it is decisive

against this view that any reading of this couplet which retains a reference

to feasting is inconsistent with the following couplet. It is true, Duhm
finds in 7'. 24 an allusion to the palsy of Alcimus (i Mace. ix. 55). But

no one reading tt. 23 and 24 as they stand in M would naturally fall on

Duhm's explanation. The truth is that the text is corrupt, and that no

patch-work emendation will suffice. G's D'r.37li^/^ '^'«'' *'s din-air68oaiv ; cp.

S J, Rom. xi. 9) is of no use. Remembering many parallels, let us read

(see exeg. n.),—
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5; f. Duhin regards this couplet as a quotation. Hut the text plainly

needs emendation. Dj~l"l^iO should mean 'their nomad encampment'

(Gen. Nxv. 16) ; G t) eTravXis avToiv. But the worst enemies of the Jews

were no mere wandering shepherds. Street, with sound insight, gives, as

V. 26a, ' Let their palaces be desolate.' This seems to be a paraphrase;

in V. zbb he retains 'tents.' Having regard to ix. 7, xlix. 12 (corr. text),

we need not hesitate to read Drn*"!!- PfT'^ is here used collectively,

there being no proper plural (ni^.3'T'3. is used twice in Chron. instead),

In /. 58 M's 0^^'^^^^ should certainly be Dn^'?D^n (see crit. n. onxv. i).
V •• t: T V " ;

57 f. M nnSV Read J-|N* (Perles, Duhm).—M lispv But '?^i

after T^D is impossible. G TTpnaedqKav, i.e. V3D^ (Ew., Ol., Bi.), or

^S'D'' (Kenn., Street, Gr., Du.), or ^DD"" (We.).

PSALM LXIX.—2.

i RIMETERS. Perhaps an appendix, composed as a refreshing contrast to the

preceding poem. The psalmist places himself in the hoped-for day of restoration.

Verses 36 and 37 may perhaps, as Dalman has suggested [TLZ, Oct. 14, 1S93),

lie a later addition, but this is not a necessary view—the passage may be simply
explanatory. The corruption in v. 32 has given a false colouring to the whole of the

appendix. It is the anticipated relief from N. Arabian oppression which is spoken
•of. Duhm's view that the circumstances implied are those in i Mace. ix. 72 will

not agree with our revised text. Cp. xxii. 23-31 ; also xl.'-' and cii.C-', with the

respective introductions.

I I will praise the name of m}' God with song, 31

And magnify him with thanksgiving
;

For Yahwe has disappointed Mis^'ur, 32

He has brought to shame Jerahmeel and Ishmael.

Look up, ye poor, and rejoice
; 33

O ye seekers of Yahwe ! [praise him].

For Yahwe has hearkened to the need)^, 34
And has not despised his prisoners.

Let heaven and earth praise him, 35
ID The sea, and all that moves tlierein.

For Yahw^ will deliver Zion, 36

And build the cities of Judah
;

[The righteous] will dwell there,

And possess the [land for ever].

The offspring of his servants will inherit it, 37
Those that love his name will abide therein.
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3. Praise, the acceptable sacrifice 15. His servants, i.e. faithful

(1. 14, 23).—5 f. Cp. xxii. 27.—7 f. Israelites (xxxiv. 23).
Op. xxii. 25.

Critical Notes, i. Read Tl/?^, which is confounded with '>n7X=

3 f. M DnS*.: X^^il^) "13 (DnSDT, 20 MSS. Kenn., 13 MSS. and

6 add. de R, G S J). The description of the steer as having horns and

claws (see Siegfr. Sta.) is highly superfluous. D^"1§D might come from

"I^SiJQ- But most probably the whole distich is corrupt. Comparing
* T '

xxii. 27-30 (corn text) read something like this,

—

"n^ip mn'» t^2r^ ^3

5. M nni2Ii^\ •^^<"^, i-e- vldentes iiiafisiicti Icztabtniiiir (J ; so Del.,

Bii. &c.). Kon. would read inD'X'^T (so 28 MSS., 7 edd. Kenn.
;
pluj'imi,

de R.), supposing that T dropped out after D, owing to similarity of

sounds {Sy?tt., §§ 162, 330 p.). But comparing xxxiv. i6a (and xxii. 27,

xl. 4, corr. text), we should certainly read ij^H, ini!2it^l (cp. G S). So

Gr., Du.—6. M's DD:^^'? TT"' is a corruption of D"''?hJ/2nT (xxii. 27),

a gloss on //. 3, 4, which has expelled the right reading im??!! {I'b-)-—
7. Read )J'2t (We.).

~ T

13 f. Insert D'pn^i, and ^it) V1i^[n] ; cp. xxxvii. 29. So Duhni.

PSALM LXX.

Identical with xl. 14-18 (which see), save that the opening word H^l is here

omitted. See also on Ps. Ixxi. The title here runs, 'Deposited. Of * Arab-

ethan. Of [Ethan] the Ezrahite.' On "lOTUt' (again in xxxviii. i) see Introd.

PSALM LXXL

1 RIMETERS. Largely based on other plaintive psalms, especially xxii., xxxi.,

XXXV., xl., like which it is Deutero-Isaianic. An editor seems to have prefixed to

it a fragment, which now (in an incorrect form) constitutes Ps. Ixx., and a prayer

from xxxi. 2-4(r. These additions did not at all improve the psalm. They
weaken the effect of the appeal in v. 5, which is appropriately supported by
petitions based en xxii. 10 f. Verses 12 and 13 also appear to be an insertion, the

former from xxxviii. 22. The latter is an imitation of xxxv. 26, xl. 15 (Uuhm).
But the psalm is not devoid of genuine feeling (see especially//. 7, 8, corr. text).

The speaker is the Jewish community (so Cj, 0, Theod. Mops., Tlieodoret, Bar-

hebrceus, Ol., Smcnd, Bii., Beer, &c.), or rather the inner circle of that community
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(see//. 35 f.). This association of earnest believers, who are not to be turned

aside from tlieir faith by the sorest troubles, has all along been the true Israel,

which YahWe has trained up to be agenis in the conversion ijoth of the nominal

Israelites (the outer circle) and of the nations outside. According to Duhm, who
regards the psalmist's description as autobiographical, the speaker boasts that,

though not versed in apocalyptic writings (see on /. 2S), he has been a life-long

disciple of Yahwc, and will never give up prophesying the future. Such a clair-

voyant would naturally appear a ' prodigy ' (v. 7, JlE)ii'!D) to many ; his predic-

tions might, in fact, become very embarrassing. Textual criticism must decide on
the correctness of this startling theory.

O my God ! rescue me from the hand of the wicked,

From the grasp of the unjust and the violent.

For thou art my hope/ O Yahwe

!

My confidence from my youth.

Upon thee have I stayed myself from my birth
;

Thou hast been my refuge from my mother's womb.^

Almost had I gone down to the grave,

But thou, in thy lovingkindness, heldest me back.

My mouth shall be filled with thy praise.

10

That unto thy glory I may chant hymns,

Unto thy splendour in the great assembly.

Cast me not away in the time of old age, q

Now that my strength fails forsake me not.

For against me mine enemies form a wily plot, 10

Those who lay wait for my soul take counsel,-^

'God has forsaken him, set on, 11

Seize hint, for there is none to rescue.'''

As for me, I trust in Yahwe, 14

20 And stay myself on my God.

My mouth shall tell the glad news of thy righteous

dealing, 1

5

Of thy deliverance in the great assembly.

I will abundantly utter thy might, O Yahwe ! 16

I will celebrate thy righteousness and th)' glory.

Thou 5 hast trained me from nay youth, 17

To this day I make known thy wonders
;

' O Lord. - In thee is my hope continually. ^ Together, saying.

* O Yahwe ! be not far from me. My God ! hasten to help me. Be they put

to shame and dishonour who oppose my soul. Be tiiey covered with contumely

and disgrace who seek my hurl (vv. 12 f.). ^ O God.
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So then in the time of old age and gray hairs, 18

O Yahvve ! do not thou forsake me,

Until I can make known thine arm to the assembly,

30 To the generation of thy servants thy might.

And thy righteousness, O Yahwe ! to the height. 19

* * thou hast done great things
;

Yahwe ! who is hke thee ?

Many troubles hast thou made me see, 20

But now thou wilt comfort me again.

From the lowest parts of the earth thou wilt bring

me up,

From depths of water wilt thou draw me. 21

1 will thank thee among the peoples, O Yahwe ! 22

40 With the sound of the harp I will praise thy faithfulness
;

I will chant hymns to thee with the lyre.

The Holy One of Israel '' ''

My lips will sing for joy unto thee, 23

And my soul which thou hast set free.

Yea, in the great assembly my tongue 24

Will sing of thy righteousness, [O Yahwe !]

Because [those that opposed my soul] are put to shame,

Because those that sought my hurt are abashed.

5 f. Cp. xxii. 10.— 7 f. Cp. xciv. so Isa. /.c, lios. vii. 9.—30. Cp. cii.

17, xxxviii. 17.— 12. Cp. xxii. 26, xl. ig/-'.—31 f. Cp. xxxv. 6.—34. Cp.
II.— 13. So /. 27. Cp. Isa. xlvi. 4 (of ^^^^. jo^ i^^^yi 87 y-,j^-j '^_p.
the people of Israel).— 27. nil""Z7 ; . ,

, , , ,
• ,

T •• ?.e. the underworld (see cnt. n.).

Critical Notes. 2, M V'^'TI, ace. to Ges. Thes., = T\':2r[ Isa. i. 17.

Probably both Y'^'TT and yVJH should be D^pn, which Herz replaces

here. Cp. G ahiKovvro^ ; T s^ii^n.

6. M "ij. Read "•Dlirp (see on TT:), xxii. 10). G (B^^R'') /uou ^r

o-*cf7rao-T>}f ; cp. G Ixi. 5, o•/cf7^ao•^l7oo/ia«=:^D^^}• G (R*) fl o vTTfpa(T-ni(TTr\<i

|lou=:^]yQ, an easy corruption of ^DHr^- 2 av €nel8(s fn. For closint;

words oft/. 6 see next note.

7 f. M D''Zl")'p ""jT^n n3V.33 . Who arc the ' many '

? and why is

the speaker a 'prodigy' or 'warning;' to them? Duhm's answer (see

introd.) depends on the correctness of his view of v. 15// (which is
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corrupt). Beer thinks ''2 can mean here ' a riddle ' (for the heathen and

for bad Jews). But surely we should emend, 12\vh Till'' tDr!23 • The

closing words of v. 6, Tl^jl ThilD 13, are a variant to M"*^! jl311!3D

O^^l*? —another attempt to make sense of a half illegible passage.—

M

Vy"^Dr\i2 (IDNV A conventional tag. The editor drew together the

legible fragments of an indistinct passage. Read ^JjlDii'll iiriN"!

llDnH. rj in ''Dn)!2= ^J- TJ^ comes from Dfr. Some letters fell out.

Surely the couplet gains greatly. Cp. Isa. xxxviii. 17.

10 ff. Parallelism requires sometliing like MSli' njJljl ']'?^ (cp-

/. 28). Insert TjlUD IQTS ]V^b (following G i^ s ^-^ ^}, with Bi. [and

now Du.].—M DVrr'73- Read ni tTrpS (see on xxxv. 18). So //. 22,

45 ; Ixix. 20.

15 ff. M •''?
"'n''ihJ n^X""'3 ; very weak ! Read >b]; 'IX ^On^^'^D

(liD need not be expressed). See on xli. 6. Lag., ^211}^.—Omit TTil'

and li^M*:? (metre).— In the insertion {vv. 12 f.) Kr. HV^H is to be

preferred to Kt. HWH, and l'?3> should be ^r^bD"' {G^, S, a few MSS.,

01., Hu., Dy. &c.). Cp. xxxv. 4, 26, xl. 15.

19 f. Most unsatisfactory in M. First, ^n^hJ l^DD ''JKV T'^D

here, as often, is evidently corrupt. Read not improbably ^pnD3. ^JNI

miT3. Next, in'^ljl '^D'Vr MSOim. Read ^n'7>^~'?y TDr^DJI-

miT' and (cp. /. 40, and on Ixviii. 25) D^H/hi are very liable to corruption.

For the change of the verb cp. xxii. iia (MDi^DJ has become MD'^li'l).

21 f. M ISp''- Read Ip^hJ (xl. 10).—M QTH'^^S. See on /. 12.

\'erse 15 in M closes with jnil&)D Tin"' ^i'? ""3. The vss. presuppose

these consonants, but fail to make any good sense of them
; J's fion

cog)iovi litcraturas is delightful. The moderns either render, ' I know

not the numbers (thereoQ,' or else, like Wellh., despair. [Duhm, however,

'die Sehriften' ; see introd.] The origin of the clause, however, can

probably be determined. It is a second attempt of an editor to read the

indistinct words which ought to be read '^ilU'^i^jl ^1 '?ilp3.

23. M jlil3JZl K^3^^. Instead of going to the Arabic Lexicon for a

parallel idiom, read with Gr. "^ril3j;il y'2}< (cp. cxlv. 7). The three 2
so near together are suspicious. Against the plural form (M) note that

the vss. imply the singular. See also /. 30. Omit 'JlJ^^miV

24. M Tjri^7, superfluous. Read Tjl^DI- 7 is a development of T ;

3 dropped out before "2,- Cp. cxlv. 11 f. (1133 and 1113^ parallel).
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27. AI ly; note the two Paseks. Read TS^ (see /. 13).—29 f. M
N*I3''"7D'? lil7. 7D, as elsewhere (r.i?-. //. 12, 45) comes from ^Hp

,

and X12^ from '^JH^J^ (see on xxii. 31). Read therefore Sljp'? (end of

/. 29), and "qnny 'irh. To omit ^"Zb, with S, Ba., Beer, Cobl., is

inadequate. G iraa-j] t[] yeveq, i.e. "SyiPT/Zh (so Du.).
~ T :

31. Insert perhaps DpI^'l^ T=}pn TV\T\'' (xxxv. 6).—33. l^^^ here,

as in V. 20 (/. 35), seems to be an editorial patch, unless indeed it be a

corruption of Tj^'is':'. G 'A 2 J make ':i '^ "ytWA the subject to QTID'li^

!

—35 ff. Thrice Kr. is preferable to Kt. Almost all vss. agree. Though

J begins with miJii, it continues with nos ; 'A gives the first person

throughout. Omit 1Ii>^^ (see last note).— M Dipil , influenced by

j"li3.*l? Read probably njiyi ; sense and metre gain. H and 1 are

often confounded.—M ^JTIIH Hlli^J^ • Later on we find the variant

'':u)njn 'I'OT). No doubt the right reading is ''jprTjr^ ^V^irj^ ; G J S

do not support ^DJl-—M y"^^^^ nVjinnr^T, an unexampled phrase.

Read perhaps V~'^^'^ ni^r^nn^D (Isa. xliv. 23, and Q) Ps. Ixiii. 10,

cxxxix. 15. [So I find already Lagarde and Duhm ; Olshausen too makes
the two phrases synonymous.] As /. 38 Q^Q ^pI^S^^Q^ ^Jli^'J/ll (cp. xviii.

17), is a possible and suitable reading-. ^J'^rOil niay be latent in 3Cn ?

'^12 in J^:Dmjn , and U"0 in >JKD (relic of >:l^^D:l). This assumes

that 'JJl ^Dj~I does double duty ; such phenomena are not uncommon.

Cp. Ixix. 3, 15, and note Pasek after •'J^^ DJ- M's "'jl'^lil ^TSTS (G

[fJTrXeoj'arrfK 7-»;i' biKaiocrvvqv (tov) is probably from rivljl Jlim (corre-

sponding to myn m2"i in ?'. 20.

39 f. After TT^^^{ insert m.l' W^V^^ > so Ba., Beer, Roy (p. 45)

;

: - T

G (Lucian) has (u Xaots Kvpie. [.So now We., SAis::t'n.'\—For ^73 read

7ip ; cp. xlvii. 6. For ^n't'hJ read '^'plli^ (cp. on /. 19 f ).— 42. Insert

perhaps i'?h}JT (Isa. xli. 14, &c.).— 45. M DiM"'?3. See on /. 12.—46 f.
"*:

: T

Insert mn'' nnd ""t^^D^ ''JtDii? (metre).

PSALM LXXII.

1 RIMETERS. Predictions of the happy and beneficent reign of the 'king' or

the ' king's son,' i.e. the Messiah, tlie son of David. The psalm should be read in

close connection with Ps. xlv., .ind part of what lias been said on that psahn is

again applicable here. In both psalms the Messiah is represented as a second
Solomon. Two points may be specially mentioned liere. 1. An initial act of judg-

ment on the part of Vahwe is desired as the preliminaiy to the ride of the ideal king.

And 2. though the royal personage addressed is distinguished from the ^aniyyiiii

and from the people, the closing stanza shows by its allusion to Gen. xii. 2, 3, xxii. 18,
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xxvi. 4, that the Messiah is but tlie leader and representative of Yahwe's people.
In short, as was noticed on Ps. xlv., there is very little reality in the conception of
the Messiah as set forth in the psalms. It was so lonp; since there had been a
native Israelitish king that the Messianic hope in the post-exilic pre-Maccabrean
period could not have much vitality.

Ps. Ixxii. is also parallel to the well-known Messianic passage in Zech. ix.

{z>cJ. 9, lo). It is true that Ps. Ixxii. 7/', 8, is an interpolation suggested by that

prophecy, but the interpolator displayed a sound insight into the mutual affinity

of both passages. He was also right in his belief that the king referred to was the

Messiah, and not an imaginative representative of the pious community of Israel.

We may also compare the tine Messianic prophecies in Isa. ix. and xi., which, as

has been shown, are of post-exilic origin.

According to Griitz, the hero of Ps. Ixxii. is the young prince Hezekiah, and the

psalm expresses the hopes and vaticinations of the devout Levites, who, as he
thinks, were the ^andvJiii (or ''aiiJyy'iyn'), 'the meek and lowly ones,' so often

referred to in the psalms ; he compares Isa. xiv. 30, 32, which, however, is in a

post-exilic passage (see Marti) ; Hitzig, Reuss, and formerly the present writer

(fy, 144 ff., 155) thought of Ptolemy Philadelphus, and really, if the present text of

V. 15 is on the whole correct, and if a historical king is desired, it is difficult not to

be attracted towards this hypothesis. Uuhm, it is true, prefers some Asmoncean
king, and Weissmann (' Der 72 Ps. kritisch erlautert u. ubersetzt,'y^'V(/. Litteratur-

blatt, 1886, pp. 20-22) even selects Queen Salome. But a Maccaba-an psalm in

the second book of the psalms is not to be expected. Duhm is also of opinion

that Ps. Ixxii. was originally without vv. 5-1 1, which contain ' wishes presupposing
the Messianic eschatology.' This is an extension of Giesebrecht's and Biithgen's

view that vv. 8-1 1, which ' interrupt the connexion,' are a later interpolation, and
that the rest of the psalm was a glorification of some Israelitish king.

It would seem that a keener criticism of the text removes the basis of all these

theories, and that the Messianic interpretation of the Targum is correct. Cp.
Stade, Zt. f. Theol. 11. Kirc/ie, ii. 386 { = Akad. Reden, 53). The doxology in

vv. 18 f. closes the second book of the Psalms. See Introduction.

Of Salmah (or, Ishmael). I

I O Yahwe ! display thy judgments for the king,

Thy righteous acts for the king's son !

He will rule thy people with righteousness, 2

Thy sufferers with justice.

Thy mountains will bear welfare, 3

And the hills righteousness;'

He will do justice to the sufferers of thy people, 4
He will succour the race of the poor.

He will crush the folk of Cushani, 5

10 And destroy the race of Jerahnieel
;

He will bring down Maacath and Amalek, 6

Those of Rehoboth and of Zarephath ."

' Righteousness will flourish in the land (-'. "ja).

- lie will bring down Ishmael and Jerahmeel,
|
From the river to the utmost

parts of the land \vv. 7/;, 8).
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Before him the Misrites will bend the knee, 9

The Arabians will lick the dust
;

The Asshurites^ will bring gifts,- lO

Those of Sheba'' will offer gold."-

He will snatch the needy from the oppressor, T 2

The sufferer who has none to help him
;

He will feel for the wretched, the needy, 13

20 The lives of the innocent he will save.

From Maacath^ he will deliver their souls, 14

Precious will their blood be in his sight

;

He will rescue his servants from Edom, 15

He will deliver them from those of Jerahmeel.

Justice will revive in the land, 16

Like the pine of the mountains will it strike root
;

Like the cedar in Lebanon will it spring up,

And flourish like the wild herbage.

For ever let him be blessed, 17

30 Before thee let his name endure
;

Let all kindreds bless themselves by him,

Let all nations call him happy.

D0x0logy.

Blessed be Yahwe, Israel's God, 18

Who alone does wondrous things
;

And blessed be his glorious name for ever, 19

And let the whole earth be full of his glory. Amen, Amen.

Subscription.

End of the praise-songs of David, son of Jesse.

I f- Display thy judg-ments, ' spirit of judgment ' is substituted for

&c. Most render \T\ ,
' give,' and ' spirit of wisdom.' But the phrase

suppose this to be a prayer for the 'give thy judoments,' or, as some prefer

'spirit of wisdom,' the primary object to read, 'thy judgment,' is not very

of this being to make the king an able natural. In Ixxxvi. i6, 'give thy

and righteous judge (i K. iii. 28, Isa. strength' (or ' thy help'?) means

xi. 2 f.) ; indeed, in Isa. xxviii. 6, ' display thy strength in act' (parallel

' Jerahmeeliies.

- That is, one will give him of the gold of Sheba (zu 15a).

^ And Seba.
•* All kings will do homage unto him,

|
all nations will serve him (-•. il).

* And from Cusham.
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' deliver '). Perhaps the psahiiist means
'perform judicial acts,' or (/. 2) 'acts
of righteousness' (i S. xii. •j).— The
king's son. A phrase suggested by the
coronation of Solomon during David's
lifetime.

3 f. The connexion is, ' Do thou,
O Yahvve ! interpose for Israel's ex-
pected ideal king, for he will answer
ail the high requirements which thou
wilt make. Mis only aims will he
justice and the national welfare.'

—

T/iy
iiifferers. Cp. /. 7, ' the sufferers of

{i.e. constituting) thy people.' 'Anlv-
y'liu is a title for the pious community
as a whole (cp. ix. 13, Ixviii. 11).

5 f. Cp. Ixxv. II, Isa. xlv. 8.

—

9 ft". See ii. 9, xviii. 38 ff., Ixviii. 22
(corr. texts). To understand these
passages, read Lam. v. and Obadiah.
See crit. notes.

12. The gloss which forms vv. "]!>, S,

does not describe the world-wide ruie
of the Messiah (any more than ii. 8,
Zech. ix. 10 do) ; the conquest and
absorption of the troublesome N. Arab-
ian border-land is referred to. See crit.

note, and cp. Sirach xliv. 21.

14. Zilck the dust. To ' kiss
the ground ' was both in Egypt and in

Assyria an expression for the deepest
obeisance ; the parallel phrase ' to eat
the dust' in Assyrian meant the utmost

conceivable humiliation (Winckler,

Altor. Forsch., i. 291).

15 f. Cp. xviii., //. 101-104, Ixvii.f-',

//. 26-29.

17-20. \'irtually eejuivalent to /.'.

7, 8. The poet felt that to make the

Irequent repetition of the N. Arabian

eihnic names less glaring, it was desir-

able to repeat the reference to the com-
passionateness of the king, who had to

crush the oppressors in order to deliver

the oppiessecl and to save them from a

renewal of their miseries.

22. Cp. on cxvi. 15. Precious,

i.e. too precious to be given up to violent

men

—

W^t^l '^V'l'ii, , cxxxix. 19.

23 f. Alluding to the captivity of

Jews in Edom (see Ixviii.'-^, //. 6 f.,

cxxxvii., corr. texts). The removal of

the reference to intercession for the

king (see crit. note) has important

critical consequences. See introd.

25 ff. A fine passage if it were not

so plainly imitative. For the quatrain

as here restored, cp. Isa. xxvii. 6

w^v\ x'-r, nm:n = nns),
Hos. xiv. 5 f., Ps. xcii. 8, 13. Cp.
also £uc. .5/7'., 'Cedar,' 'Fir.'—Doxo-
•logy, /. 4. Taken from Num. xiv. 21.

See crit. note.

Critical Notes, i. AI TJ-DDli^D- G S T J ftOSti^::} ; so Gr., Ba., We.,

Du. Plausible, cp. on xxxvi. -jb. See, however, e.xeg. note.— In /. 2 read

probably ^''Jlpi:i (ciii. 6).

5 ff. M Dyy Omit {U\? dittographed).—M npijin • Kead npi:»V

The 2 came in through 'jT^I in v. la.—Read ^pi?

.

9 f. At first sight one might suppose M's p*i:;ij» ^;D1''"1 to be a corrupt

duplication of the opening words of -v. 5. It is clear, however, that G {Kai

(TVfinopaixfvil) represents a variant J^^i^^ (cp. Eccles. vii. 15), which Lag.,

Bji., Briill {Jahrb. f. jud. Gesch. u. Lit. 1885, p. 71), Che."), and Now.,

prefer to M's ^^NT^ . Certainly 'i^tyD D^ 11K"1" is difificult ; is the

object God or the king 1 Gr. and (in ignorance of Gr.) We. would read

^^^^4"l''^ This cannot be right. ' They shall fear him,' is not tolerable,

wedged in between couplets in which the subject of the verbs is, not the

Israelites, but the Israelitish king, while Griitz's rendering ' that they

may revere him {i.e. the king)' is a mere makeshift. Then, is Lagarde

to be followed .? But who can say that the statement, ' he shall live as

long as the sun endures,' is probable either between v. 4 and 7'. 6, or even
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(if we follow Duhm, and regard t'T'. 5
— ii as a Messianic interpolation)

as a prefix to 7'v. 7— 11? A statement of the king's eternity (cp.

' cuternitas tua,' Plin. Ep. x. 87, addressed to Trajan) would come naturally

either at the beginning or at the end (cp. 7'. 17) of the psalm, not—even

if Diihni's view were correct—in the middle. If "]"'~1hJ*T be adopted, we

ought to regard the distich (t/. 5) as a variant to <'. 17, and therefore to

remove it to the margin as a note on ?'. 17. Another critical course must

therefore be taken. Sometimes T£)'2'^ is found to represent D^3 (see

eg: Ixxiv. 16, cxxi. 6, and the place-name which passes as Beth-shemesh,

cp. also DID for W^'2, Isa. Ixvi. 20, &c.). This reading will suit perfectly,

if we point Q^, and further adopt the reading JOT* instead of ']")^i"1^^ or

]^")S^. In a psalm which contains so many names of countries, we

cannot be surprised to find the name of such an important N. Arabian

people as Cush or Cusham, and the anticipation that Cush shall be

broken to pieces is paralleled by the statement in Ixxxix. i \a (corr. text).

Thus p^iy ^<31•' is a variant to ^lyU'UV T^"^"''"'
'^^'h'ch enables us to

restore one important word with absolute correctness. 'pV^'^, as we can

now see, represents []li;"lD Dl^- It should be added that ti^i^Ii' represents

not only Qj^j but also the verb required for /. 10 (=?'• 5/O' '^'^- TDli^\

which fell out through its containing the letters "iZV which enter into

V!2'^- The last two letters of l\'2Ii>^ became "^l, and were combined

with "•J3 (miswritten for "'31) to make "JHlS ni'' = Tl")''
=

'^Srjni''

(cp. ' Jerah ' in Gen. x. 26). Read therefore,

—

Ut:^ DP N31^

11. MG ll'' : D"'"li"l "li"l. A careless scribe's three attempts to

write "iniV—M Til'b^ liDDS- According to Duhm, this is Messianic.
- T T ;

' The verse says of the Messiah the same that in Hos. vi. 2,h is said of

Yahwe.' There, however, the verb is i<i3^ ; here it is TIV Is the
T

Messiah anywhere said to 'come down'.? And what of 13? It is usual

to render 'mown grass,' and to compare Am. vii. i ; G 2 J, however, render

ttJ/coi/, ve/lus. See also G. Hoffmann, ZATW, 1883, p. 117, vvho is

controverted by Hupf.-Nowack, ii. 201. On the whole question see

E}7C. Bib., ' Mowings.' The text (here and in Am., I.e.) is corrupt. In

this context we surely require ethnic names. Read probably jIDJ^ip

\h'!2V^- The first y dropped out, and D became CO. p became J, and

a mutilated Aramaic Q became an Aramaic \. See exeg. note.

12. First, as to ^'T"1T. The word is not at all u probable one. It

occurs once (= 'overflow') in post-lJiblical literature {Yoma,%7a) ; the

verb C^''T")T is also found (Midr. on Cant. i. 3). J. Kennedy {Hcb.

Sfiiofiyms, III) groups ^M"1T with I^IJID (Prov. xxvii. 15), but this word

is also an improbable one ; read 0''")''^!^' or D^D'DT (<^P- on civ. 13).
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Since 'like showers, an overflow (on) the land' is impossible, Hu., I5i.,

Che.'", read 5^^~lt^, and Duhm ISTHT (G a-Tu^ovaai) , but such Aramaic

coinages are very improbable. Next, as to the entire line. If ^^PT is

corrupt, how can we safely trust D^^^^ID (see Efic. Bib.^ ' Rain ') and

y"lS ? As in /. 1 1, we expect, not a figure from nature, but ethnic names

(cp. on D*201, l-\v. 11). It is not the gentle descent of rain but the

destruction of hostile powers that we expect in this context, yih} might,

as elsewhere, come from "l^D- More probably, however, ?)M~1T and '\'l^<

should be taken together, and the line should be read D^JHDn^T D\~li2rn,

which is amply sufficient to form a trimeter.

Glosses. Verses 7, 8 are entirely composed of glosses, and three

small glosses occur in v. 10. To understand the former, the text

of vv. 7, 8 must be closely examined. That p^^^ should be p"T^

(G S J ; 3 MSS. Kenn.; Seeker, Street, Kr., Lag., Gr., We., Du.)

few will doubt. V,^^^ has escaped criticism. It is however otiose,

whereas 'in the land,' or the like, is to be expected. Verses 7, 8,

as we shall see, are so deeply corrupt that it is reasonable to

look for the word which comes nearest to V(D^3, and to emend

accordingly. The right word is nrO"TJ^3 (cp. Ixxxv. 12). We next ask,
T T -; T ,

Is V. jb correct in its present form ? Qi*?^ ^"1 is suspicious ; '2r\ is

otiose with niB''. Suspicious again is n~l' """^B,""!^ ; why should the

flourishing of prosperity have a term set to it ? Parallel passages in

71V. 5 and 17 can be shown to be corrupt, and in one of these verses H'V

is a mutilated form of 7j<(!3nT. The analogy of Zech. ix. 10 (to be

referred to again) warrants us in reading (for 7'. jb), '^^iJ,^.3^i;' "TH^T

/S^2nTV Now we turn to ?'. 8. That there is an allusion to Zech. ix.

10. has long ago been noticed. It has not, however, been observed that

Zech. ix. is a highly corrupt section, and that in its original form it related

throughout, not to Damascus, Tyre, Philistia, Greece, but to the N.

Arabian neighbours of the Jews (see Crtf. Biblica, 186). Omitting the

opening w-ords, Zech. ix. 10 should almost certainly run thus,—Jin^m

now becomes probable that 7'. 8 should run
—

~"Ty HH^Q t'i^pm^ ^^'I'^T

yii^ ''D3^<, and that the first two words should be expanded by the

insertion of T 7j<J,''i;3I£f^; iv. 8 and Zech. ix. 10 have in fact been harmonized.

On the glosses in ?-. 1 1 see below.

13. M "^li. 01., Dy., Bi., Gr., Che.d', We., Du., read Dni'. 15ut
• r

we need an ethnic name. G gives AldioiTis, but this, as Ixxiv. 14 (toI?

A lO'io'^i= D'^U*?) shows, is a paraphrase, not a translation. Read Q^U^^S.

—

14. M V3'N1- Kead "Zlljt'l-— 'S- ^I <^''s text is evidently too long,

nor is either ' Tarshish ' or 'the coast-lands' appropriate here ; 'kings'
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5

too is unexpected. The remedies are suggested by experience elsewhere.

Read m"!^'"- nn2'2 Dnili'J^I Q\':'i;ipni\ but here D"''7N^m' may be

omitted as an incorrect variant to 'liW.— 16. Omit ii2p^ as an inter-

polation, read "'hJa'*:^, and for "^^^H read Vnil "^tlWii (Vin. written

'in, fell out) ; "ti;^ a gloss on WI^^'^D- "^D'^Dii occurs again in Ezek.

xxvii. 15, but read Ijnnb. Omit ''3^!2 (dittographed).

G/oss. In 7'. II note O'?'^, presupposing the faulty reading 0/i2
in 7'. 10. The influence of Ixviii.'-', //. 26 f. may also be suspected.

17. M 2 T ];^tD. Read [p]i:^iprj. OS J pV^D (Isa. xxxii. 5,

Job xxxiv. 19) ; less probable, though still defensible (cp. Sirach xiii. 18).

—

20. 1\I D^JT3hJ. Tarallelism requires D'^'pJ ; cp. Jer. ii. 34, where

D'JV^hi and D"pJ are variants.— 21. IMG Dl^ni:^') Tjij^::2; too vague,

also too long. T|ij1 is an unusual form (though some read it in x. 7,

Iv 12). Tfip) and T|j~l , however, are equally uncertain (cp. on x. 7, Iv. 12),

and DO^n in Prov. xxix. 13 is at any rate doubtful. It is an ethnic that

we expect here. We may take our choice between DDV'^, which is

probably represented by ^1/1, and W\i}3 (see on xviii. /. 98), which has

become D'^H- ' Cusham' seems to be a gloss on JID'^'^-

G/oss. In T'. 15 *n^T is a variant to ^H' in 7'. 16 (see on /. 25). The
ne.xt words are a paraphrase of 7'. \od (/. 16). QilTD is important as

showing that the glossator understood the meaning of the now misread

second part of 7'. 10.

23 f. G J give plural verbs, which Duhm prefers, but wrongly. The
passage is deeply corrupt, though it has now become easy to correct it.

For '^y^ ^'?'^^\^^ read Dil^^^p Vmy iO'^EPI, and for '1J1 DV.t'^D read

n-JpIS" D'''?S:2nn_\*.2 . IVJjn and DVn~'?D frequently conceal different

words.

25. IM ynj^Zl
I
~13,~nD3 ^'^^ DDD is generally rendered cxpansio,

diffusio, but the philological basis is insecure. 2 gives Ix^? = l^^DS in

Targ. and Talm. (H*erz). G ffri^piy/Lta ; /iprov seems to have fallen out ;

T has S,^n7 TJ'D- Is this a pure guess? It hardly presupposes

ly^V'^'^Z- Lag., (h-,, Che.<", We., -Tljl^HlZ' (cp. Job xxii. 11). Quite

independently, Herz and Duhm have proposed /ID^ (an Aramaism).

But as the next words in M arc, as Duhm says, ' mere nonsense,' we may
well look further for the truth. Pasek warns us against "1^, which is in

fact miswritten for Y"^^i2 I* or /IDS read probably lDSX'D (cp.
- • T ; •

Isa. xxxii. 16) ; '>TV should be TT"' (7'. 15, ''TVS).

26. The prevalent error respecting 12 generally results in placing

corn-fields on the top of the mountains. To avoid this W F bring out
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this rendering, 'The mountain-tops rustle like a Lebanon of fruit';

certainly very hyperbolical indeed! ti^yi^, 'rustle,' would be strange

anywhere (though note Del.'s Arabic parallel). In such an unadorned

poem as Ps. Ixxii. it is inconceivable. G {nrfpap6i](T(Tai Intp rbv AtjS., i.e.

\\^A?^ hiii'.D^—a pure conjecture. Read ^^TiiT' ; the corruption was

partly caused by the proximity of It'l^l^ (cp. Ewald, 'es gipfle,' from

l^Nl !). For i:rS"in read i:hn33- ^ ee exeg. note.

27 f. M's ins 'i^n'j'S 15 too short for a line : nsO must have fallen

out, owing to the resemblance of Pi^ to t^J^nv Read 'i^H'?:! PNS
niD"' (xcii. 13).—M '^y\ '^^yi^ ri-'T^- Read certainly y^y:3 "fi""!

'^^^i'l> omitting "I^J'ID (though G read it) as a corruption of DPy%
which is manifestly a variant to DPH (/. 26).

' T

29. M S^ll), followed by Pasek. G, however, has eirro) to ">vo^a avrov

(v\oyr]^€vov fis tovs aloivas, where, as Duhm points out, ro oV. avr. {i.e.

S'DV) is a correction leased on M, and ei'Aoy. represents the true reading

TJT)3.—30. In T^^Z'"'J3'^ (M G) liTjr is but a distortion of i^'ir

(written too soon). Read ^"'^s'?. Next as to
"J'y.

The Kr. is ^ill\

which is not Niphal of ^-J (?), but a corruption of "jiS" (so G J S [?] T [?] ;

I MS. de R.). So Street, Bii. (?). Ges.-Bu. (pp. 526^^, I73(?;, however,

infers from G's biaynDil the reading p"T\ but can we rely for this on M's

text of Gen. vi. 3? Duhm, Y'J% an improbable Aramaism.— 31. A
parallel to D'''III~'?D is wanting. Insert r)'in3::'i:D"'?D (Bi.) ; nearly so

Street, Bii., Du., following G's TT'lam al cfjvXin t?]s yi]s.

Doxology, /. 4. Read K^rj'l, Geii^'er, Kautzsch (Ges.-'"'\ !:; I2it'),

following G Num. xiv. 21 (f'^TrXrjo-n)-

Siibscriptiott. M j"l'|'?3ri . Gi 01 v\xvoi avrov. Read j~l^'?."T/^ (Kr.,

Gr., Abbott). So perhaps in Hab. iii. i. read r[^Hr\.

PSALM LXXIII.

J RIMEIERS. A psalm of struggling but victorious faith. A slight rearrange-
ment of stanzas 8-1 1 greatly improves tlie efiect. The psalm opens with a
statement of the finally attained conviction tliat in spite of appearances \'alnve's

favour is for Israel and his wrath for Israel's foes (//. I, 2). Then begins a most
affecting description of a period of mental agony. The speaker says that for a
moment he had fallen headlong into a 'pit' (/. 4). He saw a body of persons
enjoying an uninterrupted course of prosperity (//. 5-10), and as a consequence so
possessed by pride that they stopped al no blasphemy, and as it were drank up
treason (//. 11-20). The jieoples to which they belonged were of N. Arabia ;

Arabian?-, Cusliite-;. Jerahni^elites, Ishmnelitcs are the names given to tliem. In
//. 23 f., however, thny are simply c.illcd 'tlie wicked' and ' the unrighteous": we may
perhaps infer that they were not invaders, but p?rinanent settlers, and that lawless
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Jews had joined them. Even over the pious community—the true Israel—a wave
of scepticism passed at the sight of such an apparent failure of retriinition. Some of

its members actually questioned (jod's cajiacity of discernment, and pronounced
the moral discipline to which they had subjected themselves of no avail (//. 2l-28_),

and since tlie words used arc, ' 7ny feet gave way '

(/. 3), arid '/ said '
(/. 21), we

may conclude that among those whose faith gave way were many of the leading

Jews. It was with the deepest pain that they became unbelievers, but for a time
they were (from the Hebrew point of view) no l)elter than atheists, for they
'denied' God's lovingkindness and faithfulness, on which hitherto they had rested

their whole religion. Looking back upon this, they saw liovv foolish they had
been, and recognized that they had missed the only possible explanation of the
facts, viz. that when God's time (the Messianic judgment) has come the wicked
will be suddenly swept away like grass (cp. xcii. 8 ?). Pious Israel recovered
its balance, and the joyous consciousness of the divine Companion returned to it.

The path on which Israel walks is the path to glory. No inward temptation nor
outward misfortune can cause him to stumble. He longs for Vahwe—the peerless

God—to reveal himself as Israel's eternal portion. No more will he give way to

doubt ; the denial of God leads to ruin. Cp.Jeiuish Keligioits Life, 238-240, 246 f.

There is a close parallelism between this psalm and xJix., where, however, there

is no reference to any wavering on the part of Israel, and a still closer resemblance
to Pss. xxxix.'^', xciv.C, and cxvi. (see introductions). Pss. xxxvii. and xcii.

(see below, on //. 5, 35) are also jmrallel. It is plain that the speaker is no
individual—no Hebrew Pascal—but the community, or, at least, the 'dullards
among the people,' mentioned in an explanatory passage of the parallel Ps. xciv.

Smend's remark (p. 124) that, in spite of the apparent references to the expe-
rience of an individual, the psalm may yet have been composed for public worship,
is fully justified by the revised text. The features which seem to point in an
opposite direction {vv. 15, 17) are due to corruption of the text. (Cp., however,
Coblenz, pp. 176 ft". ; Roy, pp. 63 f.) If so, it becomes impossible to quote this

psalm as an evidence of the rising hope of personal immortality. On tlie basis of
the traditional text, one might indeed do this ; Charles thinks this justified

(' Eschatology,' Eiic. Bib.., col. 1367), and so formerly thought the present writer

{^OP, 390, 422 ; PsS^'i on Ps. Ixxiii.). Nor can we venture to say with Laue
{Comp.des B. Hioh, 82, note) that Ps. Ixxiii. is only intelligible as a Maccaba;an psalm.

Marked: of Asaph. I

I Surely Yahwe is good to Israel,

Those of Jerahmeel [he abhors].

Bat as for me, my feet gave way
;

2

As I trod, I stumbled at a pit.

For I was enraged at the impious, 3

I was incensed at the prosperity of the wicked
;

For of stripes they have no experience, 4
Continually they see prosperity.

In the day of desolation they are safe, 5

10 In the day of calamity they are not smitten :

Therefore pride possesses them, 6

With the garment of violence they clothe themselves.

They increase their strength by their iniquity, 7

They prevail by the devices of their hearts
;

They crush thy people, O Yahwe ! 8

^Even^ Arabia, Cusham, and Jerahmeel.
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The Cusliites subvert tliy possession, 9

Thine inheritance the Ishmaehtes break to pieces;

Therefore they deny Yahwe, 10

20 And treason they swallow greedily.

Then I said, ' How can God have noticed an3-thing ? 11

Has the Most High the power to discern ?

Behold, the wicked prosper, 12

The unrighteous amass wealth.

How vain it is to cleanse my heart, 13

And to desire the dwelling-place of his glory,

When strokes fall upon me continually, 14

And stripes every morning.'

And shuddering took hold of me

30 At the iniquity of those of Jerahmeel
;

16

For my heart was astonished, 21

And in my reins I was horror-stricken
;

I myself rejected wisdom, 15

Thy lovingkindness and faithfulness I denied
;

I became a dullard, I was ignorant, 22

I lacked discernment respecting thee,

Until I gave heed to the judgments of God, 17

And discerned the future of those men :

How +suddenly^ calamities overtake them ! 18

40 Thou castest upon them gloom +of Deathland^ !

How are they brought to ruin in a moment, iq

Swept clean away are the impious ones !

Jerahmeel and Cusham are destroyed, 20

The Arabians and Mi.srites thou sweepest away.

But as for me, I rejoice evermore
;

23

Thou hast hold of my right hand :

According to thy purpose thou leadest me, 24

And makest known to me the path of glor}-.

Whom has Yahwe +for a peer+ in heaven ? 25

50 Or who upon earth is like God, my stronghold ?

My flesh and my heart pine for him

—

26

My Rock and my Portion for ever.
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Truly those will perish who insult thee,

Every one that blasphemes thy name thou wilt ex-

tinguish.

But as for me, I cleave unto my God,

I trust in Yahwe^ my Refuge.-

28

I. y)l^ ^Sj less probably 'only

good,' i.e. even when as now the wicked
seem to be God's favourites. As in

xxxix. 6, Ixii. 2, &c., renderings vary.

Adopting the secondary adversative

sense, J gives attamen ; 2 ttAV oi'tcos
;

Calvin atqtii. Marot finely ' Si est ce

que Dieu est tres doux.' ^J^ belongs to

the whole sentence, including the state-

ment of God's abhorrence of Jerahnieel.

—3. My feet gave way. As we shall

see presently, it was the prevailing

might of the Edomite oppressors which
led a section of the pious community
into grievous sin, denying Vahwe's
lovingkindness and faithfulness (/. 34).
Another psalmist, qualifying a similar

confession which might scandalize the
community, represents this 'giving way
of the feet ' as merely an apprehended
danger. ' If I say, My foot gives way,

|

Thy lovingkindness, O Vahwc ! holds
me up.'

5. The impious were a con-
tinual eyesore to the pious. ' Let me
put a guard on my mouth,' says one of

their representatives, ' while the wicked
confronts me' (xxxix. 2). Intercourse
with them was a sin (xxvi. 4/;, 1. iS) ;

but even to be enra^^ed at them (see on
xxxvii. I, xlix. 6) was only loo likely

to lead to sin. Hence the need of

frank declarations like the present and
the parallel psalms. — 7. Stripes,

Jni^13rT. Metaphorically, as v. ij\b,

xxxviii. 6 ; cp. Isa. i. 6, liii. 5. For
the idea of //. 7, 8, cp. Job xxi. 9,
' Their houses are prosperous, without
fear,

|
Neither is the rod of God upon

them.'

15-18. Parallel passage, xciv. 4 f.

— 19. Deny Yahwe, as xlix. 3, 14, 17,

1. 22.—20. It is treason, 7j?D, even

for Cushites to violate holy persons or

things on Yahwe's land.— Swa/ioic
greedily. Cp. Job xxxiv. 7, .' (Job) who

drinks up scorning like water.'—21-28.

Then I said, ik.c. Parallel passages,

xciv. 7,
' And I said, Yahwe doth not

see, Jacob's God doth not observe' ;

X. 4, II, 13 ; Job xxii. 13.

—

Hoiv vain
is it, (X:c. Parallel passages, xxxix. 9/',

cxvi. II ; Job xxi. 15, xxii. 13. In his

consternation (cxvi. 11) the speaker

contradicts the finest of the Hebrew
psalms (e.^^. xxvi.).— To cleanse my
heart, i.e. to keep it free from the sense

of guilt (cp. Prov. XX. 9).— 29 ff. See
crit. notes.

33-36. See introd.,and crit. notes.

True wisdom consists in knowing that

God is a rewarder of those tiiat seek
him (xxi v. 5 f.). A dullard. Cp.
xcii. 7f , xciv. 12 f.—37. Thejudgments
of God, i.e. how God manifests his

justice in act. M, ' the sanctuaries of

God,' which most, very unsuitably to

the context, take to mean the temple
(cp. Ixviii. 36). Some, however •* (Ol.,

Ew., Hi., Wcllh., iJuhm), explain,

'God's secrets, or mysteries' (\Visd.

ii. 22), the divine plans or principles of

action being like the inner sanctuary of

the temple, and requiring a special

preliminary purification. Duhm even
thinks that this peculiar ])hrase may
refer to the Piiarisivan doctrine of im-
mortality, which was at first esoteric,

and only propagated with caution.

The sense produced by this rendering
is good, but the Hebrew has to be
forced. Consequently the text must
be wrc^ng. See crit. note.—40. Gloom
(of Deathlaiid). Cji. Iv. U. The
' gloom ' is that of sudden calamity

;

see next stanza.—42. The impious, as

/. 5.—43 f. The renewed reference to

the offending peoples by their names
shows the art of the poet ; stanza 11

corresponds to stanza 4. For a time
Jerahmeel and Cusham, Arabia and
.Misrim seemed gods upon earth, and
crushed Yahwe's jioor without mercy.
Now the retaliation arrives ; Yahwe
crushes his people's enemies. The
traditional text is obscure and scarcely

* The Lord. * To rehearse all thy wonders.

^ So, before the moderns, Yatablus (C/vV. Sacr., 1660, iii. 3S37).
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intelligible. The editor evidently in-

tended a parallelism of expression

i)etween U^'^tl and D!37!» • Hut no
— : T : T

exegesis will succeed in producing a

parallelism of thought. ' Their phantasm'

{rj7i{) can only mean ' their semblance

of life'; but 'a dream' (DI^H) has

reference to the impression produced
on an observer by the sudden destruc-

tion of living persons (cp. Job xx. 8).

The one records an objective, the otiier

a subjective fact. The verb nT3/1
too is most unsuitable. Men do not

despise their dreams ; indeed, the

ancients ascribed to them a prophetic

significance. Nor can Vahwe be said

to ' despise ' those whom he sweeps
away as by a destructive flood.

45. Stanza 12 corresponds to stanza

I. Now that the speaker sees that

God is just—stem to the transgressors,

but good to the upright—he can take

up again the 'J^i^ (' as for me ') of /. 3,

and give it a happier setting. ' As for

me *—whose feet but lately gave way—
' I rejoice evermore ' (^^i^/l). And

then follows a striking and felicitous

repetition of the substance of xvi. 7-9
and 1 1 (see notes).

49 f. Israel's ' goodly heritage '

—

to be united to the God of gods. Even
now, he is conscious of this happiness,
but the full enjoyment of it will be in

the near Messianic future. The ' king
of gloiy ' (xxiv. 7-10) has not yet made
his triumphant entrance into his sai.c-

tuary. See introd.

53. It is no vague anathema
against the wicked in general. The
inveterate and incorrigible enemies of
Israel and Israel's religion are the
objects of the speaker's wrath. Cp.
.\liv. 17, Ixxiv. 18.

Ci-itical Notes, i. Why, inquires Duhm, should' Israel' be mentioned

as a people, when no reference is made in the sequel to non-Israelites ?

Besides v. \a seems to be too short. Hence Schorr, Gratz, Pedes, and

Duhm read '7^^ 'SV'h lijO l^^, and draw DM'^I^ over to /. 2. But the
T T :

-

distich thus produced is not a good one, and the sequel rightly read leads

us to expect a reference to non-Israelites. In Ixxvi. 6 37 ^"l^^S has

taken the place of "'/J^Drn^ ; it is probable that the same word should

be substituted here for the traditional reading "2."^ ^H^b. A word has

fallen out before TIT ; it is 2^*n^, the resemblance of which to 3113 in

/. I ni;iy have led to the omission. Read therefore—'^J^Tii?^'? ^110 "|X

T ;

3 f. M ^-1133 13;?D3 (Kt.) or VLDJ (Kr.). Bii. defends "•VJJ. But a
T - • • T T

participial clause like this at the opening of a narrative is very unlikely.

Kon. (§ 34S e /3) thinks that the position of the ^ may be influenced by

^"Pjn. But the words are certainly corrupt, i. tOPi^D is a needless

qualification ; the speaker, as we shall see, had not almost, but altogether

slipped. 2. It is metrically superfluous. 3. HtOJ, 'to swerve,' should be

followed by mND, or the like (xliv. 19). Gr., for a reason of his own,

reads li^bj, but keeps iOy^JD- But this word, not less than ^1i3J,

represents IIDI^J ; D=.3, V 'i^s grown out of a misplaced T. In ^")u2J, ^1

is a fragment of Q ; 1 has dropped out.—M >~)^'N nD32' (Kt.) or 133'^:^
T\ -: T : \ : \

(Kr.). Kr. has very little support from MSS. Del. and Bii. defend

n33"i' grammatically, but there is a most important previous cjuestion :

can "^^"^ mean 'to slip'? A Latin parallel (fiitukrc, cffinukre) is
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worthless. ]''i<J3 is also suspicious ; nowhere else does this mean

'almost.' Read n^^^< Diisn ^':'I:>3^

5 f. M D"'''?':'in2. Read D'^PH^B (see on v. 6, Ixxv. 5). The same

word CJ) in another corrupt form occurs in v. 19 (/. 42).— I\I Dl/yl^j

nsnNV Read ubtll, "irr/lN^ (cp- on Nn'N\ xlix. 6).

7 f. M ni3^"in. Cp. Isa. Iviii. 6, where the lexicons give the Arabic

sense of ' bands.' There, however, read ni'^jyO (<'^nd T'Dhi for y^-lJ^).

In our passage read j^i~lZn. Less probably Gr., JliQJil,'. G has

avdviv(ni (avaviu>(ns'^).—^\ D^lhJ NHQI JIlitD'?- But a reference to

euthanasia is out of place. Most read 0^1 1(27 (Moerlius in 1737, Street,
T 1 T

Evvald, Hitzig, Wellh. &c.). But Dn and i^HZ do not go well together.

A more thorough correction is required. G eV r« 6avaT<a nvTUiv (attached

to a) Koi (TTfpfcofia iv tj] fxaaTiyi auTwv {U^^^Zi "1^3J<T)- Read 1J^~1 T'^^J^

T

gd. M ^?2''J"'^? tS^ii ^'^^^- Strange. 'They are not in the trouble

of men' ! In the form IQ^J^J^ Kon. (ii. 446) finds the influence of forms

like iQ"'':'^ (ii- 5) and iQ>S;^ (v. 12). Read -l^^^^ ]^^^;^ UV3.. The h

was inserted to make sense after V had been corrupted into y. U!')2ii

for pj^li^, as perhaps in Jer. xvii. 16 and Isa. xvii. 11 (see SBOT, Heb.,

pp. 90, 195, but also Cr//. Bib., pp. 24, 62). D1N"D3-"1- Read ^"•^i DVZl')
T T * :

*•
;

(cf. Dt. xxxii. 35, Job xxi. 30).

II f. M il^DnpJj;. 'AH the Vss. except T have misunderstood the

word,' says Ba. Rather, all the Vss., inch T, except G, misunderstand.

2 r]iJL(f)iaaavTo
; J mitriti stmt (\/ p;3V ! T ]ljmiOy (surrounds them).

Three guesses. The modern view is also a guess. G has the trud text ;

(KpciTrjafv avTovs, i.e. ^DnT^T^^. TFTN became JDi^.—M T?^ (71*11^ has
:-T-: • \-

been suggested). Cf. jl^lD (from /IIID , Bo.), Gen. xlix. 11. Both

/1^1£^ and JllD should be corrected mD3 (so Gr., Ball in Gen.), and in

Ex. xxxiv. 2>Z niD!2 should be HD^T.^- Correct j")^^ also in Prov. vii. 10.

L. 12 as a whole should run thus, i'^'p'lHJpJ'^ Dr.2n mD3- So virtually

Herz. If iQ7 DDFT belong together (T and accents), tlCOP'' has no
T T T

object. Note plur. verbs in G S.

13. M V.32''y ^"rnr^ i^^^. G «^fXfi'fr«rai w? (< o-rearos 7; dhiKitx avjCiv,

which Suidas explains, ' With all security they will speak unrighteusness.'

r\ abiK. (so S) is of course right, as Bp. Horsley, Hi., Ew. and most agree.

But Il7n as a mere synonym for 3/ is very doubtful ; is there any

reason for emphasizing insensibility here (it is otherwise in .xvii. 10) ?

I. Y
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Herz suggests, i:^]')^^ 2^7} VyJV^- But U'^y means to close the

eyes ; we hardly dare extend the reference. Detter, '1X'3 t'^H IjJQhJ'' :

cC. 713 '\Bii, Am. ii. 14, Nah. ii. 2, Prov. xxiv. 5.

14. M's r\V2V*2 should mean ' imaginations ' (so S), but cannot be

so rendered. Prov. xviii. 11 is certainly corrupt. There has been both

transposition and corruption. Read perhaps D3? 7T12'^i'n!^2 IHZJ^

T ]^^^y?.

15 f. M 1p^^\ an Aramaizing an-. Aey. of unsuitable sense. Note
- T

l\isek. Then follows 371^ T121"T''T ; clearly wrong. Wic'ced men do not

' speak concerning evil
'

; thev speak evil, and then they act evil. APs

division of the verse too is against the Vss., except 2 and perhaps J (see

Lagarde). The key is supplied by a parallel psalm (xciv.). Read ^S'^

^S'Sl"* mrr' (xciv. 5^). yn^ is no doubt from 2iy (cp. T'l?3, v- 20).—

^I 1~13,"T^ Qi"lD!2 p'^J^ j G ddiKiav fis TO vyj/os (cp. S) e'AtiXT/craz/. For

pV)^ we should expect pDJ^, always used with "ISI (xxxi. 19, Ixxv. 6,

xciv. 9, I S. ii. 3). Or we might read '^p;^; (Buhl. ' for IDpi'') ; cp. SBOT
on Isa. XXX 12). Both inadequate corrections. Note repeated Tl^T.
Siegfr.-Sta. remark, p. 379, ' In Ps. x. 5, hi. 3, xcii. 9, perhaps textual

error.' They might have added Ixxiii. 9. Read certainly '7^^^Dm^ Dw'^3

(Zl'>^')- 'r\'V is represented both by nr.D*^ and partly by TnH"* {i.e.

by ni').

17 f. M Dn^3 D*Dt£^3 inti' ; ^ strange phrase, however interpreted !

The editor has cleverly made an external parallelism between D^(!3IiO in

n and yiNQ in b. But xciv. t,b supplies the true key, which also solves

the problem of the next line, where the tongue is represented as a roving

brigand (]':5rrn ; Lag., Now., We. TyS'ljlD; Tg however Hin'?:;::, i.e.

27\^r\ [Herz], or \5Tbr\ [Ixxxiii. 15]). Read //. 17 f.,—

osn^ U''t^3 ^P^~^

Observe here that TjJ-|x^-l> must have been written "jjl'^!''!")'' ; "l"!

attached itself to a misplaced fragment of t'^<;!D^'T' (viz. n~l"'= 3T').

19 f. M ubn i^V n-Ii^^ I "pb. So Kt.; but Kr. y\t\ which the

Rabbis and most moderns prefer. G bui tovto (TrKTTptyjrft. 6 Xuvs fxov

(vravda, i.e. ^Qj; 2^'^"^ (cp. S). There is deep corruption. Houb., Lag.,

Perles Dn'p i^T^'^' 1?':' ; Gildemeister {ZDMG xiii. 530) '^ U'31'^*' ;

Herz, 7?2i^ ')2''vl^"l. But, as the parallel psalms show, a reference to
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deniers of God is to be expected. Read certainly—D^'^/^^ Vi'MD* p7
(m,T).—M id'? ^'^B^ ikb*2 vol. 'Quite obscure' (Kautzsch). Bread

• T T • •• T

(? /. 19) and water, the rewards of impiety? Or (apart from /. 19) can

'water' mean 'doctrine' (cp. Pirke Aboth i. 4, 11). So perhaps 2, ku\

8ia8o)(T] (? St8n_Y')) 7rXj;/jr/f. G /cot ijfj.(pai TrXr/peif =: [D'_^5. *0 DT^'*! •

(; 2 J read INijaV Budde, Wellh. D\^'?D WD- Herz, ^lii'aN^' D'l^D")

V2"^. Such i^roping is quite ineftectual. As a parallel to /. 19 read,

^D'~* liJb"' b}?^') ; cp. Isa. Ixvi. II ("liii'jn). See exeg. note.

21. M Tipj^l ; G K(u (Ittcw. Read certainly li^sSlI (see /. 25); for a

parallel, see on xciv. 7. G's kiu tiira, at the head of?'. 13, may have been

a marginal correction of kqI dnav.

23 f. M r\bi^- Probably a fragment of D^'^lj.^ written by error instead

of D"'i?ti^")- M's ''']bu}^ is no doubt from vbp''- G i8ov uiiapraXol kcu

fvdrjvovvTai. —M '!'^]7- Read D viyT (very nearly so Gr.).

25 f. For G, see on /. 21.— In /. 26 the editor recast an indistinctly

written passage on the model of xxvi. 6 (also corrupt). Read VJUnMl

i"t23 |3'X'p3- See on xxvi. 6.

27 f. AI piJJ ^ilhiT ; a good construction (Kon. 239/^), but against

parallelism. Read ^yjj Tl^V—M ^ililDim ; G Ka\ 6 ("Afyxi's unv.

Read MmBm. Cp. /. 7.
T ~ :

29 f. M rm^^HNT, or rather, — "], as some MSS. give, and as is

implied by G 'A S J T ; so Now., Ba., Kau., We., Kon. (§ 200/^). The

natural sequel, however, of an exclamation like that in //. 21—28 is not

beating one's brains to solve the intellectual problem of the prosperity

of the wicked, but first a natural horror at the dreadful alternatives

presented to one, and next a step forward into the untried land of denial.

Cp. Job xxi. 6. So too in /. 30, how weak and how obscure is the

traditional reading, ''2^2 N'H [Kr. S^H] b^V ! Which does b:2y
T " : • » T » T

mean—'difficult},' or ' misery,' or ' perniciousness ' ? Experience warns

us to expect that partly accident, partly editorial regard for edification,

has transformed the text, not however so far as to destroy the traces of

the original text. Read probably,

—

31 f. X^Tin'^ 'vvas embittered'?? G T}v(j)pdv6r)u = TlD'ip'* ; but Syro-

Hex., Compl., Aid. read (^(KaCOrj, Vg. ' intlammatum est," i.e. 3^31171'

(cp. xxxix. 4). Possibly the text had ','2nJl\ which could be explained
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either as It^njl^ or as y,^nnv lUit neither will suit. Read n?3n^

or n/SnK (Hab. i. 5), out of which came G's reading?—M ]3iJ'^'>i'^<

'pungerer'? Read either D.'2iJ^^^^ or ^rjl^^iJT^i^"' (Gr.). See cxliii. 4.

;i^ f. Corrupt but not 'desperate' (Kau.). (i) Del. gives the sense as

follows,— ' For such persons {/.c. those who uttered the words of ?'?'. 1
1— 14)

doubt has become the passage to apostacy.' But the poet has won cjuite

a different solution of the enigma of human lots. ' If I had ventured on

such reasoning,' he thinks, ' I should have broken the covenant and

given up the fellowship of God's children; I should consequently have

lost the blessings which they enjoy.' But the mode of expressing this

ascribed to the psalmist is very unnatural. (2) Hitzig explains, ' If I

had attempted to realize the entire amount of these chastisements (v. 14)

by counting up the separate instances, I should have been overpowered,

and been driven into apostacy.' (3) Konig (ii. 250) takes ')03 to be an

adverb (G ovtus
; J sir). (4) Following S T, and perhaps A (roiavra),

Bo., Gr. read QniD3. (5) Ew., We., after Saad., HZIH V23. (6) Klost.,

nVj3 . (7) Ba., however, takes the first step towards a true compre-

hension of the passage. He omits DJ< in \~l"1^2S"Di< (Dii written at

the end of a line to fill up a gap, and then mistaken for an independent

word), and would adopt either Klost. 's r\')!23 or H^H njH '\!23- He
T T • T •

:

also denies that v. 15/!' is a hypothetical clause. This gives the sense, ' I

said, "Such [facts opposed to a belief in the divine justice] will I count

up; yea, I have broken faith to the generation of thy sons.'" But

surely ' such will I count up' and 'broken faith to the generation' &c.

cannot be right. A radical and yet not arbitrary treatment is absolutely

necessary. We. omits ''jinrjhs (an expansion of QS) ; plausibly no
doubt, but how are the remaining difficulties to begot over? WF's trans-

lation, even in the light of the note, is impossible. Gr. suggests (113.1^

for ^-|DD^<, ?J\:3D "lin for y22 mi, and 'BIHJ for >J-11J2 ; Pedes

(Ana/. 41), nrODH for J12r^ V2D- Of these suggestions the two latter

are the only useful ones. ^"1Il~I^i is not very near HISDN, <ind the

phrase ' I denied the glory of thy face ' is unparalleled. Let us keep

before us Bii.'s view of the construction of 7'. 15, and the correction,

already made, of 7'. iia (/. 21), and we shall probably read thus,

—

HQDn TWi^D '2iiTIT • : - T • -:

"•J^inS ^ii^Pi^] ^IDFT

35. M 1_X'1"''2}^V However we interpret '/T» O in /. 33, ^JST is not

what we expect. Probably it arose under the influence of ^JST in 7>. 23

(.M). G has Kayo) e^ovbevcofxtvos, i.e. HQJ ^JNT (cf. G, V. 2o). Read

probably ^^^I^OJI (Jer. x. 14, 21 ; li. 17, Isa. xix. 11). This may have

been written '"1^3^!
; J would easily become e.xpanded into 'JJ^. Cp.

on xvii. A,b.
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36. M '•j"l"n j"lionil, ' I passed into the category of "brutes," i.e.

sank to their level ' (Kon. Syiit. § 264^/). Unconvincing. It is an

individual who speaks; vvhy, then, the plural? We., Hi^nZl; but this is

arbitrary. Besides, it should be HDH^B (Job xviii. 3). Read nijl^iH

"•iTlDn (Gr.), and so obtain a perfect parallelism (see xcii. 7). The words

became half effaced, and the scribe thought of xlix. 13, 21 (ni!2n3)-

yj. M t'l^~^!i^iP/^~'7I^ N^2^^~^I^ ; G ecoj (liieXdiji) €($ TO ayuia-Tt'ipiou rov

Seoi. But see exeg. note. Read '74VJ ''pDirp-'7^^ '?"'Z)'l^S-l^. ':'J< drove

out T ; D became ^ ; liT became KT •

39. M i'J/ r\^\Dr\ J~l^p'?n3. TJX. G7rA))i^Sta to? SoAtor/jrase^ouavV&rs;

^Tzb is not recognized as the object. Reserve ^Tj^, and read ninVll "^"i"?

DJ^ti'jl (cp. Job xxvii. 20, and see on xxxv. 6). "!|^J<, see /. 41 ; so S, Gr.

40. M jnisi;:^:^':) Dn'^'Dn. g eV rw (TTcifje?ii'ai=r\]ii\i!:2h •. see Ba.,
-

: T : - • - :

who, however, reads J1\v{1;£^p7 (Zeph. i. 15, Job xxx. 3); so Klo., Now.

Inadequate ; why has the frequent occurrence of J^ID'^^ in Job been

forgotten? Read jlT.^Sli* phBH [Dn^?p] '\'2''bv ; cp. Iv. 5.
: - T : - • ': " -; " t

42. M nin?Z~]'2, ' in consequence of calamities' ? G 5ia ti)v dvofiiav

avT(iv= ~^^b^V'"2l^ The true reading is wbll^ ; cp. /. 5. j"lin is editorial.

43 f. M -J-T^vj VpnDi'Qi'^nD (we disregard Athnah). The first
T — : T -: —

suspicious word is y^p.lQ. G e^e-yftpo/xe'i/ou^y^pp (so S 2 J) ; the next

•JIJ^ (Budde UTt^)- But the whole of v. 20 is uncertain ;
how can

nT2n U'2b)i 1 ~\y2 (note Pasel>) be right? ud^^ ought to be a class-

name or ethnic, and DlVflD ought to be parallel to it. Similarly, ''JIS

ought to be a verb corresponding to nOH (or rather the verb out of which

'p, has sprung). We have a right to presume ethnic references, and

experience elsewhere permits no doubt as to the particular references.

Read—

For zb'i = biiy^^"^, cp. Am. v. 26, Ezek. xxiii. 14.

45- ^I Tja^;. But a verb is wanted (cp. xvi. 8); xvi. 9 suggests

48. M ^jnpn 11313 inXV To render ' thou wilt lead me to (the

goal cf) glory' (Zech. ii. 12) is impossible, and to assume with Konig

(§ 3i9m,':i) the double influence of 2. is unnatural. Moreover, if IIQD
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meant tlie divine f^Iory, a suffix was desirable, and to avoid misunder-

standing 1^22 should have followed ^JPTpJl. Besides, the idea of

entrance into God's glory would have needed amplification ; it is

hazardous to assume in the poet a sudden flash of intuition. Gr., We.
(but cp. Skizzen, vi. 79) emend into ^^npFI ~T^3- But 'fetched thee

after me with the hand ' is tautological. The key to the passage is

xvi. 1 1 (cp. note on /. 45) ; the true reading must be ^Jj;iin "1133 mhJI-

1 and p, 3; and FT confounded. So /e^u. Rcl. Life ('98), p. 240. Beer's

suggestion {ZATW, xxi. [1901], T] f.), "jn^'^Jin D^^rr ni'NT, confirms

the first part of this, but '^n is clearly no improvement. G neglects

49 f- D^^li'3 '''^"^'J ; an obscure and imperfect line. Bruston v''!) *^;

Gr. >b ^^N. Read "1/2 ^]^7^'b [h::!'] v2 (ixxxix.7).—m \';ii;3rT-N^':) Tfa^yi

ytXIl. "^py is not natural. Read probably yihin '^^"7X0 \pi.

51 f. Read ^"^ n'?3 (cp. Ixxxiv. 2); also m^, omitting the second

^QQ*?, which arose out of a mental confusion between "'mji and ''"l^^^t'.

Omit ^'^'7^} as a rival reading to Dt'ip'^ (a not unfrequent phenomenon).

53 f. M Tjpnn. Read certainly ':|''3"inp ; the Jerahmeelites and their

abetters are meant. Gr. Tf-pH")^.—M "JQ^ n3ir':'3 ; very harsh.

Read r^'yp \ii2'2 (Ixxiv. 18).

55 <"• -"^I Wnbii r)21p; vague. G t6 7rpoaKo\\a(Tdai= rip21 (Herz).

Read\'l^K3 ^-np^l ; note Pasek.—M mn^ 'Jl^^l 1 "^11^ 3VtO"^i?. ^b

is a fragment of Dm'?J< (dittogr.). >r\U^ 2MD comes from "TirTta^-

Close the line with mnv "IJIT ISd'? is an arbitrary amplification. For

IMIDiS'^,:: read certainly f'jnj^'73J (xcvi. 3).

PSALM LXXIV.— I.

i ETRAMETERS. The first part of this composite psalm is parallel to xliv.(2;,

Ixxix., Ixxxiii., Ixxxix., and Isa Ixiii. 15—Ixiv. 11. 1 he psalmist throws himself
back in imagination to the lime of tlie N. Arabian invasion, wiicn Jerusalem and
even the temple were destroyed. He hears the Misrites and Jerahmeelites raising
shouts of triumph on the sacred site, blaspheming the name of Vahwe, and singing
praises to their own idol-god. Deeds of violence are being committed througnout
the land, and it seems as if Israel (personified) were about to become a prey to
ravening lions. Qiiousi/ite, Doinmei

Ihe psalm has been variously assigned to the Chaldean period ('everlasting
ruins,' v. ^a ; 'they set on fire thy sanctuary, v. ya), and to tlie Syrian or Mac-
caba'an ('the synagogues,'?'. 8; 'no more any prophet,* t'. 9; 'blaspheme thy
name, v. 10). It has been said that ' only a premature decision as to the history
of the origin of the Canon makes it intelligible that so many commentators have
here been able to close their eyes to the light of truth' (Olshausen, 1853); also
that ' the date of I's. Ixxiv. (between 168 and 165 li.c.) is so plain that it is super-
fluous to count up the grounds over again' (Duhm, 1899). But the fact remains
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that I Mace. iv. 38 only speaks of the gates of the sanctuary as having Ijeen

burned (cp. 2 Mace. i. 8 ; viii. 33), and it must be pointed out that no critical

theory can be relied upon which is not based on a thoroughly revised text. If,

therefore, it is correct that the reference to synagogues in v. 9 depends on a
questionable interpretation of a phrase which has been introduced by corruption,
and that the reference to the cessation of prophecy in v. 9 occurs in an incorrect
gloss on already corrupt words at the end of the same verse, also that, according
to numerous parallels in other psalms, the true text of our psalm contains references

to N. Arabian peoples as the enemies of liie Jews, it follows that the current
theories must be abandoned, and a new one devisetl, and that the hesitation of
Delitzsch was more reasonable than the dogmatism of Olshausen. We may admit
that the invaders spoken of were hostile to the religion as well as to the nationality

of the Jews ; and that we have no reason to suppose that the Babylonian warriors
would even take the trouble to blaspheme the name of Yahwe, or lo destroy
consistently all his sanctuaries. But it was quite otherwise with the Jerahmeelites
or Edoniites, who are more than probably referred to in this psalm. As linguistic

evidence of a late date note 7'ti^3 (^. 14)-

We have already compared this psalm with Pss. xliv.(-) and lxxxix.'2). It is

true, nothing is said in our psalm respecting the defeat of Jewish armies (cp. xlix.

lia, Ixxxix. 44), but this omission in a psalm which was written long after the

time professedly referred to need not be a stumbling-block. Besides, Ps. Ixxiv.O
may very possibly be incomplete. Certainly the mention in /. 8 of the Jerah-
meelites, the Arabians, and the Cushites as the wicked neighbours who lay waste
the land of the Jews reminds us forcibly of 2 K. xxiv. 2 (see CVvV. Bil>.), where
the names of the enemies of the Jews near the close of the Jewish state are given
as Cushites, Jerahmeelites, and Misrites. That ' Misrites' and 'Arabians' are

virtually synonymous needs no showing (cp. //. 21 f.). One may conjecture that

Pss. Ixxiv.Ci' and Ixxix. are about contemporary with Isa. Ixiii. 15— Ixiv. 11, and
that all these works were originally designed as lamentations on the destruction of

Jerusalem and the temple. For parallelisms cp. Isa. Ixiv. 11 f. with Ps. Ixxiv.

7 and Ixxix. I ; also Isa. Ixiii. 15 with Ps. Ixxiv., /. 29, and vv. 18 f. with

Ps. Ixxiv., /. 31. It also seems probable that all these works were edited and
modified for liturgical purposes. Cp. Enc. Bib., ' Isaiah, Book of,' § 21

(col. 2207).

Deposited. Of Asaph. i

I Wherefore, O Yahwe ! spurnest thou thy pious ones ?

^.Wherefore+ smokes thine anger at the flock of thy tending?

Remember the community wliich long ago thou didst

acquire, 2

[Thy people which] tliou redeemedst as the tribe of thy

heritage
;

[(?) Pity the phice which thou didst choose for thy

name, (?)]

The mountain of Zion whereon thou hast dwelt :

Hide thy poor from the wickedness of their neighbours. 3

Of those of Jerahmeel, Arabia, and Cush.

The Misrites roar within thy sanctuar}', 4
10 [They cry] in the midst of thy dwelling-place

;

(?) As on a festival-day the Jerahmeelites shout, 5

The Ashhuriles praise their idol. (?)
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TIicN- have destroyed the gates, broken the bars, 6

Striking with two-edged axes
;

They have set on fire th}^ sanctuary, 7

Tliey liavc thrown down and defiled the dwelhng-pkice of

thy name.

They have said in their heart. Come, let us extinguish them. 8

Let us sweep the name of Israel from the land.

Our palaces they have annihilated, 9

20 'And there is no longer among us any sanctuary.

How long shall the Misrite insult, O Yahwe ? lo

+Ho\v long+ shall the Arabian blaspheme thy name ?

Wherefore drawest thou [back] thy hand 1

1

From the sword of [Kehoboth] and Jerahmeel.

Ashhur and Arabia insult thee, O Yahwe! ]8

Gebal and Amnion blaspheme th}' name.

Deliver not to the lions the soul of thy loyal one, 19

The life of th}' sufferers forget not perpetuall}'.

Look [and see from thy] mansion of glory ! 20

30 The land is full of the deeds of violence.

Let not the crushed one withdraw [from thee] disgraced! 21

Let the sufferers and the poor praise thy name !

[See my] disgrace, O Yahwe ! [from] the Arabians
;

22

Think how I am insulted by Kenaz and Gebal.-

Neglect not the sound of my cry, 23

Let the shriek of the sufferer present itself before thee !

I. nil. Seeonxliii. 2.— 2. Cp. Dr. caused imicli discussion. If the wonls,

xxix. 19, and see on Ixxx. 5. J's. ' I'hey set up tlieir signs for sign-;,'

xviii. 9 exjilains the figure.— 4. Cp. suited tlie jiaialleiism, it would be best

l)t. iv. 20, Isa. Ixiii. 17. On the text lo see in tlieni a reference to con.'-e-

of Jer. X. 16, li. 19 see Giesebrechi, crated symbols, such as abounded in

/c'l:, p. 65.—6. T/iy poor. So Ixxxiii. all eastern religions and superstitions.

4 (corr. text) ; cp. xii. 6, Ixix. 34, Most, liowever, think of military

cxxxii. 15.— 9. Roar. An expression standards (cp. Eiic. Bib.. ' Ensii^ns,'

for the battle-cry (Isa. v. 29, Jer. ii. § 1). Jerome, ' posuerunt signa sua in

15). .So in I.am. ii. 7, of the same foes trotia'um '
; Athan.isius, to, KaKov/xfva

as are referred to here, ' 'Jhey have irapa toIs arpaTiwrats tri-yia. Griltz at

uUered thtir voice in the house of one time thought of statues; Duhm
'N'ahwe as on a festival-day.' Cp. /. 11. suggests ' signs of supremacv, heraldic

— 10. M's enigmatical reading has arms, Greek inscriptions and the like.'

' There is no prophet any more. - Jerahmeel.
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All based on a mutilated and corrupt 23. Generally the complaint is tliat

text. See crit. note. The ' signs ' in \'ahwc hides his face (cp. -xliv. 25).
z'. 9 are e<|ually fictitious.— 13— 15. See The conception here is bolder. 'J he
introd. The burning of the temple can idea is that the sword of the Jerah-
only be proved for the Chaldcean (and meelites is dealing such havoc that

Jerahmeelite ?) period; see 2 K. xxv. 9. Yahwe draws back his hand in stupe-— 17 f. Cp. Ixxxiii. 4.— 19 f. See crit. faction. See Lam. ii. 3, and cp. Isa.

note and cp. Lam. ii. 5, 7, also Isa. li. 9.

Ixiv. 10 [11], where the 'precious
things' spoken of may be traditional 25. A8hhur,&c. N.Arabian ethnics,

sacred spots both in and out of Jeru- See xliv. 17 (corr. text), Ixxxiii. 8 f.

salem.—21 f , 25 f. Cp. xlii. 11, xliv. — 27. Cp. xxxv. 17 (corr. text), where

17 (corr. text), also Isa. lii. 4 f., where, (as here) ]l?B2 and H^n are parallel

in the most probable text, the Jerah- (cp. Ixxviii. 50, cxliii. 3).— 29. Cp. Isa.

meelites are spoken of as blaspheming Ixiii. 15, and see introd.—33 f. Cp.
the name of Yahwe (see Cn'/. Bib.). II. 21 f, 25 f. Keiiaz, as v. \-]b.

Critical Notes, i. M TVl':^ Parallelism and the analogy of xiii. i

&c., require ^l''prT- Moreover TW\ without an accus. is improbable

(cp. on xliv. 10).—4. Insert Tj;^^ (parallelism and metre).— 5. Insert

something like "^jpX^^ ^Tl'^ "^V^ DHI (similarly Bi.). Two Paseks

in V. 2.-7. M nijj niNrr::':' T*^y3 n*3nn. 'Lift up thv steps (or,

feet) ' is intolerable. G 'iirapov tus
x^'^P^^^ o""'-" ; 2 ru v\j/(oiJ.a twv ttoSoji' aov.

Gr., '3 mnD- All inadequate. The next phrase is equally suspicious.

'Everlasting ruins' would be ub^V jlOIH. The nearest possible

correction is "^"^IZ't ^)Vt'^^ ^.?'l'^^ "Ij'^Dri (cp. on Ixxxiii. 4).— 8. The

poverty of iM's text should awaken suspicion. Read D''2'^J7T D"''?^J^^T

D'lirOV—9- Read D'")^:.: for ':]>-\'\r^ (vi. 8, xlii. 11), and Tj-yilTip^

(Ixviii. 36) for "ryipirj 'thy meeting-place,' Kau.; 'thy assembly,' BDB;
Tr\<; iopr?]! aov, G). ')'1]?!2 in Lam. ii. On should be corrected accordingly.

T and many MSS , tj^—

.

10. AI n^J^^} Dnjllh? T2^ (so probably G). Grimme appends
T T

nnn", while Woods {Hcbraica, 1887, p. 261) omits mriiVJ and yiV
(/. 11) as interpolated from v. 9, where he takes TV:y~\^ to be also an

interpolation. Herz reads nijl^} Dn"'nh} "^iyV Dll^, 'there they have

placed their axes (.^) as ensigns.' Read probably, ^"•riisrrj "TjinU [iy~1p];

'3r*2 is represented in M by yyV and nnX^ ; "JlJia by jHljlJ^.

II f. M may be grammatical, but is it translatable.' JHV, N*2D
(why not S|>3,^ ?), n'?i?l!2'?, and yy^Tf^DZl are all very suspicious. For

_yiV T has "^bT-, whence Ba. and Herz ^y-\> 'they destroy;' Du.

^rj;")" (Lx. xxi. 6); Gr. •)l'n'' ; Hal. ^'n\ For J<"'n:33, G 'A 2 e S J

imply XIUQD or '3. Comparing Lam. ii. -jb it is plausible to read

D"'i7Spn"]^ i;L'b DV3 nynv For /. 12 we may read DBi^'^H^::'
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Dm^!t^^<. The letters of the fust two words were mixed uj), and corrup-

tion followed. In "l~)p, p seems to have come from H, "T from 1 ; j~n

is dittographic (jiyT follows).

13. Kt. ^^];^ ; Kr. HJIV^ (so some MSS. and edd.). G (S), f^tKoyj/av

or (^<*) BiiKo-^av. Probably G read l^ijlj, which is right (so first Herz);

the Greek verb had to suit ci^iVat?.—M nTnnD. G, S 2 nTTriB; so Rashi,

Gr. But the suffix is unaccountable (see De Jong, 15). Read ^HilD-—

M 7''Ii*Dil "in*. t'^Ii'3 is a not very common Aramaic word (plur. in T;

see next note). Read !)")21Ii/ DTI^Hi (Lam. ii. 8). Sense and metre

gain.

14 f. M JllD^OT. An unproved word. New Heb. 5l':'i3 = 'a plane;'

1^13, T, I S. iii. 20 = Heb. Dl"ip. T here has I^ODVl d'^DSVO '(with)

a double-edged cutting instrument,' which points to ^]^3. or JIVS^D '2.

(Isa. xli. 15 ; cp. Ps. cxli.x. 6). So first Herz. To this, however, we must

prefix D^"lp3- 'p fell out owing to b''pD2 which preceded it
;
^"^^3 in

T Jer. xlvi. 22 corresponds to Heb. Dl"lp (plural).—Read tj''_ with some

MSS. and edd. (/. 9).

17. M in> 3>;3 (cp. G T; absurdly wrong ; but cp. Kon. i. 580). G
»; (rvyyeutt.a avTOiv em to avro, deiirf, i.e. T ^j'^ 3''J- No doubt this is

partly correct. 13'? in M has become '^'2- After y^^ we expect some
verb, I plur. imperf. with suffix. Gr. reads D'^21^<J ; Bri^ill, Qn^^J ;

Herz, DJJ^J. But the critics have not seen that in^ is a misplaced part

of the verb, so that we must read m^nD^[1j- We find the same phrase

'JT 137 in Ixxxiii. 5.

18. M -p^^^ ':'^<"^P^D~'73 ISn'i:;. (^ (S) Kara-naiacs^^nv Tcis (onTcis
... T T •• -: T. : T

Kvpiov (iVo r7> yi]s, i.e.
Y"^^}•p b'^"^'~\Vy2"72 D'^lt'l ; in 2 (?) too read

KUTanavis-oifjiev for KaTaKcwcrajjifv, cp. the same error in G 2 K. xxiii. 5, 11.

That "IH"^ and yiJ^D are correct, is plain
; parallelism requires this.

But what are the ':'Nt"nyiD, which both M and G adopt ? According to

most, the synagogues ('A 2, Del, Bii., We., Du. &c.). It is doubtful,

however,whethersynagogues could have been called VhJ n^il^- l^M rV3.

(So/a ix. 15) is a synonym for JIDJS /T'3, which cannot mean ' God's

meeting-place'; indeed T gives hJnt:'J3 ""Q for the DVH jT3 of AI,

Jer. xxxix. 8. One might plausibly suggest p^i '^]VipD (cp. /. 9), but

having regard to Ixxxiii. 5 we sliould most probably read ':'J«<"Ti>^ D'l}.

The enemy's ultimate object was to destroy, not Israel's sanctuaries, but

Israel itself. Observe that ^21^^ in n''3rj was corrupted into ISl'i^T;
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"^i^Tii^^ became /J^^y ; WZ? is only represented by TJ ; ^3 (see above)

comes from ^3*^.

19. M !^J^niJ'^^i, t.c. 'sii^'na cultus Mosaici, furore fanatico deleta'

(De Jong, 20). Most improbable. Remembering Lain. ii. 5, 7, read

certainly lj\"1^2!!2nj^- 'ihi is very often corrupted, both in the Psalms

and elsewhere.—M ^^^^^"S?• Here i: is dittographic. ''^}l^<'7 = "ir"?:!

(Lam. ii. 5).—M's ^i''2J IVJ ]^M is a gloss on the following (partly mis-

read) words.

20. M's n!D"iy is dittographic; ''jl^i'lji; follows. yiV, though

supported by M's J^^HJ nj7 ^'^} (see on /. 19), is corrupt. Read certainly

li^lpD (parallelism and context).

21 f. M 1^. "1^ sometimes represents "1-^^ (see on l.Kxxiii. 8),

sometimes ni:*J (xxvii. 2).—M 2•'^^^. Read "'lli; (vii. 6, &c.).

23 f. Insert lijl}^ (Lam. ii. 3), with Bi. [so now Du.], for the metre.

—

M Tl)>3 7pirT nipp "^y^'l ;
I^^'- ^l?'n. The theory, presupposed by

M, that *]3\'2^ is a rhetorical expansion of "]!"', is superfluous (xliv. 4

is not parallel). It forms part of the material for /. 24, and Bickell

naturally enough proposes the gentle correction, X^DD "^pTT 21"lp3. Tj^T-

The statement, however, is both ill expressed and superfluous. Similarly

Street (1790), Duhm. As generally in this psalm, the corruption pre-

sumably lies deep. Starting from this, ]^^2'' at once suggests '^SrjnT

{''yr^" '^""ii in I S. i\. I represents Til"' ^"H, see CnV. Bib.). Remem-

bering n-'lN "JSrj in Lam. ii. 3, read probably ':)Krjn~l''T [ ] 2"inp.

The missing name may very well be ni3h"> ;
211") fell out after 2"in.

'SpT^ (cp. pp^n) and 7h'2 both represent fragments of ':'i^:2rnv For

n'?D, Wellh. gives the impossible rendering 'draw forth,' while Deren-

bourg (ZATIV, 1S81, p. 333), Gr., and B. Jacob {ZATIV, 1896, p. 131)

read H^D- G has els reXos, which S' constantly gives for n'?D-

25 f. Error lies, not only in ~"1DT (Lag. bD2), but in JlhJ?. G'^ gives

a double rendering, TavTrjs = /IJ^T (so J< T), and r^s /criVewy {KTt'ja-fojs)

cTov = in-TfTi^ (Gu.). Both readings, and also IDT, arose out of "iHrN ;

cp. the name njUii, and l^'DTn? in xx.\:vni. i. 3'''l^i should be 21P\;

'J DPT should be ]^^y^ ^2^ (Ixxxiii. 8). The change of meaning is

certainly great, but the present text is very unsatisfactory. For C]~n

read ^BIPT.

27. M n^'Jlb. G J, De Jong, We., Du. n^Vlb ; Bii. mb (old fem.

ending); Lag. 'jIL'-jTn'? (cp. T, and Sirach, xxxix. 30, Heb.) ; Street

(1790), Schrader, Gr. D^dj ; Ki'- DH'^b ; Grimme mnS But xxxv. 17,
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suggests D^I^S^*? ; cp. on .wii. 21. /ITf is a mei-fe slip.—M '^lijl, 'thy

turtle-dove,' i.e. Israel. Unparalleled. 2 (Field), r)v e^iba^os tuv vufiov,

with an allusion to the mijl (so T J)—a playful attempt to explain the

inexplicable, d (S) i^ofxnXayoviiivr^v o-ot = rri^j^ ; so Street, Cunkel
;

cp. vi. 6. Plausible, but not favoured by parallelism. We expect ^TDH ;

perhaps D fell out, and "]l'rr became '^"l")j~|.

29. M Jl^n^*? tD3rT. 'The expression is strangely short, which

beside the parallel member is not effective ' (01.) . The berlt/i is supposed

to be the pact between Yahwe and Israel. But this is here unsuitable.

Bi., following G S, reads tj— (see next note). Hence Gu., TJ^D^IZl'p

(cp. jlinn"'?^ ^'h^ in Jewish liturgy^). Du., less happily, Tin^'p,

'auf die Gemjisteten.' The best remedy is indicated by Ixxxix. 40 (see

crit. n.) ; Jn*")3 comes from J'^~)^}3/^. Comparing the parallel passage,

Isa. Ixiii. 15, read Tjj-^nj^iir^ bl]"^ HSm '^::ir\. b in nnn':' is a frag-

ment of ':);2TD. See next note.

30. Street (1790) was on the right tr.ick; "DliTT^ (?) has got out of its

place. So Herz. But the material in AI G is too much for a tetrameter.

Duhm carries up ISt'D'O into the preceding line, which in M G is too

short. But 'look on the fatted beasts, for they are full' is a detestable

sense. Beyond reasonable doubt, as in Ixv. 13, Ixxxiii. 13, jHlNJ comes
from mj3'ki73, and most probably "Jt^TlQ has grown out of a miswritten

^iyyrj. mJDZ'i^ seems to be a scribe's conjectural variant to Oli^HI^-

Omit the initial ^3 or 3, which either represents or is a dittogram of

the suffix in ]/T'~l2.

31. Ty^ is certainly wrong. In ix. 10, x. iS we read HIllJ. But the

corruption lies deeper. Q'^JJ after 2.Z'^ is superfluous : the whole line

is too vague and indefinite. We expect a closing reference to the temple

and the N. Arabians, and this is confirmed by Isa. Ixiii. 15-19—a passage

which was certainly in the mind of the psalmist (see introd., ad Jin.).

Even M's text of Isa. Ixiii. 18 will show this, but if we criticize this text at

all keenly, the confirmation becomes still stronger. Read most probably

as vv. 18, 19

—

zi7\''bv -ji^v i^-\\>T^b

Now that we have a clue, we can more safely proceed to apply critical

methods. We may appropriately read /. 31 thus—TT'"^i»"rTp;^ D3^"'?i<
' V T ; • T -

' Cp. also Ilillei's saying, ' Be of the disciples of Aaron .... loving thy

fellow-creatures' (DPlIin). Similaily Grinime, Psahitenprobleme, p. 77.
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/i^ltDm^- Line 32 now acquires a fuller significance. When the house of

praise has been delivered, Yahwe's worshippers will assemble for a solemn

liturgical function of thanksgiving.

33- ^I ^T") nnn D'nb^ n'2^p. -^ynn is strange; we expect

"2^"). But 2n and HDin (/. 34) are not parallel words ; nor is ^\T2^P
T

parallel to ~)i)*. For a key to the problem see xliii. i (crit. n.), where

'nn r]2'''^ has grown out of D'n~}>. Read ^^^' "D^b^ [nsn]

34. DI^iT'73 comes from '''?K!^n~l"' (cp. on xliv. 23, liii. 2, Ivi. 2, &c.),

which is either a variant to or a gloss on *7^J~^JQ, or rather T^pQ

b^^^ ; see on vz'. i^h, i8(5. For TTj-i2~in we can now read ^JlBin ; the
T :

'
: T : V • t ; v

final 3 in M represents the p in T2p- The context relates to the sufferings

of the Jews ; cp. xliv. 16, Ixxxix. 51 (corr. texts).

35 f. First consider/. 36. M Taj") n':'i;; ^"Dp ]i^^•»^. An awkwardly

expressed description of the uproar of Yahwe's foes. G presupposes

t^''?'>'^ f'P-C "^y.P} ^>'^^ '^l^.^--
'^'"^ ^^^^ *™^^" °"' °^ '^y ^V'^

"ib^TI TJH)'?- 3' and p were confounded, and "yy^ became Th^ •

Editorial manipulation has evidently not been spared. It now becomes

plain that ^mij in /. 35 has come out of \~lp^ji ; "[ sprang from p,

^~) from r\

PSALM LXXIV.—2.

i ETRAMETKRS. Probably a song of triumph over the recovery for Israel of the

N. Arabian border-land, which is realized by faith as if it had taken place.

Parallel passages are P.->. Ixxxix.'" and xcv. The proiemium, which seems to

have been lost, may have been parallel to Ixxxix. 2—8, though, since lines 3—6
(cp. Ixxxix. lof.) are parallel to Isa. li. 9/', 10, there is just a possibility that the

opening may have resembled Isa. li. 9a, and have contained an appeal against

Israel's enemies. TJie reference to the dragon-myth (cp. Ps. viii., A 2f. ; Isa. li.

9f.) is an interesting proof of the tenacity of primitive myths. Wellh. in SHOT
omitted v. 14 as an interpolation. In Skizzen, vi. 179, he restores it on the

ground that it has no mythological reference. This, however, can hardly be

maintained. Duhm comes to the same conclusion as the present writer ; see also

Gunkel [Schop/., pp. 42 f.).

I But [thou,] O Yahwe ! art my king from of old, 12

That hast wrought deeds of succour in the midst of the

earth.

It was thou that didst divide the sea by thy strength, 13

That didst break the heads of the dragons on the waters
;
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Thou that didst shatter the heads of Leviathan,

And gavest up his carcase as food for the jackals
;

Thou that didst clear a way for fountain and stream,

Thou that madest to burst forth the rivers of Ethan.

Thine is Jerahmeel, thine also is Ishmael,

It was thou that didst establish Missur and Cusham
;

It was tliou tliat didst fix all the bounds of the land
;

Kenaz and Kehob—thou didst form them.

14

16

17

1. My king:. See on xliv. 5.

Frv)i of old, for Israel's origin is traced

back to the Creation.

2. Jlip^Ii*^ ' deeds of succour '; cp.

xliv. 5/'. The E.\odus may be referred

to ; cp. Ex. viii. 18 [22], where Misraim
( Misrim) is referred to as yHNn ^Ipi^

>

' in the midst of the earth."

3 flf. Cp. Isa. li. 9 f. The sea . . .

the waters, i.e. the primceval ocean, of
which the dragon Tiamat was the

mythic s-ymbol. The dividing of the

sea (cp. Gen. i. 6 f.) was the equiva-

lent ol the mythic dividing of Tiamat.
See Enc. Bib. 'Creation,' §21. 'J lie

dragons, i.e. the monsters which took
the side of Tianiat in the mythic war of

creation.— The heads of Leviathan. A
Babylonian tradition (a distant echo of
which is traceable in Rev. xii. 3) gave
twin heads to the mythic dragon. See
Enc. Bib., 'Dragon,' 'Leviathan.'

—

6. On the double representation of the
punishment of Tiamat. I. as consisting

in her destruction, and 2. as consisting

in her being placed in confinement in

the ocean, i.e. the ocean which is

coiled (]in'?py? Isa. xxvii. i) round

the earth, see Enc. Bib as above.— 7.

The rivers of Ethan. Cp. GKT H0oyu.

It is here assumed that Eihan is the

name of a region, viz. the Eihan te ur

Jerahmeeliio country in the N. Arabian
border-land where, according to the
most plausible hypothesis, the Hebrew
tradition placed tiie primivval Paradise
witii its rivers. That ' Eihanites ' and
' Jerahmeelitcs.' are the names of closely

related peoples, if we should not rather
say, that the Ethanites were ' bne
Jerahmeel' (cp. i K. iv. 31 [v. 9],
where' Mahol ' comes from Jerahmeel),

can hardly be disputed ; for the evi-

dence in favour of the rest of the
hypothesis referred to, see Enc. Bib.,
' Paradise.' It is not impossible that

]"TJ7 , ' Eden,' may be an artificial

modification of ]j'~l^t^ , ' Ethan,' and

that ' fountain '

(]"'P/!3) may refer to the

fountain-head of the rivers of Paradise.

'

Gunkel's view is only superficially

cbfferent. According to him, the
' perennial ' rivers or streams are those

of the primaeval ocean (cp. xxiv. 2,

D^Q^ , 'ocean,'
|| mijn 'rivers';

see act Inc.). For the streams of Para-
dise were originally the ocean-streams
(see E71C. Bib. as above). The alter-

native renderings are l. that supported
recently by Gunkel and Duhm— "peren-
)iial rivers ' ; 2. that of J and EV

—

' mii^hty rivers ' ; both these presuppose

that ]J^''^J is an attributive genitive

(Ges.^2S', § 128, 2w). The first is the
more plausible j the rendering ' mighty '

f*-"' ]m}^ is not to be supported by

Gen. xlix. 24, Jer. v. 15, Mic. vi. 2,

since ]J1^J>{ in all these passages is open
to grave suspicion. It should be noted,
hovxever, i. that the three other pas-

sages of the Psalms quoted in Ges.-^"'

for the attributive genitive (Ixxiii. 10,

Ixxviii. 49) are corrupt, and 2. that ihe

occurrence of ]^iJ/l and ]j~l^^t' leads us

to expect some equally traditional word
to define the nature of the rivers. It

has often been held that by the
' rivers ' the Jordan is meant (Del.

and others). J'he dragon or Lcviallian

b..'coines Pharaoh, the fountain and
river have to be explained by Ex. xvii.,

Num. XX. But the Jews knew by tra-

dition of primiwal divine acts, of which

' Po.ssibIy for 1^ in Gen. ii. 6 we should read ^"^ 'fountain.' See, however,

Enc. Bib., ' Paradise,' § 5; Crit. Bib. ad loc.
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the wonders of the Exodus (cp. on their delimitation to Him. Cp. Ixxxix.

viii. 3) were but an echo or reflexion. 12,. xcv. 5, in revised text.

—

Boiiiia's,

9-12. The lands with which an- Jli'^nHil , or perhaps 'territories' (cp.

cient Israel was so often at war, and i :

parts of which were so much venerated 7l^J , Cen. x. 19, &c.). — Kehob,

and indeed often occupied l)y \'ahwc's another form of ' Rehoboth.' Cp. on

people, belong to Israel's God, and owe Ixxxvii. 4 ; also on Ixxxix. il.

Critical Notes, i. Read mrt"' ^J•^^< (Gu.) ; cp. //. 3, 5, &c.— 3. M
jnnn'lD (x.\iv. 19, corrupt?). T nmO, which seems right (cxxxvi. 13).

G ( KpaTaiaxTus ?—4 f. M ^L^ST. G in /. 4 gives tus K€<j)cikdi, which is at
T

any rate necessary if we read D^J"'JD. In /. 5, G (P/'""S'"fR) has t«s

Ket^aXa's, but G (i^ T) Tt]v Ke(pa\i]if, i.e. ]l}ii~), which, however, is unneces-

sary (see exeg. note).—6. Read probably i/T^lH ^PFl. U became 1J;

ITT" fell out. Hence M's reading.— ]\[ D'^'ii'? DV\ o" which cp. Kon., Sf;it.,

p. 246, n. I. On the vss. see Biithgen, JPrTh 1882, ad loc. Duhm
would omit either Q^*? (so already Bi.) or the following "7. Hitz. and

Wellh. emend Q^'^ into DJ^/ (' frass ' .' ?). Surely the right reading is

clear. ^yh and D'^'ij'? (''lit''?) both represent fragments of i:ih)!l'&>

(Ixiii. 1 1).

8. M. Jlti/'^in. 'What the writer has in his mind we do not know,
T ~

but if he went about a little, he might become acquainted with dried-up

river-beds.' So Duhm, more plausibly than Uelitzsch and the earlier

commentators, who see a reference to the drying up of the Jordan

(Josh. iii. 14 fif., iv. 23). Parallelism, however, suggests the correction

T : - T

9f. P'or DV and rb'h read probably \]y (= ':)^<a^^') and b'^'^^'V'' ;

cp. Ixxxix. 12, xcv. 5. Ordinary corruptions.—M ^0'Z,n "liN'J. The

Vss. differ widely. Gl' 17X101/ koI <ji\r)vr\v. Probably an arbitrary altera-

tion ; G" read, not PTT'l ^DI^, but transposed ',^ and '"ii, and interpreted

nihJrj to mean 'the moon.' GX'-'^T^ however, has cpavaiv k. rjXiov (so

Complut. Aid. Theodoret). 'A 2 (pcoaTripa [Syro-Hex.,'A (pwrrrripa':, Field]

K. 7]K. cf)<iis, E' cf)QiTa K. r]\. S' <T(\i]vi]v k. tJX. ; T Nli"2X'l J^HITD ;

S IaSDaO pQIQJ
; J liimiiiaria ct solcm. Cp. also /. 23 of an African

magic text, redacted by a Jewish hand, op/tt'^w o-e tov (fxixTTi]pa Kai ilarpa

iv nvpava Troii](TavTa (Deissmann, Bific/.stut/ic'/i, 43 {.). But lihJI^, though

afterwards accepted as a term for the moon, cannot be right here, nor is

it any gain to read inD (cp. D'JIin^) with Gunkel, (i) because IHD
was not in use in literary Hebrew, and (2) because mention of the

heavenly luminaries is not to be expected here (see the context). The

latter consideration is also adverse to the correction U^:2V j"li")SD
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The context seems to require QI'DT ~)"ii*,3- Ji became hi, as in Isa. i. 13

{]')i^ from U^)i) ; for U\DD tp. Ixxii. 5, cxxi. 6.

II f. j"li'?3i!, G T« o/Kfj, seems to be right. (Junkel proposes JllT^il,

a term for tlie constellations as influencing the seasons (cp. Job xxxviii. 33).

But we should have expected p^DI^ as the complement (cp. Mt. xxiv. 29).

—M 5]-im Vp, a strange parallel to y~IN\"l m':'^^, as Gunkel felt.

Most probably ethnics lie concealed (cp. Ixxxix. 131^). Read ^hT) Op.
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